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BOOK 2: REALITIES DEVINE 

SECTION L J HE ESSENCE OF GOD 

Chapter i: Comprehensive Knowleikvf. About Goo 

1. huaiidafwn of circular and infinite series arguments 

Baydawi. said: L 315, T 151 

a. Circular argument |is invalid], because anyone with obvious intel¬ 
ligence would be absolutely certain that the existence of an effective 
cause is antecedent to the existence of its effect. Thus, if something 
weec to produce an effect upon its own antecedent cause then the 
implication would be that its Own existence had preceded itsdl by 
two stages, wliich is impossible. 

b. Infinite .rtries argument is seen to be invalid from two aspects. 
1. The first [aspect] is that if causes were to be arranged in 

an unlimited series* and if we were to assume two groups, one begin¬ 

ning from a particular effect and the other ] 152 from the effect 

which preceded it, both of them continuing on without limit, and if 

the second [‘longer1 group] should be fully aligned with the drat by 

supenmposition from the delimitation point [mentioned|s then the 

lesser one would be the same as the greater one. [Jut if |thc second 

‘longer1 group] should not be exactly aligned, L 31b ihe impli¬ 

cation is that it would be rut off, and then the first ['shorter'] one 

would be greater than rise second by one stage, but [the first] would 

be limited also. 

2, The second [aspect] is that if the totality of [ail] realities 

possible should be arranged in an unlimited scries, [the totality] then 

would have need for every single one of [the realities possible], and 

thus [the totality itself] would be a 'possible reality1 having need for 

a cause1, but the cause [needed by die totality] would be neither 

[the Lota]Ely] itself nor would it he anything that had entered into the 

totality], for [that cause] may be neither a cause for itself |as the 

totality] nor for [the totality’s] own causes, as in that case it would 

not be Lin ‘independent cause’ for the totality. Thus |Lbc independent 
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cause] would be something external to [the totality]; and something 

external to [the locality ol'J all the realities poisibfe cannot itself be 

a ‘possible reality1. 

Let no one say that the ‘effective causeT [of this totality] would 

be [its[ units fliaF are without limit. [This is because] if what is 

meant by the effective ranse1 should he the totality a.s the totality, 

then that would be the totality itself. But if white is meant by [the 

‘effective cause5] should be that the effective cause would be each 

unit, then the implication would be that there wag a joining together 

of [many] independent causes’ to produce a single effect, which 

would be impossible, as in that case the effective cause wrould have 

been within ilself and this we have invalidated.1 

Isfaham says; L 316, T 152, MS 16! a 

BOOK 2: REALITIES DIVINE 

After [’Baydawif finished Book One on Realities Possible, he began 

Book Two on Realities Divine, setting it forth In three Sections: 1. 

The essence of Cod;1* 2, The attributes of God; 3. The acts o\ God 

and the acts of mankind. 

SECTION 1: THE ESSENCE OF GOD 

In Section I [Baydawi] sets, forth three chapter?: 

1. Comprehensive knowledge about God;: 2. Qualities not prop¬ 

erly attributable to Grid; 3r Doctrine of the Divine Singularity,4 

1 Here at the end of Baydawi's [Bk 2. S I, Ch. L] Topw. 1, a puhltilieri error 
is found in both printed Anbic editions. Baydawis Topic 2 [“Proof for she Eiistencf 
of the Necessary Ejuslenl’ J, comprising L 316:7 14/T 15*2r7 13, was miltAktAly 
(Xi>ied in at this poim From a contitil]0US MS of the Baydiiwi tent) by 
the scribe of the lithograph orliHon |].|, arid fhc mistake wu followed by she editor 
and typesetter of T. To correct Aids error, the editors of borh editions rept&Ctd thh 
passage in. its proper place following Mahanfs commentary on Topi* I at L \V2\f 
T t55. The typeset edition. [T] has the whole passage [ Bay daw's ['npic 2] cor¬ 
rectly ill ilS place. But the scribt ctfL; in rmddng his. copy, copied only L 316:10-H 
in ils proper place at L 321, omitting L 316:7-30. 

f [IT dhai AH ah la'aia1] 
1 fit al-TIm bfliil. 
H {ET :d-t.awill'd] ■ 
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Chapter i: Comprehensive. Knowi.foc:f. About Guu 

In Chapter I [Raydawi] sets forth three topics: I Invalidation of 

circular and infinite series arguments; 2. Proof for Che existence of 

the Necessary Existent. 3. Experiential knowledge of God’s essence. 

I. InTwlidalwn uj arattar and iriftnitf mi arguments 

a. Circular argument^—which bn when there is dependence of one 

thing (1.) upon another thing (2,) that in turn depends upon the ibr- 

rner (1.), to one or more stages,—-stands invalidated because anyone 

with obvious intelligence would he absolutely certain that the exist¬ 

ence of an effective cause precedes the existence of its effee.t. For if 

a thing wore to produce an effect upon its own antecedent effective 

cause,, then the implication would be that it had existed preceding 

itself by two or more stages. And if a given thing wes c to produce 

an effect upon its own effective cause, then it would be antecedent 

to its own effective cause, and as its effective cause would be |already] 

something antecedent to itself, that given thing would then precede 

itself, l>erause the antecedent of an antecedent to a given thing would 

also be an antecedent to that thing. 

Ijc.t no one ask [as a hypothetical case] why it would not be admis¬ 

sible that there be two given things, L 317 in which a) the quid¬ 

dity of each of diem would be the effective cause for the existence 

of the other, or in which b) (he quiddity of one of them would be 

the effective cause For the existence of the ocher, with the existence 

of the second being the cause for the existence of the first; thus, 

each of them would be an effective cause for the existence of the 

other, and there would be no implication that a given thing would 

be antecedent to itself, 

We hold, in Such a [hypothetical] case, that there would be no 

circular argument, became no thing would precede itself, since no 

thing would precede something antecedent to itself The existence 

of both these two given things would be as effects of the quiddity 

of the other, on the first supposition; and the existence of the sec¬ 

ond thing would be as the effect of the quiddity of the first thing,6 

* [(] rna<rifat diiauhaj. 
* 1^ with T Gillmwmg Lc, inserts (hr dajisi: Mcvn thr ja;t:rnid suppodiiiHi7’ mluntlimLly 
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with l i 11■ existence of iho fii^i deriving from die existence of the wt;- 

ond, [both their existences being] on the second supposition, Our 

discussion here is on ‘circular argument*, not on anything else. 

Further, it would not be admissible for a quiddity aJonc without 

[ possessing its own] existence to be the effective cause of some [other] 

existence, [This is] because we know as an imperative necessity that 

die cause of'an [other] existent must itself be an existent11 antecedently 

to the existence of its effect. 

Objection has been raised* that 

1. if by the antecedence of an effective cause to its effect the 

meaning should he that |the cause] has need for |the effect]* then 

we do not grant MS I bib that a given tiling [a) having need for 

a second thing (b) that needs A third tiling (c) would itself (&] be 

[identical to] die second thing having a need (b) for that third thing 

(c). [This is] because, if that should he the case, then the existence 

of the givet] thing having the need (a) would he Lmpossible when¬ 

ever the second thing needed should exist, (b) and the third thing 

(c)—needed by the second thing having a need (b)—should not exist, 

II Lit. that not the case ] continues Razi], For if we were to assume 

the existence of the proximate cause of the effect, together with the 

nouedsience of the remote cause, then the effect would exist of 

necessity; otherwise* there would be an implicit retardation of the 

effect from the proximate cause, which would be impossible. However, 

2, if by the antecedence of the effective cause ro its effect the 

meaning should be something Other lban that there is a need for it, 

then certainly you [who are disputing with Razi] would have to give 

here, according to the MS and MS Garrett as well as using it correctly a* 
(He end of the sentence, 

: MS (ti: (|je.J in iTsdf [bi-al-dh£t]. 
Note here 4 variation in the raxts: T shows both preceding1 nouns as 'an exis¬ 

tent* pilat a3-mftwjfld yajlb ,m tabuin rnawjiklah]; L omits the letter [mini] from 
the second noun, reading [wujfldah]; the MS reads ['iELat aJ-wujfid yajih an tairiin 
mawjQdah],. but the first noun reveals die shadow of (hr letter |m-Tm] where the 
seribc scraped away the ink: MS Garrett 9B9FIa ss the same as T 

9 MS gL: (5y the worthy Imam FaMir aJ-Din Raai. 
L 317 gi thi.s objection by rhe Imam [F.D. Rim] is quoted by Lhc aullior of the 

Saha* if where lie says, ‘The Imam objected to their doc trifle that aitythiflg that is 

couditLLiiibd upon sumetliing else that is COndilkHial is itself oofldilionaL. [K.A^-il SEtid 

that the proximate cause would be sufficient for the existence of art effect, even if 
it W(: re assumed that i-ts existence marie necessary the existence of Lhc ellect but 
HO remote CAusi existed, So die effect really is Lint cmidiiioiiiil upon the remote 
e^ijse. Thus, he understood that. anyching condidonal upnn sornclhing else dut ls 
conditional would not ncecessarily be somethin!* conditional itselfls 
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|us; and 1-tazi], a clarification of |and information about vour] coii- 
cept of it, so that ne might consider its validity or its invalidity. 

An objection'1 here is that we do rioi gram that the premise is 

false, —namely, our statement that the existence of the given thing 

having the need (aj would be impossible whenever there should exist 

the second lining needed fb] and there should not exist the third 

thing (c) needed by the second thing having a need (b). 

[Razi’.s] statement is that if we were to assume the existence of 

the proximate cause of the effect together with the nonexistence of 

the remote cause, then die effect would exist necessarily. 

Hut our [i e,, lsfahani:s] position is that we do not grant this. 

[Raaris] statement is that otherwise, there would be an implicit 

retardation of [he effect from the proximate cause. 

To which we [Isfahan]] say, “Yes, [it would be implied], but why 

have you [i.e,? the objector to Razi] said that it would be impossi¬ 

ble? For the proximate cause is not [he complete cause of an effect 

but pari of it* and it would be admissible for an effect to be retarded 

from a part of the complete cause. 

This1'1 is not a direct line of reasoning, because even if we were 

to grant lltat the proximate cause is a pari of the complete cause, 

nevertheless ii is the part that necessitates the elieep as there is noth¬ 

ing intermediate between it and the realization of the effect. Thus, 

it is not possible for there to be a retardation of (he effect from it, 

this fact being derived from the impossibility for there to be vari¬ 

ance between a premise T 153 and its conclusion,11 

It is entirely right to take die position that, 

I. ii" the meaning of [Rari’sj statement—that the effect would 

exisc of necessity if the existence of the effect’s proximate cause were 

assumed along with the- nonexistence or the remote cause,—is that 

the effect would exist in die very nature of the case, then that mean¬ 

ing would be impossible. Indeed, then1 can be no implication from 

q MS gl: [This is] in reLmcial at statement, ^Bul that is uiyt i,he fast.'' 
The pajidge bcgULiLiiig with the previous ohjerliun attributed to [:.D. Rari may 

end with this hilLer objection, (me contemporary with Rari and related by him. 
3ui;h a rernlijig would Irt the personal pronouns in il >is tettep objection, t-g-; ’’we'1 
beLmj die objector atid "our stairment” referring to ftazi. The dialogue following 
may then be hsrerpreled as between Isiahani in the first person, the objector Lit die 

second person, and Rari in the third person. 
'' Mb gl: That is, it admits chat the cffctt may vary from ]>a.rt of die complete 

ciiuse. 
I! MS gl: As an answer u> the statement* “'ll" w-tiat is meant,,eLc, 
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assuming; the existence of the proximate cause together with the non¬ 

existence of the remote cause dial die effect would necessarily have 

existence in the very nature of the rase. The elleefs existence in the: 

very nature of the case would be implied necessarily only if Lhe prox¬ 

imate cause were to be an existent present in the very nature of the 

case* L 318 and our assumption that the proximate cause would 

have existence does not imply that its existence would lx: within the 

very nature of the case. Further* 

2. if what is meant by [Rail's quoted statement] is that the 

effect would [even] have existence, on the hypothesis that the prox¬ 

imate cause were to have existence Logethcr with the nonexistence 

of the remote cause, then we would noi gram any necessity to it on 
that hypothesis either, because that hypothesis would be impossible,|: 

Thus it is admissible that there would hr no necessity for the effect's 

existence, on chat impossible hypothesis, MS 162a 
However, even if its necessity13 were to be granted upon that 

hypothesis,, nevertheless there can be no implication from this that 

the given thing (a) having a need for a second tiling (b) having a 

need for a third thing (c) thereby would not [itself] have a need for 

that same thing in the very nature of the case, 'Fhal implication 

would hold only if that hypothesis should be an actual fact in the 

very nature of the case; so therefore this would he impossible - 

Our discussion on the invalidity of circular argument is in regard 

to the very nature of the case, [arid is] not merely an assumed 

hypothesis. 

b. Infinite serifs argument)—namely, that the two accidental qualities 

of cause and effect may be arranged in a ranking orderu in a sin¬ 

gle scries from a specified effect and on without limit, stands inval¬ 

idated from two aspects, 

L The first aspect [showing the invalidity of infinite series argu¬ 

ment] is thai if causes should lx arranged in an unlimited series, 

and if wc were to assume two groups, one beginning from a specified 

12 MS gl: Became dir exisleree cuf the- proximate cause dfi.w-t.iris upon, ihc remote 

rausCj and if wlnaL is being depended upon were nancxistenl, that 'which is depend¬ 

ent would not eirisC 

n MS ftlr F.e-,, n>r iht tflttl’s existence, 
11 L, the MS iuid MS Garrett l-JS'SJla rt&ct “set iu ranking order'’ [yataracia'J. 

The MS has a. gloss: arranged iu order” (yataratlab), while the Garrett MS 
3BSHa supplies as j^loss "i.e,, to imiease gradually’1 [ystaz&yad],T alone reads “art* 
joined together” [yvnahqaT 
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effort and the other from the effort preceding it, with both [groups) 

continuing on without limit, and then if the second [group [ should 

be put into alignment by superimporilion with the find from the 

point of limitation^ so that the beginning of the second group would 

fit over the specified effect which is the beginning of tile first group, 

then the shorter one would be equal! to the longer one. but if the 

second group should not be fully aligned with the first group by 

superimposition in die manner mentioned, then the implication would 

he that the second group had been cut off, ihus implying that it was 

Limited, while the first group would be longer than it by only one 

stage, so it also would l>e limited. 

a} An objection might be raised not granting that if the sec¬ 

ond group should not be fully aligned with the first group by super- 

imposition thru ibe implication would hr that (lie second group had 

been cut short, since it is admissible that the lack of align mem would 

be on account of our inability to estimate the supCrimpoaition, for 

to estimate the supeimposition of an unlimited [group] upon an 

unlimited [group] is impossible.1^ 

b) |Another objection might be raised] also that this impose 

sibility would be inferred only from the totality |of the two groups],li 
for it is admissible that the totality would be impossible but that 

each of its parts by itself would not to be impossible. 

c} [And another objection might be raised] also that this 

[impossibility] would be inconsistent with 

1) temporal phenomena1, having no beginning point and 

with 

2) rational souls, for both of these [entity groups] are 

without Limit, according to those who speak of suipcrimposition,111 and 

the argument continues about them.19 

■' MS gl: Rccallsc estimation [wafrm] if, a coiporcal power in being limited And 
not able to perceive what is unlimirad. 

b MS gt: Which is to anuinr two series, one of which begitB- Truin it specified 
ellerc uts«t iIh1- oilier from the cttccl which precedes it, both of Lhem continuing in 
serks infinitely, with siiperimpysition in she way itiratEorted. 

■' MS gl: i.e.f [such usj die movements of the ceksliaJ spheres. 
:rt MS gl: l.f., the philowpbers. 
i,J MS gL: This i± because we may assume two series of [lumbers, one of which 

u> infinity urid tlie other increases to a diousaetd of such [uifinities]. 
Then they are superimposed one upon the other so dial Lhe beginning of the longer 
one U exacilv on the beginning of the shorter one. lUe logical deducTi-no would 
be the same, even though bnth series are infinite by nrcessity. 
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aj-a.. The answer to the ftm objection is that our inability 

to estimate the super imposition does not prove that the superim po¬ 

sition is impossible; for it is admissible that we may be unable to 

estimate the superiitiposition, but that the super! mposition may y-tili 

be possible in accordance with an assumption of the reason. We 

may assume tine re is a superimposition here, and we need not be 

diverted as to whether there is inabiliLv Or abilitv to estimate the 

comckfenre. So wc say [in answer] liiat if the superimpositian assumed 

should he possible MS 152b and the second group should he fully 

aligned with the first, then the implication would be that the lesser 

and the greater are equal, which would be impossible. But if the 

superimposition should not be possible and the second group should 

not be fully aligned with the first, then the cause for the lack of a 

fitted stipe rim position would be only the disparity between the two 

group5.",J Indeed, the impossibility of the superimposition of two 

groups representing one species of quantity, namely, number, would 

be only oil account of the disparity, and that is L 3IQ imperative, 

b)-a The answer to (he second objection is that if die com¬ 

bination (of the two groups of entities] should be an impossibility, 

then it would have to be that one of the parts [of the combination] 

would be an impossibility; and the assumption |with each patl| would 

be that either another of the remaining parts is successfully real¬ 

ized,21 or [the impossibility'] is In [the combination] itself. In iliis case 
here each part of the combination is not an impossibility, assuming 

that the remaining parts are successfully realized. Thus, one of the 

Barger] pans would be an impossibility in itself, while each [smaller] 

part of the combination would be in itself a possibility, all except 

for the series [or, group] itself being unlimited* Therefore, an unlim¬ 

ited scries would be an impossibility, and tins is the goal of the 

demonstration. 

C/l)-a, As for [the answer ro the third objection, first part] 

the inconsistency with an arranged Older of things that are not 

existent in reality, as motion-change that has no beginning point,— 

would iioe enter [the argument], because a series as such would riot 

44 MS gk Not by reason of -our inability to estimate the SLiperimpusitiD-n. 

il L 319 gh An In the case of [total} blackness Slid vdsEteness. Their rjiftefttt 
together in one body is impossible, because Otic of the two would he impossible 
assuming the reality of the other; wliitciins, for example, is impossible assuming, 
the reality of blackness tn the body. 
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cxisl. Rather, the everlasting; fact is chat what does exist is but one 

of | die series7] parrs, and co superimpose [aJ]| its parts jat once| 

would not be conceivable at all. 

e}2) a. Similarly, [the answer to the third objection, second 

part, is that] the inconsistency- wit}] ail unlimited number of things 

existing together but having no arranged order derivable from their 

linkage together in external existence- -would star enter [the argument'}. 

In the case of things in an arranged order, if there should be 

superimposed upon a part of the greater group something22 in its 

same degree, then it would Ik; impossible for another part to be 

superimposed on it, rather, the other part would be superimposed 

on something else,1*3 Of course, there would be left over some part 

on which nothing would be superimposed* and as it would not bo 

in an arranged order tins left over would not be conceivable, and 

so the proof would not be complete in such a case. 

It has. been shown in what wc have set forth that the proof by 

snperunposition would be complete only in die case of things that 

would be existent all in a single time duration and that would have 

fin order of natural placement,21 as things that accept attributes 

together with attributes, a]id causes together with effects, and [the 

proof by superimposhionj would not be complete in a case where 

one of these two conditions35 would be missing. 

2. The second [aspect showing die invalidity or infinite series 

argument] is that die sum total of all the realities possible arranged 

in an unlimited series would be in need for every single one of |the 

realities possible], and thus the totality itself would be a possible real¬ 

ity having need for a cause. 

a; But that cause may not be the totality itself, because of 

the impossibility of a thing being the cause of itself; otherwise, the 

implication would be that the thing was preceding itself. MS 163a 

b) Nor may [that cause] be any one T 154 of [the tot al¬ 

ii vs] units, because the totality should not be required by any one 

unit to be necessarily dependent upon some other unit. 

c) Nor may [that cause] be something that has entered 

within the totality, because what has rulered within thr totality may 

21 MS g.V. Sudi a-* the firsi part of the stcond, group- 
MS gJ: Namely, [he second pan of rlv hrsc series. 

11 T condplcincntJ rhe sr-n^c adding ‘placement1 [wad'f]. 
MS gl: I t., an arranged Older aud actual fjtistrnoe- 
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not be the cause of itself nor jthe cause] of its own causes. Thus, 

whatever bad entered within [the totality] could not by itself be an 

independent cause of the totality„ because just an the totality would 

be depending upon [what had entered] „ so it would also be dept nd- 

ing upon ihe causes of [what had entered]. Therefore, the [needed] 

cause of the totality would be external to the totality, and each indi¬ 

vidual part of the totality could not possibly occur apart from that 

cause that hi external to it If the case should he otherwise, then a 

portion of [the totality] would have no need for she external entity; 

and ihe external entity by itself would uoi be the cause of the total¬ 

ity, but rather, it would be together with the cause of that portion 

[of the totality] having no need lor the external entity. But this [rea¬ 

soning] is> contrary to the hypothesis, 

d) Nor may that entity external to the totality of realities 

possible that are arranged in an unlimited series be itself [merely] 

a possible reality, hut rather, it would be a necessary being in itself, 

[This is] because, 

t) if it should he [merely] a possible reality in itself then 

it would have need for a cause, and then the totality of possible 

realities arranged in au unlimited hypothetical series would not be 

a complete series, [This is] because of the inherent necessity for [the 

external entity] and its cause to precede all tile parts of the hypo¬ 

thetical series, ticeaufcc |the external entityj and its cause liren would 

be [merely] a part of the whole totality. But this false] would be 

contrary to the hypothesis, 

2] But if it should be a necessary being in itself then by 

inherent necessity it would be L 320 one end of the unlimited 

series, because it would be bouaid in with the series, for if ir should 

be in the midst of the series then the implication would be that it 

was [merely| a caused effect. But this would be contrary to the 

assumption. And ir it should be bound in with the series but is not 

in the midst of it, then it would constitute one end, and so the series 

would be terminated tiy it. And then the series would be limited, 

a I Though the assumption was that it was unlimited. Thus the nan- 

limitation of the series would be impossible. For if an assumption 

ibid something hud occurred should logically imply that it did not 

occur, then (he occurrence of that tiling would be impossible. 

l*t no one say (hat the effective cause of a totality would be its 

individual units chat an: unlimited in number. Our [Isfahani] posi¬ 

tion is that, 
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a) if wha£ is meant hy the bring the effective cause 

should be the whole in itself, then rhat would be fhe same a^ the 

totality itself- h would be impossible for it to be the effective cause 

of the totality because of the impossibility for a thing to be the 

elTectivo cause of itself. And, 

h) if what is meant by the 'units bring the effective cause' 

should be that each one is an effective cause, then the implication 

would be that there would be a joining together of independent 

effective causes to produce a single effect, which would be iinposai" 

bLe. Further, the implication would Iit that the effective cause for 

(be whole series would be something that had entered within it, and 

that we invalidated, 

1) An objection has been raised [as a question], if by the 

'cause1 you mean the whole sum of (hitigs of which every single fine 

verifiably lias need for [this cause], then why would it not be admis¬ 

sible for all the units together as a whole MS 163b to be the 

cause of themselves or* if by the ‘cause* you mean an agent, then 

why would it not be admissible for a portion of [the units] to be 

an agent? But as for [Baydawi’s] statement that whatever has entered 

within [a totality] cannot he the cause of itself nor of its own causes, 

that much is granted. 

Then [EaydawTs] statement is that the factor that has entered 

within [the totality] may not by itself be the cause of the totality. 

Our [Isfahani’sj position is that this would be impossible; but, it 

would be admissible for the entering factor by'1 itself to he the cause 

of the totality, if hy the *causep the meaning should be the ‘ agent1 - 

l)-a. The response [to this objecting question] is that 

what is meant by the 'cause’ is an independent cause’,w thas is, an 

entity that for its own efficacy does not need an assistant that was 

not part of itself. For the independent cause hi this sense., it would 

be absolutely inadmissible that it be the units themselves, because an 

independent cause would have to be antecedent to the effect. Nor 

would h he admissible lor it to he any one of the units, because the 

efficacy of each unit would depend upon an assistant, not a part of 

itself. Nor would [the cause admissibly] be some portion of the units, 

because a portion’s [function as] cause would be more appropriately 

MS gi: fl.e.,1 in ils activity; (lien the proof would be- complete without pro¬ 
viding for the objection. 
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an independent cause, because the efficacy of the portion would Yk 
by assistance from the portion'!: cause that was not a part of itself, 

in contras! to she efficacy of itself as cause. 

Further, on tlic assumption that what h meant by the 'cause’ 

would be the 'agent^ it would not be admissible for a portion of 

| the units] to he the agent, because the linkage of the totality to 

each portion is such that the units subsist in [the portion] on an 

equality, so it would not be more appropriate that one portion of 

litem be an agent rather than another portion, from this standpoint.-7 

But it would be more appropriate that the cause of every portion 

be the agent rather than that portion, because the units subsist in 

the portion's cause fas seen] firom two aspects, the one being because 

of [the cause] itself, and (he other being because of [tbe cause'sj 

effect. In. that case,36 there would be a refutation of what has been 

said Lo the effecL that iL would be admissible for what succeeds the 

lirst elles:t and on without limits Lo be a cause in view of the fact 

that if [the succession] were realised then the totality necessarily 

would be realized. Because it is not sufficient, if a thing is to be an 

independent cause, 1. 3-21 iliac merely the effect be realized when 

the tiling itself is realized, For if it were to be assumed that [the 

thing] was a cause,, then [in turn] its own cause would have the 

causality more appropriately than the thing itself, on account of wliat 

we have already mentioned. 

2} Another objection has been raised that the units would 

cither have to have a single existence in addition to the [separate] 

existences of the parts, or that they would not. 

If it should be the first alternative, then \vr | Isfahanij do not grant 

that it would he inadmissible lor Lhe units in their totality to be a 

cause-39 

[Baydawi’s] statement is that this would imply that the tiling [in 

question] was antecedent, to itself But we say that wc do not grant 

that. That would be implied only if the units, as tming existent in 

a single existence,, should be rhe cause of units as being the same,'1" 

which would be impossible. Rut it would he admissible for the units. 

Jl MS £t: I-.tr. i Itviji the siandpaiut of suIjsssietLCe. 
114 On the- asAiimprion (hat whit is mcatiE hy the 'cams’ b that which for its, c™ti 

efficacy has no need for air] assistant not a part nf itself 

MS gl: I.e.j (he cause of a single -additional existence. 

Hl MS jjl: I.-e., aa bcln^ existcnit in one ttiatentt, 
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MS I£j4a as each of thrir parts is an existent having a special exis¬ 

tence. to he a cause (if mats as existenls in a single existence addi¬ 

tional to the [individual] existences of the parrs. UTius, (lie totality 

of the units, a* being existcnLs, would 1m: the cause of the existence 

of the totality as a whole. 

If it should be the second alternative, [in the objection above, i.c,, 

chat the units would not have to have a single existence separate 

from the parts’ individual existences], then we do not grant that in 

that case [the totality] would be ill need of a cause, Tliat would be 

implied only if it should have an existence different from the | indi¬ 

vidual! existences of the parts* and that is not the caw. 

2fra. The answer [to die objection] is that die [individ¬ 

uated] units11 as such are different from each (complete] entity and 

their existence is dilEcrmt from the existence of each complete entity,” 

for their existence is itself (Identical to] the existences of the parts, 

and there is no doubt at all that the existences of the parts is different 

from the existence of each complete entity, For 1' 155 the exis¬ 

tence of each complete entity is the part that gives, subsistence to 

the existences of the parts, and differs" from all of them, Huu [the 

complete entities] in their existences have need for each one of the 

parts; and what has need lor something else is a possible reality, and 

thus would have a cause. 

Jim it would not he admissible for the cause of the existences (of 

the complete entities] to Ixr the individuated units themselves as exist- 

enta; otherwise, the implication would !:*“ that a (hmg would neces¬ 

sarily precede itself which is impossible. Nor would it be [admissible 

for the cause of the existences of the complete entities to be] some 

factor entering within them, because it would be more appropriate 

for an entering factor assumed to he their cause, if it should be the 

cause for the individuated units in their entirety. 

Therefore, it has been determined chat (the agency supporting the 

whole scries of cause and effect] would be an external and necessarily 

1,1 MS gl: Each one of the indivldijaricins, [afrSd], 
■' MS gl: r.e„ assuming that (he single units di> not have an existence in addi- 

Sion to the existence t>f the parts. 
33 L 321 By a difference rhu! le- on account of ihr rc-lattamsbi.p [Ha)rthTyHh] 

invl che lopCfll oonsidrrdCiafn [aJTtihir] and the jfcncral state [nJ-ijinjil] wild (he 
derail |mI-ijsdsc]|. Fia ihe difference is not twivfen the two exigences exactly 
dhat} bur in logical consideration, lof the exi^icnec of rhe legality is not a sins^e 
tiling, additional to the esistcncei of the parts. 
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existent being, with whom the "unlimited series' would terminate:, as 

we have set Fori h.54 

Baydawi saith L 321 [he,, 3lfr7-l4j„ T 155 

2. l*roof jhr the existence of the Necessary Existent 

Two reasons prove Ilia existence. 

a, There is no doubt at all about the existence of a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon, 

1. Every temporal phenomenon is a possible reality, otherwise, 

it would not be nonexistent at one time and existent at another 

time. 

2. Every possible reality has a cause* And dial [caiuej inevitably 

will 1h: either a necessary reality, or something terminating with [a 

necessary reality], because of the impossibility of both 'circular* and 

'infinite series' arguments. 

b. There is no doubt at all about the existence of an existent 

entity. Indeed, 

1. if this should be a necessary reality* then that would be the 

io^caJ goal of the proof demonstration. And 

2. if El should be a possible reality, then it would have a nec¬ 

essary cause either as its beginning point or as an intermediary. 

Let no one object that, if [the possible reality's cause| should he 

a necessary reality, then [the possible reality's] 'existence1' would be 

something additional [to its ‘"quiddity1], as has already been shown 

in the body of this book/' [ This is because] then [tbs possible real¬ 

ity] would have need for its essence, which jthen] would be the 

'cause' for [the possible reality’s ‘existence"[ either directly in com 

tact with or entirely distinct from [its being]. This implies that its 

'essence' together with its 'existence' would precede both [the pos¬ 

sible reality's] 'existence' and its 'possibility7, according to our cxpla- 

1H Tlit' placing ef these topic* im the rejettiion of VirenLrr Migument' and 'infinite 
series argument* might well have horn expected among the earlier copies em ‘Logi- 
t-ikl reasoning1. rrHcir placement here ill Doe-1? 2 “RjCaEfies Divine” is thus a review 
and reatfit-maiion of rftfir significariee, because they precede tittmertiately the im¬ 
portant assertions of 1 h-r; faith. Eaydawi it giving assurance do hesitant believers as 
well its opponents that his coming lectures will haw in them no devious or flimsy 
argumentation. 

Ji Its Book 1, Section, I, tllliapter 2„ Topic 3. 
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nation ctiAt [this] ’essence' iti itself makes [the possible reality's] 'exis¬ 

tence1 necessary, apart from any reference to its "existence’ or 'non- 

existence*,34 

Isfahan] savsr Ij 323, T 155* MS lEMa 

2- Proof for the existence of th? JV&essdty Existent 

Two [logical] aspects indicate [the existence of die Necessary Existent] 3 

one being with reference to ‘temporality1, the other with reference 

to 'possibility\ 

a, The find [logical] aspect [indicating the existence of the Necessary 

Existent] is that there: is no doubt Ln the case of the existem^e; of a 

1 temporal phenomenon', every temporal phenomenon being a 'pos¬ 

sible reality'. Indeed, if every temporal phenomenon should not lie 

a possible reality, then it would not lie a nonexistent at one time 

and an existent at another time' but such a conclusion is obviously 

lalse. Thus, every temporal phenomenon is an existent alter having 

not been [such], that is, after having been nonexistent and then 

becoming existent, and by necessity' it is nonexistent L T22 at one 

time and existent at another time. 

An explanation of the logic used Item is ihai if [the temporal phe¬ 

nomenon] should not be a 'reality possible’, then it would be either 

something 'necessary in itself’ or 'impossible in itself. This is because 

Vl L 321 £[: Philosophers.’ method in proving the eaisLOrLCe of the Necessary 
Exittenl U: There is HO doubt at all about the existence of any existent, If that 
should be the [lecessaiy existent, then that would lit: the i^ual of the proof If that 
should x possible, then there mens* be some cause which caused its txist-tnoe ro 
Im* [sreferahLc- iq im iwnevistence (or which made it exist mther than continue non¬ 
existent), We [hen transfer rbo argument in it. Then would foUan1 either the circular 
argument or the infinite series argument, birth -af which are impassible. Or, we end 
nj> wfrh the Necessary Existent, which is the intended goal of the demonstration- 

f The proof of the same], according Uj the Mulakallimun, b that the creation of 
the world has hceci proved, There is no thwl.ii at ah about tlio existence of & ioti- 
pural phentwrimrin, and every lemjiood phenomenon necessarily has a cause char 
produced it. Then either circular argument or infinite scries argument occurs, both 
of which arc impossible;, or the argument ends wiLh the Eternal tine that has no 
need of a cause in Lhe first case which is what is meant by the Necessary Existent. 

Huese two methods are based cm tin- impossibility of the existence of both Lhe 
pdSSihle reality and the temporal plienoLiicnon withour a cause that gives them exis¬ 
tence, and cm the impossibility of circular arul infiniue senes arguments. [From 
MaqasiJ tif-F/iitvnfff/i. by ftUfrllasiiilL] 
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of the necessity to restrict every conceptual understanding to some¬ 

thing that is either ‘possible’, or ‘necessary"Or 4impossible*, in accor¬ 

dance with a proper division [of real concepts],v If one5® of the three 

should be excluded, then the determination would come to one of 

the other two. And if it should be something ^necessary" -VIS I64h 

then it would be always existent, or if it should be something ‘impos¬ 

sible7 then it would be always nonexistent^ otherwise, the reverse 

would be implied.And if it should be always existent or always 

nonexistent, then it would not lie nonexistent at one time and exis¬ 

tent 'y\ another, Therefore is is established that every temporal phe¬ 

nomenon is a possible rcEility, 

Every possible reality has a cause that by necessity is an existent, 

and that existent cause must cither he a necessary reality in itself or 

terminate in a necessary reality. ['Ibis is] because |of (he laci chat] 

circular argument and infinite senes argument are both impossible, 

b. The second [logical aspect indicating the existence of the Nec¬ 

essary Existent]44 is that there is no doubt as all about the existence 

of an existent thing. That existent [thing} then would be either a 

‘necessary reality’ or a ‘possible reality^ because an existent must be 

comprised within rhe&c two categories in accordance with a proper 

division [of concepts]. So, if that existent should be a necessary real¬ 

ity, lhen that would bo the desired logical giial [rtf lhe argument]. 

But if line existent should be a possible reality, then it would have 

as its [existent] cause a necessary reality either as its beginning or 

as art intermediary. Otherwise, the implication is that die argument 

would be either citviular or an infinite aeries, and the invalidation of 

both of these has preceded. 

" MS jjl: This is j Lid^mc 11L by negation bctweeEi lwo propositions a* so theit: 
truth or falsity, as wltcrL number is either eve]] or odd. 

w MS g|: 1 mr-^Et Use possible, Ln this assumption. 
n L 35^ gl: L'nrirrf.Lai]d that somn people affirm the temporal origirLatkm unri 

the; possibility of the univerre, then Lhey prove the existence of chc Maker, may He 
be praised .md exalted. This is the method which the Mutiiballinum sod also some 
philosophers use. 

Others cake into oonsideraluni Lite circumstance of existence and prove by Logi¬ 

cal nstsuiiin^ Ibi^l-mKitrl |the universe’s! existence, that il is either rHMiessary, or 
VossiUe, upon estrtblish.bg die existence of the Necessrttv Existent This b die method 
which Shaykil Abu ‘Ali |lbu filial used in tiis book, uf-Muml, Tilt Author [here 
Isikhstnij refhmHt ti> rlu- h:sr method as [in] I he firsi reason, nturt rhr scrr^uiri as [in | 
the second. | From the tiharh Haditfu.J 

MS gl; If jhfahiini' tiacl said |;u tire lie^inniniEt of Topic 2] that the second 
reason wicii reference to ‘existence’, it would have lienor, 
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Let no one object by saying that it would be impossible for the 

[existent] cause of a 'possible reality7 to be a ‘necessary reality1 either 

as its beginning or as an intermediary. [This is] because if the cause 

of a possible reality should be a necessary' reality, then the [caused] 

'existence1 would be an addition.-'1 according to the preceding dis¬ 

cussions, namely, ihai [the cause's] ‘existence11 would be a factor 

additional [to the quiddity] both in a possible reality and in a nec¬ 

essary reality.12 

Therefore, if the 'existence3 should be a factor added [to die pos¬ 

sible reality'?; ‘quiddity*], then [‘existence' also] would lie a fcharao 

reristic' of the [possible reality's] ‘essence', and a ’characteristic1 needs 

an es&cnte, the essence being something other than [the character¬ 

istic]. Thus, ‘existence' needs something other than itself, and every¬ 

thing needing something else is a 'possible reality . 

And, every possible reality has a cause, so die cause of Lliis [new 

entity, whether is 'existence1 or a ‘possible reality"] would be cither 

'directly contacting [its effect\\ that is, |the cause would be] cither 

‘itself5 or one of its*3 attributes, or [die cause would be] ‘distinctly 

separate [from its dTeet]', that is, [die cause would be] something 

other dian itself or one of iLs attributes. 

Thus, if its cause should be in direct contact with [this new entity] ? 

then the implication would be that [lire cause's] essence together 

with its existence would be antecedent to [die new7 entity's] exis¬ 

tence. And this fact would imply |either] thai the entity in question 

would be preceding itself, if [its] antecedent existence should be iden¬ 

tical to [its] subsequent existence, or dial [the entity in question] 

would be an existent twice over, if (its antecedent and subsequent 

existences] should not be identical; blit ihis would he impossible by 

necessity. But, if Lis cause should he something distinctly separate 

[from this new entityj, then (he implication would be that the ‘■nec- 

cssary reality'1 would be a ‘possible reality1. However, this [argument] 

is contrary to the hypothesis.** 

The MS jlIhiiik of sources used, swirls lure. t:tn the essence” [UI-dtuLL], 
L 3-122 gt: In etie bo^kS | preceding text, the topic on existence [i.e., Book ]h 

Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 3], there asr ptrwfs indicating that [Eacc]. Thus [the 
c.!..isc = cxiMeacc be :-.i: accicksnal ■'iiu^n- 'd its r-M-.ru r'. 

45 MS gi I.e., of Lhe essence's [oven] attribute.1!. 
il MS gl: Because a ‘necessary reality' is one the essence af which requires its- 
™ existence. [This is] in contrast to a 'possible r-ralicyf since a possible reality i* 
one that does noL require either its own existence- or ils nonexisrenee. 
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Our [Isfahan!] position is that we have explained how [the Necessary 

Existent V| essence in itself necessarily requires His own |specified 

existence, without regatd for [any oilier kind of] existence or non¬ 

existence. Thus* there is no implication that existence precedes itself, 

or that it would be an existent twice Over, assuming its cause to be 

in direct contact. 

The truth is that the [specific| existence of [God Most High] is 

identical with Himself Q.e., His essence], and so il does not need a 

■'cause3; thus the objecting argument fails apart. 

Baydawi said: L 322. T 155 

3. Kxfinunmiml knowledge of God7s essence 

The doctrine of the philosophers is that human ability is not sufficient 

to [gain] experiential knowledge of [God's] essence. [ This is] because 

His essence is neither conceivable by intuition nor receptive to a 

delimiting definition, since any composition within Himself is excluded. 

On that account when Moses16 was asked about [God], he replied 

by stating [God's] properties and His attributes* but [Moses] was 

considered insane, L 323 Then [Moses] spoke of [divine] attributes 

that art more clearly apparent saying, 

"Perhaps now you wh! understand?[Qiirian 26:28] 

Further, [the philosophers held that] descriptive definition docs 

not provide information about [Gorf'sl reality1. Disagreeing with |thc 

philosophers], the Mutakallimun rejected any restriction [upon human 

knowledge], and tried to convince [the philosophers] that the real¬ 

ity of [God] Most High is an incorporeal existence, and that this 

[existence| is a knowable reality. 

" MS ei: Because the objecting argument is based on the premise chai 'cxiis- 
is something addilidmal in I be Xrccs.sa.ry ksdstenc. [N.B., absolute existence 

is added; specdJac e^cticc is nor. F.d.] 
^ L omits any fiirmula after MijkoT name; T and the MS add* Peace upon 

him'1 [tilaybt aUsalSm]. Baydawi briefly rdaies Moses' encounter with Pharaoh from 
Surah 2d [al-Shu^ara*] and ends wilb a quotation lireuri it. 
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Isfahan! says- L 323, T 133, MS I65a 

3, Experiential htnuMdgt of God's essence 

The dortriritr hdd by the philosophers and by al-Ghazali firom among 

us,*7 aud by Dirar from the early scholars/4 is that human ability is 

insufficient eo [gain| an experiential knowledge of the essence of 

[God| Most High. | This isl lieeausc an experiential knowledge of 

His essence would be either by way of intuition, or by way ol log¬ 

ical reasoning, and both of these [ways of knowing] would be invalid. 
The first [alternative, by intuition J is invalid because His essence 

is not something conceivable49, T lift by intuition, and this is the 

consensus [of scholars]. "Hie seotmd [alternative, by logical reason¬ 

ing] is invalid because knowledge derived from logical reasoning 

comes either by way of a delimiting definition or of a descriptive 

definition, and both of these [definitions] would be invalid. 

a. A dkilimilidg definition would be invalid because [GodV| essence 

ts not receptive to delimitation, because such a delimiting definition 

would apply only to something composite, as you have learned, and 

composition is excluded from Him. 

For that reason,54 when Pharaoh31 asked Moses., peace upon him, 

about the reality of [Godj Most High, saying. 

,LAnd what may be [this] HLord of the worlds'?” [Qur'an 2fi:23] 

for the question, “what” cut] be only a question about the ideality— 

Moses, peace upon him, replied by setting forth [what are God's] 

properties and His attributes-, .saying, 

"He is the Lord of the heavens and the earth and all that is 

between them, El"you mean to have sure knowledge.” [Qur'an 2fi:24j 

| Moses] did this in order to call attention to the fact ihat the t*al- 

ity or [God’s] essence may not be known except by declaring [what] 

things are given subsistence by Him, as there is nothing chat gives 

[Ciod] subsistence, since in Him there is no composiuoti- 

4 I.e.j the AshsTinih. The MS vowels the name as lal-Chasalfj. 
49 MS tf; I.*., the [early 1 Mu'tazilah. 
- MS gt: l.c., it iri not a I arc kjiowahk fin .Thun] by Littuinon. 

u MS gl: l.c, hceauM1 knowledge of His; essence does not come through dcLim- 

LLitLj' definition. 
The scribe of 3. inadvertently wrote here, t[Wtien God questioned Pharaoh. 

Muses”;, T has corrected the mistake. Raydawi supplies a running commentary on 

the Qur’rtJtk statements to fill out the action’s narrative. 
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Hut Pharaoh had not boon alert to the point of what [Moses] 

&aid, so then 

“[ Pharaoh | said to those [gathered] around him, lDo you not 

hear?™ [Qur’an 26:25] 

“I asked about die real nature of [his God], but he answered by 

declaring [what are] His attributes; his answer does not even fit ihr 

question!'” 

Moses, peaer upon on him, did not try to explain [to Pharaoh [ 

his mistake and his ignorance, so he spoke about [God’s] attributes 

that were more plainly apparent, “saying, L|God] is your lord and 

the Lord of your first ancestors,™ [Qur’an 2fr26j in order to alert 

Pharaoh to Ids mistake. ScEil | Pharaoh] was paying no attention, hut 

considered | Moses] demented, for as God Most High recorded, in 

telling what Pharaoh did, “He said |to Moses' companions], ‘Your 

apostle who was sent to you is clearly insane!111 ]Qur’an 26:27j 

Then Moses, peace upon him, spoke of [divine| attributes that 

were still more dearly obvious, and he hinted that the questioning 

about |God’s] "real nature’ was not 'hr dignified perseverance53 [that 

would be shown] by people of intelligence, when he said [to Pharaoh], 

“[God] is, the I/>rd af the East and the West and all that is between 

them' maybe now you can understand,” [Qur’an 2(k2ft] 

b. Regarding a 'descriptive definition1, it will not provide infor¬ 

mation of [God’s] reality, [This is] because what is knowablc about 

[God]* may He be praised and exalied, is either 

1. negative predicates, as when we say that He is neither a 

body, nor a substance, nor an accident,- and [we know that] His 

reality is singularly different* such that all else besides it is rejected'11 

From [His reality]; or 

2. adjunctive predicate^ as when we say that He is all-pow¬ 

erful and nibknowing. There Can be no doubt at all that His essence 

is singularly different from these things. 

3. What is kmowable about the 'power of God Most High’ is 

that it is "a factor that lias the necessary efficacy in actuality for 

wliatrvrr is right\:V1 Ibus the real nature of the ’power jof God|’ is 

M Tlit* scribe of L wrote, "door’' (babj, irtsicad of "petmiranc^' [dab], 
,5 MS gL: Because iwgaliou ts a relationship between a reality .mri wliac is ocher 

than it, the relationship bclae; something other rhan (hr (hin^s [hat are related. 
H [muiialtht LiMft’thTr 'alaJ sahll al-uhhah]. Compare «his with a rceenr 

aualysis [Richard M- Frank, Bring! W Ihrir Attributes, p. L95, 'Technical Terms 
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unknowable, but what is knowable MS 165b of it is no more than 

tins necessary [efficacy],54 

4r likewise, what we may know about the ’knowledge of CM1 

is no more than that it is a factor which judgment and perleeE cer¬ 

tainty make necessary in actuality. The quiddity of that [particular 

given J divine knowledge L 324 is different from this | particular 

given] eireoL, and what is knowabJe [to ns] is no more than this 

effect 

Th us, it is made clear that the realities of the attributes of' Cod 

Most High arc unknowable to us. But even on the assumption that 

they could be known, itill knowledge of an attribute logically does 

not require the implication that |our| knowledge is of the reality of 

the subject who is characterized. Since an inductive study of how 

attributes are ascribed has indicated lhal we know nothing about 

God Most High except predicates that are negative anti adjunctivej, 

and [since] it lias been established lliat knowledge of these logically 

does not require a knowledge of |His| reality, it is therefore estab¬ 

lished [say ihe philosophers] that we do not know the essence of 

God Most High,46 

However, the Mutakallimun disagreed with the philosophers and 

rejected their restrictions, not granting [to them] that the path of 

Index Arabic3. Albany: State University of New York, 15701 of the concept of 
power in Islnm.it theology: "the power of autonomous action." 

MS gJ: l.e., the fact, that it has necessary efficacy m actuality for whatever is 
i Sghl, 

* Tl ids doctrine was. held liv r I ancient Greek philosophers. who arrribuLrd deity 
to various iiListrai l endues. J arer the doctrine whs brought into and became a pan 
of {Frock-speaking Christian theology, as -shown by the quotations from the 'early 
Church Fathers1 presented by Morns S. Seale in his ifaaiogy, a ,-rSadv of <i*i- 

£!.'■!.t mlh rffazwz k> the Qjirreh Fathers, pp. 58 IT. [2nd ed_, reprinted 158(5. from the 
I^ndon; Lnzae edition.] The notion that ‘God is [estniiaily] mibiDwaUie in Himself1 
is reflected in the inscription iti Athens that was read atad commented! on [Acts of 
the Apostles 17:2$| by rhe Ajxisdc Paul of Taw [Agnosto theo], “[Altar for] the 
unknowable God.1' The Apostle Foul's comments appear to eontrrttlicL the state¬ 
ments coming from the ‘early Church fathers’, which indicates that them proba¬ 
bly was some controversy. Alton some ip-arJy and contravcrrial Muslim (heologians 
held views embodying this doctrine. Seale [up. cic., p. 58] writes, “" [F.D.] Raii says 
[hat Diraa [iUn 'ArnrJ btfc>rtged to the MuiakallkYUm. who believed, as did the Greek 
philosophers, Lhai OorFs (riif f^seem- was unknown.71 Josei" van K$$ mentions that 
Dirar stirred up opposition when he distinguished between God s [anniyya| and 
IlLs [mahiyyi]. i.e., His 'existence' and His 'quiddity1'- The proldem is that die 
‘existence3 tAn be known r but it is not sc tLcai in trying to know the 'epnddily3, 
lEu-I-2-suppl., s.v. "Urrar b. ‘Amr, byj. wti Ess], 

Note lit*™ Thai Kaydnwi and Isfahani are speaktrifl of [dhat], God's ‘csEjene^'', Rut 
Dinar was speaking of [m&hryah], the ‘quiddity3, rind presumably Kind was abo 
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experiential knowledge is restricted focily] to intuition and logical 

reasoning, [Indeed, the Mulakallirnun hold that] it is admissible [also 

for mankind] m have experiential knowledge [of God] by inspiration 

and by the rlcambg and chastening of the soul from blameworthy 

characteristics, The Mutakallimun tried to convince [the philosophers] 

that the: reality of God Most High is [that of] an incorporeal exist¬ 

ence, S7 a rcalily knowablc to cheni by intuition. 

But the troth is that the strongly held conviction [of die Mutakalli- 

mun] is not exactly Correct. [This is because] the ’reality' [or, ‘essence"] 

of [God] Most High, in the view [of the philosophers], is a ’’specific 

existence1,, white the existence that is knowablc is [general, or] ‘absolute 

existence1^ that is a qualifying accident of 'specific existence". And 

so, from knowledge of llic qualifying accident there can be no knowl¬ 

edge inferred about the subject who is qualified. 

MS ch fl.c.,] existence abstracted fmnra the quiddity. 
“ [al-wujud ail-khajsJ—Specific existence’. This Term h^ been tran-slaicd alsn as. 

■^proper ejd&*eiL<je” See [ 7Ar Pntmt ai-J&mL’s id-f)&?$}( ^i-jakhiYoh, p. 331, 
i:Glossrttv of reirtriH5’; Translated by I^ic-hntaK Htecr, Albany; Seatc University of New 
York Press, I979.J 

(ahwujftd a3-macltbn Imwu al-wujiiti aJ-rmiflaq}—"the existence thai is kno^^c 
is ihe absolute oo- ger^rai; exigence.1" 



Baydawi said: L 324, T 13b 

Chapter 2: Qualities not Properly Attributable to God 

1. Exclusion of resemblance between God's reality and titty otfitr being 

The first topic is that the reality7 [of Got!] does not resemble [shat 

of] any other being,1 If the ease should be otherwise, then 

a. if the necessary cause tor this distinction from any other being 

should l>e [God’s] own essence,, then the implication is that there 

would be a prefete nee without an agent of preference. Or, 

b. if [the necessary- cause for this distinction| should be ’Other* 

than |God|, and if [that ''other" cause] should come into direct eon* 

tact [with God s essence], then the discussion would return to [the 

first alternative], and then the argument implicitly would be an infinite 

series. Or, 

c. if [the necessary cause of this distinction] should he something 

cm i I’ely distinct [hum Gi.h.Ps i'shi.ni.i.1], llu-:: lhc r\>ct:ssyry Exislcnl 

would have need within His own identity For a separately indepen¬ 

dent cause, and thus [the Necessary Existent] would he [merely] a 

possible reality. 

I^ct no one say that an attribute that can bring about a distinc¬ 

tion litrough its own essence would require [anything] to be made 

specific ibr it, as do a 'specific difference1 and a 'cause1,, because 

[such a distinguishing attribute] would be the effect of jits own] 

essence, and thus would not require an individuation of [itsf cause, 

as in the case of a genus and its effect. If the apparent situation 

should become that, [namely,, that an attribute would require beuig 

made specific for its own essence], then it would be admissible that 

the concomitants ol'likc things mutually should exclude one another. 

The early Mu taka Hi Ert tin held (hut [God's] essence is the satne as 

all other essences in the fact of its being an essence, since what is 

1 L 32+ gl: l.fi., thr [|Luddi.Ly fmahTyat:] <if Oc.kL Mm High djifcns, from [he quid¬ 
dity of Itb creatures-, because- of His ovvn specific essence Fdhatih al-maJdiyusahl, 
nut because of some attribute addUion-iJ [w Iii* quiddity.] This is the doctrine held 
l*y Abu h-HiisUiEb al-Aah'aii and Ahu al-Husayn al-Basri. ("imi's mercy upun them, 
marl it is the preferred doctrine, ffrum (he fladi 
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intended by this [statement, 'being the same as others71 is |that God’s 

essence should be} an entity that validly may be comprehended atid 

reported upon, This ['sameness5] is a commonality,, and the aspects 

that indicate it to be h commonality in ’existence' also indicate it to 

be a commonality in ’essence1. 

But [the Mutakallixnun said that His essence] is different from 

these |other essences] in the 'necessity of its existence' and in its 

'omnipotence’ and ‘omniscience’„ according to the majority [of the 

Mutahallimun], and [also] in the ‘fifth attribute-stateV according to 

Ahia Hashim [al-Jubba’i], 

In our [Baydawi’s] view, (he concept of the 'essence’ is perhaps 

accidental to the entity of which it is affirmed to lur true. But a 

commonality in accidents* does not require that there be any com- 

monalily or mutual resemblance in the substrates. 

The philosophers hnvc held that His essence is identical with His 

[absolute, or, general] existence^ which has commonality with our 

[absolute] existence, but it is distinguished from our [specific] exis¬ 

tence by its abstract irtcorporeality, and by the fact that it is not 

accidental to any other than [GocJ], This topic has been presented 

[in Hill] earlier/ 

Isfahan! says: L 324, T 156, MS 165b 

Chapter 2: Qualities rJOT Properly ATTltiWJTAisii To God 

After he finished with Chapter 1 he began Chapter 2 on the qual¬ 

ities not properly attributable to God- In it he set forth five topics: 

L Exclusion of resemblance between His reality and any other being; 

2. Exclusion of corporeality atid rcgionality;4 L 325 3. Exclusion 

uf union and incarnate indwelling; 4, Exclusion of temporal phenom¬ 
ena from subsistence in His essence; 5, Exclusion of sensate qualities. 

' Isfahani explains ir. his -commentary what thi± rncaiu, in the doctrine of Abu 

H-iu-’liim and his efifleaguet The fifth autibutt-st^tt ifi ^divinity’, and it is the nec¬ 
essary c^use of ti>nr yihrf attributc-SEalci, namely, 'pohWssLon oi a living nature", 

’ijtEStiL^'ience', ‘omrupotenoe^, said ‘exiRlentiaLity'. 
1 See ibe notes to the caimptmdmj section Lel Isfiihani's commentary. IT:ie ear¬ 

lier prrsenutinn was in Hook l, Section 1, Chapter 2, Topic 3:2. 

* rrhe MS alone of sources used gives the sequence as “rcgionality atid corpo¬ 

reality." 
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L Exclusion of metablatut bttwt&t God's reality and arty other being 

The first topic is that the reality of [God] Most High does not reset n- 

bk any other being; that is to say, |His reality] in its tola] quiddity 

has no commonality with any other being, j'l'his is] because* if His 

reality should resemble [dial of] any other being* then lhe factor 

by which each of the two [natures] would be distinguished from the 

other would be both external to their realities T 157 in which 

they have the commonality, and adjoined to them, 

a. Now, if the necessary- cause —of the factor by which the Necessary 

Existent the Most High is distinguished from a being other than He 

but that resembles Him—should he Himself^ then there would be 

an implicit preferring without an agent of preference, becay.se His 

essence would be similar to [that of] another being. Thus, if [His 

essence] should be the necessary cause of a factor specifically belong¬ 

ing to ] Himself], without regard foe [that of] the oilier although 

they both would be the same in reality, then this would constitute 

a preferring without an agent of preference, 

b. Or, if the necessary cause -of I lie factor by which [God] i& 

distinguished from another being should be something ‘other3 than 

Himself, and if that ‘other necessary cause' should come into direct 

contant1, with Himself, then this discussion would return back MS lbba 

to that ’contiguous other necessary cause', in that if the necessary 

cause of Ehat contiguous olher should be itself, then there would he 

an implicit preferring without an agent of prefect a I, but if it should 

be another than [that contiguous other], then the discussion would 

return back to this [second] other, and the argument would implic- 

itly be one of an infinite scrips. 

c. Or, ir that other entity, the necessary cause of the factor by 

which [God’s essence] may be distinguished from [another being] 

should be entirely separate and distinct [from God’s essence], then 

tlie Necessary Existent would have need both in llis own identity 

and in His individuation (or a separately independent cause; but [in 

that cast] then the Necessary Existent would be | merely | a possible 

reality, and this would be contrary to the hypothesis. 

E T here [157;I], alone -umi apparently in a iris-taken rc-prtLtirvn from ihe fol¬ 
lowing line, adtk here ImumitthlLabl. 

* -VTS gh 111 thal it would be one of the attributes, of the NeCCJuAiy FAisterst. 
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Lei lit; one think that an attribute, aometiiing that in itself causes 

a dritidttimi/ would require that its own specification should be for 

the essence of [UodJ Most High.—] indeed], the essence of j(Jod| 

does not [require chat specification] so as to imply a preferring with- 

out art agent of prefcnal, nor does anyone other than He but in 

direct contact [with Him require the specification] so as to imply an 

infinite series,5 nor does one other than He hut entirely separate and 

distinct [require Lbe Specification] so as to imply its bring a jNissb 

blc. [And let no one think] that dial [requirement] would be like 

the 'difference1 and the "cause’;, for the difference1 of itself requires 

that it be specific to a portion of the species under the genus, and 

not to any other portions/ and the ‘cause1 of itself0 requires thai it 

be specific u> a given effect, rather than to something else:. 

Our |lsfahamns] doctrine is that such a [distinguishing! attribute 

would l>e the caused effect of an essence, and thus it would be sub¬ 

sequent to the individuation of the essence, since an effect neces¬ 

sarily must t>c subsequent to the individuation of its cause, while it 

does not require the individuation of its cause, as with the genus 

and the effect. And as die genus is an effect of die difference, it 

does not require the individuation of the difference which is its cause, 

Likewise, as Llie effect is subsequent to the individuation of its cause, 

it does not require the individuation of its cause. 

[Baydawl’s] position is that" .if that [kind of syntactical autonomy] 

were admissible, that is, if it were admissible tor the attribute, being 

an effect of the essence, to require its own specification [to the 

essence], then it would be admissible for lhe concomitants of [ike 

things to exclude one another. 

] MS gl: Mitanirig, without an Lmemmliajy. 
5 I, 32^ gl: An objection might be raised. nest granting the necessity of the infinite 

se lies, acid questioning the refore why it. would not be admissible; that soincttung 
other than tire essence, namely, the aurilhu&e, should be priTi-rtblf as the factor 
iliac diytiin^iihcs the quiddity, so tluit then Lbe infiijate series would not follow. 

Uo« [Isfahan!?] position thtn would be that on this supposition the circular argu- 
jtmcjiI would be LrnjJirlL. wbiL'h would also be invalid- [from ih^ i'aqrir\ 

* SuuIl as a rational human brin^ |iil-n»t]q|- for example, wlio of hirnwlf is 
specific Ih> lImc portion (hat is in man atnoiiR the animals, winch is a gtnux, 5n spite 
of the fact that I hit portion and Otlicrs l^avte (.'quality its the quiddity [rmihlyah], 

f MS gl: I.t,, wiihont. an. intermediary, 
The MS and MS Garrett UftSHa add tiem. “his positkiri i*’* {qawluliuj, but 

ii is not a verbatim quote; it is omitted in L & I'. 
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Such a conclusion won Ed be obviously false, so its premise would 

Itc. likewise.1-3 The logic in use here is that the attribute (a) making 

she distinction and requiring the specification would be a cooconu- 
Iani of the essence, ' bm the attribute (b) distinguishing the entity,- 

[an attributej that is other chan [the Necessary Existent] yet equal 

to it sn the totality of its reality,,—would be a concomitant of the 

essence of that other entity, and the two [distinguishing] attributes 

would mu tally exclude one another, so there would be an implicit 

mutual exclusion L 32f> among the concomitants of like things. 

If an objection should be raised that the factor hy which jihe 

Necessary Existent] is distinguished from smother being would be 

negative in quality, namely, [the doctrine that Godj is the Most 

High and there is no other that] He,11 then the reply would be that 

the negation of the other [second being! would not lake place until 

after the existence of [that] other had come about. In that case* the 

Necessary Existent would achieve His own [distinct] identity [only] 

after'1 the existence of the other [being] had come about, and thus 

[the Necessary Existent] would be [merely] a ‘possible reality’. 

The early MulakaLimun held that the essence of [God] ±\lost High 

is like other essences in the fact of its being a essence, since what 

is meant by essence is something that may be known and reported 

upon.15 Now, this meaning is a commonality among [God Most 

■f M$ gk 1-c., that (]r? tstwucT shociEd nitiuire being made specific. 
;T MS gl; I.*1, rhe essence of the S>ceesary Kicistetit, 
,+ MS gJ: This poinL requires CMaskteratioiL 

’’ MS gi Not beton:, nince ilirn* would lw: no tlistinguidiLng faciei- Ln it, that h, 
in negating un- «ther. 

:h MS gj: The early MutakallLmun taught thar ihr essence of [(iod| Most High 
rtsertlblfcs a'L Crfh*r essences in Its essentiality ami Ttahty, bill differs from all other 

in. having lour fariribuic^tares’: necessity, life, oiriiiisniH^Tic'f1 and nmnipti- 
tenrei ihat is, the ffinr] qualities of being necessary, of hying a living nature, and 
having knowledge and power in completeness are those taught by Abu sAh al- 
Jubha1]. Bill Abu Hashim (said}, “He is distinct from all other essences in having 
a fifth 'attribute-slate', which is the nctxsaarv ranie of thirse- uilier four, and I have 
called il the quality ol ‘divinity V [From Juijuni’s Skarh Ainutsaf a! /pj."| 

Upon rnifwinR the corresponding passage in Iji's Mumtijif fp. 2 b 4], together 
with the accounts given here <if Baydawi, Isfaliani, and Juijjuu who was Ipi s com- 
ifltiliatur, we on observe that due to iheir iIdsoicm in time and Hibjecl mailer, 
and dlit io thp- Jaer that Isiahatii and Iji are both H$ydarwi's students “removed by 
one stage1',, Ej Rayda-wi gives the basic facts in concise form; 2) hfahani's comments 
eri targe upon Baydawi, but they arc- loosely organized; 3) Iji rKts ;i few more facts 
Than. Haydrtwi, but is sirniLne Lti style? find must tlcjurnd on him, and 4i Jurjani’s 
conim-rLitany enlarges upon ljis and reMTibfes Isfahan! in giving the same farts but 
in more closely organized format. 
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High] and other essences, so the essence of |Cod| MS Ibbb would 

be the same as the other essences. Also, ]the early MutakaJlirtiun 

held tbai] the reasons that indicate the commonality of 'existence' 

[dso] indicair the commonality of 'essence1, in that we say dial we 

are certain of the essence of something, yet we are hesitant as to 

whether it would be a necessary existent, or a substance, or an acci¬ 

dent, and so we divide a essence into [either] a necessary existent, 

a substance, or an accident. 

So it is established that [God’s] essence is like [that of any] other 

in the fact of its being a essence, but it differs [from any oilierJ in 

the necessity of existence, in perfect omnipotence, in perfect omni¬ 

science, and in the ‘fifth attribute-stale" according to Abu Hashim 

|ai-Jubba'i|, this I fifth attribute-state, being "divinity’+ which is the 

neoe.ssary cause of [the] four [other] attribute-states [already men¬ 

tioned], namely, possession of a Jiving nature, Oinniscicnre, omnipo¬ 

tence, and cxktc nriality. 

Our author, [Baydawi], God rest his sou!,17 held thai die concept 

of an essence i& perhaps accidental to die entity of which it is affirmed 

to be true. However, a commonality in accidental qualities does not 
requite either & commonality iimcuxg l ho substrat*^ or (heir mutual 
resemblance to one another in real nature, 

The philosophers hold that the ’essence* of [God] is the same aa 

Hls [general, absolute] existence’1 ■ which participates a,$ a corn- 

Ir This formula -.in L; |r-b], m J‘: LRahamahu Allah ca^ala^; is not in iho MS 
or MS G-arrctl M^Ha. Conceivably, l^fahani here could be indicating (he recency 
rd'Baydawrs riaafh, e I ih reported (lacis qI'whLr.h /iiv variously listed Ji'Om 1286 to- 
13-16. See rhe htfatc nnt-c on ftaydawi for information supporting [be ljic tlaif of 
716/13 l(>. If, as is prohahle, Isfahan: in Claim wrote this commentary foi' aUMalik 
al-Nasir Muhammad beginning lint long afirr 732/1332 when ho met thi: king [See 
ibe Preface note nit Isfahan!], the slow 1 raveling final news of Bay dawns deal ft in 
Tabriz woul d still be dasnl under “recent necrology'1 in the minds of Muslim 
scholara. [sfahaiu hirnaulf died in 7-19/13I&. 

To be sure, we admit there b- also a gentle Arabic irony in this use of die for¬ 
mula, since Isfahan! litre is smoothing away a small error of Biiydawi's judgment. 

MS #S: Objection has be*n rariiNl that rhis is not correct, fur the doctrine of 
tlit phLlosnjfihcrs is ibai. His cjLtiddity is identical to His ’specific erasten-w1 [‘uyu 
wujudihL ahtdiAfl, this being the substrate for the [general] existence which is the 
commonality, fN B this now contradicts (ho general understanding of the 
philosnphcrs' position-] 

Nisir al-Din Tusi {ToMis d-MuhossaL, p, 155) reports Ibn Sina’s positionn .,. "The 
quiddity of God is ihc .same as rhr [IIJh gcjn:ral| cxUienc®, [iniilifyai Allah tialV ah 
wujOd]w 
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monaliry in rhe existence of the possible realities, But [they holrif 

that His 'essence\ rhat is, '[what they call general] existence*., is dis¬ 

tinguished from [God's] quiddity™ by its abstraction, and by the 

absence [of any examples] of its being an accidental quality to any¬ 

thing else. As a statement expounding this has just preceded there 

is no need to repeal iLa 

Baydawi said: L T L57 

2. Exdtisitin of corporeality and rtgionality 

[Our jKJsitior in this, topicj is in contrast to ijthc doctrines of] the 

KarraniiyaJu1 and of the anthroponioqjhifits,22 

We hold that if [God] were to exist within some partiuJar region 

and within some particular space, then either He would be divisi- 

hie and thus be a body, and since every body is a composite and 

is temporally originated, according to the preceding discussions, (lie 

Necessary Existent would be a composite and temporally originated, 

and it would be contrary to our hypothesis; or He would not he 

divisible and thus would be an atomic particle, which would be 

impossible Say consensus. 

Furthermore, if [God] were to exist within a particular space and 

p MS g|: The existence of [Gou] is die same ai His quiddity [nuLhTyzhj, as as 
the ckKuiftt of the SEtavIdi [ai-Asti'an], Abu al-Hmayn [aJ-Basrii and the philopo,- 
pheti; or, it ts ail addition to it, ns is tie doctrine of the majority of the MutakaUirmm; 
and it is either ou an quality with the tit me nee of the posibk realities or it is 
dMcncnt. In die section |of this wr>it] on (be uniuer&afe [Boot L, Stcoon L, t^l^pccir t?. 
Topic 3; 2j a sufficient treatment [of chis problem] has preceded, so there is- no 
meaning in repealing it all. 

■" In this present discussion lsfahani unlbrturatdy fails to make plain die diflotiiee 
between 'specific existence’, vdiicla consumiej the essence of God the NueHtry 
Existent, and ‘ubwiiitrc, or general, h-mienc*1 which in rhe commonality atiinrtg all 
existent:;, this latter 'grnml existence* being aokbiUl to [God’s] '.spo^JiC existence'. 
The two glosses in die MS cited in the notes above dcmonstraie die eAws aud fre¬ 
quency of the- confusion among thr awcegsiv'e scholarly owners of the MS an to 
the term mo logy and cone epic* presented. In contrast, compare Isfahan j's clear ircat- 
ment in the conclusion r>f Chapter 3 above, £nd the longer discussion n. Rook 1, 
cited in ihe preceding note. 

11 See the- ■flisCoSsiOtl of the relationship of the Karraffliyah to this in the article 
‘’Allah” by D.B. Macdonald III the En-I-I and 2, :>:id in the Santo Katyckf^niut of 
hkim. 

-J Sec the discussion trf the relationship of thr anlbropamorphists to Lhis in the 

article 'Allah* by L. Gardet in End-2, 
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a panicuiar region, then Hr would lie limited in importance, accord¬ 

ing to preceding disci]scions, and while lits importunes wus being 

delermined He would stand in need of an agent for individuation 

and ^referral [for existence], which would he impossible. 

Isfahan! says; L 326, T 157, MS Ibfib 

2. Exclusion oj coTpnmiitly and regisnality 

We hold"' Lhat God Most High does not exist in a body, [this posi¬ 

tion bcingj in contrast to the corporcalists, nor does He exist in 

some particular region [of the1 universe], in contrast to the Karramiyah 

and the anthropomorphism 

You should know that alE the corporeal isLs arc agreed that jGod] 

Most High exists in a particular region, but the Karramiyah,54 the 

disciples of Ahmad Ibn al-Karram11 vary' somewhat from them. (hie 

of Them, namely, Muhammad Ibn al-Haysam,® said that [God] Most 
High exists in a particular region above die throne, this region being 

without Limit, and the distance between Him and the Throne also 
is without limit, although some of his colleagues held the distance 

to be limited. All of them excluded from Him [any consideration of] 

five of the [directional) regions17 while alilrmiiig with reference to Him 

only [the region] Cfbelow”, which is the place for any other being. 

These colleagues of Muhammad Ibn al-IIaysam held that lie exists 

on His Tlirone, as did the other roipoiealists, some of whom held 

K The MS- and MS Gaireii fJB9Ha omit die Lrilroduciory, “We hold11 [fa-naqul]. 
51 MS gi: Who are among ihe ccipotmluts. 
c he,, Abu ‘Abt.1 Allah Muhammad ll«i KiHrain; ef, EoT-? an. "Kjarnirniyyah11 

by C.E, Bosworth, 3Ln<l Shalinsunt'i Muslim tteti .W Diviti&u, tr. by AK, K ^i 
and J.C, Flynn,, p. Q2, 

K L & T dearly point tbe Letter ”$3cT making it into » but ihc MS 
does not. 

n MS gt: Namely, above, to the right, ro rh? left, before, and behind,. 
!? MS i6&b gl: Thai is, in the pattern of mankind [Ay 'ala* sflinat al-ingUnJ. Theh 

evidence :s drawn from the word of Tlim the Most High, “God treated Adam in 
hi® pattern11, [Uialaqa Allah tsCftLa1 Adam 'ala1 guratihi] and (Ky assert that the 
pronoun refers to God, but the true situation is that Lt is not. according to their 
assertion. The- pronoun refers to The Adam [i.c., 'mankind1; cf. in Hebrew: ha- 
idflin], vyiiii its- rneaciLiuj bein^ that God trialed Adam Hite individual] upon die 
partem of" him that was j already | linked to His |dhHne| knowtedgr in eternity. 
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that His existence [on the throne | was according to a pat tern ,?H 

L 7 atld that He came and went.® 

[BaydawiJ, our author, presented the argument lor the exclusion 

of any regionality [fiom Cod] but not the argument for the exclusion 

of corporeality. [ This was ior two reasons],, because to exclude region¬ 

al] ty implies tlie exclusion of corporeality, and hccatise the argument 

for die exclusion of regionaJity includes exclusion of corporeality. 

If you understand this, wo may then state our position that if God 

Most High should exist in some report jof the universe] and within 

a space, then either He would be divisible and thus be a body, 

but Since every body is a composite and a temporal phenomenon 

according to preceding discussions, T 158 the Necessary Existent 

would be a composite and a temporal phenomenon, and lids would 

lie contrary' to the hypothesis; or He would not be divisible, and 

thus He would be an atomic particle, which would be impossible 

MS lb7a by consensus. 

Furthermore, if God were to exist within some particular region 

[of the universe] find within a particular space, then Tie would be 

limited iia importance, Cut this conclusion is false, so the premise is 

likewise. The logic in use here is because of what has preceded 

regarding the li nutation of dimensions. Hie conclusion would l>e false 

because the determination of His importance by that [standard of] 

importance would be as a [mere] possible reality having need for 

an agent of specification and preference,, which would be impossible. 

They*1 could objers that the agent for specification and preference 

would be the essence of [God] Most High, which would not be 
impossible. 

But a better statement [of the rebuttal] would be that if God Most 

High should exist within some particular region [of the universe] 

atid [within a particular! space, then He would be aceeptant of divi¬ 

sion and of various shapes and of various states of being, namely, 

motion, rest, joining together and separation. But all of that would 

be impossible as the prerogative of the Necessary Existent the Most 

High, since the necessity of His existence excludes all these things. 

a MS i^l: On. thr bask of rbc word nl' |£:«d| Mcsa-t Nigh. “When your Ij;nd 
^urntsi, with iJw; act^rl* an rank upun rank," [Qur'an Ji9;22] 

w MS gl: I.C-, Thu eoTJtH-L-aListS- 
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Baydawi said: 1, 327, T 358 

Ike argument of the cefportalisii 

[The Gdrporealists] have presented an argument on the basis ol 

both reason and traditional authority. 

a. As to reason, they argue from lwo aspects. 

I. The intuition of reason observ es that of [anyj two existent 

things one either must be functioning within the other, as arc a sub* 

stance and its quality, or must be distinctly separated from [the other] 

in regionally [jihah], as are the heavens and the earth. Bur God. 

praise be to Him, is not a substrate for the universe, nor docs He 

in here within it, so He is entirely distinct from it in region ality, 

2- A body requires both a particular space and a particular 

region, because of the fact that it is self-subsisteni. God, praise be 

to Him the Most High, has a commonality with |a body] in this 

fact, acid thus He also has a commonality with it in requiring these 

two factors 

b. As to traditional authority, there arc veraes [ol Qur’anic Scripture] 

that give information about JTis corporeality and His regional ity, 

Rtplies to tfie corporeaiists 

a-L-a, The reply ro (he hint point {of their argument from 

reason] is that such a limitation [of reference] is impossible, and 

intuition is observant of the disagreement among intelligent people. 

a.2. a. [The reply] to the second point [or their argument from 

reason] is that a body requires both factors [i.e.+ a particular space 

and a particular region] according to [the demands off its own 

specific real nature, 

b.-a, [The reply to their argument from] verses [of Quranic 

Scripture} is that these do not contradict intellectual assertions that 

do not accept a pilain interpretation. Therefore, the knowledge [the 

verses] contain either is committed to God Most High, as was the 

method of our predecessors, or it is given an interpretation such as 

the fullest [Qur’an] Commentaries have recorded. 
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Ijfchani says* L 327, T 156, MS 107a 

The argument of the corfioreaHits 

Those who assort that God Most High exists in a [particular] region 

and in a fparticular! space have presented an argument on tine basis 

of both reason and traditional authority to the effect that He the 

Most High does indeed exist in a particular region and in a par- 

lie ular space. 
a. Their argument from reason ls from two aspects, 

L r11ic first aspect is that intuitive reason observes (hat with 

any two given existents, oite of the two either roust be functioning 

within the other, so that a reference to one of them would be a ref¬ 

erence to the other, as in the case of a substance anti its accident, 

where the accident inhering in the substance functions within it so 

that a reference to the substance is the same sis a reference to the 

accident; or one of the two L 328 must be distinctly separated 

from the other in region, as arc the heaven and the earth, and just 

as God Most High is not a substrate for the universe nor does He 

inhere in it, He is thus distinctly separated from the universe iii 

regional ityri1 

2. The second aspect is that a body requires a particular region 

and a particular space because of the fact that it is an existent sub¬ 

sisting in itself Now God, praises to Him the Most High, has com¬ 

monality with a body in the fact of being a self-subsisting existent, 

thus, He would have commonality with a body in requiring a par¬ 

ticular space and a particular region, and therefore, He exists within 

a particular space and within a particular region. 

b. And their argument from traditional authority is that there are 

verses [of Qurianic Scripture] that give information about His cor¬ 

poreality and llis regionalLly, such as are the [following] statements 

of [God] Most High: 

"And the heavens a rolled up bundle in His right, hand", [Quit1 an 

39:67] and 

", . , I have created by my own hands”.[Q. 38:75] and 

'' gl; ]1iu$ dif Ntowssuy F.sisttrnt exists id a particular repon, whi^h was 
the gnaJ of the; [aiporealsts’] argument. 

^ The MS quotation include a.Uo itic preposition and persona] pronoun pre¬ 
ceding these words, £'to what"" [El-mi], 
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"The hand of God is above their hands1', [Q 40:10] 
"The Compassionate One in Ihitnal audience enthroned”, [Q20;o] 

and other verses, 

jReplies to the {wpWM&sts 

a. l.-a. The reply to the first aspect of the argument from rea¬ 

son is in refecting such a limitation of reference. We do not grant 

dial for every given two exigents one of them either must be func¬ 

tioning within the other, or be distinctly separate from it. in region. 

[This is because] it would be admissible that [the first one] should 

be distinctly separate from [the second] in both essence and in real¬ 

ity but not in regionally, Further, |lht: reply] is that the observa¬ 

tion of in tuition is rejected here because of the disagreement among 

intelligent people about this matter.11 Indeed* if MS 167b intu¬ 

itive reason should nhseive Ehat for every two CMistcnrs one of them 

inevitably would be either functioning within the other or would be 

distinctly separated from it in region* then there would be no dis¬ 

agreement about [the matter] among intelligent people. 

a.2,-a. The response to the second aspect [of hie argument 

from reason] is that a body requires 4 particular space and a par¬ 

ticular region according to [the demands of] its twvn Specific real 

nature j but God, may He be praised, has no commonality with [the 

body] in its own specific real nature, and dierefore, He has no com* 

mortality with [the body] in requiring a particular spare and a par¬ 

ticular region. 

b,-a. The reply to the argument [from traditional authority] based 

on die verses quoted [is| that [they] are receptive 10 interrelation 

because they do not appear to contradict intellectual assertions (hat 

do not accept a plain interpretation because of their own cogency. 

In such a case [of receptivity to interpretation] the knowledge con¬ 

tained [in these verses] richer 

1, would be committed to Gori Most High which was the prac¬ 

tice of our predecessors, and [this] is the doctrine of those who make 

it a duty to wait upon God according to His word. “For no one 

knows how to interpret [His word] bui God,..”, [Qur'an 3:7] or 

2, it would he given an interpretation according to the method 
of the exegetesj and [according to] the teaching of someone favor- 

" .MS fil: l.c,b atsuut whether lit: the Musi Ifs^h e\jpLs in u mjiofi Lind a ptace. 
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ably attached to Hts word,3* those who are firmly established 

in knowledge’11 [Qur’an 3f7J5!i li.c,., knowledge based| upon God. The 

various interpretations are set forth and closely studied in the fuller 

commentaries [on the Qur an], 

Baydawi said; h 32R, T 158 

3, Exthswn of union and mcorntik mdtikdhttf6 

a. Union, [’he first [of these hvO oontxpfs of accidental qualities, 

'union’, is excluded,] because if [God] Most High should lw 'united1 

with any other beings then if both [entities] should continue on as 

■:| L and T: ^atilaj; rhf MS and MS Garrett UJittHa: [ya'taf]" also as gloss in 
MS Garrett 989F[a: fma'iuf (alaJ]. 

a The MS alone has dropped the phrase "in knrjwfcdgr” from the Qur'an quote. 
M Skc the articles ‘'bhilul1’ by L. Massijpiun/G.C. Anawali and ^TcdhAd” by 

Jt. Nichokon/G G. Ai Lawn Li in thr End-2. Bents ail kies indicate that the LwO tertrlA 

overlapped in meaning so as to be practically synonymous^ and that both term 
referred directly to the dextrine of (he Incarnation as the concept being rejected, 
by Muslim scholars. Jn the first amide 14 sects of Sufis. are also listed as holding 
various concepts erf 'indwelling’, 

In the choice of which English word would he most appropriate in translating 
the Arabic woFd [hulul], we have to consider the force of the two statements which 
folk™. 

]) "Muslim authors nomuiUy cull the Christian doctrine ortiw: Incarnation 
although Christian authors 3pe;4k of [ta’aftnm,], [tajassvdji *^0 of fttLsbadl-1* 
[Qund from Massignon/Anaivati, an.iclc 

2) Tt cannot he too often said that die term [hulQlf docs not mean incarnation 
in die Christian sense.’1 [Quoted from J.W. Swcetman, Islam and Chsiiii&R Tkctihgy? 
Pl I. v, ?, p. 9$. ^this vnL publ. sn 1H17J.J 

Therefore, the study in hand by Baydawi, as well as its coitLtiLetLLaiy by Utahani, 
is speaking about 'incarnation1—hut only in the sense understood by these Mushm 
authors when (he term [huliil] is- used. The Bayduvii/Isfabani concept of "incar¬ 
nation1 is ruol the concept of £incamadoiiT “fin the Christian, sense”. Now, just us 
Ihc concepLs belli nd 'ihdwUiAg1 and ‘unitss’ became neatly ayiiutiymoui in the 
usage of Muslim sob otars,, so also ir apjwars that lint concepts: of ’indwelling' and 
1 incarnation' had also l>ceome synonymous, Iwlng rejected as a sutL^fc- idea. 

As to the practical matter of the English cmnslation^ Professor Calveriey had 

decided ct> use 'indwelling' far fhulul], but was undecided between "identity1 Anti 
’union1 for [ittihiidfi and Swceinna also- had recommended (he term Lid welling' 
to be used ^ tlto meaning of [bulfilj. Thr Editor therefore believes (hai indwelling’, 
but qualified by the adjective 'incarnate’, should he used to translate BaydawTs and 
Isfahan! s thought sod writing. ’Incarnate indwelling'. 1 hen, should transmit (he 
intended meaning tnost clearly and correctly. This particular problem in transla¬ 
tion between languages and faiths is a dilemma of tlie severest degree in Lhe his¬ 
tory of inter-faith dialogue and polcmks. 
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two cxistcnts, then they still would he two* not one; but if it should 

be otherwise [i.e., than continuing as lw‘o existents], then either the 

two of them would not be united, but rather* both would become 

nonexistent and a third entity would exist* or one of them would 

become nonexistent, and the other -would remain- 

b. Incarnate indwelling. The second (of these accidental qualities* 

incarnate indwelling', is excluded], because as an intellectual concept 

it involves the subsistence of one existent in another existent by way 

of subordination, ami this would be an untenable doctrine regard¬ 

ing the Necessary Existent,17 

These two doctrines [of ‘union' and incarnate indwelling1] are 

reported as being held by the Christians and by some of the Sufi 

groups Now, if the meaning intended |by these people] is what we 

have $el forth., then its corruption is obvious, Sue if they mean some¬ 

thing other than this, then a conception of it must be presented to 

begin with* in order ihat an assertion uf judgment regarding it might 

arise either in affirmation or in exclusion, 

Isfahan! says: L 328/329, T 158, MS lG7b 

3, .Ejrfiifhflfl of union atid incarnate mtktwlhng 

a. Union, ‘Union* is [die concept of an accidental quality] where 

a single entity thaj. has lint I being in ihs own identity then it becomes 

anodicr entity. This is the understanding of [union] in its Lreal sense1. 

What indicates that this would be impossible is the lact chat if the 

Necessary Existent should ‘'unite’ with some other being, and 

1. if both these beings should continue after the union as two 

existent*, then they would still be ’I' 159 two distinct entities, not 

one, and this would exclude the union; hut 

v A ttaiemeni tomplerrtfniary io this argument is provided hy J W Swretmwi 
in the ifjinf work and location previously died: 

” IIlC idea flj indwelling Wi) atl&cJceri from th<; siJLtii ,|.n i.ric of an Annuicr-Eiais «m- 
rcpgon of ’fiiippadtuni' [mahaHI"1*—i.c., Clod could mu Ik Goncdved as subsisting 
iii a 'Kiippfritiiiin'. "... whereas tbr Chrisdan [brainpan is as much ennermed to 
deny lli.ir Cod ran hr cniiLiiued in. a £ijpfKhHtL5][]s as any Muslim.31' 

•ir See- [he discussion of the various lypes of union, under ‘reaT and cmrtaphtH> 
oaf* in ihc aforerticntioned article “Tttihad”* id (he bi>]^ by L. Massiguon and 
ti-C. Anawati, 
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2, if they should not continue as two existent;, then [again] 
they would not be united. [This is] because in that ease either 

a) both of them would become nonexistent and a third entity 
wouId exist, the [first] two not being united because a nonexistent 
may not unite with a nonexistent; or else, 

b) if one of the two should be nonexistent and the other 
continue [as an existent] , and 

1) if the nonexistent one should become die second and 
the one continuing |as an existent] [should become] the first, then 
] again ] no union would be realized at all, and 

2) if the nonexistent one should be the first and the one 
continuing [as an existent] | should lie] the second, then likewise no 
union would lie realized at all, because in either case 11} or 2)| the 
first [actually] would not have become the second, but ratlinr die 
first, would have been nonexistent. 

An objection has been raised not granting that if they should be 
two exigents then they would not unite. The exclusion o! hinion1 

would be implied only if they should be two existent; having two 
[disparatejj existences and individuations, and that [union] would be 
impossible. Indeed, it would lie admissible ibr them to be two rxistents 

having a single [common] existence and a single [common] indi¬ 
viduation, aa in the genus and difference.39 

Tie response [to this objection] is that the single existence and 
[its] single individuation, which40 the two [disparate] existents and 
| their] two individuations would have become through their mutual 
union, MS 168a would be either 

aa) one of [he first two existences [previously sepa¬ 
rate] and one of the first two individuations, or would be 

bb) some third existence and a third individuation. 
If die first [alternative (aa) should be true], then it would be implied 

that one of the two was ncccssarilv annihilated, and then it would 
be implied that the union was nonexistent. If the second [alterna¬ 
tive fbbj should be true],41 then inevitably cither 

Vj MS gl: For ihry two arc chAVrctic in rssmee lusr united in as 
Zayd. 

4,1 1. fit I jjavc die dual [slUdhayu], Kite ihe MS and. MS trarrcM UftWlIa haw 
Angular [alladhi|. 

41 MS gh I.c,, ihc- cxhrcncc -o-f some- third «hsng. 
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cc) both or the first two existences and individuations 

would continue [as rxistenis], or 

ddj they would not. 

lhe first alternative (cc) would mate it necessary that one entity 

he an existent, having two mutually differing existences and two indi¬ 

viduations,12 which would be absolutely impossible, and the second 

alternative (ddf) would make it necessary that either 

ee) one of the two entities would be annihilated and 

one wcmld become an existent having two existences and individu¬ 

ations, or 

fF) that both would be annihilated and some third 

entity would come into being. 

Of these latter two alieniath'es the first fee} is impossible„** and 

from the second (ffj there is ireferred the exclusion of the union, It 

is not possible that the two existences and the two individuations 

should unite; otherwise, it would he implied that the existence and the 

individuation would be two exploits,™ which would be impossible.-111 

b. Incarnate indztifllirig. The second [accidental quality|, namely, 

incarnate indwelling, is excluded because the intellectual concept of 

it is the subsistence of one existent in another existent by way of 

subordination with the condition that self-subsistence is impossible. 

Incarnate indwelling in this sense cannot possibly be ascribed to God 

Most High1* 

The position held [in these concepts! of ‘union' and ‘incarnate 

ind welling’ is reported to be held by the Christians and by some 

Sufi [Muslim] groups. 

« MS gh One of [lif: nvo having a rornmniiility an.cl ttu» other hdn^ specific. 

n MS # Because it would necessitate both the contradiction of the hypothesis-, 

namely, the union, and ttial the scctmd entity should btr an cxislcnt twice. 

u MS gl; Because a union would be based on exisifinne, wcordingly with what 
you Imv* learned to the tiltci dm ft iiQtitxUwrU mfty not unite with something 
else, be it an existent or * nonexistent. 

14 MS gj; (JeeaMSC according lo [our opponents] both existence and individiia- 
cien are manets of the intellect not having concrete existence, 

W MS gl: Because Cod Mosi High is self-subEisrcrii [qa’im bi-dbatihi]. 
Revkw also the complementary argument related by Sweetman Lhal is given in 

the note to Baydawi’a corresponding text above; "The idea of indwelling was attacked 
from the standpoint of an Aristotelian conception of ■auppositum"1',—Le., God could 
nut he conceived as Huljsistiiig in a itlppoqitum,—,L. - • whereas the Christian rfws- 
ologian is. a* mucin concerned to deny ihat Cod can he contained in a uppotintn 
ah atjy Muslim..’’ [J.W. Swetlnutn, op. cit., Tc. I, v. 2. p. Ltft.] 
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L It is reported of the Christians that these are their doctrines: 

a) The Three Hypostases'■■ became a union of the Father* 

Son, and Spirit of the Holy One J5 

b) The human nature of the Messiah and |his| divine [nature] 

became a union;and 

c) The {Creator [Most IligiiJ was incamately indwelling in 

Jesus* peace he upon him.'" 

*' [&hAqii,nim al-Thtikilhali] MS gl: Being the plural of (he lercn luCiLlcim]* a 
Syriac word meaning a chiracterutLc [or* attribute]. Also* in ueiu theory it is ' tt»c 
snbsiaiem principle7 [liuwa Isa translated by K.K. CalverLey, L.e., the kiwi as 
3. noun, rather than adjective, nut merely a characterise] ■ 

Writers from both Christianity and Islam have su^CStcd variltlb abstract [erms 
fm the individual hypostases* as a brief selection shruv'K (following eI ir^ traditional 
terms and order): 

a. Isfahan!'s list given above- - Evidence, Knowledge. Life- is [he same as that 
given, by Tahanawi in his KaskAhaf viliiakai ahjunm f— Lhrtioiiaiy of Ttthmc&l Terms] a 
book finished in 115B/1745 [En-1-2. s.v. '“Tahariavvi1' by R. Seltheim]; 

b. Yahya ibn 'Adi [a.J>, ft93 9?+)- ''the sole distinction of Lite persons [ol' the 
I riniiy ixj hy [rhr relaTionships ol] psuemiry, bLiarinn.* and pmnesjdnu.’1 R.H. rb'valvir:, 
'Iht Afiolugttsf Wtttuig*. nf liAyvl rjja TA/h, p. 154." 

c. Eliyya of Ni$*bis (a.P, 100& L(M-9k Essence, Word;. Spirit.; 
d. dtuiaalL iA_m UlL'iK-1 I ] I): [(aq|] I ritelLrcl* [(aqilj Intelligence, [ma'qullyah.] 

li]j<:Jlii^it*ilit>r; 
[Rul> al-Qpdus] NB. this is stated Lit the Jbnri of art adjunctive relation, 

MS gl: Hint is* life1 [nr, the living nature] [&l-i>ayah]- 
w [ivi-itaiuc] (die Messiah1:; human nature) IMS gl: Thai is* the human body of 

JesusJ and [aJ-lnh(ii| (his divine nature} "became a union71— 
MS glosses: 1. Thru is, [between hiaj humanity and diviniiy. [That es, wfdi. 

his| spiritual !nature:| [riahflnlyah]. $. That ri7 with the- essence of God Miosr High. 
Ji Set also (be discussi-nn of these copies in J.W. Sweet man's hlam and Christian 

Tvvlvgr| nsp, pt. 1* v. 2, pp. -69 fF, In addition, the unpublished dissertalioEis by 
lister B. DoghracEiji [in 1970] on tiie CopLio theolugiaE]* Abu Isltrtcj Ibrahim Ibrl 
al-'Assal [d, 126QJ* and by Robert H, Drttilve [in 1973] on the Christian logician 
and nmilyor, Yahya ibn 'Adi $B93--974] present (he writings of iwo of the lead¬ 
ing Christians in the ongoing debate and dialogue. 

A scries of glosses ac I, 329- follow: 
a. The- Christians say that the Messiah is two substances [jawharan]. a divine 

HubstanEe [LabutT]* t.e.. related to the Lord [al-Rahh], and a human substance 
|nis[tta|, i.c., related to the- incarnate indwelling [h.ulu.1]. Then che two substances 
united and became the Messiah. [From “M"] In the MS this gloss is nearly iden¬ 
tical* except for the second 'substance7: 

M- ■ ■ and it huFiiuii subaiance, ibwt is, related to mankifwi [ftl.-khalqj., ,71 

The MS gluSh Is attributed dearly in Jutjani'i commentary do Iji’s work, .■ /! 
Afai eaqif. 

b. They say that the Messiah has two substances* divine jlliihll iuvi human 
[insant], and far that reaiOEi there issued from him divine acts, such as the pro 
ducTion [Lkhttra^ of physical objects [al-ajaim] and, ihe giving of life to the dead, 
and also human acts, such as eating and drinking, etc, [From the 

c. Some- liF ihsm say that tlie divinity is with rhp hunianity as, the snnl Is with 
the human body. Ii is iftid liutc (lie Word sometimes was introduced 'into [qad 
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2r And nf some Sufi. groups it is reported chat thirst: ^re their 

doclnntS, 

a) When a mystic comes to Lbe end of the highest of his. 

spiritual stages Lhen his personal identity becomes extinguished., astd 

the existent person becomes Uod in solitude, Ihis degree L 330 

is the annihilation [of personal self-consdousness] within the divine 

singularity, 

b) tjod Most High is incamatcly indwelling in [individual! 

myshes- 
Xuw, if by 'union7 and ‘incarnate indwelling^ [the Christians and 

some Sufi Muslim groups] mean what we have set forth„ then the 

corruption of [this cluster of ideas)51 is obvious. But if they mean 

by it something other than this* then a conception of it must be pre¬ 

sented to begin with, in order that an assertion of judgment regard¬ 

ing it might arise either in exclusion or in affirmation^ since neither 

the exclusion nor the affirmation of it is possible until a conception 

hits been Ibmied of wbal. is meant, 

udakhala| the (testily body Ijasadb and there would issue from him mi cades 
(kbawyriq itl-'adatj, such as the giving lite tv the dcitd aik! the healing of (he one 
born blind Lal^kmah] and the tike of these, Sometimes (the VV'ordJ ^uU leave 
him, and then [wins and troubles and more chan tltesc would fill him. [From the 
Sfiarh Mtiqahid [al-Faiasifih iii-GJtazaii/hy Madrid itm cUmar al-Talbunl.] 

d. PITic Christians have Taker tbr pondon (bat God Most Hii^H ii one snjhefcan.ee 
of three hypostases [&q Shift nl. Which Are existence [WiijOdli fcrtO^ledge film] and 
the Hvinp nature |bsy3t], and which are relerncd Lo by thorp AS (he Father, (lie 
Son and the Spirit OF" the Huly One, oc, to he more precise, what they siy is a 
lHoh' Spirit' |rubAci qnri^oj. They mean fo the Hsubstanccr a jcIf-subRbung entity, 
and b>' the Lhyprisc&3is' [al-iK)nhmJ an attribute [^irfahj. But to posit [ja’IJ the erne 
as three i* either ignorance, or it is an inclination to treat the til tributes as the 
CMtnee itself. Their limiting of the doctrine to ‘knowledge" and "Lite1, without the 
'primer' or anything else is only more igtmranee. It is as if they posit ‘'fwiwcr"' as 
deriving front Tfc', and ‘■hearing' and 'right1 from. 'knowledge'. 

1 hen they say that (he Word, which is fhe hypostasis of knowledge, united with 
the physical body [jatftdj of the Messiah and dissolved in it |tudhawwybat| a) by 
way of Wending, a$ wine in. wACCri according to the Mil kites fal-MjiLkfl^yflh], or IV; 
by way of irrariialion [ishrdq], as the sun shines through a small window fkuwahj 
upon crystal [baMurj, according to the Ncatorians, or c|. by way of (rAnsforaivilioii 
JinqEljili] to Itesb and blood wherein ihc Divine fiil-Uah} became die Messiah, accord¬ 
ing to the Jacobites, [al-I'alcajani, op. ci(.] 

1 The singyjliu' pronoun would indicate that The two, ’union" and Incarnate 
indwelling', Arc rcfeiTcd to as a single idea chis-tcr Mahans" i liar of topics at she 
beginning of chapter 2 names only 'union' as the third exclusion' thus 'incarnation1 
would be a corollary and treaesd as [prartkally] synonymous with (he excluded 
\trtion", This la further evidence of the material! given in the F.n-1-2 articles on 
"tuihad" and l"HululH ciicd above. 
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Baydawi said: L 330n T lh9 

4, Exthtswn of temporal phenomena Jhm subsist&xt in God 

Understand that the attributes of the Creator Moat High may be 

divided into: 

a, dependent adjunctions liaving no existence among the individ¬ 

ual quiddities., examples being the dependent linkage of [God'sj 

knowledge, power and wilt, which are [all] changeable and inter- 

changeable^ and 
b, real entities, as are the [divine] knowledge, power and will 

themselves. These arc eternal and they neither undergo change nor 

are they interchanged, in contrast (o the doctrine of the Karramiyuh. 

We have the following reasons |in support of our doctrine], 

L J’hc first [reason| is that a change in [God's] attributes nec¬ 

essarily would bring about a passivity in Himself, which would be 

impossible, 

2. The second [reason] is that anything that is properly attrib¬ 

utable to [GodJ is by common consent an attribute of perfection,, so 

that if He should be devoid of it, then He would be deficient, which 

would l*r impossible. 

3. The third [reason in support of our doctrine] is that if it 

should be valid for [God] to be described in terms of a temporal 

phenomenon, then it would have been valid for Him to be described 

in terms of if from all eternity, [This is so] because, if His essence 

should be acceptaul of a temporal attribute, then that receptivity 

would be either a concomitant of Himself, or [the explanation for 

it logically | would terminate in a concomitant receptivity, in order 

to preclude argument in an infinite series; and thus [the temporal 

attribute] would not be separable from Him, Also, the validity of 

the attribution would depend upon whether the attribute had valid 

existence, in the s;imc way a relationship is dependent upon that to 

which it is related. Thereby the existence of a temporal phenome¬ 

non would be valid for eternity, which is impossible. 

So it is established by this (reasoning] dial nothing eternal may 

be characterized by temporal phenomena. And this may be inverted 

by contraposition^ Lo [say that] nothing characterized by temporal 

phenomena would be eternal. 

iJ al-Mu'jam ai-Faisaft/h-Murid Wailbah, quoting from TJrifal al JurjauL 
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4, Ihe fourth [reason supporting our doctrine] is that a) if the 

lactor that would require a temporal attribute should be [Cod’s own] 

essence, or something concomitant to Himself, then there would be 

an implicit preferring without an agent of preferred on the part of 

one of these two admissible entities, But b) if [the necessitating fac¬ 

tor j should be another temporal attribute, then argument in an 

infinite series would be implicit. And c) if it still should be some¬ 

thing else, then the Necessary Existent would need a separately inde¬ 

pendent cause for His attribute. But all of these options would be 

impossible. 

An objection could be raised whether, although indeed [God] Most 

High does nor show passivity to any oilier than Himself, it would 

not be admissible for His essence to require suoccsive attributes each 

of which would be conditioned upon the cessation of the other, or 

would be specified for a time and state of its own due to ihe divine 

will’s linkage to it, [each attribute] differing from those- that had dis¬ 

appeared, Thus, His perfection would be continuous, and the pos¬ 

sibility of His being qualified by |a temporal phenomenon],— as [such 

qualification] would depend upon [die attribute] being a possibil¬ 

ity, would not be before ii would become a possibility'. 

A rgummt of tfi? Jitmamipah 

On their part, the Karrarniyali presented their argument ihar: 

a, [God] Most High was [at one time] not the agent for ihe exis¬ 

tence of the universe, then H«J Ijccaine its agent; and 

L Subsistence of the eternal attributes in [Gtxf] is validated by 

[he absolute nature of the fact that, they arc [only] attributes and 

causal factors,—because eternity is a privative entity that may not 

properly be part of a necessitating agency,—and temporal phenom¬ 

ena have a commonality with [the eternal attributes] m that absolute 

lact, so there would lie validation for their subsistence in ihe essence 

of [God], 

The response [lo these arguments] is that the change would be 

in the adjunction and the dependent linkage, not in the attribute. 

Furthermore, die agency validating the subsistence of those attrib¬ 

ute!; would be their own specific te^lisies. Or, perhaps 'eternity* would 

hr the precondition [for their validation] L 331 while ‘temporal¬ 

ity tvould be the impossibility [of it]. 
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IsJahani says: L 331, 1’ 159, MS 169a 

4. Exclusion of tempoml pheiwmma Jram submkm? in Gad 

You should understand that an attribute character!ring an entity 

would be jonr of the following types]. 

a, [The a, type of at tribute J would be embedded in the entity 

qualified arid would not require that it be. adjoined to T 166 some- 

thing else* as blackness is to a body* as well as shape and beauty/'15 

b. Or, |the h. type of attribute] would be embedded in the entity 

qualified and would require that it be adjoined to something else. 

Then this latter fsecond type] is subdivided into- [the following kinds]: 

1. [A b. 1. attribute] would not change when there is a change 

in the entity to which it is adjoined, an example MS 168b being 

the power to implement motion-change in a given body* This kind 

is an attribute embedded in the entity qualified by it, and linked 

adjuncLively to some universal factor such as the power to imple¬ 

ment motion-change in material bodies, in whatever manner it may 

be, by a necessity both basic and essential. 

[For example]: in this system a stone* a horse and a tree would 

he included, hut in a secondary manner, indeed the linkage of par¬ 

ticular adjunctions (o the power [o implement motion-change in a 

given lK>dy would not be a linkage that was- concomitant to [the 

power], For even if originally there had been no stone on the scene 

of possibility and no adjunction with the power to move it had ever 

come about* still that circumstance would not destroy the fact that 

the power fof itself] would be able to move a given body. The 

power would not change if there should be a change iti the cir¬ 

cumstances of the things that are the object of its? power; only the 

external adjunctions would change, 'Hie reason for that5* is (hat the 

power requires that an adjunction to some tiling universal he of a 

necessity that is baric and essential, and [dial an adjunction] to the 

particulars subsumed under that universal be of a secondary neces¬ 

sity, nen essential, but On account of that primary- universal. The pri¬ 

mary universal with which the power is linked cannot [possibly] 

,T The MS a<t<h in Lht? margin, as if it had twen skipped ly the stribt, "ugli- 
n«Fi'\ while MS Garrett DHtJfla has (hi? suitr addition m mi interlinear 

54 MS gk l.e., fetr thr* JarJt of a change 
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change, and tor this reason chc power does nest change with ic. As 

for the particulars, they may change, and by their change the par¬ 

ticular accidental adjunctions linked with them change. 

2, Or, [a b--2, attribute] would change when there is a change 

in the object to which it is adjoined, an example bring knowledge. 

This kind is 

a) an attribute embedded in [he fcnower who is qualified 

by it, 

b) it is linked adjiinctivcly to what is knowablr, and 

c) it changes according io any change in what is knowable.55 

Tor example]: the knowledge [at first] is that 7<*yd does not exist, 

but then when Zayd is created, it becomes the knowledge that Zayd 

docs exist, so both the relationship of adjunction and the knowledge 

thal is adjoined change together. It is die knowledge about a given 

thing that makes the adjunction, to [the thing] specifically its own;-* 

so much so that Ehe knowledge adjoined to a universal causal fac¬ 

tor would noi thereby be adequate [to serve] as the knowledge of 

a particular. Rather, the knowledge o! a [changedj result would be 

revised knowledge that would imply a revised adjunction, and a 

revised structure newly made for the soul would be an adjunction 

newly and specially made [for it], unlike the former knowledge, and 

unlike the structure of its |previous] reality. J*ur it would not be like 

the power [i.c., to implement change| that is a single structure hav¬ 

ing a variety of adjunctions. 

c. Or, [a b, 3, attribute] would not be embedded in the entity 

qualified but it would require being ait adjunct to something eliic, 

as a thing [may require] being to the right of or so Lhe left of [somc- 

53 MS This is based on [he doctrine of (.he jjhjifeophcrs. e<j the dleci thus 
knowledge ii a [emi tor a presently existing Form |aF-$ar;ah al-h5$idahj, I Tie adjunc¬ 
tion of every form belongs specifically to thaw lor which ii is the foma, and the 
tonu-bearcr will when cliche is a change lei tliai form,, which is kucwleilj'v. 

In contrast, ■ lie: VtisraknllisiraLitL say rhar knowledge is * u-mi M>r a sit:i;]r attribute 
which k linked to the knowahtes. ll docs not increase as these increase, rim' -docs 

it change as llicsr change. The increase and change belcirig only lo the adjunction 
and The linkages, as m the case of power. 

Compare nur mlc that every subject fit an active terb must br in the 
nominative case. The knowledge adjoined to a universal causal factor would nut 
be adequate thereby to serve as the knowledge of a particular; that is, a "general! 
knowledge ahtml Zuyd [would not adequately Cover the circuEnsLauccJ of Zayd's 
demise. 
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thing else],*'1 This type [of attribute| is an adjunction solely, differing 

from [those with the adjunctions of] power*® and knowledge.-^ 

The [b. type] of attribute, inclusive of both b, L and b. 2., [those 

adjoined to power and knowledge] is a structure embedded in the 

entity qualified and having subordinate to it an adjunction dial is 

either a concomitant'50 or a property.*1 So the object qualified by 

these two [types, ix.* the adjunctiom of power and of knowledge] 

possesses an adjoined structure,65 and is not something having an 

adjunction solely.455 L 332 

If you have understood the foregoing', then let u$ return to our 

review or what is in the text [of Baydawi’s book]. 

We hold that the attributes of the Creator Most High and Holy 

may be divided into' MS lb^a 

a. [dependent] adjunction*64 which have no existence among the 

individual quiddities, [examples being] the linkages of power, knowl¬ 

edge and willj and indeed, these linkages are solely attributes*65 hav¬ 

ing no existence, among the individual quiddities, and these adjunctions 

are changeable and interchangeable; and 

b, real entities, [examples being] the [divine] knowledge, power 

and will themselves. They arc eternal, and they neither undergo 

change nor may they be interchanged, 

[Our doctrine] is in contrast to the doctrine of the Karramiyah, 

for rhey gram the admissibility of change in [God’s] attributes.bh We 

have the following masons in support of our doctrine. 

■ Tin: MS and Gamlt vary from L and T, reading,, "as your Ln.-i.rtg 
to the riz'ln ofM [mhhla kawtiaka yarning!)]. 

;l< MS gl: namely, Ldie &m:mttl type |i.n.f 2a) above], 
|H MS- gl; Namely, the third type [i,e,„ 2h'i 
w MS f^Gsstsr I. [.£., in the [ad)UttKxLon oT| powTFL 2. As the adjunction ofpuwtT 

to Thft imivnrs^l entity. 
1 MS gh Lt„ hi the fatt] unction] oh 

AI MS What i$ menm by sofneihing possessing an adjoined strueiure h the 
nbjert thai is qualified hfwing it* atHbuie omhedded udihin it 

nl MS gl: Which svould be (he fourth type: [ix, c. abc^e], 
** MS Garrett 9EyHa adds bi?rr: adjunclioits '"soldy'1 mabdahj. 
H T incorporates the phrase ''solely attributes11 fidafat sifi.1 mahdah] into the 

text. while L indicates Hial (ho term "attribute'1 is in the ii.-:<c nT ninth- matmscjjptfl. 
The MS and MS Garnett QflyHa lack such indication. Herr; MS Garrett yft!->Ha 
has the first predicate in the singular: These linkages are ^solely an adjunction.’1, 

ir' [lx., lttuse| (hut arc real entities, having subsistence in Lhe essence of 'Cod| 
Mohi Hiyh 
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1, The first [reason divine attributes do not change] is chat any 

change of Mis attributes would necessarily cause passivity in Himself/ 

because what governs His attributes is Himself. INov,1 a change in 

(he result of a necessary cause will indtcaK that there is a change 

in its necessary cause :itself], because of the impossibility for the 

necessary cause of something to remain [as it j$J when the thing 

itself is excluded [from remaining as it is]. 

2, The second [reason divine attributes do not change] is that 

everything properly attributable to tin1 Creator is tin attribute of per¬ 

fection.6* [That is so| because it is impossible to attribute to [Cod] 

any attribute of imperfection, by consensus of ail thinking people, 

and so if He were devoid or some attribute of perfection. He would 

be miperfen, which is impossible. 

3, The third [reason divine attributes do not change] is that 

if it should be valid for [Cod! Most High to have some temporal 

phenomenon els an attribute, then it would have been valid Tnr Him 

to have had it as an attribute from ail eternity, 

[That is so] because, if [Cod^s] essence should be acoeptant of a 

temporal attribute, then His receptivity to that temporal attribute 

would be one of His own concomitants, or [the ftnaf explanation 

of] it would terminate in a concomitant receptivity. And that is 

because, if Hi a receptivity to that temporal attribute were not one 

of His own concomitants, or it did not terminate in a concomitant 

receptivity, then die receptivity of llte essence to that temporal attribute 

would be in an accidental role, and thus [by ibis alternative means] 

die essence would [still] acceplailt of that receptivity. So i( [the 

explanation of the causal chain of this atcep Lance of the accident] 

were to terminate at some other concomitant receptivity, then that, 

would be the goal of die argument. Bui if (he explanation of it 

should not terminate ai a concomitant receptivity, then die argu¬ 

ment implicitly would be circular Or in an infinite series, both of 

which would be impossible. Therefore, the receptivity of |Cod*s] 

essence to that temporal attribute would either have to be a con- 

m MS £■: The of' Himself is impossible; because this wuuld imply eIim 
tlie essence of Ood would be the caused effort of another [ban He, md this Ls 
indeed impossible. 

I,a MS jjt: Not one of He; attributes is a temporal phenomenon; otherwise. He 
would have bcon without it before its origination;. 

e' L anti the MS show a rrianruhne prefix for the verb, while T shows » femi- 
iiine prefix:. 
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comitant of [God’s] essence, or ii would have to terminate at a con¬ 

comitant receptivity. Moreover* if the receptivity of rhe essence lor 

Lbai temporal attribute should be a concomitant of Himself or should 
terminate at some concomitant receptivity, then that -receptivity would 

be inseparable from the essence. So it would be valid for Him to 

have been characterized by a temporal attribute from all eternity. 

Furthermore, valid characterization of the essence by an attribute 

would depend upon the valid existence of the attribute, because the 

characterization of the essence by an attribute is a iclationship between 

the essence and rhe attribute, and the relationship would depend 

upon the existence of the two Things to be related. Thus, a valid 

characterization of rhe essence by the attribute would depend on the 

valid existence of the attribute. For indeed* the validity of the depen¬ 

dent factor is based upon the valid existence of the factor depended 

upon. Therefore, | according to this argument], it would have been 

valid for a temporal phenomenon to have existed through all eter¬ 

nity past. [But] this would be an impossibility, ±MS 16% because 

"etc mil y past' is an expression for excluding the principle of a login¬ 

ning, while Temporal origination' is. An expression lor the certainty 

of the principle of a beginning* and joining those two together would 

be impossible. 

Therefore it is established that no eternal, entity may be charac¬ 

terized by a temporal phenomenon. This may be inverted by con¬ 

traposition to the proposition that no entity characterized by temporal 

phenomena™ may be eternal. So, if God should be characterized by 

temporal phenomena, then tie would not be L 333 an eternal 

being. But He is an eternal being; therefore, He may rtol be char¬ 

acterized by temporal phenomena; ami this i* die goal of the argu¬ 

ment. The demonstration of this argument is complete even without 

T 161 presenting the extraposition,71 For if it has been established 

" ' Iel rhe iwo contraposed propnsi.rioi'is hoih L and T show “ihings [empara.E"' 
fira to be Lit ihe singular then hi the jiluial. hi the MS ihev arc corrctdy both the 
same, and in [hr- Lingular, while in MS CairrU QRftha they are the same bui hi 
rhe plural. 

'■ MS gl: Assuming ihai [he demonstration without presenting thn contrapusition 
is Ordered yn the form oJ the first figure, in ccnrtraal to what would br the raw if 
ii were itwened, for then it would he cadeied on tlir form of die second figure 
thus: God Moat High 1a ;ki eternal entity, No entity characterized by temporal phe- 
noinena is cteinal: which produces: God Most High may noi be □haraelerized hy 
temporal phenomena- The con dud an lal-intiiitajj in the fust figure is preferable to 
fhat hi ttir srtdlul figure. 
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chat no eternal entity may be characterized by a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon, then it has been established that God Most High may 

not be characterized by a temporal phenomenon. 

Objection is raised that [to say] ^a valid characterization of the 

essence by the attribute” is not the same [in meaning} as [to say] 

''the valid existence of the attribute" of itself Thus certainty as to 

one of them would not imply the certainty of the other,"'' For the 

meaning of a valid characterization of the essence by the attribute 

in eternity past is that, if the attribute had been of itself a reality 

possible then the essence would have been accepts nt of it, [a mean¬ 

ing] that does not require the attribute to have being as a valid 

entity7 in itself'3 

ITte response [to this objection? Es that there is no disagreement 

about the fact chat valid characierization is not the same as the valid 

existence of an attribute. Hut [the attribute's] valid characterization 

depends upon its valid existence, because valid characterization would 

depend upon its becoming real, ami its becoming real would depend 

upon its %raiid existence,74 

Another objection could be raised that a valid characterization by 

[the attribute} would not depend upon its |own] valid existence- For 

the sure certainty of the origination of ait object of power from the 

Omnipotent Otic depends only upon whether the object of His power 

has existence by itself. But if the existence of llis object of power 

should be impossible hy some hindrance or by the cessation of some 

condition, then that circumstance would not impair the validity of 

an origination with Him. 

4. The fourth [reason divine attributes do not change] h is that 

aj if the agency necessitating a temporal attribute should be 

[God's] own essence or something in llis own concomitants, then 

there would be implied a preferring without any preferring agent. 
[This is] because the relationship of the essence and its concomi¬ 

tants tf) the occurrence of a temporal phenomenon at that precise 

moment or at one preceding it would be equal- For just ;rs its occur- 

MS gl: Namdy, [he valid existence of the attribute of itsclfl 
?t MS gi: So it would [|i>t he; valid Co posit the aiitfJK: of a tentponl attribute 

in eternity paac, 
7i MS gl: So ii would imply the existence of the temporal attribute in etemily 

past 

r' MS gl: \ot upon its brooming realized. 
MS gl: [T.e.l, indicating that He the Most High may not be characterized by 

temporal phenomena. 
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rente at that precise moment would he admissible, so its. origination 

at a moment preceding that would be admissible; and thus its orig¬ 

ination at that precise moment would be a preferring of one of the 

two admissible moments without an agent of prcfcrral. 

b) And if the agency necessitating a temporal attribute should 

he another temporal characteristic, then we would transfer the dis¬ 

cussion to the agency necessitating that temporal characteristic, and 

then an argument in an infinite scries would he implicit. 

c) And if the agency necessitating the temporal attribute 

should he neither the essence of [God]* nor one of His concomi¬ 

tants, nor another MS 170a temporal attribute* then the Necessary 

Existent would need, for ilis temporal attribute,an independently 

separate cause,Hut each of these options7* would be impossible, 

Raydawi] has made critical observations upon each of these four 

reasons;’*1 

1. a. Although the doctrine is that God Most High docs not 

show passivity to any Other than Himself* still the lack of passivity 

before any other docs not imply that a change in His attributes 

would he inadmissible. Tor it would be admissible for Himself to 

require successive attributes wherein each of them would be condi¬ 

tioned upon the cessation of the other. Thus, He wotald not show 

passivity to another than Himself, but rather His passivity would be 

to ILh owrn essence. For the agency necessitating the origination of 

an attribute after the cessation of another would be Himself, and to 

prevent showing passivity to Himself* according to etiis argument, 
would be impossible. 

2. -a. An objection could he raised that ah hough the statement 

that, everything properly attributable to Him is an attribute of per¬ 

fection is granted, an impossibility is placed before the opinion that 

if He should be devoid of [an attribute of perfection] then He would 

be deficient,'“] But being devoid of [that perfection attribute] would 

MS gh [.e,, tr:>r Hin eharaocri^alion by a temporal attribute. 
71 M$ gj: yhm, [He Himself would bt merely] a possible reality. 

MS gl: Hitsi? being preference without an agent of preference* argument in 
an infinite series, and the need for another cause- 

* Baydawi's text docs not have these observations in it. Therefore, alter the imt- 

teil text had been prraented, (hey mnut come from oral commrritf at die these of 
ihe formric Tlvoifi mTrrnwiTJ wprft tftc*urdyd dthcr by Isfahan i'$ fiuh^r, Kaydawi’s 

registered student;, or by the junior Isfahani !tli -:t i lc ii-j and absorbing die lecture in 

his lather's shadow, as an unregistered student. 

w L ri: Because passivity in this sense would not be a concomitant of matter* 
but rather it would bt a passirity toward another, and here dial, is not the east-. 
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be a deficiency only if a vanishing attribute L 334 were to have 

no replacing successor. And if [the vanishing attribute] should have 

a replacing successor,. then no deficiency would be implied, for it 

won Id he admissible Ibr Hiirist^lf to require successive aU ributes, every 

one of which would be specified for a [particular] time and Cir¬ 

cumstance through [its] linkage with the divine will [for it] at that 

lime and circumstance, and [each attribute| would be successor to 

One that had vanished. Thus the [divine] perfection would be con¬ 

tinuous*^ and maintained among those successive attributes. 

Let no one think that each one of those successive attributes would 

have to be an attribute of perfection because, upon03 the cessation 

of a preceding attribute, a deficiency [i.e,, in God] would be implied 

on account of His bring devoid of some attrihulr of perfection. [That 

is because] we hold that ii would be admissible that thr status of 

the attribute as being an attribute of perfection should be condi¬ 

tional upon the coming ol" that particular time specified lor it. ho it 

may not be inferred that, if the essence should be devoid of that 

particular attribute upon the cessation of its [assigned] time, dieu it 

would constitute a deficiency. The result of this reasoning is that 

each of the successive attributes would be an attribute of perfection 

only at the time that is specified for it, and it would not be an 

[attribute] of perfection at thr cessation of its time, but rather, the 

perfection [attribute] would be the subsequent attribute and [God] 

then would he characterized by the latter. 

3. a, An objection could be raised making the logical sequence 

here impossible, not granting that if it should be valid for God to 

be characterized by a temporal phenomenon then it would have been 

valid for Him to have been characterized by it from ail eternity past. 

Fors since [he possibility of characterization by a temporal attribute 

would depend upon the [very] possibility of rhe temporal attribute, 

a) there would be no possibility of characterization by a 

temporal attribute prior to the ]veryj possibility of the temporal 

attribute^ because of [he inherent impossibility of something depend* 

cnt'u having priority over that which it depends upon,111 and 

H T. gk l.c.. His essence wftuld hr: chaiacirrizcri by an attribute of perfection 
without l h-r need for a srparacc cause. 

K: I. read* ‘■'after''1' Iba'da zawaij; T has a rypurjaphkal mriup, reading r.-':-d|; 

while both die MS and MS Garrett &C9Ha reatl “at the shne of’1 finda zAw3]|. 

fl1 MS |^]r l.c., the possibility ctf eharacitriziULCu'i. 

“ MS Lc.j the possibility of the cetnpturaJ attribute, 
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b) the possibility of the temporal attribute would not have 

been realized in the eternal past. MS 170b because its possibility 

would have been conditional [either] upon (he extinction of the 

attribute preceding it, or upon some particular time or circumstance 

through the linkage of the divine will to [the temporal attribute] at 

that particular nine, 

4. a. An objection could be raised that the agency necessitat¬ 

ing the temporal attribute would be an agent of free choice;, and so 

an implied preferring of one of the two admissible [rimes of occur¬ 

rence] without an agent of preference would hr. inipisribljr because 

of the admissibility that there be a linkage of the [divine] will Lo a 

particular lime as an agent of preference^ 

Argument of Ktxmumyah 

The Karramiyah argued for the admissibility of the subsistence of a 

temporal attribute in the essence of God Most i iigh, tbeir argument 

having two points: 

t. 'lire first of their two points is that [God] Most High was 

once not the agctU |ft>r the existence] of the universe.6* this being 

necessarily implicit in the fact that the universe is a temporal phenom¬ 

enon: then He became the agenl for it. Now, this [divine] agency is 

an attribute for the affirmation of existence, so thin fact requires the 

subsistence of this temporal attribute in the essence of God Most High. 

2. The second of their two jmints is that it is valid to hold 

that the eternal attributes subsist in the essence of [God] because of 

the absolute fact that they are Attributes and causal entities, not 

because they arc eternal. Indeed, ‘eternity’ does not affect the valid¬ 

ity of characterizing the essence by eternal attributes, because it is 

a privative entity and [here] that is a term for the absence of any 

precedence by something else. Now, rhe validity of [an attribute’s] 

characterization is an existential factor, T 162 and so a privative 

entity cannot be part of something that requires an existential factor.^' 

Further, temporal attributes have commonality with eternal attributes 

in [die very fact of] their being attributes and causal euddes. Therefore, 

temporal attributes may validly [be held lof subsist in the essence 

of [GodJ Most High, L 335 because Ltiery have [this] commonality 

|T' MS gk [I-e.f in eternity past- 
Hf MS gt: Namely, rhe validity of oKar^rcrnzadnn. 
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with eternal attributes in [Lhe Vole of characterization3] that requires 

the validity of their subsistence [as attributes]. 

I -~Ar The response to tlie first [point made by the Kauairtiyali] 

is chat the change would be in the adjunction and in the dependent 

linkage, not iin the attribute. The fact that [Cod] is the agent [of 

tile existence] of the universe is an adjunction® and a linkage] to 

[an adjunction and linkage] which were made accidental to the 

|divine] power* subsequent to their not having been accidental to it, 

2-~a. The response to the second [point of the Karratniyah] 

is that the agency giving validity to the subsistence of those eternal 

attributes® was their own specific .realili-eSj or [oil the Other hand], 

it may be lhaL eternity was a condition for the validity of the char¬ 

acterization. Eternity, although it is privative, admissibly may be a 

condition, because®1 a privative factor admissibly may be a condi¬ 

tion for something positive, Or, perhaps temporal origination is a 

factor preventing the validity of the characterisation. The trurh is, 
there is no validity for the subsistence of temporal phenomena in 

the essence of [God] Most High. The reliable factor in ihis matter^ 

is the proof demonstration preventing change from being attributed 

to Him because of the impossibility of it being passively accepted in 

the essence of 

“Him who is- exalted so very far above what they say”, wrong- 
doera aII!9* 

Ravdawi said: L 335, T ]fi2 

13. Exclusion vf smiQU quaUtitS 

The consensus among blinking people is that [God] v Praise to Him 

the MifKt High, is not One who would be described properly by col- 

■'I; MS jjl; ' I Tie adjunction! havi» tin external existence, so it is rot implied that 
itn rtiiritmtc of ociiTcticf is j^cticiraTcd aa the essence of tod Most High. 

® IjC,* tbc universe, as the anteood™i is so indicated, m the MS, 
w L ilellL T have “aiirilHitc'1 in the sinj^ular, while the MS iind MS Gnmeit 9E9H;i 

have tEte term in itie plural, which fits lhe cwitejtt of the previous releremf. 
m MS gk Although an objection could he raisiMi to Lhe assumption that eternity 

is privative; raLtoer, it would be the negation of a previous nonexistence, and so 
would be a positive certainly |thul™iTj. 

MS gh Le., in the huefc of validity Ew the fubsiaenor of temporal phenomeria 
in the essence of [GotlJ Most High, 

* A paraphrase of Qur'an S7;43, im which bi&lvirti adds '^wrongdoers iH.ll” [al- 
^alimflnj to lull out (he motor following the verb that lie changes into- the singular. 
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or$, castes, or odors, nor docs He find enjoyment among scnsaic 

pleasures, as indeed* these arc consequent lo having a human phys¬ 

ical constitution. 

However, the philosophers have made intellectual enjoyment admis¬ 

sible [for attribution to Him]. They hold that anyone who thinks 

there is some perfection in himself would rejoice in tit and there is 

no doubt that [God^] perfection is the greatest of all perfections, 40 

it. is not at all remote [to infer] that He would take delight in ie.44, 

Tsfahnni says: L 335, T !ti2, MS 170b 

5, Exclusion of sensaie qmliiws 

The consensus among thinking people is that He wbp is to be praised 

and exalted may not properly be described95 by colors, tastes, odors 

MS 171a Or nen^ate pleasures, for these things are all comet]uent 

upon the human physical constitution,96 which is a manner of exis¬ 

tence that originates in time from the interaction of the elements,; 

bul God Most High is far removed from [any such] corporeality 

and composition. 

The Imam [T’akhr at-Din Razij held that what is reliably certain 

in the doctrine that |God| does not have attributes of color, taste 

or odor,, is the fact rhat it is the consensus*^ [He went on to say]* 

“Our colleagues (of the Asha'indi] hold that color is a genus under 

which are [several] species,"^ no one of which in relation to another 

Is an attribute of perfection, nor in relation lo another is an attribute 

of imperfection. Likewise, the power of agency docs not depend upon 

the realization of any one of those [species]. 'That being so, a decision 

** Baydawi, arid Isfahan! afte:r him, follow lf'akhr *1-1 )in aL-Razi in jhis ropic. Sii: 
Mufituial, p. I fiO {1323 ah, reprint ed..), 

114 L 335 g? tihc same j^oss ia abridged in the MS): Thinking people art; of a 
consensus that He the Most High may no-t be characterized by sensatc accidental 
qsj&alirift whether these ure of an external or an internal sense, as the perception 
of LftS[i\ coLijt and odor, and absolutely nut by pain. Likewise it is Hath jentMte 
pkasure, and with all the various emotional qualities [al-kayfiyat al-nafeanEyahj, 
StEC^Ti a* ratioor [hiqd], sorrow and fen]' and the hike. These are all consequent upon 
the human constimeion which makes; (Qtfipo5LtH>n a HCCCHity, hut wIjm ;h excludes 
necessity as being essential ."al-wujub ai-dhafi]. [From FafiazarTs commentary on 
al-Ghnali’s Moqfrsid 

55 MS gl: For fhe coiytitolion is inconceivable except in thy bocty. 
M? MS gl: T.c., tha l:i>jh;l:[lmj:t. of rha .Muslim romiYuinity [ummah] that these qual- 

itspi are to- be excluded Iroiu Him. 
* MS gl: [E g J black. white. red and yellow. 
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to assert the existence of one of them would not be preferable to 

that of another^ and thus it ought to l>e that none of them would 

be asserted to exist.” 

Then [Rari] Said, "Some one may raise the question, lDo you 

claim that none of these is to he preferred to another in the nature 

of the case, or in your own mind and thought?1 The first alterna¬ 

tive would require some evidence to lw [presented]. For why would 

it not be admissible for the quiddity of [Cod's] essence1"1' to require 

some particular color, without the 'reason why' of that necessity 

!*eing known? The second alternative is granted, but if implies only 

the absence of any knowledge on our part about that particularity . 

As for it being nonexistent in itself, a] that is not implied.11 

An objection10' is raised, <LTo hold fast to consensus in matters of 

the intellect would be proper in cases of necessity, but what is reli¬ 

ably certain at this point is that it would not be admissible for [God] 

to be the substrate ibr accidental qualities, because of the impossi¬ 

bility of passivity in Himself,”103 

[Rarij stated L 33G further, ’‘All1** arc agreed upon the impos¬ 

sibility of pain [being an attribute];im intellectual pleasures the philoso¬ 

phers hold to be admissible [as attributes] >m while the rest deny them,11 

[Radi’s colleagues] have argued1" that pleasure and pain are eon- 

sequences [either| of a balanced physical constitution or of its inter¬ 

nal discord, something inconceivable except in a human body, Bui 

this is a weak argument,1 nH because it could be objected that if it 

should be granted that a balanced physical constitution would be 

Of the two Ft a cements quoted from Ras’s el-MtJunsai ip. 1611, reprint of I323 
*,h. t'd.j the ftrsc one near Lhe end rends, '“preferable lu a second5’ Jawla1 min al- 
thzuu]; the MS reads, “preferable lo another” [min Al-biCd]; MS Garrett 9B9Ha 
aj^recs with I, and T in rending* “prefetable m the rest” [min id-l*ffqf]. 

"* Irnahjyrii dliiUthij. 
1,1 MS ^3. | ferp] (he particular color. 
1ft Istahani here quotes Marir aJ-Dirs Tusis observation cm Radi’s preceding state¬ 

ment from his Commematy on the- MuHwhiI ;p„ 160, note 2, 1323 a ej. reprint). 
1111 MS gL: fkvaijsr: having passivity [before some: other farl or] would is1- possible 

only in regard to maLter, according to (heir doctrine, bur the Crearor is Jar above chat. 
MS jd: i.c*, All thitLking people. 

ms Ka7i’s test [hJii&yjMi, p. 160] ivswfc, llchp impossibility of sonsxce pain. [bring 
iUlributrdj to Gnd Most High.. 

|IJ* L, I and tilt (wo MS sutinres used read, “the philosophers bold to be admissi¬ 
ble'1, while the jlfototAraf test [p. L60] reads, “die plukiHupbrns have siasrrted his true! .yi 

■0? Th* AjWrwijaf teal here b, "We hold that liana im) pleasure and pain.. 
"v- MS gfr Because of the admissibility of ilnemr being another reason fur the 

oflcn* other (han the- fis*$r one. 
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the necessary cause of pleasure, nevertheless, the exclusion of a sin¬ 

gle [secondary] cause would not imply that rhe result would be 

excluded. 

“What is reliably certain here [Rail continues] is that if that [qual¬ 

ity of] intellectual delight should be something eternal, and it should 

call for the actual making of_w something that could be enjoyed, 

then [God] necessarily would have had to be an existential cause 

Ibr what may be enjoyed even before He brought it into existence, 

because the agency calling for it to come into existence would have 

been itself an eastern prior io that, and nothing prohibits this, hut 

for something to be created prior to its having been created would 

be impossible; but if [the quality of intellectual delight] should be a 

temporal phenomenon, then [God| would be a substrate for tem¬ 

poral phenomena." 

"The philosophers11^ hold that anyone who thinks that there is 

some perfection in himself would rejoice in it, while anyone who 

thinks that theiv is some imperfection in himself would be pained 

by it Now, there is uo doubt al all that the perfection of [God] 

Most High MS 17lb is the greatest of ad perfections, anti that 

His knowledge of His perfretion would be the most sublime knowl¬ 

edge, so it is not something remote [to infer| that He would takr 

delight in [the perfection], and that this [knowledge] would prompt 

the greatest of all joys.” 

[Of the preceding line of argumeni] Imam [Ruzi] stated, “To this 

the reply1!; is that it is invalid, by consensus of the Muslim com¬ 

munity,”'113 in truth,1 J3 there is no doubt at all that pleasure and 

pain, being consequences of the human physical constitution, can¬ 

not possibly [be attributed] to [GoclJ Most High, Let us consider 

(he statement [just quoted] of Imam |Razi|:ll+ 

|:H MS gl: l.c., causing it tn ejdnt_ 13 nr? a minor variation Ln texis ooenrs: L, T 
and. MS tHarmt £M39Ha read, fdVLyah iSa/ al-fa'l al-mult;idhd.liah bihi). The MS 
and the MtihaAsat text read., [... da1 fo£L.. ,j. 

I1U The quote or paraphrase of pans of Razi^ Mvhassal text is continued heTC 
by Istahani. 

MS ijt: [Razi Ls-I referring to the philosophers" arguinerii making intellectual ddight 
admissible -of attribution to she Creator Most 

141 MS gl: Jjc., in answer to ibr doctfifle uf Lhe phikBOphcra. 
IEI Muhaisal (p. i60i. The precediji^ paragiiph is ekwrly paraphrased from the 

s^uie locaLioci, 
11J L 33fi |1: Hie foJIovi.ing Li by [isfalimiij tire eottunenmicir. io the end of the 

topic, 
14 Sfi* thp paragraph beginning 4Wlu« is rdrtbliy WHaitl . - 
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If chat [quality of intellectual] delight should something eternal), and 
it should call for die actual making of something that may be enjoyed, 
diem [God] would necessarily have had to be an existential cause lor 
what may be enjoyed evert before He brought it into existence, Iw-cause 
the agency calling for it to come smo existence prior to that would 
have been itself an existent, and nothing prohibits this, 

This statement would be valid only if what may be enjoyed were 

due to His milking. And on the supposition that what may be enjoyed 
would be due to His making, [the statement] would then be valid 

only if the agency calling for its creation11' were something entirely 

new and different from [he agency calling for the delight,11& or, if 

the agency calling for the creation of it were also eternal, but not 

adequate for the creation of it except after the existence of what 

may be enjoyed. But if the agency calling for the delight should be 

identical to the agency calling for the creation, then t3ie aforemen¬ 

tioned succession would not be implied,1"' And the proof presented 

docs not invalidate pain, as there is nothing calling for it„ so this 

.succession again would not be implied.1 J* 

Moreover* the philosophers1^ do no! hold that. [God’s] knowledge 

of His [own] perfection necessarily produces pleasure: for it ia not 

true, on account of its requirement that His knowledge is the maker 

of the pleasure and His essence the acceptor of it. They do not hold 

such a doctrine; rathcr, they hold that the pleasure in the reality of 

[God| is identical with His knowledge of Hli perfection. 

Further, to repeat the statement that joy and pain11'’1 arc two ermi¬ 

nes rlnst the knowledge of perfection and imperfection make neees- 

gi: This b a critical challenge: l>y [Mahani] as commentator m die Imam 
[Rad, followed by three more challenges). 

MS srl: J.f., |thr agency calling few] die coming into existence uf what may 
Sc enjoyed. a* (he will of I i.oct Mos? High. 

,l4 MS gl: J.?.t uhat calls for the- causr is different from whai calls for the result. 
i; MS gh Namely, its bring brought into rxisLencr before We would have pro¬ 

duced it. 
"a MS and L 336 pi; l.e., the proof resuJdng fojui the evident meritioiit-d 

does not invalidate foe occurronoc of pain with tHod JVI-mi High, sinm fop pain has 
nothing that calk for die making of it, so the sucLesaoci does not take place as it 
did in thf case of pleasure:, 

"■ MS gj: This is another criticism [of Ra/i’s argument], 
IK MS gl: Another (3ni) exilicisFEt [rf Ra-iiJ. The sequence of [he nouns ''jcy and 

pain7’ in ihe MS and MS Garrett is followed here, paralleling ifo: source 
of each, I. lniiJ T iTiid, "'pain and joy.'11' 
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sary in Eiie realiLy of [God] Most High i$ not profitable/21 because 

He is far above such passivittiy, And holding fasi 10 the consensus 

of the community would be useful, if there should be no T 11>3 

mention of an application of (he two terms, pleasure and pain, to 

Hsttj,. because no attribute unaccompanied by the permission of the 

divine law may be used to characterize Hint the Most High. Bui in 

the sense which the philosophers claimed, no consensus exists. The 

exclusion of pain front Him needs no explanation, because pain is 

the perception of something irtcompaiible, and there is nothing at 

all incompatible in [God] the Mast High,12- 

m MS gl: Because knowledge with [die philosophers] is identical with die essence. 
lw In hU (p. LtiO) Rasi diHeitsses ifiwUectusil pAin And pleasure wgaid- 

ing (heir aeccpTabiliry mi candidates Ihr bein^ applied to God as clwacurisrira, t>r 
a [tributes, fc'Lrsi,. a weak argument: [key are both Fetugnizrd a# derivatives of a 
human "balanced eonsurucitsn' which is h em-chAWe only in a human body. Then, 
ihcro is general agreement that pain with its negaiive origin and associations, can¬ 
not possibly be aMribmrecJ lo Cod. Bui as for the KUtdiKskifl of intellectual pleas¬ 
ure. ‘'[he phiitMciphiers' approve of it. R*cil points out lIiv Logical iMigle of conlradiclions 
such apprwat beings ttfl, ncni (h;il idea is finally rcjceled- Rad here dues not rtirt'n? 
Anyone us being auioaig the ‘philosophers1. But Ibci Sinm Irxims Urge in this back¬ 
ground because ot" his laisic and his teachiri^s, Ip bis book.. al-Ii&tir&i tett-Qt-T<n#bik&tt 
in the section oil [he Eighth 'Topic [naruig! (v, 3, pp, 359 ft-) Ibn. SLaa discussei 
die degrees of beatitude: tluE rational heiHgFf ?nay fujd after death. He begins the 
subject by staling that God's pleasurable satisfaction with Himself is the must majes¬ 
tic intrilertual 'pleasure in an object’ (hat is conceivable. 'I 'his is briefly developed:, 
then the five degrees of human intellectual satisfaction are listed. The text scon 
moves into rhe Ninth Topic dealing with mystical ejcperierxe. 

In cithers of" Ids writings !bn Sina must have become more specific: atwul tlie 
itiiribuuofi of iniellectual pain or Hvasure to God, as F.1"J Rm?:i has a discrwL 
awareness of rhkv tahi>o subjeci, presumably us brtsAL'hcd by ll>n -Situ*. ilvn J^ina waj 
a rather good logician,, and be had followed where his logic led him. Bur he haul 
to strip the process of his (bought (aj presumably because of its drift in the direc¬ 
tion of some Christian thecLogkal stalcmcLits about driine suffering acid the immu- 
rente of Cod, And. (b) because he lacked two things, namely, {!) the approving 
"consensus of [be fi,e.f his own religious.] commurnD'" and >|2) ihe 'permission [to 
attribute "pleasure1 and ‘pain' to Cod with an approving judgment of the eaecu- 
iors] of the [lalamicj divine Lw\ 

WL[hiii [he religious eiiviionnieiit of list* Middle East in Bayikiwi’s day [here were- 

Cirgani^aiiotts, Ijmrh Muslim and non-Muslim, [hut held dogmas contradicting [host- 

of Islam. In spile of thig, [hese nrganijaEions maintriEticd. [heir r>wn beliefs and. were 

retaiim'ly free to five and worship indcpendensly of the majority population, Such 

a plmaJiiy <d' aiid Wsuchicyp riaiurally conslituled an ongoing irritant to thought’ 
fuf people in every camp, and tnueh. parktrcr and iiiuiual tiyJerance were necessary 

in cbe effort to preserve social peaoe. Intergroup And interfaith cemversarirms occurred, 

but any goal of progress in mutual understanding amcmg tlsem seemed to remain 

in the huzy disliince. 
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Chapter 3: Doctrine of the DtviS't SiNotruitm 

1. Arguinmts of the Muslim philosophers and the Afutnkallitmtti 

The philosophers argue dial 'necessary existence’ constitutes [he 

essence of [Cod], So, if [Godf] should have commonality in this with 

any other being, then He would be distinguished from the other by 

individuation, and composition would be implicit. 

vlKgHmefTiy of the Muiakaffijnun 

a. If we should postulate [the existence of] two deities, then all 

the possible realities would be on an equal basis in relation to these 

two [deities |. Thus, not a one of [the possible realities] would exist 

because 

1, of die impossibility of having a preferring without an agent 

of preference and | because of] 

2, the impossibility of any joining together of two effective 

causes for a single effect. Furthermore, 

b- IT one of the two dcities should will that a particular body be 

in motion-change and, if it should be possible for the other [deity] to 

will that [that particular body] remain at rest, then let chat be the 

assumption, 'Then in such a case, [the result] would be that cither 

L what they both desired [in common] would happen, or 

2- what they both desired [in common] would not happen, 

both or these options being impossible. Or, it would be 

3, that the result desired by one of the two would occur by 

itself, implying the impotence of the |sccond deity] + or if that result 

should be impossible, then 

1, a prohibiting impossibility would be the will of the second 

[deity]. which would imply the impotence of the first [deity]. But 

[in both of these options ^ an impotent agent could not be a deity. 

Furthermore, it is admissible to hold fast to the [doctrine of the 

divine singularity! through the prools coming from authoritative tra¬ 

dition, as [these proofs] are not at all dependent upon [the doctrine 

itself]. 
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Isfahan! says: L 337* T l(>3, MS 17 lb 

CfcLAFLESt 3: DOLTLIUNE OF THE DlVlNE SINGULARITY 

tr Argtan&iit aj the Muslim philowpher.t: F.D. Roq Tu.ti, 

and I bn Si ft a 

The philosophers argue from a) the faci that there is no other 

Necessary Existent than the [divide) One 10 b) the fact that Neces¬ 

sary existence" constitutes the very 'essence1 of God Most High.1 

If any other being should have commonality with Him in neces¬ 

sary existence, then [God] would be distinguished from that other’* 

by individuation,1 MS 172a and [so] composition would lie iropHdt; 

thus He would be [merely] a possible reality, but this would be con¬ 

trary m the hypothesis.* 

An objection is raised that this requires consideration, because to 

become distinguished by individuation would not necessitate any com¬ 

position in the quiddity. The response |to the objection] is that our 

author certainly did not claim that becoming distinguished by indi¬ 

viduation would necessitate composition in the quiddity7; but he did 

claim that there would !>e composition 5, And that is true, because 

1 L 337 pi: Since- if [necessary existence] should hr .something additional [to tiic 
essence) then it would be ■ merely) a possible reality due its [rkpendrnl] need for 
the essence, and then from die 'possible' nature of [this] necessary the implication 
would he drawn that lIh: Necessary Existent was [merdyj a possible rcattiy, @4 you 
ItM understood, but dais would Ik; cwlttiry to the hypothesis, [From ‘lliri’s corn' 
mcmary cm Ruydi-wi’s 1 mvetf- j 

2 L 337 gl: It should lac undersmod that ebb argument is one demised by the 
author [BaydawiJ. The argument of the philosophers on the divine singularity is 
nut this one. hut rather theirs is that a] if the cause [illah] for Lite individuation 
of the Necessary ExbLent should be His own quiddity [iris.hiy.fth] ihent there would 
hr no necessity for Mis. own existence other than that [cause], and h) if [the catwr] 
should he something other than [He own quiddity] Lfectt the Necessary Existent 
wcMiki liavc rveed in His individualism tor scunc iviher bring, but tiiis ^siuld hr 
impossible. This pine of reason mg'] is more normw [reading: ahsar) ihan that of 
the author, hrraii&r to he distinguished hy individuation would not make compo¬ 
sition necessary In the [divine] quiddity itself flbri, op. dt) 

“■ MS gl: Because r>F the prohibition against duality [iThhuynlyah], along with 
there bring a commonality Jn ihr [divine] quiddity without any distinguishing by 
individuation; within die individual nature of each of the participants. 

H MS Tiiis argument is based, on the fact that the ‘tiecessity1 b a 'certainty3 * * * 
[thubooyah], in order lhat its being the same as tbe quiddity might he realised. 

■" MS- gl: Alteolutcly, 
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if some oilier being should haw commonality with [God] in necessary 

existentcf and the necessary existence should be the same as Himself, 

then by imperative necessity |God] would have to be distinguished 

by an individuation that would be something additional to the nec¬ 

essary existence itself, Moreover, in that case, the individuated nec¬ 

essary existent would include two entities, the necessary existence 

that is the same as Himself, and lhe individuation that would be 

additional to [the necessary existence], and it would not be admis¬ 

sible for the cause of the individuation to be Himself^ or a con- 

comitanl of Himself; k>r if it were otherwise11 no pairing would be 

realised. Thus, |God:sj individuation would be due to something 

other than Hisnself and oflber than die concomitant of Himself, anti 

He would be [merely] a possible reality; but this would be contrary 

to the hypothesis. 

Fakkr al Dm Razi on the doetime of the 

divine singufority L 337, T 163, MS E72a 

"Hie Imam [F.D. Rari] staLetl in his explanation of the doctrine of 

the divine singularity, following the method of the philosophers:1* 

'‘'Hie necessity that is in the essence [of f ioriJ may nol he a ctitn- 

moiiality between two entities; otherwise, it would be changeable 

according to the factor by which each of the two would he distin¬ 

guished from the other* and thus each of the two would be a com¬ 

posite of that 3ti which they had liter commonality and that in which 

they differed. 

if there should not he any inherent necessity between the 

two parts, then [heir joining together would be the effect of some 

* MS pi'. As a result there- would be a. composition implicit in the individual 
nature [hiiwlyah] of each of them, *jf the commonality in die quiddity and the dis¬ 
tinguishing indwiciMation; hut ibis would be impOisDUe, since it would imply that 
neither one of them would be necessary, and tile assusnptiun is contrary to that. 

' MS al1 Otherwise, there would be a preferring without a preferring ageist, scl 
accordance with what has prtxrded- 

1 L 337 g]. because in dia* case there would he implied the rest rice nil of the 
species to one individual, but the assumption is to the contrary. We have said that 
The flpftdes is n^irkii-d 10 an hiLlividual only Ik-eauHi: if [he: iiidividuaiion is due n» 
the quiddity and ihe quiddity is in all indiividLLaU of thai spcrics.. then it would 
require; only raie individuation, and thus the implication would. be that there would 
he only one bidividua.1 of that species. [From die Shark Soha'if\ 

' Icd-LawhldJ DcKcriue of Lhe divine singjlarhy1, The following lesL Isfahan! quoLes 

nearly verbatim from kaai's Muhasmt [pip. Hl-hy, Cairo 1323., reprinted rdJ. 
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independently separate cause, and this would be contrary to the 

hypothesis. but, it" there should be an inherent necessity between the 

two. and if the individual identity10 should require the necessity., then 

the necessity would be the effect of another being* and this [also] 

would be contrary to the hypothesis, but, if the necessity [itselfl 

should require that individual identity, then everything ‘necessary’11 

would |itself f bo identical vvith |God the Necessary One], and what 

would not itself be [God the Necessary One] would not be ‘necessary 

“An objection to this12 is that this argument is based on (the 

premise ol"] necessity being a characteristic sign of established cer¬ 

tainty', but this is invalid, | If it were] otherwise, then it would be 

either internal 10 the quiddity13 or external to it,34 L 338 both of 

which arc invalid because of what has preceded, [This as] because 

if [the necessity] should he a sign of certainty, then it would be the 

same as all ihe rest of (he quiddities, in ils [signifying general] cer¬ 

tainty, but it would be different from them1:1 in its particularity [he,, 

of' reference]. Thus its existence [he,, as a general certainty] would 

be something other than its quiddity [a.e,, as a particularity]. And so, 

a. if it should lx1 necessary to describe its quiddity [as a particu¬ 

larity! by its [general| existence:, dicsi for that necessity' [of descrip¬ 

tion) there would be another necessity5 and so on endlessly;|H| but 

b, if that should not he necessary, then it would be [merely] a 

possible reality in its essence,17 The Necessary Existent in Himself 

would be the most adequate one Lo be a possible reality in Hirnself, 

but this would be contraty to the hypothesis. 

"Moreover, [the objection continues. Imam Razfs argument] is 

based on the [premise of the] individuation being an additional char¬ 

acteristic sign of established certainty, but this would be invalid. And 

again, MS 172b there would be another objection in that the 

10 MS I.e., the individuation. 
1 MS gj; l e., thbit ia existent. lei the c'oncreLt'. 

IJ MS 5I: I.e., to Llie f doctrine of the] Imam [Riixij 

11 MS fjl: 'J"hn!i i rtlplyring compositlcul, 

MS ftl: Thus impIriiiH that lilt ciCcessaiy cxisiCrtl would be A possible. 
13 MS gl: Ije„, jn the feet that its ctrtaitiiy would b( on acccujiii of 'm real- 

esecncc. 
MS g]; Bet iiuse lids may be ihfeficd from hie sUUitiinlh “OtlXnvL^e, j| wnjuLt 

he changeable: to the laclor by which P^eli of the two wiyuld Ur disciti- 
yiitsh-prl fiKJtn chi: oLlir-L‘.,:' 

l? The MS .llone of' srhusne^s u$cd osiml ‘'In »t$/ T IJs ncal-csisciiii.'ie" llj-dhlEEhil, in 

this and in the following instance. 
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Necessary Existent is like the possible reality its regards the capac¬ 
ity for ‘existence3, but unlike it as regards ‘necessity3, so [God’s] 
‘necessity1 and His ^existence3 are two different things.33 

[Islahani notes here}: Either a.) there is no inherent necessity 

between these two categories which is impossible, for otherwise,1* 
it would be valid that each be separated from the other, and thus 

possible that that ‘existence' be separated from the ‘necessity1 but 
anything of that sort could not ptwsibly be a ‘being necessary in 
itself, or b„) there would be an inherent necessity between them, 
but also a prohibition against cither of them having need lor Lhe 
other, from she imperative prohibition against the circular argument 
here, Furthermore, (here would he ii prohibition against the ‘exis¬ 
tence* making a requirement of the ‘necessity*; otherwise, every exis^ 
tent would l>e something necessary, which is contrary to the hypothesis, 

"There is no Other replyIy to [these objections] except our posi¬ 
tion that existence is predicated of both what is necessary and what 
is possible in a merely verbal commonality ™ And if that is so, then 
why would it not be admissible for 'necessity1 in ils essence (0 be 
predicated of both the necessary' entities^ in a verbal commonality ?31 

jVfinf al-Dm 7list comments an Razi’s 

tfatanmfe L 338, T W% MS 172b 

The author of the Talkh;s al-Afuhassal^ slated; 
"If composition is implied by the assumption thai 'necessity* would 

I* a commonality between the two [necessary existent], then [Imam 

11 MS L,rJ: he., if it wrrr not rmpossiblic, 
,J> Mahum resumes the quotation Frim Ruth's Muh/usal, p. 6B. 
” L 33B, n, 5 & Ms id: If it were something predicated in a merely vr/bal shar¬ 

ing, thru it would admissible for die 'efcistrrwV of the NflfflisSuy LsuSLetiL 10 require 
‘necessity*, but not for all the rest of the existent dungs, so fc would no! be implied 
chat every existent thitvg would he something necessary Where [Baydawi] says. 
'Then why would k not bf admissible lor it to be’", etc,, there is a refutation of 
this (romi the standpoint of the questioner- He mcaus dial if the sharing of 
she: existent things in the- ‘existence' is merely verbal then why would t£ ]]jo£ be ad- 
tiii.ssible for three to be a sharing Ltl the Lnetesfiity‘ that is merely verbal, and iben 
cm composition would implied nor anything you have mentioned, [from Ttfiyrcr?] 

5:1 Kail's nest paragraph (not quoted here by Isfahan!] rxphritly names tlaet two 
‘‘necessary [exisccntsf1 as Lhe Necesoarv [Existentjj in Himself and lhe necessary as 
existing through another [al-wajib bi-aJ-dhat wa-al-wajlb bi-aJ-^havr]. [Razi, op. cil., 

P-ffl] 
MFi glosses; l, Rhuvvph Na$7r [al-Diu Jusi]. 2. in raising an objection to (he 

Imam IRarif 
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R;izi| &honl(i have restricted himself to that, since he had made il 

dear that every composite is a possible reality, Then alter that [Razi's] 

statement ts that if the individual identity should require the 'neces¬ 

sity1 then the 'necessity' would be the effect of some other entity, 

and this would be contrary to the hypothesis. But this requires con¬ 

sideration, because contradiction would exist ottly if the Necessary 

Existent were the effect of some other, not [if] the ‘necessity’ [were 

the effect of another].314 But if [God's] individual identity requires 

His ‘necessity’, and His ‘necessity’ is in need of His identity, then 

die implication would not be that (he identity is the effect, of an 

other being. Rather, the implication would be that the identity is 

not a necessary existent by itself; it is a necessary existent only through 

having an attribute24 that its owth'5, essence requires. 

“If [Imam Ra?-i] had said at the beginning® that 'necessity’ is an 

attribute,—since, apart from what it qualifies, there is no necessity, 

T 3fi4 and thus [<■« effect] is the effect of some other [entity|,—- 

he would have secured his object And the objection [that was raised] 

against [the Imam], that the 'necessity1 would not be an 'established 

certain ty1, would be invalid according to his doctrine. Indeed, [neces¬ 

sity] is the opposite of nonnecessity27 of which nonexistence is pred¬ 

icated, thus existence is predicated of [the 'necessity*] .’3a 

[Razi's] statement* that if the necessity should not be a necessary 

existent then it would be a possible reality, and the Necessary Existent 

in Himself would he the most adequate one to he a possible real¬ 

ty* is a repetition of what Isas been said lx1 fore, and a discussion29 

Islfthani now quotes nearly verbatim fami Tula's TaHkhK al-Muh&’smtt printed tti 
the lower part of ihe pagt*. of Radi's Ajafciniaf, pp, fj# fry. 

!I MS gj: So lL may b1, learned from chis. Sn.?riiriil rRiinjiin^ [nazar] (hat the ‘uerci- 
«•¥' is none other than die ‘camce1. 

?l MS pi: Namely, the necessity. 
iEl ,4xl MS symbol indicates the identity as antecedent. 

w MS k1- l.e., in the Hrsl pfl-rt of the Imams refutation, rlartiely, where he $ajd 
Thai if Lite individual kUentity should require die necessity then the uecesiiiy would 
be the effect of an other. 

L followed by 1 leads "it is the opposite of aonexutence'1 [innahu flaqTd al- 
Ifi'Wujiadj, the antecedent of’’it” being ",ncxeHKity-:'’' ITi-e- MS and MS Garrett <J691la 
both read 14.. . opposite of nonn«eaaityM lil-ll-wujiib). TIlc rather frequent use here 
of [wujudl, fwiyiLb], |wajib| ami [wujib al-'.viiju-dj in varying R'liuionsliips lifts tended 
to die ccmlusiycL of iioLh seribe MkI reader, 

MS gl: l.e., of the necessity, anti therefore ir would be a sign of esratnJished! 
certainly [ihubult], 

r‘ MS gl: This is [spoken by] Nasix al-Piti: Tuai and [refers to his statement.] ‘Bill 
this re-quires consideration, because contradiction would exist only if the Necessary 
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of it has preceded, Regarding the countcrobjccdon Eo the effect chut 

the Necessary Existent is like [lie possible realityin having the capac¬ 

ity for existence h we have shown that the commonality of these two 

in ‘exigence’ is not a matter of general agreement. ^ L 339 The 

|logical] shelter MS 17!Ja to which |imam Riim| finally moved.,— 

namely, that necessity in iis essence is predicated in a merely ver¬ 

bal commonality of both the “two necessities,''"1—docs not save him 

from this perplexity, for in his extreme perplexity he docs not com¬ 

prehend the implication to which his words lead, and he is not aware 

of the contradiction and the necessary consequence in that which'-' 

does not relieve him from his perplexity. 

“Imam | Razi] should have said, as others of the philosophers said, 

'It is impossible for the Necessary Existent in Himself to be predi¬ 

cated of [die "two necessities^],1^ because then He would l>e either 

a. an 'essence3 ibr them both, or 

b. accidental to them both, or 

cr an ‘essence> Ebr one of the two and accidental to the ocher, 

“Thus, 

(a) if He were to be the ‘essence' for both of them, then the 

specific quality by which each is distinguished Irani the other would 

not lie internal to the "necessity’ which is the causal factor common 

to boil 1 j otherwise, there would be no distinction, and [the specify¬ 

ing qualify] would be external and adjoined to the causal factor com¬ 

mon to hnih. 

L If this54 were in bolh of them, then each would be a pos¬ 

sible reality wherein it was an existent distinct Irom the oilier; acid 

EfejRcenl were the effect of some ocher, jjq4. I if] the 'necessity' [were the eftol uf 

lj.]j other] 

M MS gl; Ritther, iL is a matter of analogy. 
'' Le., the two necessity eustetits; a) the Necessary One, an Rodent in arid, 

through Hunself and b) the necessary/concrete, nri eidstecl in and through another. 
The translation follows the MS which reacts., “tire lwr> necessities” [al-iYujfubiiyJtL], 

ijlrhiji.iyft I, and T read, “ihe two existences7’ [^1 -WLij-nelaynJ. MS t^iitecr 
reads, Kttae two netrHsary existent?* [al-wajLbwn|, which agrees with Tusi’s text 
in the TsUJiis [p. 69| (hat is being quoted He-rt, and in turn Tnsi:s form agrees 
with Hazi’s usage [p 69]. fw*e rnwe at Razi's last quQied pAnigr&ph before Tuii’i 
quotation. 

MS gl: Namely, the Rcatcmenl that the commonality of' existence sr not a mat¬ 
ter of general agreement. 

” L and T read, "'the two11 [al-ithnavn], while the MS -;tnd MS Garrett &f!9H;i 
read, “two” omitting the definite article. 

i+ MS gl: I.e.. the external and adjoined specifying quality]. 
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2, iT it were in one of the two, then I hat one would be h pos¬ 

sible reality. 

(b) “If [the Necessary Existent in Him&elf] should be accidental 

(L) to both of them, or 

[2-) ro one of them, then His own substrate, in itself, would 

not be a necessary existent.34’*6 

"Let no one sav that the Necessary Existent in Ilimself is only 

the causal factor that is common.47 This is because we have made 

it clear1* that a causal factor3 having a commonality would not exist 

externally, in view of its; having commonality where here is no spe¬ 

cifying agcrtF to remove the commonality. 

“An objection might he raised that, the specifying agency*0 Is a 

negative entity as each of the two [i,e., types ol necessary existents] 

is made specific by not itself being the other, We would reply to 

this fob]cctionJ that the negativity7 of the [mutual] “other1’ would not 

come about until after she existence of the other one should have 

come about; and at that time each one would be its own individ¬ 

ual self after the existence of the other had taken place, and so each 

of them would be a posable reality. In this [conclusion the argu- 

memj is now ^ioi^icieIlt-, M1-42 

Isfaham presents an aspect of the argument 

Another aspect [of the argument] that indicates the exclusion of any 

associate [of God] is that the specific existence or m essence that is 

characterized by essential necessity is nut a commonality between 

® MS gl: Because* regarding tlie Necessary bxistCEK in Him&clE; HU necessity 
may hoc tie made accidental. 

y' Tusi. outlines under points 2. and! (2. the implication? of lli-e third option Riiii 

stumld ImVe rcuTNtkmt'd, 

MS £l: E-fo hein^ out, having 3n Him, no compogiifon. 
V1 Tlisl's text in the TiiiWic reads, bayyMtfiS], Thifl short form is vari¬ 

ously JTUhdLflrd in chc Mating: L and 1'—fli-'snna qad bayysnma]:. MS—li-^anna 
naqul, -.{ail tjjyvansL.d], \lS tlairrrll UWrl-L.-- [fo'atnia naqill Ijayyanna]. 

yi L, 339 gt: Ikcausc a causal factor having commonaJicy would be a universal; 
and no tmiiiersaJ, strictly .is a universal, exists in the concrete except in adjunction 
tvith some individuated entity. [From ihe Taqm\ 

1,1 MS ejJ" [Tie specifying agent would lie externally existent and iviLliout cam* 
[wisiriniri of its being a mc^)|iv« entity. 

11 MS glosses: I. Elecansc each of them, for its, exTcmal existence, needs ihe 
specification by which it differs from the other. 2. T.c., sufficiency in establishing 
his claim. 

r Tnsi adds in his Tatkhh id-ftfaimsfll (p. 69j; "Tor tills goal of the alignment 
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two, bni rather it is, one [and it is n| reality, 1 inked * if [fhat specific 

existence] should be a cotnmotialify between two, and 

a. if [the specific existence] should be the complete reality of the 

two, then the specific quality by which each of the two is distin¬ 

guished from the other would be external to their joiait reality which 

is the commonality between them, and [she specific quality] would 

be adjoined to them; but, 

h. if [the Specific quality] should be in both of them, then each 

of them, as An existent distinct From the other, v^uuld be a possible 

reality,^-1 and so neither of the two would be a necessary existent. 

Further*44 the specific quality of either one of them would not be 

a concomitant of the [total] reality as such by inherent necessity; 

otherwise, any realization without [the specific quality] would be 

impossible, so whichever had the specific quality would still have 

need within that specific quality for some other agency, and thus 

would not Ito a necessary existent. 

Moreover, if thr cause of the specific quality should hr the essence 

as such, then only one [i.e., of the two necessities] would exist45, and 

it would have been specific in quality MS 173b prior to dial other 

specification, since ihe cause would necessarily Ire individuated and 

particularised before the effect. Thus, it would have another specific 

quality, and then there would lx* either 

a. an implicit circular argument* or one in an infinite series, or 

b. a need by one of die two within its own particularity Ibr the 

other, which would imply ihal it was a possible reality. 

And if the cause of the specific quality should be the other, then 

its being a possible reality would be implied. L, 341) 

If [the cause of the specific quality]+fl should be something internal47 

to the reality of both of (hem, then the implication would be that 

11 MS gi: Because each of iheni, In view of its. being distinct fro-tri the other, 
would have nerd for an Jigt.nty rslCci&l LO lh.0 total reality of them both. 

MS gl: I.e., if the rpetiLw: ^JUi-LerKe diaj^Cterizod h} UHieEjClal necessity were 
lu tie a wnnmunalfLy between |wy, and [if it] were K> l>e [be tLirrijjJete reality of 
both id’ them, then, the specific quality of c&tVi one of them wyii3d not be a con- 
Cdtnlunt of (lie [ctnrij>lc(cj reality as such, otherwise, icali/.aiiwn would bo impos¬ 
sible withtjul it; but [the fact isl it is something present within the other. 

^ MS gh Since the cause is. single, fltid its dffra necessarily would be single, 
* L gl: Le., specific emtcticv that ks characterized by an essential necessity [a3- 

1.11..ju 11 al-dhsit]. 
" L gl: Assuming a) that it is a commonality IseLween hvrv but b} (hat It is tt-cK 

their total reality. 
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both of them were compounded of wliat has commonality and what 

has distinction, which would be impossible t 

If | the cause of the specific quality| should Ijc external to hoth of 

them, Lind if k should not be accidental to both of them, then one 

of the two would not be ihc Ntcessarv Existent, 

If [the cause of the specific quality] should be accidental to both, 

then, since every accident has need lor its substrate and everything 

needing a substrate is a possible reality, die Necessary Existent1,1 

would not be a necessary existent. But this is contrary to the hypothesis. 

Moreover, it would lie implied^ that each of them would have 

both quiddity and existence accidental to it-jn Therefore, one of the 

two would nut he A necessary existent, because, as you have learned 

regarding the Necessary Existent, neither existence nor quiddity are 

|predicated as being accidental] to [God] ,S1 

lb a. Sum m th* dtctme of the dwirn 
smguknt}' L 340, T 164, MS 173b 

Another aspect of fihe ailment expounding] tlie doctrine of the 

divine singularity is in the [logical] method of the Physician-PI lilosopher 

[Ibn Sina], It is preceded by the statement of two premises, 

a. The first of the two [premises] is tlrat two things may differ 

1. in logical consideration, as, lor example, a drinker and the 

object of thought, wherein the thinker may think alrout himself; and 

(hey may also differ 

2. in their individual quiddities. The two things dial differ in 

their individual quiddities may have agreement 

a] in sumo accidental quality, as this [particular] substance 

and this [particular| accident [having agreementf in existence [he,, 

as their common accident],w and they may have agreement 

Id in some entity that gives Subsistence to them both, as 

Zayd and 'Amir Jhaving agreement] in [their mutual| humanity. The 

16 gl: Namely, due specific caistecH-c charicttiktd by nstesdry, 
19 MS pi Otj tile attumptkiil of [the cause of the specific quudilyj being. aCcklemal- 
" 1. and T havt rbi^ pronoun in the dual, indicating dtai existence is accidciv- 

lal imprecisely ’’(O [benti borhr1' But (be MS aud MS Oameti 9BSHa read. ’In it1’ 
|paha"|. specifying the quickiiiy as the; iubstrale of existence-. 

11 L g); If Lit rather, Has exisamcc must be ]derttical with His quiddiLy, actordiitE; 
to ihcir finsitiun, [From the 

1,7 MS gi: Here the- duality ihom is an a logical ecm&idcratLnn; otherwise, 
; Lie two of tliem are one [Ihlir. 
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two that diUcr in their individual quiddities and agree in an entity 

giving them both subsistence, by inherent necessity will include two 

factors which would have joined53 together in each of them: Lhe first 

of the two I wing that in which they differ, and the second being 

that, in which they agree. Now, their joining together is cither 

1) 011 the basis of prohibiting any separation from one 

of the two sides, thb being a ‘concomitance*, or 

2) on the basis of admitting a separation, this being an 

‘accidental inherence7, 

(1) ‘Concomitance1 inevitably is either 

aa) a ease wherein that in which the two [hat agree 

would be concomitant to that in which they differ, 30 that for the 

two different entities there would he a single concomitant, atid this 

would be something undeniably as a living nature would be a con¬ 

comitant of both speaking a fid ison-speakitig living beings; or, 

bb) [a case wherein] that in which they differ would 

be concomitant to that in which they agree, so that a single entity 

would have as concomitants two things both different from and oppo- 

Silt to each other, and tins would be something deniable; as, for 

example, it would be impossible for a living being to be both speak¬ 

ing and non-speaking at the same lime, because of the impossibility 

of there being opposition between two concomitants of a single entity, 

an opposition that would necessitate5* a mutual exclusion between a 

concomitant and the concomitant's substrate.15 T I£>5 

(2) Accidental inherence is either MS 174a 

cc) a case wherein dial in which the two agree would 
be acridciilal to that in which they differ, and this would be somo 

thing undeniable, as die existence [hat becomes accidental to this 

particular substance and this particular accident when they are des¬ 

ignated as ‘this particular existent7 or *that particular existent7; lor 

iJ T and the MS indude “had” nr, ;\vould have” [qad. . .} while b omita [qad]_ 
11 L foilowed hy T supplies dbe word ^opposition11 an source oJ' the requirement, 

but (he MS and MS Iv-arrett read, “irs requirement1'' pi-jstilitamil'ii]- 
MS sloshes: l- Bftftu.se to exclude die cocvconmftnt would he [likewise] to 

^jw-lude the subslrate/host [of the CDnccmitEuilj^ from, the inherent impossibility of 
its being separated [fom the conenmitanL. 

2. Became a concomitant lo nnollicr concomitant would [again | hr a concomi¬ 
tant [in another aspect], ihe opposition would be coiLtcirtiilant. to [either] one of 
ilie two opposites, and li woukl also be concomitant to ttK- substrate/has; so both 
i he oppcisiikifl and the mutual exclusion would [simultaneously] be conoomiuut! 
of rhe subsirate/hosc 
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'existence* gives, subsistence to both of them as lining exisbents and 

it ia accidental to their two essences which completely differ from 

each other. Or, [accidental inherencej| is 

dd) a case wherein that in which they differ would be 

accidental to thal in which they agree* and this would be something 

undeniable, as the humanity that becomes the substrate For this or 

that [individual] when each is designated ’this particular mail* or 

'that particular man3; lor humanity gives subsistence fo both of them,, 

and it is the substrate For the individuality of nature by which they 
differ from one another, 

b. The second of [Ibn Sina’s] two [premises] is that it is ad mis- 

sible L 341 for the quiddity of a thing to be the cause for one 

of its own attributes, as the duality that is the cause of its own even¬ 

ness of number; and it is admissible for an attribute of a tiling to 

be the cause lor another of its attributes, such as when the ‘difference' 

is the cause for a "property1, as rationality h for the quality of amaze¬ 

ment, and such as when one property is the cause for another prop¬ 

erty, as the quality' of amazement is for the ability' to laugh, and 

such as when an accident is the cause lor [artolher] accident, as 

being ruddy is for being healthy. 

But it is not admissible thttt an attribute, namely, the ‘existence* 

of some [concrctcf thing, should have being by reason only of [the 

thing's] quiddity56 which is not existence, or by reason of some other 

attribute.5,7 [‘This is so| because although a cause may precede [its 

effect] within existence, it does not take priority in having existence 

over ‘existence* itself. All the rest of the attributes have [their] exist¬ 

ence only by reason of the quiddity, while the quiddity has [ils] 

existence by reason of 'existence' itself. On that account it would be 

admissible for the quiddity to be the cause for die rest of the attrib¬ 

utes, and for one attribute to be the cause for another, but it would 

not be admissible tor any of them to be the cause for ‘existence 

Now if you have understood this, then we will state our position 

chat it has been established as certainty that:59 

MS [bi-sabah mxEuyaLilu]: L and T [bi-sabah al-matiiyah], 

,T RomanreM: []fi yajflz aa ynkuij aJ-$iiah a3l.ncT hiya al-wtijfld lii'$hayJ inaama 
hiya bi-sytlwb ai-mahiyah Alton hysat hiya iil-w^jud aw bi^ibh ukhuf], 

1B Ibn Sima’s tivi> ro feU argument ou the docirisie of the db-tne singu¬ 
larity may be found id Lis ot-Jjhfifffi vol. pp, 31- 

'* VIS In die on Llic mvaiidaimn of aipimmc by ibe infinite series.. 

|Bm>k I, Part L Chapter 3, Topic ]| 
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1 A iitccss-iiry existent is an existent; and 

b, [A nere.ss.ary existent] is the existential cause lor a possible exist' 

ent; and 

c, [A necessary' existent] is; the existential cause for a thing only 

if [the existential cause] has been individuated; because an entity 

that is not individuated may not have external existence,, and any¬ 

thing not having external existence could not possibly be the cxis* 

lential cause lor something else; and then 

d, If the individuation of the necessary existent is due to this fact* 

that ifc. to the fhet^ that it is the necessary' existent, and if its individu¬ 

ation is the same as its being the necessary existent, then there would 

be no other necessary existent, which is the goal of our argument. 

e, Bui if die individuation [of the necessary existent] should not 

be due to that factsHI namely., that it is the necessary existent, and 

if its individuation should not be such* namely,, the same as its being 

the necessary' existent„ but rather [the individuation] should be due 

to some other factor, and [if] its individuation should be something 

other than its being the necessary existent, MS 174b then [the 

necessary existent] would be the caused effect of some other being, 

[We hold this to be true] for the following reasons; 

1. If the necessary existent should be concomitant Co its own 

individuation, then necessary existence"3 would hr Concomitant either 

to the quiddity' of some other being, or to an attribute of some oilier 

Ijciug- This is because if the individuation were something other than 

the necessary existent, then it would be either a quiddity or an 

attribute of a quiddity'. On both assumptions, the fact that necessary 

existence would be concomitant to irs own individuation would imply 

that necessary existence would be concomitant either to the quid- 

' L and T: [ta'ayyunuhu dhalJJ; LL-a.maa.bu}; MS and MS Garrett EtB&Ha: 
[ta'ayyuiuihu Ji-dhaliL, ay, li-annaltu]. 'line parallel statement that ful3uws is in the 

second torm. 

41 MS j^J; Lc.. if its individuation were not the iaith: as its be-i-ng rhr oeosstfiy 
existent, but rather another than (God], then the individuation would be culler 
accidental to it, or einitvmjiam to iLf or a substrate for at fas accident!, « a sub¬ 
strate Idr it [as concomitant]- On all four assumptions ihte implication would be 
that the necessary existent would be a caused eflfecr, but ihis conclusion is false. If 
it is false that its individuation Ls not the same as its being the necessary existent., 
Thun it has beets established as -emails that it is die same as iLs being (he neces¬ 
sary exislmt; and ie is rtrrt multiple, 'ilais is lise goal nrf die aa^umcnL. 

® Here [MS 1741x1; L 341:15; T 155:18] and in succeeding locatiotv} Ln this 
argument,, L and MS Garrett t-WiUHa read, l<necesHary exisLeLwe” [al-wujjQd al-wajib]; 
while the MS rearb-. “the existence of the necessary existent" [vrajud iii-wa.jil>|. 
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dity of some other being, or to ho attribute of some other beings 

which would he impossible, This is because then it would be implied 

that the existence would he caused either by the quiddity of some 

other being or by some other attribute [the quiddity] might have, 

because concomitance between the two tilings [i.e., the necessary 

existence arid its own individuation] would not be realized unless 

the Substrate of the concomitant or part of it should be either a 

cause or an efloct corresponding to the concomitant or part of it, 

or they bothfi3 should be die effects of a single cause. 

Further, assuming dial the necessary existence is concomitant to 

its [own] individuation, ic then would he impossible to be the1 cause 

of [its own] individuation^ since a cause must become individuated 

prior to an effect, and it would be impossible for the necessary' exis¬ 

tence to become individuated prior to its own individuation. On both 

the latter assumptions^ namely, 

a) [hat the substrata of the concomitant would be die cause 
of the concomitant or part of its cause, or 

b; that the substrate of ihc concomitant and the concomi¬ 

tant would both he the effects or a single cause, L 342 the impli¬ 

cation is dial, tile necessary existent would be h, CHUSCtl-eflcct, which 

is impossible. 

2. If the necessary existent should hr accidental to its own indi¬ 

viduation, then aEE (he more appropriately if again would be a caused- 

eftea,® This is 

a} because whatever is accidental to a thing stands in need 

of that tiling, and whatever stands in need of something else is itself 

a caused-cfEeet, and 

b) because if She necessary existem should be accidental to 

[he individuation, then it would not be the cause for its own indi¬ 

viduation^ otherwise, it would be concomitant to it, and its indi¬ 

viduation would tlieEt be on account of some oilier being ami its 

1,1 MS d: 3>„ [lit; subslUUe ul" the concomitant And the eonHDomatnn.L itself 
** L and T read, Pala* al-tacjdirayn al-akhir*yn]r MS G&rtetl reads, [al- 

caqdErayn aJ-akhfnayn]- The MS reads, [aJ-taqdfrayn aJ-akhhrj {crowding tbs sign 
of tbt- dual Jo above the- first word ,mrl omitting; it in the- second). 

“ MS gi I.e., as was the case in the other two suppositions. 
® Hew in ihe MS [f. li 7-Wb: L3-J the scribe mistakenly i[astrts ihe danse1, ‘:sincc 

the CiUiaf rtluSt tjtr ipjJidJuiiCeii1' [b-iUna at-‘Utah yajib an yala'ayyan], having skipped 
ahead inadvertently to the next occurrence of the phrase "'emist: of its own rnthvidu- 
ahon,7’ and copied the following danse. Then when he comes tc* the proper posi- 
tirm nf the skipped phrase [f, 174b: 15] he inserts it but with a pronoun pi-unnahaj 
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need would be doubled, so till ihc more appropriately it would be 

a caused-effect, 

3, IF the individuation should be concomitant to the necessary 

existent, then (the necessary existentJ again would be a caused-eflfcct; 

because it is not admissible that the necessary existent be the cause 

of its own individuation,, since a cause must become individuated 

prior to an effect and it would be an impossibility that the existence 

thiit is necessary' should become individuated prior to its own indi¬ 

viduation- Therefore the individuated necessary existent would be a 

caused-eHect, 

4. If the individuation should be accidental to the existence 

that U necessary,61 Lhen [the necessary existence] again would be a 

eaused-dleet. This is because 

a) il is not admissible lor the necessary existence to be ihe 

cause of iu> own individuation;, otherwise, it would be implied that 

it preceded its own individuation in |thc process of] individuation, 

from the in herein necessity for the cause to precede the effect in 

individuation; arid 

b) it is not admissible] for the individuation to be the cause 

of its. own substrate; otherwise, it would be concomitant to i.E, and 

not an accident, MS 175a Thus, it would lie determined that the 

necessary exigent that had been individuated would be the taused- 

effect of some oilier being. 

Furthermore, it would not be possible For the individuation to be 

accidental to the tiecessay existence as a general nature.™ Therefore, 

it would be accidental to it as a nature that is not general, [lien 

the case would be either 

1) that that [specific] nature, as substrate lor the indi¬ 

viduation, would be made specific hy that same individuation which 

is accidental to it, or 

instead of the noun. L aikl T along with MS Garrett 9&9Ha, do not have thii 
anomaly. 

6r Here in the fourth alternative option, [L 324:7; 1' ]{jj:30; M3 i74b:l?] 
lh£ IMS alonp of'$0«ro:x reads, ''the necessary exisrenr’7 [wjijjh :tl-wnjud| wher* 
Is T and U$ Garrett nc-ij<l, ^'the evidence ihai is necessary"1 [abwujiirl al- 

waj i hj. in the preceding three alternative option?, in alt tour sources used- the remi 

'"[he necessary existent" is in Lhe protasis. It appears evident ihaL Our variation does 

not change the basic meaning and argument. 

A few lines ahead [1, 324:11- MS l;ja:2] the MS reads, “the cx&tence that 
is necessary71, agreeing with the other sources. 

w M5 gl: hut rather, as a specific nature [tahf ah khi^fttti], 
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2) that [hat. [specific nature] would be made specific by 

the causation of sonic other individuation, which at first made it 

specific, and then the [first] individuation became accidental ro it 

after is had been made specific. If the first [alternative should lie 

correctj, that that cause would be the cause ibr the specific qualificaikm 

of something whose awn essence necessitates its existence, which 

would be impossible. If the second [alternative should be correct], 

ihcLi the argument on the previous individuation would be like (lie 

argument oti the individuation that is a caiJcsccf-drect,l,H 

Following the invalidation of these four [numbered alternative] 

divisions,m T 16b which all derive from the [premise that] the 

individuation of the necessary existent wouJd be something other 

than its being the necessary existent itself, it is specifically determined 

that 'being the individuation oi' the necessary cxkLcnl1 is (he same 

as Its being [he Necessary Existent itself’, Therefore, the Necessary 

Existent is [uniquely] One, and this is the goaJ of the argument, J 

2- Atgm&tft of the MutMlmm l 342, T 166, MS L75a 

The Mutakalllnucn ai^ued in rejection of duaJ deities, basing their 

argument on two reasons: 

ri After the two premises have; been stored and explained, Ibn Sina diwrnsses a 
main proposition of his Argument, namely: :iA necessary cjdslenr: is (he existential 
cause for a thing only if Lbc existential cause ha;. been individuated ..." I:t the edi- 
tkm of his at-Idioml a,.? at Tanfrihai that :s, prinled sentcncr: by sentence along wirh 
Nasit al-Din TusPs commentary at the bottom of the pages, this basic proposition 
runs From vol. 3, pp. 42 46. 

,fl MS gl; Namely: l) die necessary existent being cnnccmibmt to the individua- 
liortl 2'i jl.e., #3 in the lextf the contrary uf A I j 3} [i.e., #2 in llir loxlf (lie nec¬ 
essary existent being attideniul to ibe mrEviduaiiuii; 4) the oorUrary of h'3. 

: In bis \vrictcii st^iemcJitj on the Doctrine of die divine singularity B&ydawi 
presented a brief summary of the theory of the philosophers and that of the 
MiltakaJliutuil. Isfahanihs commission is to expand on these and lo explain them, 
'['he merit Eatnoui rheonrticiari among. the philosophers is lbn Sina ■whose logical 
masoning influenced Ehinfeera in Europe at vreU as die Middle Bad A brief W 
most hclpfnl ^l.i wly nf lbn Siiia’s <kit:[fine of Gotl is [be following: ''Arv. ffifiaY 
f iht Exultna nj God .'H a JSteces^mfy Rxiittnt iiten^ by Herbert A. Davwbon, in hlawjr 
Fhi&aafifikai Thmfogv, rd. by Panda Mo rewedge, pp. 165-187, (Btudtes in Islamic 
Philosophy and Science). Albany, N.Y.: SLale Utuvcraty of New York Press, [c. 
1979], Protestor Datidstm dearly distinguishes between the cosmological iitid the 
ontological aiyumcnts alwRit the existent e of God, and between many terms that 
aix: passed over too often without a clear idea erf their mcatiing. A few examples 
til?: 'Necessary Existent', Heccsnry Ln Himself, suad ‘Necessary through another 
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a. The of the two reasons is that if dual deities"' should he 

assumed, then [all] realities possible would be on an equal basis 

before them, i.e,, all realities possible would be objects of power in 

relation to each of the two, since the cause of being objects of power 

is the [fact of being a] possible reality. Both impossibility and neces¬ 

sity make ill impossible to be an object of power,75 but possibility is 

a characteristic having a commonality among all realities possible. 

Therefore, all realities possible would be objects of power for each 

of the two, and in turn each of the two would ha\T power over aJl 

realities possible. 

1. dims, not one of the realities possible would exist; because 

if any of the realities possible were to exist, it would then Ijc a ease 

of neither of the two jdctiiesj being the effective cause, or of one 

of them being the effective cause and not L 343 the other, so 

there would Ijc an implied preferring without any preferring agent. 

[This would be sof, either 

a) on the assumption fftat one of the two deities would not 

be the effective cause, because that would imply a preferring for one 

of the two options that a possihlr reality has |i.e., to be an existent 

or a nonexistent] without there being a preferring agent; or 

b) on the assumption that the effective cause would be one 

of the two [deities], since the possible reality in question would be 

related to each of the two deities equally, its becoming actual through 

one of the Lwo, but not the other, would be a case of preferring 

without a preferring agent. So ii would he established rhat, if any 

possible reality were iu exist on the assumption tliat neither one of 

the two deities would be the effective cause of iq or that one of the 

two would be MS 175 b the effective cause of it hut not the other, 

Lhaii Himself; the fcnna 'necessary', ‘possible*, and ’iinfxissitklr:’, which are Hmjt 
dd'i3iabEeH fp. E72J EjuL are jrreuudy clarified hi their usage. 

A valuable feature in Lite article is the lull citation of the soucLfs in ibn Sana's 
writings for his rerms and posi lions. His hhaxai is rlit- least tJurnpiYlirnsiye of h!s 
books on Ihts subject, but Isfahan! doubtless would have had access to all of Ibn 
Sim's writings, The pkisidona of earlier arid later writer^ ate related to Ibn Sana's 
theory. The process of abstraction and its end result is to be scon in the cHscusson 
el' individuation'', as well as in the perfection of connept thal is striven Ebr in fram¬ 
ing the ‘doctrine of the divine singularity'. The cUtepIs of 'necessity1 and 'actual¬ 
ity' are studied side by side, and provide the student with important insights, without 
closing the subjtMl. 

K MS gl: l.e,, Ijoth beinjt completely t'mpowtjrr,tl ItiS.ifiTiin ‘ala3 ubtamii]. 
?Jl FulluVpirig the ie*[ of the MS and Ms ISarrpt! 3fi3Ha- t he scribe of L has 

crowded rhe ending nf ihe word [maqdilrfya}i| upward into a triple Line, so 1 hast it 
can be read as [maqduraynl, as the text of T mirk. 
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then implicitly it would be a case of preferring without, a preferring 

agent. Hut the conclusion is false, because of the impossibility of 

there being a preferring without a preferring agent, and therefore 

not [a single] one of the realities possible would exist, 

2. Furthermore, if each of the two deities should be an clfcetive 

cause for [the possible [reality], then there would be an implicit join¬ 

ing together ol [wo indepeerieiil elfeelive causes 1o prut luce an effect 

dial is Single in individuality,™ so riot one of [the realities possible] 

would exist. Thua, it would be established as a tact that on the 

assumption of there being dual deities not [a single] one of the real¬ 

ities possible would exist, But this conclusion is false, so the premise 

is likewise. Therefore, the Deity is One, and this is the goal of the 

argument. 

h. Ihe second [reason of the MutakallinHjn supporting the rejec¬ 

tion of dual deities] is that if we were to assume the existence of 

dual deities, and if one of the two should will the motion-change of 

a given body, and the other should will it to remain quiescent, if 

that were possible- and let llc assume that to be the case, Tor with 

any possible reality posited lo be a factual occurrence there would 

be no implication of its impossibility, otherwise, it would be some¬ 

thing impossible, not a possible reality—then (one of the following 

would be the ease]: either 

1. the will of each of them would be achieved, so the one body 

would be both moving and quiescent, which wrould be impossible. Or 

2. there would be no achievement of the will of cither of them, 

&o the one body would be neither moving nor quiescent, which would 

he impossible, or 

3. the will of one of (he two alone would be achieved, thus 

implying the impotence of the second.7i 

If the impotence should be from eternity past, then it would be 

impossible., since impotence h conceivable only of what has valid 

existence, '1' arid the existence of a created bring it] eternity past 

would be impossible, .so the impotence of the second (as & created 

?t MS glosses; 1. This would be invalid, accordmp to our explanation of the pro¬ 

hibition agaiiiHC Olkr thiflja; being lh€ object of pciver of Iwy scents Ltf power. 

Rut in ihe east of an disci that would be one in aperiies [nawE] it would be 
admissible for two independent ettwriw causes. to be joined cogethof,. bce^usr it 
would br admissible for one of the two [i> be iul effective cause with one individ¬ 
ual and the other with another individual, the two [individuals) being one in spcdcs. 

MS g-]; Tliis dries not imply perfect pewet. so he would be no deity, 
74 MS pi: In eternity. 
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being] in eternity past would be an impossibility And if [the hypn- 

lltclicitl second deify] should be a temporal phenomenon, linen it 

also would be impossible, because this would be conceivable only if 

it had had [divine] power in eternity past and then l($ [divine] power 

bad, ceased. But that would require the cessation of some [entity] 

existing bom eternity past, which would be impossible, But if it 

should not be possible for the [second deity] to will the given body's 

quiescence, then 

4, the impossibility of it would be the will of the [first deity], 

and the impotence of [the second deity] would be implicit. But no 

impotent being may be a deity, on account of what we have set forth. 

Moreover, [the concept of dual deities is rejected] since if borh 

[deities] should have power over till objects of power, and if it should 

be valid for whoever had power to exercise his power, then it would 

be valid for this [lirst deity] to activate motion-change if it were not 

for the [second deity]. And [it would be validJ for the [second deity] 

to activate quiescence if it were not for this [first deity]. As long as 

the first of the two | deities] does not intend to activate anything, 

then the second will not be troubled by the other's intention to acti¬ 

vate something against him. But the precedence of one of them over 

the other is not mom appropriate (hail the contrary. So, it would 

be impossible for the purpose of one of them to become a hindrance 

preventing the other from having his own purpose. 

Furthermore, in establishing the doctrine of the divine singularity, 

it is admissible to bold fast to die evidence from authoritative tra¬ 

dition/1 because the %'ulidity7,i of the traditional evidence is not depen¬ 

dent77 upon the proposition that the Deity is One.™1 

JT L a+3 gl: ThU mean* that balding Jiisr to, traditional rvi-df-rice in certifying [be 
existence of the Necessary Existent would not be admissible liecausr of the implicit 
arpiijrieni in a eircJe- But in terrifying the doctrine of die divine singularity it is 
admissible because thy validity of the traditional evidence is nor dependent upon 
|the doctrine of dir divine singularity] bur upon the fact that the Apostle was trust¬ 
worthy in what he said. [Front the Jinan's Tsqrif] 

,h MS and 1, i»t: Since tin- truth of the traditional evidence [sihhat al-naqliyat] 
depends upon die fusiiual certaiaity of the Necessary Existent, not upon Hits utiiiy. 
[Frum, up-, tit,] 

,| MS gl; Rather, they arc dependent upon. the veracity of the A|>0$dcj arid [be 
veracity of the Apostle is depeairient upon tire evidetiee of mirade tor his veracity, 
not upon, tire doctrine of the diwne singularity. [from, op, cit.J 

w MS gl: Nor docs it lead to argumentation in a circle. 
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SECTION 2; THE ATTRIBUTES OF COD 

Chapter i; Esiablibhkd Attributes, th£ Basis or God's Acts 

I, Gad's omnipotence in mtiavumus adimi 

The Mutakallimun are agreed upon the fact that L 344 [God] 

Most High k [freely] omnipotent in autonomous action.1 | This is] 

because if [God] should be [limited as being merely] a * necessary 

cause' in Himself, and if His efficacy did not depend upon some 

temporal condition, thru the existence of the universe from past eter¬ 

nity would be implied. Bui if [God's efficacy in causing the existence 

of the universe] did depend [upon some temporal condition], then 

[the existence of the universe] would be dependent upon either 

a. [the temporal condition's] presence, thus implying temporal 

phenomena joined together m a series without any termination, which 

would he impossible, or upon 

b. die removal of [the condition], thus imptyixig temporal phe¬ 

nomena successively linked |in a series] having no beginning, which 

also would he impossible. 

[This would Ixi so] because if the total of all that had happened 

up to the time of the Hood were to be overlaid by all that has taken 

place up to our own day. and if in the second [series] there should 

not be a portion with nothing opposite to it in the first [series]„ then 

that [series] having more would be equal to dial [series] having Less; 

or, if the first [series] had been arbitrarily cut short and the second 

[seriesJ had only a limited amount more than [the first], then [the 

hist series also] would lie limited. 

Objection is raised I hat the universe would come about [ more 

suitably] after [Gods deliberate act] because of (he impossibility of 

lujftdir] following Richard M. Frank's LrarislaCoci of [qadir/cjudriiit] as omnipo- 
Ltiv in [—■ ‘'capable of] auiuitomous action,11 as explained in his Beings md Pmr 
AttnivUs, p. 44, n. 31, eic., -cf his glossary under :iqdr.'" 
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U existing in eternity past. Our [Baydawij response |to the objec¬ 

tion J would be that for [llic universe] lo exist at rest from [the time 

of its crealion by] the ‘Necessary Cause’ would not be an impossi¬ 

bility, and we have granted that, but [as a possibility] it could have 

preceded its existence, 

[Another| objection is raised that the two series [of temporal phe¬ 

nomena] would not bf: concrete cxistents so they may not be described 

as being more and less; but diis [objection] is inconsistent with [the 

fact of] time duration. 

[Another] objection is raised as to why it would not be admissi¬ 

ble for the Creator of the universe to Ire an intermediary agent hav¬ 

ing independent choice. We respond [that it, would lie inadmissible] 

because everything except the Necessary Existent is a possible real¬ 

ity, and every possible reality stands in need of an effective cause, 

and everything tha( stands in need of anything as a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon. Now since the efficacy of the effective cause1 would be in 

]thc intermediary] through creation^ it would be inadmissible for 

Jthis efficacy] to remain active in a state of coniinuancer because to 

give existence to [something already] existent2 would be impossible. 

So there remains either the state of temporal origination or the state 

of nonexistence. On both assumptions the temporal origination of 

the effect is implicit, 

Istahani says: L 344, T 1 &&„ MS 175b 

SECTION 2: THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD 

When [Baydawij was finished wub Section 1, he began Section 2 

On [God's] attributes, that is, the attributes that are firmly established, 

and he set forth T lti7 two chapters in [this section]: MS 17ba 

E. [Established] attributest the basis of [God's] acts, and 2, Other 

attributes, [not the basis of God's acts]. 

s L [344-: 13] rends, IE. . etwentt lo the giver of existence*1 |ijad abmujid], 
in dear error for '"‘give existence to an existent'1 [rjad aJ-m.awjud] which is the read¬ 
ing h T. MS Garrett 233b (f 37b:9), Garrett 989Hb if 28^21), and which is 
confirmed by Mahani's uxagy in his commentary 
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Chatter i: E&tauijsht.ij Aintiguns, thl Basis of God's Acts 

hi Chapter 3 there are four topics: I. God's omnipolcnce in atitjo- 

nomous action; 2, God's ever-present omniscience; 3- God's living 

nature; 4, God’s will. 

1. Gods QHwifiotaitt in autonomous action 

All religious communities1 have accepted the doctrine that [God's] 

effective causation in the creation of tlac universe is inaiiuLied through 

|boch] His omnipotence in autonomous action and |His| free choice, 

in the sense of it being equally valid for Him whether to activate 

the creation or the universe or to refrain from [activating] ii- 

Ihe philosophers: hold the doctrine that His efficacy in the exist¬ 

ence of rhe universe is instituted through [His] ‘necessary carnation*,4 

in the sense that the universe is a concomitant of Himself, just as 

the sun’s efficacy is activated through its bright radiation* this being 

a concomitant of itself Certainty in the affirmation of [God’s] omnipo¬ 

tence in autonomous action is based both upon the temporal origi¬ 

nation of the universe and upon invalidation of the theory that some 

temporal phenomena have no beginning.1 The One capable of 

autonomous action'1 is [God] tfom whom it is appropriate for action 

MS ^l: What iF- meant by ’‘religious communities1' is everyone (of any rcLigionl 
except the [ftfubr] philosophers, 

1 MS gl: [J.e.J Hi* gividg existence to the world lyidutui lil-Er«l:4i[]J itOfOrding 
to the present order is one of die eoneomkium of Himself [chat is, of His essence], 
so for Him to withdraw from [ibis praitirm and task] would be- impossible- From 
Shadi M [= AJ&waqif at Jji\/by *AJi foil Muhammad d-ShariiaJ-JuLja.nl. 

1 L and T read, “have no beginning" (la awwal labi], bu( the MS and MS 
{jirrrtt 989Hn read, ‘'not [reaching to) a beginning1 fla ila1 awwal]. 

■ MS gt: It should be Ltridrrsujod. (hat if die [divine] capacity for auloiiorntRis 
action should be explained throutfh what may be validly considered as His action 
or nonactionr which is what the dispute is about, moot of ibe philosophers would 
not accept it, Rather. (heirs is a doctrine of a 'cause necessary in itself1 Imujib l>i- 
al rihac|, In oofllrajA to tbiis foregoing hUelpretatiun, irieniiiirtg lilAt [C.ioiJ] Moil High 
is a Necessary Gauier, in regard to (lie existence of the world, bm with knowledge 
ami disccmmtLLt [diu'ur]. 

But if U [the dwiriwj should be explained as some of them do, naaielv, that if 
[God] should will [something to Lie] then Hf would tier |r>> perform it], and if He 
sboLLld not will [It] then Hr would not act [iquin it], then, according to (hem, He 
ibe Most High would be capal>Je of autonomous ar.Ltoa [qadirl in this sense, lint 
here the conditional syllogism [al-ihartlWH [ ss composed of a true prern.be and a 
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10 proceed or not prawned, and !hi$ very appropriateness constitutes 

His power of autonomous action. The preferring of one of the two 
options [Le.j of action or non-action] over the other comes about 

only when the presence of the divine will or its absence is a factor 

added to the divine power of autonomous action. 

And the philosophers do not deny that fact.' There is |soinc| dis¬ 

agreement only about whether, upon rhe joining together of the 

power of autonomous action and the will, it is possible for (he divine 

act [of omnipotence] to occur simultaneously with [their joining] or 

not* or whether instead it Occurs only after dial joining together. 

The philosophers took the position that it is not only possible L 345 

but rather, necessary chat if should occur simultaneously with their 

joining together, Furthermore, because [the philosophers] held the 

doctrine that in past eternity there was the [divine] knowledge, the 

[divine] power of autonomous action, and the [rii\ine| will as being 

a specific kind of [divine] knowledge, their decision was for the eter¬ 

nity of the universe, 

Hie Mutakallimun held that Lt would be impossible for the divine 

action [of omnipotence] to occur simultaneously with the [union of 

the] two [attributes of power and will]- Rather, they taught that 

[God's] action would occur only after the two [attributes] are joined 

together. For that reason |the MntakaUurmn] assorted the necessity 

for the temporal origination [of die universe] because the motivat¬ 

ing agency, being a divinely decisive will, would Only motivate [to 

existence] what would be nonexistent, anti die knowledge of ihis 

[iaetj is intuitive, 

"llie argument that [GtwiJ Most High ls capable of autonomous 

action.” consists in the lad that the existence of the universe alter 

having been nonexistent excludes the theory that [God's] effective 

causation of the universe would he merely] by * necessary causation*. 

The first statement here^ is certainly true, on account of the estab¬ 

lished fact that the uid verse is a temporal phenomenon* and so the 

fallacious cimdurion, -and thus, they [tin.1 second gruLijV| do riOl hold Eu the (jodi'toe 
of a Stuuu* fieorHsaiy in itself', which Mantis in omim in ibis- |laiter| explanation. 

7 MS sh Reference being to the foregoing statement on die meaning Ilf the 
[divine] capacity E'r>r autnonmiTja ariLmi and ibr ajetdiunn nf the [divine] wit] m it. 

H -\LS gl; hi the sense that i( js He fr-nm whom it is appropriate that acti-nn 

should proceed or nm proceed. 
M .MS gl: Namely, the existence rsf die universe subsequent to its nmiexisrence. 
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iuccuiid statement here11 would be excluded. The explanation for this 

■exclusion h thaE if [God] Most High should t>c a "necessary cause* 

in Himself and if His effective causation of the existence of the uni¬ 

verse should not depend upon some temporal condition, then the 

pasi eternity of the universe would In' implied,, equally whether its 

existence through [Gc.sJ -sJ agency depended upon Some past eternal 

condition or did not depend upon any condition at all, because of 

the inherent impossibility of any failure for the effect to appear after 

[the action of] a completely effective cause, 

Now, if [God's] effective causation of the existence of the universe 

should depend upon some temporal condition, MS 17Gb then, it 

would depend either upon tire temporal condition*s presence or upon 

us removal. If His effective causation of the existence of the uni¬ 

verse should depend upon the temporal condition's presence, then 

we would transfer what we have said to [the latter case], and the 

implication would be that there were temporal phenomena joined 

together1: in a series without any termination, which would be impos¬ 

sible, Bui if [God's] effective causation of the existence of the uni¬ 

verse should depend upon a temporal condition s removal, then the 

implication would be that there were temporal phenomena succes¬ 

sively linked fin a series] having no beginning point for its comple¬ 

tion, which also would he impossible. 

I "lliis is] because if all the successive temporal events that had 

taken place up to the time of the Hood were to be overlaid by all 

the events that have occurred12 up to Our day, and if in the second 
[scries], rhac is, in what lias transpired up to our day, there should 

be no events without a counterpart in (he first [series], ihat is. in 

all the successive events up to the time of the Hood, [hen [the scries 
having] the greater [duration of time], that is, the second one, would 

be [merely] equal to the [series having die] lesser [{Juration of time], 

that is, the first one. Now the second [series] is more than the first 

to the exteni of all that has taken place from the flood until our 

day; thus, the totality- would be equal [merely] to a part of itself, 

which would be impossible. But if in the second series there should 

be a portion having no counterpart in the first, ihen the first scries 

M.S d: rvinir.'w, -Iva Hi:-- U-inL. r:ir (■::!■, u^i; ,•.,..im. i f i:ir n. -.i'Tsi- would. I.n 
[merely] 'necessary causation’. 

n MS in cwfnce, 
15 MS gl: [Le.J from past eternity op to nor day. 
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would have been cut short and its limitation would be implicit, and 

as the second is greater dun the first by [only] a limited amount, 

the second also would bo limited., because what exceeds something 

limited by a limited amount would [itself] be limited, 1 An objec¬ 

tion might he raised not granting [the case] that if the Creator Most 

High should be a 'necessary' cause in Himself’ and if His effective 

causEttion did not depend upon some temporal condition then the 

past eternity of the universe would be implied. 

[BaydawTs] position is that [the foregoing] would be implied, 

because of the impossibility of failure for any effect to appear after 

[the action of] a completely effective cause. Our [Isfahanis] posh 

lion is that we do not grant this reasoning, failure for the effect to 

appear after die effective cause would lie impossible only if the effect 

should Ik: a possible reality, but that is impossible. The existence of 

the universe in eternity past L 34b is impossible, els we have 

explained11 [previously] that if the universe should be existent in 

eternity pEist, then it wmtld be either moving or quiescent, CEich of 

which would be impossible, so its existence in eternity- past would 

be impossible. Therefore, the failure for the effect to appear after 

the effective cause would be on account of the impossibility of its 

existence in past eternity. In light of the fact that the effect proceeds 

from the effective cause, then just as the existence of the effective 

cau&c may be considered a logical deduction, so also it may be con- 

sidered a logical deduction that the ehect would be a possible reality'. 

The reply [to the objection] is dial we do not grant that the exist¬ 

ence of the universe in eternity past would be impossible.. Indeed, 

its existence at rest in eternity past as the effect of the Necessary 

Cause would not be impossible; but rather, the actual occurrence of 

the universe through the divine omnipotence of autonomous action 

and free choice in eternity past is what would be impossible,]S We 

have granted the impossibility of the existence of the universe in 

eternity past. But it would have been possible®6 for its existence to 

14 MS t.;l: AJduiu^h ii had been astnnied to be unlimited. Line tfots- ls contrary to 
the hy|jolbrsi&. 

14 MS d: Ij i the topic on ifoe otiginacson of bodies. :Book E, Section flhapier 1, 
Topic 4) 

!i MS ^l; Became if ii should he liy [divine] free choice, rhen its creation. amulet 

have- to be after its nonexistence. 

:h MS gJ: Assuming Lh&l the effective cause ivould foe a necessary cause. 
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have come earlier,1* but if ir should have existed before is did exist 

by the space MS ! 77a of a day, it still would not have become 

eternal on that account; for it would have had to be existing [nec¬ 

essarily] iHrforc it. did exist, on account of both the existence of the 

perfect Effective Cause and die exclusion of any impossibility.1* 

[Another] objection has been raised 3iot granting [the case] that 

if the Creator should be a Necessary Cause and if His efficacy should 

depend upon ilic existence of some temporal phenomenon being 

excluded, then [the existence of the universe in eternity pa&t] would 

he an impossibility. |EaydawTs] statement is that this would imply 

temporal phenomena successively linked [in a series] without arty 

beginning. Our position is that the concomitance [of the temporal 

phenomena] should be granted. But [Baydawi’s] statement that this 

would be impossible [we say] is |itself] an impossibility,1'1 Regarding 

] Baydawi’s] statement [i.e., at [he opening of this topic] running 

from, “Because if the total of all dial had happened . . up to his- 

saying, *\ ,. limited", we [Isfabani] comment lhat this proof would 

l>c perfect only if the two series were describable as greater and 

lesser [in time duration], but this is impossible, Indeed, the two series 

arc not present in existence, since their units have existence by way 

of succession Lind of termination and Lire not describable as greater 

and lesser, because greater and lesser are characteristics of existent 

phenomena, not of nonexistent phenomena. However, there is an 

inconsistency in the position1'1' that the two series arc not present in 

existence and T NiH therefore may not he described as greater 

and lesser in time duration, for indeed, the parts of [time dura lion] 

are not all assembled together within existence because [the lime 

duration] is not stationary in itself. And notwithstanding, [the time 

duration] may be drscritied as greater and lcsserT since it is proper 

to say that the time duration of a complete circuit of the planet 

Saturn js greater than the time duration of h complete circuit nl the 

planet Jupiter, and that the time duration of a complete circuit of 

the planet Moon is lesser than the time duration of a complete tit' 

cult of the planet Sun. 

*' L sind T jTisort thr phr-iv*:, “than its rjoatcnce did conic l)y thf space of a 
day.1' The MS urcd MS {.Satrrecr Qflytla (to ncr have this phrase. 

IB MS gl: Which together characterize eternity past. 
11 Only the MS of our sources prefixes [(juba] to Isfahan]'e comment. 

MS [I.r., quoting] from the MirtakaUimun, 
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Another objection could be raised dial an explanation of the impos¬ 

sibility of temporal phenomena bring in a successive series having 

no beginning would be dependent upon the overlaying of the two 

series. But the overlaying would be impossible, not because the two 

series may not be described as greater and lesser, but because the 

total as such would have no presence in existence—|whereas in] an 

existent [totality] each of Its parts would always be present—so the 

overlay?rag of its parts [i.e., in the nonexistent series] would not be 

conceivable at all. 

The [lurthcr] objectionJl has been raised that the aliment as it 

lias been set forth would require only that the 'effective cause1 of 

the universe be [God] who h omnipotently capable of autonomous 

action, but it does not require that the ‘Necessary Existent3 be |God| 

who is omnipotently capable of autonomous action. Why |t3ienl; 

would il not l>e admissible that die existential cause of the universe 

be an intermediate agent liaving free choice?2* [This would bc| in 

such a way that the Necessary Existent in Himself and by necessary 

causation33 would require [rhar there be] an eternally existent being, 

neither a physical body nor a corporeal being, but one having power 

and free choice, L 341 and th^t chat one having power and tree 

choice would be the one who would give existence to the universe 

through 11 is power and free choice. 

Our [Isfahanf] position [in reply] la that this would be iimpossi¬ 

ble ,ai because every thing except the Necessary Existent is a possible 

reality,, and every possible reality stands in need of an effective cause, 

and everything standing in need of an effective cause is a temporal 
phenomenon, MS 177l> [This is] because Li would not be admissi¬ 
ble that the efficacy of the Effective Cause upon it in giving it exist¬ 

ence should remain in a Continuing state [of efficacy], because giving 

existence to | some thing that is already | an existent is impossible. 

So, what remains [of the objection] is that the efficacy of the 

Effective Cause upon [the proposed intermediary] would be either 

*' L and T read. “If should he raid'd'3 fftt-in qital. The MS and MS 
Garrett 939Ha begin die semenw without the condition 

n MS pi: A summary uf (he reply 1* ttiac the intermediary having free choice 

could not Conceivably be art Ctcnial beinR, because be w-ould he a [meref possible 

fCfllity. 

D The Mb bas llte pft$( lCri.se; L, T hiiJ MS Garrett b&VC (be imperfect, 

H In answer to the Ibregning question, L iind T state the impossibility then (jive 

the reason why. The MS and MS Garrert EfflSHa begin vvi(b (be raison, 
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iil a Slater of temporal origination or in a state of nonexistence, and 

on both assumptions there would be an implicit temporal origina¬ 

tion til' the effect. If the intermediary should he a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon, it then would not be possible for in to be an effect of the 

eternal Necessary Cause, except with the intermediation of a suc¬ 

cession of temporal phenomena having no beginning, which would 

be impossible, 

[Another | objection may be raised, asking why it would not be 

admissible that the effect of the Necessary Cause upon that inter¬ 

mediary should be the state of existence.25 [Baydawi’s] statement is 

that it would be on account of the impossibility of giving existence 

to [something that is already] an existent, Our [Isfahan!] comment 

is rhat we do not grant2* that the [mere] giving of existence to [somt^- 

thing that is already] an existent is what is implied. That would be 

implied only if [the result of God's] efficacy were the state of exist* 

once in the effect as being an existent, but that is not the case. 

Rather, the efficacy of the Effective Cause constitutes the 'state of 

existence’ in the effect, not in iLs Iwing either an existent or a non- 

existenl, but rather, in its being in the quiddity itself, in that [God] 

causes it to exist. 

Another objection might be raised that in this case there would 

be an implied intermediary between existence and nonexistence, 

which would be impossible- The reply [to that objection] is that a 

quiddity has no state other than either existence or nonexistence hi 

which there might be an implicit intermediary, The quiddity in itself 

is something other than the quiddity7 as being cither an existent or 

a nonexistent, even though it cannot have being without being either 

one or the other, Moreover. [God's] efficacy constitutes Lhe state of 

existence in the quiddity a* such, in that He brings |lhe quiddity] 

to reality, that is, He causes it to exist, but not in that He brings 

its ‘existence' to reality.'' 

Another objection might be raised to the effect that if the quid¬ 

dity may not be free from either existence or nonexistence, then the 

efficacy of the effective rau.se would not be free from one of the two 

MS gl: Which would hr- a sLace cut" permanent continuance. 

46 L hlji:■ irLadveftendy omitted Lhe phrase, Jwe do Lint grant.11 
■' T nnd the MS Ittae MS with veiling added] marks the Iasi three verb* ii& 

active am I masculine singular. Ht/we^-er, L marks, tilt veiii PjMjq&qfi,] in both eAse? 
as passive jlluI feminine singular The verbs in MS Garreti are unmarked 

here. 
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states, sn, there would be an implied danger. The response |to this 

objection | is that what is meant by the state of existence is either 

the trie duration of the effect's enisle nee,1*1 or the momentary time 

■of its existence There is rnjlhing dangetous in the fact that the 

effective cause might produce in the effect either a time duration 

for the effect's existence Or a momentary time for its existence, 

because the ellect does not retard behind the effective cause as regards 

time duration, but rather they are both simultaneously present in 

time duration. However, as regards its essence the effect is subse¬ 

quent to the effective cause. The efficacy of the effective cause is 

within the effect, and this latter, as regards its essence is subsequent 

to the effective cause, but: as regards time duration it is simultane^ 

oils with it. Now an effect would not occur in any state except either 

existence or nonexistence. And the fact that the efficacy of the effective 

can*ie produces the state of existence in [the effect] does not imply 

the crcaiiou of an existent, l^eeause even if the existence is simulta¬ 

neous with the effective cause as regards time duration, as regards 

its own essence it is subsequent. Moreover, an unlimited series of 

successive temporal phenomena linked together without any begin¬ 

ning would not be impossible.™ 

ft ay dawi said: L 341, T 168 

Dwini omtapotence wlalrd A) .itprah&ms of kgie 

f Possible | arguments in opposition could be raised as follows :i] 

a, If (he 'effective cause1 within (he universe should assemble the 

[required} conditions, then the ‘effect5 indicated would be a ‘neees- 

:!1 MS gi: If it is gradual Itadripyan], 
511 MS gi: If it is instantaneous; fdafTyan]. 
:U MS gh Because the temporal phenomena succeed each other in series, and 

EtchL it one [of them | that precedes is [he cause of any succeeding otw, but racher 
E[ is the uDinf non fbi ii^ so chcre is no impossibility. 

:l [Editor's Bioct—] iSoyrlawi and Isfahani picsenr the following riiicnwion near 
the beginning of ihc study on, the divine attributes and wc have given it the gcti. 
era( topic, TTiyine oarmiptirenne related rr» ymc problems of logic7. Although iui 
por^on or group leading ir "is namfd by Beydawi or Tfltabans, or hv glosse* in eLc 
MS, it perhaps can be taken as showing dir1 general viewpoint of the Qarlariyah 
movement which was specuhicive and utit attributed To any single dleulogisri. I hi^ 
dtituisk^ b evidently a collection of statements in opposanon to the Sunni ortho¬ 
doxy regarding God^s svill versus man s wilt as the source of human action. These 
arguments are no cfouhi real records that have been passed on from earlier audi¬ 
ences and readers. Baydawi has already given his argument in. favor, and Lhe four 
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sary phenomenon’; otherwise, [ilie rlTeoTs] activation at one lime 

acid its nanactTvation at another rime would be a case of preference 

without a preferring; agent. But il' [chwe cause] should iiql assemble 

[the conditions] a then [die effect] would be impossible. L 348 

| Our| response [to this point] is that the One having the omnipo¬ 

tent power of autonomous action would give preference to one of 
the two objects within His power; likewise,, a hungry man would 
choose one of two loaves of bread resembling each other in atl 

respects* and a man. fleeing from a lion would take one of two escape 

routes* without consulting a ‘preferring agency'! But. that case would 

not be like the occurrence of a temporal phenomenon that has no 

‘cause' at all, One's intuition observes that there is a difference 

between the two ea_se$ and thar the effective cause has assembled5*" 

the conditions of possibilitVj and that the existence of the action 

depends upon having a linkage with the [divine] will. 

pointa of these MAtementK are joined with other miscellAtioous objections* to which 
liftihanis commentary adds a tew mere. 

F.D„ Rbtd, writing in thr late twelfth ectiLury a hundred years earlier than B&ydiwi,. 
bus a ainiLr list* but not all Are die same imunymmiE atcumiiil^Hti from which 
Baydaw-L mud Isfahani dnrw. After i]j« cum in favor of ili-e orthodox posi¬ 
tion, R;m takes up opposition statements with rhe fbrmuEa* ''An objection could he 
raised (ha! ..." His presentation is in the form of a report of a distant but real 
debate* and includes phrases like “What you say”, and '‘wha.t we say", and “hit: 
stAECitieiil is ..." See his Mvk&ssal together with N.P. TuiTs Talkkh [pp. 
iei-if>t). 

Three and fmir hundred years before ftazi* the Qpdariyah movement had heeti 
ft fierce undoing debate ever God's prerogative of issuing his "paiticuiaminB decree" 
[qadaxj. Basically this was a struggle over die aflirmaiion of God’s Tree dieielLjjci’ 
letLee and its denial- [G^lftr]* ‘partieuLarixiEig decree1* of etmrse in clovdy related 
Lr> the [qidrahj, ibe power [of aiitotiomruK arrinn] on (iort'a part;. who is [al-qjklii] 
cti-e- Omnipotent One. 

The intensity of religious and political debate over God's umTupoLeEiie in lids 
n^rrd began 10 lessen Jtfjft many decades. In his elfty.s in the law ihimvmh ren¬ 
in ry Baydawi sifted Ebsrough these points of dispucaiion over aspect of divine nmnLpn- 
lencc that Ra>i had gathered! up in his <jirjajMd4*wr of ThtfigH and chose four that 
he believed best illustrated the necessity for great cal'!!- in lumilling tbi?. kadJji^ ihe- 
oLiigkal problem. Partly the: task a.\ a theoLogian was to interpret1 ngbdy the tradi¬ 
tional sources of the Islamic faith, and partly the task was to reason out what 
qualities were most appropriate as God's attributes, and whal were entirely unsuit¬ 
able Atitl lnapproprujUt1 as attribute?:, Woe to the throlngiftn who erred carelessly 
About God's omnipotence, His primal Httribnie. 

the articles "Kadariyya’5, hy J- van Es$k and “Mu Tania1' by I>. Gimanrt in 
ihc Rn-I-3- 

T alonf adds the r^o preprjfnlional phrases “for il11 and 'to it.” L, MS Garret! 
WtlJHb and MS Garrett do noi. 
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h. The exercise of power by an agent having the omnipotent 

power of autonomous action would constitute a relationship that 

would depend upon [his] distinguishing an object for [this] power 

that in itself would depend upon [the object's] own positive exist¬ 

ence, so there is an implicit circular argument. Moreover* this point 

is inconsistent with 'necessary causation’, [Our] response [to ihis 

point] is that the distinguishing takes place within the knowledge of 

the One having the omnipotent power of autonomous action, not 

within external exisrrnce. 

c An object of power inevitably would be within eh her existence 

or nonexistence* and whatever occurs [in existence] would be a 'nec¬ 

essary phenomenon’, while its counterpart in nonexistence] would 

be 'impossible’- Thus, possible realities would have been excluded. 

[Our] response [to ibis point] is that possible realities occur instan¬ 

taneously [either] a} through the exercise of existential causation 

within the confrontation [i.e., with the counterpart candidates (dr 

existence]; or. they occur instantaneously b) a$ regards the essence 

of [the object of power] hut irrespective of what its status may be 

[whether existent or nonexistent]. 

d. Refraining p,c.t by the Effective Cause from performing an ac¬ 

tion] would constitute downright exclusion and perpetual nonexis¬ 

tence [for the universe], so there would be neither an object or power 

nor any [divine] action}. [Our] response [to this point] is that the 

One having the omnipotent power of autonomous action is [find] 

for whom it is proper either to perform or not to perform [a given 

act], but not [proper] to perform an act of refraining. 

TsJahaiu says: L 348, T 168, MS 178a 

Dwvu omnipotent:t related to sme problem of f/%ie 

An opposition [party], that is, any who hold the doctrine that the 

Necessary Existent the Moat High is a 'necessary cause in Himself' 

T 169 and is not I freely] omnipotent in autonomous action, could 

present an argument over [these] four points: 

a. [rlhe first point of an opposition argument would be that] if 

the effective cause for the existence of an objective entity should 

assemble all the conditions, whether of existence or of nonexistence 

(hat arc necessary' for effective causality |in this regard], Lhtrn the 
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resulting etlect would be a 'necessary phenomenon1.33 [This is] because; 

if the effect should not be a necessary phenomenon when together 

with the existence of due t:Elective cause that has assembled: the con¬ 

ditions* then its activation at one lime and its non activation at an¬ 

other time would be a case of preference without a preferring agent. 

But the conclusion Is false so the premise is likewise. To explain 

the logical necessity in use here* it is ihai if the effect should not be 

a necessary- phenomenon, when together with the existence of the 

effective cause that has assembled the conditions, then |the effect] 

would be a possible reality* since there, would be no reason for [its] 

impossibility when together with the existence of the effective cause 

that has assembled the conditions. And if [the effect] should be a 

possible reality, then its activation at one time and its nonactivation 

at another time would be a case of preference without a preferring 

agent. But if |tlic effective causej should not assemble the conditions 

considered |necessary] for effective causality, then the existence of 

an effect* as coming from [die effective cause], would be impossi¬ 

ble, since die existence of something conditioned would l>e impossi¬ 

ble when the condition would be nonexistent. 

a. -a. I, The first part or the response [to the first point] is that 

the effective cause* that assembles the conditions considered [neces¬ 

sary] for effective causality', does not produce its effect as a neces¬ 

sary phenomenon; but rather* sometimes it is the source of the effect 

and sometimes it is not, without there being any change of situa¬ 

tion at all in either of ihe two stales*3* and so in that case (here 

would be no impossibility [of the effect} being nonaedvated. 

[Baydawfs] statement95 is that |lhc effect’s] activation at one time 

and its non activation a I another time would be a case of preference 

without any preferring agent* which would be impossible, hi our 

[Isfahan!] judgment we would not assume the impossibility of such 

a thing. Indeed* the Omnipotent One may prefer one of two objects 

of His power over the oilier directly and without any formal giv¬ 

ing of pirfeirfintr’ for one of them over the other. JL 349 It is 

likfwjse when a hungry man chooses one of (wo loaves of bread 

13 Raj;], op. cit., ]>- I. I. 

" MB gl: [T.c.J the ncth'S-iion [of th*' rffret] or [itfj luinaciivition. 
Fallowing RaxL. kw. cit 
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similar in every respect without ariy 'formal giving of preference' for 

one of them over the other, or when a man fleeing from a lion or 

an enemy will lake one of two equivalent escape routes 'without con¬ 

sulting [an independent] preferring agency11 

Baydawi said that that [analogy] docs not properly suggest an 

answer to the counterobjecriom A summary of the c.ountrrohjjcetion 

is that to permit the preference for one of (wo equal entities without 

there being a preferring agent would lead to permitting the origina¬ 

tion of a temporal phenomenon without any cause, so then the floor 

would be closed to establishing the certainty of the [divine] Maker. '’1 

A summary of the answer [to the ccmnterobjcction] is that for the 

Omnipotent One to prefer one of two equal objects of His power 

without using an |independent] preferring agency is not the same as 

the origination oi a temporal phenomenon without a cause, and 

indeed, intuition observes the difference between the two. We know 

by intellectual intuition that the origination of a temporal phenom¬ 

enon without can.se is impossible, and that this is different from the 

preference given by the Omnipotent One MS 17&b to one of two 

equal objects of His power without, using an [independent] prefer¬ 

ring agency. Intellectual intuition cktes recognize the admissibility of 

this, and chat it actually occurs. But die truth i$ that preference for 

one of two equal tilings without a preferring agency would be impos¬ 

sible, equally whether it would be the Origination of a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon or [the preference of] one of two objects of power of the 

Omnipotent One,17 arid to specify one. of the two as bring admissi¬ 

ble and the oilier as being impossible would be preference without 

a preferring agency. Now, an agent of free choice is one whose 

aclion follows upon His will and its motive leason,^ with the motive 

reason being sufficient to exercise preference. Neither the hungry 

man nor the fleeing man will choose one of two equal things with¬ 

out there being some preference,5* Rather, [BaydawFs] intention is 

,Cl Rmi^s dbaisdrin (up. nit-, p, Ifi2) appsirr- In onvrr the points made by Baydawi 

and Isfahanl in. their response to the first part of [he first pain! af the opposition 

argutnent, 
v MS gk Hiyause Lt makes ir nnnrneuary lo establish die fact of the [divine] wilt. 
“ IA scribe allows to stand hia Epeeling of "to will and CnOlivf” |li-iradali w!a- 

dalyah], but the pronoihiul suflix is Added liter the lt5’ marbfli-3-h] of die noun 
HLwiU” without removing the double dotfi of Ibc [df] or of rhr tinaJ pa1! in [dJ'iyahJ. 
T iViLriws L's original reading, withoul attempting a change. THr MS and MS 

Garrett l^A9Ha show both pnonaTninii.1 sufi™5* in place. 

L. T 41[kI MS Garrett 969fia mwf '‘without preference^ |min glmyr lirjili], 

while iIm; MS reads, ’Svirb no 3^iii of jmleffiiics1' [tnutajjiti]. 
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(hat ihe preference would be unknown, hut the lark of knowledge 

what to do docs not require logic ally that no act mAy occur, 

a. —a.2. The second pair of the response |to the first point] is that 

the Effective Cause has Assembled the conditions Tor Ehe exercise of 

mastery'111 and the art On [God’s] pail would not be impossible, but 

fat the same lime| the existence of the act is dependent on there 

being a linkage of the [divine] will with it, so that it does not imply 

a preference being made without an agent of preference.'11 And as 

die will lias become Jinked with [the act 5 ejdHtenoe] ti would! occur 

by way of necessity. But a necessity operating through [both] the 

power of autonomous action and the will excludes neither a) Has 

exercise of mastery as to [His own] action or non action, nor b) the 

fait that these two alternatives [i,e,, acting and notactiiig] are equal 

in their relationship to [llis] omnipotent autonomous action by itself 

The necessary character of the action is with respect to both the 

omnipotent autonomous action and the motive [for it]; hut His exor¬ 

cise of mastery over action or nonaction is related to His omnipo¬ 

tence in autonomous action by itself 

b. The second [point of this opposition argument]+2 i$ that the 

exercise of power by (he Oxmupoieni One would constitute a rela¬ 

tionship between the Omnipotent One and the object of power. 

Therefore, this [one] object of power must be distinguished from 

everything else, because, unless that single | object] which ts in rela¬ 

tionship [with 1 he One] is distinguished from everything else, then 

ii would br impossible to designate that one [object] and no other 

specifically for that relationship.13 Thus, it is established that the 

object of the [divine] power necessarily mtast be distinguished from 

everything else. Arid, since every entity that had been distinguished 

would be an established certainty, therefore the linkage of the Omni¬ 

potent Power to the object of the power would be dependent upon 

[the object] being a cert at my in itself, and the established certainty 

of the objeci of the power would be dependent upon the Omnipotent 

Power over it,, so a circular argument is implicit,. 

4,1 L, the- MS anti MS (jarrcLt marl [al-muluiah], huL T [at-mLimkiniihl. 

lL In lIlIn seomd pan of the response n> point of tht* JUJiJOsiLivu arguintiil, 
rhe imponam (aei h ittat tbit w^iL of tJmJ is operative in His actions. Bfm men- 
[inns [his lacL on p. 1&2 in just Iwq lines, but it is conclusive as Eayd&wi did 
hifahyjA show. 

a MS gt: [J c ,J of (he ar^mem ihm [Jit Necc^-iy Eoisnfit is » ‘rveceswry *n\xu-r 
in, ewence. 

0 Razi, up. ci(_, p. lfili. Flis paragraph numbered ‘'second'1 is un this Lopac. 
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However, this proof is not consistent with necessary causation; for 

if this proof should be sound then the implication would be that the 

effective cause was not a necessary cause. [This is true] because the 

necessary causation of the effective cause upon the effect is a relation- 

ship L 350 between the necessary cause and the effect. Therefore, 

the effect must be distinguished from all others, since unless that one 

[object] which is [to be] in relationship** [with the Omnipotent One] 

is distinguished from everything else, then it would be impossible to 

designate that one [object] and no other specifically for that rela¬ 

tionship. Therefore, it is an established certainty that the effect nec¬ 

essarily must be distinguished from everything else. And, since every 

distinguished entity would he an established certainty, therefore, acc¬ 

essary causal ion would depend upon ihe certainty of the effect In 

itself and the certainty of the effect in Uself depends upon the nec¬ 

essary causa lion j so, a circular argument is implicit. 

h.-a. Then, the reply to this argument is that the distinguish¬ 

ing of the object of power from everything else rakes place only 

MS \ 79a within the knowledge of the Omnipotent One, not exter¬ 

nally. Every distinguished entity is an established certainty within the 

[divine] knowledge, but not so externally, ['fhe distinguished entity’s] 

certainty within ihe |divine] knowledge does not depend on (he 

Omnipotent Power over it; but rather, ils certainty externally [to the 

divine knowledge] depends44 upon the Omnipotent Power over it. 

Thus, the argument in a circle has come undone, 

c.. The ihitd [point of the opposition argument that the Necessary 

Existent is a ^necessary cause1, not freely omnipotent in autonomous 

action], is that an object of power inevitably must be wiiluiti either 

existence or nonexistence. Therefore, if the Effective Cause should 

be omnipotent in autonomous action, then His [divine] exercise of 

mastery would be one of inherent necessity, the dreunrstances being 

one of the two foregoing alternatives [existence or nonexistence], 

because of the logical impossibility of avoiding both existence and 

nonexistence. But the conclusion is false, because whichever of the 

two alternatives actually occurs, equally whether it should he exist¬ 

ence or nonexistence, it would be a necessary phenomenon. So, if 

M MS rJ: I.C., the eflcct. 

L, T And MS- Garrett Fj*d9Ha have- both statements of dependency iti chr same 
form, [maii'qCd1 'aLa']. In a minor variation ihi- MS reads [mutawaqqaf (ala*] for 
ihf first statement 
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whkhfvtr occurs of the two alternatives should! be a 'necessary1 phe¬ 

nomenon, (hen the alternative counterpart to the one that occurs 

one would he an impossible* phenomenon. Tims, then? would Ive 

no exercise of mastery [by the autonomous power] while either nJ 

the alternatives [existence or nonexistence] would be [in the process 

of] occurring, because of the impossibility of exercising mastery over 

a phenomenon that would he either necessary or impossible. 

c. -a. The response [to this third point] is that ihe reasoning you 

[opponents] have set ibiTh would require that the exercise of [divine] 

mastery be excluded eluting (he occurrence of eiiher one of (he two 

alternatives.4- But we do not hold it as doctrine T 170 that the 

mastery is exercised with both alternatives during the occurrence of 

one of them. Rather, our position is a) that the exercise of mastery 

occurs instantaneously [within the power relationship] through [the 

exercise of] existential causation in the confrontation [of the coun¬ 

terpart candidates lor existence]."' Or, we might say chat the mas¬ 

tery occurs instantaneously as regards (he essence of the object of 

power, without regard Tor its status whether in existence or non- 

existence. For the object of power, in view of its essence and with¬ 

out any regard for its status whether iti existence or nonexistence t 

would be a possible rcaliLy, atid Lhe exercise of mastery occurs in 

relationship with a possible reality. 

However, in regard to its status in either existence or nonexistence, 

[the object of power| would he either a ‘necessary1 or an impossi¬ 

ble1 phenomenon, and the exercise of mastery would not occur in 

relationship with an object of power in view of its being merely an 

existent or a nonexistent. For in view' of its being an existent or a 

nonexistent k would be cither necessary or impossible, and neither 

of these may be an object of power because of the impossibility of 

exercising mastery over a phenomenon that is either necessary7 or 

impossible. Therefore, the Ocie Omnipotent in autonomous action 

exercises mastery [within the power relationship] through His existen¬ 

tial causation of the essence of an object of power, but not through 

existential causation of the essence of an object of power [hat is [lim¬ 

ited to being merely] existent or nonexistent. 

IC Isfahan; enlarges upoa Hazes discussion {op dl.k |>. L62J, and a^ears to have 
made sl better case in (he response io thr opposition’* point 3, 

17 [aJ-mulmati tiAsilah ft al-nal min-aMjad ft ftl-istkjbil}. 
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An objection is raised against the first [element in thej response 

(a)* to the effect that for the exercise of the mastery to occur instan¬ 

taneously through existential causation in the confrontation {of the 

counterpart candidates for existencej would be impossible, [Tins 

would be so] because any occurrence within the confrontation would 

be impossible4* since the condition for an occurrence within the con* 

frontatiou would be the occurrence of the confrontation instanta¬ 

neously, and an occurrence of the confrontation instantaneously ls 

impossible. Thus, the occurrence witfiin the confrontation would be 

an impossibility, because the impossibility of the condition requires 

ihe impossibility of what is conditioned. Therefore, ]for the exercise 

of mastery] to occur within the confrontation [of the counterpart 

candidates] there would not be [a situation conceivable as] an object 

of rhe power of autonomous action; and so,, it would not be possi¬ 

ble to exercise mastery L 351 instantaneously through existential 

causation within the confrontation, MS ] 79b 

Our [Islahani] response [to this objection] is that we do not grant 

that the condition for Ehe occurrence [of the exercise of mastery7] 

within the confrontation [of (he counterpaai candidates] would be if 

the confrontation were to occur instantaneously- Rafherf the condi¬ 

tion for (he occurrence within the confrontation would be for the 

exercise of [divine] mastery to occur instantaneously through exis¬ 

tential causation within the confrontation- To join the instantaneous 

exercise of mastery for an action within the confrontation together 

with the absence of any immediate action would be an immediate 

jMjssibilityr And I or the instantaneous exercise of mastery to occur 

together with The occurrence of an action within the confront alien 

would be a possible combination, Exit |for it to occur] logediec with 

the occurrence of an immediate action would be an impossible com¬ 

bination. [In 3tis counternbjrction] our opponent [mistakenly] has 

combined the two occur fences* the occurrence of the exercise of 

mastery7 ]as an immediacy] and the occurrence of an action imme¬ 

diately, and so the impossibility is implicit; 

+" [. 35G gl. {#3} ThU is because, since Lhc ^utcmoiraua power for the act tt* 
occur JjlI'I occurred inotaiUaneenfsly, (lie act within the cotilrDLUalioti should 
occur imttidhtclyi but for (he rw-turirnM of the act that happens witlu]] tile cou- 
fiunratioti to happco immediawly is not tonc-eivabl^ unless the confrontation &houM 
happen Lrruncfiiaidy. Therefore Lhe condition for the occurrence within tllC con¬ 
frontation would be for (lie confrunlitkMI u> occur immediately^ arid litis Ls belli 
the goal of the loipc, and an [apiJAreotl impossibility. [I'forri the TiJ^ra'I 
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d. The fourth j point of the opposition argument that the Necessary 

Existent is a necessary cause, not freely omnipotent in autonomous 

action] is that, if the Effective Cause should; be omnipotent in 

autonomous action, then both action and nonaction would he objects 

of His power, because the One Omnipotent in autonomous action 

must be capable of both acting and refraining from action hut the 

Conclusion is false, because to refrain from action would not be ail 

object of power, since it would be pure exclusion or perpetual non¬ 

existent tu and neither pure exclusion nor jwqietual nonexistence con¬ 

st Suite eiiher an object of power or an action. 

d.-a. The response [to this point] is that the One Omnipotent in 

autonomous action is [God] for whom it is proper to act or not to 

atit, which does not mean to perform an act of refraining; tor the 

exclusion of an action is not the same as performing the opposite,, 

that is, it is not the same as performing an act of refraining/' 

Baydawi said: L 351, T 170 

God’s omnipotence m autonomous actum is over ail possible realities 

A corollary [to this discussion of God’s power f is that [God] Most 

High i.s omnipotent in His “power of autonomous action and cam 

iatiuif1*" Over all possible realities. This is on account of the fol¬ 

lowing facts: a) the necessary cause of [God's] omnipotent power in 

autonomous action and causation is Himself, bj His relationship wilh 

rhe universe [of possible realities] is [to each one] on an equal basis, 

and c) the agency validating the state of ready-response to the [deityYJ 

power is [he ’possibility1 present as a commonality among the entirety 

[of possible realities].51 

The philosophers hold that [God] Most High is One, m<\ from 

HinV^ there comes only one [principle]. Our presentation on this 

J|S Tfob +ih poim of rhie opposition's uiyument highlight* ih.e difference between 
saying that Clod's acl would hr "cfer^f1 hy neQCWlJ,1 or u would be a freelv 
dto&rn act. Hie whole oppoFitb]i point of view is ail argument for ’‘determinism", 
but the pjisit of view of the majority of Muslims vras thm God nets freely with 
power according to His wdlf, 

y R.lVI. Frank, Banga otaf '/fair AUrihtifrs.. p. VI, here includes 'rausadotfi1 as being 
inferred with "action’ in fqAdir], 

Haydawi. and IsFahani after him. follow rathcT closely the discussion ol this 
lojjiu in F.D, Razf-s Mukassai. pp. J7R--l!Ml. Baydnwi quotes or refers briefly to each 
item, while IsEMiSuu quotes mcrel of the material found. 

^ T: “aitd, from the One there iraucs only the one 'principle].11 MS Garrett 
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has been given earlier, " The astrologers [among the philosophers]M 

hold that the governing agency of the universe is the celestial sys¬ 

tem [of] spheres and the stars, because we observe lhat changing 
[earthly] conditio ns are arranged according to the changing states 

[of the patterns] among the stars. Ulir response to thh [statement 

of the philosopher^ ~K that die revolution and rotation in the celes¬ 

tial system give no decisive proof of any causality merely because 

one succeeds the other in the two categories that are taken together 

[i,c.t earthly conditions anti celestial patterns] „ whether it is a par¬ 

tial cause, or a condition [<*r the cause]. or its concomitant. 

The DtiaJssts hold that God does not have the power of autonomous 

action over evil, otherwise, He would be an evil being and under 

obligation to evil.51 

AkNa^zam^ held that [God] Most High does not have the power 

[>£ autonomous action over what is unseemly, because the unseemly 

is an indication of ignorance and want, The response co this [posi¬ 

tion] is that there is no unseemliness at all in anything relating to 

[God], KvetL if such were granted, .still that which prevents it is pre¬ 

sent; it is not that the divine power of autonomous action has ceased, 

Al-Ka'bi al-Balkhfl^ said that [God] did not have the power oE‘ 

autonomous action over anything resembling the action ol a human 

being, because such [human action | would be cither an action of 

2-H3B: ''and firtitn Him rhf:rt: only (HK r, -15 L, chf MS (in Isfahan!'h f|U<]i(- isf 
Hiyidawi), and \1$, Garnett 9£l9Hb: ’'Aiirf Irom Him there issues only the oha . . 

Raydawi's reference ia lo Kk. L, beet. I, Ghap. 6, Topic 2, “Muliiple causes 
and cHkIj'', according to an MS gloss in the cci-mrnenUiiY where Isfahan! ia dis¬ 
cussing dais passage. 

14 [aJ-iinunajjirnun]. Abu Rayhii] Mu^aminztl ibn Ahmad id-Eimni. t:a. I Ml. 
was probably the most famous Muslim astrologer, IILs sricjitilir activities embraced 
much more than this aspect* however. See lh<; entry under his liAme ia] En-l-2; 
alw, Chapter 9n “The ivodduig of heaven find ewtli in asywlogy1’,, pair of die study 
of aL-Bi.miu in Sryytd Hos-sein Nasr’s An ItitrodtttfKM to hiamk CopmkigkiiJ Doctrines. 

iJ> [ultmama]. 
T inserts a fjarayjaph of iwo tines not in L* MS Garrett or MS Grtrrrtt 

9^9Hb; "The Zoroaslriails [al-maius] bold dial | tJsxl | Iim power over [evil] but 
He c.to«:¥ not perform ii due 10 lHis| wistbm, 'liny rented the evil an rhe world 
to 'Ahrimanj |h-r-m-iaj,J—[L.c., to the evil spirit who crpptises Ahura Mazda, who 
is the good sjHiit in Zomascrian doctrine], 

** S*i? the note with Isfabani's coverage of dus topic. 
47 Abu al-Oasim fAhd Allah ibn Ahmad al-Ka'bi al-Ifalkbi, an early leader among 

die Mu'twilah, d. 391/931. 
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obedience, stupidity or mockery, The response | (-r► this] in that these 

things are mental considerations applied [as qualities] to notion in 

the context of human beings. 

Abu cAIi [al-JublkTi] and his son [Abu Hashim]'11 said tliat [God] 

dors not have omnipotence in autonomous action over the same 

power focus19, as that of human beings; otherwise* if lie should will 

it while human heings rejected it, then. Ehe implication would he that, 

[the action in question] would both happen and not happen, on 

account of one party calling for it and the other party rejecting it. 
The response [to this] is Lhal a repugnant action would not take 

place if no other willing intention should he linked to it. 

Isfahani says; L 351, T 170, 179b 

(lad'.s omnipotence in autmmws action h cm nli p&ssi&ie naHiics 

After [BaydawiJ had set forth the fact that [Clod] Most High is omni¬ 

potent an autonomous action and causation, he correlated il: witl^ the 

[additional] fact that He is omnipotent in autonomous action and 

causation over all possible realities.® Our colleagues [of the Asha'irab] 

bad, taken the position that [God] is omnipotent ixa autonomous 

action over all possible realities, and they differed from sects lo which 

we will refer with a derailing of their doctrines. We hold that lhe 

necessary cause for [God’s| omnipotence in autonomous action is 

Himself, and that [this omnipotence] relates L 352 to all possible 

realities on an equal basis, [This is] because if His omnipotence in 

autonomous action should he specific to some [possible realities] and 

not others, then His essence- in being omnipotent in autonomous 

action [merely] over some possibles and not others would need a 

specifying agent, which would be impossible, Further* [we hold that] 

the agency validating the state of ready-rcsponsc to [God's] omnipo¬ 

tence is the possibility1 dm is present is a commonality among all 

m* Abu rAli Muhammad ]bn ;Ahd al-Wahhab ai-Juhba’i, d. 3Q3/[)i-:i-91b. and 
Abu Hastum ‘Abd d-Smlam fibn Muhiminid| ul-Jubhitb, d. 321/933* wen- early 
liradcr* of tin- Muharilah in Kasy-rib. 

M 'I nkling Torus'" | i. e., of power] as a useful daritying t-rmi for the liters] “object 
of power71 [maqdur], Ct, the Merri&iti-lVctastLT [Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary) 
definition of "focus1’, 5 a: "a center of utility, ;ittraccion or attendon71; 5 b: "la 
point of concentration,7* 

<f The scribe of L skipped two lines here, but they are supplied by T arid rht- MS. 
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the realties possible. Indeed, everything except "possibility1 is confined 

within the [-categories of]61 4necessity* and Impossibility', and both of 

these [categories] would bring about a [negative] change62 [in] the 

stale of ready-response to [His] Omnipotence in autonomous action. 

As an objection, a question might be raised whe their one knows 

by intuition or by proof that a specifying agency in this context, 

would be an impossibility, If you say that it is by intuition., then you 

have acted presumptuously!, and if you say that it is by proof, then 

where is the proof1 The most that can be said on the subject is that 

we do not know whether it would be admissible to affirm the cer¬ 

tainty of a specifying agency or its impossibility, But it is true to say 

that the fact that the termination of ail existing realities possible is 

|a prerogative] with [God] Most High is proof that He is omnipo¬ 

tent in |His power of] autonomous action Over all. 

The philosophers hold that*5 MS lfiOa, T 171 ]God] Most 

High is One, and from Him there comes only one [principle].64 A 

statement about this in the form of both argument and reply 10 

objection;) has preceded/11 

An objection to [the philosophers'! position might be raised as a 

way of forcing the argument, to the effect rhat [God] Most High is 

Himself identical with the Specific existence’ which is the substrate 

for the ^absolute existence' of [the philosophers’] theory. Therefore, 

with respect to [God] there arc these two aspects, so it would be 

admissible lhaL from Him more than one [principle] should come. 

Let no one say that absolute existence is [only] something theoret¬ 

ical, and that something theoretical; may not be an effective cause. 

Indeed, we hold that even af it should not be admissible for a thing 

that is [merely] theoretical to be an effective cause, nevertheless it 

would he admissible for it to be a condition for I he efficacy of” the 

effective Cause, as you have Stated with regard to the first leiTiana- 

hl MS ivchm] th«gu i-wr> essential natures, 
n MS gl. (The vf-rb derives] fiom ''a thing chArte^vl’,/*'an imp™billy1" [aJ-mutyil]. 
** A gloss- in both the MS £ L&Oa and in L 3-52. n. 3: You should not mins 

the fact here* that mention of the philosophers doctrine is unsuitable, because the 
topic is a coruthty from The fact that He the Most High h ixnmipottnt in autonomous 
action, and the pliikisophcrs deny chat principle. [Ldtra source as the [Start t'tqntff} 

** MS LJSfbi gl: That which comes from [Cod] at the beginning ts rhe First 
Intellect, and all the remaining cues proceed through che intermediary. 

05 MS gl: In the study on causes and effects [Hook 1, Section I, Chapter 6, 
Topic 2], 
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UonJ [or, "being produced1, by ttod].l't You have allowed (lie 

ble reality1 and the "necessary by way of another", both bring the¬ 

oretical formulations* To stand as a condition lor the efficacy of the 

effective cause, and so in view of these two theoretical considera¬ 

tions 'many" might be produced from the 'One1, 

The astrologers1" teach that the governing agency of this world., 

namely, the world of the elements below the sphere of the Moon, 

is the celestial system [of] spheres and stars and their positions, since 

we observe that changes in the physical conditions of this world are 

bound up with changes in the stales and positions of the stars. The 

reply to this, is that the most you have said here is that the chang¬ 

ing physical conditions™ of this world are patterned alter changes in 

the conditions and positions ol the stars which constitute die orbit¬ 

ing [heavens]. However, the orbiting of the heavens docs not clearly 

show that die rotating [sphere of] heaven itself exerts causality upon 

an individual revolving body, since the causality would be conse¬ 

quential to the heavens’ rotations in the case of both adjunctive enti¬ 

ties |i.e.+ the total rotating process, and the revolutions of the individual 

heavenly bodies],™ For each of the adjunct entities is mutually fitted 

to the other, whether by existence or by nonexistence, so that the 

rotations of the heavens is a certainty be Lween the two of ihem, 

although neither one is the cause of the other. Similarly, the rota¬ 

tions of the heavens would \ye an established certainly (existing] as 

between a "partial cause, its condition, and its concomitant*, [i.e,, 

between these named three (= a- b c)] and the "effect, its conditioned 

entity, and the concomitant’s substrate’ |i,e., the named matching 

three [= aa hb- cc)]> if the partial cause, its condition, and its con¬ 

comitant should he equal within existence to (he eflect* the condi¬ 

tioned entity, and the concomitant’s substrate,- -[and all [his would 

be] in spite of the fact that neither the partial cause, nor its condi¬ 

tion nor its concomitant would Ije a [full] cause. 

The Dualists and the Zoroasirians say that [God] Most High 

L 353 is not omnipotent in autonomous action over evil; other¬ 

wise, He would he evil. The Imam [F.D. Razi], interpreting their 

position said, "This is because cite agent of good things is a good 

MS gl; Thai is, the First Intellect. 
MS glosses: l) l.e.r one of die sects; 2J This is n second group of opponents, 

^ MS gl; Such lis the sates of night and day, oT the four seasons, and cAhers. 
m MS gl; [l.c., correlatives in a pattern such] as a son and sonship. 
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being and the agent of evil is an evil one, so one agent cannot be 

good and evil.”70 [N.D„ Tusi+] the author of the lalkhis said, [“The 

Zoroastrians] say that the agent of good is Ya/.dan fi.e.,. Ahura 

Mazda] MS ltfOb and the agem of evil is Ahriman.-'- By the&c 

two they mean an angel and a deviL± but God Most High is. far 

above being such an agent of both good and evil. The Maniehacans71 

hold chat (he agency for [each of] rhesf* cwn |i.e., good and eviij 

arc [respectively], light and Darkness. The Day&aniyah 3 have a doc- 

trine like that, They all leach that the One who is Good is He 

whose deeds are all good, and the Evil One is He whose deeds are 

all evil, and so it would t>c unthinkable for the agent to be one. 

while hiij actions as a totality would be both good and evil.” 

The Imam [Raz.i then] Staled, “The answer [to their argument] 

is that if you [i.e., dualists], by saying Ltlre One who is Good and 

the Osir who is Evil', mean the One who brings into existence the 

good and the evil, then why do you say that it would be impossi¬ 

ble lor one agent to be the agent for them tjoth:1 But if you mean 

by it something else, then make that clear.” [Tubs], the author of 

the Talkhis itifers [from the lore going slajtement| that the Imam rR.azi| 

liad not oounterobjecled in order to rebut llioir position, but rather 

allowed that the agent for both kinds ul actions might be one. 

Then [Tusi] went on to say, "The answer to them is that good 

and evil are not goird and evil of themselves, but t at her by means 

of an adjunctive relationship to things other than themselves. Fur¬ 

thermore, if it should be possible for some [single) action in com¬ 

parison with one matter to be good and in comparison to another 

matter to lx: evil, then k would be possible for tire agent of that 

[doubly linked, single] action to be one.” 

This is the meaning of [Raydawi’s] statement that [God] would 

Ire under obligation [i.e., to evil; since in the exercise of His power 

^ k.ij.j here paraphrases the docLniic of ihe Daysanivah which fallows helmv. 
I he quotations following are Jrom benb Rad's Muhassal AJkar al-MviaQ&ddimia wa- 
at-Mu1a’<tUtkftiririt and Nils Of af-Din Tuxi'n TitihMl al-MvfoiMl, both parages bHng 
rm La. L7!-l m I hr Caito l Vl‘.\ edition. 

■' Vowdlcti [Ahramaji} m L, die MS and. SIS Garrett SfliJHa. 
71 MS (Who be km# | among the dualists, 
See the ariiclL' “Mini ;?iiir_l Mmiithadsm." by R.McL Wilson fa the Fjayibptdia 

v] FhttesOpky, and “Maui b. Fattik/FalUr, Lrr fcn-l-U, by f’-E. Boworth- Maid fra. 
a-d, 21fr-Cii. 21*i| lived in Persia and was strongly opposed by fac Magian prills. 

75 MB gl; [Who are] among th? dual Isis. See [hr ardclr '"naysinryah'1' in En-I-2. 
They were faUowers of Bar DrsAn fBardrsants], 2nd ocm. a d. 
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He obligates Himself do seem on nec^ion to be in fl^e role of an 

agent of evil], 

Al-Nazzant'1 held Ehat |God] Mo&t High is not Omnipotent in 

autonomous action over the creation of an unseemly act, because 

[lor Him| to do what. is unseemly would be impossible, and what 

is impossible would not be an object of [divine] power. Now LiS for 

the fact that [His] doing what h unseemly would be impossible^ it 

is because if would show the ignorance of the agent and his deficiency, 

which are impossible for Grxl Most High, and what issues in an 

impossibility would itself be Hi] impossibility. And as for the fact that 

«T] impossibility would not be an object of power, that is because 

an object of power is something that might validly be brought into 

existence, and that would require the capacity for valid -existence, 

bill wliat is impossible has no capacity for valid existence. 

[BaydawiT$J reply is that there is no unseemliness at all in any¬ 

thing relating to God MosL High, However, if such a case [i.e., 

unseemliness in something related to God) were to be granted, nev¬ 

ertheless the unseemly would be unseemly absolutely,Tr' butlfi He who 

prohibits [the unseemly] from being enacted is a present reality.™ 
[This is] not [to say] that the [divine] omnipotence in autonomous 

action ceases,™ because then the unseemly would be impossible 

because of something other than itself, and what is impossible on 

account of something else would be a possible reality in itself, and 

what is a possible reality in itself would lx a [Focussed] object of 

power. But the fact that [the unseemly action] would be a [focussed] 

object of power would not exclude it from being impossible on 

account of something oilier than itself. 

Ibrnlnm Lbn- Sayyar af-Namia, d. ca. MU a.u., wa.^ -a. leader ar.rong 3he Bas- 
0111 Mufazilah. Isfahan its commc-nLary follows Rani's Manana! and Tusi's Tuikhis at 
Miiitiu-wi [p, 179] nearly verba rim in the discussion of iKl1- various sthdiirlv opinions, 

15 MS gh l ,e,, in rdaiioti ro the Necessary Existent also. 
* MS (■!: I.t„ but there -would be no implication, from the fail that JGod| would 

be onttupotehl in aultilMmOuE action over whiit is unseemly, that Ulttftefttti&css would 

[jumaltyJ eorrif liom Him, It tniKht b* that it would. not Come Ilium liim beCXiLM? 

ol something that would prevent j[$ occurrence, namely, thaj whatever wnuJd 
prnmpl such an action would not exist, hu( [Hia desisting from such an action 
would] tint be because lie would not be urtmipulertl in aulonoHHus aclion Over it. 

MS ^fosses: i] \anieiy, |ith; etiactmenl of] what is unseemly. 2) In rhe wrsc 
cli.il lie has 110111111? pr&ivipljjig Him to do- what 15, unKWlly, as you have staled. 

a MS gl: In the sena- chat if d-Ltm should occur 10 Him some motivation to 

performing the action, then He changes the mocrvaHiin In June of] desisting [from 

it]; He does not exercise mastery in than action. 
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Al-Kft'bi al-Balkhi [Abu al-Qft&im aUKacbi td-Balkbi] said that He 

the Most High was not capable of autonomous action over anything 

rescanning the action of a human being, ihat is, over [he [focussed] 

object of power of a human being, because a human beings [focussed] 

object of power would be either obedience. "' ot stupidity,*1 nr mock* 

cry, .and such for God would be impossible. The answer [to this] is 

that an act in itself is either [merely] motion or rest, while its con¬ 

stituting cither obedience, stupidity, or mockery' would be mental 

considerations applied to an act in the context of a human beingj 

indeed they qualify the act as coming from MS Id la mankind, 

but God Most High is entirely able to produce action similar31 to 

the essence of the act, 

Abu 'AJi ahjubbah and his son Abu Hashim held that God Most 

High is omnipotent in autonomous action over what resembles a 

human being’s object of power, but He is not omnipotent in auto- 

nomous action over the same object of power jas that] of a human 

being. L, 354 ['Hiss is so] because an object of power has as its 

characteristic (hat if f-xi^fs when the motivating forces of an Hgetu 

capable of autonomous action arc abundant, but that it remains in 

nonexistence when that [agent] has a marked recession of these 

forces. So if the same thing that would he a man’s object of power 

should be the object of power of God Most High, and if God Most 

High were to will the enactment of the human’s, object of power 

but the human were to reject [the enactment of] it, then [both] its 

occurrence would be implied in order to achieve satisfaction for the 

motivating agency,® and its nonoccurrence would be implied in order 

to achieve satisfaction for die rejecting agency,83 

The response [to this point] is that a repugnant [action] would 

not Like place** in the presence of a rejecting agency, as long as it 

71 !VTS gl: Which would cHixi! rewards. 
See R^.i'3 Muhiwal, p. [SHI. 
** MS j[l: [Which would he] devoid of henefit, or corrupting, -cr inclusive of troth 

equally, nil trf which is impossible for God Most Hi|zli- 
p' T atone here re^fb "chai action’* |rlh^]ilca aI-la'J] n whereas 3 .- the -MS and MS 

Garretc tJtiiU Ia read “(hat very aciion ' { dh.it al-fal]. Razi e: Mukassai, p. IfHJ reads 
"precisely th.iL very action11 [dhat dhalitii ftl-laTf. 

h- MS gL Which is- the wLU erf God. 
MS gk Which is marl’s di«iniumerl erf it, 

Si L adds here parenthetically a Lestu-iil variant, “would not be realized"1 |IS 
yaLaba'c|c|aj(l|, frewn another lUlnuscnpi copy [huskbah], otherwise unidentified. 
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had no linkage io another will that would act independently..^ Analysis 

[of this problem] shows that it would be possible for an object of 

power ty }.n: shared between EWO agents capable of auluTiOTnemss action 

if it should be taken m something unrelated to either of them^ but 

after it should have become related to one of the two then a shan 

ing in it would be pnohihilod, T 3 72 in view of this relation. And 

an unrelated object of power may become related to each £>fthemuC 

by way of alternation,, this being what ia meant by an object of 

power of one of them 'alsoj being the other’s, object of power.1,7 

Raydawi said: L 354, T 172 

2. Goth ever-present omniscience 

[Four] reasons indicate that [this is a divine attribute]. 

a. [God] is free to choove [His acts], and m such He freely avoids 

directing His intention to anything lhac Ls not an i me Eligible [object 

of knowledge].® 

b. Whoever has meditated on the phenomena of creaturely life, 

and has thought reflectively on the anatomy of our body members 

and their usefulness, and on the structure of the celestial spheres and 

the stars and on their movements has come io know lor a certainty 

the wisdom of their Creator. Everything observable in the amazing 

activities of living beings consists of powers God Most High has given 

to them and instincts He has provided for them® 

c. The essence of [God] Most High is an incorporeal personal 

identity lhai is [always amd immediately] present with Him, Therefore* 

[God] has a comprehensive knowledge of [His essence],* since com¬ 

prehensive knowledge [of an entity] consists in the immaterial quid¬ 

dity [of that entity] being immediately present [to the knowerj. 

Furthermore* [God’s essence] is [he source of all things in existence. 

11' MS gl: [l.t.J on the pare of the Creator. 
MS gl: I.c.. the Creator atul Lhc human. 
T'usi, yrp. til., p. 180. 

,'1 In 1. the scribe inadvertently .-kippiS the 4ipegtin^ Lines wills the ELrsi aitTUiriem, 
but inserted diet]] in Lbc rnar^n. 

Wl [fii-tuLn aqdar AlLaEi Lii'ida1 iyyaha wa-ilhamihi laha|. L varies; [iyyahui] and 
[biha], 

,n L, N.TS Garrett 2B3-B and MS Garret! 9B9Hb: maKulicw pronoun faii- 
man blhi}- T: feminine pronoun, 
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And so, whoever has comprehcnsire knowledge of the source will 

have comprehensive knowledge of whoever possesses it.1" Indeed, 

[God] who knows Himself knows that He is the source of every¬ 

thing other than Himself, and that [knowledge of course] includes 

knowledge of Himself; therefore, [God] has comprehensive knowl¬ 

edge of all things, 

d. [God| Most High is an incorporeal being, and every incorpo¬ 

real being must understand [hoth| itself anti [the essences ol'| all 

other incorporeal beings. [This is] because [lire essence] can be 

understood validly, and whatever Can be understood validly also can 

he understood [when taken] together with some other than itself. 

Thus, its real nature [i.e., Its self-understanding] will exist in close 

association with [its essence], since a comprehensive understanding 

requires that [the intelligible’.s} quiddity immediately he present within 

the agency of comprehension,® 

However, the validity of this close association is not conditional 

upon its being within the intellect, because bringing [the incorjjo- 

rcal t>eing} into dose association with | its own self-understanding] Is 

a function of the intellect^ and nothing may serve as its own con¬ 

dition. Therefore, it is valid for ibe quiddity of an extern aE exigent 

to be brought into close association with the [inwardly] intelligible 

quiddities, and there is no other meaning for |thc phrase,] a ^coni- 

prehensive undemanding’, than this. 

Furthermore, everyone who does understand a being oilier than 

himself also can understand that |tbal second other one] is a being 

who [in turn] understands [him the first thinker], and that includes 

the* fact that [the other] understands [the first being’s] essence. Now7 

everything that rightfully belongs to an incorporeal feeing necessarily 

will become a reality, because potentiality Is a property of matter. 

w- L, MS O^nrlt 2K!iB jmd MS GaiTcd (N39l[t>: ‘■know wliaicwr cnihiidb it'1 
ffilim bi-dhuwthi]. T: ’"know whatever is mthouc 3c'“ |ln-ma dflnitiij. 

'IJ In, Ehis 4ch pdtnC of the argument, Baydawi, followed by Esfaliani, chants the 
TViSio vftrh in the diu'u&sion to "uiitlftrjtanir i>r ‘■'coim.proherid’1 1‘iiqaliiJ, in contrast 
ro ''know*1 (‘alimaj. K Rosenthal's (prrai study, ku\r.i'kd%e inutrMkitil fLetcLm, 1370), 
cgpcriaLly the sections, “Cod's knowledge1',. (chap. 1, sect. 3, pp. 108-123] and 
“Knowledge is thought (philosophy}” (entire chap, 7, pp, 19+-2 39) provides insiidu 
here. The su^pestion may be cliat the 'focus of knowing1, m First directed co one 
then m more chan one specific ofcyeci of knowledge [^rafa, 'alitnaj, is gradually 
broadened to delude I he 'underttanding' of an object of knowledge together with 
its many implkiL ramifications among related objrets of knowledge, thus becoming 
‘ecmripreheush'e knowledge'. or, divine omnbdence. 
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and especially it is a prerogative of God Mast High, for He is the 

Necessary Existent Lit all aspects. 

The last two reasons [c. and d,] are hank with the philosophers, 

but with both of them there is still more to Inc considered, 

Isfahan] says: L 354, T 172, MS 181 a 

2. (rtrf:5 Htfr-praeni omniscience 

Four reasons indicate that this [is a divine] attribute. 
a. God Most High is free to choose JHis acts],91 in accordance 

with previous lectures, and every agent free to choose [Hk acts] 

refrains from directing his intention to anything9* that is not an intel¬ 

ligible object <jf knowledge, since95 to have free choice is to act 

according to an intention and thus retrain from directing the inten¬ 

tion to anything tha! is not an intelligible object of knowledge. 

Therefore, God Most High refrains from directing His intention to 

anything that is not an intelligible object of knowledge. Now, any 

[intentional] object of Ilis power L 355 is an intelligible object 

of knowledge} and thus. [God| is omniscient. 

b- [God’s] actions are of a wise and perfect order. Indeed, who¬ 

ever has meditated ori the phenomena of maturely life, and has 

thought reflectively on the anatomy of our Irody members and their 

ust: fulness, and on tIi-h structure of the celestial spheres and their 

noovemruis and positions, has ootne to know as a certainty the wis¬ 

dom of their Creator.* 

Where the author says, “Everything observable of the amazing 

activities of living lutings [indeed] consists of powers God Most High 

has given to them and instincts He has provided for them,” |Baydawi] 

is indicating r.hc answer to an interpolation, [However], a full state¬ 

ment of the interpolation,— that the properties of titis [primordial] 

action, namely, that it includes carefully balanced organization, and 

marvelous construction,—do not constitute a proof demonstration 

*■' VIS gl: An ngtnl free (o choose must be itw-are of what he inten.dE. to bl'iiig 
irilO being, 

MS gl: Since he would ntiL jhrtu a. concept, of ii except with sonic knowledge. 
1,1 This cUllsc defining ihe agent whin free chcsicc from rhe Le\t of L 

and T. Hut it is added in the margin of L. and it is present in the text of ttie MS 
and MS Gittretl 9M.HiL. 

*h MS i[J: i.e.j llicir E3d.s1ent.inJ Cause [rnujitlihaj. 
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MS I8lb of Liic wisdom of their Existential Cause. Indeed, there 

are living beings in which we behold sin amazing behavior, carefully 

balanced organization, and marvelous construction, such ^s the work 

of the bee in building hexagonal Cells in which there is expert strength' 

ening and perfect ordc[\ although [bees] arc not wise and knowing 

beings in an absolute sense.''' A full statement of the reply would be 

that everything we observe of the amazing phenomena of living 

beings indeed consists of powers that God Most High, lias given them 

over these phenomena, and instinctive ability that He has provided 

for these living beings to accomplish these very actions. For God 

said* “Your Ixird has revealed to the bees [where to make their 

homes; in ih^ cliffs, and in trees and networks of vines],” [Qur'an 

]f>:£>8] Furthermores One whose acts are wise and perfect is One of 

comprehensive knowledge. Acts of that quality do not come from 

one who has no knowledge, nor docs any wise and perfect act ever 

become a recurring habit in someone of | mindless | ignorance. 

c. The essence of [God] Most High is an [incorporeal personal] 
identity, abstracted from matter and Us properties, dial is [always 

and immediately] present with Him,1* and thereby He has [hill] 

knowledge of His essence, [This is] because knowledge [of tome* 

thing] consists in [that thing's] quiddity abstracted Ifnm matter and 

its properties being in the immediate presence of the incorporeal 
[personal identity' as its knower]. 

Furthermore, the essence of [God| Most High is the source of all 

existing things, because He is the One omnipotent in autonomous 

action over all realities possible, and [He] is their existential cause. 

Now, whoever knows the source will know wlialever embodies the 

source, as indeed, the One who knows Himself completely knows 

[directly] His own concomitant | powers] which have no intermedia 

ary,® [Outstanding! among all these [concomitants] is The fact that 

He is the source of anything other than Himself, and thus He knows 

that He is die source of anything other than He. The re lore. He who 

knows Himself [or, His own essence] knows that it is the source of 

everything other than Himself and dial [role of being die source 

qi The MS and. MS Garrett Qfifllla omit, “and knowing beings in an absolute 
sense-." falimah qairanl 

^ The .VIS varies from the other sources in having the pronotin it: the feminine 
[badbah 3ahii| with its antecedent marked as die 'essence’’, as djstincL from Cod. 

,+J I. and T read [vvasatl, while the MS and VIS Garrett 9MHa read [wasilah.]. 
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for anything other than Himself] includes knowledge of anything 

dse that crnbtxlies (he source,1® 

Thus [God] has ful! knowledge of all things in existence, in the 

scn&c that they aM have their place in a causa] series coming down 

from Himn whether 

1, directly in a Long line101 as a series of causes placed in order 

and terminating in Htmsrlf in that very Order, or 

2. indirectly and broadly1'12 as a series of temporal phenomena 

terminating in Himself in (hat they all are possible realities having 

need of Him [as an empowering Agent], the need being accidental 

in nature t in which all units of the causal series1^ have an equal 

relationship to Him the Most High. 

d. [God] is an incorporeal being perfectly free from both matter 

and its propertiesand subsisting in His easenced0' as we have said 

previously."* Further, every incorporeal being subsisting in itself nec¬ 
essarily will understand comprehensively its own essence and that of 

all other incorporeal beings,1*17 since every incorporeal being subsist¬ 

ing in itself can be understood with validity. [This is true] because 

]. every [such] incorporeal and sell-subsisting being is removed 

far above MS 3 82a material admixtures and Ls made pure <jf ex¬ 

traneous linkages,luU factors that do not facilitate inferring necessarily 

i'"1 MS gl: Namely, Lhr realities possible. 
101 MS glosses; 1) be., in detail. 2J l.t., with an intermediary, 
:‘rj MS glosses: 1) I.e., in a general way. 2) b., with no intermediary. 

L, T arid MS Garrett 9EffiHa read, "unite of the causal chain.”;. while the MS 
reads. !,iis wilts.” 

,w MS gi; Oaherwisfi, 11+* would be a composite [nature]- 
IW MS gl: The minor premise. 

tLt MS gl: Which implies. that He the Most Eligh will be One who knows the 
csScrtCr of Himself arid of anything clsO ibat b an immaterial briti^. 

MS gL: The EEiajur premise. 
m E. 355, gL, 3: By material admixtures and entnuieous Li ukases [tsliihamj means 

rhr :i.ji rii .j!;j: ;u : i(k':Us I hat bn Mttlr :11■ -|.( i li: < i:l' ;s rl:i11.; il l i.-.i ■ .-I [lie iiL.iriri LLL 

external existence, projx-i'tics which require a division into pans distingnisbablc from 
ouc another by iltdj1 situation. They arc what prevent intellectual conception, as 
yon have learned. IT the rhing is absrraried fo>Tri iheiu, then there is nothing in It 
to prevent li from being an Ltnelbgjble, hut rather in itself it is | already | suitable 
to be intellectually conceived without anything further being done to make it suit¬ 
able for chat. So. if h u not intellecruafly conceived, then that Pack] would be on 
the side of the power [seeking] to conceive [i(]j iLitelJeetually. for if all intellects 
were to be abstracted from material {hindrances] they in themselves would be suit- 
able to be intellij^btes, but we do not manage to understand tEtrrn intellectually 
because our involvement in bodily Linkages hinders onr pmepdrui. [From Mabani’-s 
Httihrjfsfi on N.E.J, TiJii’i Tapid ref-'d'yaV.J 
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what might hr its |actual| quiddity from its [apparent] quiddity; and 

[because] 

2, with all beings of Lliis sort the function or the quiddity is to 

become an intelligible object of knowledge for il5 own essence, since 

it needs L 356 nothing [more] to be done to itl(W in order tor it 

to become [such] an intelligible object. Hut if it should not be under¬ 

stood | as such an] object* then that [lack of understanding] would 

he on the part of the agent of comprehension whose role it Ls to 

understand, [the quiddity]. Therefore,1'0 every incorporeal and self* 

subsists ill being validly may he understood, and everything that 

validly may be understood is also possible of being understood [i.c,* 

eh its distinctiveness] when taken together with something other than 

itself. [This is| because It is not possible to separate one's under- 

^landing of an entity that validly may be understood—T 173 from 

one’s valid judj^ment regarding [the entity] that it has existence and 

unity, and other universal intelligible qualities of that sort.1" 

Moreover* to make a judgment about one thing with respect to 

something else implicitly requires the comprehension of both of them 

together. Therefore, everything that is ‘valid to he understood’ is 

also 'possible to he understood1 [distinctively] when taken together 

with something other lhan itself. And everything that is possible to 

be understood [distinctively] when taken together with something 

else may be closely associated validly with some other intelligible; 

arid everything that may be closely associaled validly with some other 

intelligible may be associated validly with [that intelligible even] if 

it should exist externally as a sclf-subsistcnt being. This is because 

the validity of an absolute Hose- association does not depend upon 

[he association being within the intellect. Indeed, lhe validity1 of an 

‘absolute association' is constituted by the ’possibility of an absolute 

association'. And the ‘possibility of an absolute association5, being a 

more general category than an "association within the intellect1* would 

be antecedent to the ‘absolute association* which [in turn] would be 

antecedent to an ‘association within the1 intellect5; [since] the 'antecedent 

to the antecedent11 of something would lie also antecedent to that 

thing. Therefore, the validity of an absolute association would not 

'* MS gl: I.e,, ini. being niiwk lire of matter, 
llD MS gV. This as the conclusk>a p.e., to the wo premises that be^in (his sec¬ 

tion 4], 
1,1 MS gt: Such M change, individuation, oorporcalitv, Hind others.. 
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depend upon [being an] association within the intellect, nor would 

it be conditioned by [such am association]. Otherwise, there would 

be implied both a circular argument1'* and the proposition that a 

thing snay be its own condition. But this would be contrary to the 

hypothesis.1111 

So, il has been established that (he validity of an absolute closc 

assodaiion is not conditional upon the association11 being within the 

intellect, [Tills is] because the [association^ structure! bring within 

ihe intellect is the aame as the [association*:] factors] associating within 

[the intellect]. lhu&, if the validity of the absolute association should 

Ih: conditional upon the fact that the Incorporeal reality would be 

within the intellect, ihcn the implication would he that its 'associa¬ 

tion within the intellect" would be a condition for its 'association 

within the intellect3, since the condition for the antecedent would 

also be the condition for (he subsequent, liut nothing may stand as 

its own condition, therefores the incorporeal luring would be valid 

Lo be associated with another and external intelligible. 

Moreover, if the incorporeal being should exist externally,, while 

being also MS I ft2b self-subsisting, then the validity of its absolute 

association,1^ not dependent upon being an association witliiri the 

intellect, would be such that the other intelligible would occur within 

it as an inhering entity occurs within a uulwlratc. That is so liecause 

when it is an incorporeal and self-subsisting being there is an impos¬ 

sibility of its being associated with some oilier by way of its own 

inherence in the other, or of the inherence of the two of them [being] 

in some third [entity]. Absolute association is comprised within these 

ihrec options, two of them being impossible: so It is indicated that 

die validity of the association lies an the third option, namely, that 

die validity of [the incorporeal reality's] association with another 

intelligible would be that of the association of a substrate with an 

inhering entity. Thn^ it has been established that when anything 

IIJ MS gl; because it has been demonstrated iMl AssftdaLion within die Jmdkcr 
depends upon ihe validity jd' die aasuciatiiCHl, i3wl if Lite validity tif Lin- asftus iatioci 
were t4> depend cm iissnciamn wiihiti [be inrellftcr, [hen iii^imenr in a citcle wwuLri 
be itiLpliciL. 

The last wnteiwe is found in I. and rF' but rtoc irt ihc MS or MS CJurmi 
ytWIIa. 

:i1 MS gh [LitnaHy L,it’L]; i.c., [the atvfrrctLerii here refrrs- io the- quiddity of] 
tin: bicttporeal bcin^. 

I|J MS gj: l.c., the association [appirnpriaK to] anythang valid to he associated 
wirii another inteLlispble. 
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valid to be understood exists externally and is an incorporeal and 

self-subsisting being, then it h valid for it to associate with some 

other intelligible object of understanding in the manner of a sub¬ 

strate associating with an inhering entity. And for every such being 

it would lx1 valid lhal it understand that other, since a comprehen¬ 

sive understanding would be meaningless except as the dose assou- 

ation with an intcilipblc object of understanding within an existent 

incorporeal and self-suhsistent being. L 357 

Therefore, every incorporeal and self-subsistent being may validly 

understand a being other than itself, snd every incorporeal and sell1 

subsisterit being that may validly understand some other being thereby 

is able to understand itself | This is] because its comprehension of 

(hat other being logically implies the possibility of comprehending 

that it understands thal other. Herr, the truth of the premise requires 

(he truth of the conclusion. Thus, the validity of its comprehension 

of the other being implies the validity or the wry possibility of com¬ 

prehending that it understands that other, the validity of the possi¬ 

bility |antecedently! requiring the possibility itself. So, it is possible 

to comprehend that jrlie incorporeal being] understands that other 

being; and (o comprehend that it understands that other being1 

logically implies that t( comprehends itself', linked, comprehension 

of a problem in hand requires comprehension of both the subject 

and what may he predicated nfit."; So, the possibility of the com¬ 

prehension that [the incorporeal hiring] understands ihai other being 

logically implies the possibility for the comprehension of itself. 

Therefore, it has been established that every incorporeal being 

may validly understand itself; indeed, it necessarily will understand 

itself, because its comprehension of itself consists in either the occur¬ 

rence [as a presence] of itself, -or the occurrence [as a presence] of 
the likeness of it. But the second alternative vyould be lalse, Itetausc 

of the impossibility of [the incorporeal being1 sj own likeness occur¬ 

ring within it; the implication otherwise being (he joining together 

The1 MS Hap the probable ctHrrrt rparlin^r . , wa-lacaqqul amtaliu yaHjil 
dhalik fil-jjbisyr yMHtMim .. 

Other icutual ityidK'eOeriries arei [.: ,L'wa-taHaqqul ajt^a]iu//dliii:iiik//ya,qil dhalik 
aL-gfiayr yailalzitn . . * T: Hfa-[a'laqqu] annabu ya'-qiJ dhalik [ ] vaslaLziim. . MS 
Garrett MQHa: "wx-ia^qqjtil aimahu [-■ J dhalLk al-s^uiyr yaatalzim . . 

131 Reference is 6n the disunion in the InLnodutttjr^' tssay, Chapter 2 on explana¬ 
tory statement1!. 
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of a double likeness, which would be impossible. So it is indicated 

that [die incorporeal being’s] comprehension [of itself] condos in 

the occurrence [as a presence] of ils own essence, and that its essence 

is constantly present and not absent from it- Thus, [an incorporeal 

being] necessarily [and always] will understand itself, and necessar¬ 

ily it will understand all intcUigihlcs other than itself. [This is] because 

everything valid to be the prerogative of an incorporeal being nec¬ 

essarily will become a reality, since potentiality' MS !&3a is a 

property of matter, and is especially a prerogative of God Most High, 

for TTe is the Necessary Existent in every' respect. 

Addendum to the third and fourth reasons in the argument for dk-ine 

omniscience 

The latter two points [c, and d. in ihe argument that omniscience 

is an attribute of God]3]f! are approved by the philosophers. while 

nur author [Kaydawi] has said ihai boih of diem require more con¬ 

sideration. 

(c.) In the first of these two latter reasons, [more consideration is 

required: because 

L wc [tsfahani] do not grant that [Gtid'sJ essence is something 

[always and immediately] present to Himself, since one thing's being 

present to another thing requires that there be two things, and il is 

impossible for one thing to be two things: and [because] 

2. knowledge consists in the ‘form1 of a thing being within the 

’knower”, but it is impossible for a thing to be within itself and for 

the Lhing’s likeness to be within itself. 

Now even if il he granted that [God] is. a being who has a cmn- 

prehetisive understanding of Himself, nevertheless we do not grant 

dial He has a comprehensive understanding of the source. His being 

a source for anything other than Himself would be an attribute of 

adjunction, and a comprehensive understanding of the subject to be 

described does not logically require any knowledge of His attribute 

of adjunction. And even if it be granted that [God] would have a 

comprehensive understanding of that for which He would be the 

source without any intermediary/19 nevertheless we do not grant that 

He would have an understanding of all existing things. Knowledge 

114 MS ^t: l.c., the third and fourth [in sequence], 
1H MS j|l: Ihis twiny the First Effect [ibmaTul ^■awwal), 
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or that lor which He is the source without any intermediary1 M would 
not require knowledge of the whole series [ol existing things] all 

arranged in order arid coining down from Him, 
(d.) In the second of these [two latter reasons in the argument for 

the omnisrience of God], wc [Isfahan i do not giant that every in¬ 

corporeal being may be understood validly.* because it is admissible 
that some incorporeal being might be impossible to be understood; 
Indeed, the essence nl the Necessary Existent is an incorporeal being, 
and it is impossible to be understood, as you see. Even if it should 
be granted that every incorporeal being may be understood validly* 
nevertheless we would not grant that what is valid to be understood 
by itself wouId be valid to be understood [when taken] together with 
something oilier than itself, because of the likelihood that some of the 

incorporeal beings [night not be valid to be understood [when taken] 
together with something else. liuL if it should be granted that [that 
particular] one121 incorporeal being would be valid to be understood 
[when taken] together with something else, nevertheless we would not 
grant that it would be valid to be understood [when taken] together 
with all of the remaining intelligible objects of understanding. 

And if that Patter premise] should be granted, nevertheless we 
would not grant that ihe validity of [the incorporeal being’s] associa¬ 
tion L 350 with another intelligible object would nor be condi¬ 
tion a! upon its being in the mind; indeed, its association with another 

intelligible object would be different from its association with a com¬ 
prehending agent. T 174 The first [case] would be an association 
of two entities inhering within a substrate, while the second (case) 
would t>c the association of a [single] entity inhering within the sub- 
Strate; so it would be admissible for the validity' of the first15' to be 
conditional upon the second,121 And if that should be granted, never¬ 
theless we would not grant that everything valid to be the preroga¬ 
tive of an immaterial Ijcing would necessarily occur in actuality; and 
we do not grant that potentiality is one of the properties of matter. 

1 ' Varying forms of ibe noun art' in (Ilf Eexls; L; [■'■yisS'l]; VES: |wQisit]; T aofl 

MS Garre Li 

111 MS R|r \Vhai is rnti.su. tiy "one” [a*-1 II^ rninj u c1lt' lately w?- because 
II wcnJd not lx yalitii for roniprcfwri-apn tfl he with any olhsr. 

m MS il: Irt,. aljfluluic aasoci&tiou- 
MS gl; l-e,> a-’WLxifttkm wiihin the nrind. 
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You should understand that these latter two arguments we have 

set forth in the commentary MS 183b have been shielded from 

most of the [hostile] reasoning. 

Baydawi said: L 35 H, T 5 74 

An argument at variance 

An argument has been set forth in (he points that follow by an oppo¬ 

nent [of Cod’s ever-presenL omniscience], 

a. If [God| should understand comprehensively some one concrete 

entity, then He would understand Himself, because He understands 

that He has comprehended in Bui this would be impossible because 

of the impossibility for a relationship to occur between a dung and 

itself, and lor a tiling to occur within itself Moreover, it is contra¬ 

dicted by (he fact that man does form a conception of himself. 

a. a. The answer [to this point] is that [God’s] knowledge of 

Himself is an attribute subsisting in Himself and having a special 

linkage to Himself 

b. [God’s] knowledge does not constitute His, essence, as we shall 

set forth. It is an attribute subsisting in His essence, and concomi¬ 

tant (u it., Thus, His essence is at once both a [passive] acceptor [of 

action’ and an [active] agent [of action]. 

b, --a. The response to this point has already been given. 

c= If knowledge should be an attribute of perfection, then [God] 

Most High, as characterized by this attribute, would be imperfect in 

Himself* hut would he made perfect on account of something other 

than Himself But if [knowledge] should not be ji.e., an attribute of 

perfection]* then its removal far from [God] would be implied* by 
| ■>+ 

consensus. 

c. -a. The response [to tills point] is that the perfection [of knowl¬ 

edge] is due to iLs being an attribute of His essence; not that the per¬ 

fection ol His essence is due to His being characterized by [knowledge]. 

m HuyciaWs setotui itcuJi third points in Lbe 'uppunent's iiT^urrwrnl1 cdfnBpuiifl 

it) ih** two points rid' Leiljir?<.-Li-u'rt’ iin R;rzi:y dus£iu£ititU &f>. fit,, p. 1 Mi, Lio^s ti and 10. 
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Isfahan! says: E, 356, T 174, MS tB3b 

An argument at variance 

The argument of an opponent,12'’ chat is, one denying (he fact (hat-® 

[God] Most High is omniscient, is set forth here it] three points, 

a. [God] Most. High docs not have comprehensive understanding 

of any single entity, because if He had had a comprehensive undcr- 

suiading yf some one entity, then he would have understood Himself. 

Bui tins conclusion is false, w the premise is likewise. To explain 

the Logic used here it is chat if ftkid] had understood comprehen¬ 

sively some one entity, then He would have understood chat He 

understands than thing as a potentiality close to actuality,liT as pre¬ 

sented earlier; and included in that [understanding] would be His 

understanding of Himself. As for the falsity of she conclusion, that 

is because comprehensive understanding is no more than either 

L an adjunctive relationship between a comprehending agent 

and an intelligible abject of understanding, or 

2. the occurrence of the form of'the intelligible within the com¬ 

prehending agent. Whichever it may be, it would be impossible for 

ihe entity to understand itsell: ilus is true hi the I1e>;e option because 

of the impossibility fur a relationship to occur between a thing and 

iLsclfl since relationship requires there be some distinction between 

the two things related L and it is due in I he second Option because 

of the impossibility for a thing to occur within itself This point is 

contradicted by the lad Lhat a man docs form a conception of him¬ 

self. If the proof outlined were valid, then it would imply that no 

concrete entity would eve]1 understand itself: but this conclusion is 

false, because, indeed a man does form a conception of himself 

m MS jji: From tins of tliv ancient philosophers. 
1 '■ I. and T: [aL.jiafi li-anjiahui, MS: [aJ-naf[ hi-antjj]ju]; and VIS Garrett 

j.il-naJl 
MS and T l.e., the implkitlkm is ink lliaL whoever knows a thins xvill 

then know that he is a kjinwH.T ol'ii, and rh*r otherwise the lmowledge of tan: thiug 
would imply knowledge of die knoviitdgt tif that thing. and so on, so that the 
kriowLeth^.' of unc thing would jtnpSy kikiwledge of things without end, for Lhlt- 
would all be impossible. Rather, the impticatian is iliac it is possible for Him to 
know tbaL He is a kiiOwer, atnl due re is limiting obscure Libuu.1 that fa£L Whoever 
knows a chiiift can understand il^i hr knows it, [and this.] by itthweni necessity. 
And if the possibility should be Lmp3fcr.iT, rhen the claim would Ik- established;; indeed, 
die possibility of m impossibility b an impossibility. [Kmhu the .vWj Tr^/v.I 
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a, -a. Our answer to this point is that [God] Most High's knowl¬ 

edge of His. essence is an attribute subsisting in His essence and hav¬ 

ing a special linkage with His essence, and this logically requires that 

there U: a distinction between Hi$ knowledge and His essence ]£S So 

from the fact that [God] untkmtancb His essence it cannot be inferred 

that a relationship has occurred between a concrete entity and itself, 

Of that a concrete entity has occurred within itself, The truth is that 

[God’s] knowledge of His essence is the same as His essence;, L 

359 and [taken together], the knowledge, the Knower and the intel¬ 

ligible object known arc; [all] one in relation to [(kid] Most High's 

knowlw^e of His essence. The distinction [among them] is. a mat¬ 

ter of logical consideration, as we will show. 

b. [God's] knowledge does not constitute17"' His essence, as we will 

set forth, [God] Most High's knowledge is an attribute subsisting1 M 

in His essence and concomitant to it, thus His essence is both ’accep¬ 

tor host’ and 'sponsoring agent’. 

b. a. Our answer to this point has been given, - and it Is that 

there is nothing to prohibit His essence from being both the spon¬ 

soring agent and the acceptor host. 

c. [God| Most High does not have comprehensive understanding, 

because knowledge either is an attribute of perfection, or it is not 

aii attribute of perfection; whichever [of these] it is, [God] cannot 

possibly have it as an attribute. [This would be so] in she final alter¬ 

native because if knowledge should be an attribute of perfection, 

then [Grid] Most High, as being characterized by it, would be imper¬ 

fect in Himself, but would be tinade perfect’' by something else, 

:ffl .MS gl: This requires coosidjeratioii, because "knowledge*, equally whether it 
is an attribute subsisting1 in [t^odj YU?sr High’* essence or nor, requires Lhai a niti- 
crclo entity i|$ object] irunt dlf^r from [the kinoWjedlgc] it&r-ll!, becauM: there :s 
a relationship [bfiwten the two], and there js oq doubt ai all that this relationship 
requires that the rwr* things in ihc rrbdqmsllip hr 11frrun one another. Thus 
the intellectual awareness of ihc Creator Most High of Himself constitutes ihc nec¬ 
essary cause for both |ht knowing agent atld, the inirllijiWo object of knowledge. 

:rj The .MS alnnc adds "5s identical to1" (nr, "is ihc very same11) [*ap]. L, T and 
MS Garrett SiMlIa do not 

!" MS ,gl: That is, fil is] an attribute additional Co His. rt-id-CSrfjUe as a possi¬ 
ble reality and having need nf |!!i* real-essenoe]. it has an dlixlivt cause which 
is none other than the real-rEarner of (hr Creator Most High, Thus, [God] is berth 
the active aitc-nt fof the knowledge] and its (passive] ttttpior ac ihc same time 
[ja'ilan wA-qabilan lahu ma'an]. 

1,1 MS 15I; In the topic oil cause acid effects 1, StCliutl I, Chapter f>. 
Topic 4]. 
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namely, knowledge ilic attribute of perfection; hut this, would be 

impossible, [x\rad it would be so in the second alternative because] 

if knowledge should not be an attribute of perfection then its removal 

(ar from [God] would be implied, by consensubecause He the 

Most High could not lx: characterized by MS 184a a. deficiency. 

c.-a, Our answer [to this point of list opponent's argument] isU3 

that knowledge is an attribute of perfection, and die One charae* 

terized by ti cannot possibly he deficient in Himself while being 

made perfect by something else. The perfection of this attribute 

derives from its being an attribute of [Gocfs] essence, not that this 

attribute [itself] constitutes the perfection of [God's] essence in that 

He the Most High is characterized by it" 

Baydawi said: L 85!). T 174 

Corollary /: God cfrmprthmds vtt intaUigihlex 

There are two corollaries [to the doctrine of God's knowledge], the 

first being that He rhe Most High knows all the intdligibles just as 

they arc, because the Necessary Cause of His omniscience is Himself,, 

and the relationship of Himself to the universe [of intelligible?] is on 

an equality [with each]. So, when He made it a duly for Himself 

to know- a portion |of them], He [also] made it Mis duty to know 

all the rest 

An objection has been raised that [God] knows particulars only 

in a general way, because iJ He should know them in detail, then 

when there was a change of an intelligible [object] (here would be 

an implication cither of [His] ignorance [of the intelligible] or of a 

change in His attributes. 

[In reply], we hold iliac (be adjunction and due linkage [of fact] 

would change, but not the knowledge [as a structure]. 

Another objection has been raised that |God| does not know any¬ 

thing that is unlimited [in nature] 

a. because [anything unlimited] would not be something distin- 

guishablc. but an intelligible is distinguishable, and 

131 jf, [J) Jitirl MS g|j T!l* vrritHiatixjn of this, is chat lI Lhr attribute (if jiei- 
freiicin should be a product [i-ifi.shi'ahj of ibc casltlcc, then that would he an ulti¬ 
mate perfection of the essence, astd iherc- would be deficiency only if it [the attributcl 
should be a prndueE of something extraneous. 
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b. because [anything unlimited] imp3i.es. [structures] of knowledge 

without end, 

[In reply]. we hold that | the category of the] intelligible would 

include every single [kind and example], and that the knowledge [as 

structure] subsisting in His essence is a single attribute, while the 

quality of being unlimited would be in the adjunction linkage and 

in the material that is linked. 

Islhhani says' L 359, 1’ 174, MS Ifl+a 

GWifary /; God comprehends all intetligibles 

[iSaydawi] set ibrth two corollaries to the doctrine that God Most 

High is omniscient* the first being that He comprehends all the 

intelligible*1*1 just as they me.'1* [This is so] because the necessary 

cause for His omniscience is His essence, and the relationship of His 

essence to the universe of intelligible^ is on an equality [with each 

intelligible], So when He made it a duly for His essence to know A 

portion [of Lite intelligible*] He made it His duty [also| to know all 

the rest. [ This is] because if His omniscience should be specific to 

one portion and not another, then His essence—comprehending only 

one portion and not another would need a gpecilying agent, which 

is impossible. 

a. An objection has been raised that someone might ask whether 

you know by intuition that the specifying agent in this case would 

be an impossibility, or by some proof. If you should say that it is 

by intuition, then you will have acted presumptuously, and if you 

say that it is by a proof, then where h the proof? The very most 

on the subject Lhal you eati say is, tll do not knew whether it is 

admissible or impossible to affirm the certaintv of a specifying agent.” 

a.-a. [To answer* we hold that! the truth is that He the Most 

High knows both universal and particulars, the universal* in a gen¬ 

eral manner, L and the particulars in a del ailed manner, as 

we will show'. 

111 Gloss in I, SJj&iji and rbe VfSc Thar !$. | Hr comprifi bends] all cnnceivttcl notions 
that art inrellis^ihllr, ihosc possible, chose necessary, and those impossible Knowledge 
b a more genera! category than power, for it tfoals specifically with realities possi¬ 
ble, aside’ Troiti necessities and Impossibilities, [from the ‘Shark Taqrir | 

|V| L wnl MS jf|: Thai is, according La whether tliey are particulars ttr uftiver* 
sal*, &ncl wheitier they are necessary, possible or impossble. 
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b. Another objection raised is to the effect that [God] knows par¬ 

ticulars merely in a general way; i.e.i He knows the particulars just 

as He knows the universalis, In other words* 1-le knows T 175 

these particulars, inasmuch as they are natures that have been 

abstracted from the specific properties wherein they,ts necessarily 

exist due to their causes,—in such a way that His perception [of 

them],13* although a general perception, is one of sure conviction 

and not mere supposition. [Moreover, He knows these particulars] 

afi being related to a source whose specific nature117 exists in an indi¬ 

vidual! of its own kind, Tliat is not to say tlial it dors not exist in 

any other than that jparticular! individual, but rather that it would 

be admissible for it to exist in some other one. What is meant13* is 

that those particulars necessarily have existence Otlly through their 

[secondary] cause? from whence [hey also have their natures. Then 

those particulars arc Specifically qualified by the nature: 03 that source, 

as [they are] in the case of a partial eclipse. 

Indeed* the occurrence of this [phenomenon] might be under¬ 

stood as being due to a cause having governance over its particular 

causes as well as over the intellect's awareness of them and |what¬ 

ever TTiriY be] their linkage, fti the same manner tliat [God] under¬ 

stands particulars, Tliat (kind of perception] would be something 

other than the [narrow] perception of their details and times* a per¬ 

ception that determines that [tine eclipse] has occurred just now, or 

just before or after, Rather, [the wider perception] would he as when 

it would be understood that a partial eclipse MS 184b would be 

displayed when the moon should rise but be only pEirtly visible at a 

certain time, or be only partly visible in a certEtin configuration. 

Then maybe lhai eclipse would occur, but the one who had under¬ 

standing of the matter at the outsetl3n would not be aware either of 

its occurrence or its nonoccumcncc, even though he had been aware 

of Il in the earlier sense |i.e., of predicting it]. This [latter sense] 

would be another [kind of] perception, a particular one (hat occurs 

IJV Thi‘ MS -iiluHe suppletiveiitiJIy add-; Inert* “hiya." 
IJt duns in MS Garrtit 9SUE I?: he.* perception nt the pariickiUPs, 

MS gl: l.e,, its gtocraJ nature as y, ip^cies which can be present in sluTut jiai- 
ncular otJitr than ifwi one- 

14 MS gl: L.ft.j what ss meant by The rebriemhip [n-f ihc pairinaLarR| to rinr-ksr 

own specific nature. 
IJ) lliis bfijig the one; w-nh knowledge of an ellipse and its causes. 
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simultaneously with (lie occurrence of thf* object of perception,, and 

ceases when it ceases, 

However, that former [kind of] perception would be a fixed cer¬ 

tainty for all rime, even though it would be die knowledge of a par¬ 

ticular, That [kind of perception] j$ when a person of comprehension 

would understand dial between the moon's position when beginning 

its conjunction with [Aries] the Ram, for instance, and its position 

when ending iis conjunction with [Aries] the Ri-tm there would he 

a specific eclipse at a specific time; die elapsed period from \u posi¬ 

tion when beginning its conjunction with die Ram would be the 

same as the time that the moon normally is within [the conjunc¬ 

tion] ,:H| and it is ten degrees from the beginning of its conjunction 

with [Aries] the Ram. Indeed, The comprehension of a person who 

understands these tilings would be a matter of certainly preceding 

the time of the edipsc, during it, and after it. 

[As a summary], the [opponent’*] argument, supporting the propo¬ 

sition that jCod| Most High does not know particulars in a detailed 

manner and in a way that changes with the changing of their par- 

titulars, is to the effect that if He should know the particulars in a 

detailed manner, as for instance, if He should know dial Zayd was 

in the house at a given moment, then when die known lact changed, 

dm is, when Zayd would have left lilt house, then either [His] igno¬ 

rance [of this diange] or a change in His attributes would be implied. 

| This is sof because, if His first knowledge should remain as it was, 

ilien [His] ignorance [of the change] would be implied, but if His 

first knowledge should not remain as it was then a change in His 

attributes would be implied. 

b-a. In answer to this [reasoning by die opponents] our author 

states that we do not grant that when the known fact changes and 

if His first [factual] knowledge should not change then [His] igno¬ 

rance would lx1 implied. That would be implied only if the adjunc¬ 

tion and the linkage [of (act> should not change^ not the knowledge 

itself. L 3b 1 R ut this would be impossible,1^ for the fact is thar 

m The MS inserts marginally: traverse-.1' 
" .V3S gJ: Hi: means IbaL change in Him is iw iimp^d, tuit rather [he change 

is only in the adjunctive rc-laliGiuhapt. because in our view there is either a specific 
adjunctive relationship or a real attribute possessing an adjunctive relationship. In 
the first alternative the knowledge itself changes, and in the second tmly its adjunc¬ 
tive relationship changes. On both suppositions the change is not implied Lo &tt 
txislent Attribute [i.e., one ih-iil is itself the seat of an attribute! but in SOatieibdng 

wLl understood as a logical owisideraticrri, which is admissible 
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when the known fact changes then the adjunction and the linkage 

|'qf fact] da change, but the [tncajj knowledge [as a structure! does 

not change it being the genuine attribute. Thus (here would be no 

implication either of [His] ignorance or of any change in Hi* attrib" 

utcL Rather, the change is in the attribute \ adjunction and its link¬ 

age [to a particular], and in that there is no impossibility. Indeed, 

change it] the adjunctions is an actual occurrence, for while Gttd 

Most High was in existence before every temporal phenomenon. He 

thereupon becomes contemporary with it, and then He exists after 

it: and the change in the adjunctions causes no change in Himself. 

Likewise here. His being the knower of the known fact constitutes 

an adjunction between His own knowledge [as a structure] and that 

intelligible fact, so when the intelligible fact changes only that adjunc¬ 

tion will change. MS I85a 

c. An objection has been raised [which includes also objections 

d„] aud c,)J,N? to the effect that knowledge consists in the actual pres¬ 

ence of a continuing form that lias the requirement that it be in 

adjunction with its intelligible object.145 and [the form] changes with 

the change of the intelligible object. Thus the knowledge that is held 

by someone who know? that Zayd is ill the house will undergo 

change when he leaves, the house; because the knowledge held pre¬ 

supposes an adjunction with its particular known fact, and it will 

not become linked with any known fact other than that one via the 

jsamc] lirst linkage. Someone may know that a given thing is not 

existent, but when the thing comes into being then that person conics 

to know that the thing actually is whatever it is.,u Thus the adjunc¬ 

tion and (he adjoined attribute would change at tire same time. 

Ml MS gLflisws.i ], "ITiis objectin is l>)y] Abu aL-Hasau ai-bam. 2. Another objec¬ 
tion (cf,) i& UiiVi for its real face hi be a Fuiutv uccunvncK Is, difiesi-nt (him its ivnl 
fart heiny « past occurrence, no a knowledge of this [laiter] e-a.se would Ik- diffcteiu 
from a biovvledg? of ilmi [former] cy&e, irwlecd, itee difference in a linked emity 
logically rcquiri*? n dillensncp' in the knowledge |rha.t comprehends] them both. 

Another objection £c.) |liofo| is [the lh;:i| that ihe condition for the knowledge 
of a [part] event is that its occurrence bits already taken place., and the condition 
for the knowledge i>f an event rhat will yiji ooctII" is ihe lack of its rieraitt'enc.-tr pin 
I lie present], so if [rhe ai’iiarrciir] were (n br [irefomiuilaccd Lnro] one [statement] „ iho-js? 
would be no ddferenfc between ihe condition for eadi [part]. 

lAt In L and. T tin- two nouns are JcfiniLe j.nd have the pronominal suffixes, 
"‘its"'; in the MS bmh nouns are definite anti the suffix is on the first ttuuu only, 
whole in MS Garrett Ijoth nouns are indefinite 4Pid without suffixes. 

Iq+ The texu -differ and appear to lie corrupted mi this term. L 3&1.I9 appears to 
read [SyiKi*]; T 12-1 reads [luysu]; MS (Jarrell 989Ha reads “an existent’3 [eiihw- 
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Indeed, when a knowrr knot's a certain, thing the adjunction is 

specific to iL, jit) that if he were to know only in a genera! sensed45, 

then that [knowledge] would not be sufficient for film to know a 

particular,'46 Rather* the resulting knowledge would t>c new knowl¬ 

edge requiring For itself a new1 adjunction and structure tor itself [i.c.* 

knowledge as structure] newly made for it* a new and Specific adjunc¬ 

tion different from both the knowledge in the preceding situation 

and the [former] structure by which it was realized.. Thus., if the 

state of the known intelligible object should vary cither from the 

aspect of [its] nonexistence or existence* then the state of the knuwer 

having the knowledge must also vary, not only in the adjunction 

with the knowledge itself, hui j simultaneously] in it. and in the knowl¬ 

edge [structure] to which that adjunction is concomitant 

Rut truly* [God] docs know particulars in a detailed manner* as 

wc will show. 

f. Objection It us been raised that [God] Most High does not know 

whatever is unlimited [in nature], [This is] because 

1. the unlimited would not be distinguishable*11' while every 

intelligible is distinguishable, so something unlimited would not be 

an intelligible object; therefore tire Creator Most High does not know 

whatever is unlimited in nature, otherwise the unlimited would Ire 

intelligible* which is contrary to the hypothesis, Further, [it is] because 

2. if [God] were to know what is unlimited in nature then He 

would have knowledge [structures] without limits, 

f,- a-1. [In answer to (his reasoning of the opponents* wc [Isfnhanc] 

say that] the conclusion is false* and the premise is likewise. To 

explain the inherent logic here, it is that the knowledge held of each 

intelligible differs front lire knowledge of anything else, because it 

would tre possible for one thing to be an intelligible: find something 

different not to be an intelligible, So* if the intelligible objects of 

knowledge should be unlimited [in number], then the knowledge 

[structures] would also Ire unlimited [in number]. As for the falsity 

jiidl* providing the tense of the context. The MS reach [ayshu], and has this mar¬ 
ginal gloss: "l.c., whatever ttiiivg it it" [ayyu shay'hi a colloquial votur-jedon. 

As, the quitidicy of Lnankinri. 
l4t As. (he quiddhy of Zayd. 
'' MS gl: Othenvinr. it would haw a dHinauati.riri and a boundary by which il 

would Ln- rtiAlingiiisihabte amt divisible from others, and if it should have a bound¬ 

ary |h(n ■( would not be something unlimited; but this ii contrary to the- aj^umcnL. 
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of (he conclusion, chat is because it implies that chert would he 

within the knowcr an unlimited [quantity] of existent things, which 

would he impossible, 

f. -a,2, [Baydawi'sJ answer to the first [part of this objection] is that 

the intelligible ihat is known would include each one of these [exam¬ 

ples);, and each one of them would be distinguishable* MS IBob 

and each one would be unlimited. To the second |part of the objec¬ 

tion] [Baydawi] answered that the knowledge subsisting in The essence 

of [God] Most High l, 362 is a single attribute,, but its adjunc- 
tion linkages are unlimited [in number], and so likewise are its linked 

materials, and it is admissible for an unlimited | quantity] to exist in 

both tlte [categories of] adjunction Linkage and linked materia], 
g. A counterobjection lias been raised against [Baydawi’s] first 

answer to the effect that jin it] the claim is that God Most High 

knows Lite unlimited; thus the unlimited would tic an intelligible 

object, and every l’ 176 intelligible object would be some thing 

distinguishable, so then, the unlimited would be something distin¬ 

guishable. But to grant that everything distinguishable would be lim¬ 

ited would imply diat ‘something unlimited1 would be 'something 

limited1. A correction [to this point] would be that the major premise 

should be rejected, as the limited and the unlimited1*11 are two 

[different] intelligible*, but the limitation of the unlimited cannot be 

inferred From that fact. 

h. Another counterobjection might be raised against [Baydawi’sJ 

second answer [i.e,, to part 2 of the objection] to the effect that the 

knowledge of each thing would be different from the knowledge of 

anything else, and therefore, the knowledge subsisting in [God| 

Himself would not he [merely] a single attribute. 

Baydawi said; L 362, T 176 

G'owli&y 2: God’s ‘ktmt'ttdge' and ‘power* ore mtiim distinct from fits essence 

a, [God] Most High is Omniscient with n ’knowledge5 that is both 

L distinct from Hrs essence, [this statement] being at variance 

with the majority of the MuLtaz,ilahs and 

|4* The MS here cmulemcF, the term “unHnuted1' wiflh a retaiivie pmnniiu issua 

al-mutanahJ wa-ghayrahu,]. 
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2. i& nol united with |His essence, this statement] being at vari¬ 

ance with ili-e school ol the Peripatetic philosophers.31* 

h. Further, [the ca&e] is likewise with {CitxFsJ 'omnipotence*, hi 

OUT | KnvtktwPs] view, it is int.uili.cm that m&Kes Hie distinction l^lwAtn 

when we say, “[God] Himse[f”,J1° and when we say “[Cod] Himself 

is ‘omniscient’1 and 'omnipotent,’11 

c, Moreover* [God’s] knowledge is cither 
3. a special adjunction,—this being what tine two jscholars] of 

the Jubba'i family called the "omniscience [of God]V51— or 

4. it is an attribute lbat requires ihis adjunction,-- this being 

the doctrine of most of our [Aihacirah] colleagues,15IL—or 

NS nr lal-Mashshi^tyfiti]. 
IM: Literally: ’’His cssenceM [dhatuhuj. 
111 With regard to God's knowledge the distinctive term p&UjnJyah] seems beat 

translated its ‘‘divine omniscience"', or “'omniscience [of God.].” With regard to 
huiitiil knowledge it would seem besL Lo sprats of '‘| human) bjonlitd^atnliiy.n 

Richard M, Frank fxpowwfe the matter of "the Attribute of rhe Essence71 
(Chapter 3, pp. 53 57), together wirh "the Essential Attributes17 (Chapter 4, pp, 
3& ff.j in his honk, BeiRgi and dhetr Attributes: Iht. 'Jiathia^ of ifu Bturiart Sthmi of iht 
Mil 'tti.yia in the Classioai Period [(Studies in Islamic: Philosophy and. Science} Albany: 
Slate Univrraty of New York IVess, 14715]. His explanation cover* the (wo prnb- 
letEts, why rhe “Knowledge of Cod'" and the “Power if God11 arc distinctly different 
irom God llirnself, and why they are diflerent from God's ‘Omniscience1 and His 
'Omnipoteiife1, 

Frank writes: KAu 'essent^Vthingritself (dJiit) is dial of which predication is made; 
ir is net said oJ anyrhing else” (op. nit., p, 53j. Arid further, <u,|1ie essential atrrib- 
utes are dsLliLiauUlifd as tLuw- that belong to a thing ‘by virtue of the way it is in 
itself1; they axe net themselves "the way the thing is trt itself’ but manifest the 
ees&ic^/thing-ksdr as it is in itself'" (tip. rit., p. 58j. 

Abu Hashim al-jttblKfi taught that (he essence of an entity can lx indicated only 
as the entity7* being itself; that is, the entity in question is the entity itself The 
‘essence1, catinoi be nsfd s.j a predicate to indicate something else. Hu) remain oiher 
things and qualities n±c«83iily refer lo ihr 'essence'. These are the 'essential attrib¬ 
utes'. which at this point In Baydawi's book are illwatdl Ivy the ‘knowledge-1' and 
‘power' of God. These are e Vienna! qualities, (attributes)'., if wr are (o distinguish 
intelligently between our saying "God Himself", ami out saying '‘(Joel Himself has 

‘knowledge1 and ‘power.’"’ God (an essence) is known by these essential qualities. 
Then, what kind of knowledge and power arc meant? The knowledge and power 

m.a>1. be 'characterized' .modified by an adjective), so the terms ‘omniscient' and 
‘omnipotent1' are atldud to the ‘knowledge1 and 'jxjwer', respectively. They too, 
arc not themselves (he 'knowledge' and ‘power’ which they modify, just as ‘knowl- 
etjgc7 and 'power1 arc not the ‘essence7 of God, to whom they are attributed. So, 
•a discslire begins to become evident between the 'essence’ arid the ’efisenlial atlrilx 
ule.s", ami between the 'essential attributes’ and their 'characteristics*. Thus, wise 
men struggle to de^fHhc the ictilily and wisdom into whose pies^riOC they come 
and which arc iliursiiLVincd for them l>y the “v-ayn of d&wiiligjii ottHlrcaititng,” 
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5. it; [consist of] the forms153 of the iiiteUigibies that subsist 

either 

a) Li l themselves these bring the ’Platonic idc-Ltlt" [— forms*], or 

b) in the essence of {God] Most High, this. being the doe- 

trine of most of the philosophers. 

Whichever it is. {God's knowledge] is something other than His 

essence; and the corruption of the idea of ‘union3 has been set lord] 

already.154 

An (tTgurtuwl opposing Jthe dvctrmt that God*S knowkdge and fmvtv art 

distinct Jrmi himsdf L 362:12;, T ! 76:$ 

a. {Our opponents] argue the following points. 

lr If [God’S knowledge] should subsist in Hjs essence then it 

would be a requirement for His essence: so, He would be both a 

passive acceptor and an active agent [of the knowledge! at the same 

time, which would be impossible. 

L—a, [Answer]: our position is that the answer to this point 
lias already been given,lSi 

2a. If |God’s knowledge] should be an attribute subsisting in 

His essence., and should be an eternal phenomenon, then die im¬ 

plication iis that there would be a multiplicity of eternal phenomena; 

but this doctrine is heresy, by the consensus [of scholars], [They 

argue] lCDo you not are that [God] Most High has reckoned the 

Christians as heretics in their doctrine of the Trinity? which is their 

affirmation of' rhe three Hypostases,, namely, ‘Existence^ 'Knowledge3 

and tlic 'Living nature’? Wh:i6 then do yon think of those who affirm 

the existence of eight or nine [eternal phenomena]* thereby imply¬ 

ing that there is composition in Himself?” [[This is because God's 

knowledge as being] an attribute would be to have a commonality 

in His eternity while being differentiated from Him by [the knowl¬ 

edge's] specific property [of bemg an attribute]. 

2b. [And if God’s knowledge should be an attribute subsisting 

in His essence], and should be a temporal phenomenon, then the 

implication is that temporal phenomena subsisted in His essence. 

F. carries a kui^EI cHiraticous spni nf pruit-cr’s nik over ihr truer [siid] hut the 
reading U defirtv “Jbcm'1 [ftiwar]. 

1H In Btmli 2, S^lkm ], Chapter 2, Topic above. 
]K) Hook L, Section t. Chapter 6, Tcspac 4, above. 
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2. -a. Gttr answer [to this reasoning] es that the doctrine of the 

‘eternity of essences11'1 fis what] constitutes herejy, this [doctrine] 

heing entirely apart front rite doctrine of 'eternal attributes'. 

Although the Christians have called, [the 'hypostases’], which they 

affirm to be certainties, ‘attributes1, still their posit ion, is that these 

[hypostases] arc essences in reality. They say thaL the Hypostasis of 

the "WonT, [l>y which] I mean ‘knowledge’,, transit:rred [itself] to 

the body of'Jesus, peace be upon him- and anything having the free¬ 

dom to move about is eui 'essence*. 

Furthermore* eternity is noncxktential in nature, so there would 

he no implication of composition [bring present in eternity] from 

cite commonality in it [Le., of the Word/knowledge with Jesus]. 

3, God Most High’s ‘omniscience* and His ‘omnipotence1 are 

both ■‘necessary1* ®o, they would not be the '‘effects’ of [Hri) "knowl¬ 

edge’ and ‘power’, 

3. a. Our answer [to this re-isoning] is that the ’dhdne omni¬ 

science’ is necessary through the 'divine knowledge’ being necessary, 

and this is due to Lhc requirement of |(Sh*i’s] essence that iL be so, 

i£ is not of itself so, any causation would be impossible. The case 

is likewise with the 'divine omnipotence’, 

4, If [God’s] Omniscience’ and 'omnipotence' should be fac¬ 

tors added [to His essence | L then [it would be a case of] 

I lis having need for something other [than His essence] in order to 

'know1 and to ‘exercise power‘s which would be impossible. 

4. a, Our answer |lo this] is that the essence of [Hod] Most 

High h as required two attributes of necessary causation for the 

[adjunctive] linkages of omniscience and [omnipotent] creativity. If 

this is whal you jibe Opposing disputant] mean by ‘having need’, 

we do not grant that it would be impossible, hut if you anean some¬ 

thing else, then make that clear. 

IJH L ikute rentls fin ibc sitsipilarl. VssLTitt'1 ^"dhaLlj but T, Mb (jarrell 233iS 
if. and MS Gatit-ll S89Hb (C 29b; 2) hmvt the plural [dlunritt]. as it is i» 
the Cwnfmefitary ai t, T 176, acirf MS l&04:7. 
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IsMiarti says: I. 363, T 176, MS [35b 

Corollary 2; Cad's “knowledge* and ‘pouvr' are entities disbud prom His essence 

[God] Most High is omniscient with a ^nowledgt;' that is 

a, distinct from His essence,^7 [this statement] being in contrast 

to the [doctrine of the] majority of the Mu'tazilah, and that is 

h. not united with His essence, [ibis statement] being in contrast 

to the [doctrine of the] Peripatetic philosophers,1 M for their postlion 
is that ‘knowledge’ is united with the ‘knower1. 

Likewise, [Gad] is omnipotent with a ‘power' that is distinct from 

Himself. 

V&m of the scholars of religion L 363:3, T 1 76:20 

Now, first of all let ns clarify each point of dissension, and let ns 

note what it is that each school is reaching, [Here] you should under¬ 

stand that those of our [Aslia^rah] colleagues who reject attributc- 

states make the assertion that [God's] knowledge itself is the [divine] 

omniscience, and that [God’s] power itself is the [divine] omnipotence, 

and these two are a [tributes lhas are added to the essence [of God], 

Abu "Ali [Muhammad] ad-Jubbtf [d 303/915-916], and his son, 

Abu Hashim [(Abd al-Sa!arn af-Jnbba% d, 1121/ 933], asserted 

1. that ‘omniscience’ and Omnipotence1 arc both additions to 

the essence [of God], 

2. but they are neither existents nor nonexistent but rather 

3. | "omniscience1 and "omnipotence’] are two ‘effects1 [produced 

by (rod’s| ‘knowledge' and ‘power1, 

4. [the 'knowledge’ and ‘power' themselves] are nol additions 

to the essence [of God], 

Among our fAsha'irahj colleagues, the knowledge and power are 

both additions15’ to the essence [of God], and both are existents. 

Abu Hashim took the position [hat the [knowledge and power] 

arc somewhat like attribute-states, but the attribute-state is not some¬ 

thing that may be known [directly], although the essence [of God) 

does give knowledge of it. 

1 ■ MS gl: Meaning that it is not identical to His. essence. 
| J1 L jT| abbreviated in the- MS: I.e., those who Learned Science and philosophy 

lb hti Aristolle along the paths, Lor Aristotle was actnitutned to walking,. 

,yi L And T mike ihe ending temirine for “additional’1 and masculine lor “evisi. 
e-JMfi,1’ The MS atid MS Garret! 939Ha make huth endings insseuliue 
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With us [of (Ik Asha^irah], [knowledge and power] are intelli- 
gpbles in themselves, and Abu. 4Ail al-Jubbasi grants that they are 
intclligibles. 

Qur | Aaha'irah | colleagues who nil inn die existence of the attributc- 
Stale^ assert thai the 'onniLidence’ of God Most Hii^h is an attribute 
produced by a causa] factor subsisting in I [is essence, and that causal 
factor is the [divine] "knowledge \ 

Those of our [A$hacirah] colleagues who reject attribute-states 
MS 186a have not taken the position that the 'omniscience' is pro¬ 
duced by a causal factor, namely, die [ divine j knowledge; but rather * 
they took the position that the [divine| "knowledge' itself is the [divine] 
"omniscience** because the evidence indicates nothing snore than the 
certainty that some entities are additions to die essence [of God]. 

But as. for the thin] matter,sr5,f there is, no proof for this at all1 
neither in the Observed Present&l nor in the Unseen [Creator's 

Authority] d“ 
The Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi| held that the doctrine of Abu 

Uashim that the attribute-state may not be known is absolutely falser 
because if something should be inconceivable in itself then we can- 
not possibly give judgmental assent to the assertion of its existence 
on any other basis.ltJ 

[Nash al-Din Fusij* author of the Tatkhis said that this requires 
consideration'."5* because if 

a‘ the meaning should be that when a thing is not con¬ 
ceivable as existing individually it is impossible to give judgmental 
assent to die assertion of its existence on any other basis, then that 
cannot lie granted. [This is] because "relationships1 are not con¬ 
ceivable as existing individually, hut assent can he given to ihe asser¬ 
tion of their exigence by means of some other entity. But if 

*' MS gl: 3.C., pjolhJ ihe omnisciem? and oimnjpnt;nrr [as lieing effects pro- 
duccd by the divine knowledge and powtrj [This is, believed to hr ihr lull sense 
of the laconic gloss. taken an referring 10 tbu: points listed by Ahu *Ali and Abu 
Hushim d-Jublkih. Ed.] 

1,1 MS u;l; Namely, among mankind. 
iuJ MS gl; Namely, the Creator Most High. 

For this Eti-e Isfaham’E statement on (he page preceding here. Although the 
sbVTie terminology is not in the MvhasSaL Lexl of" Radi's disenssion of the LaLtriL‘iu(f> 
HSlf’ !pp. GO 6+) oor in hiis- discussion of'God’s knowledge’ [ftp, IG5 i G&). Itfahatli 
Um dearly paraphrased (be positions of Rad mid Abu Hashim from pp. 60-61 as 
the topic opens, 

,w Isfahana again pantphraROS from l usi, (on p. Gl and his nnt^ I and 2). 
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hj the meaning should th;it something 14 not at all con- 
ceivahU:, then [the Statement of the Imam Razi] would be true. 

One must understand chat it appears from the statement of Abu 

Hashim that the attribute-state may not he known in Itself\m although 

the essence [of God] does give knowledge of it, and in that case 

what (he Imam [RaziJ said would be true. 

Vlews of the philosophers L 36%\22, T 17fi:34 
As for the philosophers, while they [all] believe that 

aj two beings would! not emanate fnumIEfi [God] Most High 

because of the fact that He is a single reality having no plurality in 

Hi]n from any aspect, and that 

b) He is neither a passive acceptor [as substrate] for any 

thing nor an active agent L 364 lor itr they have otherwise differed 

[among themselvcsl. 

c) Thus, (he earliest of [the philosophers] excluded knowl¬ 

edge [as an attribute] from [God] Most High, in order to avoid the 

implication that He would be both an acceptor and an agent [of 

knowledge |. 

Plato Look the position that 

a) the intelligible Forms were self-subsistem, in order to avoid 

b) excluding knowledge from Him tile Most High, and [to 

avoid] 

c} the implication that He is both acceptor anti agent. 

The School of the Peripatetic?; rook the position that 

a) the agent of understanding unites with the intelligible, 

[doing so] in order to avoid [not only] 

b) excluding knowledge [from Him. but also) 

c} implying that He is both acceptor T 377 and agent, 

and [to avoid] 

d) [the notion that] the forms of the intelligiblcs were self- 

subsistenu 

lw M3 glosses: Ij l.e., may hoc hr kimwn al ait. L&, ns an individual. 
« MS; Far.hu}; L, T and MS OaxrciT m*ha; [mmhn| 
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The thtury of ibn Sina L 364:4. T 177:1 

Shaykh Abu tAh Ibn Sina 

a) asserted that knowledge belongs 10 God Most High, 
because He is an incorporeal beinq, and every incorporeal being is 
d knowing being: and 

b) lie rejected as false 

I j the doctrine lhac che intelligible formsllK? arc sclf-sub- 

datrnl. and 

2j die dtjcirinc that ihe knowing Intellect and the intel¬ 
ligible object arc united, and that 

3) the intdligiblcs arc united one with another; and 

c) he granted that the Necessary Existent comprehensively 

understands everything. 

Thus, [Ibn Sina] taught that, since (he Necessary Existent under¬ 

stands His essence through His essence. MS lfl6b and since [God's] 

essence is [itself] rhe Eternal Constituting Agent of existence, dial 

is, [ii is] die Primary Cause for [all] realities possible, the fact rhat 

He does understand the whole [universe] by His understanding of 

His essence through llis essence^ implies that [indeed] He is the 

Eternal Constituting Agent of existence. Therefore, His understand¬ 

ing of the whole universe is an effect that is concomitant to His 

essence, because knowing the cause is itself the primary cause of 

knowing the effect.1™ 
Therefore, the forms of everything in the whole universe, that is, 

ail the intelligible objects of [God's] understanding,1® arc concomi¬ 

tants arriving subsequently to the reality of His essence, as an effect 

is subsequent to its cause, but they do not exist within the essence 

as constituent factors of ii. Moreover, this whole abundance of intel¬ 

ligible s has come about according to arrangement^ and this great 

abundance of concomitants to the essence [of God], whether they 

1157 MS: ‘fomf■ [sjQrahj jn the singular; other sources give tIk1 plural, 
,w Arthur J. Arlwrry lias compiled a link anthology ol liLs tf^nilatifliis from Ibn 

Sliu’s wrLutLgK which he Thlerl arc [(VVIkiIhiivi isE'ihe Kasr Series! l/m- 
don: J. Murray. [l^!il|.J A chapter taken from Ibn Sina'a At at 'Arshtyn titled 
“On the Nature of CocT, has a subsection, “God’s Knowledge11 {pp. 33-3+).. 'ITiis 
postage contains roaiiy of" the same SMieTuftiYB that Isfahan! ha* collett-wl hepe. In 
iL there is some logical progression Throughout anrt tlie tone is one of priuse of 
God, This can be said also of Isfahan's commentary at this point. No similar pas- 
Wfcv was found in Ibn Sin as al'hkaml MM-al-Tmibihat. 

m Jti L, T and MS Gacrnt 11!f9Ha the pronoun suffix is masculine indicating 

God as the amecedeni, this being the logical «nse; but in the MS it is Ferninine, 

thf: scribe apparently assuming that "entirety” [karbnthj was the antecedent. 
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arc distinguishable or not distinguishable [irum His essence, do not 

nullify the unity of' their Primary Cause that serves as their substrate, 

namely, the unity of [God’s] essence, equally whether those [abun¬ 
dant] concomitants arc inhering in the essence of the Cause,L;0 or 

they are separate and distinct from it. 

The First [Cause], the Most High, receives [from ardent believ¬ 

ers] by the ascription [of praise] a greal abundance of concomitants 

both adjunctive and non adjunctive, along with a great abundance 

of negations. On that account: His names, have multiplied, but that 

has had no influence upon His ovm unity. In summary, the Necessary' 

Existent is One, and TTis unity due1? not cease because of the abun¬ 

dance of intelligible forms [inhering] in Him., 

Critical rtuiziv of ibn iheoty L 1164:16, T 177:10 

Now., in objection to |Ibn Sina]. the fallowing jjoiiits have been 

made showing that hLs doctrine ihat the concomitants of the Finsl 

[Cause] have inherence in His essence is the same as saying that 

a) a single entity may be both passive acceptor and active 

agent1” at the same time" and 

b) the First [Cause] is characterized by attributes that arc 

neither adjunctive nor negative, for the 'forms of the intelligihlcs" 

that arc inherent in His essence are real attributes; and 

c} !God] is a substrate for the gTcat abundance of realities 

posable that are the 'effects’ of His 'causation/, for indeed the forms 

of all the Intelligible^ are (he effects of His causation and they are 

abundantly manifold; and 

d) [GckTs] Fin! Effect is not distinguishable from His essence, 

lor then His First Effect is the form of the First Intellect which 

inheres in His essence; and 

e) [Cod] Most High brings nothing into existence among 

the individual quiddities that would make His essence distinguish¬ 

able through His essence rather than through the things that inhere 

in Him. 

All of these matters are in contrast to the plain doctrine of the 

philosophers. 

But it is the nghl ot .^liaylth [Ibn Sina] to hold that there is no 

harm in any of these matter?;, T. 365 because indeed, [God] Most 

|jn MS gl: Such as th-f atirihulcs of tht Greater Mwt High. 

IM T, arui T: [qShitan wj-4a4iLan|. MS ttui MS Garertt yflyJIa: [tasLUn wa^pbiilan]. 
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High is the ‘Specific Existence' who characlciizca ‘absolute existence1. 

Thus,, there arc two aspects of IIis nature, the aspect of His ‘specific 

existence1 which is His real nature, and the aspect of His ‘absolute 

existence', which is one of His properties,17* 

[Seeing that is the case], it IS not ail impossibility 

a) that He should be both a passive acceptor of and active 

agent for the forms or the intelligible? MS 187a ah arranged in 

order; nor is it an impossibility 

b) that real attributes should inhere in His essence, nor 

c) that He should be a substrate lor all His own effects, nor 

d) (hat His 1’irsi Effect should not he distinguishable from 

His essence, nor 

e) thaL He should not bring anything into existence among 

the individual quiddities except by the mediation of entities already 

inhering in His essence.1™ 
New, [if a disputant should say] all these things were impossible, 

jsuch a position | would be based op the proposition that there is 

no plurality in the Necessary Existent the Most High in any respect 

whatsoever. But this inference is ruled out, because indeed, in His 

nature there are two aspects, orte of them bring the ‘specific exist¬ 

ence’ and the other the ‘absolute existence'. Lee no one say that 

'absolute existence1 is only a :theoretical matter1 and that the theo¬ 

retical is not. valid to serve as a cause for something ‘existential1. 

Indeed, our [Isfaliatri] position is that it would riot be admissible ibr 

the theoretical to be the ‘active agent' for something existential, but 

it would be admissible for [the theoretical] to serve as the condi¬ 

tion' Ibr the effective causation of the ‘active agent3, or as the ‘con¬ 

dition for passive receptivity", as they affirm among themselves1^ in 

the case of the “first Emanation."’1 

However, what is implicit in the doctrine of Shaykh |lbu Sina] 

is that [God] Most High would not know n particular detail in a 

detailed manner because knowledge in a detailed manner of the 

particular detail would require that the form of the particular, as a 

' MS gl: U, one of His acndcntal qualidds. 
' MS gl: Meaning that a gwcn ensdey may have bein^ :-nnoRg the iii(liviriu.«L 

essences, 
,Ji MS gl: [Namely], (lie ClrractYr Mtwa High. 
Ifi M5i gl. (c, amott^ cbf: philosophers. 
I,T_ MS ql: l.r., the ‘I'irst hilctlcrL’ [a being }WKKlLiced by God, huL not Iw Emanation]. 
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particular, be inherent in 11 is essence, But the particular, as a par- 

liculaiy sometimes changes., so, if the form of [he particular that is 

inherent in His essence should not also change when the particular 

detail changes, then it would {appear to] imply | His] ignorance [of 

the fact); but if [the form of the particular detail) should change, 

then it would imply a change in His real attribute. 

hfidumi his fvrrmmis cm Boydawi's iopw L 365: 1 4. T Mil'll 

Lt'l us return now to our commentary on the subject matter in [Iiay“ 

dawTsJ book. 

Our author's statement is that for us, intuition makes the di-s- 

tinction between when we say, “[God Himself)1 and when we say, 

“[God Himsdf] is 'omniscient1 and ‘omnipotent.1” 

This statement is a (logical) indication that [Cod] is omniscient 

by a 'knowledge that is distinct from His essence’, and that He is 

‘omnipotent by a power that is riisiint^ from His essence1. A fuller 

statement of this would be that if knowledge and power should not 

be distinguishable from the essence [of GodJ, then there would he 

no difference bet wee n our saying. “[God Himsdf]", and our say¬ 

ing, “[God Himself] is ‘omniscient1 and Omnipotent/1 Hut such a 

conclusion would be lake. localise intuition does distinguish between 

these two statements. 

Furthermore.‘ knowledge is either 

a. a special adjunctive relationship between the jdivine] knower 

and the intelligible object of knowledge, dm ‘relationship’ being what 

the two [scholar) of (he Jubba'i family, Abu cAli and Ills son, Abu 

Hashiin, called ‘omni science' h or 

b. [knowledge] is art attribute that requires that special adjunc¬ 

tive relationship, this being the doctrine of most of our Asha'hah 

colleagues, MS lfl7b or 

e, [knowledge] consists in the forms of the inteUsgibles that arc 

self-subsisting, namely, the Platonic ‘ideals1 |or, 'forms’],|,K or 

d. [knowledge] consists in the forms of the intelligibles that sub¬ 

sist in the essence ol [GodJ Most High, as is the doctrine of Shaykh 

Abu 4AJi Ibn Sins and bis followers, 

l?1 MS gl: [Here i$] « second loyqutl iiidieatinii. 
1 15 L I’t. Halo lOuk llae pUsilioia Chat For every itiLeUij'iLilr then1 is an ideal 

[niichaJJ, iMi is hi tSKrtiaJ exiiLetK# and that is stflF-sutwisciii^ when [lie soul gains 
a. perception of ir. | Fmoi chfi Sharti 7‘iJupir,] 
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Now, whichever [of these lour theories] in may be, [knowledge] 

is some thing other than ihe essence of [God] Most High. The fal¬ 

sity of the doctrine that the agent having comprehensive under¬ 

standing would he united with the object of understanding was 

discussed earlier where wc explained die invalidity of such union.hy 

An atgutnetil opposing the doctrine that God's knowledge and power are 

distinct from himself L 3f>3;23, T 1 77:34 

ITinsc who s^-v that God Most H]g[i is noi ‘omnisciciu’ by a knowl¬ 

edge distinctly different from His essence, L and is not ‘omni¬ 

potent' by a power distinctly dihiLTcnt from Himself have presented 

an argument having fonr points, 

a. If an attribute should have subsistence in the essence [of God] 

then His essence would require ii [to be there], [This is] because, 

if an attribute should subsist in Himself then the attribute would 

have need lor Himself by the inherent logic of an attribute having 

need for what it characterizes. Thus, cite attribute would be 

3, a possible reality through itself since anything having need 

for something else would be a possible reality in itself. But [the 

attribute] would he 

2. necessary through a cause, and that cause would he no other 

than the essence [of GodJ characterized as tin attribute, T E 7H so 

the essence [of God] would require [the attribute], and [God Himself] 

therefore would be both an acceptor and an agent at lhe same lime, 

which is impossible. 

a. -a. The answer to this point, we hold, has preceded in the dis¬ 

cussions on cause and effect,1® deriving from [the fact] that it is 

admissible for the One to lie both An acceptor and an Agent. You. 

have come to know 4 (hat [God] Mo$l High k a ‘specific existence', 

of which "absolute existence' is a concomitant, Thus, with reference 

to [God], lliece are two aspects, and thus it is admissible for Him 

to be both a passive acceptor from one aspect and an active agent 

from the other aspect. 

b. If ail attribute should haw subsistence irl [the essence ol ^ ■ od] 

then |the attribute! would have to he either 1. eternal, or 2. temporal. 

I. yl: In [Bfhik, 2. Section ],] rand^r Chapter 2: QjjmEitfcs ram properly anrib- 
ittabEe tr* (itsd. " L'opic 3- ora the esriaaoLi of ‘Union" from [Ci-od |. 

IS1 Book I, Section 1, Chapter 6. Tqjit: 4, above. 
Al L, T And MS Gamtl 98&Ha read [‘dlinLtaJ, buL the MS has faralta], 
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(I.) If [the attribute] should Ik-: eternal. then this would imply 

a) [the existence of | a great abundance of eternal phe¬ 

nomena. and the doctrine of a great abundance of eternal phe¬ 

nomena constitutes heresy by the consensus [of scholars]. 1& ft not 

dear to be seen, [they argue], chat [God) Most High has reckoned 

the Christians unbelievers by reason of their doctrine of the Trinity? 

God Most High has said, "They arc unbelievers who say thai God 

is the Third One among Three,” [Qur'an 5:73J llieir trinitarian 

doctrine is their assertion of the Three Hypostases, the Hypostasis 

of the Father, dik being 'Existence^ the Hypostasis of the Soil, litis 

being the *Word't oi\ Knowledge* anti the Hypostasis of the Holy 

Spirit, thin being ihe MJving Nature’, and [in ihe doctrine] die essetice 

[of God] is a unity characterized by these three attributes. ® 

Now, if someone who affirms MS iftfra the existence of three 

eternal entities is an "unbeliever*, then what do you think of some¬ 

one who affirms that there are eight eternal entities,1511 as is the doc¬ 

trine oi most oi the Mutakailknun, or [even] nine [eternal entities], 

as is the docirine of the Hanartyah [scholars] who hold that the 

‘production of being' is an attribute added to [God's] "omnipotent 

pcjwer in autonomous action3? 

b) Further, [if the attribute should t>e eternal, this would 

imply] that there would be composition in the essence of [God]; Ibr 

in that case, indeed, [God] Most High would haw a commonality 

with the attribute in His eternity, but would be distinguished from 

I he attribute by His own "specific:' nature,IK+ so composition would 

be implicit, as deriving both from the commonality and from the 

s|>edficityp bul it would be an impossibility. 
(2,) And if the attribute should be a temporal phenomenon, then 

the implication would bo that temporal phenomena would be subsist¬ 

ing in the essence of |Gtxl] Most High, which would be impossible. 

1>. a. Our answer to this point is that wc prefer to chink that the 

attribute sufjsisting in the essence of [God] Most High would be an 

eternal phenomenon. [Baydawi’s] statement is dial Uii& would imply 

aEr MS gl: These lliire are our i>i having subelantiaJity |Ji aJ-jawhariyahJ, i.e., 
fthtie is] one essence characterized by these dire*- substantial propenLes. 

lliese ljr,:[.u| the living nature, in auituitnim action, the will, knnwl- 
ttL&e, hearing, sight, speech and immortality, 

1M I .■ we'rpuramayyiz ■ - ■ [T: wa.yar:unayyi^ . . .] bf-khufCafyah- 
Thc MS and Garrett EKftftha: wa-yaiamayyiz . . . hi-fcimif]fliyartitL. 
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a great abundance of eternal [attributes]; dial we bold should be 

granted, [BaydawPs next] statement is that holding this [doctrine of 

plural eternal attributes! would constitute heresy by the consensus 

[of scholars]. 

We [Isfahan]] say that this [inference] should be ruled Out, If 

is the doctrine ol" ‘multiple essences1 being eternal that constitutes 

heresy, and this is entirely apart frorTi the doctrine of 'multiple eter¬ 

nal attributes’, 

If an objection should be raised that the doctrine of multiple eter¬ 

nal attributes also would constitute heresy, since Gtid Most High has 

reckoned the Christians '‘unbelievers’ because of their affirming the 

Three Hypostases, namely, Existence, Knowledge, and the Living 

Nature, which arc eternal attributes, then the reply would be that 

although the Christians call the Three Hypostases that they affirm 

to exist ‘attributes', nevertheless they hold that they arc ‘essences1 in 

reality, They believe L 367 that the Hypostasis of the Word, [by 

this] I. mean, the Knowledge, transferred Itself to the body of Jesus, 

peace upon him, and any tiling that is free to move about18* is an 

essence; thus, it is established that they hold the doctrine of multiple 

eternal essences, and for this reason God reckoned them ‘unbelievers1, 

Our opponents1 statement that 'composition would be implied in 

the essence of [(inti] Most High' thus would be an impossibility, but 

their statement that die essence of [God] Most High ban common¬ 

ality with the attribute in die fact of His eternity is granted. Likewise, 

their continuing statement lis granted] that [the divine nature] is 

distinguished from [the attribute] in [its] specificity'. But it may not 

he inferred from the commonality in erernhy and the distinction in 

specificity that there would be composition in the essence itself! [This 

is because] past eternity is a nonexistential [category], as k is a way 

of referring to the lack of anything antecedent, whether in such a 

"nonexistence”t!f6 or in any other [category] -10 ? So it may not be 

inferred (hat [here would be composition in the essence [of find] 

from the fact of the commonality' in an eternity that k nonexisfeiJ- 

tial in nature. 

c, Tire ‘omniscience1 of God Most High as well as His ‘omnipo¬ 

tence1 are each necessary [in nature]; and whatever is necessary 

111 MS gl: And desernd. 
I',, MS gl: wahLn dre eternity i>r liine-dt+fflcmri, 

MS gl: I.e., within just tLenuLy 
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would by its own necessity have no need for a enure, so tin: jclivint'l 

omniscience: is not caused by [he (divine] knowledge, nor is the 

[divine] omnipotence fcaused] by che [divine] power 

C.-a. Answer may be given that the * omniscience * is not caused 

only if it is something necessary of itself. Mb IfrBb but if it should 

be necessary bccau&c of something else, then it would be something 

caused. Omniscience is something necessary through rite [divine] 

knowledge, which [in turn] is necessary since the essence [of God] 

requires it, but omniscience as not something so necessary of brelf 

that causation would he impossible. Similarly, ^omnipotence” is some* 

thing necessary through the [divine] power, which [in turn] is nec¬ 

essary since the essence [of God] requires it; but omnipotence is not 

something so necessary of itself that causation would be impossible. 

d- If borh the ‘knowledge1 of |(iod| Most High as well as His 

'power should be additions to Hb essence, then in ruder to ‘know’ 

and to ‘exercise power He would have need for something else, Bui 

the conclusion is false, liccausr it would tic impossible that an Hist 

capacity as die Omniscient and Omnipotent One He should be in 

need of anything else. To explain the logic;d reasoning here it is 

that if both His knowledge and TTis power should be additions |to 

His essence], then in order to know and to exercise power 1 Ic would 

have need for knowledge and power, and so with knowledge and 

power being something other than His essence He would stand in 

need of those other factors, 

d„ a. The answer to this is that the essence [of God] requires two 

attributes, ^ rhese being knowledge and power, in provide neces¬ 

sary causation for the linkages of omniscience10* and [omnipotent] 

ilfl MS gi: The answer to thii [point] is Lbat the essence: of [God] Mrst High 
requires two real aitrilnilei which are the necessary causes for the linkages of omni¬ 
science pilmlyah] and omnipotent creativity [fj&dTy-tih]; that is. knowledge requires 
a linkage ivilh an inLfilbgibJr object of knowledge, and power requires linkage with 
a focussed object. of power. So If you |uf Lhe opposition! mean Gy His having need 
fur someihiiLis dine in respect to these two attributes, then your meaning, namely, 
these two attributes rcqniriaig Linkages with an intelligible object and a power -object 
[respectively]:. h not granted, as it is an impossibility. But if you mean something 
else, then nuke it clear, so ihm we may look ar ii and decide upon its validity or 
irs- fakir/. [From the commentary on Ekrydhivi's l^y HAhd Allah ihn Muhammad 
ai-Farghani aPlhri, d. 713/L 342.J 

Here in all SOniets used; ['ilmiyah]. Otherwise written as ['aliiitiyah] to dr^ 
igrtar* rite ‘'JiiiowliprigeaHJin'’! or in the cats: of the deary, rhe "omniscience." 
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creativity,Iyi'' through which the essence is omniscient and cmnipu- 

teni, So if tliis is what you [disputants of she opposition] mean by 
‘needing something else'1"1 then we do not grant its impossibility, 
But if you intend some other meaning by ‘being in necd\ then 
Captain it first so that we may form a conception and talk about it, 

You should know that research scholars have an excellent method 
for establishing [the fact of] the knowledge of the Creator Most 
High, Here is an explanation of it: 

L just as a knowing person has no need for any form in order 
to perceive himself other than the form of hiitudf by which be is 
himself, 

2. so also, in order to perceive what is produced by himself 
he will has':; no need in himself for any other Idrm than the form 
by which that product in what it is. 

Now, consider how in yourself you know something by a form 
which you conceive and which Is produced by you, not by yourself 
alone, absolutely,1^ but rather by some degree of participation with 
some other than yourself, In spite of that, you do not know that 
given form through another1113 but rather, just as you would know 
L 3hB Lbi-it Igivt: n| thing by that [givria] form, So you would ktlOW 

I hat form by itself, without (onus within you being multiplied. But 
ratlin, ii may l>e that there is only a multiplication within you of 
the logical considerations linking yourself with that form. Now, if 
your own situation with what is produced by you through your part¬ 
nership wills another should match this situation, (lien what would 
you suppose the situation might be of v knowing person with what 

'*> MS gb OjrmjscLerHx a-nrJ omnipotent t n-^tiviiy tw-e- adjunctive faemris. 
but in another | sc-nsc] they art' something discitvcL from [dnna] rhe atldhuEC liiat 
constitutes Jhr adjunction icwlf |dhat], it bcini^ [respectively] the ktimvledp; Afi<l 
power, 

111 MS gl: te-, Hu nr^d for something else,, thb being the linkage [of Has bn'iwl- 
edgr J with the jnidligihle 'and] libewi&y in ibr c-.^c of pow< 1, then this U granted. 
But we do not ^ratii lIih ir would bo an impossibility, for the Iwo of them arc 
adjunctive attributes, or real attributes capable tif having a adjunctive relationship, 
while the essence (alone] of God Most High dot's not suffice for the occurrence of 
an adjunctive relationship. 

MS i^l: Because a Lutetian beiny may nut he a ctuise for die ernanaliciEi of 
anviliing mom himself independently, rather [such an emanation] wtn.illI tie by ihe 
ttid ol' Mint who furcordfims, 

m MS gl: E.i.-., by somt other form, other wise the argument would he an infinite 
series. 
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is produced by himself alone without the intervention of anyone else 

in it? And it should not be supposed|M that your being the substrate 

for that form would be a condition for your knowledge of that form. 

\1S lt!9a But rather* the occurrencel<'1 <>I the form with you is a 

condition lor your knowledge of that T 179 iormf and your being 

a substrate for ihai form is a condition for the occurrence of that 

form with you, which [in turn] is a condition for your knowledge 

of it, So if that [given] form were to occur with you in some man¬ 

ner other than by its inhering in you* then the knowledge would 

occur without inhering in you. It as obvious that the occurrcnrc of 

a concrete entity with its activating agent, being [a phenomenon] 

included within the broader notion of il& occurrence with any being 

other than itself, would not be less fof a phenomenon] than the 

entity’s occurrence with its acceptor. So then the products which 

originate with an activating agent of himself occur with him but 

without inhering in him. Thus the activating agent knows them with¬ 

out their indwelling in him. 

If you are sure of this. (hen you should know thni the True One. 

may He be blessed and exalted knows His essence without there 

being any differentiation as such between His essence and His self- 

knowledge, for His essence and His knowledge are not mutually 

differentiated basically, but rather the differentiation is in the man- 

tier of rclcrcnoc. Thus. His self-knowledge is the same as His essence. 

And thus the knowing agent* the knowing activity, and the intelli¬ 

gible object of the knowing are one in the essence, with the 

differentiation being in the manner of reference. So His essence and 

His self-knowledge|4Jt are a cause for His knowledge of ihe First Ema¬ 

nation [i,e., the 'produced’ Intellect],151 so just as both causes^ that 

MS fit: This is the reply to- a supposed uUdruphoU, whose purport is that iin 
cbjccLko) may be raised that it would not be sufficient in the perception of the 
form of a tiling if die Jhnai ilsrLT were 10 occur. Rather the nred is for Lhe form 
of [the thing] to occur in the one who i^rceiva, because perception b ihe occur¬ 
rence of the Uiirtgs Jonti in. the jjeiveivcr. So it is. the perceiver’i being a substiate 
for die fonn of whal is perceived that is a condition for fjerceplion So llsJattuiii] 
replied by Saying, "And it should not be supposed , . 

ir' L gl: Ifetaiisc active Ittiowledge does not need inherence, in contrast to the 
passive (type], 

lw l"hi» MS and MS Garnett rln nra arid the phttiie, “S” His, px.vmicp.11 
y‘ L liitift #2: Thai is to say, tme of rhe rwo oauwifl is ibe essence of [God] 

Most Ili^h, it being a cause for the essislencc of the Fsrsc Emanation fi.c.n the ‘pr-o- 
duirctf Intellect], ubile the oilier cause is ihc self-knowledge of Irlian the Most High, 
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is, His cornet and Uis self-knowledge, art' basically one and there 

is no differentiation except as a manner of reference; likewise* both 

effects, that is, die First Emanation [i.e,, the produced Intellect] anti 

the knowledge of jOod] Most High of it, constitute basically one 

entity, without any differentiation that might require the first of the 

two to be diflbrcndated from the First [Cause] the Most High, while 

the second [of the two|'w would be fixed within it. For just as the 

differentiationm in the two causes is a manner of reference, it is 

likewise so Ln t3ie two effects. 

So then, the existence of the First Emanation [Le., Intellect! i& the 

same as the knowledge of it held by the Most High, without there 

being any need2!HI for some new ibrm to inhere br" the essence of 

the First |Cause]„ may He be csalted high above that [need for such 

inherence], Mow, 
a) whereas the foirifrtfW svb.ttame:c” fas btbsp] mekrstimd 

1) what arc riot their own effects through ihe occurrence 

of Ih eir2™ forms within them, and 

2) that is because the occurrence of something they have 

nor caused would only be by its inhering within them, and 

[I) the inherence within them of the form of [the uncaused 

thing] by which it has its identity would be impossible,—since what¬ 

ever would not be their effect would he either substance or accident 

and the inherence of either of these in them would be impossible, 

it being impossible for a substance to inhere in a substrate and it 

being impossible for an accident to move about,—therefore, 

4) [the true option] is determined lo be that its occur¬ 

rence among them would Ik: through (lie inherence of its lorm in 

i Item And 

b) whereas the ^ntellecfual substances' [os beings] L 369 understand 

1) that the First [Cause] is the Necessary Existent [God] 

Most High, there being nothing at all existent MS 169b that 

would not be the effect of the First Cause, 

it being a caunc lor Hi* kMtwledge of the First Emanation |1.e-, InietieetJ. The two 
cau&r-v, namely, Mis tssecLoe and His wlf-knowled^e, a*t basically one, and the 
hir&nerLTLsition in the imumei' of reference. 

MS git ].t., the (divine sd 1-J krvnwledgc_ 
'rt T and the two MS Miurces: [taghQyur]; L [taghjyyur]. 

m L, Min-wed by T. adds here a prcjcwiLiiinal suflis to read, “without its nredtn£.n 
Wl the MS alone addc here the preposition ‘‘in.11 

1 L and T add the idcntihinR1 pranormnaJ suffix. ‘‘their11, but it ss not in the 
MS ar MS f_!*rreu 5891U. 
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2) therefore, the forms of all existing things, both uni¬ 

versal and particular, however they may exist, will be occurring 

wi thill them,31* 

3) and fso] the First Cause [God] Most High knows all 

those substantial beings together with those forms,311 not forms other 

than them, but rather those identical substances and forms. And 

c) u u ttkemse with 'mstmtf1, however it may be in its entirety 

and detail, 

1} for the existence of the individual quiddities of all exis¬ 

tent things is [God's] knowledge, 
2] likewise the existence of the forms of the individual 

quiddities which inhere within the intellectual substances are His 

knowledge, 

3J likewise the forms of these individual quiddities which 

inhere within the incorporeal celestial souls, 

4) likewise the existence of the particular individual forms 

engraved upon the imprinted celestial souls; rather, all existence, rhe 

externally real, the mental coqsoreal and all else, constitute the 

knowledge of Him the Most High. 

God Most High said, 

“God has brought everything within Hts comprehensive under¬ 

standing.” [Qjjr^an 65; 121 And Ciod has said^ 

“No leaf that falls is unknown to Him, nor does a grain lie [for¬ 

gotten] within earths darkness, nor is moisture or dryness unnoticed 

in (His] Record of plain fact.” [Qur'an f>[59j 

“He knows what people bring with open hands and what they 

keep behind them.” [Qur’an 2:253 etc.] 

“Ho knows the treachery of lying eyes and of that which hearts 

would hide,” [Qur'an 40:19] 

41 He knows what secret there is and what is vet more confidential,1* 

[Qur'an 20:7] 

So it has been made dear that [GodJ Most High’s knowledge 

comprehensively understands all things, both universal and particular. 

■,ri MS t;L: I.E., tilt substantial arid rntdlcctiiaJ beings. 
** 111? MS, btttah]. 
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Baydawi said: L 369, T 179 

3, Godrs hiwig nature 

I he consensus [rjE stliolairsj js fhfll IGotl] Most Hifih is a living 

iMTng, but they differ op what this means. Hie philosophers and 

Abu al'Husayn [al-BasriJ took (hr position that His ’Living nature' 

is a term expressing the: validity at' His being characterized by 'knowl¬ 

edge1 and ‘power*. AL3 tHe rest [of the scholars] hold that it is a 

term for an attribute that requires (his validity. The evidence for 

[this attribute] is that if there were not such [an attribute]* (hen this 

validity being a property spccilk to [God] Most High would be a 

CflSC of preferra] without an agent of preferring^ But this [negative 

argument] is contradicted by the fact that [God] Most High docs 

have this attribute as a specific property, and so |such an argument] 

is overturned by the fact that His essence, so specifically qualified, 

would be entirely capable of making specification and requirement. 

Lsfahani says: L 369, T 179, MS lB9b 

3, God's Hiring nature 

The consensus [among scholars] is that [God] Most High is a liv¬ 

ing being,'*-0 but they differ on what the fact that He is a living 

being means. The philosophers and Abu al-IIusayn al-Basri™ took 

the position that His Jiving nature’ is a term expressing the valid¬ 

ity of His being characterized by 'knowledge* and 'power*. There is 

nothing in this situation'1 other than the essence [of God] that log¬ 

ically requires the exclusion of any impossibility.208 

The rest [of the scholars], that is, the majority of us [the Ashacirah] 

and of the Mu'pzibh, have taken the position lhaL [die 'living 

y" MS iujri L £t: BtvttLBst He is- [L adds-- held to t>e] oenniscietM. uuJ omnipo- 
u-in, .and every ommki^nr and onuitpoMirii hfing would a SLvLfkg being by inher¬ 
ent necessity. [From rhf SJiarA ‘iaqn¥.\ 

** MS gh Of the Mu'tazflali, 
M MS gL; Le,, between (In- essence and the validity rhere would he no inter¬ 

vening attribute; rather, it iff the essence chit requires the validity, and die exclu¬ 
sion ol' any mipoMtbility is consequent to the validity of Hb being chaiactfriaed by 
knowledge and power. 

* MS «i: I.e.f [he oxHusLoji of anything making it EmpngsLbJe for the [divine] 
essence to be characterised by knowledge and power. 
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nature'] is the term for an at tribute requiring this validity [i.r,s of 

God’s being characterized by ‘kncwlctlgc1 and ‘power1].. 

The evidence for this attribute h the fact that if there should not 

be an attribute requiring this validity, then for this validity to be His 

specific property would be a case of prefcrral without an agent of 

preferring. But this negative] proof is contradicted by the lact that 

this attribute does belong to Him as a specific property. A full state¬ 

ment is (hat if the [negative] proof should l>e valid* then the fact of 

His essence being specifically qualified by this aitribute would have 

to be due to some other attribute* otherwise;* it would be a ease of 

preferral without an agent of preferring* L 37Q which is implicitly 

an argument in an infinite series,—And this [negative] proof is over¬ 

turned by the fact chat His essence, 30 specifically qualified,. would 

be entirely capable of making this specification and requirement, 

Bavdawi said; L 370* T 179 

4, God's will 

The majority of scholars arc in agreement that [Cod] is an iagent 

of will', but they dispute as to what the 'will1 means. The philoso¬ 

pher teach that [the wiir constitutes [God's] knowledge of how all 

existence should be ordered so that it might be moat perfect, and 

they call [this aspect of His knowledge] a ‘president concern*. 

Abu al-Husayn [al-Basri]71,11 interpreted [the Svill1] as meaning 

[God's] foreknowledge of whatever [potcntial| henehr there might 

be in an action that would commend [its] existential causation, Al- 

Najjari'1 [interpreted the ■will] as meaning that [God] cannot be 

overcome or coerced. And al-Ka'hi ai-Balkhi [i.c.7 Abu al-Qasim al- 

Kafji al-Ralkhi] [interpreted the ‘will^ as meaning [God] Most HigFi’s 

"knowledge’ [as shown] in His own actions, and His ‘command1 [as 

shown] in the actions of [alf] others. 

** (Vologisn, d, 43ti/H14+. See article, HAbu al-Hu$ayn al-FUsri15* in 
En-I-IJ-SuppL, pp. by W, Maddung. 

,lB This scholar is probably (al-)Hu. b. M. a. 4A1. al-Najjar, 9th cent. A.D.- see 
the arricLci '"ai-Na^ar" by H.S. Kyheig amt KlLaLil ^Atharnim in En-1-2- Rtls. to 
him art; in (lie En-I-2 Index, and in J.R.T.M. Pntera, GWV Creased Speech, p. 
note 11p7- amt W.M. Watt, Fra TVcft' and Predestination iir Early Islam, p. ED6, etc.; 
and Shahrattant. Muslim Seels and Divisions., trans. A.K. Kazi &J.G. Flynn, p. 74. 
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The doctrine held by our [Asha^LralV] colleagues and by Abu '.All 

jaljubbidi] and [bis son] Abu Has him and by Qadi fAbd a l-Jab bar 

is that | God’s ‘will3] is an attribute, T 180 additional to and 

different from His 'knowledge5 and 'power’s, that serves a?? ail agent 

of preferring for some objects of His power over others. 

Our [Baydawi] own position is that the specification of some 

objects of t he divine power for coming into actual existence and of 

some of them to be made antecedent or subsequent [to others in 

coming to actuality'] certainly indicates thai there is an fagent of 

specification'. But this |agent of specification j is not the divine 'knowl¬ 

edge' itself, as that comes alter the intelligible object of knowledge, 

nor is it the divine power" [itself], AS this [power] relates to all 

things uniformly and so docs not make any specification, and die 

role [of the divine power| is to provide both effective causation and 

existential causation. TS'ow, an ‘existential cause1 as such, is not the 

same as an 'agent of preferring' as such, because existential causa¬ 

tion is based upon (he act of preferring. 

Let no one say: 

a. that the possibility of coming into existence of every temporal 

phenomenon would be specified for a particular point of time; or, 

b. rhst [a temporal phenomenon’s] coining into existence would 

be conditioned hy some celestial conjunction, or, 

c. [that a temporal phenomenon’s coming into existence would 

be conditioned J by [God] Most High’s knowledge of its happening 

at that particular time, or, 

d. [that a temporal phenomenon’s coming into existence would 

be conditioned] by what benefit there might be in its happening just 

then that would give ii preference. 

Indeed, it would be impossible for any opposition to come be¬ 

tween an intelligible object and what is most beneficial, and our 

position is that something impossible would no( become a possible 

reality. Our statement also applies to the aforementioned [celestial] 

conjunctions^ movements and positions, because, since the celestial 

spheres arc simple and as they are able to move in a certain way, 

just so they would be able to move in an opposite way, and they 

could move in such a way that their orbit would take another cir¬ 

cuit, and the still's could have an aspect different from what they 

usually have. 

Further, knowledge of the fact that some entity is about to exist 

would he linked wnth that entity only if it is [already God’s inlentionai 
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choice]1*11 that |thc entity] will cxijil. So the [factor of] intentional 

choice precede? the knowledge [ahout it), and thus [the inten¬ 

tional choice] is not derived from [knowledge about die entity], As 

for a 'proper concern* for what would be the most beneficial that 

is not a 'necessary3 [lactor],1*111 for reasons we will set forth. 

Our opposition armies that if" |God's] * will3 should lie linked to 

some oljjective, then the Creator Most High would be deficient in 

Himself while being made perfect by something other than Himself. 

But this would be impossible. 

'Hie answer |to the opponent! is I hat the Linkage fof God's Villi’ 

to soine ’desirable willed objective* would be made according to 

[God's] essence, not according to anything else. 

Isfahan! says: L 370, T ISO, MS 100a 

4, God's uriil 

Hie majority [of scholars] are agreed that [God] Most High ri an 

agent of 'will', but they arc in dinpuic as to wliat the 'will1 means. 

The philosophers hold drat the VilT of |God] Most High constitutes 

a. His knowledge of all existing dungs from 'eternity pasl3 to 'eter¬ 

nity future*, as well as 

b- [His knowledge] how all existence should be organized so that 

Lt will be in its most perfect aspect, and 

c, | His knowledge] how [all existence] should! be produced by 

Him the Most High so chat L 371 what exists will he in agree¬ 

ment with what is intelligible and in the finest of order, having no 

alien purpose Or selfish goal, 

The [philosophers] call Lhis [aspect of His] knowledge 'provident 

concern3, 

Abu al-Husayn al-Basri interpreted the 'will* as [God] Most High's 

foreknowledge of whatever [potential] Ijcrrefil there might be in an 

action to commend its existential Causation. Al-Najjar interpreted rhe 

'will* as [meaning] that He the Moat High cannot be overcome or 

411 "this interpretation is derived from rhe topical contcsL, rather titan fiwt titr 
bccr.vl test. Ocher suggestions are thar the [bi-haythj refers L) in the ‘probability' 
of fcomeihLng lK‘jng about to exist, or 2) to (he 'relevance' of something being about 
to odil bee also the note on the same passage in the Commentary. |fhl.] 

'[he senhe of L inadveruTilly ]nsrrted a, second :Lr" into [ri'iyah]. 
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coerced, AJ-Kabi al-Ralkhi [i.e„ Abu al-Q^am aTKa'bi al-Balkhi] 

interpreted the 'will' as [God's] ‘knowledge1 [shown] in His own acts, 

and as His 'command5 [governing] the acts of all others. ' In other 

words, al-K.acbi al-Balkhi interpreted the ‘will1 in relation to [God] 

Most High’s own acts as showing His knowledge in them, and in 

relation to die acts of others as fshowing] His governing command 

through |their acts|. 

The doctrine of our colleagues [of the Ashafirah] and Abu £Ali 

al-Juhba’i and his son, Abu Hashim, and Qadi 'Abd al-Jabhar, is 

That the ‘will1 is an attribute, additional to but differentiated from 

[His] knowledge and power, that is an agent of preferring for some 

of the objects of His power over others. 

Our [Mabani] position is that specification of some objects of 

[God’s] power lor realization [within existence], some being either 

earlier or later [than the rest]—their specification being for definite 

times with an option for their occurrence to be before or aEter those 

definite Limes, certainly calls for an agent of specification. That spec¬ 

ifying agent is not the [divine] knowledge itself-, because knowledge 
[of a thing actively] follows upon the [existence of that] intelligible 

known thing; [but the knowledge is] not followed [passively by the 

existence of chr intelligible], in older to avoid a circular argument, 

Further* [the specifying agent] is not the [divine] power [itself], 

because the relation of this [factor] to all objects of power and to 

all points of time would be the same, so it would not specify one 

object of power rather than another, nor [would it specify] some 

definite point of time out of all the others. Therefore, certainly there 

would be an attribute, other than both the divine 'knowledge* and 

’power". by reason of which some objects of [divine] power would 

he specially designated to become temporal phenomena raLher than 

others at some definite point of time rather than another; MS 190b 

lhaE attribute is the ’wiUf [of God]. 

Furthermore, included in the function of |divine] power are 'effective 

causation’ and 'existential causation’, these two [factors] being related 

to all points of time equally, hut the function of the Vi if is to give 

preference. The existential cause in itself is something other than the 

agent of preferring in itself, because existential causation is some¬ 

thing other than the act of preferring since existential causation is 

1U Ml$ eji: Le,, as Lwd Most Jliplrs command to His creature io perienn tlsoM 
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based upon the net of preferring, and what is based upon another 

thing is certainly different fmm that [other] thing,"1* 

1. [jet no one say that the: possibility of coming into existence 

of every temporal phenomenon would Ije specified, for a particular 

point of time, and that its occurrence would be impossible before 

and after that point of time, so for that reason its occurrence is 

specified for that point of time. 

2, Or* [let no one say| that every temporal phenomenon's exis¬ 

tence would be conditioned upon a conjunction of the [celestial] 

spheres, such that"13 when God Most High created the spheres He 

created in (hem natures, that move them by themselves, and then 

through the causation of these natures these [aforementioned] tem¬ 

poral phenomena are generated in our universe, and consequently 

the elemental temporal phenomena are bound up with the con¬ 

junctions of the celestial spheres. Then, |sincej the conjunctions of 

the spheres have definite schedules in which it is impossible for one 

that is Liter to precede or for one dial is earlier to retard, the ele¬ 

mental temporal phenomena are likewise: and, in that care, they 

have no need for an agent of specification. 

3, Or, [let no one say] that [Grid] Most Flight knowledge 

L 372 that [a temporal phenomenon's] coming into existence would 

be at that [particular] point of time is what gives it preferraL 

Indeed, [find] Most High is omniscient of all things, so He knows 

which of ihem actually will occur and which of them actually will 

not occur. Further, (lie existence of what God Most High knows is 

nonexistent would be ari impossibility, and the reverse is that of 

course His knowledge of [the temporal phenomenon's] occurrence 

at that point of time gives it preferraJ. Indeed, whatever is contra¬ 

dictory to something intelligibly known would be an impossibility, 

4. Or^ j let no one say] that |God'sj knowledge of the benefit 

there might l>e in [ihe temporal phenomenon's coming inio exist¬ 

ence] *u ihat point of time is what gives ii preferral. 

Indeed, whatever is contradictory to something most beneficial 

would be an impossibility, arid God Most High comprehends all the 

intelligible^ so lie would be completely aware of the good and the 

■'* MS jjl: It., the rhiiiR (hat depends is something- other than l3ic lIllcll; dial is 
deprnHi'd upon, 

v ■ Reading; with T, asid MS (rant-tt 9fl9Ha fbi-Luicia khalaq Allah]; the MS 
rv&tb.: [fa-lrma. Allah ui'Sla* Idial&q], 
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-evil there might be itt them. The knowledge that an action holds 

benefit is preeminently unique in that it is something that motivates 

existential causation. For when we know that there is in an act some 

good that is free from harm then that knowledge motivates us 10 

perform that action. 

[However, (lie Foregoing positions are eiol tenable doctrines.] For,, 

indeed, our [Isfahani] T IB I doctrine is [as follows]: 

la. Il is not admissible that the possibility of coming into (exist¬ 

ence of a temporal phenomenon21* should be specified for a parties 

ular point of time, [If it should be] otherwise:, then before that point 

of time that temporal phenomenon could not possibly have existed, 

and then it would have become possible for it to exist, but this 

[change] would be an impossibility because something impossible 

cannot become something possible,"17 

2a. Nor is it admissible MS 191a diat the agency specify- 

mg [the coming into existence of temporal phenomena] should be 

the celestial conjunctions^11* motions and positions, for then the dis¬ 

cussion about those conjunctions, motions and positions would be a 

repetition of the discussion about the [aforementioned] temporal phe¬ 

nomena. since the temporal origination of the conjunctions, motions 

and positions would have to be front some agency of specification. 

The spheres are simple.■r'" and just as it is possible for them to move 

in this [particular usual) direction, namely, that the limited system 

[of the first sever] (planetary} spheres| moves, from the cast to the 

west while [the eighth], the sphere of the fixed stars, [is moving] in 

the opposite direction* it also would be possible for them to move 

in die reverse of this, namely,, that the limited system [of the first 

tln MS utr Eliis is ihc answer tr> [Isfahani's] statement: I. :tLei no one say that 
the possibility of coming into existence of every temporal phenomenon . . etc,. at 
the beginning of (he “Let no one say1'1 [paMige]. 

2:1' MS sj: This recjiLiines. consideration, because this impossibility is an impossi¬ 
bility of susnelhmg else [hi-al-srhayrj, bill it dues not esdude whai is possible;, die 
impossible is only an inversion of whal is essentially impossible into what is essen¬ 
tially possible. 

*10 MS gb This is the respomt to [Isfoliani’a] siaremcm, “Or, 2, [Let no one 
say] that every temporal phenomenon's ^stvnce would be coiiditioned upon a ioji- 
jmieiiori. .etc. 

fl3 MS g[\ For it they are simple, (hen all positions [awda*] io relation to them 
asre filial. But this recymx'S oonskleiaticm. Why would iT nest In: arhni±nhlr fur that 
to be true Lsn account of the matter or form of every sphere, since the primary 
matters and forms of the spheres are varied, or on account of other factors which 
the mind of mao is unable Its perceive? 
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seven [planetary) spheres) would move from the west to ihe easi 

while the [eighth] sphere of the fixed stars [would move] from the 

cast to the west. Further, just as it is possible for [the spheres| to 

mow so lhat ihe zodiac presents ihis. particular aspect, just so it 

would be possible lor [the spheres] to move so that the zodiac would 

be in another circuit different from this particular one; and, just as 

it is possible for the stars to be in the direction |in the sky] they 

are now, just so U would be possible for them to he in a direction 

different from what they are in now. That being the ease, we then 

may transfer the |earlier] discussion to the conjunctions, motions and 

positions of tiie spheres, and then the argument would not be an 

infinite scries. So, there is no other option but to rest the matter 

before God Most High. 

3a. [Nor is it admissible that the coming into existence of a 

temporal phenomenon at a designated time should be conditional 

upon God’s knowledge of its happening at (hat time.] The knowl¬ 

edge^ that a particular tiling is to become existent will become 

linked with |that thing] only if that thing is [already' God’s inten¬ 

tional choice] to become existent,Kl since knowledge that a tiling is 

to become1- existent follows upon the fact that fihe tiring] is the 'inten¬ 

tional choice1 to become existent. So, the intentional choice is aiite- 

ccdent lo the knowledge [about the thing]. Therefore, its being the 

Intentional choice to become existent is not because of the knowl¬ 

edge [linked to it], [If it should be] otherwise, a circular argument 

would be implicit, 

4a. Nor is it admissible that [God’s] knowledge of ihe benefit 

ihere might In: in some act should he the agent of preferring for 

it.2*2 That would he admissible only if a 'proper concern for what 

is most beneficial' should be a 'necessary' obligation upon God Mo^t 

MS jjl: Thb; u the response Io [lsfchani's) staLteTnepil, ‘“Or, 3. fLct no -one 
siiyl that [Gch£1 Mart High’s knowledge that [a teTfiporal phenmtfiWn^s] corning 
Lntfj rxistenOt: wo»il(l he it char [particular] point tif time is whai gives it prefcnral.9" 

7i' More literally:: ^onlty if the thing is [held/taken] io regard lo its becoming; 
existent." [YVa-akiLtn bi-an aJ-shay1 sa.-yiijad itinania yua'alhtj bihi idh» kbin al- 
sliay1 bi-hayih sa-yupul li-aium id-'iLm 1m-jituui al-shay1 st-yijjacl taba' Li-kawnihi bs- 

bisyth H-jT^ad fa-al-^aythiyah ssfoitiah ‘als’ ntoirnj, 
722 MS gl: This is the response to [Isfahan i'$| statement,—Horf 4. fLct no one 

say] thin [bud's] knowledge of the benefit there might be m [the temporal phe¬ 
nomenon's coming inlo existence] at that poinr of time is what gives at preferra!,* 
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High1, But this would he an impossibility, because a 'proper con¬ 

cern for what is most beneficial1 is not a necessary obligation upon 

God Most High, as we shall set forth, 

Out opposition argues that if the will should be linked to some 

objective then the Creator Most High would he L 373 deficient 

in Himself wlrile being made perfect by something else, which lor 

God would be impossible. An explanation of the inherent logit: used 

here is that 

a) if the will should be linked to some objective* then that 

objective would be something other than Himself, and thus He would 

be made perfect by that objective alien to Himself, and what h made 

perfect by something else is deficient in itself; MS 191b but 

b) if the will should not be linked to some objective, (hen 

it would be futile, and futility els applied to God Moat High is an 

inijHissibility, 

The answer [to this opposition argument] is that the linkage of 

the Lwikt' to a ‘willed objective3 is on account of the essence of [God's] 
wilL223 -p]lc fjoci Most High is entirely transcendent ever 

objectives. Rather, it has a necessary linkage to the existential cau¬ 

sation or a particular thing at a particular point of time on account 

of ils own essence^ not on account of anything else.22* 

liaydawi said: L 373, T 181 

God's will is not a temporal phfsanuam 

liut the Mu'tazilah hold that [God’s] 'will1 is selRsuhsistent and is a 

temporal phenomenon, although it is not in a substrate, while the 

Karrarniyah hold that it is an attribute occurring as a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon within the essence of [God] Moat High 

Our doctrine has two aspects: 

a. The existence of every temporal phenomenon depends upon 

the linkage of [God’s] will to it. Thus, if His will were to be a tem¬ 

poral phenomenon then it would have need for another will, this 

argument implicitly being an infinite series. 

ni MS gh Not for sonic objerjiivc. 
J" MS gi: I.C., of in own specific nature. 
" ' MS gl: Ttiui the relationship of the will would not be with two oppuAil£s, 

tmr with all points in time equally. 
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h, A self-subsisting attribute is imconcovable, Bui in, spilt of that, 

if His essence h1h>llIcJ have [such an attribute] as a special property, 

then it would be a ease of specifkaton without an agent of qaocifi- 

eation, because [the attributed] relation lo all [other] essences would 

be on an equality„ The fact that it is not in a substrate is a nega¬ 

tive concept, so it would be unsuitable to be art agent of specifica- 

tion. Furthermore,, die subsistence in [God’s] essence of an attribute 

as a temporal phenomenon would be impossible on account of pre¬ 

ceding discussions, 

Istahani says: L 373, T 181, MS 191b 

6W:f wilt is not a temporal ■phenomenon 

Tbe fact that [God] h an ‘agent of wilF whose active will is distin¬ 

guishable from His knowledge and power has a corollary in our 

| Asha1 inch] doctrine that God Most High's will is not a temporal 

phenomenon, 

'Hie Mu'tazilah say that die will of God Most High is sell-subsistenl 

and is a temporal phenomenon, although it is not in a substrate ,aE6 

The Kanamiyah hold that the will of God Most High is a tempo¬ 

ral attribute that God Most High creates within Himself”7 

Our dot:trine has two aspects 

a. The existence of every7 temporal phenomenon is dependent 

upon the linkage of the [divine] will to it, according to our previ¬ 

ous discussions. Thus, if God Most High's will were to be a tem¬ 

poral phenomenon, then it would stand in need of some other will; 

so, argument in an infinite series would lie implicit. 

An objection has been raised that an argument could be brought 

against this point, to the effect that 

I. you [Isfaliani’s party71 have asserted that it is [God’s] will 

that gives pieferral to one of two points of tiuie roe existential cau¬ 

sation over all other times for it, and 

' " gL: Since if it should he in a substrate, thru Lhai substrate would br either 

a) |GlkJ HLftlsdr], «jr b) something dst\ The first alternative is false due to the 
impossibility H:m the Most High to be a substrate lot temporal phenomena, 
scwi the second is LLkerwH^c false, clue lo the impossibility for ihc aitribuie of one 
eautily n> be subsistem in anoibcr. 

,!T MS gl: As they consider it adiaissible for Him 10 be a snhurai*- li.ir- i?mpo* 
ral phcnorruTia. 
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2, you 1mve said that ii is admissible for [God] the Omnipotent 

in autonomous action™ to give prdcrral to one of two objects of His 

power over the other without there being any 'agent of preferring'; 

3, therefore, why would it noi be admissible that [God's] will 

without an 1 agent of prtderring1 should nwne from God the Omni¬ 

potent, then ibis will would become the agency of p referral for every¬ 

thing else, and thus no infinite aeries argument would be implied?.^ 

a, a. [In answer to this question], of course* there is no doubt 

that 

L whoever would grant the admissibility of God Omnipotent 

giving preferral lo one of two objects of His power over the other 

without an agent of preferring would be forced to make that inlcr- 

nice, but 

2, whoever would not grant it as admissible would not be forced 

to make it. 

b. ir God Most High’s will were to be a temporal phenomenon, 

then cither 

h it would be self-subs isteng or 

2. it would subsist in God Most High’s esseaicc; but both of 

these conclusions would be false. 

b.-a,l. [In answer], the first [of the conclusions above] would be 

false because the will as a temporal phenomenon would be an 

attribute, and the sell-subsistence of an attribute is inconceivable, ISut 

in spite of shat, if [God Himself] .should be specifically qualified by 

a self-subsisting will then it would be L 374 a case of specification 

without an agent of specification. [This is] because if the will should 

bo self-subsistorit then its relationship with all [other] essences, whether 

the essence of the Creator or rhe essences of ibe possible realities, 

would be equal, and thus, for [God Himself] io be specifically 

qualified by [the will] would be a case of Specification without an 

agent of specification. 

[Haydawi’s] statement that the fact that [the will] is not in a sub¬ 

strate is a negative concept refers to MS 1.92a the answer to an 

assumed interpolation.. A full statement of the interpolation would 

be that Gitfl Most High's essence is not [resident] in a substrate* 
and [His] will likewise is not [resident] in a substrate. Thus, for 

”G MIS gl: In the topir cm ihf dJvd]ac power. 
“9 MS gl: [This would be] mi the theory of Lhe lempon*! oriidniitioTi of the will. 
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[Godj Most High's essence to be specifically qualified by | His] will 

is preferable to anything else. And a full statement of the answer 

would be that the fact that the will is not [resident] in a substrate 

is a negative concept which makes it unsuitable to be an agency of 

specification.2^ 

The opposition could T 182 object by not grantings -on the 

theory that | God's] will would be aclf-subsislcnt,—that for [God] 

Most High’s essence to hr specifically qualified by [His will] would 

be a case of specification without an agent or specification, 

[Baydawrs] statement is drat [God’s will] would be related to all 

[other] essences on an equal basis. Our [Isfidiani] position is that 

we do not grant this. Indeed;, God | Himself] is the activating cause 

of [His] will, and for [this] activating cause to be specifically qualified 

by [this] efltct is more appropriate than for anything else to qualified 

by iL. 

b, rt.2. [In answer]s the second [oi the conclusions above] would 

be iinjMJssibh-, because it is not admissible that [God] Most High 

should be a substrate lor temporal phenomena, according to the dis¬ 

cussions lhaL have preceded. 

21(1 MS gl; [[,e.J for the fJLvicurl wtl] in. its capacity as an crasLeoa entity [to be 
■an agency cif spcrilicaliuul- 
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Cfiaftf;k a: Oihkk ArruiBiTEij not nit Basis or God's Acts 

\r (k>d'i hearing and sight 

The arguments we have traditionally heard have demonstrated that 

[God] Most High is a Being who is all-hearing and all-seeing. There 

is nothing in reason dial would divert these [arguments] from their 

obvious conclusions, so they must twr admitted;1 and since He knows 

whatever things there are to ire heard and seen, anti that being aL 

The time of their occurrence* this is what is meant by the fan that 

[God] is all-hearing and all-seeing. 

Further, it may be inferred that if [Godl the Living One should 

not have these two characteristics then He would 3je deficient. This 

[argument] is convincing, because it depends upon the fact that every' 

living being is properly characterized hy them, and for a living being 

not to be characterised hy them would be a deficiency. 

However, our opposition could deny both of these statements, their 

argument then having two points: 
a. 11 His hearing and sight should both be eternal, then it would 

imply the eternity of that which is heard and seen, which would lie 

false, according to you [he., Baydawi as their opponent]. But if They 

are both temporal phenomena * then [God Himself] would be the 

substrate for the temporal phenomena, and that would be impossible. 

a.--a. The answer to this point is that the two arc eternal attrib¬ 

utes that arc being prepared for [general] perception* that is, [their 

preparation for perception is] their linkage to whatever may be heard 

and seen whenever these should exist. 

1 Rt?adinf* with T, This srrms. to iwr ii smoother scribal rendering, and: is prfletJletl 
in rh? commentary, 

L iimna here* ti.ilf i line: [This is ritsi m the Mtue that God Most Stigh knows 
of ihiri^s iHrand un*£ seen), and then continues: ‘'"therefore;, He knows,The 
iftttrtt-d half bftt is tiol tukrn Up in the commentary. 

Biuii MS Garten 203b atnl Nib Garrerl omit lIh.~ haUrlkue insertioti, the 
Itcsl AgKCs willi [., 
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b, The second [point in the opposition’:? argument] is that [God’s] 

hearing and seeing arc either the effect of something sensory or they 

are a perception conditional upon [such an eHect , both of these 

alternatives being impossible as applied to God Most High. 

h, -a. The answer to this point is that the minor premise [i.e., 

both of these alternatives] is denied, 

Isfahan* says' L 374, T 182, MS 192a 

Chapter 2: Other Attributes, not the Basis of God s Acts 

The second chapter is on the rest of I he [divine] attributes*2 and in 

it are a. number of topics: 1. God’s Hearing and sight, 2. God’s 

Speech, 3, Gotfs Immortality, 4. Other Qualities that al-Ashman 

named Attributes, 5 (Joel’s Production of Being, 6, God’s Beatific 

Visibility to Believers in the Hereafter. 

1, God\l and ughl 

Muslims are agreed upon the fact that [God] Most High is all-hear¬ 

ing and all-seeing+ but they dilTcr on its meaning. 

The philosophers of Islam1 along with] aJ-Ka4bi4 and Abu al- 

Husayn a|-Bhi$fP bold the position that ’hearing’ and ’sight7 are a 

manner of referring to His ’knowledge’ of whatever may be heard 

and seen.* 

■ Mb gf [l.e„ the irsrj of ibc cxtaSjIbbed [attributes], tun nut Lbo^e upr-n which 
His aors are bawd- 

’ I. and T read ’The Defender of Igta-m’5, [hujjar a]-Isl£m|, i.e., aJ-Ctharfllf, hut 
the MS, M'S Qarrctt 98911a, and MS Garreti-Yahuda (f. 147:4} read a‘Thr 
philosophers of hJam . . _M [hukama*]. as ihc: f-nlLo^-Lng content confirms. The parallel 
3d Topic 3 [L 3iii9] is ‘‘the phdasophere," Itilhiwtd Ijv Atm al-Husayn al-Basri. 

+ I.e., Abu al-Qasim al-K-ii'hi al-Ralkhi. head of the Mi/iariUti school of haghdad, 
was bum and died at Bidth in 319/931, and thus he equally well known as Abu 
al-Qttslm ai-Balklii al-Kil'tn W.M, Watt, hlitmk Fhiksopky end TTmAjj?, p. M, makes 
a tleaT Statenlfrsi in (his regard. Tine editors of lbc FnytfpfMtdid nf hkm seem 10 

the name* at indicating two iliiU-ivi» scholars, »& [heir niaLn ariide U under 
Batkin, mth a few index references under Ka'bi. 

' Abu aJ-Husayii al-Ba&ri, d. 43ft/1944, pupil of Qjuli ‘AJ.nl al-JUl)bar, Cf Watt, 
fiianjtf mA 'Idmfogp, p. HI7, W, M adetungV article iji Kn-J-!?-S, p. li.v 

* MS gl: [I .£.], at rhe iinne rsf" its occuwnct- Thus [hey wnold both he oennprj- 
ral phenomena and derive from [he divine knowledge; ihey would not hr artrib- 
llI f:F, adii^d in It. [fi/om Jurjanis iSkirA Mesmqtf 
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The position of (he majority L 375 of our [Aslia^h] colleagues 

and of the MiTtaziLh and the Karramiyah is that these two [qual¬ 

ities] arc attributes that an.1: in addition to the [divincj knowledge of 

whatever things may be heard and seen. 

The arguments of traditionally heard authority demonstrate 

a. that [God] Most High is all-hearing and all-seeing, and 

b. that the expression, “hearing and right'* is not really applica¬ 

ble: to the [divine] knowledge regarding whatever may be heard and 

seen. But since the change of meaning for an expression from lit¬ 

eral to figurative is not admissible except when there might be some 

objection, and there is nothing in reason to divert the traditional 

arguments from iheir obvious conclusions, ihcy must thorrlbrc be 

admitted, 1 Krause of the requirement deriving from their being free 

from objections. Further, [traditional authority holds] 

c. that if H e is all-hearing and all-seeing, then He will be omni¬ 

scient of what-ever tilings may be heard and seen at the very time 

of their occurrence.7 

Let It be understood MS 192b that reason has shown the impos^ 

sibility of percept Ion by [God] Most High by means of physical 

organs. Thus, bearing and sight are the rightful possession of Him 

the Most High, and they are not by means of physical organs. They 

derive either E rom the [divine] ‘knowledge of whatever may be heard 

and seen1* as is the doctrine of lhe philosophers, or [they derive] 

ifom some attribute oilier than the knowledge of whatever may be 

heard and seen* but not by means of physical organs, as is the doc¬ 

trine of our (Ashahrab] colleagues. This is what is meant* by His 

being alS-hcaring and all-seeing. 

The conclusion dial hearing and sight arc two attributes which 

are to be added to (lie essence [of God] hut which are different 

from [His] knowledge is drawn by m^ans of a weak proof. The lull 

statement of the proof is that [God] Most High is a living luring, 

J F.D. ttiv.i [jVfiiAffewJ,. :pp. 171-172] irporu ihfn early thinkers linked cheat qual- 
itu^s to God‘s knowledge and to His. peileedorc of nature; for otily ,i defective bring 
would. be without (hem. F^bvii elaborates on Baydawi who had! tihnsen only a 
few of reports, 

* MS gl: I-e., (he [mhjmtttgJ intended [al-muradf b (in Ijenh the commentary 
and the Bavdawi. texLj and Ltir: .MS (commentary only; appear Id read “intended 
meaning71 [aJ-mu^anna7], seemingly an unseal use d" the verb Faniya] in (lie 2nd 
fftrm. T (in both places] and MS Gairett (commentary only] and 93£Hb 
^BaydSwi text only) read [ma'riia1]. 
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and it is, valid tor a living being to be characterized by hearing and 

sight, But if anything valid to be characterized by bearing and sight 

should not be so characterized. then it would be characterized by 

their opposite and their opposite would constitute a deficiency, so if 

the Creator Most High shot]Id not be characterized by these two 

[qualities] then He would be deficient. But ascribing deficiency to 

Cod is impossible. 

[Eaydawi] our author says that this proof is convincing* because 

ir i$ based upon the position (I.) that every living being may validly 

be characterized by hearing and sight, and (2 ) that not to be char* 

actcrizcd by them would be a deficiency. 

The opposition,, however, could deny both premises. 

1. The first premise [could be denied] because the living nature 

of God Most High is different from our living nature,, and these two 

different, entities must not have commonality in any propositions 

[about I hem]; so it may not be inferred from the fact that nur liv¬ 

ing nature has been Confirmed an suitable to have hearing and sight 

that the living nature of [God] Most High would be likewise. YVc 

grant that point But then,, why would it not be admissible to say 

that even if" the living nature of [God] Most High should \k-. confirmed 

as suitable to have hearing and sight, nevertheless His real nalure 

would not be acceptant of them, and just, as although a given living 

nature might be confirmed as suitable to have evil desire and ran¬ 

cor nevertheless irs real nature would not he acccptant of them, so 

likewise it would be in this case? We grant that the essence of God 

Mosl High is acccptant of bearing and sight, but why would it not 

be admissible for their occurrence to be dependent upon a condi- 

tion denying their realization within the essence of God Most High? 

2- The second [premise could be denied] because we do not 

grant that it would he a deficiency for a living being not (o be char¬ 

acterized by them. [Baydawi’s] Statement that if [God] should not 
he characterized by them then He would be characterized by their 

opposites should Ij^ ruled out-, because it is admissible for a being 

auceptant of something to be devoid both of that thing itself and of 
its opposite, 

The opposition presents an argument having tivo points: 

a. If [God’s] hearing and sight should be 

M MS gt: E.c., [dernunsCtlbi] parobfiLbiliCy fc&rtnT]. 
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L eternal then it would imply the eternity of whatever may be 

beard and seen But the conclusion L 376 is lalse according to 

you, [he,, Baydavn as opponent] MS 3 93a because according to 

you, anything that is other than God would be a temporal phe¬ 

nomenon. The logic [of this conclusion] is that the hearing and sight 

would not be verified as real unless there were something to he 

heard and seen.in U" [(iod’s hearing and sight | should be 

2. temporal phenomena, then [God Himself] would be a sub¬ 

strate for temporal phenomena. [This would lie] because the hear¬ 

ing and sight would be temporal phenomena subsisting in [God 

Himself], since His essence would have them for attributes. But the 

conclusion is impossible, on account of what you have come lo know 

to the effect thar the essence of |(^od] Most High cannot possibly 

be a substrate for temporal phenomena, 

a, a. The answer T 183 to this, point is that [God's] hearing 

acid sight are eternal attributes which prepare the one characterized 

by them to perceive whatever may be heard and seen. The percep¬ 

tion of whatever may l>c heard anti seen is a way of refer ring to 

the linkage of hearing and sight with things dial may be heard and 

seen whenever they exist. Thus the eternity of w hat is heard and 

seen may not be inferred From the eternity' of the hearing and flight. 

b. The second [of the opposition's points] is that either 

1, [God's] hearing and sight would be the effect of a aensate 

impression from whatever may be heard and seen, or dial 

2. rite perception of whatever may l>e heard and seen would 

be conditional upon the effect of a sensate impression from them. 

But each of these alternatives would be impossible to ascribe to God 

Most High," thus Me would not be an all-hearing all-seeing Being, 

b.-a. The answer here is to rule out the minor premise, lor we 

do not grant that hearing and sight would be either [3) the effect 

of a sensate impression from whatever may be heard and seen, or 

(2) a perception conditional upon them, Rather, hearing and sight 

are the perception of whatever things may be heard and seen when 

these occur. 

10 1 itkiiiP adds here: "'Hius, if the diricL-L- hearing ;i]jd sii^hL were W b' ciernjd, 

thesii whatever may |je heard ami seen WttUkL bt eternal aW,?; 

11 MS gl: Because encb is m arrilvnv predioued &T lirnlies. 
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Bavdawi said: L 376, T IBS 

2, OV.'i-f-j speech 

There is an uninterrupted unanimity among the prophets, peace 

upon them, and their agreement is upon the fact that [God], may 

He be praised and exalted, is One who Speaks, and since the 

certification of their prnphethood docs not depend upon an utter¬ 

ance of Him the Most High, [the fact of] it must therefore be 

acknowledged, 

[God's] speech docs not consist of any consonant or vowel that 

subsists in [Himself|, [this point being] in contradiction to the 

Hanabilah and ihe KHri^iniyah,—or that would subsist it) anything 

else,'—[this point being] in contradiction lu die Mucta/.i3ah. Rather, 

j God’s speech | is a selt-mbsistenl causal factor1 ? that is referred to 

in various and changing terms, and it is distinguished from [His] 

knowledge and willing intention because [God| Most High may be 

distinguished from these two [attributes]. 

[God] Most High commanded Abu Lahab to believe, in spite or 

m nwtl divine knowledge that [Abu Lahab] would not believe,1-1 

and [in spile of] the impossibility for [God's] willing intention to 

support what would violate His knowledge. But too much emphasis 

on this [problem] would be of small benefit, because the central core 

of [Gotfs] essence and attributes is. curtained ofF from die logical 

reasoning of our intellects. 

Isfahan! says: L 376, T 183, MS 193a 

2, (rod's speech 

There is an uninterrupted unanimity among the prophets, prayers 

to God for them, and their agreement is on the fact that [God] 

12 [m&hia'] rJ hr wrly grammristis, Ahu al-Hudhayl and Ibn Kullab, established 
rhrrf; main catR^nries rtf ftignifinancc iu predicates about a s.uhjeni, liiat is, adjt'r- 

Uves tir dllribulcs n.ful longer statcmcdl!! indicate: 1) if nr sulqccS is n*al1 '2) ltnT suli- 

jeci ia A cause or detcrmiriiiE iiieror, and 3} rhe subject is in action, 't his is a 
paraphrase t.kT R.M. Frank's analyst given in his firings awl Ttirit AUrif>ute) p. E2. 

I? Abu Lahab WM at! uncle of the Pmphct Muhammad who siippnrlfd bis cause 
:jt ihip rimu\ [hisn gaw* his support In another. The severe nature of the straggle- 

tEi" a pt-rsn-n to have heliei' In rhe fhmpbft is reflected in Surah H 1 I ‘'Abu Ijihah,'1 
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Most High is Olio who speaks. Now, certtFicaiion of their prophet- 

hood does not depend upon an utterance of [God] Moss High, ■ 
because when the prophets, peace upon them, laid claim lo prOphct- 

hood and performed some greatly amaiing at! ill accordance with 

their claims, their truthfulness was known, although the knowledge 

of their truthfulness, was not dependent upon an utterance of [God] 

Most High. Therefore, the speech of [GodJ Most High must be 

acknowledged. And Muslims tire agreed in applying tile expression, 

“the One who speaks"’, to God Most High, hut they diflcr about its 

meaning. J* 

Our [Ashacirahj colleagues have agreed upon the position 

a. [God’s] speech docs not consist in a consonant or a vowel that 

subsists in the essence of |God| Most High, because vowels and con¬ 

sonants are temporal phenomena L U77 and it is impossible that 

| God]1" should be a substrate for temporal phenomena. [This point 

is] in contradiction to the Hanabilali and the Ivarramayah, for they 

MS ]f?3b Ray that (he speech of God Most High consists of vowels 

and consonants that subsist in Himself |i.c., in His ‘essence]. Further, 

h- [God's speech] does not consist in a consonant or a vowei that 

would subsist in anyone else, [a point that is] in contradiction to the 

Muhazilah, They say that the meaning of [God's] being ^One who 

speaks’ consist in His being the existential cause of consonants and 

vowels that indicate specific meanings in specific material bodies.1,1 

Rather, we | Isfahan!J bdieve that the speech of God Most High 

is a self-subsishng [causal factor]1" referred to by various and differ¬ 

ing terms, and it is distinguished from [His] knowledge and willing 

intention. 

Indeed, God Most High commanded Abu I^hab to believe, in 

spite of His own divine knowledge that [Abu Labab] would not 

l+ The MS r-L-iirle., “. .. not dependent up*™ certification bv an utterance of God 
Most Hi^h." 

11 Goil’s ciHTiTfLuiitEiLiun to Mnirtkjrnl ifi real., but lHis speech’1, b no! in A cor¬ 

poral sense- F.D- Ra^i [op. cir., pp. 3 7H 174] ILyts tlie speculations explored in 
order to clarify nod answer die problem. 

15 I* T and MS Garrett make "He” the uiiderilood subject of the verb. 
The MS, however, supplies ’'His essenre5' [dMtuhu] as subject. 

17 MS jd: Such ic, the Preserved Tablet or Jibra’il or the Prophet, peace- upon 

him. Moreover, lie is omnipotent as (he Karranrriyah hold in contrast to the 

Hdiiabihh, 
■ MS g\. Ii a. true speech [al-Lalsm hatifqalij, Hi!>d h is eternal, and siihhisis m 

the essence of [God] Most High. [From Jurjani’s Skmft al /|F~eoded only 

:sh m'.) 
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believe, and in spire of the impossibility that His willing intention 

would support what would violate His knowledge, Now, il |God| 

had intentionally willed that Abu Lahab should have belief, Lhcit ils 

ijccuiTcncc would haw been something necessary; and if its occur¬ 

rence should he something necessary, then [God would be unable 

to know that [Abu l^ahah] did riot believe.19 But if [Abu IjahahJ 

should know' that he would not have belief, then [bis belief's] occur¬ 

rence would be impossible, and if [his belief's] occurrence should 

be impossible, then [God's] witling intention would be impossible. 

The Mulakallimtm On both sides of the question have discussed 

this at great length. But our author [Baydawi] stated that too much 

emphasis on this problem would be of small benefit, because the 

central core of [God's] essence and His attributes is curtained of! 

from the logical reasoning of our intellect., 

Baydawi said: L 377, T 1B3 

God's spoktn word ij truthful 

Corollary to the fact that [God] Most High is One who speaks is 

the fact that the message of God Most High is truthful Indeed, 

falsehood would constitute a deficiency, and for a deficiency to l>e 

ascribed to God Most High would be impossible, 

Isfahan! says: L 377, T L&3( MS 193b 

God’s sfwfon word is trutkfiti 

Deriving from [he fact that God Most High is One who Speaks is 

this Fact* i hii i what, is communicated by God Most High is truthful 
This is because falsehood is a defect in the true reality of the one 

who falsifies,™ and for a defect to he ascribed to God Most High 
wrouki be impossible. iTcre is no information from God that is false¬ 

hood: il is truthful because of the inherent impossibility of avoiding 
[the question of] its truth Or falsehood. 

Objection Is raised that if judging falsehcxnl to be a defect should 
be an intellectual judgment, it then would he |merely! a statement 

'■ MB gl: Etecausr- it wuuld then be- implircl that ftrndl was ignorant [of itj. 
10 M3 glr I.c., in the neal-rasencc- of the liar. 
Ra^i [op. dt.f p] 1-55] emphaikcs this point. 
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aboul i hi? goodness or wickedness of things according to the iitid- 
Icct. But if [the judgment] should be on the basis of the cradiciian¬ 

ally lira id doctrines31 then a circular argument would be implied. 

The answer to this [objection] is that the problem of goodness 

and heinousness in this sense is an intellectual one, which no one 

disputes. Bue iE is better for that problem to he established by the 

consensus of scholars, even if they should disagree in explaining it. 

Baydawi saidr l, 377t T 183 

3. Cod’s mmortatify 

The Shayth [ab Ashman] look I be position that |Gori| is immorlal 

lb tough ihe immortality subsist Eiag in Himself. 
But Qadt [a]-Baqi:Jaiij], Imam al-Haramayn [al-Juwayni], and 

Imam [Fakhr Jil-Din Razij rejected this position. They argued 

zl that if the [divine] immortality should be an existent: entity, 
then [God] would be immortal hy another |ktnd of] immortality, 
so the argument implicitly would be an infinite series: and 

b, that if [God's] being immortal should be through the immor* 

tality subsisting in Himself, then jGod] the Necessarily Existent One, 

in Himself would he necessary on account of something other than 

Himself, but this would be contrary to the assumption. 

The Shay kb [ai-Ash£ari] argued that any given entity at the time 

of its temporal origination might not be something immortal, but 

after that it might become .something immortal, and the exchanging 

and changing for the entity’s immortality] would not l>c in [the 

entity’s] essence,1® nor would they be in [the entity’s] nonexistence.3,1 

31 Glosses; I. MS ■ -According to religious Law [shadT]; 2, L 377 gl; "['hr tn- 
dilionally heard things |Lil-s;imTyal| depend upon the message df God Moat High; 
but if Lbe message were (o drpend upon, what is traditionally heard then a circu¬ 
lar argument would l>e implied. 

w I- together with MS Gfttrrtt 2E3R aud MS Ganttl 9B9Hb, seems to slknv 
the antecedent of (he pronoun suffix on '"essence*' [dhntihi] to remain anibiguous- 
T, whether hy chance or hv design it is oot denr. has added after the suffix the 
fcHmuJa ‘!the Mont fTs^h,''' iudicaTmg that the -fixity wrndd be th^- antecedent here. 
Isfahani^ explication (jfthis statement is an example of his 'looptning up the auLEbur's 
Lightly locked ambiguities of ojtpresdoEi ” 

Ic may be speculated that al-As,h'ari meant ihar the ‘nucharge and change' 

WTene due to Gent's action external to the given entity. 
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However, [this argument] is made inconsistent by the | latter of Lhej 
temporal origination,. 

Tt should be understood that the intelligibly known fact about the 
‘Creator’s immortality’ as the impossibility of His nonexistence, while 
tiie 'continuation of temporal phenomena’ consist in die simultaneity 
or fsuch phenomenaexistence together with two or more dura¬ 

tions of time. And you have learned that 'impossibility1 and 'simul¬ 
taneity with a time duration1, belong among the intelligibly known 
ideas that do not have external existence. 

Isfahani says: L 377/370, T 103. MS 193b 

3. God's immortality 

Shaykh Abu aJ-Hasan al-Ash'ari took the position that |GodJ Moat 
High is immortal'5 through the immortality subsisting in Himself. 

But Qadi Abu Bake al-BaqiUani, Imam al-Haramayn [ai-Juwaytii], 
and Imam Fakhr al-Din Razi rejected [such an] immortality. They 
argued on the basis of the following points:^1 

a. if |God’sj 4 immortality1 should be an existent entity., then [God] 
would be T 1B4 continuously immortal by inherent necessity; but 
MS 194a 

b- ]f [God] should Ih- immortal through another kind of immor¬ 
tality,, then the argument implicitly would be an infinite series; and 

c. if [God] should be immortal through the imiriortaliiy of His 
essence [i.c., Himself], then the argument implicidy would be cir¬ 
cular, and, 

d. if [GodJ should l>e immortal through Himself, and if liis essence 
[i.c,, He 1 limscIf should be] immortal through |tills divine] inamor* 
tality and was in need for if, their the essence [of God] would be 
inverted to [being the] attribute atwj the attribute [would be inverted] 
to [being the] essence, which would be impossible. 

Further, they argued that 

e. if the fact that [God] Mtrel High is immortal should be through 
the immortality subsisting in HimseLI, then [Chid who is| the Necessary 

"i MS pi: Immortality' is the c-ontinuajiqe |istimr.i.r"| of Iman^/God's] cssenee. 

’’ Razi [op. ciL. pp. 174-175] attempts to reconcile what thinkers accept at obvi¬ 
ous, as Baydawi prams Out, with logical problems arising from God's ‘inmiartaJ 
contiinjaiKe' considered as utt 'entity5, 
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Existent by reason of Himself would be necessary' through something 

other than Himself, But. this would be contrary to the assumption. 

To explain the inherent logic used here, it is chat 

1. if He the Most High should be immortal through the humor- 

lathy subsisting in Hunsdf, and 

2. [if] there should be no doubt at all that the immortality 

was something other than Himself then the implication would be 

that the Necessary Existent had need for something other than 

Himself and thus. He would be ‘necessary' through something other 

than Himself. But this would he contrary (o the assumption. 

The Shaykli [aFAslTari] pi'esented an argument that 

a, any given entity at the time of its temporal origination would 

not be immortal, but then it might become immortal, and 

b- dm ‘exchanging and changing' would not \w something within 

the essence of the temporally originated entity -for the essence of 

(he temporally originated entity would not be something [that at 

first| ‘wras not an essence’ and then laier ’became an essence1.—and 

c. [this ‘exchanging and changing1] would not be something within 

the ‘immortality's nonexistencesince it would be impossible for the 

‘immortality’s nonexistence’ to become the 1 immortalitys. Thus it 

would be determined that the ‘exchanging and changing1 would be 

within some additional attribute, and this is the logical goal of die 

argument, But this proof is made inconsistent by the ‘temporal orig¬ 

ination’, for if [the argument] should; be valid then the implication 

would be that the temporal origination would be an additional 

attribute, since ihe thing ai first was not a temporally originated 

thing then it became one, and thus temporal origination would be 

an added attribute, But you have learned that temporal origination 

is not ati additional positive characteristic. 

Then Baydavvij, the author, stated 

a, that what is intelligibly known about the immortality of the 

Creator Most High is the impossibility of His own nonexistence, and 

b. that what is intelligibly known about the continuance of tem¬ 

poral phenomena is the simultaneity of their existence together with 

more than one time duration following the first duration; but that 

fact is not conceivable when it is applied to something not dealing 

with time duration [in nature]. Furthermore, you already have learned 

that the ‘impossibility of nonexistence' and the ‘simultaneity with a 

time duration' belong among [the inner] intellectual considerations 

that do not have external existence. 
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Baydawi said: L 378, T ] 84 

4, Other qualities that a\-Ashcari named attributes 

These [other divine qualities] arc the Forma] Session, the Hand, the 

Face and the Eye, [all affirmed of God] on account of the literal 

Statements that have come [down to ns] with mention of them. The 

rest [of the scholars] have interpreted these [statements] figuratively, 

and they hold that what is meant by the Formal Session is [GutTs] 

formal assumption of [His] authority, by the Hand is meant [the 

free exercise of His] autonomous power, l>y the Face is meant [Grid's] 

presence in existence, and by the Eye is meant [His attentive] right. 

It is better [we, Baydawi, say] to follow the practice of our fore¬ 

bears in the faith regarding these [other qualities], and to give full 

ascription [of them] to God Most ^ 

Isfahan! says: L $78, T 184, MS l$4a 

4, Other qualifies thai (d-Ash^m named attributes 

The litcmlists among the Mutakallimun assert that God Most High 

has no attribute beyond the seven, namely, [I lis] living nature", 

MS 194b ‘knowledge1 [or, ever-present omnisc Lenee], ‘power' [or, 

omnipotence in autonomous action], ‘will1, ’hearing1, Ssighr’ and 

‘speech1, or, the eight, which arc these seven plus ‘immortality1. 

But Sliaykh Abu al- Hasan al-AshTari affirmed other characteris.be 

qualities. L 3711 He affirmed [God’s] ‘Formal Session’ as another 

attribute, the ‘Hand1 as an attribute [which gocs| beyond the ‘autono¬ 

mous power', the ‘Face" as an attribute [which goes] beyond ‘exist¬ 

ence1, and the ‘Rye1 as another attribute, [and his affirmation] was 

because of the literal statements we liavc received mentioning [these 

qualities]. Of that kind are the following statements of [God] Most 

High: 

"The Merciful One who is- present in formal session upon His 

throne ” [Qur’an 2fi:5] and 

“The hand of God is over their hand,” [Q 48:10] and 

* Rad fop. rit., jj. 137] fulls out tli* scene of tJir earlier thinkers dealing with 
multiple aspects of each attribute. tiaydawi emphasize* ihe need for brevity stud 
daiiry, while Isfahan i indicates the complexity rif tint ■matter. 
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“But indeed the face of your lord does ronlinuc,. [Q^ f>i:27| 

arid 

“So that you [Moses,] may be made [a perfect soul] under my 

own oversight/’ [Q_ 20:3JJJ?' 

Those who limit Lhe attributes to seven or eight argue that we 

are held responsible for having comprehensive knowledge. But this 

is gained only through a knowledge of all the attributes, and these 

in turn do not tome easily except by some method, and there is no 

[available] method other than inference from [God’s] acts and }Hisj 

freedom frotn defects, and both of these methods point only to these 

attributes. 

The refutation of tbk argument is in the fact that we do not grant 

that inference both from [God's J acts and front His freedom from 

defects would point only to these attributes. And even if we were to 

grant that these two | reasons] point only to these attributes, never¬ 

theless we do not grant that there is no way for us to (earn ahoiir 

the altribures except by inference from [His] acts and [His] free¬ 

dom from, defects. Rather, .giving ;yi attentive hearing [to the author¬ 

itative tradition of revelation] is another method to establish their 

existence. The Shaykla [al-Ash/ari] affirmed the existence [of these 

qualities] only because of the revelation in authoritative texts about 

them, and because they arc not synonymous with the rest of the 

attributes. 

The rest [of the scholars] interpreted figuratively the literal state¬ 

ments that have come with mention of [these qualities]. They held 

that the meaning intended [jy the ‘Formal Session5 is [G<kJ’s] 'assump¬ 

tion of authority1;™ by the "Hand1 is [meant His| '[free exercise of 

His] autonomous power3; by the 'Face* is [meant His. ’presence in] 

existence'; and by the 'Eye1 is [meant His 'attentive] sight’. 

It is better to follow the practice of our forebears in the faith 

regarding [the interpretation of these qualities], after excluding any¬ 

thing dial would require making a comparison -or an embodiment, 

and [thus] so return [praise for all things] to God Most High.2'5' 

i3 T has "eyafV in the plin^il fata* a'yunti. 
MS: as jistttwla’l with it# Iwaw] joined to the Eeum folltmiag. 

w MS gl: ' I lii$ is heuei than figurative inteipretaM&n only because this L$ wor* 
s'hiplul f'!.ilnidw;ihj. and |ir Liidudrs] an as$tduon$ search so ih&L whac is meant by 

it may be disclosed. Figurative interpretation has, the meaning of 'w orship' ['ibadahj, 
Eiof 'To 1h' w&rshipfnl5 ri a stron^T sense, because it is Uiking pleasure 
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Raydawi said; L 379, T 184 

5, God’s pwduttivn of &ewg 

The Hanafiyah position is that [Cud’s] ‘production of being1 is an 

eternal attribute that Ls, distinguished from the 'autonomous power’, 

Indccd, [they say,] something linked to the 'autonomous power’0 

may not exist at ad, in contrast to what is linked to the 'production 

of being', for 'power' is linked to the 'possibility' of a thing, while 

'production of being' is linked to its "existence'. 

Our [Raydawi] position is that, ‘possibility' is in the essence and 

not in anything else* while the 'production of being’ ls a linkage with 

present reality. For this reason 'existence’ is arranged in order upon 

[the 'production of beii ng>]> God Most High has said, 

“His only command, when lie hits intentionally willed [the exist¬ 

ence of] some objective* is to say to [the "possible reality1 of] it, 

'Re,' and it has [external] being,11 [Qur'an 36:82] 

Isfahan! stays: L 379, T 184, MS 194b 

5. production iif hi-m? 

Sonic of the Hanafiyah [scholar?] have taken the position that the 

[divine] ‘production of being’ is an eternal attribute that is. distin¬ 

guished From [God’s] 'autonomous power’, MS ]9ia and that 

‘what has been caused to be* is a temporal phenomenon. 

Imam [Fak.hr al*Din Razil saidJi that a statement regarding whether 

l he divine 'production of being’ would be something eternal or some- 

thing temporal calls for a conception of its quiddity. Thus, if the 

meaning intended by [the 'production of being'] should he the: same 

as the effective causality of [God's] autonomous power upoji the 

[ridS-7] in what the l^aird has donp; while hunrship' [r nnr'1? jicci-rm of doing some- 
[hitig eo please [m3. yurdrj [lie I-ord. On chi* aenouiU 'worshspfhlnrsjf’ will n«l Iw 
discounted in [itfe'sj final onccrum? [^J-^uqba’J, while 'wn-rshtp' will be discounted, 
[From “sh m" ? - AL-Sharif aJ-furjam's; CornmtnlsLry upon ai-Mawat^ J\ !?\n\ it/- 
Kaktm by 'Adutl ftl-Din Iji.] 

w 1. skips, “SyroethLuj; linked (0 rht ^unnomom power. .fta-inna alula‘.albq 
at-qudrah]. 

11 The quote is [F.DJ Razi'? reply to Lhc statement [by chej Hitnafiyah of thdr 
position in Iilf. AiwAaiJoJ'* p. 165 [Cairo, 1323). 
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object of that power, then [the ‘production of being1] would be a 

relational attribute that has no existence except together with the 

two entities that are related, [namely, the Creator and the creation]. 

Therefore,, from the temporal nature of 'what h<is been caused to 

be1 there would inferred the temporal nature of the ‘production 

ol being* Itself. And if the meaning intended by [die 'production of 

being*] should be art attribute hating eflective causality upon lire 

eadstener of an effect, then [the ’produc rion of Ixing’] would be the 

same as tine divine autonomous power itself. But if you [disputants] 

intend some third meaning by it, then chat should be made clear. 

[The Hanafiyah scholars] hold that what is linked with the divine 

'autonomous power’ may not exist at all, in contrast to whai is Linked 

with the production of being’. [They say dial] the 'autonomous 

power’ is an effective cause in the 'possibility’ of an entity, while 

'production of being1 has effective causation in 'bringing it into [exter¬ 

nal] being’.. 

[Baydawi], our author, replied [to this argument] that 'possibility1 

is iti the essence, and the [divine] autonomous power does not have 

effective causation over whether die power object would be a possible 

reality in itself, because indeed, what is. in the essence would not lie 

L 388 in anything else. Thus, there would be nothing left for [he 

effective causality7 of the [divine| autonomous power upon the exist¬ 

ence of the power object except to be in terms of [die object’s] valid¬ 

ity. not in terms of [its] necessity. Therefore, if we should assert the 

existence of another [second] attribute of God Most High having 

effective causality upon the existence of a power object, then 

a. if [this second attribute’s] effective causality7 teport the existence 

of the power object should be in terms of [the object’s| ‘validity1, 

then [the second attribute] would be the same an the [divine] 

autonomous power, thus implying 

1. the joining together of two identical samples and 

2. the joining together of two independent attributes in bring¬ 

ing effective causality upon a single object of power, which would 

be impossible. And 

b. if [this second attributed effective causality] should be in terms 

of [the power object’s] 'necessity’, then it would be impossible tor 

that object of power rot to be 'existentially caused’ by God Most 

High, and thus, God Most High would be a 'necessary7 cause1 in 

[Himself], not an agent having Voluntary choice [of action]. But this 

would be a false conclusion by the consensus |ol" scholars]. Thus. 
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the [divine] autonomous pcwm excludes this attribute,52 For indeed, 

a ‘necessary cause1, in fits] essence would not be an omnipotent being 

having voluntary choice |of action |. 

It should be understood that the Uanafiyah [school] took the doc¬ 

trine of the ^production of being1 only from the word of [God] Most 

High, 
“Our only command to something [objective but nonexistent] when 

We have willed il to exist, is that We say to it, Be , ttnd it is fimme¬ 

diately an external| being.11 |Qur’an lfi;4fl|" 

Thus, [God] set His word “Be1' to antecede the verbal action of 

the iH:ing’, a]id this [“Be11) is called “the command.1’ Moreover, the 

[tennsf “word”, “production of being”, "origination”, the “omten- 

tial causation", and the “creation [from nothing]”, am all terms that 

have a commonality in meaning, but they vary widely in the senses 

|in which ihcy art: used]. The dement of commonality in this mat¬ 

ter is that something is newly brought into existence MS L9jib 

from nonexisiteneCj54 when previously it had not been an existenr. 

Tliis [sense, be.., 'production of being*] is more specific, in [its] link¬ 

age than is the | divine] 'autonomous powerbecause the |divinr] 

’autonomous power’ has an equal relationship with all the objects 

of power,, while [the 'production or being1] is a specific property of 

the particular ones that enter into existence. [The ‘production of 

lxing*] is not a relational attribute that is thought of together with 

two entities in u relationship, rather, it is an attribute that requires 

this relationship alter the effect has occurred. 

As for the damn35 that rheyM make to the dfect that the [divine] 

|; J, and. T read, “‘valirlity*1 [sibl:iah|. B>sbe the MS and MS fiarrett “iUftHa read, 
iliLtlrilniOf,!l [sifah], which firs (be c antes L 

” Note here dial Isfaharii, working quickly, quotes from Qur'an ] field, which 
begins, 

“Qitr only statement , . J' where the words and action arc in the firs! person 

'plural of majesty1. However, he uses (he lea-dins; word, '‘tontruard'1, from the other 

verse [Q 36:1323 that Baydawi had quoted correctly. Baydawi used this closely alter¬ 

nate form, where the words ansi action are in the third person sinptjLar. 

In (he MS, while (he smite was writing IsfaliMTn's form [Q 16:40, with verbs in 

1st person plural | appurccirty he remembers isfah&JLfs use of (lie lead word 

nutid” from [Q 36:112], and so is confuaol and rtvtns w the ’’He says ta it” ihr- 
mac |ol Q ■,H>:iS?| instead ol'th^ uWe to It” thmiar in [Q lf>:40J. 

M The MS marginally insert* here [fie pivyrnsiTiion ''after"1 [ha'da]. 

** The scribe of L inserts a relative pronoun in the masculine singular after 

‘'claim*', but it is aot in olber sources. 

14 MS gjb [Irf.J ihe Hanafiyah. 
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autonomous power lias an effective- causation upon the possibility [of 

existence] of a thing* that es nut true. It is true only that the 

autonomous power is linked to the 'validity of the existence’ of the 

power object, while the 'production of being’ is linked to the exis¬ 

tence of the power object, and is its effective cause, The relation¬ 

ship [of the 'production of being11 to a temporally originated act is 

like the relation of the [divine] willing intention to the willed objec- 

live. [God si autonomous power and knowledge do not require that 

the objects of power and knowledge have being us existems through 

their agency, while the 'production of being’, does require this, 

Further, the doctrine [of the HanafiyahJ that the 'production of 

being’ [as an attribute] is from eternity past is [related logically] to 

their doctrine of the impossibility of the subsistence of temporal phe¬ 

nomena in the essence of [God] Most High, 

T3w statement of our author [Baydawi] — that if that attribute [i.e.* 

the "production of being1] should be an effective came in terms of 

necessity* then Cod Most High would be a 'necessary cause"*---is of 

no consequence, because dial necessity would be a 'subsequent1 prop¬ 

erty [of God], not an 'antecedent’ [factor]. This means that if God 

Most High should intentionally will to create any [parLticular] one 

of the [possible] objects of His power, then the actual coming into 

being of that particular thing is 'necessary’, but not in die sense, that 

it would have been necessary that He should create it," 

[Baydawi’s] statement, --that if what is meant by [the 'production 

of being1] is an attribute that would have effective causation in the 

existence of an effect, then it would be identical with the [divine] 

power itself,—may be answered that if the power should be an 

effective cause then ail of the objects of power would he [the power’s] 

effect* and thus each of them would be an existent thing. 

It may not be inferred from the certainty of the 'production of 

being’ [as attribute] that there would be a joining together of two 

identical examples, because what would be linked to the '[divine] 

autonomous power* is different from what would be linked to the 

'production of bring". This is what can be said for the [Hanafiyah] 

side [of tlic debate |- However, die truth is that [God’s | autonomous 

P° wed L 331 and SvilT are two entities that have been grouped 

!" K^-iuting wi[].i the MS and MS t^urmi [tana wiijibaii mi y^kfiliiqiifmf, 

L &iiri T amplify (he clause 10 a cud |kJlria wiljilvfm qahJa an yakh^tqahu]- 
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together, both of them being linked with she existence of an effect; 

and so together with these two [aittibutcs] There is, no [further] need 

to affirm another attribute, 

Baydawi said; L 381, T 16j 

t>. (k'd\ hmuiifiL vixtlriitfy to bt&siws in tin: btrttfter 

a. Assuredly, [God] Most High will be seen in the Hereafter. This 

is in rhe sense that He will rewal Himself To His believing wor¬ 

shipers in the Hereafter in as clear a self-revelation as the full moon 

is visible* |this point being] in contradiction to the Mu'tazilah, 

b. Moreover* the self-revelation will take place without any impres¬ 

sion being registered [of the divine Form]f or any contact wiih Him 

being made through an ontstreaming ray [of vision] and [without] 

the consequent occurrence of a general facing about in direction [to 

look], |this point being] in contradiction to the anthropomorphic 

and the Karrainiyah. 

[a.) As lor the first [part of the doctrine]*, there are ions' tradi¬ 

tionally received reasons [than demonstrate itj: 

L Mosej* peace upon hitn, asked for a vision,® therefore, if 

it had been an impossibility* then his request would have been an 

expression of ignuntrsl lulilily. 

2„ [God] Most High linked [His self-revelation] to the firm sta¬ 

bility of the mountain,40 a linkage made with regard to [the mDim- 

tain's stability] as a 'possible reality’. Therefore, [the ease] will he 

the same with anything linked to [ possible reality:], 

M fciuli.'n- in the lcctvjf §erie-Js taydawi lias ffpecihcrJly declaitd llw the theory 
that vision is Jiy means of rays that go horn f hi - rirtovrs cw in I he object of vision 
ba* been superseded by Lhc theory that light rays go Prom the object of vision to 
the viewer's eye. RjizL [op. at., pp. IflS- for full discussionl transmits the alder 
theory without correction by either Baydawi or hfahani! 

fl Qur^an 7: s -13-: 'LWhcn M«cs . . .said, 'Let ate see- astd Look upon. You1, [God| 
said, 'You vd.ll never see- Mr', , 

u: Qur’an 7:143: "[God said]* !I»uk at the mountain; if il sLailds family id it 
place. then in the future you will ;ee Me’. So Vr'hejl Ids Lu-id manifested Hittisclf 
jo rhe mountain He mad*: it [bect*nw| Iml ground, and Moses 1HI down stunned 
by lightning. TVhen [Mosrij recovered, he said, "Praise lx to You [bird], \ repent 
before You. and I am the first to believe."1 
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3. [God’s] word is: ’‘Faces that day shall radiate brightness as 

they look to their Lord.11 [Qur'an 75:22-23] 

4. [God’s] word is: “Never! Far from their Lord that day [all 

cheaters] shall be curtained away.” [Qur’an S3; 13] 

(b,) As for she second [part of the doctrine, the certainty ts a niys- 

leiyj because [God Himself] rfiaiiilains. a holy freedom horn any 

limiLation of ‘directionality’ or ‘locality’, It may l>e inferred that a 

body is something visible because we sec its length and breadth. But 

[in this reference] the length is not [to he understood asj an acci¬ 

dental quality. ITic should he an accident, then it would subsist either 

in one atomic part, hut then it would be of too great a scope and 

so would be divided, or it would be subsisting in more than one 

[atomic] part, and then it would be a case of one subsisting in many, 

which would be impossible.11 An accidental quality also is something 

visible. Thus the validating cause [for the vision] would be a com” 

monaEity, and it would be eh her [something ol| temporal origina¬ 

tion or of existence, the fir&t bring noncxistential. thus, clearly, it 

would be the second. 

Ail objection against thin is raised that composition is an acci¬ 
dental quality, while validity is something noncxistcntial and thus 

needs no cause. And even if [tlic need for a cause] should be granted, 

we still would not grant the necessity for it to have both common¬ 
ality and existence. Sometimes two different entities will share in 

producing a single effect; and as validity is something none xisfen dal, 

it would Ire admissible Ibr ii to he on account of nonexistence,42 And 

if this should be granted, then why would it not be admissible for 

the impossibility of any sighting of [God] Most High to l>e on account 
of the cessation of some condition or the existence of some pre¬ 

venting factor? 

' Razi covert Lhh ‘iitMilLona] attribute* in III? Mahastat^ pp. ] 139-1113. The use 
of 'iilouuc ilueury1, hdd by I he MutakaJlimun, in Bsiydawi’s discussion is surprising, 
hi][ as a ibf-pry Lr ptvibflb]y svoukt dv mosi EamiftaT and itnd^iraiJiriuhihk Sira me 
of reference fur his hc&rcra. 

~1 Reading with L, MS- Garrett UttflHU Garrett jli-’aclam]. CaJverEcy s 
notiiLin-n indteates the insertion of jma^Lilah] before {li^atltam], ami T rettriK [itlah 
li-'hdatn], but the meaning doe& not require enhancement by an insertion. 
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Isfahani $ay$: L 3&1, T 183, MS IE)3b 

b. God's beautific utsibiitfy iv beHtv&s tn fht hereafter 

a, Assuredly, [God | Most High will be snn in the Here alter. This 

is in the sense that He will reveal Himself to His believing wor¬ 

shipers in the Hereafter M$ l%a in as clear a self-revelation as 

die Luminous lull moon is visible, [(his point beingj in contradiction 

to the Mu'tazilnh. 

b. Moreover, tbe self-revelation will lake place without any impres¬ 

sion being registered in the eye41 of the Form of what is seen, or 

any contact being made with the object of sight through a ray [of 

vision] oulscreaming from the eye, or the consequent -occurrence of 

a general facing about in direction to look, this point being in con¬ 

tradiction to the anthropomorphisms and the KaiTamiyah. The pat¬ 

ter groups 1 admit the possibility of a vision of Him the Most High 

in a directional encounter** on account of their belief in I lis being 

in a certain direction or place, 

Wliat is meant l>y a 4vision* is Lhe circumstance in which a man 

finds himself whenever he beholds something after he has gained a 

knowledge of it,45 Tor we do perceive a distinction between the two 

states,*" That distinction we have perceived is not permitted so return 

in order to have the form of what is seen registered in the eye. or 

to mHikc contact by a ray [of vision] oulslroaming from the eye to 

the object of sight when fating about to look, 'That is another [sec¬ 

ond] State, different from the [first | state in effect when the knowl¬ 

edge came tbaE the occurrence of [another, second, slate of ecstatic 

realized vision] would be possible, but without any registered impres¬ 

sion of form or any outstrcamuig my [of directional sight] in it, So. 

there Is T 38b assurance for a vision in this sense. L W2 

{a,} As for the first [pari of the docLrijie]^ namely, the assurance 

of the vision in the sense mentioned, a number of reasons demon¬ 

strate it. 

^ "1 snisprmls two Ickct*, reading [ghayrj fur ['aynj In tour places in this and 

riiL- fo]lowing paragraphs. 
14 MS gf: l.e t by diming lhe- eyes toward Him [bi-laqlih al-hadaqah nahwibi]. 

MS gl; | E f:., kinmvtcctgcl before hii si^ht rsf in. 

441 MS gl: i.e.„ thr <rfa.ee of knowledge [about Mrarthirtp;) and the 5(ate- of ecsta¬ 

tic realization [wndanl K it]- 
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L Moses, peace upon hims asked for the vision [i,c.+ Qur'an 

7:143a], Thus, if \ht?. vision had been an impossibility, then the 

request of Mosts would have been an expression of ignorance4* and 

futility. 

The opposition disputants could object that, the request of Moses 

was on behalf*1* of his people, from cite evidence of [God's] word 

quoting diem, 

"Wc will never believe you until we see God plainly; whereupon 

a bolt of lightning seized them." [Q 2:55] And there is [ God’s | word, 

quoting Moses; 

’ Wilt Thou destroy us aft on account of what some bn$e: ones 
here did?" [Q 7:1551 

And there is [God's] word: “They had demanded From Moses 

something greater than that,w for they said* ‘Show us God plainly'." 

10,4:1531 
2. The second [reason giving assurance of the vision to believers f 

is that God Most High linked fhe vision to ihe stability of the moun¬ 

tain [i.e,, Qur’azi 7:143b], and the stability of the mountain is with 

reference to its being a ‘possible reality', Therefore,, in the same way, 

what is linked to the stability of the mountain also would be a 'pos¬ 

sible reality*, so the vision is a '[jossible reality5. 

An objection has been raised not granting that [God] linked the 

vision to something ‘possible1, but rather to something ’impossible'. 

[This is] l>eciiu$e He linked the vision to the continuing stability of 

the mountain while n was already shaking, [This is] because if the 

conditional clause should be put in the past tense then it would 

become future in meaning; that is, 'if [the mountain] should become 

stable in the future, then in the future you will see Me1* But it cer¬ 

tainly did not become stable in h future tithe duration, otherwise, 

the occurrence of the vision would already have ijecome necessary, 

because what rests on a condition must take place upon the occur¬ 

rence of the condition that completes in itself the causal action of 

the cause. MS 196b For the condition introduced by the con¬ 

junction, “ifis a condition by which the causal action of the cause 

would be fulfilled. But the occurrence of the vision was not realized,. 

*’ MS gl: Le., he would not have known of its tnipoaiibihty. 
M MS jd: Le., for ihe fake of his peopLc, [tamely, that his petite might ksaow 

the impossibility of Lhc vision. 
w Le., greater than brijigmg down a Book from heaven. 
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by fhc consensus [of scholars!, because the mountain did not remain 

stable, as it was necessarily shaking and changing, since there was 

no intermediate condition between die two stales [i.e., it* continu¬ 

ing stability and the changed destruction], So then* the mountain, 

at the time Cod linked the vision to its eon tinning stability, was 

already shaking and changing, and for the mountain to remain sta¬ 

ble in view of its being in the process of change would have been 

impossible. Thus, Linkage [of the vision| to [the mountain’s stabil¬ 

ity] does not demonstrate the possibility of the vision, because the 

linkage to an imjjcsstble condition would not demonstrate the pos¬ 

sibility of what is Conditioned. 

The Imam [F-D Razi] answered [this objection] by granting lhal 

the mountain, in that Cn.se. would be in process of change; but tile 

mountain, an a mountain,lu validly may Lie considered to tie quies¬ 

cent. What is set forth in the [Qur'an] verse is nothing other Lilian 

the mountain itself And regarding what it is tha! requires the impos¬ 

sibility of the mountain remaining quiescent, that is the [actual] 

occurrence of the motion-change. So then the sum of what is set 

forth in the verse'1 is the basis for certainty in the [mountain’s] sta¬ 

bility, and nothing thai would be a ba.sh for the impossibility of the 

|mountainY] stability is mentioned in the verse, So. ii is necessary 

to accept the certainty [of Lht: mountain^ stability, and consequently 

of the vision]. 

An objection to [Razi’s interpretation! is raised, that what is set 

forth in the verse is the fact of the quiescence while die mountain 

was being observed,—referred to in [God’s] word, " If |the mountain] 

continues stable in its place",, [Qur'an 7:143b]51—not the certainty 

of quiescence that is concomitant to the material quiddity of tlie 

mountain when there is no condition requiring change, 

[Answering this last objection: Isfahan! says], “But [you sec]* that 

[scriptural] situation does, require a change," and with [the change] 

there is no possibility for the certainty of quiescence," 

v" L and J, with MS Ganeit Sft'QHa, read, [jnKj hsrjth huwa jabaJ]. The MS 
reading, [hi-miL huwa jabAl], with the ulber reiidiijf; isi a ^Icbe-, is Imc to Lin? te\l 
in Radi’s Atlthafsaly p|}. 191 H 

Jl MS gl: Namely, the essence of the muuntiiil. 
’■ L, T aud MS Garreu 9B9Ha haw only Lts+- [crjttdiLiyiiall premise danse, Ijlj! 

tht MS ndtFi die consequence. 
M L and T repeat the nnnti "irhangte’1 [h&rjiLih] * bin (he MS uscis ntily a ptruicjun. 
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3. [God’s\ word is: “Faces that day shall radiate brightness as 

they look, to their 1 ord.” [Qur'an 75:22“23] The point of the argu- 

ment that includes this quotation11 is that the looking* 1, 383 either 

a) is a way of referring to the vision [of deity], or 

b) it refers jin general] to the turning of eyes toward a. visual 

object in order to look at it. The hirst [alternative] k die meaning 

sought for, but the second [alternative] would allow [the vcnse| to 

bear its literal sense;11 and thus the [verse| would be predicated upon 

the vision, that is, it would be like [he cause of the gating in the 

verse’s second meaning. This liberation [i.e., from obscuring factois] 

and application to both the cause anti the intention of the causal 

agency arc the best of reasons lor using metaphorical language. 

An objection [to this point] has been raised that the gazing would 

not demonstrate that there is a vision. Accordingly, it could be said 

by anyone, “I looked up at the crescent moon, but did not see it.1** 

Now, if the gazing should not demonstrate that there is a vision, 

then it would not indicate definitely that the svisionf is the intended 

meaning. Rather, it k possible that the intended meaning should 

be something else, on the ground that it would have some other 

intepretation. 

This [possibility of another interpretation] would he that the word 

“favor gi.lt” [ila3]1" should be predicated as the singular of “favor 

gifts.” Then [the verse’s] meaning would be, “Faces that day shall 

radiate brightness as they look up for [the lavor gift of] their Iiord,” 

MS 197a that is, “as they anticipate [it],” [Q 75:22 23] Or, it is 

possible [here] that the intended meaning [of the verse] has been 

conveyed by the omission of an annexed word, namely, ‘the reward.” 

Then the meaning would be, .. radiate brightness as they Eook up 

anticipating [the reward] of (licit: Lord.” 

Objection is again raised that both of these interpretations art 

false. The first [interpretation] (a) is Eldse because expectant waiting 

is a cause of worry, but the verse leads up its a display of favors. 
And the second [interpretation] (bj is false because looking up for 

M L and T do no* add a pronoun here, while the MS .tuiL MS Garrrrl yfl'-hia 
do mid one, the former of feminine gender and the lailer masculine. 

M L 3&3 gl: Hlecaiisc the turning of [he pupil of die eye to the (hing to be -seen 
DfiCailatn that [God] be i:i gome direction and some piiiv-r. 

" The MS has a rdative pronoun in pJaee ctf Lhr word 'Vision" [ruVahJ. 
” Lib'], pi : [alii MS This bneons “a favor/' It is uot a preposition. 
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the reward inevitably conveys the meaning of sight of the reward, 

because a turning of the eyes toward the reward without there being 

any sight of ei would noi he a favor at all. And iT it should have 

been necessary' to conceal the vision, then couoealrnent yl the reward 

most certainly would amount to an increase in the concealment with¬ 

out any [additional] proof and that would not be admissible. 

The answer (to the objection against the first interpretation} is 

that the verse indicates that the state to which [God] who is praised 

and exalted referred in His word, "Faces lh;tt day shall radiate bright¬ 

ness , , |Q_ 75:23]M precedes the state of permanency ibr the 4 People 

of lhe Garden1 in the Garden and for the 'People of the Fire1 in 

die Fire, as is shown in the word of [God] Most High: 

“Faces twisting with gloom lhaL day will assume the worst mis- 

Edit une that tnlght be done them.1' |Q_ 75:24-25] That is, they will 

lie assuming that something will be Hone to them of sueh. severity 

and horror that it will be a misfortune and disaster that crushes the 

very tames of one's back. And when the 'People of the Fire1 were 

situated permanently in Lhe Fire, indeed, thaL worst misfortune was 

done to them. 

Now, since that other [second) state had preceded their perma¬ 

nent situation the waiting for |di\ine] favor after receiving good 

new? about it would be happiness that brings on radiant brightness 

of face. Waiting such as that would not call Ibr [anyone’s] worry, 

as waiting to receive the favor and gift of a king does not cause 

worry [for anyone] when [the gift] is certain to reach [that person]. 

On the other hand,. the waiting for punishment after being warned 

of its coming would amount to deep gloom that brings on violent 

contortion of Taw, that is, grimaces of extreme despair as when wait¬ 

ing Lt> be punished by a, king when punishment Gy him is certain. 

Further, [answering to the objection against the second interpre¬ 

ts I ion], there would be no need to conceal the vision when looking 

op to the reward in the sense of happy anticipation. This Ls because 
die 'looking* is a term referring either to the vision itself or to the 

turning of the eyes, and the turning of the eyes means 'to the reward* 

alter being given the good news, in anticipation T 137 of its com¬ 

ing as a [divine] favor, as we have explained. 

a L and T Only die bimir of the atftte'uiciit 75:22 ortly]; the MS anti 
MS Canreu BE^Ha f|urj[£ it tulirHy. 
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4. [GodJ&] word is: “Never! Far from their Lord on that day 

|all theaters! shall he curtained away,” [Qur’an 83:13] MS 197b 

The point or the argument here is that [God] Most High gave notice 

tor [cheating] unbelievers by a threat in His worth Ej 384 “Never! 

Far from their fjord on that day [the cheaters] shall be curtained 

away.” And that demonstrates that (he 'believers’ on that day will 

not be curtained away from their Lord If it should be otherwise, 

then the notice for the [cheating] unbelievers in the threat, “Far 

fiom their T/>rd on that day [all cheaters] shall be curtained away”, 

would have no value. And if the believers on that day will not be 

curtained away from their Lord, then they will see Him. 

b, As for the second [main part of the doctrine of the assured 

vision], namely, that |God[ shall be seen without any form being 

registered of what IS seen in the rye, or arty Contact being made of 

an Oiitstrearning ray [of vision] with the object of sight, and the con¬ 

sequent occurrence of a general hieing about in direction [to look], 

this is according to what you have come to know: that [God] Most 

High is holy and distinct from any directionality, that He is absolutely 

free from any limitation of locality, and that He is exalted beyond 

the notion of any general facing about to behold Him. 

An inference [by a disputant] has been made to truthful doctrine, 

[but] by means of a spurious argument. A summary of Ids argu¬ 

ment is that a body is something visible, and that is because we see 

whatever is long and broad/"1 Now. a long object of vision would 

not be an accidental quality, because if it should be an accident, it 

would subsist in a substrate, and it has been established that a body 

is composed of indivisible atoms, which are actual existtms. [Meiel 

length then',:i cither 

a) would subsist in one of the atoms of which the body is 

composed, so that atom would be greater in size than one iliac is 

not long, and so would be capable of division, and thus would be 

a body, this being contrary to what is assumed, or 

Tin* MS adds 'Uttp” pamlqj. 

r" E^ the MS and MS tiarrelt 5301 [a read “[something] long" [al-tawil], T 

itches to the tivam Ihrm, '‘length” hulj. Note th-at then: is evidently conceptual 

confusion here, At lirpll tlic “Sony bbject rd" vision" is contrived to be sulislantii-e-, 

not accidental. Then the fact of iu length becomes rip." focus discussion. Lendti 
being Accidental in nature, a subsnate is sought, which contradicts the opening 
staremrins. 
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b) it would s-ubaiat in more ihim one atom, in which esse 

the accident would subsist in multiple substrates, which would be 

impossible, 
Mor cover, accident Such as color is something visible, so an 

accident and a substance together have commonality in the validity 

of a vision. Now, for a judgment of commonality there must be a 

cause having commonality. And the validating cause for the vision 

is the ‘commonality' between substance and accident;01 hut there is, 

no commonality between them except ‘temporal origination’ and 

‘existence’^ 'Temporal origination’ is not suitable to be a cause 

because it is something nonexistent]al, being a term referring to exis¬ 

tence preceded by nonexistence, and the nonexistent!<d is not suit¬ 

able to be a cause. Therefore, ‘existence1 as determined to be the 

factor, and existence is the validating cause lor the vision. Furthermore., 

'existence' ijq a causal factor having commonality between bolb the 

Necessary Existent and whatever es a possible reality. Thus the Val¬ 

idating cause1 for the vision is realized in the 'Necessary Existent1., 

so there h assured validity for the vision of [God]- 

[Our] objection is raised to this [argument] in that we do noi 

grant that what is long'*1 would be an object of vision. Rather, the 
object of vision is a Composition of Individual substances which arc 

brought together with each other, MS 19Ha and the composition 

is an accidental quality subsisting in the parts meeting together, so 
what is seen is an accidental quality, not a substance. The validity 

of the vision [i.c,, present certainty regarding the future vision] has 

no need for a cause, for the validity of the vision is nonexktcntial,*4 

and what is nonexislenl.id has no need lor a cause, Even if it should 

lx1 granted that the validity of the vision would have need for a cause, 

still wc would not grant that the cause necessarily would have to be 

something having commonality and existence. If nvo different causes*1 

ht The MS and MS Garrett/Ynbuda. -1 reverse the order to be aorident- 
substanre. 

52 Her* i he MS is alynr in reversing (he order of' rhe cwo preceding nouns, 
Sl T again reads in oonuvis* to [al-yatwiiQ m (ht ocher sources MS 

Garret! supplier ft gloss btli^wd to ■rcjul: HsynpnyrriOiJS xi firsit1"' [mtnvtdif 
awwalan], The flJciss may refr:r In Lhe on^Etal concept of a 'long/laU olijecl of 
VTisLon"' beirtpc; a substance, not an accident. 

w L gl: Indeed, it is a possibility, and a possibility is ncmnuslcntia], as in the enr- 
ILct section on possibility. [BL 1, Sro, L, Ch. V, Topic 3.| |Fmin IsJahani’s (?1 Taqrii\ 

1, and T read, ''two chinep"" [ahshay'ayn]. The MS and MS- Garrett 9£WHa. 
read, '“two cauH.A! [ai-sabubayn], which rt-adinj^ appears to fit the cause,effect con¬ 
cede betcer. 
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had shared it] an *-lFb>c:t that was of a single species then we would 

have granted that the cause would necessarily have a commonality. 
But wc do not grant that temporal origination is not suitable to be 

a cause. Your [the opposing disputant's] statement that temporal 

origination is nunexistential is granted, But then your statement 

continues L that what is noncxistential is not suitable to be 

a cause. We hold that that position is impossible because the non- 

existential is indeed suitable as a cause for the nonexistcntial, and 

as the validity of the vision is noncxisteiUiai, it is admissible for [the 

vision's validity] to be the caused 011001"*' of something nonexiiten- 

tial. So it. would be admissible that, temporal origination, even if it 

is nonexistential, should be a cause for the validity of the vision, 

which is itself nonexislential. 

Now, if ir is granted that the validating cau.sc is Existence', then 

why would you not say that the fact that it occurs as a prerogative 

of [God] Most High would imply that the validity may occur fin 

other contexts]? So why would it not be admissible that the vision 

of Elian the Most High be something prevented on account of the 

cessation of some condition or the existence of some hindrance? For 

juSI as when an effect becomes realized it can be deduced that some¬ 

thing requiring it has Occurred, so also it can be deduced that a 

condition exists or a hindrance has ceased. Thus it may be that the 

material quiddity of God Most High or the material quiddity of one 

of His attributes stands as hindrance to the validity of the vision, 

One fact that would verify this [theory] is that (he living nature [i.c:,, 

of humankind| is the validating cause for both moral stupidity and 

evil desire, but [in contrast] the living nature of God Most High is 

not a validating cause for either of them, Now this [U\, rejection 

of both human traits| is either 

a] because the commonality [of the two kinds of living 

natures] is only in die terminology*7 or 

b) because the two have a commonality in meaning, but 

that die material quiddity of the One who is the Truth*'5* or the 

material quiddity of one of His attributes excludes both of these 

[human traits from the assuredness of the vision]. Moreover, upon 

L,. T a:id MS Garrett [-tS&Ha read, ''the effect of'J, [rrm'ltliali] while thin MS 
OrtiitS i.bb word, 

MS 15]: Ajnd thus would not be a validating cause. 
w L, T and MS Garrett 939 Hit read, "the One whu is die Truth'" [s-fh^qq], 

while the MS reads, L'G«L Must High.” 
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both the above premises that | latter conclusion would] be admissi¬ 

ble in this problem.6® 

Eaydawi said: L 385,. T 187 

Mit'Ut&litk argtMWUS a( WltvutM 

Kfu'tazihh arguments [at variance with the doctrine of the beatific 

visibility of God] are based cm the points that follow. 

a. [God's] word is: “No sight perceives Him.” [Qurian 6:103a] 

The answer [to this point] is 

1. that the perception is a comprehensive recognition, but there 

is no implication that excluding the virion from the aspect of being 

a comprehensive recognition would exclude it absolutely; anti 

2. the meaning of the verse is that though the eyes of all arc 

looking* they shall not all perceive Him, which is not inconsistent 

with [the I act of] there being perception for some. 

b, [GudY] word is: “You shall never see Me”, [Qurian 7:143a] 

with the word "‘never11 being there to dec [arc it eternal™ 
The answer [to this point] is that this argument is impossible. 

c, [God’s] word is: uTo no human being has God ever spoken 
except by inspiration.,.” [Qur’an -12:51] Tine verse excludes the 

vision at the time of speaking, so it should be excluded at any other 

time for the lack of a statement showing any distinction. 

The answer [to this point] is that inspiration is speech that is 

heard swiftly, equally whether the speaker 3s curtained off from the 

hearer or not. 

d. lie who is Praiseworthy regarded the desire to behold Him as 

a great presumption, and formulated a warning and a rebuke againsr 

it, for He said: 

"They demanded of Moses something more presumptuous yet 

when they said, 'Show' us God plainly5, then a lightning bolt seized 

them in their wrongdoing.^ |0 4:153] And, 

'"Those who have no hope of meeting Us have said, |'Why is it 

lhai no angels have been sent down to us, or (hat we do not see 

our Lord?1. ..]” [Qur'an 25:21] 

K MS [Le.], the vision of Him. 
>J I mads, ''to .make thr tistdiision eternal'' [li-Ti:'bid ai-nafy]. Orfirr ROurccs used* 

fo MS CjhjtcIl 26^B. arid NfS- Garrett W>Hb read, ^60 declare is, eternal1' pU-ialiid]. 
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Tin: answer is that this [demand to Moses] was Considered pre¬ 

sumption because they demanded it out of obstinacy and willful 

opposition, 

e. Having sight in this present world is a necessary result: 

J, if the sense organs are healthy, and 
2, if the given concrete object is admissible as a visual object 

and it is Located in front of the %-iewer, just as an animal's body 

which is driven before him or which he governs, and jusl as acci¬ 

dental qualities and a sensate Ibrm lacing him are perceived in A 

mirror, and 

3. if the object is not too near, or remote, or Line* or small, 

and [if] there is no curtain Larlween the two ol them [ie., viewer 

and object]. But if it should be otherwise, then admittedly it would 

be possible for high,r mountains to be light in our presence that we 

would not see. The last six [examples, i.e,a in 2. and 3J cannot be 

considered here with reference to the visibility of Cod Most High. 

But, assuming that the health of the sense organs is a present con¬ 

dition, L Bfifi and if the visibility of Him were something quite 

sure, then the necessary result would be that we would see Him 

How, But the conclusion is Ihlse, so the premise ss likewise. 

The answer to this point is that what is absent to sense is no( like 

what is present to the observer. So it may be that the visibility of 

|CtHrl| is dependent upon a condition that is not now In occurrence, 

or docs not result necessarily from these [present] conditions. 

f. [God} Most High is not receptive to |a face to faccj con¬ 

frontation nor to the registry of a visual impression, but every [other| 

visual object is something to look at and [thalj makes an imprint 

upon the observer. 

The answer [to this point] is that the major premise would be 

impossible, and the two claims of necessity in [this point] arc invalid, 

because 

I. thinking people disagree about this question, and 

2- it contradicts the fact ihat it is God who holds ns in His 

sight. 

71 Thf adjective, ^higEs’1, phfh-iqah] h added it} T and MS ftarrcfl i?£WIIb.. hur 
ts lint prpflnm Lti E. or n-arrelt 
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Isfahan says: L 386, T IW, US 198a 

Mii'Uizittik arguments at varmncf- 

Mu'tazilah arguments at variance with the doctrine of the divine 

vision] are based on six points. 

a. [God's] word is: "No sight perceives Him.” [Q 6:103aJ The 

argument on thh point has two aspects. 

L The first [aspect | is that preceding this verse |jusL quoted | 

there is [God’s] word: “That One is God, your Master; no other 

deity is there than Hr, the Creator of every thing,—therefore„ wor¬ 

ship Him,—and He exercises lull control over every thing." [Qfi: 102] 

Then comes the verscr ;tNo sight perceives Him ,. Following this 

is His word: . . hut lie perceives tiieir looking; He is kind and 

fully informed." [(£6:1036] 

Each of these two statements |which precede and follow [he verse 

being discussed] are set forth as a presentation of divine praise, and 

so (his [medial] verse should also be one reflecting praise, MS J9Bb 

because to set what is not praise between two statements of praise 

would be weak and considered improper, since then the case would 

be as when (hey say, “So and so is an illustrious man, voracious in 

handling bread, anti a mosi worthy gentlemanf'7E Now, if the exclu¬ 

sion of human sight from perceiving I lim should be considered as 

in His praise, (hen I he affirmation of it would be considered as His 

being imperfect, but to ascribe any imperfection to God Most High 

is impossible. 

:i Written more titan a century easier, EUzfi version of cliis epithet [op. eit., 

j>_ L!^] ends with heavy acridity: "So mil so Li a most illustrious man, vorackws 

in hmdling fire,id. a Preceptor far the hour |i<.p'.LI ;il-jizis ikil nl-khntw ustadh aJ- 

■waqtj!'1 Tn working over Rari's report* of the debate*, along with ihh school stylo 

book example. Isfahani would have remembered what surely he must have received 

is good advice Jfiim bis tutor father, “Be careful what sou say when working for 

a ruleri" Thus, we surmise that Isfahan! fortunately softened Raii’j sharp et^ding. 
to become; “a most worthy gentle manr 

As a footnote to this footnote. Mjkmud Isfahan! sucw.wfuiy completed writing 
his commentary for bis patron the Via mink king aKMalik al-Nasir Muhammad in 
the Letter part of the eight wars of Lhcir friendship between 732/1332 and 7-11 / L3-1D. 
Now, Isfwham's. compatriot and parallel as a litiideiit of ft student of Baydawi, ’‘Adud 
%1-Din ]ji, had become rich ami Iiuin>u9 to a lecturer Iwt in Kiunun, Persia. Bui 
apparently no one hart warned him about unguarded words when around pnlirbrui 
rulers. Thus, trouble broke out between hi and the ruler who then imprisoned him 
in the castle dungeon. It very well could he that a sharp and unguarded pen or 
longue had brought Iji into this irouble. where be found no pardon in the ruler"1* 
bean, finally dying in prison., 7h3/13^2 or 7:>6/L3j.i>. 
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2, The second Inspect of this point] is that |God’s] word, llNo 

sight perceives Him"* requires that the searching eyes of all the mul¬ 

titude .should not perceive Him at any moment in time. For ns tn 

say that eyes shall perceive Him would be to contradict ourselves if 

wc then should say than ryes shall not perceive llim, the contra- 

diction being formally indicated by the fact that each of the two 

statements is used to falsify the other The troth of 011c of the two 

contradictory' propositions implies73 that the ocher is fake. So the 

truth of [God’s] word,, lL]\"o sight perceives Him", would necessarily 

falsify onr saying thai all sight shall perceive Him. And the false¬ 

hood of chat would necessarily imply (he falsehood [of our state¬ 

ment] if we should say that chen the eyes of one or two will perceive 

Him* because there is no statement showing a distinction.7* 

a.-a. The answer [of Raydawi to this problem] k that perception 

is "comprehensive recognition3, which is being able to see a thing 

from all sides. Tts source meaning comes from the idea of overtak¬ 

ing, hut comprehensive recognition is realized only with a visual 

object which has a number of sides. Thus* the meaning of lh^ verse 

k the exclusion of any vision [of the deity] through ‘comprehensive 

recognition1. But the exclusion of the vision through comprehensive 

recognition docs not imply the exclusion of the vision absolutely; Ibr 

(lie vision (hrough comprehensive recognition is more specific than 

the vision in an absolute sense, and exclusion of something specific 

does not imply a general exclusion. 

A further answer is that the meaning of the verse is that not all 

ihose looking will perceive [Gcal], I hai is because ‘those looking’ 

are plural a ml are defined by (hr definite article, and thus [the mean- 

■I]lJ h us a general reference, so it is not inconsistent with there taring 

perception by same of those looking. 

The rebuttal to the first reply is (hat [Raydawi’s] starcmCDl that 

perception means to see a thing L 387 from ah its sides is not 

true. For people will say, Ftl perceived the fire”, or, Lll perceived 

someth mg", and (hey do not mean by (best statements that the sight 

of them was from all sides. Rather, die true answer would be that 

God Most High ha* excluded perception by a sight the precondition 

■J IA T -ititd MS Garrett read, ','L^rLp]ic,pl:, [yasLiiJzLrri], but Lin: MS reads, 
"is ft itecesnry cawe implying" fmaljib muaiaJzitn]. 

3+ l.e.. tbe: argument perhaps is saying that percv-pijoti of God in the is 
ruled out, I)m( dus should iku dlniimLic it in (Ik singular or tim dual. 
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of which would be Oil1: imprinting of any likeness or flic projection 

or Any rays of vision [i,e,, to make contact with an object of vision]. 

But by this it is not implied that there would be the exclusion of 

any stale that would occur a Tier one of these two things had taken 

place'1 but without the other one of them having taken place/11 

b. The second [point in the Mu'tazilah argument against the 

divine vision] is |God’s| word to Moses: “You will never sec Me.11 

[Qur’an 7:143] The [important] aspect of the argument here is that 

(he word, “never”* implies ihc eternity of the exclusion* on the indi¬ 

cation of [God's] word: “Say [io them], ‘You shall never follow us."’" 

[O 48:13] So, [God] excluded the vision forever in MS 199a the 

case of Moses; ihus, the exclusion of it in the case of others is implied* 

since there is no statement showing a distinction. 

b. -a. The answer is that this argument is impossible, in that we 

do not grant that the word, “never”, is to maker the exclusion some- 

thing eternal/7 but rather to emphasize the exclusion, as shown in 

[God's] word: “And they would never, ever, wish for it, because of 

what their own hands had rushed to do.” [Q f>2:7] It is made a 

restrictioii by His declaration, "ever.” In spite of this [restriction] it 

was not necessary to mate ihe exclusion eternal* because they wished 

for it in the Hereafter on the ground that to exclude the vision for¬ 

ever [from them| would not logically require the denial of the vision's 

validity, 

c, [God’s] word is: "To no human being has God ever spoken 

except by inspiration, or from within curtained privacy, or by send¬ 

ing a messenger and thereby’ giving inspiration ...” [Qur’an 42:51] 

The [important] aspect of the argument is that [God] Most High 

excluded any vision [of Himself | at the tunc of the speaking. Indeed 

He excluded any form of address except by one of the three meth¬ 

ods; by inspiration. Ifom behind a cun a in, or by sending an apos¬ 

tle, and each of these [methods] necessarily implies the absence of 

any vision. ‘Inspiration" was not a face to lace conversation arid so 

was not in conjunction; with a vision, ‘Speaking from behind a cur¬ 

tail/ obviously implies the absence of a vision. And the ‘sending of 

a messenger who was inspired" indicates the absence of any face to 

yj M$ gl: IJ-e.b with respect to Qwrreelves, 
MS gJ: [J.e.], with rcs|>ecl to God Most High. 

” L,T aud MS Garrett SaSHa inducte ihe phnts*-, "but to emphasize the esdu- 
siotv1 jhaJ iur&’kid al-nafyh while the MH onuirs it. 
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face conversation wliii:h in lorn nitplit^s. the absence of any vision. 

Further. if I he exclusion tjJ" llie vision is established at the lime of 

the speaking, [hen the vision becomes excluded til other times, since 

there is no statement showing tt distinction, 

t .-a. The answer [to this point| is that we do not grant that ,[Cod] 

excluded the vision at the time of the speaking. The statement [of 

the Mu'tazilah] is chat it is because He excluded any four) of address 

except by one of the three methods. We say that that is granted. 

Their statemeiu is that each of these three [methods] would require 

ihe absence of any vision; bid [to us] this premise is impossible. 

Their statement, that the inspiration would not be given in a face 

to face meeting, is impossible, because inspiration is speech that is 

quickly heard, equally whether the shaker k curtained off Irom the 

hearer or not, 

d. [GudJ Most High regarded the de-sire to behold Him as a great 

presumption, and formulated a warning and a rebuke against it.. 

[God] said.. 

‘The People of the Book will demand that you bring down to 

them a book T 1EJ9 from heaven, but they had demanded of 

Moses something more presumptuous yet when they said. "Show us 

God plainly1, then the lightning holt .seized them in their wrongdo¬ 

ing* [Qur'an 4:153] [God] also said: 

"Those who have no hope of meeting Us have said, ‘Why is it 

that no angels have been sent down to us, or that wc will not see 

our Lord?' Indeed, they have been arrogant in themselves and 

extremely presumptuous.” [Q 23:21 | I That is to say, the 

unbelievers asked, ‘“Why is it no angels have been sent down to 

us1- -to tell us that the Prophet * is a messenger, MS 199b ‘or 

that wc will not see our Lord7,—50 that He may command us Co 

follow [the Prophet] and believe in him?” Then God Most High 

look an oath,"1 for He said, "Indeed, they have been arrogant in 

themselves'*, in demanding the vision, and in thac they' have been 

“extremely presumptuous”, [Q. 25:21] that 3s, they have very greatly 

exceeded their proper bound* in their demand tor the vision. Moreover, 

iCod] said. “Because you [unbelievers] said to Moses, ‘We will never 

MS gt: Muhammad, peace upon him. 

'' [I.e.J, when He said. “Indeed they have been arrogant . . .’ . [la-qad istakbam] 

because the particle [la-] is a. cmrtlativE of die- elided oath, namely, [the word].. 

"Aflith”, [and it is) assumed to be, “By /\tlah, indeed rhry have hem arrogant.” 
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believe you until we see God plainly', therefore the lightning boh 

sciv.rd you even as. you were looking around.:: (Qur^an 2:55| 

Therefore, [tell the Mu^cazilah. [hat] it has been established that 

a demand for the vision would have arrayed against it bolls pun¬ 

ishment and blame, so, there can be no certainty of a vision. 

d---a. I he answer [to the Mu'tajilah’s point] is that this was con¬ 

sidered greatly presumptuous because their demand for the vision 

was out of obstinacy and willful opposition, since they demanded 

the vision in this [present] world, before (Jod Most High would have 

created in them the kind of sight that would have empowered them 

co l>chold Him [he Most High. And, indeed® the regarding of [their 
attitude] as greatly presumptuous and the formulation of the warn¬ 

ing and rebuke was against that very [obstinacy and willful opposi¬ 

tion]; it was not [merely] on account of the demand for the vision, 

taken as a matter of general appliedtioit. This [aspect of the story] 

es on the evidence*' that [GodJ Most High put the blame on the 

unbelievers for their kick of hope of meeting God in the Hereafter, 

where He said, “And those who have no hope of meeting Us have 

said „,[Q 25:21] Therefore, it demonstrates that the termination 

of [their] hope for the vision of God Most High was on the occa¬ 

sion of His placing the blame [upon them]. 

Thus, it is known that the vision. of [Cod] in the Hereafter is 

assured and valid. If k should be otherwise, then the termination of 

hope lor a vision of Him would be admissible as a matter of gen¬ 

eral application 

e. Having sight in this world, that Is, of those visual objects about 

us, necessarily results If eight conditions are fulfilled: 

1. that the sense organs of sight be healthy; if these sense organs 

arc not healthy then vision docs not necessarily result. 

2. that a given concrete thing must be admissible as a visual 

object; for anything that cannot possibly be a visual object will not 

Ik seen. 

3. that the special correlation between an observer and a visual 

object must be as that of an animal's body driven by the observer, 

1,1 T hel^kLcEts this puinL by the inscrtiijii of ‘"indc'CCf lirtciij 
*'• L reads, ■“with ili evident*” (Eja-sELwtLiifibi]. T and MS Gaireii read, 

“with the cvidmte’: |bt*sh&hS.dah|, and tht MS reads, ‘"Hie evidence for it” |3hahi- 
clubu], and is •& vowdled (with gloss, "the beginning of a sentence” [mubtada1]]. 
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or as when h visual object SS under the control of a person facing 
it, just as accidents that subsist in a body facing an observer are 
under the control of their substrates, and as the sensate form in a 
mirror faring the observer, by bis I taxing subsistence in the facing 

mirror, is under the control of the mirror. 
4 that the visual object should not be Luo near, 

0. that the visual object should not be too remote, 
(j. that the visual object should not he too fine. 
7. that the visual object should not be too small. 
B. that there should nut be MS 200a any curtain between 

the observer and the visual object. 
We know for a certainty that we do (tot see an object when any 

one of these conditions is. lacking, and that we do see it il these con¬ 
ditions arc met. Otherwise* that is, if the sight of an object should 
not result necessarily when these conditions exist, then admittedly it 

would l>e possible for mountains and people to be in our presence 
without our seeing them. The last six conditions, namely, a direct 
correlation and anything governed by it, being not too near* L 38$ 
not too remote,, not loo fine-, not too small, and there being no inter¬ 
vening curtain* of these, none can possibily have reference to the 
vision of God Most High, These six have reference only to what 
normally exists in some specific regionally anti some limited local¬ 
ity; but God Most High lar transcends any such rcgionality and lim¬ 

ited locality. Two conditions remain: the health of the sense organ, 
and the admissibility of a given object an the visual object. Now, 
assuming that health prevails in the sense of sight, then if the vision 
of [God] .should hr somelliing valid [and admissible|, then rhe nec¬ 
essary result would be that we should see God Most High, on account 
of the present occurrence of the two conditions. But (he conclusion 
is false* so the premise is likewise, 

c.-a. The answer |to the Mu^azilahJ is chat what is invisibly absent 
1'rom sense,. namely, God Most High, i.$ not like what is visibly pre¬ 
sent. So it may be that the vision of [God] Moat High depends upon 
some condition not presently being attained, namely, something th:u 
God, Most High creates in human sight by which it is empowered 
to he hold Him. Or, [die condition] may be chat the vision does not 
occur necessarily when these conditions are realized, indeed, that the 
vision takes place by the creative act of God Most High, with the 
right conditions as [merely logical necessary] apparatus. But no vision 
results necessarily merely because the [logical] apparatus for it exists. 
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t. The.1 sixth [point in the Mu^tazilah argument against the div¬ 

ine vision] i% (hat |Gnd| Must High llives, not accept ihe frame of 

reference of Confrontation or [that] ofJ visual imprinting*, since con¬ 

frontation and visual impression are necessary concomitants of cor¬ 

poreality, and God Most i [igh is transccndcndy free from corporeality. 

Therefore, U is a certainty that God Most High docs not accept 

confrontation or visual imprinting. But every 'visual object11 is some- 

tiling that confronts and makes a visual impression upon the observer, 

by inherent necessity, Therefore, God Most High is not a ‘visual 

object'. 

f.-a, This [point] is answered by denying the major premise, in 

that we would not grant that every ‘visual object' is something that 

confronts, and rnakes a visual impression on the observer. Moreover, 

the claim that there is necessity in the major premise is invalid, 

because of the difference of opinion among thinking people about 

whether it is true, and thinking people do not differ concerning the 

(ruth of an inherent necessity. Furthermore, (he point is answered 

by the fact that what you have set forth m the major premise is 

inconsistent with the fact that it is God Most High who holds us in 

His sight, and so, between us and [GodJ Most High there is no con¬ 

frontation nor visual imprinting. 
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SECTION 3; THE ACTS OF GOD AND THE 

ACTS OF MANKIND 

Ti>pk 1: On the acts of numkutd[ 

a. Varieties of the. 7naj&rily Muslim position 

1. Shaykh [Abu al-Hasan aJ-Ashra.ri] held that the aces of 

mankind nil lake place under the power of God Most High and arc 

creations of His. 

2- Qadi |Ahu Rakt al-Baqillani| held that whether they are 

acts of obedience or disobedience i& under the power of man. 

3. [imam al-IIaramayn [aJ-Juwayni], and Abu al-Husayn [al- 

Itasri] and rhe philosophers held that they take place under the power 

of God Most High in man. 

4, Llstadh [Abu Ishaq al-Isfarayini] held that the effective cause 

hi the act is a combination of the power of God Most High and 

the power of man. 

lx The Muta?dah position, on rmrnt freedom and Us rejutatiart 

L The majority of the Mu'tazilah hold that man produces his 

acl by liis ovyn free choice, lint [our (Haydawi and Asha hr ah) posi¬ 

tion is that] this is impossible for a number of reasons; 

2. If abstention [from an action] should be impossible for 

[man] at the tinue of the ac tion, then it would be compulsory and 

not voluntary. 

3. Hut if it should not he impossible, T 190 then his action 

would have need for an agent of pee ferial as the necessary cause, 

otic that would not arise from mafikind. lest the argument should 

be forced into an infinite series and the compulsion of human acl ion 

would then be implicit. 

1 In [his Section 3 nayrlaw-i ildjus chapter divisions and proceeds directly to top¬ 

ics ^vhich arc forro called l‘,c^u{'3dfJll^l, [mas a1!]]. 
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4, IE [man] should produce his action by bis own free choice, 

then he would have knowledge of aj] j[S details, and so would com¬ 

prehend (he periods of rest interspersed in the gradual morion-change 

[of an act] and would recognise the [appointed) ranges [i.c., of the 

periods of rest],3 T. 300 

b, If man should make a choice, and [if] his will should be 

contrary to the will of God Most High, then the implication would 

be that the case was either 

a) the combining of both [wills], or 

bj the removal of them both, or 

c) a preferral without a preferring agent. For allhough [(ind k] 

power is more inclusive [i.c.. than that of mart], nevertheless in rela¬ 

tion to this specific power object [i.e,, man's will], it would be on 

an equality. 

Isfahani says: L 390, T 190, MS 2()0ab 

SECTION 3: THE ACTS OF GOD AND THE 

ACTS OF MANKIND 

| In this Section 3 BaydawiJ set forth six topics: 

1. On rite acts of mankind. 2. [Cod] Most High is the agency 

that wilts moral phenomena in all creatures, 3. On predicating the 

good and the heinous. 4. [God] Moat High is under no obligation 

whatsoever, 5, [God's] acts arc not based on hidden purposes. 6, 

Obligations imposed are God's notice to humankind of a final life 

evaluation. 

Topic I: On the acta of mankind 

a. Varieties of the mijonty Muslim position 

I. Shnykh Ahn al-Hasan al-.Ash'ari held that all the acts of 

mankind'1 occur under the jxiwer of Gf.nl Most High and are cre- 

J Cfl the diamssiui] ol' On.' Atomic theory cl' time wish its. Atoms of ri-ss-i smd of 
^rAJua.1 mouon/thangt In Mj[L(1 FakJjfy's. Isbtrrtic Ottfflitmatimj, pp. fEi 

1 MS gE: | i.c.), tfiuse (hilt art voluiiiiry. [Froin Juijnuii’i euincrtenlary on Iji’s 
Mewajjf 1 
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ations of His.* Mankind’s power of autonomous. am ion haa no efficacy 

over [man’s] power ubjecl at all;1 but fattier, both [man’s] power 

and ttis power object operate under God Most High's power ot auto¬ 

nomous action. 

2. Qadi Abu ftakr [al-UaqilLani] taught that the act itself lakes 

place by the power of God Most High, while the? circumstances of 

An act’s obedience as in rhe performance of th^ worship, or [its] dis¬ 

obedience ns its adultery, are characteristics of the act winch lake 

place by the power of man, 

3. Imam al-Haramayn [alJuwayttl], aild Abu al-Husayn al- 

Basri and the philosophers held that the acts of man take place by 

power that God Most High has created within a man, for [God] 

Most High places, within man both a power of autonomous action 

and a with and thereupon that power and will become (he 4neces¬ 

sary cause1 for the existence of their 'common object of power1, [i.e., 

the human act]. 

4. Ustadh Abu Mmq al-lsfarayinf-' taught that die ‘effective cause1 
in an act is the sum of the power of God and the power of man. 

b- Thi Mu Uizikih fwili&R m moral jtwdotn and ih nefhtatioft 

1. The Mtfiazitah all teach that man produces his act by bh 

own free choice^ unqualiJicd by any necessity,6 But the MuHazM 

doctrine is ruled out lor a number of reasons: 

+ Glosses: I . MS:: This is ihc doctrine called "Compulsion1' [jatnrj. 
2. MS and L: [Ail act) is acquired [maluuh] by man. What ii meant by hb 

acquisition of it is that il closely' associates with his power and Ills will, but in Lbb 
[uuciilkt mArt yrtins] no effective causality lovtf k[ or entry into its existence 
fiKCtpi as he is thr- substrate for it. This is the doctrine of Abu al-Hasan xl-Ash'ari. 
[Ftehti Jurjasii's commentary on Jjri's .■Wou.upjf ] 

1 MS gl: But rather, God who is praised and exalted made it His Custom to 
place within the creature the power of AuIoftcKrtoUS action and of Voluntary choice, 
Scj, if there should be nothing to prevent it [God] (lieu placed [ttwjarU] within [the 
creature] (he accioti of a man as a) [the divineJ power object and as t?} something 
closely wciaied wi[h them both [i,c., God and man}. Thus, the action of oroa- 
tufdy man i$ 1) a creation of God .is a unique thing and as a temporal origina¬ 
tion,, and it is 2\ the creature’* own by acquisition. 

0 Abu Ishaq Ibrahim Lhn Muhammad aL-L$tavaylni, d. 41!-!/1il'27.. was a icachcr 
of Ash'ari theology. L spells the name [al-lsfaranlf 

' MS "This is the doctrine called ‘'Autonomy" fqadarTyah, - (MS:; qiidarahj- 
Nmo tiia9 ihc root word is [qadar], or the 'paxiiaabtiixmg decree' with God, and 

the ^particularized act' with mankind. both of which implement the power of auto¬ 
nomous action, one divine and one human. 

K MS gl: I.e.. mans production of his avL is not an obligallon upoit him but it 
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2, if an act from which a mail abstains should be made impos¬ 

sible ;u the time of the act, then the man would be under Compul¬ 

sion and his action would not be of his free choice. 

3. But if abstention ifom the act should not be math: impos¬ 

sible, then his [abstaining] action would require some prcferral agency 

to tie the necessary cause, because of the impossibility' of giving pre¬ 

ference to one of the two terms in a possibility without there being 

a preferring agency. Moreover, that preferring agency as necessary 

cause may not be derived bom man himself. This is so because if 

[the preferring agency] should be from [die side of] man himself 

then the division [into the foregoing alternatives in the case] would 

return, 31 would not result in an infinite series argument, but rather 

it would terminate without doubt with a preferring agency as die 

necessary causation not derivable from the act of man; and thus, 

'compulsion’ would be implicit.11 

An objection has been raised that the Muteilah hold that the 

meaning of Tree choice' [with reference to mankind] is that the two 

terms [i.e,, either to perform an act or abstain from it] are equal in 

relation to |man's] power of autonomous action by itself, and that 

die necessity for one of them to occur is on account of finan^] will¬ 

ing intention. So, when an agency of preferral h obtained, namely, 

[man's] MS 2d I a will, then the action becomes ‘necessary*, but 

when [the agency of preferral] is not obtained, then [the particular 

action | is 'impossible1 However, that [process] dues nol deny die 

equality' of the two terms in respect to [man's] power ol autonomous 

action by itself. In that caste then, if abstaining from an act should 

l>e impossible for a man in view of [chc preferring decision of his] 

will, there would be no implication of 'compulsion1 L 391 or the 

lack of free choice1, That would be the implication only il the i mpos¬ 

sibility of abstaining from the act should be because it was without 

|the preferring decision of man’s] will.™ Rut* if [the impossibility of 

abstaining from the act] should he together with [the preferring deci¬ 

sion of man’s] will, then no, [the "compulsion’ would not he implied]. 

The answer [to the objector defending the Mi_ftazilah] is that what 

you have set forth about the Mu'tazLtah is [only] the position of Abu 

is by his free choice. If tie [positively] wills it, then he Joes il, and if he wills to 
leave ii to the Writer of his destiny, (then likewise-, tie leaves il.] 

v MS ^1: Eerauise m^n is root independent in bis Choice. 
rL' The MS provides ernty the pronoun suJFlk “wilhGLtt if", A03 the fiOUn. 
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aS-Husayn al-BusrL it is not ihc doctrine of ail the rest of the Mu*la- 

ziJah. Our [Isfahan!’&j discussion ls a refutation of the doctrine of 

all the nest of the Mu'tazilah, not a refutation of [only] the teach¬ 

ing of Abu al-Husayn [al-Baarij. 

4. [The Mu'la^ilah doctrine of free choice is ruled out also 

l>ecau$c] if man should produce his act by his free choice, then he 

would have knowledge of its details, since, if it should be admissi¬ 

ble to produce an act by free choice without having such knowl¬ 

edge* then the argument demonstrating the certainty' of God Most 

High’s lever-present] omniscience would be invalidated. Now, since 

a universal ultimate purpose1 would he inadequate [to explainjj the 

occurrence of a particular [act], because the relationship of a uni* 

versa! fpurpose] to all particular [acts] would be equal and the occur¬ 

rence of any one of them would not be preferable Co the occurrence 

of any other, it is necessary, therefore, that a particular cud purpose 

should become realized, and that that particular end purpose should 

Ik1 conditional upon knowledge of the particular details,11' Thus, it 

would he an established certainty that if [man] should produce his 

action by his own free choice, then, he would have knowledge of its 

[consequent] details. Man the creature would then Lave full com¬ 

prehension of [all] the periods of rest interspersed in slow gradual 

motion-change fix., the periods of overt inactivity and activity in 

the course of a single action], and he would know [intimately] the 

particular domains of these periods of rest. Rut this conclusion would 

bo false, because the agent of the slow gradual motion-change [of 

an action] has already placed a period nl quiescence in some domains 

and motion-change in some others, even without any awareness of 

the periods of quiescence11 or of their domains. 

Another objection has been raised that existential causation does 

not require that the existential cause should have knowledge of what 

has been made to exist. Further, shore is no implied rejection of 

11 MS gl: [This is] the reason for |ifaytkwi&| statement [Jun [maii| would hav* 
knowledge of the [cawqirciiL] details [of his act] 

13 Ct'. Aristotle’s .VarAomarAwm Elftit.i III: 3 and VI 1:3-4 rdcmng to choice in terms 
of universal ends and particular arts. Cilaiinn from Bruce Aune, Reamtt arcJ Afiiort, 
|jp, l Vl tf. Cf. also Aunt's reference to W.F.R. Hardie s Aristotle's Ethical 7?iw>:, 
especially pp, HJSl IT, "Choice and the origination of atoon”, wcul pp. !£i-0 IT,, "Note 
on ihe Practical Syllogism.'’ 

|A L and f read here [sak»ttae|, while the MS and MS Garrett 9fl9H.a read 
[sukun]. 
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God Mosi High’s [ever-present] omniscience, because those who 

affirm the [divine] omniscience do not infer it [from the fact of 

God's] existential causation, but rather from the properties and per- 

lection of [llis] act, Yes, the existential causation [of an acl| together 

with a purpose docs necessitate knowledge, but general knowledge 

suffices. (Tie motion-changes [i.e,, stages of an actionj that issue front 

us |human beings] closely associated with a purpose for them arc 

[all] known to us in a general way. 

The answer [to this objection from the Mu'tazilah] is that the 

separate14 particular details that take place [consequently] with an 

action issuing from the agent by his own purpose and free choice 

must become realized by means of a particular purpose, that par¬ 

ticular purpose being conditioned by particular knowledge. Tims, ihe 

implication would be that if a parson should produce his action by 

his own free choice, then he would have knowledge of its |conse¬ 

quent] details. However, they [he,, presumably, the Mtftazilah] have 

the right to rule out fan opponents] conclusion. Therefore [in their 

view], man would have knowledge of the particular details of his 

actions, but this particularized knowledge would not remain in his 

memory.il MS 201b 
5. [The Muhasdlah doctrine of free choice is ruled out also 

because] if a man should make a choice and his will should be con¬ 

trary- to the will of God Moat High, in that man the creature] had 

willed a body to be quiescent while God -Most High had willed it 

to be in motion-change, then either 

a) the will of both of tiiern would take place, implying the 

joining of a contradictory pair; or 

hi the will of [neither] one of them would take place, imply¬ 

ing the removal of a contradictory pair; or 
c) the will of One of the two but Hot tile other would take 

place, implying T 191 a prclcncnce without a preferring agent. 

Tb is would be s^ because, even though [Hod] Most High’s power 

of autonomous action is more general than mtin the creature's power 

11 MS rrads [iii-mufaHJclnh]; 1* and T nrjvrt [jil-mynfi^ily'hp MS Garnett 
appear to have an un-doited letter n, thus reading [al-Ln.u.n.fidlai-ij. 

11 L gl: [dhukr] ipelLi'd. wiili a !V as whaL as [hekij by the: hc-arl [L.e.,. die mem¬ 

ory], but when ir is spelled with an “i” it is what is [stall'd] by dnr tongue: the 

firs* is intended lien:. 
Thr MS vocalizes the word with iLu’: and adds as gloss: “that is. ha his heart.1' 
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of autonomous action, still in regard to a certain power object [these 

two powersf would be equal in their independence to exert effective 

causation upon that one power object. A single object L 392 would 

he a true unit that does not admit of any variance, The tv to re, the 

two powers of autonomous action, in respect to what the existence 

of this object requires, would be equal, The variance would exist 

only in other matters external to this, meaning reference, and if dial 

is so, then any preference would be. impossible. 

An objection [by the Mu'tarilah] has been raised that the will of 

God Most High would actually take plaoc, and not che will of man, 

when the two power sources would coincide But we, [say the 

Mu'taalahl, do not giant chat the (wo powers would be equal in 

their independence to exert effective causation upon that [single] 

power object, Rather, they wrouid be dissimilar in their strength, and 

their weakness. Thus, the power of one [of them] would be able to 

move a given distance in a given period of time, but the power of 

another would not he able to do 30 in that same space of lime.3* If 

che two power* should be equal then the power objects would be 

equal, but they are not. 

Further, the weak party indcpondmily may perhaps be able 10 

perform an act that the strong [party] is able to perform, while die 

strong party is able to hinder [the weak party] from that act, but 

| the weak one] is nnahle to hinder the strong, This argument is 

taken from the 'proof of mutual prevention'1* that nullifies any the¬ 

ory that deity may be more than one, In that context the argument 

would be valid, because deities are assumed lo l>e equal in power 

without any variance, but here it is not valid,M 

Baydawi said: L 392, T 191 

MiitfL+jtnh dtiitrifu1, "Autonomy u in human acts 

The [Mu'tazilaliJ argument [for autonomy in human acts] is based 

on both, reason and tradition. 

iL L alone i>f sources used otnLis ’'in the same spaci- of time.1' 
!J The 'proof of miitLiai prevention* [-thilli al-l-ariLanu] is the proof chat if Qfwf of 

iwo propositions is low, ibe other cluiikk Ik;, 71k phrase is not in Juqani** Ttfnfm. 

Tilt word [rsmani/j is explained in Lane's Ledum as & synonym of [[ahajuzj. 
:'1 L jji: Bocaus^ the power of man 1$ not equal 10 the poww of God Most High, 

which is obvious from what has preceded 
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a, [Their argument from reason is dial] if mail the creature should 

not have Autonomous. choke* then the obligation [to dutilui living 

that is divinely] imposed upon hint would be inappropriate |and 

very repugnant]. 

a, a. The answer [to the Mu'twsilah] is that that point is one that 

is held in common [with other groups], [This is so,] because the 

divine commandment comes with well-bidanced reasons, and any 

ambivalence on [GotEs] part is impossible. When [God's] preference 

is indicated, it is a necessary duty'. Moreover* if [God:s preference] 

should be something the occurrence of which is well known., then, 

its. occurrence would be necessary; if it should he something the nort- 

occutrenoe of which is well known, then its occurrence would be 

impossible. 

Nonetheless, God Most High “may not be asked about whal He 

does.” [Qur’an 21:23] 

b. [The Mu^tazilah argument from tradition is based] on the fol¬ 

lowing leasons:311 

I, Iherc arc the senses that have joined actions with human 

beings and haw United the actions to their wills* according to the 

word of [God] Most High;; 

"Woe to those who are writing the Book with their own hands1*; 

[Qur'an 2:79a] 

“They heed only someone’s theory"; [Q0; 11U 10:bb; 53:23, 28];21 

“So they can change it to what is in themselves”; [Q f!:53b] 

“Rather, [the fact is] your own selves have led you”; [Q 12:18] 

“Thus, lie allowed himself.,,”; [Q 5:30] 

“Anyone doing evil will be paid back for it"; [Q 4:123] 

“Every man is mortgaged to his wealth”; [Q 52:21] 

“Anyone who wants to, let him believe* 

and anyone who wants to, let him disbelieve’1; [Q 18:29] 

whatever you want”; [Q 41:40] 

“Whoever wants to, will keep Him in remembrance”; [Q 74:55] 

“So, any of you who wane to, can advance or fall back.” [Q 74:37] 

L iieads, “would! iiot bt appropriate” [lam y*>ahh], while T, MS Garten 283 
and Gamll 985Hi> read, "woukl lx? very repugnant” (la-qabubiil- 

a l. lias skipped the “on ressom |iha.[ follow]71 [min witjtlhj. 
11 Baydawq c|tM>1rji the vrracs having the verb in the 3tyJ prirson plural* while 

Isfahan! quotum from [QE>;l+8] where the verb ii in ilie 2nd person pEutral. 
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These |vrirees| may br compared with others. as in j God’s] word; 

“[He is] the Creator of all things"; [& 13:16] 
“It is God who created you and everything you do;' |Q 37:96] 
“For whomever God wills, him Hr. allow? to got lost, 

and for whomever lie wills, him Hr sets on a direct way,” 

HI 6:39] 

2. There are the verses that include a promise, with a warning 

also in them, and | there are] those that include praise, with blame 

also brought along; all of these are more than can he reckoned. 

b. a, The answer [to this argument from tradition! is that bliss 

and misery arc inborn dispr wit ions that were assigned to [mankind] 

before he existed, fHowever, man’s] actions are the outward indi¬ 

cations upon which rewards and punishments arc based, inasmuch 

a? [man's actions| are his own [internal] defining characteristics, not 

[externally caused] necessary effects.22 

3. There is the confession L 393 of the prophets, peace upon 

them* about their sins, as in [God’s] word, 

quoting from Adam: “O our Lord, we have wronged ourselves"; 

[Q 7:23] 
and from lonah: "'Praise belong to You, truly 1 wps a wrong- 

doer”; [Q 2 l:S7] 

and lion'] Moses: clO my Lord, 1 have wronged myself.1' [Q 27:441 

These arc compared with [others in God's] word, quoting from 

Moses: 

^This is only a dissension that you are jjermicting, in it You allow 

whomever you will to get lost, and [in it] You provide direction for 

whomever You will11, [Q 7:155] and other verses like it. 

4. 1’here are the verses indicating rhat His acts may not be 

described using characteristics [applied to] human actions, [as] 'wrong- 

tic ting'„ Inconsistency^ and Variance*, that me in the word of Him 

the Most High: 

“God docs no wrong even in [amount] the weight of a dust speck"; 

fQ 4:401 
“Your Lord is no tyrant over mankind1'; |Q 41:46] 

“We haw not oppressed them1"; [Q 11:101, 16:118, 43:76] 

K [jabillayalij inborn dispositions; [amarac] ouNvarc.1 indications; [niu'umfjlj friUr- 

nal] defining chmclaislicsj fttirijabal] jrittcnnilly caused] necessary dleels 
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“If |thc word] had been from any other than God they would 

have found in it much inconiistcncy”; [Q4:B2] 

Hin ail the Merciful One’s creation you sec no variance/' [Qb7:3f 

4, rt, The answer to (this argument] U that fan act] being 

wrongdoing is a mental consideration that is applied m an acciden¬ 
tal quality to some of the actions where we are involved because of 

our low capability and merit. But that does not prevent the origi¬ 

nal production of rhe act to he from the Creator Most High, entirely 

apart from this mental consideration. A.$ to the exclusion of 'incon¬ 

sistencyJ and ^variance’* that refers lo tlidr exclusion from die Qur’an 

and from die creation of the heavens, since the scriptural discussion 

involves both of these.. 

Isfahan] says: L 393, T 191, MS 20lb 

MtfUtzj&th doctrine, “Aitltmumy*’ m human acts 

The argument of the Mu^tazilah, that the acts of mankind arc auto¬ 

nomously chosen, is based on [both| reason and tradition. 

a. Their argument from, reason is that if man should tiot have 

free choice, that is, if he should not be enabled either to perform 

an act or to abstain from it, then the obligation [to dutiful living 

that is divinely] imposed upon him would be very repugnant, because 

then his acts would proceed as if they were aciions of inanimate 

beings. But, [lay the MiTtazilah], that conclusion would be lalse, 

because thoughtful people agree that the obligation imposed is not 

something repugnant. 

a,-a, The answer lo this |statement] i$ that what you [of the 

MtTcazilah] have so forth, is an obligation held in common,23 and 

it ii so from two aspects, 

L [This general obligation is held in common, because] an 

action that is divinely commanded has well-balanced reasons, either 

as motivation to act or as motivation Lo abstain. Where there is 

81 MS gk Thar h, it is distrlbutccl among ail the schools of thought. However, 
a rebuttal to i.lits fan be given by saying dial it is grained that the action uk man 
would proceed ,i-S if if were the mevemcfii onttaiiifiiaic beings. l>w ii is tiot yearned 
dial [fie obligation imposed would be repugnant. That would be implied |otily] if 
the Jicuons nf [Cnd] Moat High shrm]d hp ^tlceis cau-isd by acctdrartaE t^ualiri-PA, 

hut thar is not the cj.lt. Thui, |Cod] Mnsc High may not he que^ioned ahouc 
v*h&t Hf: docs. | From Tbiis's Commentary on Gaydawi's Tswalf.J 
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some ambivalence, no motivation so action is possible; but when 

there is a positive preference in the action motive, then it is some¬ 

thing necessary, Thus, the action [cither way) would be either impos¬ 

sible or necessary, And so [the action] would not be the object of 

power of man the creature,2* thus making it repugnant as an oblig- 

a tion imposed on him, 

2. [ Hiis general obligation is held in common, also becausel 

if a certain commanded action should be something that God knows 

[can and] d^ics occur, then if would he something necessary; hut if 

it should be something that God knows (cannot and] does not occur, 

then it would be impossible. And so [the action] would not be the 

power object of man the creature,, thus making it repugnant as an 

obligation imposed on him, 

b. The [Muhaiilah; argument from tradition has a number of 

points; 

l. There are the verses which have joined actions with human 

beings and have linked the [actions] to their wills, such a* the state¬ 

ment of Him the Most High,"' 

“Woe to those who are writing the Book with their own hands”; 

[Qur’an 2:79a] 

“Anyone who wants to, let him believe, 

and anyone who wants to* let him disbelieve”; [Q 9 B;29j 

"Do whatever you want”; [Q 41:40] 

‘Whoever wants to, will keep Him in remembrance”; [Q 74:55] 

‘"You heed only someone’s theory”; [QtkJ4BQM 

“That is to tell you God is not one who would change from die 

favor 

that He liLvishes upon a jH'ople, so T 192 they can change it 
to what is in themselves”; [Q_ 8:53] 

"Rather. L 394 your own selves have seduced you to this thing! 

But now, [let my] patience be full of grace/' [Q {2:18, 83]” 

H:bo, he made himself obedient [to the urge] to kill his brother”; 

[Q 5:30] 

L and T read literally, ''the power object of marT [maqdCir aVabcij, white 
ifLt MS Jind MS Garn-tl !Mjy]la mid. “a power object fbr marc"' Jrnaqdiiran bii-'alidl. 

2: This formula precedes each (yiiotadon in the four seunxi used, but will be 
Translated here only wiih rhe first one, 

■|1, For his quoiarkin., (“booses ihe v*rsf having The verb in rho 2nd per¬ 
son plural.. 

1? f. ,, fn-ssiliTun jitmilun]. 
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"Anyone doing evil will be paid back for it”; [O 4:123] 

“Every man is mortgaged to his wealth”; [0,52:211 

“So, any of you who want to can advance or fall back," [Q, 74:37] 

Verses quoted [here] to support the argument from tradition 

may he compared with the verses indicating that all acts are hy the 

creation of God, as iit this |selection from the] word of [God]; 

“He is the Crealor of all things”; ]’QL 13:16] 

“It is God who created you and everything you do”; [Q 37:9b | 

“For whomever God wills, him He allows to get lost, 

and for whomever He wills, him He sets on a direct way,” 

EQ 0:39] 
2. There arc the verses that carry both a promise and a want¬ 

ing, praise and blame go together, as in ]God’s] word, 

“Everyone will get what he has earned that day”; [0,40:17] 

“You will be paid that day for what you were doing’; [Q_ 43:28] 

"So that everyone will he paid for his work11; [Q, 20:3 5] 

“Would the payment for good work be anything but good?” 

[Q. 35:60] 
"Would you he paid For anything except what you have done?11 

[t> 27:90] ' 

“Whoever can. report [at least] one good deed 

will find that ten more like it arc to his credit”; LQ, 6:160] 

“Whoever turns away from what 1 have said „ . [Q, 20:124] 

"Aha, they are the ones who purchased this world’s life 

for ‘[only] the price of (he hereafterT”28 [Q 2:86] MS 202b 

“Indeed, whoever has renounced their faith after they had be¬ 

lieved . [Q, 3:90] 

"How is it that you renounce faith in God?” [CJL 2:28] 

b.-a. Verses of this kind are more than can be counted. The 

answer [do fhe argument l>a$ed on them] is that the only thing that 

necessarily goes with reward and praise or with punishment aud 

blame, is happiness or misery. God Most High has said: 

“Where are those who arc happy? They are in (lie Gaaden’Y 

[Q.11:I08] 
"Where are [hose who arc miserable? They are in the Fire,” 

[Q. I L: 1 0G] 

111 L ami. T shorten Lhc quotation, Ortilttrng1, ''for Lhe jjrie-c of itw: hereafter”, (jut 
the MS and MS Garrett 9B9Ha liav't fDeJ it out 
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Happiness and misery are inborn dispositions tliat were written 

down tor humankind even before [their] existence. As evidence for 

this there is die saying of [the Piopbcr]f peace be ujmhi him: 

“Tin: mail of happiness is he who was happy in his mother^ 

womb, and the man of misery is he who was in misery in iris tnolher’.s 

womb.”311' 

Good deeds am the outward indications of an inward happiness, 

but evil deeds arc the signs of an inward misery, A reward will be 
based'1 on good deeds, and punishment on evil deeds, since [a man’s] 

acts are his 'defining characteristics1 [that make Ins internal charac¬ 

ter known, leading] either to reward or punishment; they are not 

^externally caused] necessary effects’. 

3. There are the verses jH>inting to die prophets* confession of 

their sins, such as the word of [God| Most High, 

quoting from Adam: “O our Lord, wc have wronged ourselves*, 

[Q 7:23] 

quoting from Jonah: “Truly, ] was one of the wrongdoers", [ O 21:87] 

and 

quoting from Moses: JiO my Lord, Truly* 1 have wronged myself." 

LQ 27:44] 

Lhia evidence is to be compared with the statement of [Cod] Most 

High, quoting from Moses; 

'"This is only a dissension that you are permitting, 

in it you allow whomever you will to get lost, 

and [in ilj you provide direction for whomever you will/' [0,7:155] 

And there are other verses like it, such as: 

"For whomever Gud wills, him He allows to gel lost, 

and for whomever He wills, him He sets on a direct w-ay,=’ |Q.b:39j 

4. There arc the verses indicating that the acts of God Most 

[ Eigh may not be described using the characteristics of human actions, 

w rongdoing1, “ inconsistency1, and ‘variance1. 

Madid i, tiul k.Kahrd lee WimssBiuk's Hantf'lmjk hoc iWtfjam Atjhz ul-flmiih al-Mduos. 
L !J94:14 lal-sa^Ri ttnleb sa.‘idii IT tmtu Lrrnnihi|. 

K' L gJ: This is chc answer to a supposed question ihai jn summary Ls,. thai if 
Kippiacss Acid misery arc inborn cU^tjsiriuns [human) acpiDro do not have any 
access [bo modify themf Lhen why would reward and punishment Lk.- sec up <m the 
bS-sis ol' them? So |Biydawi] rinsivered by saying liutl reward will be based,. H6. 
Thus there Evuuld lx- none of ilie iiupticii IboJishiKSS a:lh;L repugn-anne rh*i you (the 
disputant] have mentioned. [from '[bn's commcnlary oo Baydawi’s 7hwdlir.] 
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a) 1 Wrongdoing1 is excluded according to [God’s] word; 

fkGod does no wrong even in [the amount of] the weight of a 

dust speck/' 4:40] 

“Your Lord is no tyrant over mankind'1, [Q 41: ;tS) L 

“Wc have not oppressed them, but they have wronged themselves/3 

[Q. 11:101] 
b) ‘Inconsistency* b excluded according to [God’s] word: 

“If it had been from any other than Cod they would have found 

in it much inconsistency”, |(i)4i82] 

cj ‘Variance* b excluded according to [God’s] word: 

l£In all the Merciful Qneb creation you see no variance, " [Q, 67:3) 

ThuE, if ‘wrongdoing', ‘inconsistency’ and 'variance5 arc excluded 

from the acts of God Most High, then the implication is that the 

acts of human being? are not the act? of God, because the acts of 

human beings are characterized by wrongdoing, inconsistency and 

variance. MS 203a Therefore, the acts of human beings are not 

creations of God Most High. 

4.-n. The answer [to this argument] is that the verses men¬ 

tioned do not indicate that the acts of human beings are not cre¬ 

ations of His. 

a) Regarding the verses indicating that Vrongdoing1 is to 

be excluded {Lc,, from application to any act said to be God’s cre¬ 

ation], since an act’s being wrongdoing constitutes a menial consid¬ 

eration applied as an accidental quality to it wherein we are involved, 

[that consideration] b not central to the reality of the wrongdoing, 

nor is it a characteristic that is true and concomitant to it |i.c,s to 

man’s act]. For it is admissible that acts involving human Ixings 

should not be described as wrongdoing wherein He the Moat High 

is involved, because He is the sovereign of all things by light, but 

[ir is admissible also] that jhey should be described |as wrongdoing] 

wherein we are involved, because of cur low capability or our low 

merit. Moreover, the iacl that an act would constitute wrongdoing 

wherein we are involved would not prohibit. the original production 

of the act from being derived from the Creator Most High, entirely 

apart from any consideration ofill as wrongdoing, since there is noth¬ 

ing about an action that derives from Him the Most \ ligh chat makes 

it impossible to have applied to it as an accidental quality the men¬ 

tal consideration that it constitutes wrongdoing wherein wc [human 

beings] arc involved- 
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b)j c] And regard]ng the exclusion of inconsistency' and 

Variance’ that the two verses indicate, that Lrefcrs to their exclu¬ 

sion] fronri^1 the Qur’an and the creation of the heavens respectively* 

siiLc-f thr doctrines about the Quran and iht: creation of the heav¬ 

ens are indicated by the context of die iwo verses, not the exclu¬ 

sion Of inconsistency and variance from hit acts of Hina the Most 

High in an absolute sense. Indeed, the manifold creations of God 

Most High show inconsistencies anti variances both in ranking and 

in distinction, and in other kititls of inconsistency and variance. 

Baydawi said; L 395, T 192 

Ashdinih doctrine, “CompuLri(m?: m hitman ads 

Yon should understand that when our colleagues [of the Ashacirah] 

found dial there was a self-evident difTerence between what wrc have 

in practice and what we find in inanimate beings, and [that when] 
established authoritative proof prevented them from making the 
adjunction between an act anti man's free choice in any absolute 

sense they proceeded to effect a combination of the two faciors. 
Their doctrine was that [human] acts take place 

a. by the power of God Most High, and 

b, by their acquisition by man, in the sense chat this happens 

when man is completely lirm in his will and God Most High cre¬ 

ates the act in him. [As a doctrine] this is problematic, and Ijecause 
of the difficulty of this position the early scholars disavowed those 

who entered into disputation over the matter. 

Mahani says: L 395, T 192, MS 203a 

Ashtfirah dot hint, "Compulsion” m hitman adi 

You should understand that when nur colleagues [of the Asha'irah] 

found that there was a self-evident difference between whai we have 

in practice, that is, [between] what wc [human beings] perform in 

Sl L grk l,cr, YYh&i is meant by trie Lertdu$U>ii of inconsistency is its ckoIusl™ 
from the Qjii^n, yjid Ijy l]j? ‘■cxclLcricm rmtunt:1 is iis fM'liisidJi (ivin the crt- 

aliou of the heavent [ From c3i<- Shark Taqtir.\ 
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the way of voluntary acts, and what wr sense | happens] in inani¬ 

mate things. in the way of motion-changes that go on without Ltierr^r 

being a tty consciousness or choice, then they intuitively understood 

that T 193 free choice was involved L 391] in the former but 

not in ihe latter. Moreover, when logical proof-indicating that God 

Most High is the Creator of all things and is thrir Producer—pre¬ 

vented therm, that is, made it impossible and repelled them from 

adjoining an act to man's free choice in any absolute: sense, [then 

our colleagues] proceeded! to combine the two factors. Their doc¬ 

trine was that [human| acts take place 

a. by the power of God Most High and 

h. by their acquisition by mankind. Phis is in the sense tba! God 

Most High has executed His customary lawr.lsli in that when man has 

been completely firm in his will to obey* God created obedient action 

in him, and when man has been completely firm in his will to dis^ 

obey, [God] created disobedient action in him, So in this way man 

has been as if he were the existential cause of his action, although 

he was not its existential cause. Ibis [divine] 'particularizing power 

of autonomous action'^ is sufficient for both commandment and 

interdiction. 

Our author [Baydawi]-*1 said that fas a doctrine] this [position] is 

problematic. MS 203 b Indeed, [in itself] coming to a firm deci¬ 

sion is also an act and a creation of God Most High and there is 

no involvement in is for man at all, Because of the difficulty of this 

position the early scholars disavowed those who entered into dispu¬ 

tation over this matter, since for the most part, to do so wrouid move 

the disputation [eitherj towards a suspension of the command me m 

and [a consequent] interdiction, or towards [the heretical notion of] 

a partnership with God Most High. Investigating scholars say regard¬ 

ing this matter, that there is neither divine "compulsion1 nor [human] 

"delegation1 [Le.? escape of responsibility], but that there is a mid- 

tile position between Lho two. This is the truth, and the right state¬ 

ment of it is dial God produces the power and the will m man and 

implements them fioth in such a way that they are involved it] the 

act. It is not that the divine power and [human] will of themselves 

131 fajra1 ‘adalahul Ii-rf ™n]ttd His "customary taw1. 

J" fiii-qadarj ‘the fid ftku fritting power of autonomous action 
H 3. and T i<kL here, ■‘"Cod’s mercy up^ri him’1, but this Ls not i.n che MS, MS 

Garnett nr MS Ganrctt/,Yah«icla -HHti- 
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avc involved in the aa, but their being involved \$ from the aspect 

wherein they arc involved in the creation of it by God Most High; 

then Ehr act occurs on account of them. Taking into account all 

things m creation, God Moat High creates some of them without 

using any intermediate means and some of them through bolh an 

intermediate means and secondary causes.^ It is not that the inter¬ 

mediate means and secondary causes arc of themselves necessarily 

involved in the ch isle tree of the caused ellccts, hut rather that God 

Most High has created [these means and causes] in man, and has 

implemented them in such a way that they would be involved, Tims 

the voluntary acts that are related ro man would be both cneatitmn 

of God Mos* High and subjected to the power of man ihrough a 

power which God created in man arid Implemented in such a way 

that it would he involved lit the act. 

ITc hest thing for us to do with this topic is to follow [he method 

of the early scholars by ceasing to argue over it and by committing 

the knowledge of it to God. 

Baydawi said: L 396, T 193 

Topic 2; God is the agency that mils moral phenomena is all creator 

a, [Our Asha'trah argument is that God| Most High U the agency 

that wills the [moral] phenomena of good and evil, and of faith and 

unbelief. [This is Hue] because 

1!l ‘Secondary causes’ [ssibab. ast^h], a* distinguished from 'primary7 uluses f'Ulah, 
■HJIal], 

n [. . . ft Aimahn murkl liJ-La^nalf. F.D. Rad {Mu/iessat, p. ] adds the phrase 
[h-jami’'] 'air,, preceding 'creatures', hue ftaydawi and Mahani omit a as lining 
already implied. Here wn assume ihar moral phenomena ‘in all creatures' implic¬ 
itly refers [as a cancgnry] to rhe ‘acts -of humankind', while ihc 'acts of Cud' are 
a category nf divinity Both mar writm use rhe material that then follows from 
Kali's ■OLimpendtiuin [pafim 1^9-2'OOj, contrailiclisig the aignmenlS c>l" ihe Mu‘[a.?jlah. 

I'herc is ii nl&jur protiLem, for mankind,, of huw co consider and. deal svith 
mankind's imperfect moral t^hasoor. This b the field of 'ethics'. Then there Is 
another major problem, for mankind, of flow to consider what appears to he evil 
atirl imperfection ir. the acts of -Ciod Most High. 'PTiis is the problem of ‘theodicy7 
in tbav field of 'divinity7' St wa* n worriiOirue problem tv Ishtroit theologians and 
philosopher* for centuries, Baydawi touches on this matter, buc it, like sonic other 
individual problems, was too large to include width] his summary of Islamic the¬ 
ology, Students will wart to £0 to a recent work bp- brie 1.. Omuby, Ihiiodif)/ iti 
Ist#njit, liinr&ht; tiir. Dispute Ktr “first vf Alt Pvvfibk HWids.71 {Princeton, 
iS'J,: Princeton Univeraty Press, c. l^-h) It iias a lull survey cifthc hlutuir rU-hates 
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1. He is the F,xtsLf mia.3 Cause of the universe and is its Creator, 

and 

2, He knows that for anyone who dies in his unbelief that one's 

nonexistent faith can never come into existence. If ihe ease should 

be otherwise, then it would have been possible fur [God's] knowl¬ 

edge to be inverted to ignorance, and then the divine will would 

not have had any linkage with |tlie divine knowledge] . 

b. The Mu'taidlah argument, [however], is based on the follow¬ 
ing jHiints. 

1. Unbelief is not the result of a | divine | command, and there¬ 

fore it would not be a [divinely] willed objective, since the win is 

indicated by the command, oC is inferred from it. 

2. If unbelief had been a [divinely] willed objective then approval 

of it would be obligatory; but [the very] approval of unbelief itself 

constitutes L 397 unbelief. 

3. If [unbelief] had bcctl a [divinely] willed objective then an 

unbeliever would he show-big obedience through his unbelief since 

obedience consists in bringing about the willed objective of ihe one 
to be obeyed, 

4. There is the word of [GodJ Most High: 

i£He does not approve unbelief among humankind, wrho are His 

own‘h3 [QuPan 39:7] the approval being His will, 

b, a. The answer [to this argument] is that a ‘command1 may be 

separated from a ’willing with approval, as for instance, witli the 

command of an investigating officer. Approval would be necessary' 

only in regard to die divine primeval decision ,18 aside from the 

objective decreed, ‘Obedience1 is something appropriate to the com¬ 

mand, although it might not be a ’willing with approvaf. Approval 

on the pari of God Most High either 

1. would be for His will 10 provide a [divine] reward [for man's 

act], or 

2. would be His abandoning of opposition [to it]. 

The philosophers said that what already exists is either something 

of pure goodness, such as the angels and the celestial spheres, eir 

cm. iliiS matte*, arid haw they T>ecamic related to the Thinking- of ChJistiwii st:hr>lai'&1 

from Lhr: J2th to the 19th centuries iof common era lime notation), 
r Reading with I’, VIS (h-nrerr fgSQHh and MS Garrett ''lkt” [aw], I. 

alfme reads HandJ' [wn]. 
341 The divine primrva? dcctsion' jal-qada']; 

the objective decreed [al-rmtqplL]. 
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something! m ■w'hieh the good predominates. [An act] the essence 

of which would he the result of a decision, would be either good or 

evil as the consequence [of the decision], indeed, 

‘to abandon an abundant good, 

in sell-protection from a small evil, 

would he an abundant evil1,39 

Isfahan i. says: L 397^ T ]y3, MS 203b 

Topic 2: God is the agtriry th&l mills mond fihmammu m ail creatures 

[Scholars] have differed over the question whether God Most High 

k the agency that wills the moral phenomena of all [human] beings 

or not. 

Cktii-mt stimrtuny of positions 

A. The Ashnirah took the position that He is the agency that 

wilts all die [moral] phenomena of good and evil, faith and unbe¬ 

lief obedience and disobedience. His will is. subsequent to His knowf- 

edgr, and every tiling that Got! Most High knows [caci and] does 

occur, that lie wills |to occur], and everything God Most High 

know?; [cannot and] docs not occur* that He doe* not will to occur. 

b. The Mi^teusilah took the position char [God] Most High is not 

the agency dial wills evil, unbelief and disobedience, whether or nor 

they [cun and] do occur, but that He does will goodness, MS 2lHs. 

faith and obedience., whether or not they |can and] do occur, llis 

will is in accord whh His command, for everything God Most High 

commands He so wi Ik it to be, 

Partkiit&r arguments 

c, Baydawi, our author* ha.$ argued against the Aduvirah school 

on two poiiits: 

]. [Baydawi holds that God] Most High is the existential cause 

of everything from among ihc realities possible that has [actually] 

entered into existence, and He is the Creator of [this existing totality] 

K Our s-trmigly hiispKifi ihar [his may be ail old Greek maxim nr prfiverh, hut 
we have nnt i raced ir. Sr*- ncre ai ihii pnjiH in Mahanfi. commentary. 
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by | His nvvn] free choice. Amidst this totality there are [examples 

of] evil, unbelief and disobedience' therefore, He is the existential 

cause of evil, unbelief and disobedience by |Hisj free choice. Fur¬ 

thermore, for everything of which He is the existential cause by [His] 

(ree choice, He is aisn the agency that wills it, so God Most High 

is the agency that wills (host1 [moral phenomena]. 

An objection could l>c raised that this point is based upon the 

doctrine that [God] Most High is the Creator of the acts of mankind, 

a doctrine that for [the Mu'taziiah]40 is impossible, 

2. {Bay dawi argues further that Cod] Most High knows that 

the tack of Faith in someone about, to die in unbelief is such that 

faith on (tills unbeliever's] part could not possibly exist—-otherwise, 

[God] Most High s knowledge could hr inverted to ignorance—so 

if the existence of faith should be impossible on the part of [any¬ 

one dying in unbelief]} then the divine will would not fie linked with 

[the nonexistent faith], because an impossibility would not become 

an object of the divine will. 

An objection could be raised that the existence of faith [in such 

a permit] would not be a [real] 'impossibility' in view of [God's] 

'omnipotence in autonomous action3, nor would it be an 'impossi¬ 

bility* in view of [God’s} 4[ever-present] omniscience’. Thus, it would 

t>e admissible that [God] Most High’s wit] should he linked to the 

faith [of such a person] when that [faith| would be taken as a ‘pos¬ 

sibility’, [jut not when it wtuhld be taken as an 'impossibility1. 

Anotherobjection could be raised that knowledge, [i.c., as a structure], 

a) develops after the [existence of an] intelligible [that has 

become known], and [die knowledge] 

b) is not die necessary cause of [the intelligible]. Thus, the 

divine knowledge would not be the 'necessary cause’ of Unbelief and 

disobedience, nor would (he will be linked with unbelief and dis- 

ohcdien.ee.41 

d. The MutiaziJah, [on the contrary], present an argument with 

four points.42 

" This b su noted in it MS rIos, 
41 The MS akme of stuarer-s used ha* si vanmil reathnK [wa-la y^miani1 la'a]!uq 

af-irndtih bt4timi]. MS Garr^u 939Ha aRTvcs vl-LlIl L and T in reading |[k-isi tati/al- 
]aq al-ir^dah bi-aUktifr 

h and T add htn Unu this [maitcrj^ |lahu]i the MS and MS Garrett 9ft9Ha 
do not. 
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L Unbelief has not been [divinely] commanded, and this is by 

[scholarly] consensus; therefore , it is not a [divinely] willed objec¬ 

tive, This is so, 

a} because the will is a lad inferred from (he command, 

L 399 or, [in other words]t what is inferred from die command 

I 194 is a necessary consequence of die will and is equivalent11 to 

it; and 

bj because the corniTjand is either the same as (he will, or 

is conditional upon the will, the will being a condition (hat is insep¬ 

arable from [the command I.11 Whichever way it is, separation of the 

command from the will would be impossible; thus, what has not 

been comtnandcd would not have been a wiled objective, and to 

unbelief has not been commanded it would not have been the willed 

objective, 

2. If unbelief had been a [divinely] wiled objective then 

[mankind s] approval of it would be obligatory, But this conclusion 

is lalse, because the approval of unbelief [really] constitutes unbe¬ 

lief and thus is not obligatory. An explanation of (he [Mu'tazilah] 

reasoning here is that unbelief, in that ease, would have been (he 

willed objective of God Most High, and the willed objective of Got! 

Most I li,srK would have been 11 is primeval decree, and approval of 

the primeval decree would have been obligatory - 

3. If unbelief MS 204b had been a .'divinelyj willed objec¬ 

tive, then an unbeliever would be showing obedience through his 

unbelief But this conclusion is false., because an unbeliever [really] 

shows disobedience through his unbelief. An explanation of the 

[Muhazilah] reasoning here is that since obedience consists in bring¬ 

ing to pass the wiled objective of the one to be obeyed, then if 

unbelief should have been the | divinely] will’d objective then the 

unbeliever through his unbelief would have caused the willed objec¬ 

tive of God to occur, and thus would be showing obedience through 

his unbelief 

4. There is the word of [God] Most High: 

Only L nf ihf sources used omitH the svgrd “fijur" 
An MS .gloss explains; [I.r , ibey presented (heir position], that God Most Hifih 

was not (be willing agency of alt |moral'' phenomena hot only of some, namely the 
coLnmandLm.eriL£. in four points. [From "IbrTs commentary7 on BavdawVs Tintu^.l 

fl T has a misprint where die correct reading is |niLissawin Utha], 
11 MS rI: l.o,, fif»m the command. 
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(<He does not approve unbelief among humankind, who are His 

own.'1 [Qur'an 39:7] [Clearly in this verse], approval is His will. 

Thus if unbelief had been the [divine] will, then God. Most High 

would have approved it. But such a conclusion is liaise. 

Answers to the Miftaztiih 

1 —a. The answer to the first (point in the Muhazilah argument] 

is that a command may he [analytically] separated from the will, 

for a command is not the will itself, nor is it conditional upon it. 

Tlmt [case, i.e.* that a command should he the will itself], would 

he like an investigating officers command. Indeed, 

a) if a sultan should disapprove of a master who beat his 

slave, and should put the master under the warning of punishment 

for beating his slave for no fault, and 

b) if the master |on his part] should claim that the slave 

was contrary with him, and the master should seek to find an excuse 

for himself by claiming that the slave had disobeyed his order to go 

lor the sultan’s inspection jj.c,, to check for bruises on the slave], 

then 

c) he would give such a command to his slave, but would 

not be willing for him to carry- it out, [1 his is] because* if the mas¬ 

ter should be willing for the stave to carry out the command, he 

would be willing his own punishment—the sultan having put him 

under (lie warning of punishment when the slave would obey his 

command [i.e,, by showing his bruises to the sultan]! But now, no 

intelligent person wills his own punishment! The MiTtazilah have 

proposed something like this Ira saying that a command eonstilutes 

goal-seeking, but no intelligent person would seek his own punishment. 

An objection is raised that it would be preferable to say that if 

the command should be the will itself, or should be conditional ujhui 

it, then all things commanded would come to pass. But this con¬ 

clusion would lw ialse. An explanation of this [objector’s | reasoning 

here is that because (he win is a characteristic that pertains specifically 

to I lie occurrence of an action at some particular time rather tlian 

another, therefore the linkage of the will to an objective event means 

that [the will] pertains specifically to the time of its occurrence. 

Therefore, if an objective event does not have existence, then it 

tvould not have been specifically qualified by a [particular! time f°r 

its occurrence* aiid. if it has not been specifically qualified by a time 
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for il to occur, then no will would have been linked to it. Ihe impli¬ 

cation from Ihrsr two premises is I hat if the objective event should 

have no existence then no will would have been linked to it, and 

this implies*' that if there had beer a linkage of the will to the objec¬ 

tive event then it would have had existence, 

But on the assumption that the command itself would be the 

or** would be conditional upon itT then the implication would be 

that die command s objective would come into beings L 399 since 

it already would be a willed objective having existence. MS 205a 

A demonstration that this conclusion [i.e^ that the command itself 

is die will] is Eiilse is that even though God Most High knows that 

a certain man will die in ht§ unbelief, that person is still under the 

commandment to believe, although belief on his part, does not take 

plate. 

You must understand that the proposal—that the Muhazilah have 

offered in their doctrine of ‘the command as ’.he search for a goaf, 

is not a viable proposal, for an intelligent person may seek as a goal 

something he hates, hut he wills nothing unless he freely chooses it. 

It is admissible for a master to seek from his slave a given com- 

mand objective without being willing for it to occur, and ibis would 

not imply that ho was seeking his own punishment; that would be 

implied only if the ar.lual event freely chosen should. Ik- what he had 

commanded. Rather, he would only seek it so that the slave would be 

contrary with the master in what he sought, thus the sultan would 

not punish him. Therefore, to seek his command’s objective would 

not imply that he was seeking his own punishment. 

But the Mu'tarilah could object and say that they do not grant 

That the logical process results in what fl, Isfahan!] am saying, namely, 

that it is because the will is a characteristic shat pertains specifically 

to the occurrence of an act at a particular time rather than another. 

We | IsfahaniJ take the position that 

a) the will of the agent*T for his act is a characteristic 

specifically pertaining to the occurrence of the acL at a particular 

time rather than another, but 

* MS g|: [By] ct3iLU-j|jusitiuik. 
+" L alone reads “And’' Iwaj, while T, the M5> and MS Garnett read "‘or1’ 

[awJ- 
J' MS gl: As. itio will of God Most High for I Its own art ion. 
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b} the will of someone.1 other than*1* the agent for an act to 
be produced by the agent would not he a characteristic specifically 

pertaining to the occurrence of the act at a particular time rather 
than another. Further, [Isfkbami holds], the will that would be iden¬ 
tical with the command, or would be conditional upon it, would he 

the latter of those two mentioned]-'1- But there is no jimplica¬ 
tion ^ from the fact that the command's objective is the willed objec¬ 
tive of the latter will, that [the willed objective] will occur, for the 
latter will does not require the occurrence of the willed objective¬ 

ly. a. The answer to the second [point in the MiAazilah argu¬ 
ment] is to the effect that the willed objective is the decreed objec¬ 
tive, not the decree itself; thus the unbelief that is the willed objective 
is not a [matter of the divine] rleeree, but it is a decreed objective. 
The approval [of mankind] is obligatory only for the decree, not for 
the decreed objective, 

An objection could Ijc raised that for us to say that the approval 
[of humankind] is obligatory only lor the decree and not for the 
objective decreed is not sound, for- when a (lerson says, H,I approve 
of Cod’s decree,” he docs not mean that he approves of one of the 
attributes of Ciod Most High, but rather he means that he approves 

of what diat attribute requires, namely, the drereed objective. The 
true response to this [objection] i:; in saying that to approve of unbe¬ 
lief wherein it derives from the decree of God Most High would be 
an act of obedience, and lo approve of unbelief from this standpoint 
would not constitute unbelief. 

3. a. The answer to the third [point of the MuHaziLah] is that 
obedience is being in accordance wall) the command, the Command 
being something other than the will; thus obedience ±Y1$ 203b 
would he in carrying out what has been commanded, not in caus¬ 

ing the willed objective to occur, 
[Another] objection is raised that5" someone could say that obe¬ 

dience is being in accordance with the latter will, since the com¬ 
mand is identical with the latter will,151 or is conditional upon it. The 
answer [to thte second objection] is that the command is something 
other than the latter will, and it h not conditional upon it, because 

HR MS gt: As iht will of ■fieri Most High lor the action of man Has creature. 
Hy MS &l; l.r.f ilte latter will belongs to (he Curator Mos! High, 
w The YtS- alooe of sources used here omits (qila], 
r,‘ MS £t: l,e.h The latter will is from thr (.Jirator Mast High. 
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the command exists apart from the latter will, as in the case of the 

command of an investigating officer. 

4.-a. The answer to die fourth [point in the Mu'tazilah argU' 

menf] is that approval on (he part of God Most High is not the 

same as a will for the act, but rather approval on the pari of God 

Most High is both His will [i.e., Lo provide] far a reward for per¬ 

forming ibe act T. 400 and Hiw abandoning of all objection to it. 

However, it is not implied here by excluding ilic will for the reward 

for performing the art and by excluding the abandonment ol all 

objection77 to it, that there would be any exclusion of T 1!)5 the 

will For the act 

c. Itm Sina explains how evil might result from the. divine decree 

The position taken by the philosopher physician |IL>n SiuaJ, in set* 

dug forth an explanation of bow it happens that evil would be in 

the decree of [God] Most High lor realities possible that enter into 

existence, is that 

L some of [the realities possible| are entities whose existence 

cnay be bare of evil totally, such as the intellects that have no author- 

tty over potentiality, these being an un mixed goodness our audio]' 

giving as examples the angels and the celestial spheres; Lind 

2. others of [the realities ]xissiblc| are entities that cannot fully 

convey the good feature appropriate to them unless their existence 

is such that evil becomes manilest on their part when they meet 

something of extreme contrast, lire is such a case, for it does not 

convey ifs good feature nor ij its cooperation available toward the 

perfecting of existence, unless it becomes an injury and pairs to what¬ 

ever living bodies it happens to contact, and unless it is such that 

it contributes to the disintegration of the parts of some compounds 

through incineration. 

All things, with respect to the existence and nonexistence of evil, 

may be classified into 

(L) what has no evil at all in it,** anti 

(2.) that in which the good in it predominates over its evil;'-1 

these two we have already mentioned, / they may be classified f also into 

il 

a 

MS gj; [Le.], with tht* rtwatiLcrt; -nf cetLiure, 
MS the intellects. 
MS gb example d which is tin.1. 
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3. that which is evil absolutely and 

4. than in which the evil predominate*5* and 

5. that in which good and evil are equal,'' 

Now, if purr divine goodness is the origin for the outpouring of 

an existence thaL is good a] id right, then an outpouring into exis¬ 

tence of the first das* [of things] becomes necessary, such as the 

existence of ihe intellectual substances. Similarly, an outpouring [into 

existence] of the second class becomes necessarya for 

Lto abandon an abundant good, 

in self-protection from a small evil, 

would be an abundant evil1.1" 

[Examples of | chat would be such as fire and Living bodies. MS 20ba 

it is impossible to convey [fire's] good feature unless it's nature is 

such that its varied states in their motion-changes and their quies¬ 

cence* can Lead to contacts and collisions that arc harmful, Further- 

more, [it is impossible [Lc,, for bendiLi to be achieved without rinkJJ 

unless its states and the states of |all] other things in the world 

develop steadily up to the |>oint where they become fit risk lest an 

error should befall them, some deed harmful either in [the home- 

coming to] the hereafter to which all mankind returns or here within 

the reality of creation,5*1^ or some excessive turmoil either of pas¬ 

sion or anger chat precipitately overcomes [a person], something 

extremely harmful in regard ro the hereafter for which the [humanJ 

" MS pL: I.e,, an absolutely eviL being, a.1; ii Satan. 
,t MS gi: .‘Vtl e is.ample of which is a beast oF prey, 
y' MS gh ,\ri example oC which is mankind. 

As (K>ted the end wF BaydauTS 'Topic; 2\ this may be an old Greek masiEEi 
or piuvcih, Unr 2; Baydawi |; IsCithaia: [taliamiiEui min], 

|fr aUmi’&rl aw ft al-ftaqq] "‘iia ihit hrajwnmmg co (he hereafter.,, or here 
within the realiiy of creation.1' Rc^arrEijiij the Rffond phra.^, onr vary Ln 
tcnnimlMy; 

h\ 'Virgin creation’1 [IT al-blialql with a gloss: '"or, in reality1' |IT ai-fiaqqf 
MS- “witNn creation” with glosses: (3! Min reality’1: [2) '"i.e., on (he access route 

to nraJicy fi-c., God the True One]* [ft at-vvo?Gl ila> al-fraqq). 
I’: ’’in reality1' [ft aJ-haC|iJ. 
MS Garrett :,in reality'" with gloss: Vw, within creation; and there is 

alternation [in the reading11 fwa-kha[ar3n]. Here an erasure seems probable, remov¬ 
ing a "lim11 and changing pJtaLqj (o |baqq]. 

MS Garrelt/Yahuda 4415B: "'in reality,11 
^ See the articles, "rmi'ad11 and Thall11 by R. Amaldez. and "'hnVV'" by 1TB. 

Macdonald i rented. by E.E. CalveHey, all in EitI-?. 
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powers mentioned*1 arc of no value. That calamity' occurs in people 

bn: [they are] far fewer than the healthy population, and [it hap¬ 

pens] in times that are far less frequent than the times of security. 

Because [the risk of evil| was already known in [God’sJ primeval 

provident concern92 it is as if it were there purposely as an acci¬ 

dental quality. Tlius evil has entry within [God's] particularizing 

decree63 as an accidental quality, as if, for example, it had received 

approval to he an accidental quality.5* 

Baydawi said; L 4t)0, 1 195 

7 opk 3: On predicating the good and the heinou^ 

a, [Generally speaking], nothing heinous may stand in any relation¬ 

ship to the essence of God Most High, for He is sovereign L 401 

over all matters absolutely. He perlorms whatever action He wills 

and freely choosey there being no external causation in whatever 
He makes, uor any hidden purpose in whatever He does. But in 

relation to [humankind], the heinous is whatever is excluded by reli¬ 

gious law, and the good is whatever is not so. 

b. The Mii^zihh doctrine is that 

MS gl: Namely, the five exi-mial Lind internal senses. 
“ faVinaynh al-uLa1] MS glosses; I. Candulncfli; namely, krowtedge [aJ-biiiyah — 
hiya al -cLlan; 2, Frimeval': Le,f fmtn eternity pitsc wl-H£^J.r|.. 

.YlS Oarttii 9£!9Hu l.e,, the primcviiJ awareness [aJ-cilm al-azatf]. 
Ili {hsojssing the debate of Elba Siua anrl other Islamic philosopher and [heolojfians 

as to whftlirr of not Gild's, crealLon was hy ‘nainral necessity1', a jccenl study stales, 
“The necessary order of things emanafing Irom the divine in acrnid with [God.'s| 
p£ffotl knowLedge is draciibcd as providence fin ayah] . . [Eric Ij. Omssby, Thftvikf 
jk hlamic 7fa*i^i\ p. 187. Printclcn, tvj.; Princeton University FtCSs, c. l'SS+.j 

''' Reading with L, 1' fttwl MS G-unrtti 9S9Ha: "ilicr particularising decree'' [al- 
qadar], The MS reads: 4iht (Xiwer of auto non wits action5 [qudrahj, [The termi 
ncJojry is suggested liom JGirder's suticte waH-^adar’1, tn Fn-l-2 (v. 4. 
p. SGfai.), which presents two definition* from J mini's Ttfrifar. E) ''the relationship 
of the essemiat Will with. things in iheir particular realisation5', and 2) passage 
of possilik eoLitjes from LLOJi-btliLg tciLo beiing, one by one, In accordance with. 

|q aW 
49 J Ins material ij[i lEjtt iiniy, may E?e found Ln Ids at-bhand uv-et-Totiinkit (Teheran 

ed. 2nd priiiling, v. 3, pp. 513? ff., and in corresponding Locations in Jns 
Shrfa\ as givePL in the IblJowins; articles. Valuable- discussions crT (he topic anil of 
Ibn Sbia's ccnlntHiricm an: in L Garde's f.n-I-2 articles “‘Iniyi15 and “I£adrtJ na- 
KanJaC,13 

F.D. ItazL’s COrtipendiuth;, Mahasi&t, h»K the discuKskm of IhiA topic OH p^yges 
202-21>3, 
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1. the Lhejnous: is something [judged] heinous in itself* its 

heinousness belonging to its essence or to some attribute inhering in 

it. Thus, it would be judged heinous by God just us it would be 

judged heinous by [humankind). 

2. The case is likewise with the ‘good1. 

3- Further, these two [categories* i.e,, the good and the heinous, 

include] whatever [action man's] intellect independently perceives 

and judges to be either 

a) immediately imperative* ns to save the drowning and the 

perishing and to denounce the heinousness of a wrong, or 

b) logically indicated, as the inner ugliness in n truth that 

harms and the superior good in a falsity that benefits.1'1' For this rea¬ 

son a person having a religious laith. and others such as the Krahmans, 

will form judgments about [the acts]. 

Other actions are not like that* [matters] such as the excellence 

of lasting on the last day of Ramadan and the repugnance ol‘ fast¬ 

ing on [he first day ol" Shawwaf63 

c. Our [Haydawi] doctrine is that if flic objective predicated to 

be good or heinous should be either an attribute of perfection such 

as knowledge, or of imperfection such as ignorance* or something in 

conformance with nature or at variance with it. then there would 

be no difference or opinion about whether these were intellectual 

judgments, And even though the linkage of each judgment to the 

hereafter should be reward or punishment, stilt the intellect without 

doubt would have some disc re Lion over it, although is has been made 

clear that man does not have [absolutely] free choice in his act nor 

does lie have independent ability to bring it about. 

Isfahan! says: L 401, 1’ 195, MS 206a 

Topic 3: On pttdkcding the good ansi the heinous 

a. [Generally speaking], to predicate the good is to form and 

pronounce a judgment as to [an act’s] goodness, and to predicate 

** 'inner ugtinra...1 [qubh at-sidcj af-darr]; “superior i^-oocl1- ... [huso al-kidhb »i- 
nifi] 

1" Ramadan, the annual month of faslin^, ShAvAval, Lhiv next month after Ramadan. 
[L.c., after the conclusion of Lhe annual fust]. 
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the heinous U to form and pronounce a judgment as Lo [art acds] 

heinousness, 

\. [Nothing heinous may stand in any relationship to the essence 

of God Most High. [This true] whether it would In: 

a) in relation to [God's] own act&h because the consensus of 

all thinking people is that no act originating with Him may be de¬ 

scribed as heinous, as such would be a deficiency, and for a deficiency 

to be ascribed to God MrjsL High would be impossible; or 

b) in relation to the acts of humankind [i.c,, objectively], 

because He is sovereign over all matters absolutely, and He per¬ 

forms whatever action He wills and freely chooses, there being no 

externa] causation in whatever He makes, nor hidden purpose In 

whatever He docs; or 

c) in relation to us [human beings, i.e., subjectively]T because 

the heinous is whatsoever is excluded by religious law, namely, every¬ 

thing comprised within the category of the unlawful, whether one 

means by exclusion the excluding hy proscription or one means by 

exclusion the excluding of ait impropriety. Therefore, the heinous is 

what is unlawful and repugnant. 

2. The good is nothing of lhai kind, that is, i( is nothing that 

may be excluded lawfully; lienee it would be the act of Gtid Most 

High, Therefore, a necessary duty, or something recommended legally 

or permissible, or an act of one not under the imposed obligations 

[oi a religion] would be predicated 'a good thing*. Tt would be like¬ 

wise with what is repugnant, if one means by exclusion the exclud¬ 

ing by proscription. 

b. The Mi/tazilah doctrine is that 
1- the beirtOUS is something [judged] heinous in itself, its heinous- 

ness either belonging to its essence or to an attribute concomitant 

to its essence, or being [heinous| in it??, obvious intent and hence 

woLild be so as si logical consideration, [the latter option] as in the 

doctrine of al-Jubba'i. Thus it would be judged heinous by Gotl 

Most High, just as it would be judged heinous by us. 

2. I likewise, the good is something [judged] good in itself, its 

goodness either belonging to its own. essence or to an attribute con- 

coma urn to its essence MS "20fib or being [gtrcd] in its obvious 

intent and hence jasj a logical consideration. 

3. Furthermore, the good and the heinous include 

a) whatever man’s intellect independently perceives and 

judges without speculation or inference lo be something immediately 
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imperative, as saving the drowning and the perishing, and knowing 

a beneficial truth, or as denouncing the heinousticss uf a wrong or 

a harm-bearing falsehood^ and 

b} whatever man’s intellect independently perceives to be 

logically indicated, as the inner ugliness of a truth that harms, and 

the Superior good in a falsity that benefits. 

Now. what shows that the intellect independently perceives these 

I wo kinds [of moral judgment | is the fart l liar a person ivall make 

judgments on die basis of them, whether tiiai one has a religious 

(huh, dial is, recognizes a prophet hoed and holds to a prophetic 

religion, or is otherwise, such as arc the Brahmans. 

There are other actions of both good and evil that are not like 

that, that is, the intellect does not independently perceive T 196 

them to be either immediately imperative or matters of speculation 

and inference, matters such as the excellence of fasting on the last 

day of Ramadan, and the repugnance of fasting on the first day of 

Shawwal. The intellect does not proceed independently to perceive 

such matters, but rather it depends upon the religious law and tra¬ 

ditional authority. 

c. Our [Isfaharii’s and Baydiwfs Sunni^ position is thai l he good 

and the heinous are predicated of matters some of which may char¬ 

acterize perfection or characterize imperfection, and others may be 

in conformance with nature or at variance with it, while some may 

be linked with the reward or the punishment of the hereafter, 

Now, if one means by the good whatever may characterize per¬ 

fection and by the heinous whatever may characterize imperfection, 

or if one means by the good whatever conldrms to nature and by 

the heinous whatever is at variance with itr then there would be no 

difference of opinion whether both of these would be intellectual 

judgments. 

But if one means by the good whatever has linked to it some 

reward in the hereafter and by the heinous whatever has linked to 

it some punishment in Lite hereafter, then the intellect would have 

no discretion as to whatever linkage there might be in the hereafter, 

whether for reward or punishment. For how could the intellect have 

any discretion in the matter when it is apparent that man has no 

choice in his acts nor does he have independent ability to bring 

them about. If that be so, then his act may not be characterized 

rationally as good or heinous. Indeed, no actions taken under com- 
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pulsion or that an: coincidental in naiun: may be characterized as. 

good Or heinous in any rational sense. 

Baydawi said: L 402, T 190 

Ti)tix 4: &>d is under m obtigatm wfaitsww 

a. [God| Most High is under no obligating responsibility whatso¬ 

ever, as there is no one who governs over Him,** 

1. Indeed, if something should he made ail obligation Upon 

Hint and if He should not deserve blame for abstaining from it (hen 

there would he no realization of obligations, but 

2. if He should deserve blame then He would be imperfect in 

His essence but made perfect by His act, which would he ail im¬ 

possibility. 

b. The Mu'razilah have poshed certain matters as obligations 
[upon God]; these include: 

1. 1’he obligation to show kindness, this being to do whatever 

would bring man nearer to obedience. Objection is raised that such 

an approach could be made at ihe beginning, since as an inter- 

mediate step it would be in no avail, 

2. Another is [the obligation upon GodJ to give [mankind] 

credit and a future reward for obedience. Objection is raised dial 

such deeds [as those of mankindJ have not been worth [all] the 

[divine] favors shown in the past, sn how could any further recom¬ 
pense be required? 

3. Another is [ihe obligation upon God] to carry out the pun¬ 

ishment for ihe dreadful great sins,6'* prior to repentance. Objection 

is raised that [that would not be an obligation upon God because] 

it is His prerogative, therefore, to pardon is His option. 

^ Razi, .Mufutisoi, p. 204. Thu1 chief and nearly tlw only opponents to the orthodox 
Asha'irah views are the Mu'tazJali, who were die original developers and priteti.- 
lioneri. of Kalam. Sometimes a topic is apparently justified' by having as subti¬ 
tle, . . .'CoKtraiy to ihe klifluidlah'E 

(,Fl under e1i« article “Kha* ra- jin En-1-23 l>y AJ. Wcruunrie ii updalfd by 
L. (iandet, Setlicin 3, subsections I —i:Thf distinction l>ehvecn grave sins -a.nr| Lesser 
OilCS,11 and 2 :L5Lnninp and repentance.13 PersiiteriCe in. sin is ^ecn as a prime factor 
in its being a grave one, while repentance is a prime factor in its adjustmerit in 
the record, in accordance with the jnslkc uf the l>ityh as the Mu'usdlah emphasize. 
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4. Another is [the obligation upon Godj to do whatever is most 

beneficial to humankind in this world. Objection is raised that the 

best thing for » poor unbeliever would be that he should not have 

been created. 

5„ Another is [the obligation upon God] to abstain from any¬ 

thing that would be heinous intellectually [be.* invisibly] t because He 

would know that it was heinous and that there was no need lor it, 

by comparison to the world visible to the observer, lint you have 

already learned how corrupt, such an argument is. 

Isfahan] says: L 402/3, T 196, MS 206b 

Tapu 4: (,hd h under r«> fibligatim whatsoever 

a. |God] Most High is under no obligating responsibility whaiso¬ 

ever, 

1. [This is true | because UN obligation is a governing judg¬ 

ment, and a governing judgment may not be established except by 

law, hut there is no one governing over the divine lawgiver; there¬ 

fore, He is under tio obligating responsibility at all. 

2- [It is true] also because 

a] if some act were to be made at] obligation for Him and 

if lie should, not deserve blame for abstaining from it then there 

ivould he no realisation of obligations, since an obligation means 

that a given action is such that to neglect ii would deserve blame. 

b) But if to abstain from it would deserve blame, then the 

Creator Most High would be imperfect in His essence, while being 

made perfect by His act, so in that case He would be saved by ills 

own act front blame, which would he an impossibility, 

b. The Mutaaiah have posited certain matters as obligatory for 

God Most High. Among them are [the following]: 

L to show kindness [to mankind}; 

2, to give credit ami a future reward for [man’s] obedience; 

!i. to carry' out punishment for die dreadful great sins prior to 

repentance; 

4. Fo do whatever is most beneficial to mankind in this life; 

and 

5* fo abstain from any intellectually heinous act. 

(1.) Kindness, [to be shown mankind as an obligation upon 

God]., is to do whatsoever brings man nearer to obedience and with- 
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draws him from disobedience, some yetiem wherein [man] would not 

]merely\ be led into inking [moral] shelter. 

a) Thjg matter would be an obligation in the sens*? that to 

abstain from it would deserve blame, according 10 the Mu[t&zJLah, 

This is because kindness is what achieves the [divine] purpose in the 

imposition of religious duties [upon mankind), this purpose being 

[tor man] to present himsell as candidate for future reward.71 [Kindness 

does this) because whatever reconciles a person (o obey u religious 

duty that he lias or draws that person hack from disobedience [of 

it] would [surely] call for the carrying out of the duty that hag been 

imposed;, a duty made necessary through its own purpose, 

b) Moreover, whatever achieves the purpose of an imposed 

duty will itself be an obligation. Now, the imposed duty is an oblig¬ 

ation and it will not be fulfilled except through the divine kindness; 

therefore, whatever stands as the necessity condition tor the com¬ 

pletion of an obligation would itself be mi obligation. 

Objection is raised that such a 'bringing near1 is a reality the exis¬ 

tence of which would be possible in itself, and Cod Most High has 

all power over all realities possible, thus God necessarily lias power 

to crcat this reconciliation, It would be possible for Him to provide 

for it7V at the beginning without an intermediate step, and thus the 

intermediate step would be futile. '3 

(2.) Regarding the [obligation upon God to .give mankind credit 

and a] future reward, this would be to give a deserved benefit and 

would be linked to [a person’s demonstrated] eminence and prestige. 

Il would be an oblig'd don upon (tod to provide a.s recompense34 tor 

[man's performance of) the imposed duties, and [acts of] obedience. 

Objection lias been raised that on the parL of God there have 

15 MS gl: he,, in comir?r> |ihJ y]-Mj1inSrl Li-*-- requiring no effort oT free moral 
decision], 

: MS gl: T-C-, persuasion of God lo he inclined to grant a reward [jad Allah 
rmma'idrlan bt-ibawab". 

yj MS gj: [Le, Il would he possible for Him] us provide ftsr [vafalj that ree- 
LiniiEiacion fiaqrSh] at ihe beginning, without having first to peHiarm a reconciling 
action [muqarrib] then to apply the hencfi.tR of that reconciling action io itiii ijklit- 
licLilar LnvUticc] of recotidlLatioti; Lhus the inlctni L'diat-r reconciling action. would he 
to nti avail 

ls MS gl: And what is futile would not be an oblig-aiion. 
MS gl: [Reference is] (o tlic word of [God], “A payment Ibr (heir labor" 

[Qur'dii 50 !l4]:. An explanatory response to this verse would Lie ihal the Lboi1 in 
our v\pw is a distinguishing mark ilwtc die reward has bwri received; it is nol a 
reason for asiy obligation, 
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been many favors shown in times past/5 but the deeds [of mankind] 

have nut been worth these favors shown in times past, so how should 

they require any |lurcher] recompense?1* 

{3.} Exacting punishment for die dreadful great sim prior to 

man’s repentance of them has been assumed lo be an obligation 

upon God hy the Mu*tazilah of Baghdad,. 

An objection has Iwren raised that to cany out the punishment is 

[really God’s] prerogative, [not merely an obligation], And there 

would be neither benefit from, exacting the penalty' due nor would 

there be any harm in abrogating it; therefore, it is His option whether 

to pardon. And indeed, to pardon [be,* for the Hereafter] would be 

a good thing, just as it would be in this Present World, 

(4,) Regarding [what is] most beneficial, this is the obligation 

upon God to do whatever is most beneficial MS 207a for human- 

kind, say the: Baghdad Mu'tazilah. 

An objection to this [point] has been raised that what [actually] 

would he best ibr a poor unbeliever would hr rhai he shot] Id nor 

have l>eeu created [at all|3 so that he would not have troubles in 

both worlds. 

(5.) Regarding the [intellectually] heinous, it is that there would 

be an obligation upon God to abstain from any intellectually heinous 

act. God Most High knows that what is heinous is wicked and there 

is no need for it, and therefore it is an obligation [upon Him] L 404 
Lo abstain [from ii intellectually, i,e.+ invisibly], just as in the world 

of the visible. BuL you have already Learned how corrupt that argu¬ 

ment is, for nothing heinous may stand in any relationship to Got! 

Most High. 

Baydawj said: L 404, T 19& 

Tbpic (7od*s fH'li flfc tif/t htL\t*d nti htfM&t 

a. [This is true[ for a numher of reasons: ' 

I. If [Godj were to perform an act because of some 'hidden 

purpose’, then He would be deficient in Himself bui perfectly fulfilled 

?i T omitF, the introductory statement in. the objection iii redundant, and begins 
here: “TTnite deeds have nut bceo worth,. . ." 

M MS gf fl.-E.i.] i*1 wtwid ffi al-duflyi], 
' F.L5, Kami's compendium has this lO(Hc; Oil 205 207. He savs it is 'Wit 

traiy io the Mutttllah and to rtiost of the jurisprudent* [fuqyha']," 
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through something other than Himself, which would be impossible. 

Let no one say that [God's] liiddcn purpose is [merely] to bring 

about the welfare of humankind, Ebr if that [purpose] and its oppo¬ 

site should both be held equal in His view, then [the Former option 

alone] would not lie adequate tn serve as a purpose motivating to 

an act; and if it should he otherwise, then the need for [God’s per* 

feet] fulfillment would Ijc implied. 

2- To bring about the realization of [all] purposes, at the out¬ 

set is [well] within the power of God Most High, therefore, to set 

them up as ultimate goals would be futile, and this then excludes 

[the necessity for] any 'hidden purposed 

3. If the purpose T 197 that specifies the particular moment 

[10 become existent] for a particular temporal phenomenon should 

have exigence prior to that phenomenon, then die implication would 

he that the phenomenon would have being at lhat [prior] time. But 

iT the purpose should not be the [specifying] purpose for this phe¬ 

nomenon, and if ir should exist simultaneously with [the phenome¬ 

non], then the discussion as ro heing the specifying factor tor it would 

be repeated, which implies that either the argument would be an 

infinite senes, or else that fdivine action] would be Free of any hid¬ 

den purpose. 

b. The Midtazilah all agree lhat [God’s.] acts and judgments are 

caused by a concern for the welfare of humankind, since an action 

having no purpose [at all] in it would be futile, and it is impossible 

to ascribe such an action to [Cod] who is All-Wise. The answer to 

this [argument] is that if a Emile act is what is devoid of a 'hidden 

purpose', then that is the very motivation being claimed, But if it is 

something else, then first it must be formulated conceptually, and 

then secondly il must be slated formally. 

Isfahani says: I. 404, T 197, MS 207b 

Topic 5: God's acts arc mi based oft hidden purposes 

a. | This is, true] contrary to the views of die Mu'taj.ilah and mow 

of the legal scholars, since a purpose is the reason on account of 

which an act issues from its agent. 

[Baydawi], our author, argues that [he acts of" [God] Most High 

ate not derived from 'hidden purposes', and presents a number of 

reasons. 
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L If |God] acted on the bads of a 'hidden purpose’, then He 

would he deficient in Himself and fulfilled by something other than 

Himself; but ihis conclusion would be impossible- An explanation of 

the logical necessity used here is that everyone who performs an act 

because of a purpose would be fulfilled by performing that act, and 

whoever is fulfilled by something other than himself would he deficient 

in himself IjCI no One say that [God’s] purpose is [merely] to achieve 

the welfare of humankind; thus, there would be no implication that 

He would be fulfilled by something other than Himself. 

Our | Isfahan i’s and Baydawi’sj position is iJiaf if both the achiev¬ 

ing and the not achieving of the welfare of humankind should be 

equal in relation to [God] Most High, then [the former] would not 

lie an adequate purpose motivating to action, because of the impos¬ 

sibility of there being a ‘preference without a preferring agent’. 

However, if the [two actions] should not be equal lo one another 

in relation in [God], but rather the achievement of [human] wel¬ 

fare would be the preferable benefit in relation to Him, then this 

case would imply that there was a [divine] sclf-fulfillmcm in having 

(the: result that was] preferable in relation to Himself. 

2, To b]ing about the realization ol'final purposes at the begin¬ 

ning is something [well] within the power of God Most High, because 

every purpose that could t*e proposed would he from among the 

realities possible, and God Most High lias the autonomous power 

to bring it into exigence at the beginning. Thus, it would be futile 

to make [human] acts an intermediary step, and to set up [the 'hid¬ 

den purposes’ of Godl ':' as [ultimate] objectives, L -10a since what¬ 

ever is futile would be impossible for God according to His word; 

“Then have you reckoned [the matter as fact] that We created you 

only as something futile?11 |Qur’an 23:115] 

T^et no one say that it would be impossible to achieve a |divine 

ultimate] purpose exccpl by such au intermediate step, because indeed, 

wc hold that what would be [truly] suitable as a [divine ultimate] 

purpose is nothing other dian bringing happiness lo humankind, and 

that would he an object of God Most High's autonomous power 

without anything al ah being intermediary- 

%. ff the purpose behind the specifying -for a particular tem- 

71 The antecedent so r^vied ml the .MS. 
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poraJ phenomenon (if its particular moment, [eo become existent] 

should have existence prior to ihr moment of ibe particular tem¬ 

poral phenomenon, then in that case ihe implication would he lhai 

the phenomenon [itself] would come into being also, that is prior 

to that [specified] moment, on account of the impossibility for an 

entity to retard beyond [the moment of] its own [specifying] pur¬ 

pose. Moreover, there would be the implication that the purpose 

[itself] would not be a purpose [of specification], on account of the 

impossibility for the purpose of a thing to have being prior to its 

object, But, if the purpose behind the specifying ~ for a particular 

temporal phenomenon of its particular moment to become existent 

should [itself] become existent at chat [very same] moment, then 

the discussion about the purpose specifying that particular moment 

would be repeated. 

Thus, if [the specifying of the moment] should not be due bo some 

[hidden| purpose, then the implication would be that it was far 

removed from [any hidden] purpose, Bui if [the specifying of die 

moment] should lie due to some [new second] purpose, and if [this] 

second purpose should have existence prior to [the above specified 

moment], then the implication would be 

a) that the first purpose [behind the specs Eying | would also 

be prior to [the above specified moment], and 

b) that the [new7 second] purpose would not be a [spedlying] 

purpose. But if [he latter |ncw] purpose should become existent 

simultaneously with [the above specified moment:], then [he discus¬ 

sion aboiil il would be repeated, with the implication being either 

that the argument was an infinite scries, or else that [the whole mat¬ 

ter of the specification of the moment] was far removed from any 

bidden purpose. 

b. The Mulazilah all agree that [God’s] acts and judgments are 

causally based on a concern for the welfare of humankind. [This is] 

because an act having no purpose in il would be futile, and it would 

be impossible to ascribe sc me l hi rig Emile to [God] who is AU-Wise. 

The answer [to this argument] is chat if what is meant fry futile 

should be [an act] devoid of purpose, then that is the: very motiva¬ 

tion being claimed |for it], because il would be a demonstration of 

the matter on its own evidence. But if what is meant by futile should 

not be [an act] devoid of purpose, then first it must be formulated 

conceptually* and then secondly* it must be staled formally. 
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c. Summary statement. One should understand the following facts: 

1, The MuTazilah hold that an act of [God] tl^e All-Wise is 

nut devoid of a purpose mottvaliiig (hat act; otherwise die impli¬ 

cation would be of a preference without a preferring agent 

2, Legal scholars hold that the judgment to execute punish- 

menl comes from the Lawgiver Only HO that the populate may be 
restrained from killing, and that h what its purpose is, 

3, Then the interpreters of constitutional law draw practical 

corollaries from the material coming from the lawgiver regarding 

proscription and permission in matteCi where the Lawgiver gave no 

dear judgment in a way appropriate for the purpose [of interpretation]. 

4, Some people hold that ‘purpose1 is the driving lores that 

moves imperfect things [e,g., human situations] on to their perfect 

states. lndccds some states of perfection are not attainable without 

such an impulse, just as a body can not transit from one place to 

another unless it is caused to move, which would bo the intended 

purpose in its being moved, Thus a given purpose may not have 

MS 2Gfrh any special action for an intermediate seep, and so could 

not possibly be fulfilled, although the factor of impossibility would 

not he particularly decreed against it. 

5, Sunni Muslims hold that [God] Most High is the active 

agent of whatever He wills, L 406 Notliing pertaining to His acts 

may be described as heinous. Many are the imperfect ones that He 

wipes oul of existence before die)- are made perfect.59 And many 

arc those nio\i ng themselves whom He will move away from the 

goals of their own motion-change. Moreover, 

"[God] is not to be questioned on what He drjes_11 |Q_ 21:23] 

by Vhyp or *how\ 

Raydawi said: L 41)6, T 1*17 

Topic 6: Obligations imposed are. Gtd's notice of a find life evdwttorP0 

a. The doctrine of the Mu'tazilah is that the divine purpose in 

the imposition of human obligations is [for all humankind] to make 

7& MS c*L: Such as the faith -of an embryo in rhe wotnb before it hits 
betia brevght to comp let ton. 

Raii, Afttkifid pajfcs 
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a presentation ['before God| justifying some [ personal] promotion in 

eminence,®6 For [Gods] deigning to grant such eminence without 

[man1®] right to it would be repugnant, 
1>, Our fRaydawis Sunni] position is that [the Mu'tazilah doc¬ 

trine] is based on the doctrine of the good and the heinous as applied 

to [God’s] actions. Jn spite of that, the deigning to grant [the enti¬ 

tlement] would be repugnant only if [lo do so] would he on the 

part of one who imagined [this action] to contain some benefit or 

harm for himself. 

c. Those who deny ihal there is any imposition upon mankind of 

[religious] obligations argue 

L that man is under compulsion, for reasons already given, 

thus imposition of obligation on him would he repugnant; and 

2. that if [the imposition] should be devoid of purpose then it 

would be futile, and thus would be repugnant; and 

3, that if it should be (dr a purpose, then that purpose would 

not belong £o [God] Ixreause He i.s (hr too exalted for that, nor 

would it belong to any other than Hes because [God] Mosr High 

(alone) has the power to achieve it from the outset. Therefore, it 

would be repugnant for obligations to be imposed, 1' 19fJ 

c. -a. The answer [to those who deny any such imposition] is that, 

in sum, the [divine] imposition of obligations is a proclamation from 

the divinely True One to all creation31 regarding 

E. the handing down of reward, and (he arrival at hand [of 

the means] of punishment, for those going to the Garden and those 

going to die Fire, and regarding 

2. the final abyss of cleavage to be made between the blissful 

and the miserable. 

d. The "Why”1 of [God’s] judgment may not be pursued, 

nor may He he questioned for any reason. 

He it is who raises (he objection, 

but no One mav raise an objection before Hi ro¬ 

ll e it is who puts the question: 

hut He may nol be questioned on anything. 

ai [akiaMtf Ei.utihqaq ahisiVm], 
w- Frvr the raccptioft nf the; wrb'a scrum here L and MS GancU &&QHb misi- 

Cakmly repeat [nl-haqqj]. white T corrects lhas to read flil-khalq], and Garrett 
tieadfi al-khulq], In hJaharlCs. Commentary at lliis poiriT ;tll soureei used liavc 
rhe receiver noun «s [isl-khakil 
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It shall be as God Most High lias said; 

“[God] is not to be questioned on what He does; 

while [ail human beings] shai] he questioned.1’ [Quran 2h23] 

Ufiihani says: L 10ft3 T lflfl, MS 20Ub 

Topic 6: Obligations imposed are Gad's notice oj a final life ciahtaiion 

a. The doctrine of the Muhazilah ri that she1 [divine] purpose in 

the imposition of human obligations53 is lor all humankind to make 

a presentation [before God] justifying some personal promotion in 

eminence, for [GocTsj deigning to grant such eminence without any 

entitlement to eminence®* would be repugnant. 

h. Our [Isfahan! s5 and Baydawi’s Sunni] position is tlrat this |Mrfta- 

zilah doctrine] is based on the doctrine of the good and the heinous 

as applied to [God's] actions* and [the doctrine] that obligation may¬ 

be ascribed to God Most High. But all thc&c things arc false in our 

view. And besides that, that is, even if we should grant these things, 

we do not gram rhat to deign io grant [humankind] the eminence 

would be repugnant in an absolute sense, but rather* deigning to 

grant eminence would be repugnant only ti [to do so] should be on 

the part of one who would imagine that it contained for him some 

benefit or harm.15' But if it should be granted that deigning to grant 

die eminence would be repugnant in an absolute sense* then [lie 

entitlement to eminence would not depend upon whether the imposed 

obligation was to perform difficult tasks. Pronouncing the word of 

[he testimony [to (he faith] h easier than the tvaging of war and 
fasting, although die eminence that is deserved for the pronoun ring 

of the word of testimony would be greater. 

c. The argument presented by those who deny that there is any 

imposition |upon humankind] of [religious] obligations is that 

I. man is under compulsion in regard to iris acts* for reasons 

already given* to the effect that the whole universe exists by the ert- 

J| MS rI: I.c., in the- imposition [taklllj upon mankind [aVibiidf| of the duties 
of rcli^on [aJ-£ibadit]; while the acts of obedience coostiune the presen¬ 
tation [tf> f}ixl| [al-la^rld] mi mankind's part. 

M L, JblLriwivi by 1, has rlmpfred thr imfionant qualifying rJausc [bi-riun i&tLhqaq 
xl-ta'Aunj, while the Mis a.twi MS Garrett Sd^Ha include it for ibe sense. 

J> MS gl: fo regard lo Gnd Mont Hli'Ii ihbi would I >:■ impn-wiN:1. 
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ation and will, of [God] Most High, so it would be repugnant to 

impose as an obligation upon mankind something that is not sub¬ 

ject to Ills choice, Further [their argument is that] 

2, if the imposition of a difficult act should not be for a pur¬ 

pose* then it would he futile* and thus it would he repugnant as an 

action issuing from [Cod; who is All-Wise; but 

3, if it should be for a purpose, then it would be impossible 

lor (bat purpose to belong to [God], for He is far ton exalted foa' 

the purpose to be llis* and it would be impossible for that purpose 

to belong to any other than Hr, lor God Most High alone has power 

L 407 to achieve that purpose from the outset with no intermedi¬ 

ate step.®5 Thus, |divine purpose in the] imposition of obligation 

would be lost, because in dial case making the imposition of oblig¬ 

ation an intermediate step would be futile. 

c, -a, The answer to both of these points is that [the argument 

denying the imposition of obligation] is based upon the ultimate 

question;, "Why?” This is an invalid basis, because there is no neces¬ 

sity lor every thing to be by reason of a cause; otherwise, the causal¬ 

ity of that cause would be causally derived from some other cause* 

MS 20P;i and then argument in an infinite series would be implicit. 

Rather, there must be a termination [for (he argument] with some¬ 

thing having no cause whatever* And the most appropriate of all 

things for that*11 would be the acts of God Most High, and His final 

judgments, 

d. In summary* the imposition of obligations. |upon mankind] is 

the formal announcement from [God] ihe True One to all creation 

regarding 

1. the handing down of reward and the arrival at hand of |thc 

means of] punishment, |the first] for those going 10 £he Gardens [of 

Paradise] and [Lhe second] for those going to the Flames [of Fire], 

and regarding 

2, the final abyss of cleavage to be made between the blissful 

for whom there arc steps of ascent* and the miserable for whom 

there are only steps of descent.^ 

** line MS alocac of the somrea used lEtdudrc (his Jailer rJaust' as onmpkme-nt- 

LcifF Lhc sense.. 

MS ^E; hr1.* not Caused by IuiaE purposes, 
M Stnym cjf iswvm [riirajarj—steps ef di^cnl | - 
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[God’s] judgment is not to be questioned as to its cause. 
It is His right to direct an objection at anyone ocher than Himself, 

but no other may direct an objection at Him. 

He it h who |>uLs the question, 
but no question may be directed Him, 

It is as God Most High has said,^ 

“[God] is not to be questioned on what He does:, 

while [all human beings] shall be questioned,” [Qprhm 21:23] 

END OF BOOK 2 

iT In this section Baydawi and Isfahan! sketch the condition of humanity as they 

set it staking its way between the tortlrietijig awftrene&es of external reality with 
its amhi^iidES and. mysteries in human behavior and knowledge versus internal real- 

icy Ithal is mental and “virtual^ with its certitudes and gratifications in tin- same 

fiehfc. I n a seme greatly rjitmintlistd from theirs in riinsLitm of view, in plai'e arid 

iii lime fa century beFbre Haydawij; a westciii wtiter [John Walbrklgc, Tfv Ltrjwnv 
1) $ Lh*: Artfirtitj: $ui&aii&?Ai tint! !ii£ lifnfn&t <>f 'A* tv Albilcjy, IS.Y.: SUNY JVtJSS, 
C- 201X1, pp. 21$ f.] sketches a philosophical flwArene&s marking a historical COn- 
crasr between medieval Europe and Nam. "Three intellectual factors erunluiied to 
lead Islamic thnnghr away from tin- pmhs ihal mighi have kd to an Islamic scientific 
revolution.11' These were: 1] philosophers accepted the eternity of the world theory' 
2) theologians accepted an extreme occasionalism theory in how God relates to the 
world; 31 thinkers, especially the mystics, asserted God was above conforming to all 
of Logic’s necessities. 

The philosopher of mysticism, Yahya ibr Elabash SuhrawartE (115+ 1191) 
contemporary with Fakbr ai-Din RdJ.i (13541— 12IS)), ihr historian of rheology. The 
paths of [best two scholars probably wooild have crossed in one or another of the 
assembly halls of medieval Iran, but their reputations and teachings have no famous 
linkages of either combative or supportive mulual interest. No one would consider 
Kazi err Baydawi as being an outstanding mystic. It is true (hat Bayduwi once may 
have taken lessors in mysticism from a sbaykh in Tabriz, but the single reference 
to that fact is wrapped in the most lowly depressed stage of his personal and pro- 
fesrionid carter. And it ie trtur that Hahani speaks approvingly of die itmer purification 
LAughi by the Sufi* as an additional and “rigfir method for gaining a personal 
knowledge of God [Introduction, chapter 4], ibis latter is presented as a contrast 
to the opinions of the Ismaliliyah and rhr Buddhists. 

Razi and Baydawi wrote and lectured as straightforwardly as they could, honoring 
in their stance both logic and their chosen theological subjects. Their contributions 
clearly ami iiscfulLy continue ns fact) of external Jcality, an (I among student iliey 
c:muinue In keep open due internal doorn of inetlilalion and aspiration. 
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BOOK 3: REALITIES PROPHETIC 

SECTION E: PROPHETHOOD 

Topk I: Mankind’s wed for ifii Prvphti 

Since man would have no existence from the standpoint of being 

independent regarding himself, and the matter of his daily living 

would be unfulfilled unless there should be 

a. a commonality' with another of his own kind in exchanging 

and bartering,1 and 

b. an active commerce of mutual concern between the two of 

them in ihe riling* upon which the welfare of the individual or the 

[whole] species, [of mankind] depends, [it is therefore manifest that 

man] has need for 

1. a system of fair relationships 

2, that is preserved by a law, 

3, that [in turn] is prescribed by a lawgiver, 

4. who is specifically endowed by outward signs and clear 

miracles 

a) that motivate obedience to him, 

b) prompt a positive response to him, mid 

c) give conviction to his pronouncements, 

1) wherein he threatens an evildoer with punishment and 

2) gives promise of a reward to an obedient disciple. 

This [lawgiver] is the Prophet, peace be upon him,, 

1 L arid MS GarrcLt. 9St3Hb and MS ■Garre LL 2Jd 3B: [jmi^awadaii wa-muciradahj; 
T: [mut&wadah wa-mu'awanah]. 
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Isfahan] says: L 4^)7, T im, MS 209a 

REALITIES PROPHETIC 

When |Baydawi] had finished with Book 2 on Realities Divine he 

begat] Book 3 on Realities Prophetic, in it he set forth three sections: 

L Prophetbood, 2, The Resurrection Assembly and the Recom¬ 

pense, and 3. 'Ihe Supreme Leadership of the Muslim Community, 

SECTION 1: FROPHETHOOD 

Section 1 Prophet-hood cots tains six topics: 
1. Mankind’s need lor the Prophet, 2. The Possibility of Miracles 

[in Psychoh)gy and Religion] , 3. The Prophet hood of the Prophet 

Muhammad,, 4. The Siolessness of ihe Prophets, 5. The Superiority 

of Prophets over Angels, and 6. The Signs til" Divine f avor [given 

to Saints and Prophets]. 

Topic I: Mankinds need for the prophet 

a. The language aspect of the term 'prophet’. 

The term ^prophet11 fnabiyj on the pattern of the intensive ver¬ 

bal noun |la(Tlb is cither 

], from [al-nabwah],2 which is 'ground that is elevated1, in 

which case its meaning is 'that which is raised above the rest of 

creation’, as its root is without a hamzah and it is L 408 ihe 

[fil'd| pattern in the sense of the passive participle, its plural being 

[anbiya1]; or 

2, it is from [al-naba1], that is. information1, for you siy,s 

[naha’af—“he bore information”, [anba*a]—“he made known”, and 

[nabba>a]—“he announced, ”+ So the [nabryj is one who brought 

information about |(iodJ Who is to he praised, being the [fa'FlJ pat¬ 

tern in the sense of the active pardciple. 

? I/3 serihe qlouc iriad-vr rle-ntly waik [al-nahwaw}. 
3 MS; (in j^TSOft: "one 
’ Synonyms wit to amplified intcn.-yiy ebejcI range as tbey pi1* through Verb forma 

E , £ itud 4 |hmr tIlc sequence hr'inn 1,4,1?). 
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Sibawayh said. "‘ There is not one Arab who does not say, ‘MuSfcry- 

limah, the liar, pretended to be a prophet’ [tanabba'af, saying it 

with the harnzab, although they -omitted the hama&h in the word 

“prophet” [nabfy], just as they omitted it in [aJ-dhunyah] and [al- 

kMbiyah};5 [these Arab speakers being) ail except the people of 

Mecca, for they give the sound oi hamzah to these words, but do 

not give the sound of hamzah in any others, and they differ from 

the other Arabs MS 209b in that,”* i,e.f they do not give the 

sound of hamzah in any other than these words. 

3. One plural of [al-nabTyJ |miha']. A poet has declaimed.7 

“O Signet Seal concluding [our book of all] prophets, 

You were sent in goodness, indeed, 

For every sign of guidance found in life’s way 

Proves to be yours for our need.”” 

4. Another plural is in die form of [anbiya'J, because when 

the [hamzah] consonant is changed to the letter jwaw], the exchange 

implicitly requires it io have as plural that plural whose original third 

radical is a weak consonant: as in ['Id] and [a'yad], and io "1 set 

out on a journey [tiabidtu nab^n] from land to land, when 1 departed 

from one land to another:' This is what Ibn al-A'rabi'1 meant when 

he saief L<0 wanderer of God” |Ya nabya Allah], that is, one setting 

' MS gl: [I.e.,] Lind it [the hamzah] is not sonneted in [the cerms] 'al-dbur’ahl 
ilild [al-kiiShi’tilllr Gf J. Hava, ai-Fnnfm al-Duniyah'. al-dhni'xli = hrann«& on the 
foreteadE sl-khabi^h - large jar, 

h A gloss in MS Ciamcu cites liona aljjwhari’i Si/idt the Sibawayh quo¬ 
tation with minor changes, nmsefing ’"the liar’', and adding a.H a third to the ntm.- 
hamzaced escanujlrs, "crealion1' fbarfyah]. Also, in this gloss the quorahrms terminus 
is dear. 

■' The pOfil i-s A3-c Abbas ibn Miidns aJ-Sulaymi, mentioned In Liiatt <xi'-'Arab 
(v, I. p J57): Taj nt-'Ami (al-'.^fabas ibn MinJas al-SuLumi] (v. 1. p. 122); and [quuied 
in] ttf-Si/tah (without the poet's name) fv. L, p., 24). 

G.E, vou tiiMnebanrn in (he artidt “AMAbtaaa ibn Mirdas. .. al-SuLayini' En- 
describes him as one of the Mnkhadrami jjlk; ts, step-sun uF al-Khaflsa3, His 

3 Jirt .'sti was published Ltd Baghdad, lEKifi, ai cited iai die "list of sources quGtr-’d'’, 
p. 536 oF Ambit I.\!tfu!utv to ify atd oj ihr. Vmnyyad Pmoi, rd. hy A.F.L, fJeestmi 
el at, (Scries: Cambridg! History <?f /l ™Air Zjfcrafurr; [v. ]]) Cambridge: Cambridge 
University lA'ess, | 963. 

* V'a Ifh&iLrn al-nuhVi intiaka murtfl 
Ri-aL-khayr kullu huda/aJ-sablE hudabi 

The division of die poet's Lines is so marked in Lt T, the MS and MS Ciairett 
939Hz. 

9 Aim ‘AM Alai] Muhammad ibn Ziyad Ibn al-A'rabi, 150/767-231/846? a 

famous philoiugisc. See the biography article, "ibn al-A"rabi’\ in En-I-2, v. 3, 
pp. 706--707, by Charles FtllaL "‘A man turnons for a knowledge uf rare f^KrcraLons'1— 
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out from Makkali to Madinah, and [Tbn al-ATabi] rejected the 

bamzah in it.10 

5. I( is also said that a Lwdl traced road' [al-naby] is 'the way". 

In this sense it is said about the apostles of God dial they are “well 

traced roads'1 janhiya1] because they arc the 'ways of guidance1 to 

[God], 

All lhe foregoing is with regard to [he [topic’s] language aspect. 

Sj. The religious law 

E. The philosophers, with respect to the religious law, took the 

position that a prophet is one who has been identified as hairing 

three specific characteristics: 
a) He is one who is well acquainted with the unseen because 

of the purity of his soul’s inner nature and lias strong relationship 

to high principles,11 [although! not having any previous experience 

in logical acquisition, instruction or learning, 

b) He is one to whom lid obedient response is given by ele¬ 

mental primal matter in iLs acceptance of lorms made distinctive13 

and ready for exchange with one another. 

c> He is one who observes angels in imaginative Ibrms, and 

he hears the speech of God by divine revelation. 

Objections (o (Ids doctrine have been raised as- follows: 

(a) 3 If [the philosophers] mean by ‘being well acquainted', 

an acquaintance with all unseen things, theu by Consensus that would 

not be a condition for an individual to be a prophet. If they mean 

by it an acquaintance with only some of these unseen things, then 

that [also] would not specifically designate a prophet, since every¬ 

one admissibly might have an acquaintance with, some of these unseen 

things without previous instruction and learning. Moreover, all human 

souls are one in kind, and their real nature would not have any 

variation in clarity or opaqueness, so what is admissible for one 

would be admissible for another. Thus to have an acquaintance with 

these things would not be the specific designation of a prophet. 

The Fihriit fti-Xtufm, Bayard Dodfge, Editor atid Translator, "Biographical Index’' 
v. p. %1. 

111 The MS alone nuniti the word ‘'hajnzalT after (he verb. 
In the quotation L, T. the MS ancil MS Gamett-Yahurlm -1-1 fHJ Dead [Yii nahya], 

while only MS Garrett Gfl^EIa reads [Ya nahi'a]. 

!l MS gt: i.e.? tire Len fcelestLiil] intellect. 
12 MS gl: f.e.j fruan our form to another form by ex-chamie. 
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lb) 1 Further, what the philosophers set up as a second des- 
illation would not belong S]>eci(jcaliy to a prophet, lor they also 
acknowledge thai matter an the elements is obediently responsive to 
those who arc not prophets. 

(cHI And what they set up as L 4439 a third specific des¬ 
ignation is [for them] nut oven a verified realily because they dis¬ 
avow angels, and will affirm the certainty of nothing but celestial 
immaterial substances11 which arc not MS 210a of humankind in 
their teaching. 

These objections (hat hove been r;iised require more consideration. 

[a)-2 By 'being LtcquaiTated: [the philosophers] meao being 
acquainted with some things that are not ordinarily known without 
previous instruction and learning, and there is neither objection nor 
doubt that such matters belong with none oilier than a prophet, Bui 
their position that human souls are of one kind, so that it would be 
admissible to affirm of all what is affirmed of some, is prohibited 
since it would be admissible that there l>e dissimilarities deriving 
Ifom the different predispositions according to varying temperaments. 

(bs cy-2 And it is likewise with their second and third specific 
designations. And even if it should be granted that each one of these 
ihrec designations would not be an absolute designation but an 

adjunctive designation, the total si ill would be an absolute designa¬ 
tion of a prophet, so the objection would be refuted, 

2. The Aslia'irah hold that the prophetic office is a gift front 
God Most High anlI h; grace from Him lo Hm creature man. This 
is what God Most High has said to (lie one He chose from among 
His human creatures: 

“We have sent you”, “We have delegated you”,14 and “(Jive an 
account of us,”15 

3, Our exposition of [Baydawi’s discussion of mankind's] need 
for the Prophet according to the Muslim philosophers, is that helh 

IJ VIS if]: These bring The rco (celestial S' intcILccti. 
" Qur'an 2:119; 4:79-80 etc. M.F. Abd al-Baqils d-Mtfjam al Mifihmt !i Affaz 

&t-Q$r’(in nl-harim lists 13 usages uf farsalnakil], but neither onr? of the other IwO 

verbs 1$ in rbe precise IbrciE used in Maharu's paraphrase, although Qmr’au U 
dose: [liallLgh ntA ittnrila iUyka .min YahfciikAJ. 

Is L and. T: [wa-balli|b . ..]; MS, MS Garrett Ml k anti MS Garrett-Yatmda 
■itJib read: Ta-baJligh . ..], The two latter verbal commands arc paraphrased from 
die Qur'an. 

In 'Hie MS alone points the verh as 1st plural. 
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scales that God has created mankind such lhai lie does nol exist 

independently and by himself in the matter of his livelihood, because 

he has need for food, clothing, a dwelling place and weapons, aEJ of 

which arc artificially crafted. He Ls not like ail the other animal crea¬ 

tures whose needs Tor food, body covering,, dwelling place and 

weaponry- are all naturally provided. One person would not be able 

to provide those things successfully ajid maTjage them except in so 

long a period of time that ordinarily he could not possibly live 

through it entirely, and even if he should he able to, it would be 

very difficult. So the matter of his livelihood would not be fulfilled, 

rather, it would not succeed except by having commonality with 

another of his own kind in a barter” and exchange^ of active com¬ 
merce between the two of them in the things upon which the wel¬ 

fare of the individual or the [whole] species [of mankind] would 

depend, in that one would farm for another and the latter hake for 

(he former., or one would be tailor for [he other and the latter pre¬ 

pare the needle for him. This is the manner of all things, thus the 

livelihood of all of the sons of mankind is fulfilled by meeting together, 

and by bartering and exchanging, 

a) Therefore, because of his own nature man lias need in 

making his livelihood for a regular social contact chat will serve to 

facilitate MS 2lbh barter, exchange and mutual assistance. For 

chat reason man is said to he civilized, for civilization, according to 

them [i.c., the philosophers], is a way of referring to this regular 

social contact This social contact among mankind for barter, exchange 

and mutual assistance I. 410 would not take place and become 

well organized unless among the people there was [an established 

system of] mutual trade relations and fair dealings, because every 

individual wants what he needs and gets angry with a rival jostling 

him. and chooser all the good things and treasures lor himself. So 

prosperity is the goal sought for himself [alone]. But when this attain¬ 

ing of physical objects and sensate desires comes about for [only] 

IJ L gt: Tbc* is where each one gives something .wifabic $udi as his own work 
as compared with what hr takes from the other's work. 

|E The MS reverses the order of this pair of nouns in the- first Decision of usage. 
Clo&s in L and MS: Iit ihat cadi of them would do ^nork Co match the work of 

the other. 

Gloss in L and MS following; The difference between the two is that in an 
exchan^r there is a likeness itf the work done, while in a barter it is more general 
rhau hdflg strive likeness, or other. |AI1 (brcc from ch£ Sharh Taqnrj 
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one person it requires leaving behind anyone else, and for Thai rea¬ 

son it leads to rivalry. When a man is jostled away from what he 

desires he becomes angry with his rival, tind liis craving and liis 

anger prompt him to bear down upon and oppress the other, in 

order £o monopolize for himself what he craves. And because of this 

confusion and contention come about, and the social contact is spoiled. 

This deterioration will not be avoided unless a system of mutual 

trade relations and justice arc agreed upon. So the social contact 

stands in need of justice arid mutual trade relations. Rut justice and 

mutual trade relations will not cover particular dungs that are 

undefined. 

b) Therefore, there must be a universal ordinance that would 

be law that the divine law would protect. 

c) And tile divine law must have a lawgiver who issues Thai 
law in tire proper way, so lire re would have to be a lawgiver. And 

then when people gel inio a dispute over how to set up the law 
confusion and tumult break out. 

d) So the lawgiver must distinctively stand out among them 

as being worthy of lheir obedience so liiat the rest might be drawn 

to him in acceptance of the law. That worthiness is realized oirly 

by his being distinguished through obvious signs and clear miracles 

indicating that he comes from their Lord [*> that he is worthy to 

be obeyed*] and that prompt them in responding to him and in 

believing T 200 what be cells them. 

The next thing would be shat the majority ol mankind tend to 

make light of a deteriorating social order whose benefit to them is 

only in matters as regarding their whole human species* since the 

craving lor what they want as regarding themselves individually gov¬ 

ern* them, So they proceed to transgress the divine law. Rut if the 

obedient and the disobedient have rewards or punishments so (hat 

hope and fear carry them to obedience and the cessation of rebel¬ 

lion, MS 21 la ihen the systematic regularity of the divine law' 

wi]] by dial means be more complete than Lt would be without it. 

So it is necessary that both the obedient and the disobedient have 

a recompense from the God who is omniscient of what they do l>olh 

openly and secretly* whether in words or deeds or thoughts, [a CodJ 

who is omnipotent to recompense them and deal with them equi¬ 

tably, lo forgive those deserving forgiveness* and to take vengeance 

on (hose who deserve vengeance, Tims* It is that the lawgiver threat¬ 

ens an evildoer with punishment and promises an obedient disciple 
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rewards. An experiential knowledge of |GodJ who give* both the 

recompense and the tew must be obligatory for them. 

Nothing abom the knowledge of God Most High should preoc¬ 

cupy them beyond the knowledge of Him that He is One, and Real, 

and that there is nothing like Him.. He docs not15 charge them in 

absent in judging that He. is present within existence,30 for He may 

not Ikt referred to tts being in any 'place'; nor is He divided, lor He 

is neither ‘outside* the universe L 43 I nor 'within' it; He is. noth¬ 

ing of this sort. Indeed,31 11l: magnifies the task [i.c.,, of understanding! 

fcn‘ iIi[-iil and rnakes teligioo complicated23 and lccts them fall into 

something from which there is no one at ali to save them, Knowledge 

of this kind seldom is a matter of conviction and thus would not be 

an established certainty, so there must be along with it some means 

to pnoi-ecl die knowledge. Tins is die ’memory' tliae gathers up [every¬ 

thing] for later restatement.33 That which includes both of these * Le., 

memory and restatement, is only a form of divine service that gives 

remembrance of the deity and h repeated at successive times, such 

as the prayer rite and any other regular events like it. 

Therefore, there must be a Lawgiver who incites [humankind] 

a) to give assent in the judgment dial there is One God, 

who is the Omniscient and Omnipotent Creator, and 

b) to place faith In die Lawgiver who is sem to them horn 

the presence of Him the Most High, and who is truthful, and 

c) to acknowledge that there is both a promise and a threat,H 

both reward and punishment in the Hereafter, and 

d) to perform the various kinds of divine service in which 

]fj In lEil* (he itrOnp opening negative [la| Is scratched out. by same early 
owner of die MS, perhaps not well EhUmviu^ the argument AD other sources include 
die negative here. 

Oci-iTly here, ''existence’1 is eo«tdved by sonic as bein^ a palpably present 

rnaltn,, nearly in the order of ,1p]acC-|A But man is nut charged wiili trying cu Fathom 
.such n ‘ where’1 notion, of £iod. NWe Die discussion abme in ihe passagr on abaoluie 

and parciojiar existence in Book l, Section I, Chapter 2 of both ftaydawi and 

Isfahan:. A thrlher related discussion Ls in S.H, Na-sr's article, '‘Eduslencc {wujudj 

and Ouddlv ihsahiyyah) hi Islamiv Philosophyl?, in lutemdiwurf Fhiktmpftiial Qswrfnh', 
v. 29:4 (Dec, 1929;, jrp. 4LW 42H. 

11 MS [^1: This is an explanatory justification for his expression, ''Nothing.. . should 
preoccupy them,” 

H MS; [yalashawwaih); MS Garrett [yushawwish], 

[al-tidhkir al-mnjaini' LiJ-ukrary. 

i+ MS: '‘‘a threat and a promise . . /' 
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the Creator is mentioned with rhe reverent formularies of His ma¬ 
jesty, and 

e) to [accept] being drawn to the Law that men need in 

their mutual relations so that by that means the call may continue 

going out for the justice that supports a right ordering of the state 

of mankind. The practice of the Law is beneficial in three ways: 

Ij In exercising [and strengthening] the [human] Soul’s 

powers to prevent them from pursuing lower desires , as well as from 

ihe fantasies and speculative estimations* ihr sensations and all sorts 

of activities MS 211b that arouse the lust and anger that hinder 

man’s rational soul from paying attention to the presence of holy 

things. 

2) In maintaining an active consideration of things sub- 

limeaM that ate far removed from the accidental qualities of matter 

and the discordant deceptions of sense, in order to observe a truly 

royal domain,*6 

3) In bringing to mint! the warnings of the Lawgiver and 

His promise to one who does good and His threat to one who does 

evil, [warnings] that require the establishment of justice with at] 

increase of ample recompense and great reward in the Hereafter. 

Furthermore, to those who have experiential knowledge ijof divine 

things] among all who are practicing them,^ thea'e will l>e added 

that benefit which is reserved for them, inasmuch as they keep their 

laces turned toward [the Law],3* So then, consider® the wisdom, 

then the mercy arid the grace, and you will see34 that you are in 

ihe presence of11 an excellence whose marvels dazzle you. Henceforth 

then, uphold [the I*iwjtJ and you will stand.u 

a MS i^i: he-, the ten [celestial] intellects. 
"h MS gt: l.c., |rrT| tin- mldliglbki (-iVl■ 111h.cqthat an1 concealed from liic secso, 
-= MS gl: he., ihe cti-vdise Law, 

If translated, "toward Hiim’1, (he comment Lti ihe MS glois would apply: Lc.t 
the Creator Most High. The :'if" repeal >'d here ccntililNS k? reter to the divine Law. 

Note, however. (km (he Creator ns untecedeiiL seem to coniradki the avgu- 
tnrnt in Book 3a Section 1. Chapter S, Tmic 2- It apJK^^ to be well understood 
as si devo-lionaJ statement,, though nol strictly conforming to systematic Logic. 

“ M& Si: ¥ cm [i.e.t you must consider], 
!J' Gloss Ln MS and MS Garnett 4AdHa: |E.t:.a] in response to the imperative. 
Another gl_ Ltl ike Garrett MS: A look [al-lahizahj that in a glimpse [Wyah] in 

(lie blinking of an rye. 
1 CIose in MS Garrett SB9Ifa: l.t., that is all about voll ftiihtiii bi-kal. 
M MS £: I.e„ the law. 
13 Ltllnuluia Aqiin wA-iHUlijiinJ 
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Baydawi said; L 411, T 200 

1 opic 2; 2 he pvssiirility of miracles [in prvchologf atid religion] 

A miracle is 
a. an extraordinary event, whether it is 

L a [contravening of nuiurc] to produce a negation of action, or 

2, a [stimulation of nature to| positive action. |and the event is| 

b, closely associated with a challenging claim [to prophetic sin¬ 

gularity] 

(1.) A miracle is like the case of a certain person who would 

abstain Irom Ibod lor an extraordinary length ol" time, so that his 

soul might be attracted to the realm of holy tilings and make the 

powers of his body follow after it; whereupon the activities [of his 

bodily powers| cease, and in his ease there is sto food disintegration 

and disposal as there would he with anyone else, and so he becomes 

independent of the demands of his body.® This would resemble the 

ease of a rick person whose natural powers are diverted from pro¬ 

cessing healthy matter by the digestive disintegration and disposal of 

refuse matter, and who docs not desire nourishment for a time; 

]t 1-Sd.ycljiwi quizes i Hilly I uni-Fly I'roafl FI). Kami's definitirin [Set: his Afuhatwl, 
p. ^fJ7j. Fra comparison the full 4efei.itinri he give# is follow 

'Tin- pnkwniloLfi at an eK.lraftrdi3ia.1-y event elos*dy associated with a challenging 
claim [lo prophetic singularity, and] without diene lieing any [iuccessfut] rebuttal 
L We c;dl it an ‘event1 only because the miraculous1 may curne [positively! with 
'HiEEiethisig imusuml, and bl riliry dime Tiec;nLively crmlraveuiiig wlmt is usual. 2. We 
call it VKtraordinafy' to distinguish its claimant Ifonn anyone elw- 3. We call ji a 
YLose association with a dtaJirnging (hitn [to prophetic singularity]' test a liar should 
snatch. a miracle for himself our from the past, something dim would distinguish 
(a prophet's signs] from the [general] signs that portend [the coming of| a prophet 
and from die divine pervon-nJ favors [given Let faints and prophtLsj. 4. We call it 
'[an evenl[ without any successful rbutbl' to distinguish it Fmm [morunan] magic 
and sleight of hand.1' 

iK Baydawi's discussion of the ‘miraculous1 begins with the definitiofi of it, as 
given Ijy F.D. Rich and Quoted jusl alum:. "L’herE Baydawi begins Ijere to present 
examples of mieaculC'UJ evente that ary found in Urn Sina's Tenth Kind' [ahnamat 
al-'jsJiLc j p.c., ol bis ‘Remarks and Admonitions']. while Istahani, in lib run:, goes 
into the explication of the miraculous much more fully. [See Ibn Sina's at-liframi 
on-al-Tanbilati v. 3t fjp. SSWlfl] The kinds ol" miraculous events match the ^tris 
of Itaifi’j 'definition of the miraculous: a.l) the minftcle worker going without food, 
a ,21 the miracle worker providing iniormation about the unseen and nonpresent 
world [aUghayb], and b-) the miracle worker’s performance of some inimitable (eats 
of control over nature. Ibn Sana's material is given Ihom the standpoint of psy¬ 
chology. Baydawi and Mahani make brief statements of miracles from Lhe stand- 
]'m. ili li of religion. 
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nli 11!11ji-jjlj sf such nourishment w<:r( to be kept from him in any other 

circaim barters lie would perish. 

There is a reference to this son of case in the saying of the 

Prophet: 

“I am not like any of you; I lodge with my Lord* and He gives 

me food and drink.1136 

(2.) Also,, a miracle would be as when, a certain person can 

provide information about the unseen, in that there occurs to him 

while awake what would occur to him while asleep, L 412 

Whereupon his soul, Through its own power and its refinement front 

bodily occupations, is joined with the celestial angels |i.c,, of intel¬ 

lect and soulj, and [his soul] becomes marked all over with the par¬ 

ticular forms that are within [she angels] anti which occur in our 

universe. For these forms are the means and the causes of their exis¬ 

tent natures that are perceived both in their essences and in what¬ 

ever is based upon them. From [this outer layer of the sonl| they 

are transferred to the [souFs] power of 'imaginationand from that 

to [the souFs] ‘sense of coordination1, and so they would be observed 

as something visible and palpable, and tins would be a revelation. 

Moiwor, sometimes there will lit; a linkage joined and the bond will 

be very strong, and iheti the persnn will hear formally ordered speech 

from a vision that addresses him. It ajjpernrs that the sending down 

of scriptures takes place itt this manner, 

h. On the other hand, a miracle may be as when a certain per¬ 

son would perform something the like of which no amount of pnimanj 

strength could achieve, as for example, when he might prevent" 

water from its normal flowing, and then it would gush forth from 

between his fingers and from his finger dps. That would he an when 

God Most High would give [the prophetic figure] authority3® over 

the phenomenal matter of created things and then he would have 

executive command over them just as he has executive command 

over the parts of his own body. This would be especially true regard¬ 

ing whatever accords with his own specific temperament and has a 

commonality with his own nature, and thus it is that [the prophetic 

K HiruKth: “I not life* my oi you,1' [L 41 I. 413:17], nr* located 
in the hitrtilh mdevrs. 

Jl T skips the verb “prevent." L: Pin yumna1]; MS CamHL 2C3-B: [an lumna1], 
16 L: [ba-an yusaltit raLaT T [bi-an yusaJlit Allah taki1] r MS Garnett 2B3D and 

MS Garreil 905Hb: fbi-au yusallilahuL AUnh u'ala1], 
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figure] performs whatever lie wills from within [lm own nature]. 

This [much] is in accord with the doctrine of rhe philosophers. 

However, our [Baydawi] doctrine is that God who is praised and 

exalted has the autonomous power to endow specially whom ever He 

wills of5* humankind His creatures by ‘revelation’ and ‘miracle’ and 

by dispatching an angel and sending down Scriptures to [that one]. 

Isfahan! says: L 412, T 200, MS 21 lb 

Topu 2: lb: possibdtp? t)j rmwcks [in piyt-ftvlogjr and rrfigtonj 

A miracle is 

ar an atraotdinarv event, whether it is 

1. a [contravening of nature to] the negation of action, or 

2- a [stimulation of it to] positive action, [and the event is] 

h. closely associated with a challenging claim [to prophetic sin¬ 

gularity'], without there being any successful rebuttal. 

(a.} ] Baydawi, with F.D. RaziJ said that a miracle is one of two 

[kinds ol'j events,*0 T 201 because just as a miracle may be a 

[positive] action producing something extraordinary [in nature],11 

just so it may be a [negative] action contravening something ordi¬ 

nary [in nature]/11 arid [Rani] said, “[We call it] extraordinary” only 

to distinguish its claimant from anyone else. 

(b.) And we [Rari and Mahani]*3 say that this event [by its pur¬ 

pose] is closely associated only with a challenging daim to prophetic 

singularity, 

1. in order chat a liar may not take as his own the miracle of 

someone in [he past*4 as an argument for himself and 

L has airlifted Lhe preposition [asrin] litre. finely by inadvertence; T rein¬ 

serts lL 

w Isfahani restates what Baydawi has burrowed frOnli F.D. Kuzi’s Mu-hassttf. 
p 207. 

*' As | fur example,! 'the Prophet, upon him 1m: peace., rr.otonsr water flow Frem 
between his. fin^rs, or For ;« prison to spe^fc as if derailed ftaiallum aE^ali'la1], and 
the like. 

V! MS gl: As to abstain from caring and drinking. 
w The MS however, uses the [hied singular of the v^rh, mintiuling the follow 

itig material directly to Itaydawi, ^ho l$ quoting from F.D. Rich :loc. dt,}, Isfoham 
sudds the rnaiimiad hum Ka/j for Uic quotations following here, then Launch^ Into 
Iris Long cxpoMdort of thin philosopher llm Sica's psychological theory of what ‘mir¬ 
acles' may be, [See fhn Sina's al-I.riiwai wa-ai-Tanidial, v. Sf pp. 395~4lfi.] 

M MS pi: [I.c.iJ of the prophets. 
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2. in order that [this miracle] might be distinguished from 

a) the divine portents of a coming prophet15 and From 

b) the divine favors [of holy power given to saints and 

prophets]. 

The author of al-Sikah [Isma'il ihn Ilammad at“Jawhari| said [giv¬ 

ing as an example J, 11 i have challenged a person when 1 vied with 

liitn in some aciion and attempted to wrest from him a victory.”*1, 

ihe 'dtvine signs [portending the] imminent [coming of a[ prophet1 

am the occurrences, of phenomena dial: am violations of the cus¬ 

tomary order [rd nature] (hat indicate the [imminent] dispatching 

of a prophet before he. is dispatched. And so, it would he as if there 

has been laid a foundation for the pillar of prophethond., since the 

term drihs]Tr spelled with an Y„ means the first range of stones in 

a wall, and a person will say, \ laid down the find range of stones 

for die wall in a way that will make it stand firm." 

[F.D. Razi, with Baydawi quoting him] said, ''and without there 

being any successful rebuttal,w only to distinguish [the miracle] from 

[common] magic and sleight of hand. 

(L) An example of the contravening of something ordinary [in 

nature] would be that someone should keep himself away from nour¬ 

ishment lor an unusual period of time, [and that] together wilh [that 

action 11 ten: would be] the preserving of {his] life and health, this 

Patter action ordinarily] being something possible. [But] the expla¬ 

nation of this should be preceded by an introductory statement of 

the fact that each entity, human soul and human body, is made up 

of structures that arc accidental to each host Thus, of these struc¬ 

tures that belong to the soul MS 212a some structures may descend 

into the bodily powers,, just as L 413 from (he structures formerly 

belonging to [he bodily powers some structures may ascend, attain¬ 

ing to the essence of the soul. For indeed, frequently, some intel¬ 

lectual structure will begin and be accidental to the soul, and [then] 

w fiirLuj—“p|. signes qni annoncenr 3s venue d un propheie; p. oc„ certain eclat 
qu'on emit avoir vu am' le from dn pore du prophtie" under i|Yaha$a]! in A. 
KftzimirsJd'R Diahmiwra Arabe Mueaut. t. J3; but [this particular sense] is not found 

In hmte’$ Anibk-English ionic™, or in Dozy's Suppiewmt, or Jo Hava's al-Rmfid n>- 
Ihtmfa/1. Wthr's tXrtiaaaT-y pf Mi'dffn linthn Ar#ikr omits this root mUrtly, 

41' The vowel poincing on [he three verbs here appear to confuse the person of 

their subjccls: 1L, die MS and MS Garrett 4EP-.ll la point Llir- first verb id(b a IsL 

person eELiiin^ and the second and third verbs with ;i 2nd person ending. T docs 

tKM add vowel pointing, 
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the relationship*7 will transfer its. a. result from that deniert imme¬ 

diately afterwards to the bodily powers and then to (lie members 

[of the body|, Consider how it is when you are aware of the pres¬ 

ence of Cod Most High and think about Uis might)1 power, how 

your skin quivers and your hair stands up, and when you feel some¬ 

thing with any one of your members or you have imagined or you 

longed for or were angered over something, then the linkage that es 

between the soul and these subsidiary areas will form a structural 

frame of reference within your sonl so that yon may think about 

[tins experience] over and over in submissive reflection, yes, rather 

as a habit and natural disposition which will empower the soul with 

the abilities of angels. 

Thus, as the satisfied soul seeks to make rhe powers of the human 

body tractable, [the powers of the body] are drawn along after(the 

sours] concerns to which it has been roused, whether the soul has 

need of these [bodily] powers or noi. Therefore, a* the soul’s attrac¬ 

tion upon these [bodily] powers increases, just so the in wart) incli¬ 

nation of theiie powers increases, and these powers btcomt more 

forcefully diverted away from what normally governs them, bo to 

refrain from nourishment lor an extraordinary lime is in order that 

the soul will be atrracled to the universe of holy thing?; and will 

make the powers of the body follow after it. Thereupon the natural 

activities related to the vegetable powers of the soul cease operat¬ 

ing, so there is no food disintegration and disposal from [the prophetic 

figure’s physical body] as ordinarily there would be front any other 

body, and [the prophetic figure's body] becomes able to get along 

without replenishment.™ 
This is just as when a sick person’s natural powers are diverted 

from the digestive disintegration of beneficial matter and the disposal 

t? MS ^1: T.c., between the seriII and the body. 
w Reading [khaEFa] rather than fkhulqji];, iilrfoouEjti Che MS is vowdled to read, 

fkhulqu itf-nafs], and E> and T re-itd. fkli-l-q] though UnwwelJed, MS GarrrlE. 9Q9Hn 
and MS Gamst-Y&huda (T 161>:12J read:' IkhdfeJ. 

r,.F„ Ca]verity I'ljlf. a not* mi tlie margin of both I. 412 and MS 2l^a: 
<M[fcbalfa]p says SSN, Shaykh Sayyid Nawwar." fShaykh Sa\Ttd [Vawwar was a 
Recognpcd Scholar fAdiinJ of at-A^Fiasr L'nwermy who was a nwtnbet of the faC’ 
uhy in the -School of Oriental Studies, American University at Cairo, and was con- 
sullam to Professor OaLvefky on thk trwriation in thf spring and summer of 1^+45. 
The Editor was privileged m study in etassi>s led by Shayfch Sayyid fnr twsi araci- 
tmk years, 194$/4 7 194 7/+$.] 

441 MS gl: I t., an exchange for what has been disintegrated., meaning food. 
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of refuse tnatier, the healthy matter is kept back with only a little 

digestion and needs no replenishment, so the sick person does not 

ask for nourishment. And perhaps the man would even cease from 

taking his nourishment for a while,—if the nourishment were to he 

stopped for just as fang in some other situation, or rat!ter, just for 

a tenth of the time, the man would perish,—but for all that, lie is 

preserved alive. A reference to a case of this sort is in the saying of 

the Prophet, "I am nor like any of you; 1 lodge with my Lord, and 

He gives me food and drink, ”w 

You must understand that the process of digestion is interrupted 

in the state MS 212h when the soul is attracted to the presence 

of holy things only slightly less than it Is in the state of sickness. 

Why should it not be so, when a severe illness is not without the 

processes of digestion because of the fever, even though the diges¬ 

tion does not proceed naturally. Besides dial, in the sick person there 

is something: opposed to him11 which lowers Ids strength but which 

does not exisL in the soul's state of being attracted tiiat is mentioned 

at>nve. So ir is that the one who inwardly turns to holy things32 has 

a) what a sick man has, namely, the diversion of nature 

from its process of ihe digestion of beneficial matter, as well as 

bj two additional things, the loss due to- a feverish consti¬ 

tution poorly maintaining its digestion, and the loss due to the ill¬ 

ness opposing his natural power. Moreover, the one who inwardly 

turns to holy things ha* 

c) a ibird causal factor, L 414 namely, rest for his body 

from a condition of constant bodily movements, that being a favor 

from the Divine Helper, for the one who inwardly turns to holy 
tilings has preference in the matter of the preservation of iiis strength." 

(2.) Another example of the Prophet pcrlbrming a positively 

extraordinary act would be his giving of information about the unseen 

world, in that there would occur to him when he would be wake¬ 

ful what would occur normally to him in his sleep. For a man some¬ 

times observes the unseen in die state of sleep, [and] so to observe 

it when awake would also be possible. 

10 A tiddith. See the itoie al lists place: in BaychWs text. 
MS $ Namdy, dsc liiress, 

n frl-jsiuc.nwLjjiii ib' jaaiab ai-quefaj. 
[bn Sina Lake-i up Lrii.- iim example {a. I.) in Jm <d hharai wa-ailanlihat v. 3. 

gjp, 395 39S (this ih rhf Teheran ediiion. rcisrinted in ihe early HSJkri). 
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Ihc obstacle to observing the unseen when awake is an obstacle 

that may l>e retnoved, as, for example,, a preoccupation with sensi¬ 

ble objects. But as to one^s observation of the unseen In sleep, this 

is indicated by both 

a) experience and 

b) analogical reasoning. 
(a) Regarding experience, it consists in both 

1) direct recognition, which is. a way ol describing die 
event of an observance of the unseen in the state of sleep by the 
observer himself, and 

2) knowing by hearsay,1* which is a way of describing 

die event of the aforesaid observation by some one other than the 

observer himself and these two [he,, direct recognition and know¬ 

ing by bearsayj witness to [the experience],11 There is not a 

single person who has not experienced this Jbr himself, in that he 

had an experience that inspired a believing judgment in him. unless, 

God forbid, the individual should have a bad temperament, being 

disturbed in his imagination and memory. 

[b] Regarding analogical reasoning, it is that particulars 

1} in the realm of intellect*' are marked with an impres¬ 

sion as universals, and 

2) among the celestial souls [they are marked] with an 

impression as tinivcnsals. vrilh respect to their essences, because the 

celestial souls are separate substances* their matter not having an 

impression but rather, having a linkage with the spheres as cur souls 

have with our bodies, and also 

3) [the particulars] are marked with an impression as 

particulars with respect to the Jo mis that art- impressed upon the 

material of the spheres. 

In Summary, particulars MS 213a in the realm of intellect1' 

have the mark of an impression ol' a universal structure, and in the 

realm of soul they have the mark of two impressions. T 202 one 

of which is of a universal structure, and the other of a particular 

structure that is sensitive to the immediate moment, the first impres¬ 

sion being according to the essence |of die particulars! and the sec- 

51 Dim! recognition [al-rd'fl.mT]i knowing Ijv hearsay [al-ijtsJlmu1], 
MS 0: Through inspiratson [slhim|. 

Vb MS £]: The ten eclesiial intellects. 
” MS- The ten celestial intellects. 
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ond impression being according (o their instrumentality. The human 

soul may be marked with the impression of that realm [of soul] in 

accordance with its own readiness and with the disappearance of 

any impediment. For it cannot be denied that some of the unseen 

from its world is impressed upon die human soul 

Furthermore, the powers of the soul are both mutually attractive 

and conflicting, so that when anger is aroused I lie soul is too pre¬ 

occupied to have Jaw desires, atid vice versa. When the interior sense 

is exclusively engaged in its own business then the soul is too pre¬ 

occupied for external sensation and nearly becomes noil-seeing aild 

non-bearing, and [in turn] when the external sense is exclusively 

engaged in its own business then the soul is too preoccupied for 

interior activity. Now, when [he internal sense is attracted to the 

external Sense, then that same attraction makes the intellect incline 

toward the external sense, so that it trcas.es from the radonai activ¬ 

ity in which the intellect often has need ibr its own full instrumen¬ 

tality,38 And, although the soul is now occupied with the external 

sense L 415 and is involved in thinking about what it. perceives 

through the external sense, the attraction of the soul in the direc- 

tion of this great activity** docs turn aside. Thus it becomes free90 

from its activities chat are its own by monopoly, namely* thinking. 

And when the soul has been thus busy and is abSe11,1 to hold in check 

the internal sense under its own direction then the external senses 

also become weak and nothing of the customary information comes 

from them to the soul, 

However, the ’sense of coordination’ is a tablet of impression, and 

this [sense], when an impression on if can lw made |thatj is identi¬ 

cal to the observation]comes <o have, validity as if it were the 

thing being witnessed, Then, perhaps the sensory impression passes 

away from the external sense, but the form of the impression remain# 

rj MS Pranren gl: This hting its internal powers, 
w MS This bring tU-e activity with ilw stus^tiotu fmaljsSteai]- 
* Reading fiaEthaJIa^] with the MS acid MS Garrett 5W9Ha. T, and T: pajatU*]. 
'■ I, and T: |ist^nnalcbnit]; the MS, MS Garrett und MS Garratr-Yahuda 

44fl6: {bhlagttaUf}. MS Oarrccr has, gloss: "as ^uhscimrion.’’: listamakkamu 
a.y iqiadaiiilf 

1,1 L and T: [al-mtts rnijLhu|; MS Garrett 9B9Ha: [al-mitph minJiu]; die STS Ana! 
MS fs^crtci-Yainwla 448& [unpoiiiitflDi |fli,'ia<]*h EHiij. Unpointed, the Arabic text 
neajdinjp appear nearly idcincicalj lpuf ptclermee conits co be a gycithesds uf these 

possibilities. 

hJ Reading Iharriyat] with the MS and MS Garrett 9S9Ha. L ami T: [yaghlb]. 
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upon the ‘sense of coordination1; it remains as valid as something 

‘witnessed’, and not as something ‘uncertainly estimated’, as the 

impression of a falling drop is made as a straight line, and a point 

circling about is the impress of the circumference of a circle. Then 

if the 'form1 is represented on the tablet of the ‘sense of coordina¬ 

tion1 il becomes something validly witnessed, equally whether [the 

form] is 

aal at the first stage of its being impressed on the 

'sense of coordination" from the externally sensed object, or it is 

bb) what remains of [the form) MS 213b along 
with what remains of the externally sensed object, or it is 

oc) the certainty of jthe form] after the fading of the 

sensed object* or it is 

ddj the occurrence of the form in the Sense of coor¬ 

dination’ but not coming direedy from the object sensed. 

One of the things that indicate that a form from the imagination 

may be inscribed on the 'sense of coordination’ from an internal 
cause is that people sick with pleurisy or bilious disorder, that is, 

those in whom black bile has overcome their proper constitution, 

will sometimes observe forms that arc sensed as external and pre¬ 

sent but having no relation to any externally sensed object. So the re- 

fore the impression of them is either from some internal cause, this 

being the power of imagination that has executive control of the 

storehouse of the imagination., or else it is from some cause effective 

upon an internal cause, this being the sou! from which the forms 

are transmitted,** by way of the power of imagination** that is recep¬ 

tive to the impression of them, to the ‘sense of coordination3. This 
is because the ‘sense of coordination’ sometimes receives impressions 

horn the ‘forms’ that move freely in the source of imagination and 

estimation,® that is, the forms67 to which the actions of these two 

powers [uc,, imagining and estimating] tire linked. For when the 

flower of imagining begins to exert executive control over [the linked 

Forms.] some of the forms linked to that control arc inscribed on the 

M L and T: (yaEa’adda*]; MS: [tata'adda1] 
L an4 T: (at-nuifehayyilahT; MS: [ahmvoUi*yyila}i], abbreviated from (he pre¬ 

ceding form in all thret sources: [al-quwah al-mntakfiayvilahj. 
MS gl: The source csf imagining [ma"din d-lakbAyyulJ is In the una^in^-hon 

[at-khayaEJj, while thr source of tstirnaLicvg [at-LawalihumJ is in the powrr of mrrn- 

ury [aUq&Wah at-hlfijsah]. 
L and T cet, using the singular. 
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sense of coordination, just as forms are also imprinted upon, the 

‘souroe of imagination' and [the 'source of] estimation1 from the 

tablet of the sense of coordination, this being closely similar to what 

goes on between mirrors which face each ocher. 

Two troubling factors hinder^ foe imprinting on the sense of coor¬ 

dination:: 

1] The hoft factor [i.e., sleep] is sensory and external, 

one that hinders the Sense of coordination, through (he external 

fbvins imprinted on it, from receding forms from an internal cause, 

as if the externa! sense were depriving the sense of coordination of 

the power of imagining by force and violating it wrongfufly. 

2) And the second factor [he,, illness] is intellectual and 

internal, or, estimative and internal, one that imposes restraint upon 

the imagination L 41b Horn functioning, that is, operating in 

spite of confused anxiety.,—[and] exercises control over [the imagi¬ 

nation] In foe rational or estimative tilings that are its concern, so 

Lhal the power of imagination ls distracted through giving obedience 

to [tliis second factor] from taking authority over the sense of coor¬ 

dination, and thus, the power of imagination is not able to make 

any impression on the sense of coordination because [the imagining 

power’s] own [intellectual] movement is weak* in that [its movement] 

follows, but is not followed. 

If one of these two hindering factors should be inactive,—either 

the sensory external or the rational/estimative internal,—while the 

other hindering factor remains active, then often MS 214a the 

second [active] hindering factor may lack the strength to impose 

restraint, so [that] the imagining power returns to its [intellectual] 

action and exercises authority over the sense of coordination, and 

thus make* forms apjiear upon foe sense of coordination as if they 

are being plainly witnessed. 

(I] Sleep is an obvious hindrance of the external sense. 

Some times the soul is hindered in sleep, in that it is drawn aside CO 

the natural funclion, that is, digesting the food over which it has 

charge, [the soul thus] seeking rest 1mm oilier activities. There are 

two aspects to this' 

an) If the soul should not be drawn aside to the natu¬ 

ral function, but should begin its own work then the natural! Junction 

,,H I. and T. jat-sawlnl'J^ MS ami MS Garrett yttUHa: [sal-rij.iri'f]. 
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would wait and follow it;69 so the soul would he distracted from 

managing the food and the concern of the body would be disturbed. 

But the soul is treated to manage the body, so if is naturally drawn 

to tare for the natural functioning. 

bb} Sleep is more like illness than healthy because sleep 

is a state chat gives man, on account of his need to properly man- 

age his body! a readiness to lake nourishment and to maintain the 

welfare of his bodily members, while during illness the soul is engaged 

in aiding the natural functions in ills, management of the body, so if 

is not free T 203 ro do its special work until after health returns. 

So then the two usual agencies of activity™ in deep are inactive, and 

since that is the ease the internal power of imagination is the dom¬ 

inant power, it hnds the sense of coordination idle, $o then it inscrilncs 

on [the sense of coordination] imaginary figures that are as dear as 

if they were things being plainly witnessed; thus, in sleep various cir¬ 

cumstances are seen to Ire as valid as if they were things lacing plainly 

witnessed. 

(2J Whenever illness dominates the chief body members./J 

the soul is attracted completely towards lire illness, and that attrac¬ 

tion hinders it from its careful control sen that one of the two agen¬ 

cies of cardul activity f i.c.: sensing and reasoning] is weakened, arid 

ir would not be by a remote chance that the imaginary forms being 

inscribed upon the tablet of die sense of coordination should be 

aflcctcd by the weakness of one of these two agencies of careful 

activity. 

but whenever the soul is stronger, its passivity before the attract¬ 

ing forces is less and its careful control of these two agencies of care¬ 

ful activity71 is stronger, and whenever the situation is the reverse, 

that result is the reverse. Likewise, whenever die soli! is stronger 

then it is less distracted by other preoccupations, and its ability to 

SJ Tests between iwo w:rb& that av*1 ck*$p synonyms, L avid MS- Gurreir 
f)£E9Ha: [JiSyfl'aj'tifl}, with [la-rabi^ahs] as, a gloss in rhe laHor. 'I". [ia-*habit(aE,1'i£] 
f probably a. typographic.*! error iaccodcd to be same as IA reading. tlwi- test cm 
which 1' b based], MS GametE’Yahuda +4ftfi if l&2b;1] {probable readings [!n- 
flh&yaAhs]. MS; [La-tSha'^dhi]- No prepetition | 'aJav| follows any of the {shflya'ai] 
reacting^. 

: MS gi he., external sensing, and interns] reasoning or esttmadng. 
n MS gl: Such u£ the heart and the head. 
" MS gl: I.c., (he external and die infernal sen-ws. 
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devote ilscJT in the other direction is appreciably greater. And if [the 

soul] is mighty in its. powers, then this will be a mighty causal fac- 

tor. L 417 

Now, il" the soul i.n enjoying good health, then both its careful pro¬ 

tection of itself from MS 214b anything that would oppose its 

well-being and evict il from the desirable stale of health it enjoys, 

anti its own active deportment in ways that arc appropriate and in 

accepting whatever brings it closer to (the desired stare of health], 

then nil these (activities| will be stronger. 

But if [healthy] sensory distractions should lessen and continue to 

be less, [lien it would not be by a remote chance 
aa) that the sou] should have unexpected moments of 

escape that release it front the distracting acdviLy of the imagination 

into the presence of holy things, anti 

bb) I bat them should be inscribed on if1 some impres¬ 

sion from the unseen world universal in aspect. The effect of this 

then extends over into the realm of the imaginations, and there , upon 

the sense of coordination, particular forms are inscribed that arc 

appropriate to that inscription of intelligence. And ad tills [would 

be] occurring either in the state of sleep, or in the stare of some ill¬ 

ness or other which distracts sense and weakens imagination. [This 

is because\ sometimes illness weakens the imagination, and some¬ 

times it is weakened lw too much activity that necessitates digestive 

action by Lhe spirit which is the instrument of the imagination. And 

when the imagination becomes weak, it begins to be a little more 

quiet and a little hit idle, and the soul is draWTi to the presence of 

sublime things with ease. 

Then, if some [vivid] nnpression should come upon the soul then 

the imagination is roused toward that impression anti accepts it, and 

that occurs for two reasons. Either 

a) il is because something gives notice, with regard to this 

incoming impression, that it is something strange, although this activ¬ 

ity of the imagination comes after its having been at rest and its 

having been lessened, for the imagination acts swiftly in response to 

anything like this notice; or 

b) it is on account of the rational soul's servitude toward 

[the imagination I by nature, and indeed, the imagination is an aid 

73 - I'hr prfttWun is miHiutinc [iihi] allhough the antecedent is lhe send finds], 
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to die soul at the time of these good intimations.,l Ef tEte imagina¬ 

tion should receive that intimation at a time when distractions a re 

remote from the soul, if is then impressed on the tablei of the sense 

of coordination. And if the soul should he strong in substance so 

that it extends into other areas of attraction, then it would not be 

by a remote rhanec that this brief opportunity and its quick use 

would occur during the state of wakefulness,, 

Thus it is that Sometimes (he effect \\.c.f of the impression] would 

descend into the very heart of memory7* and come to a stop there, 

because [of the Prophet's] statement:''' *4The spirit of holiness77 breathed 

into my heart.. ,”;a thus and thus. And frequently the effect of the 

impression wall dominate and shine with dear brightness within the 

imagination, and Lhe imagination will forcibly bring the table: of 

the sense of coordination to its side and then: on the tablet will draw 

a copy from the incoming impression that had been inscribed on 

[the imagination]. This would he especially while (he rational soul 

would Ire helping it, not hindering, and this would be similar to 

what the power of estimation sometimes does in the case of people 

who art sick or indisposed. 

This [i.e,, the event described above] would be preferable, because 

indeed something like this may be brought about MS 215a among 

people who are sick or indisposed by eheir corrupted power of esti¬ 

mation and tbdr disturbed and weak imagination. But among the 

saints acid people of virtue their sanctified, noble and strong souls 

bring it about, and in this taper case it would be more deserved 

and more appropriate than in that former case [i,e,, of (he sick and 

indisposed]. 

Now, this event of impression will vary in its intensity or weak¬ 

ness, One [time it] may be by the observation of a facade or cur¬ 

tain only, one [time it] may be by hearing the sound of a voice, 

one [time it] may be by witnessing an image complete in its appear- 

T" MS gl: 1 Good omens" [jiL-fflwjLEiih| ifop p]uml of [sSrufyah], intimation 

of whai i > good. (N-B.: ihc angular form is given variously as feminine or masculine.) 

MS gf l.e., the heart. 
* Reading [H-qawkliij wi\h the MS, MS Garrdt DESHa xnct MS Carn-LC-Va|-ki.ii:ta 

+4G6. L and T: [lta-qa.wlihi"|, 
Isfahaiu states in generic form the first words of a hiidith. series where scriptures 

were conveyed Lei the Prophet 
' MS gSr Namely,, .labra’il. 
,a MS (d: Le., "in ttiy heart:'. 
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ance* or by hearing L 419 speech that is already in measured 

form Hrom one who is seen to be addressing him, the observer, and 

it seems that inspiration1, and the ‘sending down of Scriptures’ would 

have been in this manner. And one [time it] may be in the most 

Sublime surroundings of beauty, this being what is spoketi of as wit¬ 

nessing the gracious face of God and hearing His speech with UO 

intermediary-. 

You should understand that (he power of imagination is naturally 

disposed to adapt itself to everything that comes near it> whether 

that is something perceptible in shape or h an appearance mixed 

up with unclarity. And [the power of imagination] is quick to trans¬ 

fer from a concrete thing to something cither resembling or con¬ 

trary' to | a concrete thing] * in short * [the imagination] is quick to 

transfer to whatever has any linkage with [the concrete thing]. 

Moreover, for special cases there are particular causes without doubt, 

even though wc ourselves do not know them individually. 

livery intimation stirs the power of imagination in this transfer¬ 

ring until it takes a grip holding one intimation fast. This gripping 

is either because of the snubs strength opposed to that intimation, 

for when the soul is strong the imagination stops1"7 where the soul 

desires it to stop, and |tho soul] hinders it from going beyond to 

something else, or on account of the great clarity of the image 

impressed on the imagination, so plain that its reception is extremely 

clear and capable of being reproduced imd even distracts she imag¬ 

ination from turning right or left or from moving forward or back¬ 

ward, and as it docs also when that power witnesses some odd 

situation the trace of it remains in the mind for quite a while. 

The reason for that is that when the perceptions through the phys¬ 

ical body powers are strong then thesr physical poveers arc less able 

to deal with weak perceptions, so (hat the incoming spiritual effect 

that intimates good to the soul in both the states of sleep and wake¬ 

fulness sometimes is T 204 weak and will not vitalize the imagi- 

nation and the heart’s memory, and so nothing of its good influence 

remains upon these two. 

Rljc sometimes [the spiritual effect] is stronger than that level and 

it will vitalize the imagination, except fot the fact that it looks very 

** The .MS atone lawqafat] vrich “rhe wn!” s-s (he verb'} subject and ”Lhc 
imagination* as her objrcL 
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carefully m the transferring movements of the power of" imagination 

and its lack of clearness, MS 215b So [the spiritual effect] does 

not grip the heart’s memory but only places a restraining grip upon 

the transferring movements of the power of imagination and Lis efforts 

to adapt itself to its surroundings. And sometimes {the spiritual efTwtj 

is wry strong, and the sou! receives it™ with certainty and a strong 

heart, so that the image is impressed very clearly in the imagina¬ 

tion, the soul helping it in this., and [the image] is strongly impressed 

in ihe heart’s memory, not being disturbed by the transferring move- 

mem& of the power of imagination. 

Now these various Stages will not he apparent to you only in Con¬ 

nection with these spiritual effects, but in all that you deal with in 

your thoughts when you are awake. Sometimes your thought will 

remain gripped within your bean’s memory, and sometimes it will 

transfer from it to imaginary things which will cause you to forget 

what is important to you. Then you will need to analyze the mat¬ 

ter thoughtfully41 and move on from the intimation sign that is held 

in a grip to the intimation sign next to it, from which your thought 

had moved away,nif and in the same way on to something else. 

Sometimes (one’s thought] makes use of something it had forgotten 

of what was previously important, but sometimes it is cut off from 

it but makes use of it only by a kind of mental analysis and inter¬ 

pretation. L 419 

Whatever was a trace effect in which speech was firmly grasped 

and held last in the memory whether in the stale of wakefulness or 

sleep would be an inspiration, a clear revelation, or a dream that 

needed no interpretation or explanation. But whatever had itself 

ceased, while representations of it. and continuations of it remained, 

will have need! (or one of the two [i.e., interpretation or explana¬ 

tion], and that will vary in accordance with the individuals, the times 

and the customs, 'revelation’ having need for explanation, and 'dreams1 

having need for interpretation.03 

*' Reading (Lalaqqal.hu] fc-iiti the MS, MS Garrett 3E9Ha, ajid MS Garrett- 
Yahuda 41JSlh. L: [taltaialJiuJ. T: [taJaqqafathu'. 

■' T.. V. Atiil MS Giiirrtl MGH;= v.«|- \lM Ml 3^- .Urikr ]. In I hr MS I hr 

'‘[hoijghrtiilly’^ [lit.L hy ihmjghf] (lyi-aMifcir] i» impmnTrd and miswritten, JipprmiiL$ 
m tbi-ai-'al^]. 

** L, T and MS dzirreLt 9E9H.;o (aUladiii yalihi intinsaqilaii 'anhli]. 
The MSr fsxl-UiiLlhi intaqala Lnnkau fikmita]. 
65 Ihe Siaia then t&cuues die phcmtunenoJi of a claimant w prophetic powers 
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h Another example of the things that positively exceed the cus¬ 

tomary order h for a man who is a [challenging] claimant LG pnuplielic 

singularity to perform something the like of which cannot be achieved 

by the strength of people like himself something like the preventing 

of water IVom its flowing* or the causing of it to flow from the spaces 

between his fingers and his finger tips. And that would be because 

Got! gives him authority over the 'matter of all beings’ jJO that his 

sonl has [governing] direction over at, just as he has direction over 

the members of his body. I hat would be because the rational soul 

is not something impressed in the human body, but it is a SiiljsiailCf 

abstracted from matter and &elf-subsistem3 and whose [governing] 

linkage with the body is like the linkage between planning and acting. 

Thus, it would not l>e strange if one of the souls should possess 

a natural disposition the influence of which would go beyond its own 

physical body to all the other bodies, and that soul, on account of 

its power, would exist as a soul providing governance to most of the 

bodies of the universe, and just as it i$ an ‘effective cause" in its own 

body MS 216a in a manner that is suited to its own tempera- 

mem and that demonstrates its own essence, it likewise has a. 'causal 

effect’ also on nil the bodies of the universe it] that *here originates 

from it within those bodies 'qualities’ that are the sources of their 

acts, especially whatever is in accordance with its own specific tem¬ 

perament and has a commonality with it in its nature. Therefore, 

[die governing soulj performs within [its own specific temperament] 

whatever it wills. 

Th is limerpreiauion| m accord with the doctrine of the 

philosophers [primarily that of lbn Sina].!"' 

However, our [Isfahani's and Baydawfs Sunni] doctrine is that 

God Most High, havii tg autonomous power over all realities possi¬ 

ble, specially endows whomever He wills of mankind His creatures 

giving informs (Inn Lyunrrmm j the unarm world of rhr future and of (lie spirit, a 

Long exposition ;op. cn.. v. 3, pp. 4 L1Isfabani follows this discussion in iiis 

presentation of this point in Ikydawihi outline ‘[a. 2.: “An-other example of the 

Prophet performing . . ;*} 

K’ lbn Sina takes op this final point (a claimant to prophetic powers Irein^ able 

Co control the powers of nature irt a way no other mortal can] ifi the discussion of 
mintdev ^b. in Baydawi's outline! in Iris late commentary., al-liharet tixt-nl-TGiihihat, 
v. 3, pp. 41 I 4IG. 

Fazlur Rahman, in Ji.s Prophecy ut hiaitr £%tiasapky and Qrtti&d&p, explicates lbn 
Sirups theory of miracles and prophecy (especially fChapter 2] pj>. 31) 91). 
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by granting a imliition and a miracle, and by due dispatching of 

an angel messenger TO him and sending down of Scriptures To him, 

Baydawi said; L 4l&, T 2U4 

Topic 3: Tht prophethood of tht Prophet Muhammad 

The [case for the] propheihood of our Prophet Muhammad, may 

God bless him and gram him salvation, is supported hy [the fol¬ 

lowing] points of evidence.*3 

a. [As to his words arid actions]: 

!. He claimed prophethood, rliis being a fact by consensus, and 

2. he produced a miracle, since 

a) lie came bringing the Qur’an to- us, and lie issued a chal¬ 

lenge regarding it without being contradicted; and 

b) He gave information about the things of the unscon world: 

1} He did so as shown by the word of [Godj Most High: 

“After their defeat, they shall be victorious"; {Qur’an 30:3] and, 

;<Indeitd, He will bring ymi hack as ill a Homecoming^; |Q2fl:R5] 

“Yon will \}*\ called out against a people who have great strength1’; 

[Q_ 48:161 and, 

“God’s promise is To Those of you who have believed [and have 

done what is rigliL, to make you HlS leading men in die land „ . 

IQ 24:55] 
2) Moreover, the Prophet's own words are here:85 

“The [rightful] leadership alter me will last thirty years [succes¬ 

sive] years;” 

“Be guided by those two who come after me, Abu Bakr and 

TJmar”;— and [the Prophet's] statement to 'Ammar ibn Yam, 

“The party coveting power will kill you ’', and ['Ammarj was killed 

on the [Ratdo] Day of biffin;—and [the Prophets] statement to 

4Abbas [ibn ‘Abd al-Muttalib] when [c Abbas] despaired of his life, 

Haytlawi, and Isfahan him, f-ntlow- the macenaS gathered hy F.D. Razi 

in bis '‘Cmvif&tirftinn of 1 hu\i$hi Antntnl and (— Muhassal, pp. 2M ff.j, but vary¬ 

ing: somewhat in the sequence and choice of the ev?irripltjs for tht diHcrcni [>oanu 

menriptKtl 
1X1 For the sales of reading clarity, the term, “the Prophet'*, will be treed In trans- 

Hate the pronoun in the third person often 11151x1 in phrases intioducirvE the Prophet's 
own words. Moreover, the formulae of eulogy folEowing mcmlon of God at one at 
more of the proplieLS, oliplis, elt., will ht tued $J>i*riri£lY, 
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“Where is the money that you deposited in Makkali with Umm 

al-Kadl [Lubahah, your wife], when no one was with the two of you. 

and you said, If I am killed”'- then \\bd Allah will have so much, 

and Fadl will have so much?"3 

3; [Another example of what the Prophet knew about 

the unseen world is when he] f*avc |advance] information about 

rhe death of the Najashi, and spoke of riots that would take place 

L 1 20 as well as other signs fin advance] that indicated his prophet- 

hood. [signs] such as the calamity® of remote Baghdad, arid the Fire 

(hat was seen as Jar as Busayra,® 

c) Furthermore, the evidence indudes narratives from the 

early Muslims, how he had attained to such extensive wisdom in 

both theory and practice quickly and apparently without instruction 

or practical experience, 

[In this category of evidence,] other miracles are traditionally 

reported of him, such as the Splitting of the Muon, the Greeting of 

the Stone, the Springing of Water from between his Fingers, the 

Keening of the Palm Log, the Complaint or the She-camel, [his] 

Knowing the Poisoned Mutton, anti so on, things that are mentioned 

in the book titled “The Proofs of Prophclhood,’r‘l|: Now, even (hough 

nol alii of these [miracles] have a record of authenticity in tradition, 

the feature with commonality among iln-m is well authenticated. 

Therefore, we conclude,, he is a prophet. 

Indeed, if a cnan should stand up in a great [loyal] assembly and 

say, “I am sent to you as the messenger of [myj King,1' whereupon 

they would request from him proof, and he then should say, ‘O 

King fi.e., of this people]* if in your sight T am speaking (he iruth 

in my invitation to you, then diverge from your custom anti rise 

from51 your seat to stand," and if he should do so* then his truth- 

fulness would have iej be recognized, 

11 i. and I’ unvowelled; MS Garrett 2B3Bi Jus-bt-J; MS Garret! 9fr9Hb: [lEibluj. 
In (he same passage in I ijLlIilll.l Lite MS reads, [jsiliUi]. 

36 MS si: [f 217a] [l.e.J "the fall of' [waqi'al], 
as L, T, afirf MS Garrett 9B9Hb: |tvu^h MS Canm 283 k [liLiuiyra'h MS 

Garwu-Yahudi 308 i: (jbufiiiyrf’]. Sc? a1$i> the notes for the flame irstr in Maham'a 
commentary. 

* [Gala'it ak-nubusvah] The article, “Mr/djiaa1’ Ln hN-L-2, by AJ. Wendnck. 
rrumlLOins a book by this title by Abu Ni/aym Ahmad ibis ‘Abd AlliLh aL-isftlidni, 
who lived 336/948-430/J09& Baydawi indicates a single named btiok, wtule blabtini 
speak* of several bucks- an this subject. See Lhe title indexes in. Brockcbrutlis's 
i.ifKhiihte dtr arabischm Uttratiir. 

L omits “(mm,” 
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b. [As to bis character.] 

Furthermore, thr whole of his life and characteristics that have 

been authentically and consistently reported such h-h constancy with 

truth and shunning of worldly things throughout his lifetime, a whole¬ 

hearted devotion to purpose, courage to the extent (hat he would 

never lice from anyone even though there was great alarm as on 

the [Batde| Day of U3iudr an eloquence that silenced the stentorian 

orators of the desert Arabs, a persistence in the mission of invita¬ 

tion, together with dearly observable toil and hardship, disdain for 

the rich, and humility among the poor—all of these characteristics 

would never exist unless they should belong to prophets, 

Isfebani says: L 420, T 204, MS 216a 

Tftpic 3: 7 hi- pjcipheth&od af the Piaphet Muhammad 

Muhammad is the Messenger of God, 1' 205 peace be upon him. 

This doctrine is opposed by the Jews, the Christians, the Zoroaslrians 

and a group of the Materialists, In support of (this doctrine] we 

have the following reasons. 

a. [As to his words and actions.| 

1. He claimed to be a prophet, and 

2, he produced a miracle. 

Whoever has been of that sort has been a prophet, We say that 

he claimed to lx* a prophet only because of the authentic tradition 

to that cflfcet, and we say that he produced a spelEbi tiding miracle, 

only because of three reasons. 

a) He came bringing the Qur'an, and the Qur3an is a spell¬ 

binding miracle.^ The feet that he came bringing it, and that no 

one else came bringing it, is based on continuously recurring authen¬ 

tic tradition. As for the fact that the Qur*an is a spellbinding mir¬ 

acle, | we accept it] because he issued a challenge on the basis or if 

and was not opposed, indeed, he challenged the most eloquent and 

lluent Arab orators to oppose him, God Most High said, 

u 'Hie MS alone of sources used rrads: wa-huwa mu^Li]; L, T, MS Garrett 
a.nd MS Garrett-Yahuda HCft feted; [wa^l-Qur'in mu'jiz]. The translation, 

attempts to carry rhe acrLvv participial lore* cf frmi'jia], ruumdy, ''m pul fesfsc] ni 
ktss“, bo render speechless-"1, etc-. 
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w|f you are iti any doubt about what We have sent down to am 

servant* I hen bring forward just one chapter portion like it, and Call 

in witnesses for yourselves, apart from (.kid ]Himself]/ [Q 2:23] 

But they were inwardly prevented from opposing him, in spite of 

their abundant motivation to oppose hirn so as to display their own 

fluency at id eloquence and to overbear him forcibly. Their inward 

prevention in spile of the abundant motivation proves that they 

became incapable of opposition* and that proves that the Qur’an is 

a spellbinding miracle, 

b) He provided information about the things of [he unseen 

world, and rite providing of information about the things of the 

unseen world is a spellbinding miracle. 

1) The fact that He provided information about the things 

of the unseen world is demonstrated through the word of [God] 

Most High: 

"Alif lam mim. The Byzantines have been defeated in a nearby 

land, L 421 but after their defeat they will be victorious," [Q.30;l] 

And it had come about to correspond with what he had said. Again 

His word, 

“Truly, lie who ordains the Qur'an for you, is He who brings 

you back as in a Homecoming," [Q 2&:tlo] Here the one spoken to 

is the Prophet, and] what is meant by, “as in a Homecoming”, is 

Makkah, for a man’s place of homecoming is his, own village;, since 

he docs his traveling about in other towns and then returns to it 

Again [God’s] word: 

“You will be called out against a people having MS 216b great 

strength: you will kill them or take their surrender/ [0,48:16] And 

that had taken place, Indeed, what was meant by H4a people having 

great strength”, according to some, war: the Barm Hunayf»h,'M Abu 

Uakr having called out those left of the desert Arabs against the 

Banu Hunayfah nther to kill them or take their surrender; but oth¬ 

ers think dial they were the Persians, and it was eUniar who called 

out those left of the desert Arabs against the Persians cither to kill 

them or take ibeir surrender. Again [God^s] word: 

L£God’s promise is to those of you who have believed and have 

done what is right, Lo make you his leading men in the land just as 

So vowtlkid iii E.. the MS itirl VIS Cntrett hue stprJli-d JJ. Handjfk in 

the iin-1-2. 
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He had appointed as leading men those who were before you,” 
IQ^ 24:55] That is to say.. He would indeed make them inherit the 
land of the unbelievers both Arabs and turn-Arabs, just as He bad 
appointed its leading men those who were before them, and they in 
turn were the sons of Israel alter the great oppressors in Egypt had 
perished, and He had granted them as inherinance a land for them, 
and houses and belongings for them. All this had taken place accord¬ 
ing to the information [the Prophet| had produced, The reference 
in the phrase, ‘'(hose of you who have believed”, is to the Companions, 
evidence for this being in the word of [God] Most High, “of you/1 
Again further evidenee is in His word, 

"And He will surely give them a time of security in exchange 
after the fear they had liad”, [Q, 24:55] fix they had been fearful 
in the early days of Islam, and God fulfilled His promise to them. 

2) Moreover, [the fact that he provided information about 

the things of the unseen world is demonstrated] through the Prophet's 
own word, 

“The [rightful] leadership after me will East thirty7 [successive| 

years,'and the duration of the succession of the leaders who fol¬ 
io wed llie rigtu way, Abu Bakiy ‘Umar, *Ufoman, and ‘All and al- 
HasanHi was lliirly years, Again foe Prophet said: 

“Be guided bv those two who come after me, Abu Bakr and 
‘Umar/% 

Again, [die ProphetJ said to 'Ammar ibn Yaslr: 
“The party coveting power will kill yOu”;',t and the party covet¬ 

ing power did kill [‘Aramat] on the [Battle] Day of SiHiia, meaning 
that Mu'awiyah and those with him did it. 

The Prophet's question io * Abbas [ibn cAbd aJMuttalib],—who 
was taken among the Captives of Bade and lutd requested die Prophet 
to ransom his life and that of his nephew tUqayl ibn Abi Tatib, 
‘Abbas despairing of his own ransom,—was this: 

Hadilh, indexed and found in 5ahin ai-Tirmidhi, ''FLtan" #40. [L 419:19-20; 
m. 16.} 

v L., I and MS (JarT-rlt-Vahuda 4186 list these five; ihr .VIS Lists in addition, 
ai-Husayn; whifr MS Gamed 939 Ha lists only the fijTst lour. 

"*■ Hadilh, indexed in WensinckTS Hrtndbwb vf Early Mtdi/tamadaH Tradition (p. 5, 
»l, 2) Ai bcine in $ah& sd-Tinrtidhi, "MsxnqW #16. [h 4]9:20; L 421:14,1 

'J~ Hadilli, KLifrutid Lit Wcnsindt'a fimdlwk, hancf Ln labaqat Ihn Sa'd, 111/1. L H1, 
183 ff |L 4J9j21; 421:15.] 
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“Where is the money that you deposited in Makkati with Umm 

al-Fadl, and no one else was present with you two when you said. 

llf ] am killed, then 4Abd Allah is to have so much and aE-Fadl is 

if] have so much?”88 Then ‘Abbas replied [to the Prophet], “Most 

certainly no one but I knew that! By Him who sent you with the 

Truth, you arc indeed the Messenger of God!” Whereupon both he 

and TJqayl accepted Islam. 

3) There is also [the Prophet's] advance information about 

the death MS 217a of the Najashi,w Abu Hurayrah related about 
Muhammad that he announced to the people the death of the \ajashi 

on the day Itbat ruler] died, and said to his Companions, “Say the 

prayers for your brother, the Najashi,1' and (hen he went out with 

them to die place of prayer and recited with them the dcntology, 

'God JN mosil great’, four rimes. Then it became evident, alter die100 

announcement, dial [the Najashi] had died on that day. 

There is also the Prophet’s announcement about dots dial would 

take place L 422 as well as oilier signsj that is, portents of the 

flour [of Resurrection],, like Lhc calamity"'1 of remote Baghdad. Abu 

Eakr related that rhe Prophet said: 

“Some of the people of my nation will go and inhabit a fertile 

lowland that they will name Basrah, by a river called Dijlah [the 

Tigris River], over which there will be a bridge, Its inhabitants will 

become many and it will be one of [he great cities of the Muslims, 

Then at the end of the era. the Bairn QamuraV02 people with wide 

faces and small eyes, until they inhabit one shore of the river. The 

people [i,e., who live in the lowland] will divide imo three groups: 

one group choosing to take hold of the tails of their cattle and set¬ 

tle in the wilderness* but they will perish. Another group chooses to 

look after themselves and they will perish. And one group will place 

their children behind their backs and go out to battle with the 

Hftdilh, indexed in Wcnsdncfs Htwdiw'A. being, in TpiHtqtH Tb[i 5acd, FT I, 
[L + 42]:L^,f 

w Hadilh, LndexccJ in Wcminck's lieudbtiok, located in &ahih Muslim, ^Jana^iz” 
UG3 68. [L imS; [. 421:23 “The Najadu"* an Ediir^pit wml used in the 
Arabif qF eariy Islam Its the tide of lhc ruler of Krtiiopia. Sit the* Airidf? ’’al- 

NadjashT by E. van Denzel in die En4-2, 
1W Tin: MS aloiir imera HCthar [dhalika al-akhbar], 
m MS g): I.c, thi: rtnwttfoll Iw&qfm]. 

1 i! MS gt:. [Qancuraft ivas il-tc handmaiden of Abraham, peace be upon him. 
[Fcom die eommedtiiy oel Baydawi'a Tamii* l>y i.| 
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invaders, and they will be martyrs. And Li was as hr had announced, 

lor what was intrant by that settled region was Baghdad. The Bami 

Qantura’, which means ihe Turks* attacked it, and the people of 

Baghdad at the Lime of this invasion divided into three groups, just 

as the Pduphct had set the matter forth.303 

There is also his advance information about the lire seen from 

Busra, a city of Syria, for the Prophet bad said, 

"The Hour [of Resurrection] will not come until a fire T 206 

goes up from the territory of Hijaz that will shine upon the necks 

of camels in Busra." And it was just as he had announced, for there 

is a report from reliable authorities that fire went up out of the ter¬ 

ritory of Hi]hz in the year 6j4 [a.H.] and lit up the mountains spread 

out around it so much I hat [the sky glare] was seen from Busra. w 

These foregoing announcements of inlhrmarion all relier to things 

of the unseen world that bore upon matters that would happen in 

IUJ Hadidi, noted tti Vtfpnunck'g Huudimi. if tatij Muiuumutdiin Ttadtiian under 
"Kasra, Muhammad's predictions concern mg'1, cited as heing in Ahmad ibn Hanhalhs, 
MtLiusd^ Cairo E3I3 a.h.t v. 5-, pp. 40, 4+ ff, and al-Tayalisib Mussvsd, Haidarabad, 
132 b No. 670 

"H Marhth indexed in Wmsinck's Handbook probably under “Hour—'ITie fire that, 
will burn", aJ-Tinrnidhi’s Sahib. Giur&, 1292, 31;42; Ahrnad b. Hartbftl:5 Mnmadt 
v. 2, p B-, 53, occ.l and Matnedi No. 20^0. 

In the Mabasni rests used the spelling of [tic town name is uniformly [busied;, 
whereas in tlie Baydavri tests it is [buyayra] with minor dlffereram in die closing 
•of lEc final vowel. There arc four towns with similar spellings in the area of die 
Ottoman province of Syria [al-ShamJ. Under the -spelling [busnyTaJ the Kn-l-2 Index 
to Volumes 1—& refers the reader to the ancient name [karkisiyal Tor the fortress. 
ICiwn at the junction of tin; EupEtmtes Aftd Khabur Khtrs. Uttdfcr the Spelling "Brj^ra 
(Bostra)™, with cro&'rcfeicnce (ham lBu?ra]t two towns cast of the Sea of Gultkc 
in the SOUlh of modem ftyrla,, Blifra' al’thmm and Bujra’ sd-Sh^iii, are discussed 
in an early &tvl-2 ariidio by A. Abel, the spelling adopted being derived iiom an 
oldei romankaijou of the name. However, modern Jo*dar/s [Bu$ayr5], S-3.E- of 
the Lb-ad Sea and south of JahTafLlah] and Identified with Buzra, a capital nf 
ancienL Edom, is not Listed m the En-L-2 :V_ 1-6). The National Gtajpaphk Atlas of 
Iht liv.-riti', rev. bdi cd , \^92, dispb.yi all four; [plate 73, Eu^iyi^h in K.E. Syria; 
pi. 76, the ttswus in S. Syti* and Jordan). Tlwst aiv all listed in the index to this, 
atlas. PrcHtuyiably, tin- event |,i reference b us I he Jordanian [llusayrS]. 

A number of extensive old lava fields |sing„ bamh| over subl£rra.ruart volcanoes, 
now appearing as- desert areas covered with black stones, mark the topography of 
al-Hijaz, one bearing the name "The Fire.” See the National Geo^apb^ Atlas of the 
Wortf p|. 77, and tiie Eri-1^2 ankles, ‘'aE-Hijaz'1 and "harra,” The Latter article 
cites al-SdJtibudi's history, Urulasai *il- Wafa bi-AJrJtba? Dur al-Mustofh* Jbr a desvrip- 
tion of a grcaL earthquake at Medltuah lusting several days In. the year 654. This 
If. consistent ivitli a series id sublerraniaii vulcanic esyloskxis and an eruption of 
tiro and hoi lava whose glow could be seen at a groat distance. 
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future times, However, the announcements of information about 

things of the unseen world bearing upon matters that had been in 

rimes past are all from (lie narratives of our ejirly forebears, not 

from literary research or citation of historians, and. as a result, no 

one can c. barge anyone with an error. MS 217b 

c) The third reason we believe thai Muhammad produced 

a miracle h duj fact that he achieved this great range of theoretical 

wisdom—as uri0'' the practical knowledge of God Most High, Hi* 

attributes, His names and IKs precepts, and indeed, in atl the ratio¬ 

nal and traditional sciences, and some of the practical sciences, such 

as ethical judgment, the management of households and the politi¬ 

cal government of chics—quickly and without instruction or train¬ 

ing, Indeed, he did not belong to any learned tribal family, but was 

from a town where there was not a single scholar, and he made no 

journey to a city of scholars. He traveled only twice into Syria lor 

a short time and every one of his enemies knew that on both occa¬ 

sions he had made: no appointment to mingle with scholars. This 

[ihird reason] is one of the most important and extraordinary mat¬ 

ters in the argument, 

[In this third category' also] other miracles arc reported of him 

in tradition, as^ 

3; the Splitting of the Moon.hib Anas related that the 

people of Makkah asked the Messenger of God to show them, a sign, 

and he showed them the moon split in Lwo sections and they even 

saw the mountain in between the lwo pacts. Also tradition tells of 

2) the Greasing of ihe Stone to |the Prophet]. Jabir ibn 

Sainrah11-" related dial the Prophet said, “Truly i know of no odicr 

stone in Makkah that ever greeted me twlorc l was senL?" And tra¬ 

dition tells of 

IM The MS J,and ii*gical wiftfcim [fcqidinKl tt> practical knowledge of God" 
[ii'a-ai-hiLttiah al.imzartyali ]L-]ji41,Lri la[ Allah]- 

1 r' Cf. Qur'an 54:1, hherc tin* event iif the .murm'ri splitting jrtiSii »n:s tin* ktpprniAr.h. 
of iFlf Hour 0/ RrsurrHlion, arid uitBCj nolc !, on paye WO, of The Qit7‘m. s 

CwlfeTn^urarr Tmnsksliun, try .Ahmed Ab. [I],[innrtjuns ]9&!lj, R.i-Ltr^Tfrf b made there 
to Islamic cornmeiiuries, one of which, by Abu al-Qajtm Raghih fal-ldatianij 
Aliifndai.] has as interpretation rhr ihoou, beipg the jjag symbol of ibf Quraysh 
and of Arabia, was said to he spill the Qjjraysh gave onk a partial accep- 
tiinrc of Islam. -See notice of the moon's splitting as a miracle til Lie Prophet in 
M. Rndinson’s article ''Kamar11 in En-I-If, v. 4:5 I &b. 

It>; Probably, Jabir Lbn Zayd [b. 25/642 %a. 93-104/711-723], known as a 
famous traditiuiiiaL Cf. Isll-1-2, art. “Djlhir b. Zayd.1' 
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3) the Water Springing ouL from between his fingers. 

Jabirsaid, L 423 “The people were thirsty on the Day of Huday- 

biyah,,llfl and the Messenger of God had a leather water bag with 

him and he washed Ilia bands wiLb it. Then die people came to him 

and said, "We have m water Tor our ablutions or for drinking except 

what is iti the water ljag.” Then tlie Messenger of God pul his hand 

in the neck of the water bag and made die water spun from between 

his lingers like springwater acid we drank and washed with it, Jahir 

was asked, “How many were you?7’ He replied, “If we had been a 

hundred thousand it would have been enough for ns, but we were 

fifteen hundred.” Another example of his miracles from tradition is 

4) the Keening of the Palm Log,1™ Jabir said, “When 

the. Prophet was preaching he used to lean back against a certain 

palm log, one of the columns of the inosque. Then after they made 

the pulpit for him and he sat upon it, the palm log where he used 

to stand and preach made a loud, sound130 as if it were about to 

split. So the Prophet stepped down and hugged it to him while it 

wag making a keening sound like the Crying of a little boy being 

quieted, until it became still" Another example is: 

5) the Complaint of the She-camel for being overworked 

and underfed. Yaela ibil Mur rah aTThaqafi said, “A perfect triad of 

memorable things 1 did once observe in MS 2fba the Messenger 

of God while we were traveling with him: (a) As wrc passed a camel 

earning water for sale the camel saw him and made its rumbling 

growl and bem down its upper neck and head, (b) The Prophet 

stopped and said, “When; is the owner of this camel?” So the man 

came up, and! he said to him, “Sell it to me.17 The man replied, 

“Rather, w-e will give it to yon, O Messenger of God, for surely, 

members of the household may have anything of which there is 

another to use lor their livelihood.'' Then the Prophet said to the 

man, “Uni are you not giving a thought lor this beast as to its wel¬ 

fare? It h complaining of loo much work and too little fired; take 

better care of it!" (c) Rumhling out its voice die camel extended its 

upper neck and head to him.”313 Another example is: 

M L, T and the MS: [hJodaytohJ; MS Garrett 939Ha and MS Garrett-Yahuda 
+4ft&: [Hudaybfyakl. Eh-3-2: Article is under [Hudaybiyah|- 

lw h>uiie mentions sttoh a tradition in his I&krm p. 653c, as noted by Prof. 
Cjklvtrky. Blit it is not irt Weruiitck'i Concoodarice, 

110 Rending, [sahath ihe MS has a coifwptcd reading: "rebuked," [<$Abb*hat] - 
111 The Ibmaula, ’Three things I have seen,1’ Li probbrnatu: as aj perhaps hav- 
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6) the Testimony of the Poisoned Mution,"2 Jabar nar¬ 

rated that a Jewish girl from the families in Khaybar poisoned11" 

some roast mutton and gave it to the Messenger of God. So the 

Messenger of God took the foreleg and ate of it, and a group of his 

companions wore eating with him. 

Then [suddenly] the Messenger of God declared, “lift your hands 

out fsf it!” Then ho sent to the Jewish girl telling her to come, and 

lie said to her* ‘Tou have poisoned this mutton!'1 She said, “Who 

was it that told you?” He said, “This piece in my hand told me," 

meaning the foreleg. She replied* “Yes, because I said to myself, 'If 

he is a prophet* it will never hurt him* and if he is other than a 

prophet, we will have rest from So the Messenger of God 

excused hcr.ll^“5 

There is nothing following beyond chis. among he miracles recorded 

in the books on the indicators of propbethood. But even though not. 

all of these [miracles] have a record of authenticity in tradition, still 

the powerful feature having the commonaliLy among them is well 

authenticated. ITiis is because the whole company of the narrators 

come up to an acceptable definition of authentic succession [in the 

tradition]* atid (he power of the feaLnrr of commonality is realised 

hi tile narration of (hem all, so it does constitute act authentic suc¬ 

cession [of tradition]. 

Our [i.e., Isfahanfs and Baydawi’s Sunni) position is that only 

one who will claim to be a prophet, and will produce a spellbind¬ 

ing miracle, would be a prophet. 

Indeed, if a man should stand up in a great assembly and say, 

“1 am sent as the messenger of [my] King to you/1 whereupon they 

requested from him proof, and the man then should say* “O king, 

lug a literal referetKe to three aspects of a composite event [the option chosen and 
inrlivau'd herc|, w bj prwsiWy being an ande^t Sctiiiric figure of speech exposing’ 
a penultimate [note the txldness of nnmh«r] degree of approval and admiration [r>r 
conversely, of disapproval and rejection! appropriate for use by one human hein.3 
of another human, Hoc might oorijeciure rhat the- ultimate ckgiee oftheyo [goinj^ 
[ft an even number] would be [he appropriate form to use hi describing a enm- 
rnunitition between the divine and the human. 

[shabsdat «l ■shah akflasmbitQAh], 
“Ia Orthography varies—L: [s m ? ij- T: [9 m tj; MS: |ii m y rj; MS Llarmt 

989 Ha vuviTlkd: sammainat]. However. Lit all these tests the story is dearly intro 

dured :p,k H‘the puisuned mutton” [at-sbah aJ-itaBabOmah]. 

I|L Tlie MS adds here; "and slri.uk the matter from bis meEftury that day,’1 
ll-‘ lalvari narrated ibis incident as part o f the Battle of Khayl>:.i r* and it is retold 

in the article, "Khaybar**, by L, Veciia Vaglieri in En-I-2, v. 4:1140, 
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if in your sight I am speaking the truth in my invitation to you, 

1, 4^4 then diverge From your custom and rise from"* your seat 

to stand.” and if the king should do so, dial is, if the king should 

rise from his place, then those present would have to recognize his 

truthfulness in making his claim, It is likewise here, 

lx [As to his character,] 

The second reason demonstrating [Muhammad's] genuine prophet- 

hood includes the whole of his life and characteristics that have been 

authentically and consistently reported. 

An example is his failhful constancy in truthfulness, for he never 

lied, MS 2 tSb whether in concerns of this world or in concerns 

of our religion, and because of this none of his enemies could con¬ 

ned falsehood with him in anything whatsoever There is the exam¬ 

ple of his shunning worldly things throughout his lifetime, in. spite 

of T 207 his power over them, As witness to that there is the 

offer to him by the Quraysh of wealth, a position of leadership and 

marriage with anyone he desired if he would abandon his claim to 

[prophethood], and his shunning of the offer. 

There is [also] the example of his extreme generosity, so much 

so that God Most High reproved him, saying, 

“Do not be completely openhanded. ” [Q. 17:29] 

Hie re is also the example ol his courage to the extent dial he 

would never flee from anyone even though there was great alarm,11' 

as on the [Battle] Day of Uhud and the [Battle] Day ol'Hunayn,11® 

and lor this reason when adversity increased the people would place 

I heir confidence in him. 

There is also lhe example of his eloquence that silenced stento¬ 

rian speakers, dumblbutiding both the desert Arabs and a certain 

I other] resoundingly fluent orator. 

There is also the example of his persistenceLLft in the mission of 

invitation, together with his clearly observable toil and hardship. The 

Prophet said. 

,|f L emits "'from.7’ 

aiT The scrilse of L inadvertently placed a dot above che '“ayn", bo read, [ra^habj. 

3IH See Qur'an 9:25-26 and Lcl-[-2 v, 3, p_ 57S, 

;ig 1. followed by T: [ijthrS1], this is pmbably a misreatlinj£ of an earlier source^ 

the MS, blS Oarrrtt and MS Gamett-Yabiuda +4BS have the reading: [ifrar], 

which TiiaEchcs the reading in ihe BaytLawi. Lexis. 
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4,No prophet has ever Ixrrn wronged hs I have been wrotiged,”lM 

But her endured it patiently without any slackening in resolution, 

since people of determination will .show patience. 

There is also the example of his disdain for the rieh and his humil¬ 

ity among the poor, fault udtrs such as] never exist except among 

prophets. MTills, even if we should assume that each ouc of these 

qualities by itself would not indicate prophethood, nevertheless the 

sum of them is what makes known positively that [such evidence] 

wOukl not occur except with a prophet. This is the method that al- 

jahiz used and that al-Giiazali approved in his [book, titled] at- 
Mmqidh [mm al-DalrJJ.. 

c. [Information given by earlier prophets.] 
The third reason demonstrating his genuine pmphethood is infor¬ 

mation given by earlier prophets in their writings as applied to his 

prophetliood, for these ate collections of evidence for his prophet- 

bood, A thorough investigation of them is set forth in the extended 

commentaries and in the books specifically dealing with the evidence 

for hi? prophethood.121 

Baydawi said: L T 207 

Reftilaiinn of ihe Brahman \ dattrim Wl the. ini&U&t 

a, Tlw Brahmans13* hold that whatever the intellect predicates as 

good is something to accept, whatever it predicates as evil is some- 

tiring to reject* and whatever it in uncertain about may he considr 

ered good when there is need for jt, and rejected when there is no 

need for it. Therefore, [they say], in the intellect there is available 

an alternative to the guidance of the Prophet. 

b. Our position is that the [entirely religious] mission of the 

prophets has hrought immeasurable benefits, among, them being (he 

following. 

L It always provides the basis for a convincing argument, 

2. It removes uncertainty. 

1?J lladiih, nm lof.FLCi.'-d $|>(xifk:aLiv. The Wftwnclt H&td&wik, "Prophets—endure; 
the sharpnt Mows in iho world", has a tiiLmlw-r of citations., 

eil [kuiub data'll ai-nubftwali] Reading she ptwal ‘'hooka” as indicating a sub¬ 
ject category, rather than hooks tearing die same nrk. 

m Hitih -c-ai-tc Hindus, generally the gnosis. Cf. thf article “Harahima” by Fazlm 

Rahman in the En-I-2. F.D. Rail discusses this disputation in his Mufuiisai. p. 2 (2. 
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3. It provides guidance to an ultimate position that the intel¬ 

lect may take a stand on, in matters such esis the resurrection of the 

dead and the circumstances of the Carden and, the Fire. 

4. It clearly presents the excellence of the position upon which 

the intellect takes its stand, 

5. ft delineates in its entirety whatever it predicates as good. 

It assigns to mankind the duties of obedient living and of 

worship that are prescribed as due to die worshipped One, those 

lhat are regularly repeated in order to refresh the memory, as well 

as others, I. 425 

7. It states the laws1^ in the principles of justice that preserve 

the life of the human species. 

3. It leaches necessary and useful skills lhai equip a person 

completely for earning a living. 

9. It teaches the beneficial anti the harmful uses of medicines. 

If). The prophetic mission teaches the special properties of die 
slurs and their configurations, knowledge of these dungs being acquired 

only by long and extensive experimentation, for which human lives 

arc not long enough. 

c. Moreover, there is a great disparity among the intellects of 

mankind, and the perfect one is rare; so inevitably there musi be a 

teacher to reach and guide them in a way dial will be appropriate 

(or their intellects. 

hfshani says: L 425, T 207, MS 218b: 16 

f&Jklation of" the Brahman'.s daettim o?i thz htieUtct 

a. The Brahmans bold (hat everything that the intellect predicates 

as good, that is, everything the gtHKlness of which is known by the 

intellect], is something to be aeeepted: whether the Messenger hit re¬ 

duced it oi not. In other words, when anything has been established 

in the intellect as something that is of benefit to mankind, and it is 

free of any indication of harm, then the benefit from it is good. And 

everything that the intellect predicates as evil, that is, the evil of 

which is known by the intellect, is something to be rejected, equally 

whether the MS 21 Da Messenger introduced it or not. Furthermore* 

m L: [yushirj. T. MS Garrrtt iflSHb and MS fiaiTftr 2tf!5R: [yushan-iT 
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whatever the intdlcct is uncertain about* that is. the intellect does 

not know whether it is good or evil, is to be approved as good when 

there is a need lor the benefit of it, and lo be rejected as evil when 

there is no need for it. In other words, anything that a jjerson has 

need for and lhal displays nothing evil in it is to he approved as 

gr>ods and Anything that a person has no need for and tin at displays 

nothing good in it is to he rejected as evil, since to proceed with 

something that k conceivably harmful is basically a needless action. 

Therefore, [say the Brahmans], there is available in the intellect an 

alternative to the guidance ol the Prophet that may be said to gov¬ 

ern in a particular matter as an alternative option of free choice, 

or, latitude for action. 

An objection has been raised that it is through raising objections 

that there is presented an alternative to falsehood. But the answer 

to this is, that [such an argument] would be premised on gone] and 

evil, <wy entities that are intellectual in nature, and the invalidity of 

this [kind of argument] has been shown previously, 

b- Then following this [statement of their doctrine] [Baydawi] our 
author set forth the benefits of the prophetic mission in full detail, 

Saying that the |entirely religious; mission of the prophets has brought 

immeasurable benefits, among them being the following c.\amples: 

1. It establishes the basis for a convincing argument, in dial it 

confirms what the intellect has independently indicated, so that the 

self-excusing of a person under religious obligation would be cut 

short in every respect. [God] Most High referred to this in His word, 

'"This is so in order that mankind should have no reason to com¬ 

plain against God after the messengers have come”, [0^4:165] and 
“If We bad ruined them with trouble before this [time of respite], 

they would have said, O our Lord, why did You not -send us a 

messenger, so we could have followed Your guiding signs before we 

went astray and were disgraced?"' [£^20:134] So. it has been made 

plain that [God] Most High sent out the Messenger in order to cut 
short their argument, an argument in which there are three points. 

a} They [the Brahmans] ,say that if God Most High created 

us to worship Him, then He should have made plain to us the wor¬ 

ship thal He desires from us, what if should be, how much of it 

there should l?c, at id how it should be performed; moreover, the 

source of obedience should be in die intellect. But as it is the whole 

manner of it is unknown to us.. So Got! sent the messengers to cut 
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short this excusing of seif, ibr ’when the divine Saws became plain, in 

detail their excuses ceased, 

b) They say to God, “You have made our existence to be 

one of heedlessness and Foolishness, and You have put over us a 

government of L 42 b caprices and carnal appetites. So why, O 

oust God* have you not provided us with someone who would alert 

us when we are neglectful* and would prevent us when we incline 

to our caprices? Yet, since You have abandoned us to ourselves 

MS 213b and to our caprices, that was an enticement ibr us to 

do these evi] things'"5 

c) They say, "Suppose that by our intellects we should know 

the excellence of faith and the evil of unbelief but 

1J we did not know by our intellects that he who did 

wrong would be punished eternally and unforgettably^ especially since 

we know that T 20W in the doing of evil we have pleasure, and 

that there is no harm to you, and that 

2) we did not know that any who believe and do what 

is good would he worthy oF reward, especially since we had learned 

that for You there is neither benefit nor harm iri anything, [in that 

case] this abstract knowledge of good and evil, by itself, would be 

neither a motivation nor a restraint?1 But after the mission [of the 

prophets], all these excuses were dispelled, 

2. Another belief,! [of the mission of the prophets]] is that it 

removes, or dispels the uncertainty that is difficult for the intellect 

to cast ofT- 

3. li provides guidance to an ultimate position that the intel¬ 

lect may lake a stand on, but not demonstrate it as if discovered 

independently of the guidance, in matters such aa the resurrection 

of the dead and the circumstances of the Carden and of the Fire. 

And all die other topics heard of in the tradition, matters such as 

come to us through the hearing, sight and speech of the messen¬ 

gers, arc matters which depend! upon the transmission of tradition 

through hearing. 

4. It makes dear how excellent is the position upon which the 

intellect takes its stand, and it makes clear that the intellect is not 

independently (done in the ImowJcdgr of a- thhag's attr^livcti^s or 

rtpulaiveness,1** as io » glance at the face of an evil-eyed old woman 

'** The MS omits "to auntcthTuess'5 |i.msnihi], while MS Garni r su])- 
plies tile same word by interlinear itrtscrrkiiN. 
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or the face oi' a pretty handmaid. Indeed, the intellect lakes its stand 

cither on Lite thing’s. goodness or its evil. 

5, it differentiates out in its entirely what the intellect has pred¬ 

icated as good, la ihai the quiddity of worship has been clarified 

both as- 10 its quantity and quality, 

6, It assigns'"5 to mankind the duties of obedient Jiving and the 

services of worship thaL arc prescribed lor the worshipped One* those 

that are regularly repeated in order to refresh the memory at their 

appointed times in succession, such as the prayer-rite and others, 

7, It states the laws in the principles of justice that preserve 

the life of the human species. Indeed, man h a socially chilized crea¬ 

ture by nature, marked by a predilection for disagreement that is 

resolved in face to face confrontation. So there is no other way than 

that justice should preserve the liter of the human species, a justice 

that the divine law would protect, a.s was sec forth■i6 in the exposi* 

don of mankind’s need for the Prophet according to the argument 

of the philosophers.^ 

fi. It teaches the necessary arts and trades that are useful and 

complementary for making a living., God Most High said in regard 

u> David, peace be upon him, 

"We taught him how to make body-armor for you,” [Q.2hG0] 

And God said to Noah, 

“But build the ark before Our eyes.” (t> 11:37] iMS 220a There 

is no doubt that the need for spinning, weaving, sewing and building, 

and the like, would be greater than the need for body-annor and 

its being worn in older to deliver its wearers from serious harm. 

Thus the mission of the prophets to teach these things was necessary, 
9. It teaches die beneficial uses of medicines which Gt>d Most 

High created on the earth for us. A single experiment with them is 

not sufficient fur knowledge of them L 427 for this comes only 

after extensive periods of time, and even then there is great, clanger 

for the most part. Bui in the prophetic mission there is the advan¬ 

tage of knowing [medicine’s] various natures and advantages with¬ 

out toil and danger. 

i:' Heading wLlb (lit MS jind MS Garrrtt-Yalmda. -MB6: [yu^vyin], L, 
T and MS Gaj-reit Uftlil-la. react: ''explaifig” [vubwvyinj. t* ihe renin used 

Li l the corresponding Baydawi text, and suits the context. 
Ij'' The MS akme ol sources used reads: "as we have sec Ibnh1’ (ka-ana dhakamaj. 

IJ? In Topic J which precedes. 
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10. Similarly, it teaches die special properties of the stars. The 

astronomers learned by experience the various natures of rite grades 

of the celestial spheres, bur h would be impossible lo gain an under- 

jtanding of them by experimentation, beeau.se experimentation is 

considered to involve repetition:. So how could all the generations of 

mankind be sufficient to observe the revolutions of the fixed stars 

even two times? 

c. Moreover, human intellects differ and the perfect one is rare, 

while the divine secrets arc exceedingly abundant Therefore, Lhcre 

was no other way than Ibr a teacher to leach and guide them; there 

was no other way than bv sending prophets, bringing down scrsjv- 

Uircii, and delivering these scriptures to every' person who would be 

prepared to the fullest extent possible for him and according to his 

individuality, and all this to be done in a manner appropriate for 

their intellects. 

Baydawi said: h 427, T 208 

Refufafwn oj the Jcw*f doctrine on the Mosaic Laiit1-* 

a. The Jews hold that there is no alternative: either there is in 

the Law of Moses a provision that it would be abrogated, or there 

is not any such provision. Therefore, 

1, if there should be such a provision, then it would he nec¬ 
essary for this to be held as fact in uninterrupted succession, and 

become well known as a fundamental basis of [Moses1] religion; 

2, if there should not bo. any such a provision, 

aj but if there should bo anything that points to ihe con¬ 
tinuance of [the Law], then its abrogation would be prevented; 

bj and if there should not be anything, [i.e., that points to 

the continuance of the I^aw] then [Moses11 law would not he reval¬ 

idated, at]cl SO would (105 be in effect except in the one time cycle. 

b. We [Baydawi] hold that 

L there was in [the Law of Moses] a provision giving notice 

of its abrogation, and 

2, [the 1-Awl was not continually revalidated, either because 
the demand for the transmission of its original was not great, or 

,M JH'.ll. Rad discusses this p&iTiriilar dUpuorLon in till MtAtusal^ pp. tj] 'l-'ZV.K. 
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because there was itL it something that pointed to its continuance 

only in appearance hut not absolutely, and Lhus its abrogation would 

not be prevented- 

IsEahani says' L 427, T 203, MS 220a: I I 

Refutation of ike Jew's doctrine on the Mosaic- Law 

a. The Jews say that if Muhammad had been a prophet., then all 

that he announced would be true; but that conclusion is laisc, because 

[Muhammad] declared that the Ijiw of Moses had been abrogated* 

and this latter statement is not true. Thai ts so Iwcause when [God] 

Most High instituted the Law of Moses there was no alternative 

given; either there was a provision in it that would have made dear 

that it would remain in eflect until a certain time only and then it 

would be abrogated, or there was no provision in it that made dear 
that u would be abrogated. Therefore* |and the Jews1 argument pro¬ 

ceeds as follows]; 
1. if there had been in it a provision that made clear that it 

should be abrogated, then it would be necessary- for this fact to be 

continuously restated and become well known as a fundamental part 

of [.Moses ] religion. That is so because this point was an important 

matter for which the calls for its transmission would increase, and 

thus continuous restatement of ii would be necessary. Now, an agree¬ 

ment (O keep Iridden a Continuously restated legal provision would 

never be admissible- And it would be extremely necessary 
a) [liat knowledge of the fact that the law of Moss would 

terminate with the mission of Jesus, and chat the Law of Jesus would 

terminate with the mission of Muhammad, should become generally 

known among the people, MS 220b and 

h) that whoever should reject this information would be 

rejecting the successively restated traditions* and 
c) that that fact should be one of the strongest demonstra¬ 

tion proofs for Jem?, and Muhammad from God in support of the 

claims of them both,, 

But, [say the Jews], since the matter was not thus, wc understood 

I he corruption of this jlirst] division of the problem, 

2, Now, if it had not been made clear that [the Law of Moses] 

would be abrogated, but 

a) if* in the Law of Mores, a provision had been clearly 

made L 42B indicating that it should continue and that it should 
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remain until; the Day of the Resurrection, then its abrogation would 

be prevented. This would be implied because 

1) when [God] Must High made it plain that the Law 

of Moses had been established eternally, so, if it should not remain 

established then that declaration would be a falsity, but falsehood as 

applied to God Most High is impossible, 

2) and if it should be admissible dial God Most High 

would add a legal provision of perpetuation in spite of Lhe iaet diat 

perpetuation would not occur, then secure trust would he removed 

from what [God] says, in both His promise and His threat, This 

also would he an invalidation, by the consensus [of scholars], 

3) Further, [say die Jews], if it should be admissible for 

God Most High [first] to declare that the Ijiw of Moses would la: 

established eternally and then [to declare] chat it would not remain 

eternally, then why would it not be admissible that God Most l ligh. 

should add a Segal provision that rhe I „aw of Muhammad would be 

established eternally, although in fact it would not be established 

eternally? Therefore, ic is necessary for you [i.e,, the Muslims] to 

grant the admissibility of the abrogation of your own Law, 

b} Rut if there should be no provision within [the Law of 

Moses] indicating that it would continue, but only that it was clear 

within the Law of Moses that it was established* while neither Us 

continuance nor its precise time extension would have been made 

clear, then there would be no restatement of the Law of Moses, and 

it would be established for one time cycle only. This would be in 

accordance with the principles of law, in that a given command that 

provides no information as to its continuance or its precise time 

extension requires compliance for one time cycle only. 

However, it is, well known thai the l.aw of Moses is not ol that 

sort, for religious obligations had been directed by the Law of Moses 

toward mankind until (he time of JeSuS, and this is by the Consen¬ 

sus |of scholars]. Furthermore, fsay the Jewish disputants.] since the 

invalidity of the first and the third divisions of the problem [l,, 2.b) 

above] lias become obvious, then the validity of the second one [li.aj] 

may be seen distinctly, and It implies that the abrogation was pre¬ 
vented. 

b. [To this, Bay da wi | our author replied that God Most High 

either 

L had set forth quite dearly and fully in the Law of Moses 

what was perceived io be a nonce of its abrogation, bill the length 
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of time [yet remaining] was not made dear, and this fact was not 

continuously restated as the calls for [die T^wV] transmission were 

so rare in comparison to the many calls to transmit the fundamental 

principle of [Moses" | religion, indeed, the abundance of calls for the 

transmission uf the principle was so much greater than the frequency 

of the calls to transmit the manner of [the Law’s] function; or, 

2, [God] had set lonl] in Moses* Law something indicating that 

[the LaVs] continuation would he in appearance, hut not absolutely; 

and there is. nothing impossible in the abrogation of something that 

indicates that [(he Law's] continuance was [merely] in appearance, 

Baydawi said: L 428, T 209 

Topic 4: Ihe blamelessness of the prophet's 

a. AJler the revelation of ewwdssw/mg than 
The majority [of scholars] are agreed131' upon the fact of the blame’ 

Icssncas1*1 of the prophets as regards unbelief and disobedience after 

(he re vela lion [commissioning them]. 

The Fudayklyahl3] sect of the Khawarij hold that ic is admissible 

that [the prophets] might commie acts of disobedience, but at the 

same time they believe that every act of disobedience is one of un¬ 

belief 

borne cithers granted that [the prophets! might practice unbelief 

as pious 1 dissimulation*; 3 indeed, they made it obligatory because, 

they said, to throw7 the soul into mortal danger is Forbidden. !l blit 

-f' The Verb, '‘hrivL-Ziirc a^iccd" [intafaqal, is omirted in. L, T, [hr Mi and NTS 
Garrett-Yah uda 4400, iL is present in MS Garrett 969HiL. 

,w [Hi$mi*h] l.e., "Vn immunity from errCr and sin." Cf. the Article, "‘isma", lei 

btiT-S by Wilfred VTytlelun^. En his hitub al-'IrftIjkt Al-Shatif yj-jiitJtrltcitss 
[‘Jsmab] as '"a natural ^Uh|>rv!a[in.ri ™ avoid sits and the pew^r m do so-." 

Tl Reading | S'Lidayhyah] with Che in part, with Sh^hraa^m |/tut 
W ZfeMsiiws [ranala[t:d by A,K. Kid field .J-G- Ryiin {from Kititl dl-Milel 
1/milfhu: K_ Paul, f , pp. ltM--L(3h|1 and with the Kn.1,'1 arrirle 11 Abu Fudayik 
b\bd Allah Lbn 'ETiawr’', (d. by M,Tti. I lounna. In rhe drifts u>is have relied 
on, the letters [dSll and |kaf] ba^e brexi corrupted! to read [dad) and lam] respeo 
Tivcly, in the namr of ihe sett and its fcuttrtfr. Only the MS reads- | tn4*yfei>ah]- 
L Fadliyah; T. MS Garrett 2-0 3B and Garretc ifcfiEJHh: Fuijaylfyah; MS GarrccC 
9091 la; Fudalliyati. 

li See the ankle “takivya'1, by R. Strothmiinn and Moktar Djcbii. in die En-I-2, 
v, 10:134, where it is ruited as lariri^ : ci cpecial sigiLitkaiir-e btr the Shi'a." 

1,1 Cf [QjJ/Tui ^Llmu br Thrown into mortal dari^rr by your own bands.’' 
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[this practice of dissimulation] was prohibited; since if it should have 

been made allowable, then the preferred time for it would have been 

when die summons |i.c.t co prophethood] would be presented, and 

thus it would have led to the concealment of religion completely. 

The Hashwiyah134 grat^ed that tire prophets might venture into 

major sins, hut a sub-sect [of their school] forbade the idea of [the 

prophets] committing [major sins] intentionally, while granting chat 

they might commit minor sins intentionally. 

Our [Asha'irah] colleagues forbade absolutely the idea of the 

prophets committing major sins, bul granted that minor sins might 

be committed heedlessly. 

Our [i.e., BaydawFs Sutmj] position is that if it should ever hap¬ 

pen that unbelief or blameworthiness would come from [the prophets], 

then 

L ah a COltsequence it would be necessary lo follow them in 

it, according to the word of [God] Moat High, ”So follow along [in 

Clod’s straight path]” [Q^6:153|; a]id then also 

2. [a consequence would lw that such prophets] would he pun¬ 

ished L 429 with extreme severity, 

Tl would be as when [ihr Prophet Muhammad) had warned his 

women, according to [God’s] word, “For [anyone of you wins com¬ 

mits a plain abomination J the punishment will be made double,** 

[Q, 33:30] d for free persons [God] increased the prescribed pun¬ 

ishment: they were considered members of the party of Satan because 

they did whatever they wished, their testimony was not accepled. 

and they deserved to be rebuked and insulted. God Most High had 

said, 

^’God will curse those who insuli God and Tbs messenger both in 

this world and the next.** [Q. 33::w] And thus* they were dismissed 

from their prophet hood; because a sinner is a wrongdoer, and a 

wrongdoer will nol hold the commission of prophethood, according 

to the [God’s] word, “Wrongdoers shall never receive my commis¬ 

sion." (0,2:124] 

Let no one say that the ‘commission1 was a commission to polk- 

" I Uidju-iyah' a pi:j<.n:iliv- Vi in i.riplini ::i inc.li-M'1-.:.^- .n.i.l J-:i>n p v.ho mi r 

COrMrideftol by the majority L|f" Muslims tn lie worthier as, scholar*, .isLni tvtrcmi^r 
in lhi:ir attachment Co “LirLMLdy anthri^nppluc Iradiiioni.'1 S<;<: fl"i« brief anii’li\ 
"j j^shiviyah'* by an Fjdttotr pf 4hi- En-I-2. 
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ical leadership* because* even if dial idea should! Ikt granted, the 

commission to pnophethood would be lar preferable to the other 

[commission]. 

The CCSi (f the Prophet Muhammad 
Now. regarding the word of the Most High, “May God excuse you”, 

[Q 9:43] and His statement* “May God pardon for you all your 

sins of days past and of days to come”, [£) 4fl;2] as wctl as other 

similar quotations, [our position is that argumentation along these 

lines] should be predicated on the rejection of a much more con¬ 

vincing case. 

The case of Adam 

Regarding the Fail of Adam, that fall was before his commission to 

prophethood, since at that lime he did not have a people, and accord¬ 

ing to the word of [God], "Then |it was that] his Lord chose him, 

forgave him and guided him," [Q 20:122] 

'Fhf. case vf Abraham 

Regarding Abraham's saying, "Ibis is My Lord[?j” tj 6:76] that 

circumstance is in the manner of staling a |dubious; assumption, 

while hi_s statement, rather his action, [with respect to] “their big 

chief” |t.e., of their idols], is either a kind of mockery, or is a trac¬ 

ing of [his] action to its cause, since (lie unbelievers’ custom oi mag¬ 

nifying the greatest of their idols induced him lo do that. And his 

looking up at the stars was to gather [the divine] evidence and 

become acquainted with liis Maker, [God] Most High. Abraham’s 

statement, “I am ill”, [Q. 37:69] was to give notice either of a ‘sick¬ 

ness* then present, [or, of their sickening religious attitudes], or of 

a fact anticipated in the liiture, [ire.? T am going to he ill’] as he 

did not lie. 

The case of Joseph 

In die case of Joseph’s hiding the fact of his liee status, h was because 

of his awareness tliat he would be killed. And as lor his desire |i.e.? 

toward his masters wife], [L£ I2r24j that was [only an automatic] 

natural disposition!, not something voluntary. And his placing his 

cup in the travel luggage of his brother was on account of his secret 

plan.. And whatever [wrong] came from his brethren was not dur¬ 

ing their pmphetliood, if il should be granted that they were prophets. 
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The tOM ff Dm.:w. 

In the case of the narrative about David, [cf. Q. 38:121-24] it docs 

not confirm what [some disputants] have stated, and the verse can 

bear another meaning. 
b. Before the revelation commissmmng them 

With regard to what happens before the revelation from mission¬ 

ing the prophets], the majority jof scholars] have prohibited [the 

idea that a prophet would be guilty of] ujiljelief or fabricating a lie 

and persevering in it, lest confidence in [die Prophet] should cease 

completely, although they do grant [that it might possibly happen] 

as si rarityJ as in the story of the brethren of Joseph. The lanabeal 

Rafidah [sect], however, have made blamelessness an absolute re¬ 

quirement.1^ 

Isfahan! saysi L 429, T 209, MS 22 Lari 

Topic 4: Hie binmeiesttws of the pruphets 

a. After the r&datwn of commissioning them 

The majority [of scholars] are agreed upon the fact of die blamc- 

lessncss of the prophets, as regards untwrlief and disobedience after 

the revelation [commissioning them]. 

The Fitdaykiyah sect of the Khawarij admit the possibility that 

prophets even then might commit acts of disobedience, while at the 

same time die belief [of the Fuckykiyah] is that every act of dis¬ 

obedience would be unbelief. Thus, they admit the possibility also 

that prophets even [after their commission] might be guilty of un¬ 

belief. 

There were some people who did not grant the possibility of unbe¬ 

lief in prophets, but they did grant chat [prophets] could give the 

appearance of unbelief through pious 'dissimulation*. Rather, they 

made [such dissimulation] obligators7 lor them, because, they said, 

to manifest Islam.. when it. would lead to being killed, would be to 

throw mufs m»uI into mortal danger, and to throw one's soul iulo 

mortal danger is a ieligim].s prohibition, according to the word of 

^ The Rafidab [t*r, R-it^ftfid] became ft leading party of the bhi'ah who strongly 
'njcrtrif its*' Sunni cLauns as us who should have succeeded dir Prophet MubAUoad 
by riplits. Instead, they churned that LAJi and his ntmi.lv were die proper succes¬ 
sors, See t. Ku]i]ber(f$ Article, ''aJ-Ralida* in En-1-2, 
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[God] Most High. "And do not be thrown into mortal danger by 

your own hands/1 [Q2j1*J5] Thus, if manifesting one's Iikim should 

be a religious. prohibition, then manifesting unbelief would be oblig¬ 

atory! L 430 

But the argument [supporting such dissimulation] was prohibited, 

because if manifesting unbelief should be admissible as pious dis¬ 

simulation, then the preferred time for it would be at the time when 

the summons [he,, to prophet hood] would be presented, since 

1, all the people at that moment would, be rejecting [the sum¬ 

mons], and, 

2. it would not be admissible Co present the summons fpri¬ 

vately] to any T 210 of the prophets. Thus, (he situation would 

lead to the concealment of' religion completely. 

The Hashwiyah grant neither Che possibility of unbelief |in the 

prophets] nor the appearance of it, but they do gram the irascibil¬ 

ity that [the prophets] might venture into great sins, A sub-sect [of 

their school] forbade ]thc idea thaf| (he prophets intentionally would 

commit great sins, but granted that [they intentionally might com¬ 

mit] minor sins, 

Our [Asha'lrah] colleagues forbade absolutely the idea that che 

prophets might commit great sins, whether intentionally or not, but 

they did grant chat minor ones might he committed heedlessly but 

not intentionally. 

Our [i.e,, Faydawi's and Isfahan!‘s Sunni] petition is that if it 

should ever happen that any unbelief or sin should come from [the 

prophets], then 

1. as a consequence it would Ira a religious obligation for [he 

people CO follow there], according to [Cod's] statement, “Follow along 

[in Gtrafs straight path]”; [Q 6rl53 and 135] and thus, [this first 

consequence] would lead to joining a religious obligation with a reli¬ 

gious prohibition!—But farther, if any unbelief or s.in should come 

from Lira prophets, then 

2. [a consequence would Ira that those prophets] would be pun¬ 

ished with extreme severity. To explain the logical necessity here it 

is that since the status of I he prophets Is one of extreme honor, for 

sin to originate with Anyone in this category would he something 

tntwt Abominably and therefore that onesS punishment would be 

extremely severe, 
[It would be] as when the women of the Prophet were warned 

by the statement of the Most High, “O women of the Prophet, for 
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anyone of you who commits a plain abomination, die punishment 

will be made double.™ ,Q. 33:301 S 221b Moreover, the legally 

prescribed punishments of Ircc persons were increased, for a slaved 

penally was only half that of ihc free. 

If unbelief or sin should originate with [such prophets], they would 

be reckoned of the Party of Satan, for then they would be doing 

wliat Satan desired, but this conclusion would be false, since ail who 

are of the Parly of Satan are those who lose, according to the word 

of Him the Most High, “Are not the Party of Satan chose who lose?*' 

|C) ju: 19] And [the conclusion! that [true] prophets would fever] 

belong eo the Party of Satan would be false by the consensus [of 

scholars]. 

further, if unbelief and sin should originate with prophets, then 

their testimony would not be admissible, according to the statement 

of Him the Most High, ’if someone of bad reputation should come 

to you widi an [important] announcement, then you must surely 

clarify the matter." |Q. 49:6] But again, this conclusion would be 

false, otherwise, it would be the nearest thing to the abandonment 

[he., of judgment] and it would be false by consensus. 

Further, if unbelief and sin should originate with [prophets], they 

would deserve to be rebuked and insulted, because unbelief and sin 

are an abomination, and to reject an abomination is a fluty. However, 

the rejection of a prophet requires that he be rebuked and insulted, 

and to insult a [true] prophet is a religious prohibition on the basis 

of the statement of Him the Most High, “God will curse those who 

insult God and His messenger in this world and the nexl" [Q 33:07] 

Further, if unbelief and sin should originate with [prophets], then 

they would be dismissed from the prophclhood, because a sinner is 

a wrongdoer, and a wrongdoer will not receive the commission of 

a prophet, according to iGod^ statement,. “Wrongdoers shall never 

receive My Commission?5 [Q^ 2:124} 

Let no one say that [God] meant by 'commission; the commis¬ 

sion lo political leadership, not prophet hood, the indication for that 

[interpretation] being the body of the verse where He addressed 

Abraham with His word, “Indeed, I will make you a leader for the 

people,5' [Q, 2:124] and when [Abraham] asked. "Will you choose 

also from iny offspring?'5 [God] replied, "Wrongdoers will never 

receive L 431 My commission." Indeed, wr hold that the com¬ 

mission to leadership in the verse [speaking to Abraham] is the coni’ 

mission to prophethood, and since God Most High did make Abraham 
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a. prophet, therefore, by His saying, hIT will make yon a leader ioa- 

the people," He meant, “J will make you a prophet for the people.11 

So even if it should be granted that the Most High had meant by 

leadership * something other than propbelhood, stiU die commission 

of prophethood would be a more appropriate interpretation in that 

situation, that is, in that wrongdoers would never receive it. 

Among the scholars who grant that the origination of sin with 

prophets would be a possibility in some respects, all have completely 

avoided the facts that indicate in the following ways the aksenee of 

any sin committed by the [true] prophets, 

The (me af the Frapha Muhammad 
Tlitre is die statement of fGod] Most High to Hts Prophet, peace 

be upon him, “May Cod excuse you; why did you give permission 

to lhem?” [Q. 9:43] And there is His statement, “May God pardon 

!^r you id I your sins, of days past and of ditys to come.” [Q 4tf:2J 

Indeed, the two verses indicate the coming of sin MS 222a from 

die Prophet, may God bless and save him. llic hrsl verse docs so 

because the divine pardon indicates that the sin had been confirmed., 

and the second verse docs SO because The pardon coming after the 

prior occurrence of sin is a clear statement as to the sin’s source. 

The author [Baydawi], may God have mercy on him, !" said m 

reply to this that any argumentation about these matters should be 

predicated on the rejection of something much more convincing, tak¬ 

ing the two texts together. 

IjCt no one say that, if the “rejection of something much more 

convincing” should make necessary the “excusing and forgiving”, 

then all the religious observances originating with the Prophet would 

have the same status as the “excusing and the forgiving,“ because 

no religious ceremony exists unless there is already high above it a 

counterpart religious ceremony. 

IW in thii topic both L and T record Isfahan! as using (he formula indicating 
revemicc for one ftar-uasfd.. often recenriy -deceased ITius, it could. favor a tare 
date tar Baydawi"* ctaach. t-tamd Allah Muatewfi Q&zvini [b. ca. tiBO/ !£ftl -2r d. 

sifter 7-30/131^ 10J, in bin Tarikh i Ouzidah, says thai Buyctawi died in 716/1.31 ft L7. 
Tin* da.ii \vfpulij also be d«on£ iIk* fin .lI ]i>ng ivi^n of aE-M.ilik aJ-Nu.{b Muhammad. 
[130D-I3+0J, and after the king, lsfahini's paircm, had conimissLoned tbLs present 

commentary;, shortly after he met Mahani in ITic MS- omits the formula here 
and in the following ins-lances of mention of the anLhor. Further, its use here rnuy 

represent nothing more than Isfahani's jcpndc dasapeemeni with BaydaWs cptaioo 

tat lliis matter. 
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Indeed, we [Isfahan!] hold that there is no danger shat nil reli¬ 

gious observances should have the same status as the “excusing and 

the forgiving’; and that even if [such a danger] should be grunted* 

.still it would not be admissible that all religious observances would 

have the same status as the “excusing and the forgiving'!* for the 

“excusing and the forgiving7’ exist only when, consequent upon the 

“rejection of something much more convincing'1* there is the loss of 

some advantage and the occurrence of some disadvantage. 

The cate vf Adam 

An example of the absence of blame in prophets is the bah of Adam, 

for [dud’s] statement is, "Adam disobeyed his U>rd and went astray.” 

Q, 20:121] This demonstrates dearly that the disobedience origi¬ 

nated with him* Adam being a prophet by consensus. In reply* our 

author |Baydawi], May God’s mercy he upon him, said that the 

Fall of Adam occurred before his prophethood, since Adam at that 

time had. no people, and there is no prophet unless there is a peo¬ 

ple for him. It is* moreover* according to the word of [God] Most 

High, "Then his Lord chose him, forgave him* and guided him”, 

[Q, 20:122] that is, He ‘commissioned1 him as prophet. 

Some scholars give as an excuse for the story of Adam that His 

word* “Adam disobeyed his liorxT [Q^ 20:121] really means, “Adam’s 

children disobeyed”* as when [Ch>d] Most High said, "Ask the towns¬ 

people." [Q. 12:82]137 Confirming this [interpretation] is [God’s] say¬ 

ing in the story of Adam and Eve* “When He had brought them a 

line son* they set up [figures of idols as] partners for [God] because 

of what He had done for them.” (0^7:190] Now the consensus K 

scholars] is that Adairs anti Eve were not idolaters, but only their 

children were,136 

Some scholars say that that was after Ids com miss toning [as a 

prophet|. And al-AsammHUI asserted that it was by way of forgetful- 

ty' ].^.„ rite story ciuy Invoke family-wide guilt, or amimumty^vicfe awareness of 
truth.. The reference crime*. from thtc? story of Jcsoph'fl brothers confronting 
their father Jacob on Lhcir return iirejm lysypt vhen one of their number vv-h* held 
hostage there, tri efltct* lliey tcQ Jacob, “If you dk> iIjW bebfrve our itcry, ask the 
townspeople [in. Egypt] £i>r the laas.’r 

IHl Rorfwdl note iii his translation of the Qur'an ac ihi> point that tfaydawTs 
interpretation is chat Adam and Eve "and ihfar idolatrous posterity" sot up The 
figures a* parmers. [7ht fcbrw, tranklacccl from the Arabic by J.M RodwcKL I'Evcryman's 
Library) Loudon: J.M. Dent, 1509 etc., p. 3L2T n. ?.] 

"' Ihobably Abu al-HAbhis Muhammad i h-]i Ya'qub al-Nhabim. called al-Asamm, 
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ticss, in accord with [God’s] word, :*We certainly had tom m in si oil ed 

Adam previously’ so he forgot!” fQ. 20:115] But an objection has 

becii raised that Iblis reminded Adam on the occasion of the whisper¬ 

ing [Q^ 20:120] ahoLH (he matter of the prohibition, when lie said. 

“Your Lord forl>adc you both L 132 [to eat of] this tree for no 

other reason titan lest you both might become angels,” [Q 7:20]140 

And so with this reminding forgetting would be impossible [as Adam's 

excuse]- The reply to this [objection] was T 211 that admissibly 

there might be art occusion for reminding other than the time of 

forgetfulness., otherwise there would he no reason for [God] to sayt 

“So he forgot?1’ [(£20:115] MS 222b Moreover, God Most High 

rebuked [Adam] for that by saying, “Did We not forbid you two 

this freer3 [f£ 7:22] And Adam and Eve confessed their fault and 

said, O our Lord, we have wronged ourselves”, [Q. 7:23] so God 

Most High accepted their repentance, for He said, +hSo [God] for¬ 

gave him,” [(£ 2:37] All this evidence excludes forgetfulness fas 

Adam’s thief motive in his disobedience]. 

Some scholars have granted That Adam was mindful of the pro¬ 

hibition, but the fact that he came forward to obtain the prophetic 

commission is to be understood by a process of interpretation hav¬ 

ing several assets, 

]. Al-Nazzam asserted that Adam understood from the divine 

word, “Do not come near to this tree”, |(£ 2:35] that it rderred to 

rite [tree as an] individual specimen, while what was meant was the 

whole species. The word, “this’", just as it may be a reference to art 

individual specimen, may l?e a reference to ihe whole species, as it 

is in the word of (hr Prophet, “This ablution is the kind without 

which God will not accept your prayer rife.”141 

2. Others asserted that although the exclusion was apparent in 

making the tree unlawful, there is no precise stipulation in the mat¬ 

ter, so [Adam] disregarded its apparent meaning because of an indi¬ 

cation he had of [it as meaning] something dse,Hi 

"a celebrated duciui ami tradiiiorLUl of the Shy£iLi school, borti In died 
in 34$/9l57-8.w—En-l-2h art. ,Eal-A#amnT by K Blachere. 

M" Th? scribe? of b, followed by the typesetter of T, niadvertcurly enneinues 
beyond ihe end of Isfahani's quocc frnm il and adds pari of tKe phrase, “ ,. or 
bei-umi1 |im[pirrrU*h| " The MS and MS Garnett 9&?Ha stop wilh Lhr word, “anurb,71 

M1 Hadidi, l. 43?:d R [badhs wvc^ii1 Is yaqbid Allah ^1-^ilah JILii Mbi] itvirncd 

tradition, cited as- hcin^ an Sahih Afkdwt, limn, tf tl. 

” L and T insert' ‘:of sruncthLn^ els/1' [li-rialiL gfoayriiiii *iiidahu); while the MS, 
MS Garrrtt 9S9Ha and MS Gairctt-Yaihuda HlSti do mu. 
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In summary, when the points, of evidence arc contradictory there 

is no way to rescue the matter except either by an interpretation 

[i,e., of the meaning] or by an authoritative arbitrary decision.m 

1 he case of Abraham 

And [heae is ihc case of rhe saying of Abraham, “This is iny Lord?” 

[0^,6:76-77] m Indeed, it unbelief, but it originated with Abraham, 

who is a prophet by consensus. To this [Baydawi] replied chat 

Abraham^ saying’, “T’his. h my Lord?” [or, “Would this be my 

Lord?”] was by way of staling a ‘dubious assumption'. For if any¬ 

one wishes to invalidate a statement, he makes it as a positive one 

at first, then he invalidates it. 

An example of this is the statement of Abraham, “No, but rather, 

tfu-ir 'big chief over there surely did it11, [Q 21:63] which was a 
lie.’4' But lying is a sin, and so a sin issued from a prophet, [Baydawi] 

replied to this in two ways: 

1. Abraham made ibis statement by way of mocking the unbeliev¬ 

ers, as if you were to say to your companion who is bland but believes 

that he is able to write, “You wrote this?” by way of mockery, 

% The ascription of the deed to their ''big chief” was an ascrip¬ 

tion of the deed to the cause, since the magnitring of the idol on 

ihe part of the unbelievers induced Abraham u> smash it to pieces. 

Another example is Abraham's looking up at the stars to leant 

his own situation ifom the influence of the stars, according to the 

word of the Most High, ‘"So he looked once at the stars and said, 

Ll am ill,’11 LQ_ 37:89] Now, looking at the stars with this point of 

view in mind is forbidden. His statement, 'l am ill11, was a tie, 

because he was not sick and a lie is sin. 

[Baydawi ?s] reply is 

1+1 [ra^witl or [taivqjfj. 

,H In Ahmed All's Al-Qur'an, a Cmief^Ktrary Trawtation | first published in 1984], 
an alternative reading is presented, cm the basis that the passage includes the dia¬ 
logue beeveen Abraham and lib fasher, a Sabean slar-woFshipper, To Abraham's, 
father is given the escLimaliuns, “This is my1 [jorxfl"1 ^hilt* Abraham himself expresses 
criticism of the imptrlv'CliOrts b<? Sees in the orbs of the sky, SWd finally nOSOlves 
the- cnjiu-r Ivy his Kjeaum of star-warship. FunJiei, in this Qur^ari translation, [here 
U the interpretation of Abraham’s saying dial he was ill as his rtiponse to the peo¬ 
ple’s star-worship 

Hi This is a reference cr> the Qjir’jm stop- of Abraham when he was l>erating 
his lather and his relatives for cheEr adheretice to idol worship. He was left alone 
for a lime, so he broke ail the idols e^eepi the Latest otic. They asked Abraham 
if be dtdl it, bul tie rcpLlcd accusing ihc- largo idol “their big chid ”, and mockingly 
added, '’Ask him, perhaps they [L.f., the idoLs] can s-pcaJiri 
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L that Abraham's looking MS 223a at the stars was not to 

know about bis situation Irani the influence of tine stars, but rather 

his Booking at the stars was to gather evidence [of the divine hand¬ 

iwork] and to know his Maker the Most High, and set observing the 

Stars with this point of view in mind would be obedience, because 

of the statement of the Most High, '"They ponder the creation of 

the heavens and she earth.” 3-191} And also 

2. tiiat [Abraham's] statement, "I am ill”, is admissibly infor¬ 

mation about a present 'sickness1 |i.c., nausea?] or a sickness [that 

was going} to occur in the future, L 433 and in that ease it w'ould 

not constitute lying. 

Th: case of Joseph 

There is the case of Joseph’s hiding die fact of hi$ free status at the 

time of his sale, dais being a concealment of the truth, and con¬ 

cealment of the truth being a sin, [Baydawi] replied that Joseph hid 

his free status only because he was sure of being killed if he should 

reveal his freedom; also it happened before bis prophelhood. 

Another matter was Joseph s desire for adultery, according to the 

statement of the Most High, i:Hc desired her”, [Q, 12:24] desire fur 

adultery bring sin. [Baydawi] replied that the desire of Joseph was 

[only] natural [attraction] because the inclination of a man Ibr a 

woman is natural; it is not a deficiency in the prerogative of men 
but rather it is an attribute that is healthy and involuntary7. 

Another example is Joseph’s placing his drinking cup in the lug¬ 

gage of his brother to charge him with stealing, which is perfidy, 

perfidy being sin. [Baydawi] replied dial that was done with the 

consent of his brother, in order to stay with him, so it would not 

be perfidy, and so is not sin. 

Another case is what originated with Joseph’s brothers in their 

throwing him to the bottom of the pit, thus harming their father, 

and their lying [to their lather] that a wolf ate Joseph, all of which 

was sin. [Baydawi| replied that we do not grant that Joseph’s broth¬ 

ers were prophets. Also, wen if it should be granted that they were 

prophets, what originated with them was not during the state of their 

prophethood. 

rfhe fast of David 

And then there is the ease of David and his coveting the wile of hk 

brother [soldier] Uriah. As God Mast, Htgli told it by the tongue of 

one of the [prophetic] angels, [speaking as Uriah]: 
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"This man who is my brother has for himself ninety-nine female 

sheep, and 1 have [but] one female sheep. Then he said to me, LPut 

he]- under my responsibility1, and he was loo overbearing for me in 

miking in front of everyone.” IQ. 3fi:23] All dial was sin., [Bay-daw-]] 

replied tha* the validity of the rcairalive about David is not confirmed 

by what [the disputants] have sei forth., nor dors the verse indicate 

what they have set forth, but rather it can. lutar anolher meaning. 

This is [an outline of] the situation regarding the doctrine of the 

prophets' blainelessriess after the revelation commissioning them, 

b. Before the metatwn comm ission r?ijT them 

As for the time before the revelation [commintoning them], most 

of the scholars prohibited any admission of the idea that the prophets 

could be guilty of unbelief, of spreading falsehood, anti of per- 

sistencc in sin, lest a prophet should lose reliability completely. How¬ 

ever, they admitted the possibility of disobedience on rate occasions, 

MS 223b as in the story of Joseph^ brothers. 

The fanatical Rafidah |or,. Rawaftdf made it an absolute obliga¬ 

tion iliac tine prophets should be held blameless front all sin and dis¬ 

obedience, whether sins were great or small, whether done Intentionally 

or heedlessly, or whether before or after their commissioning |as 

prophets]. 

liaydawi said: L 433, T 2U 

Btameksmess is n psycJac possession ft minting iniquity 

Ii should be noted here that blameles$ness]+t: in a psychic habitual 

possession that makes it impossible [for the humanity of the prophets] 

to fall into iniquity. It is based upon a knowledge of the shameful 

vices in acts of disobedience and the glorious virtues in acts of obe¬ 

dience, It is verified iti the prophets by the fact that the revelation 

[commissioning them] regularly follows upon their remembering this 

knowledge, their turning away Horn the habit of acting heedlessly * 

and chcir rebuke1"1 J for rejecting a more appropriate choice of action. 

I*s F-l>- Rad'a summauoi'i, Carttfundaim if Thmfil .'LfifirrV and Modem. (= Xlsihosttity 
ban the dL-K.tiS'jQL’. nf the bLamd-L'isuess <>i ihr pmpbtUs on pp. 2 IQ—!22"E- 

,4? Reading [Stab] ‘‘re-bult-c'' following MSS Clarrett yfl^Hb, Oarreu aaid 

Gamfitl-YahLKla L (f! IA3l>:]2j. L and T read fiqahj. Texts tor the Isfahan] 

commcTilary portion shove different scitIuS hands: L: Letter A1’ indisdnet al tup as 
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Objection ha_s been raised tbal [hlamclessness] is due to the fact 

that an individuals nature is such (hat an is prevented from con¬ 

trolling htnn by a special property in his soul or his body, Hut this 

objection is impossible because if fmankind] were Such then he would 

not be worthy of praise for his blaniclcssncss, and the imposition or 

any religious obligation upon him would: be prevented; moreover, 

the objection is impossible by the word of [God] Most High, 

’"Says 'I am only a human being like yourselves, 1 do whatever is 

revealed to me”f [Q 13:110] and, 

“What if We had not firmly established you?” [Q. 17:74] 

Isfahan! says; L 433, I 211, MS 223 b 

Btamelcsstitis is a psychic possession pmeatmg iniquity 

When [Baydawi| had demonstrated the blamde^ncss of the prophets, 
he added a note on l he meaning of the prophets' blamelessness,1™ 
ll is a psychic habitual possession that makes it impossible for its 

host to fall into iniquity, and it is based upon L 434 a knowledge 

of both the disgrace in acts of disobedience and the glory in deeds 

of T 212 obedience. You should understand that if a given psychic 

structure jin a person] is not well founded then it is called a 'state3, 

while if it is well founded then it IS called a * habitual possession’. 

A psychic structure that makes it impossible for its host to lall 

into wrongdoing, which is the pursuing of acts of disobedience and 

the avoiding of acts of obedience, becomes 
1. a habitual possession only by reason of the fact that its host 

knows about both the disgrace in acts of disobedience, or, their 

shamefuiness, and the glory in deeds of obedience. And dais is because 

when the structure preventing its host from wrongdoing is realized 

in the soub and when its host understands what injuries are entailed 

in disobedience and what benefits are entailed in obedience, then 
[the structure] becomes 

ef scraped Of I: T; piLiiljiU Barrett 9G9Ha. [Litab] buL the Letter Hl:’ js slightly looped, 
ii3 tii ihc letter Garrett-Yahuda ■§-4^fi: probably [Hit3b] but [he ''l'1 tooth is 
indistinct, 

M The note $d<lcd by Baydawi is discussed in Radi's Gompendittm wt (he begin¬ 
ning of the section oil LSamdrsmes;;, brc the noce ip finydfiwi's k*t iha( in litre 
commented upon, 
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2- well founded- And this is because, when [the host] knows 

the disgrace in acts of disobedience and the glory in arts oi obedi¬ 

ences, then 

3, he will desire Co turn to acts of obedience and he will desire 

to turn against acts of disobedience,, so he obeys and docs not dis¬ 

obey, and this structure [of psychic habitual possession] becomes well 

founded. This habitual possession is verified in the prophets by the 

fact, that the revelation commissioning them regularly follows upon 

4, their remembering that, knowledge and 

3. their turning away from a habit of heedless action, and 

fi, their being rebuked for rejecting a preferable choice of action. 

indeed, if any heedless action comes from them or if they reject 

some preferable action, they are not rejected™ ns if unimportant, 

but rather, they are rebuked and made to take note about it, and 

the matter is heavily impressed upon them in confirmation of that 

habitual possession, 

An objection has been raised that 'blamelessness" is due to the 

lact that an individual's nature makes it impossible for sin to con" 

trot him on account of a special property either in his soul or his 

body. But that objection is rendered impossible by arguments from 

both reason and tradition.1501 

By ‘reason', [the objection] 3s impossible, because if it should be 

so then 

L thy host of this special properly would not be worthy of 

praise for his blamdcssne&s, and 

2, the imposition of any religious obligation upon him would 

be impossible, thus both command and prohibition, both reward and 

punishment would be useless. 

By Tradition1, |thr objection] is impossible because of the word 

of [Godj: 

“Tell [‘hem), LI am only a human being tike yourselves, but a 

revelation has come to me,111 IQ, EH: 1 10| and jjGod’s| word, 

"VVhat if We had not firmly established your1 You were about 

ready to Iran toward their side just a little,” [Q. 17:74] The Erst 

1+4 L, tic MS and MS Garrctl-Yakinda 44£tti read: [Lam yutrak]; T and MS 
Gaircti 98£)Ha read: [Lam yutratuj. 

,s" Tradition [naql] in dude: a the QurJan a± well a± Muhammad's s-iord or act, 
as related in tine Haiiiti. 
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verse [of Lhe&e (wo] proves LhaL the prophet is like the rest of the 

nation in having dm right, admissibly, to originate an art of dis~ 

obedience. And the second vei^e MS 224a indicates that God 

Most High had firmly established [the prophet] in not leaning co¬ 

ws Ed them, otherwise, he would have leaned toward them; tints, 

[hisj leaning toward them, which would be a sin, was not something 

impossible. 

Baydawi said: L 434, T 212 

Tvpk V The prophets are Oiptmr Iv (hr ctrtgtis 

Most of our colleagues [of die Asha^irah] and of the Slii£ah have 

Laketi (his position,, [i.e., thaf die prophets arc superior to the angels], 

in opposition to the philosophers and the MuUzilah, as well as io 

Qacli [Abu Rakr al-Raqillani] and Abu <Abd Allah al-E4utaymi of 

our colleagues, on the subject of chc ‘higher angels1,151 

a. The former [group, i.e., the larger of the two diverging groups 

of scholars] have presented their argument based on several points:jsa 

1, [God] Most High commanded the angels to bow down 

before Adam, and [God| the All-Wise One would not command a 

superior to be subservient to a subordinate. 

,w [al-maL^Lkah aJ-'uJw'iyaJtb Pmlcanor Calvcrley has noted here that “the adjec¬ 
tive fulwiyah] '‘higher" is not itmnd adjacent to ihe word “angels’’ in Quranic 
usage1'1, hu< ’‘the- concept and [h? term ‘archangels* came later.1' iVe add that Lhe 
terms [al.mala'iikah al-mLLqarraln'in] apfiear together at Qnr5an +: 172 and wc have 
been translating this phrase as "Angels of tin? Dlvlllc PiHitiiEcl,i i.c., the AngcEs 
‘that have kern brought near1 to Gods throne, it seems very probable, thepffore, 
that the ‘Angels of the Divine Presence’ were later squaiod in concept and lennf 
oology whh the '‘higher angels", to be a pairing with, the 'lower atLgeLE1. Wc beJLrve 
it is preferable to use she phrase, “higher angels" where ['ulwryahj is used by 
Eaydirwi and Isfahani. 

IU The majority arpinunt is not confined to one ]>arty. D,E, M^donalcl’t Eli- 
l-l article “Mala’ib”, discusses Lhe development of (lie I skin lie theory of angds- 
He reports that Abu Hali 'Umar al-Nasali (d, I !+2j at the end of hh 'Aqtfid (Creed;: 
briefly set forth ihe tuperwiry of prophets over that of artgeLs along whh rdaled 
cowaderattons. $aLd al-Dio Mas* Ltd ihn X’mar al-TaliaaanJ (1 322—13$0) wrote a 
enmmeriEaiy upon this Oirorf. expanding on this passage. The whole tesil ofKasafi'a 
Cnted with Taftaz,ini's commentary ott Lt js translated in FllLJ in A Ctamaniary arc iht 
Oecd of fsiam: {. . :ti' Tafkf~or,i aa fj*: Crud of. . m' jVetKjiJ, translated with inteoduo 
lion and ruulCs by K. Kldtcr. (iVew York: tlrjlumbia IJniwraiiy fri'Ss, 
Nasafi's oonduduig statement and Taflarjuu’s expansion upon h are on pp. I6&--170, 
In this commentary we see the full outline of Baydawi’s and Isfahanif presentation. 
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2, Adam was more learned chan die angels because he knew 

the names \\.c.. of all things] while they did not. He was superior, 

jn accordance with [God's] word, 

“Ash [them] f 'Are those who know and those who do not know 

equal?'" [O 39:9] 

3, Obedience by humankind is more difficult, because it is 

achieved along with Ehc prohibitions against desire, anger and dev¬ 

ilish insinuation, atld because it is a religious obligation I. 435 that 

must be discovered through personal endeavor. But obedience by an 

angel is in accord with the [angel's| essence, a natural disposition 

whore [obedience] is already inscribed. Therefore, in mankind [obe¬ 

dience] is a superior thing, in accordance with the Prophet's state¬ 

ment. “The finest services of devotion arc chose that are most exacting, 

that is, the most difficult,”153 

4, There is the statement of the Most High, “God chose Adam, 

Noah, the Family of Abraham and the Family of lImran over all 

the inhabitants of the world." [Q, 3:33] 

Labor in [the division of vocation therewith decreed for human 

society'] was thus Left to anyone who was not a prophet in cither of 

the two families, and [this arrangement] remains in force as a pre¬ 

rogative of the prophets.n 1 

b- The others, [i.c., the smaller group of scholars who favored the 

higher angel a over the prophets] presented their [contrary] argument 

based on several points: 

There is the statement of [God] Most High, “Never will the 

Messiah disdain to lie a Servant of God, nor will the Angels of (he 

Divine Presence.” [Q 4:172] 

2, There is itic continuously recorded precedence of {the angels] 

being mentioned before the mention of the prophets. 

3. in the statement of the Most High, “The Angels of the 

Divine Presence are not too haughty to worship [God]", [Q. 7:20b] 

act inference may be drawn fcoiii the fact dial they lack haughtiness 

to [the fact] that therefore mankind shoiJd Eiot be haughty. And 

that verse would not be appropriate to be included with evidence 

that would not certify [the higher angels'] superiority. 

liJ Hudith, nut Located in the Wouiitd indexes, HxHdbwk mid Mv'jm nJ-Mufiahrai 
ai-H&tUth 

IM ITiat is, rljt: ’'ji-uipherif:1’ wiicaikm itf' Enw'h Fiimili^ vf>ttipris*‘d lEmir UIhiy-, in 
diflilficiiytii frcim ihc rest oE' srirtery in many vocations. 
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4, There is the statement of [God] Most High, "Nor do I say 

to you that I am an angel11; [Q. 6:SO] astd also His statement, Lest 

yon two [i-C,, Adam and £ve] should then become angels'1, [Q^ 7:20] 

5, The atigcl was teacher to [he Prophet and Messenger, and 

thus would be Superior to the learner and the one to whom he was 

sent. 
G. The angels are spirits innocent of vices and faults of thought 

and action, they are privy to the secrets of the unseen world, they 

are might)- in marvellous deeds, they are foremost in benevolent acts, 

and they arc persevering in the finest endeavors, according to the 

statement of the Most High, 

“They do not disobey (hx! in what He lias commanded them, 

and they perform what they have been commanded TO do", [Q GfuGj 

and also His statement, 

“They ring Lite divine praises night and day, and they are eio! 

remiss.” [Q 21:20] 

Isfahan! says; L 435* T 212, MS 224a:2 

/opk 5: 7 he prophets are mpenvr to the angtb 

The position holding that the prophets arc superior to the angels 

has been taken by most of our colleagues [of the Asha£irah] aekI by 

the Shfah, this |position] being in contrast to [that of] the philoso¬ 

phers, and the Miftazilah, as well as [that of] Qadi Abu Bakr al- 

Baqiilatii and Abu ‘Abd Allah. ai-Hulaynii from among our colleagues 

on the subject of the ‘higher angels'. These latter [scholars] have 

taken the position that the ‘higher angels1 are superior to Ehe prophets, 

as distinct from the lower angels1,1^ 

a. The former, [Le., the larger of the two groups of scholars;], pre¬ 

sented their four point argument that the prophets are superior to 

the angels in an absolute sense: 

I. There is the fact that [God] Most. High commanded the 

angels to bow down before Adam saying: "Then we commanded 

the angels to bow down before Adam . „ ” [Q, 2:341 There it no 

doubt that the bowing down that was commanded was a bowing 

down in subservience, not a bowing down in worship. Thus, if Adam 

[aJ-maWLkah aJ-rulwtyah] contrasted with lal-mala^ikati aL-suHryah| 
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were not already superior to the angels then Cod would not have 

commanded them to how down to him, localise Corf is All-wise, 

and He the All-wise One would not command a superior to be sub- 

servient to a subordinate, 

2. Adam was more learned than the angels because hr knew 

all the names [i.c., of created things] while the angels did not know 

them, according to [God's| word, "He taught Adam flic names of 

at! things, then He showed everything to the angels and said, ‘Now 

tell me the names of these things., if you would he tny trustworthy 

ones'. But they replied, ;We give you all the praise; there is no 

knowledge among us T 213 except what you have taught us; 

indeed, you ate Omniscient and All-wise/” [Q_£:31 -32J Thus Adam 

was superior to the angels, in accordance with [God's] word saying, 

L 43b “Ask them, :Are those who know and those who do not 

know equal?’" [Q 39:9| 
3. Obedience }>Y h um an kind is more difficult than obedience 

by an angel, 

a) because obedience by humankind is achieved together 

with liie prohibitions against desire, anger, devilish insinuation at id 

diversions that arc both internal and external, and 

b; because tEic religious obligations of mankind [including 

obedience] are religious obligations that must he discovered tbrou gh 

personal endeavor. 

al} But obedience by an angel is in accord with its essence, 

a natural disposition that does not have prohibitions or diversions 

already inscribed in it, 

bl) and [obedience by an angel] does not need to be dis¬ 

covered by personal endeavor. Therefore, since obedience by mtmkind 

is more difficult, it is superior because of tine saying of the Prophet, 

‘The finest services of devotion are chose diar arc the most exact¬ 

ing, that is, die most difficult, ”,M MS 224b 

4. llicre is [God’s] word: “God chose Adam, Noah, the Family 

of Abraham , and the Family of ‘bn ram over all the in habitants of 

the world,” [Q 3:33] The labor [in the world, that is, the division 

of vocation decreed] was left for anyone who was not a prophet of 

the two families, and [this agreement] remains in force as a. pre¬ 

rogative of the prophets. Thus, the prophets are superior to all the 

M piRJ&l al-Lib5(lflT ay ashaqqultfl Hadiih, not Located in Wenskuck’s 
iti-MuJttfff *rt Sltifahrai. :L +3.1 :£) 
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inhabitants of the world, and the angels arc among the inhabitants 

of the world, so the prophets are superior to [he angels, 

h. The other, [i.e., the latter of the two groups of scholars], those 

who hold that the 'higher angels' are superior to the prophets, also 

argued, using six reasons: 

L |GodTs] word is: "Never will the Messiah disdain to he the 

Servant of God, nor will the Angels of the Divine Presence,” [O 

4; 3 72] This sequence would require making the ^Angels of the Divine 

Presence' superior to Jesus, since the rules of rhetoric require the 

order of succession to be from The lower to the higher, 

[Objection]: JBui ihis point requires consideration, for when the 

Christians observed that the birth of Jesus took place without a father, 

they firmly believed that he was the son of God and not a servant 

of God, as they were trying to avoid the idea that a servant would 

be born without a father. [God] had said, "Never will the Messiah 

disdain to bo the Servant of God,”—because [the Messiah] was the 

creation of God [and was] without a father,—“nor will the 'Angels 

of the Divine Presence”', whom God Most High had created with¬ 

out the mediation of father or mother. And of course, progression 

from lower to higher, from this point of view, docs not imply that 

the higher, from this point of view, would be superior, 

2. The continuous practice of placing [he mention of the angels 

[i.e., [he Angels of the Divine Presence [ before the mention of the 

prophets, indicates that these angels are superior to the prophets. 

|Objection]’. But this requires consideration, as the precedence of 

mention does not indicate their superiority, since it is admissible that 

they were given precedence of mention [only] with regard to their 

precedence in existence, 

3. In [God's] word, "They [i.e., the Angels of the Divine 

Presence1] are not too haughty to worship [God]”, [Q, 7:20G] an 

inference may be drawn from the fact that thde angels lack haugh¬ 

tiness in the worship of God to the fact tliat therefore humankind 

[likewise] must not be haughty. However, that verse is not appro¬ 

priate To be included with evidence that does not certify [the angels1] 

superiority. 

[Objection]: Hut this requires consideration, for indeed, the pur¬ 

pose of [the verse | is to show that die angels arc superior So humankind 

who am too haughty to worship [God], But it docs not imply that 

[the angek] are superior to the prophets, who are not Loo haughty 

to worship [God]. 
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4. [God’s] word is: MAnd i am nol saying to you dial 1 am 

an angel11, [O 6: SO] L 437 and there is His statement, wl£st you 

two should become angels,"1 [Q_ 7:20] That is to say, lest yon two 

Ik1 c:<>jti|h^]1^cI U> becr-un'ic ungels. The contend ol the first verse indi¬ 

cates dial an angel is superior to a prophet, MS 225a ami the 

context of the second verse indicates that an angel is superior to 

Adam and Eve, 

[Objection]: But this requires consideration, for indeed, the verse 

docs not indicate that an angel is superior, but rather, it indicates 

that an angel does not come after receiving a revelation [that gives 

a divine commission], while the prophet does come [only] a her 

receiving a revelation [that gives a divine commission], flliis] is indi¬ 

cated in [God’s] word: “I come only after a [divine] command is 

revealed to me.” This docs not indicate that an angel would 

be superior.117 The second verse indicates the superiority of the angel 

over Adam at the moment lblis addressed him, but ii does not indi¬ 

cate any superiority over him after his l>cij]g chosen [i.c., for the 

prophethood]. 

5. An angel was the teacher of the Prophet, and was a mes¬ 

senger to him, Of course, there is no doubt that a teacher is supe¬ 

rior to one who is learning, and a messenger is superior to the one 

to whom he is sent, just as a prophet is superior to the people to 

whom he h sent. 

[Objection]: But this requires OGnsideraiioo. The teacher is supe¬ 

rior to the one who is learning in [the material that] he tearhes 

him, hut not in anything else; nor is |the teacher] superior always 

in what be teaches [the learner], but rather, only prior to his hav¬ 

ing learned. The analog)7 of the prophet having superiority in rela¬ 

tion to his people is not e* good one to show the difference. When 

a sultan sends an individual to a large population to be their gov¬ 

ernor over them, then that individual is superior to that population. 

But when he sends a single person so that individual who is gover¬ 

nor in order to convey his message, then there is no implication that 

that single person is superior to that individual as governor. 

liT I, and T read, ^indotes that a prophet in superim",” [yadull c;i3af an al-nabl 

Jififal|. 
TrArtslaibon follows. The MS, -MS t Jarreii fJHUHa ;md MS (Jarre rr-Yahoda 4411K 

which read, ,Jc!ocs. nor indicaic chat an ani^el sk superior11 [Li yaduli ‘ata" an al- 

malai 
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6. The angels arc spirits made innocent of the vices anti faults 

of thought and action, and made pure of evil desire and anger, these 

flatter] two being the source of ugly character, [The angels] are 

privy to the secrets of the unseen world and mighty in marvellous 

deeds, including control of the clouds and of great earthquakes. They 

are lorenaosE hi benevolent acts and they persevere in the fines! 

endeavors, and according lo the word of [Godl Most High, 

llThcy will not disobey (iocl in anything commanded of them, bul 

they perform all that tiny have been commanded”, [Q 05; ti] acid 

His word: 

llThev smg the divine praises night and day, and are not remiss.” 

10.21:20] 

Baydawi said: 1- 437, T 213 

Topic 6: Ihf. signs of the. dizine jmsor giz-cn to saints and prophets 

The Mu'lazilah have denied these jsigns of divine favor], with the 

exception of Abu aid lasan [j.c., Abu al-lfusayn al-fSasri],—and [also 

denying them is] Ustadh Abu Ishaq [ai-Isfarayini], who is one of 

our [Asha'irah] colleagues, 

[Supporting this doctnne] we have ihe Story of Asaf [ibn Barakhya| 

and [the St ory] of Maryam, 

[Someone might object that] if these phenomena had appeared 

at the hands of anyone other than |one of the] prophets, then jit 

would be a case of] a prophet being confused with someone who 

[merely] claimed to be a prophet. Our position is chat, no, rather 

the prophet would be distinguished by his making the challenge [of 

prophetic singularity] and by giving the [prophetic] invitation, God 

has the must knowledge [of this], 

lsfahani says; L 437, T 2115, MS 223a 

Topic 6. '[}& signs of the dhrintfmr £um to saints mid prophets 

The signs of divine favor arc admittedly possible in our (Asha'irah 

Sunni | doctrine, and [also] in that of Abu al-Husayn T 214 al-Basri 

of the Mu'tazilah. But tlic rest of the Mu'tazilah deny [the existence 

of] these phenomena, as does also Ustadh Abu Ishaq [aldslarayim] 

among our [Asha'irah] colleagues. 
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We hold that if [he signs of divine favor MS 225b should not 

have been admittedly possible* then they would not have occurred* 

for their occurrence presupposes that they would have been possi¬ 

ble, But here the conclusion is false, and this is on account of the 

Story ofAsaf [ibn Bai’akhya]. He brought the throne of Bilqis before 

one could blink an eye, L 43B according to the statement of the 

Most High: 

"He who had knowledge of the writing [i.e,, in the Story* Solomon s 

Wa?ir, Asaf ibn Harakhya]LSft said. 4 1 will bring it to you before you 

tan blink an eye\ So when [King Solomon] saw [the throne] stand¬ 

ing before him* he said* ‘This is a divine favor from niv Lord.111 |C> 

27:40] This bringing [of the throne instantaneously] into their pres¬ 

ence wa.s an event lhar violated the customary order of nature, and 

Asaf was not a prophet. 

There is also the Story of Maryam11,1 and the provident of daily 

food Ibr her, God’s word is: 44 Whenever Zakariya came to her at 

her home,, he found the provision of daily food with her, So he asked, 

O Maryam, from where docs Ltiis come to you?* She replied, It is 

front God; Indeed God provides lor whomever He pleases without 

keeping any account,”5 [0,3:37]'*' 

There is also the Story of the Companions of the Cave1*1 and 

nK Asaf ibn Karakbya Is a figure said, to be the Wazir of Solomon ait the time 
of Lhc visia of the Queen of Sheba, Hilqis in Arabic history, 'lire Qur'an dues mu. 
name Asaf in this Story, but rather, his name -comes from (be tradition outside the 
Qur'an. 

'ITicne is a brief mention of this hpjre (in the article “‘Asaf ibn Earakbya5" by 
AJ. Wensindi) in the End-2 in romuWlitm vdtb another story The e^nls referred 

in Surah 27; 15-45 *rc discussed in (he En-I-2 (in the article "Bilkis” by 
R. Ullrndnjff), but Asaf is not mentioned. The amide mentionfl ihat this Sairah 
<!feflecla some of die principal elements -of the Sheba legend and describes ... ho1.* 
a hcjopoe (hudbud; tarries a letter to her from Solomon . . /’ Another discussion of 
lliis Surah is in a footnote in til-Qwr’tm, n Cnntan^msrT Translation, by Ahmed Ali, 
Princeton, New Jersey; Princeton University Press, [1934], pp, 321-323- A reference 
hen is mndc to the use of syinltolio words like |lvudhtict] [iayr] |ruaml| and so forth, 
to mew historic or legendary iodividunte or people-groups s* tribes, nations, etc, 

155 This incident is one of the Qijr’anic stories about Mary, mother ofjroqs,, as 
related in the ankle ■'Maryam17 by A.j. VVensinct, and PhticJopo Johnstone * Tn-i-2 
(&:Ci303, 

IWI F.D. RazL (op. cit_, p. 221J mentions briefly 1) that ‘divine favors1 are accept¬ 
able as real amonj^ the Ashahrah, bail they Lire distinguished froin 'miracles1 by a 
pmphel’.N -LlNilh'issJe; ami 21 tturi the !wy (brtgoihg Stories of Miirywn and Asaf lire 
ai’iieprahilf: of tin- divine favors. 

R. Paret's article. "Ashali al-Kahf'" in die Ell-1-2 (translation of Aratkio name: 
Companions of the Untej, relates the story -of this undent legend otherwise known 
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their abiding within the Cave three hundred ycEtrs to which nine 

[more] were added, CSod’s word is; 

'’When the youths sought shelter in the Gave and said, ‘Our l^ord, 

conic to us according to Your mercy, and dispose of Our concern 

according; to Your integrity.' So We closed their ears in the cave 

for a great many years.1’' [Q, 18:10-11] 

'’And they remained in their cave three hundred years to which 
f r 

nine [more] were added.™ [Q |ft:25] 

Disputants who deny [the occurrence of] these divine favors argue 

that if the violations of the laws of nature should occur with those 

who are not prophets then a prophet would be confused with one 

who merely claimed to be a prophet, because the distinguishing of 

prophets from others is only because violations of the customary laws 

of nature appear along with them, since ordinary people share in 

their humanity and its concomitants, Sos if there should he no appear¬ 

ance of a miracle with them, then they would not be distinguished 

Efoirt anyone else, at id so if iL were admissible Lor a violation of the 

customary law?; of nature to appear with anyone else, then a true 

prophet would be confused with someone merely claiming to be a 

prophet. 

Our [Isfahan!'s and Eaydawi's] position is that we do not grant 

ibal a true prophet would be confused with a pretender. Rather, a 

true prophet would be distinguished by his challenge [to prophetic 

singularity] and by his invitation [to belief in the message] that is 

given in his prophecy. Therefore, if the ’divine favor1 violating the 

customary laws of na(ure should be accompanied by the [prophet’s] 

‘challenge’ and ‘invitationy then we would know his truthfulness. 

(Lc.j ™tside itur Qu^an. and -ruber Arabic sources) as (lie "SesTcn Sleepers of Ephesus,’1 
The lejjetid bezels: '"in the time uf the Christian persecution under the Emperor 
Dttdus (249 2£jl), sewti Chrirttih ymiihs fled into a rave near Ephesib and there 
sink inm a miraculous sleep ■ - . ' ITs^if irjstLcrjj plate and grave was eorisidflrt'ri, ac 
any rare since the hqriiuun^ of [be 6th century a.d., as a place cd' worship.1' 
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Baydawi snid; L 438, T 214 

SECTION 2: THE RESURRECTION ASSEMBLY 

AND THE RECOMPENSE 

7 optc /: Rahraii?!! of the vanished wnemstetit 

a, I lie restoration of the vanished nonexistent is admitted to be 

possible,—this doctrine being being in contrast to that of the philoso- 

phen and of the Kanamiyah, and of [Abu al-Husayn] al-Basri among 

the Mu^lazilah—and onr [Baydawi’s] dot:trine is that if the exis¬ 

tence of {the vanished nonexistent] should have been impossible after 

it had been nonexistent, 

L then fits existence] would have been impossible, either because 

of itself or because of one of ir$. concomitants, thus being impossi¬ 

ble either at the outset or on account of one of its accidents, 

2, but ;the vanished nonexistent] would have become a possi¬ 

bility upon ibe removal of that accident and by consideration of [the 

vanished nonexistent] in view of its essence in and of itself' 

b. Argument daryiiQ the admissibility of mtmatim 

[The scholar who oppose our thesis] argue on the basis of the 

following points, 

1. [The vanished nonexistent] is a matter of pure negation; so 

it cannot l>c judged to have any possibility of a restoration, 

2, II [a restoration of the vanished nonexistent] should be pos¬ 

sible then it would occur, and if it should occur,5 then in the situ¬ 

ation of its restoration it would not be distinguishable from ils own 

likeness that it had had in the beginning. 

3- If [die restoration of the vanished nonesistem] should be 

possible, then the restoration of the exact time when the Original 

1 f T, and MS GitnreEl 939 Hlx [wH-ad-iispar ilii’jj MS Garrett 23UB1 
masar ila3|, 

Thr: I$£a,h;ini frtUfttUd is [bi-al-iiLitfar ilu3]. 
" F.D. Rati, in 3ii$ Gwpm&tm of Tkwti := Makusst AJfw,. pp. 23]-2T2 Jin 

lire edition we have), gives ihr tending itairment, then fblkiws with the three points 
of Lite disHmtLnp argurnrnt and the three answers to these prrirrts. 

J n.e SCrdiv c»f \, dropped the cLulpsc, "and if il should [wa-law waq&T 
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event Look place ’would be possible, and the restoration [of die van¬ 

ished nonexistent] would be at |thc restored exact time], so ihen it 

would be a case pr an 'original beginning' and its Hater restoration’ 

happening simultaneously, which would be impossible, 

b.-a, Answer io ihf Jewgoing argument against « restoration 
In answer to each point, we say: 

I_—a | The opponent’s| expression, “It cannot he judged’’, is 

itself a judgment; but k is annulled because if is a judgment 

a} about what no longer exists* and 

b) about a prohibition, and 

c) about nonexistence itself, 

2,-a In each p*iir of like examples cherr are features [hat pos¬ 

itively distinguish each of the two as an individual in external real¬ 

ity, even if recognition should be doubtful for us; otherwise, they 

would not be two like examples, but rather one by itself I, 439 

,3. a The restoration of that original exact time does not nec¬ 

essarily imply that it would be at the beginning; for indeed, that is 

a matter made accidental to it as a mental consideration* while in 

itself it is definitely not preceded by any other event. 

Isfahani Hays; L 439, T 214, MS 225b; lb 

SECTION 2: THE RESURRECTION ASSEMBLY 
AND THE RECOMPENSE 

After finishing Section I on Prop bet hood, [Eaydawi] began Section 

2 on the Resurrection Assembly and the Recompense, and he set it 

forth in eight topics: 

1. Restoration of the vanished nonexistent. Z Resurrection Assembly 

of human bodies, 3, The Garden and the Fire. 4. The [Miftazilah 

and the AshaHrah on] reward and punishment i. Pardon and inter¬ 

cession [for those guilty of [he dreadful great sins]. i>. The certainty 

of [earned] torment in the grave. 7. Other traditional doctrines. 

8. The terminology [of faith and practice] in the religious code. 

1 epic 1: Restoration of the raw shed nonexistent 

a. Our doctrine is that the restoration of the vanished nonexis¬ 

tent is admissible,— this position being in contrast to that of the 
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philosophers Find the: Rarramiyah, and of Abu al-Husayn aJ-Bajjri of 

the Mu'tazilah—and we bold time if the existence of a [particular] 

thing should be impossible after having been nonexistent, 

1. then its existence would be impossible either because of its 

essence, that is, because of the essence of that thing, or because of 

something in its concomitants, thus, its existence %vOidd be impossi¬ 

ble necessarily at the outset; 

2. but, if [the thing’s] existence after its nonexistence should 

be impossible on account of one of its acridcnts, then its existence 

after its nonexistence would have become possible-" upon the removal 

of that attribute that had required the impossibility of its existence 

alter its nonexistence,—by the consideration of that thing in view of 

its essence in and of itself 

3} [Objection]' If an objection should be raised-- 

1] that [in a case] where a particular thing the existence 

of which wras impossible after having been nonexistent! and 

2] where [lie impossibility was due to its quiddity being 

described as nonexistent after having l>cen existent, and 

3} where this descriptive was concomitant to the quid- 

dity following upon its nonexisLent:tv. and 

4) where the impossibility covering the quiddity afier iis 
nonexistence was due to this concomitant, 

—then (in such a case|, the absolute impossibility of the 

quiddity [being restored to existence] would noL be a logical require¬ 

ment. Lei no one say that a judgment against [a particular thing],— 

namely, that [its restoration] would be impossible because of its own 

essence or of something rise, would not be valid, because a judg¬ 

ment against |tbc thing! requires distinguishing the thing judged from 

something else, and the process of distinguishing it requires certainty, 

but certainty is excluded because of [the thing*s] nonexistence. Indeed, 

[with such reasoning,] our position is that the [opponent's] judgment 

made sn this case, namely that the judgment against the thing would 

not be valid, is nevertheless a 'judgment made En this case’, and so 

would be self-cnntradictorv. 
Is 

a)-a, This [objection] is refuted by the fact that to pass 

judgment upon something the existence of which is impossible would 

be an impossibility iLsell wherein [the thing's.] very being is imjM>s- 

sibk. Blii [at the same rime] also, [such passing of judgment] would 

3 possibility wherein [the things] being is conceived with regard 

to lhis impossibllily. And there would l>e no contradiction between 
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[these two judgments] because of the difference between the two 

Subjects. The right tiling to Say is that to pass- judgment upon a non¬ 

existent that iis restoration to existence would be possible requires 

that it be a certainty in the mind, and a nonexistent docs have the 

finality of certainty in the mind. The answer [to this latter point| is 

chat this descriptive [of certainty in the mind| would not he a, con¬ 

comitant: to the quiddity after its having been nonexistent; indeed, 

the separation of this descriptive from the quiddity after T 215 

nonexistence would be admissible. And even if ir should he granted 

that this descriptive would he a concomitant rut the quiddity after its 

nonexistence, still we do not grant that the existence of the quid¬ 

dity MS 226b described by this descriptive term would be impos¬ 

sible. L 4'lf) That is so, because, just as a quiddity described as 

having existence after its nonexistence would not be something the 

existence of which is necessary and the nonexistence of which is 

impossible, just so,, a quiddity described as having nonexistence alter 

its. existence would noi be something the existence of which is impos¬ 

sible and the nonexistence of which is necessary;, rather, [the quid¬ 

dity in its nonexistent mode] would be more receptive to existence. 

To this | God] Most High alluded in His statement,. “How effortless 

it is for Him11, [Q_ 30:27] except, of course > when what is meant by 

‘impossibility’ is the impossibility based on the condition nonexis¬ 

tence. But you have come to know"1 that the necessity based oil the 

condition of existence, and die impossibility based on the condition 

of nonexistence do not exclude the fact that possibility depends upon 

the essence. 

b. Argument denying the admissibility of restr/rahon 

Those [scholars, i.c.. the philosophers, Lhc Karramiyah and Abu 

al-Husayn al-Jiasri of the Mu'lazilah] who deny the admissibility of 

a restoration of tho vanished nonexistent argue on the basis of the 

following dtree points: 

I. The vanished nonexistent is a pure negation, having no 

established individual identity, thus, no valid judgment can be made 

as to the possibility of its restoration. This is so because if 

a] a valid judgment could be made as to the possibility of 

|the vanished nonexistent**] restoration, and if 

1 L arti] T: furifa an]: die MS, MS Garnett JHtyHa, and MS Gatretc-YahuKta 
44Hti: pofia anj. 
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b) the mental reference as io the possibility of its restora¬ 

tion should be directed to its form in tin: mind, then it could not 

possibly have existence among the individual quiddities. 

However, on die assumption dial it could liave existence [among 

the individual quiddities], still it would nor be restored, because it 

would be only a likeness oi the vanished nonexistent tiling that has 

been assumed will be restored, not the thing itself. And if 

c) the mental reference should be to something resembling 

£he forin in the mind,-although whatever would resemble the form 

in the mind necessarily would not be that nonexistent thing itself, 

the implication would be lba( whatever resembles it* would be rcstor- 

able. But indeed, [here are a great many things that resemble the 

form in the mind, And if 

d) the mental reference should be directed to [hat vanished 

nonexistent thing itself, that has no identity but rather is pure noth- 

bigness, then reference to it as having the possibility of a restora¬ 

tion would be impossible, thus, no valid judgment can be made 

about it as to the possibility- of its restoration, and therefore, its 

restoration is impossible. Otherwise, ihe judgment as to the possi¬ 

bility of its restoration would be valad, but this would lx: contrary 

[to the hypothesis]. 

In summary, the doctrine of the possibility of a restoration leads 

either to tint statement that everything that is rained up again would 

tie something restored [from nonexistence];, or to the statement that 

a vanished nonexistent while in the state of nonexistence would have 

an identity that is certain. But both of these statements are false. 

Therefore, fsay our disputants,] the doctrine of the possibility of a 

restoration is false. 

2. If the restoration of the vanished nonexistent should be pos¬ 

sible, then it would be possible lor a likeness to exist at the time of 

its restoration instead of as it was originally. Indeed, if it should be 

possible for a single individual of a particular kind of quiddity, 

MS 227a a kind lhai would not be limited to an individual that 

would be enveloped by individual accidents, ■ to have existence after 

having been nonexistent, then it would be admissible for it to have 

existence at the outset in the original way. And if the one to be 

' Following ihc MS, _VtS GaraetL suul MS Gsjrctt-YalitnJa -HSlj. 

L initl T; [kidKs mil yumkiLL mil yumathifuhu]. 
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restored should actually rorae into oxistcnre, thon it would, not he 

chstinguidiable in iis restored state from the likeness of itself in the 

beginning. Thus, the distinguishing factor between tbe two likenesses 

would be neither the quiddity itor its individual attributes, on account 

of the lack of anv difference between them, s 

3. Indeed, if the restoration of the vanished nonexistent should 

be possible, then the restoration of die [exact] rime at which the 

original event hadi occurred would he possible, and L 441 its 

restoration at that very rime fix. restoration of the vanished non- 

existent at the restored original time] would be possible, and so it 
would [seem to] be original beginning’, but [actually] it would 

be Lthc restoration of a vanished nonexistent';; that is, it would be 

self-contradictory. 

b- a. Atis-wer to the Joreg&iitg argument again:;! a restoration 

l .-a. The answer to the first point is that the statement [made 

by you the disputants], “No valid judgment can be made as to the 

possibility of tis restoration”, is still a judgment, anti it is selbmn- 

tradiciory. A summary of this answer in a plainer statement would 

be that when you say that it would not be valid to judge that there 

is the possibility7 of a restoration, still that is a judgment about it. 

Therefore,, there is no other alternative, either this judgment is valid, 

or it is not. 

If [this judgment] should be [valid], then the judgment on [he 

nonexistent would be valid, and if the judgment on it should be 

valid then the reference to it is valid, so there would be no impos- 

nihility in judging in, favor of the possibility of a restoration. 

But if this judgment should not hr valid, then its opposite, namely, 

our position that a judgment validly ran he made favoring the pos¬ 

sibility of a restoration, would l>c valid. And this is the logical goal 

we have sought. However, this reply has been refuted because this 

particular judgment is valid. 

[Baydawi’s] statement is that if this particular judgment] should 

be valid, then the other judgment, that is. the judgment about the 

nonexistent, would be valid. 

But our [Isfahan]^] position is that the validity of this particular 

judgment does not imply that the other judgment about the non¬ 

existent would be valid, for this particular judgment is a judgment 

on the judgment about the validity of tbe restoration to existence, 

not about the nonexistent. 
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[Objection.]: An objection has been raised against this point, namely, 

rhe point stating that since the nonexistent is pure nothingness and 

has no individual identity at all, therefore, a judgment based on it 

making a restoration impossible would not be valid- [The objection 

is raised] because, if 

a} the judgment based on |thc vanished nonexistent] mak¬ 

ing impossible a restoration should he valid, and if 

b) the mental reference aboid (he impossibility of restora¬ 

tion should be directed to its form in the mind* then this would 

imply that [the restoration] would not occur in esternal reality, but 

it would not imply the [absolute] impossibility of a restoration of the 

vanished nonexistent. And if 

c) |tbc mental reference] should be directed to something 

resembling [the vanished nonexistent],—and that would he a multi * 

pi id ty of things, then thetc would be an implicit impossibility for 

every candidate for restoration. And if 

d) [the mental reference] should be directed to the vanished 

nonexistent thing itself, which now has no individual identity, then 

1) the impossibility'' would hie of any reference to it as 

being impossible MS 227b of restoration: and so then 

2) the judgment based nn [rhe vanished nonexistent] mak¬ 

ing impossible a restoration would] not be valid; and so then 

3) the restoration itself would not be impossible. 

If the case should be otherwise, then the judgment regarding it 

making impossible any restoration would he valid; but we have taken 

the position that that judgment would be impossible. And so the 

summary result [i.e., of this reasoning] is that the statement making 

impossible a restoration leads either Lo the statement making impos¬ 

sible every candidate lor restoration, or the statement that a non- 

exisieut. in the state of nonexistence, has a firmly established individual 

identity, both of these statements being false. So the statement mak¬ 

ing a restoration impossible would be false, 

[Objection—Answered]: The answer to this objection is that there 

is no impossibility in referring tn [Lht: vanished nonexistent] as being 

impossible lo restore, because the reference [to it] as being impos¬ 

sible to restore is not based upon its established individual identity. 

Indeed, something that is not air established certainly admissibly may 

be referred to as being impossible to restore, although that is oppo¬ 

site to being referred to as being possible to restore. Something that 
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Lacks an individual identity may be impossible to refer to as having 

the possibility of restoration on account of its lack of an established 

individual identity; so at would be admissible to refer to it as being 

impossible of restoration by reason of its lack of an established indi¬ 

vidual identity. Moreover, having tiitr possibility or restoration would 

not be on account of its lack of an established individual identity, 

so it would not be admissible to refer to it as. having the possibility 

of restoration on account L 442 of its lack of an established indi¬ 

vidual identity. 

In summary, the judgment that the restoration^ [of the vanished 

nonexistent] would be impossible is valid in view of the fact that the 

form of it is present in the mind. The impossibility of die restora¬ 

tion T 216 is in view of the fact that [the vanished nonexistent] 

is a pure nothingness having no individual identity acceptable to the 

intellect. And as for the judgment that a restoration would be pos¬ 

sible, [that judgment] is valid in view of the fact that the form til 

it is present in die mind. The validity of the restoration [itself] —■- 
in view of the fact that [the vanished nonexistent] is a pure nothing¬ 

ness having no individual identity,—is inconceivable and unacceptable 
to the intellect. 

[Baydawi] said thal this point [i.e., "d)'b in the opponents* argu¬ 

ment] was 

1; annulled as being a judgment upon some thing that no 

longer exists, just as if a judgment should be rendered on someone 

who was going to be born that he had the possibility of existing; 

and Likewise 

2) it was annulled as being a judgment about something 

impossible, something Opposite to a possible reality; and likewise 

3) it was annulled as being a judgment about nonexist¬ 

ence, something opposite to existence, Now a judgment about a non¬ 

existent [tiling], or about something impossible, or about nonexistence 

[itself], logically does noE require that [any one of these objects of 

judgment] should have an established certainty among the individ¬ 

ual quiddities. Therefore, the statement made by you [disputants] is 

falsified wherein the object of a judgment must have an established 

certainty in external reality. 

4 In these two con^udvc places, L and T add a prepositional phrase: .. [ho 
judgment that the restoration to itself palayfii] .. 
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To laktr: a closer look at she answer ill which it was. slated that 

die mental reference of the possibility of a restoration is dire sled to 

what resembles the form of it in the mind [i.e.., “b/% IBaydawi’sl 

statement was that there is no implication that what resembles the 

form of [the vanished nonexistent] in the mind MS 228a would 

tic dial very same nonexistent thing- We [Isfahan! J say to this that 

it is granted that [what resembles, the Ibrm in the mind] need not 

be that nonexistent thing,' but there is no implicit impossibility in 

its being that nonexistent | thing];. for indeed, the nonexistence of a 

necessity logically does not require the necessity of a nonexistence. 

In that case then, it would be admissible for [what resembles the 

form in the mind] to he that nonexistent thing, which was the log¬ 

ical goal sought. For our discussion is on the 'admissibility' of a 

restoration, not on its ‘necessity*, 

Regarding [the opposing disputant's] statement that then (he im¬ 

plication would be that everything resembling [the vanished non¬ 

existent! would he something rcstnrable |Le... "c)”J, our position is 

That the lack of any necessity for it to he that nonexistent thing itself 

does not imply chat whatever resembles it would Ire a candidate for 

restoration. 

2.-a. The answer to the [disputants11 second point is that each 

pair would be individually distinguishable in external reality without 

any doubt even though they would be dubious co us. If it should 

be otherwise, tlmt is, even if the two likenesses should not be dis¬ 

tinguishable individually, .still, they would not be two likenesses but 

would be die thing itself. 

To take a closer look, the admissibility of [the thing’s] likeness 

occurring does not imply an occurrence of its likeness to the extent 

of implying there would not be any difference between the original 

thing and the one restored. If the occurrence of its likeness should 

he granted, then it would be admissible that the two he diElereniiaied 

by some of their accidental attributes. Moreover, if this argument 

should be valid, then it would imply the admissibility of ft™ indi¬ 

vidual examples occurring of the original, exactly as you haw men¬ 

tioned, and no difference would remain between the 6wo. 

fS. -a. The answer to the (disputants’] third point is that the 

restoration of that original [exact] time logic ally docs not require 

MS: "itself’ [hj-'aynihL]. 
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that [the vanished nonexistent | should he at the beginning for ill- 

deed, die things, being at the beginning is [only] made an accidental 

quality of if as a mental consideration, and that mental considera¬ 

tion i;s the fact that it is not preceded by any kind of occurrence 

whatever. 
This [particular] matter may not be verified in the thing that is 

restored, since the thing restored is preceded by an occurrence that 

is its own temporal origination on die first occasion. So, the impli¬ 

cation is not L 443 that it would bo both an original and a 

restored one at the same time, but rather that it would fie a restored 

one, while before die time of its nonexistence it was an original one. 

And so it would lie admissible for one thing to he both an original 

and a restored one, as two separate mental considerations. 

Baydawi said: L 443, T 216 

Topic 2: 1 hr murmtion assembly of human bodies 

a, The people of the [three main] religious communities [i.e., Jews* 

Christians, and Muslims] are agreed on the belief that [Cod] Most 

High will restore human bodies to life after (heir death and disin¬ 

tegration, because this is a possible reality intellectually. 

b. I Muhammad] the Truthful One has given information to this 

effect, therefore it will be a reality,® 

(a,} The first statement is made because the atomic particles of a 

dead person are receptive [both] to being gathered together and to 

[the fact of being] a living nature, otherwise thpy would not have 

had these two [attributes] previously, God Most High has knowledge 

of the atomic p&rtides of every individual in detail, in accordance 

with previous discussions,* anti He lias the power to gaiher them 

together and to cause a living nature to exist in 6hem again, on 

account of His comprehensive omnipotent autonomous, power over 

all realities possible, Thus, it is ati established fact (hat the raising 

up of human bodies |again *n a living nature is a possible reality. 

:J BtHydtawi cipt'Ti* with the 3tar*nic.,M( ul a jirm.iTijr Uh: Unvl? 
rdi^iciej communities, ihc "‘I^ple of the Rook'1, [hen he moves to [he strictly 
Islamic arcjuturivh. F.D. Rszi [op. cic, p. 232) take* up the Islamic argument dirccdy. 

5:1 Of. Bimk E, Section 3, Chapter L, Topic 2, on the atomic particles of a body. 
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ib.) Ibc second statement is made because it has been established 

by authoritative | Islamic] tradition that the Prophet used to affirm 

as a certainty cite restoration of the human body and to teach it as 

doctrine:. The rrltrente was to this doctrine, [in the verse] where 

[God] the Mighty and Glorious said* “Tell them, He who restores 

them as a living nature is He who created them the first time, for 

He knows welt every cfeature.,!l [Q^ 3d;79] 

1, An objection hits been raised, that if one man should can¬ 

nibal lzc another, and if Lhe second one should become a part of 

[the first one), then the one who was cannibalized would t«; restored 

either within the cannibal or as the One who was cannibalized; bur, 

whichever Case it would be, one of the two would riot be restored 

completely as himself, 

'1. Another objection19 is that the intention of the resurrection 

is either 

a) [O Cause suffering, or 
bj to give pleasure, or 

c) to relieve suffering. 
The first intention is not appropriate for [God] the All-Wise, the 

second is impossible, lor everything imagined to be pleasure in our 

world, is only something that relieves suffering and investigation testi¬ 

fies to this, and for the third it would be satisfactory just to remain 

in nonexistence., lb us the argument lor the resurrection comes to 

naught, 

1-a. The answer to the first objection is that restoration lit 

the case of each .individual involves the original atomic body parti¬ 

cles which constitute the man, for these remain from the beginning 

of his life to the end of it, and arc present with the soul. [The 

restoration] does not involve the body structure that was exchanged, 

as it is forgotten in most circumstances, nor would it involve the 

portion cannibalized as the residue of digestion, for ibis would not 

be restored in liiiu. 

2. -a, "Hie answer to ihc second objection is that [Cod’s] action 

docs Tiot require that there be any end purpose. But even if [such 

an end purpose] should he granted, then (he purpose would lx; to 

F.D, Ba^i dL, pip. 233-234; make1?, (bese two cbjeetLOAg to (hr third and 
fourth pviima ef a suhargmuem,. which air Th^n answered. point by prom, VVe pre¬ 
fer to crcal them on ihcir cmn as ohjficlicKns. [lid-] 
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give pleasure, and an investigation of this would be forbidden, And 
even if that should be granted, then why would it not be admissi¬ 
ble that the pleasures of the hereafter should resemble the pleasures 
of the present world in form, but not in reality? 

Isfahan! says' I- 443, T 2lb, MS 223a: 1C 

Tapis: 2: TTra wsumetim assembly of human hftdksi 

a, People have held differing views about the restoration [in the 

hereafter]. However, die [three main] religous communities are agreed 
on believing in the iacl of the bodily restoration, after having di He red 
about the meaning of it. Those who hold thaE l he restoration of the 

vanished nonexistent is possible state as their position that indeed, 

God Most High will annihilate persons having the obligations of it lb 

gion and then will restore them to existence. Those who hold that 

the restoration of the vanished nonexistent is impossible slate as their 
position that God Most High MS 228b will disperse the atomic 
particles of their original bodies and then will again compose them 
together and create within them a living nature. 

Regarding the prophets who came before our Prophet, il appears 
from the statements of scholars that Moses L 444 did not sjteak 
of the restoration of the body, notice of it not being sent down to 
him in the Torah,1 but that information came in the Books of ihc 
Prophets who came after him, as Paeldel and Isaiah, On that account 
the Jews do acknowledge [the restoration]. In the Gospel it has been 
seated that [ in the He re after | the best people will become like the 
angels,. and will have a living nature that is eternal T 217 and 
full of great happinessL; Also, it is most apparent that what is set 
forth in [the Gospel] is a spiritual restoration. 

As for the Noble Qur'an, notice has come in it of both a spirb 
tual and a bodily restoration. Regarding the spiritual restoration, it 
is found hi places like these statements of Him who is Mighty and 
Glorious' 

“Not a soul knows how much to delight the eves has been kept 
in secret for them”j [Q 32:17] and 

!f L, MS and MS Garrett !+89Ha: [at-Tamfynh]; T: [al-Tawah]. 

'■ Cf. Malt. 22:30, alom^ with the paralld lexis in Mark 12:25 and Luke 20:35-36, 
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“For those who have practiced benevolence tlnciirc will be the divine 

goodness in its plenty”, [Q, 10:26] and 

"Tile happiness that comes From God is. exceeding great." [Q^-72] 

And regarding the restoration of the body, in the Glorious QuiAan 

I here is more information than can be listed, most of it not being 

receptive to allegorical interpretation, as |God] Most High said in 

the Following statements: 

“To the man who asks, ‘Who will ever give life again to bones 

when they have decayed?7 say, lHe who restores them as a living 

nature is He who created them the fir>( time, for He knows well 

evciy creature*”; [Q, 36:70—79J and 

“Sec them hurrying from the graves to their Lord'1; [Q. 36:51] 

and, 

"They will say, ‘Who will restore us?' Tell them, ‘He who gave 

you being the firsl time’'"; [Q 17:51] and. 

“Does a man fear that We never will bring his bones back to¬ 

gether? Surely, yes, [We will!] We can set straight even his finger 

tips”; [Q 7x3' 4] and, 

“What, even if wc arc decayed bones?” [Q. 79:11] and, 

“They said to their own skins, 'Why did yon witness against us?1|a 

and they replied, Llt was God who let us speak, He who lets every¬ 

thing speak’"; [ Q. 41:2 I ], 

"As their skins become fully scorched We will exchange (hem for 

other skins"; [Q 4:5b] and, 

“On the day the earth suddenly splits open before them, gathering 

the Resurrection Assembly will take tfs only a short lime”; [O 50:441 

and, 

“Ijook at the hones, see how We pick them up and set them 

together then clothe them with flesh”; [Q. 2:259] and, 

“You think then, man does not know that whatever is in graves 

suddenly will be laid hare, and whatever is in hearts made known?"' 

LQ 100:9 10J and, 

“Tell them, ‘People of all earlier and later ages will be brought 

together lor a strict appointment on that well-known day.1” [Q, 

56:49-50] 

Besides, these [verses] there are countless more. Therefore, since 

you have learned tliis, much, we shall proceed with our statement 

]of doctrine]. 

11 The .MS quclc ends here. 
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b. Muslims arc agreed |’in believing] that God Most High will 

restore humaji bodies (o life al(er their doadi and disintegration, 

because this is a possible reality intellectually, MS 229& and 

[Muhammad] the Truthful Otm: gave information to this effect, so 

it wilt be a reality. 

[a.J The first |reason for belief in the restoration of human bod¬ 

ies], namely, that it is a possible reality intellectually, is based only 

on the fact thaL possibility becomes an established certainty through 

a consideration of both its passive and active factors. 

Considering ihe passive factor* [the restoration is a rational pos¬ 

sibility] because the atomic particles of a dead person are receptive 

to being gathered and to [being given againJ a living nature. If it 

should In? otherwise, that is, if they should not be receptive to be¬ 

ing gathered and to [being given again| a living nature, then they 

could not have been described as having been gathered and having 

had a living nature prior to death. Rut this conclusion would be 

lalse. 

Considering the active factor* [the restoration is a rational possi¬ 

bility] because God Most High knows the individual quiddities of 

(he atomic part ides of every person in detail, because His omni¬ 

science is ever-present with all particulars [of the facts of existence]. 

Further, He is omnipotently autonomous [in His] power to gather 

these particles and to cause a living nature to exist [again] within 

them, because His power [comprehensively] includes ail possible real¬ 

ities. When that is L 445 the case, the implication is that the 

restoration of a living nature to human bodies is a possible reality. 

(b.) The second [reason for belief in the restoration of human 

hodics], namely, that [Muhammad] the Truthful One gave infor¬ 

mation to that effect* is that it is established from authoritative tra¬ 

dition that the Prophet affirmed the restoration of human bodies. 

Further, in the Noble Qpr’an, the restoration of human benches is 

affirmed mere times than can be counted- [God] Most High referred 

to its possibility and to its occurrence when lie said* 

"Tell diem, He who restores them as a living nature is He Who 

created them the first time, for He knows well every creature.” 

LQ 36:79] 

1. An objection has been raised that the Restoration of human 

bodies would not be possible because, if a man should cannibalize 

another man and part of the man cannibalized should become part 

of the cannibal, then the portion cannibalized would he restored lo 
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life cither within the cannibal or in the one who was cannibalized, 

and whichever it would be. one of the two would not be restored 

to life completely as himself Moreover, the restoration of part of 

the body of one of them would not be preferable to the restoration 

of part of the body of the other, and making [the portion canni¬ 

balized] a part of both their bodies simultaneously would he impos¬ 

sible, so the only alternative that remains is that one of them would 

not be restored to life. 

2. Furthermore, [the disputant raises a second objection], that 

the purpose of the Resurrection is either 

a) to cause suffering, or 

h) to give pleasure, or 

c) to relieve suffering. 

lire [irst is not appropriate as a purpose ol [God] she All-Wise, 

since it is not worthy of Him. The second is impossible because 

there is no pleasure in existence; all that we imagine to be pleasure 

in our world is really not pleasure, but rather, it is all an avoidance 

of suffering, and testimony to that comes from a study of ii. The 

third also is faulty because for (hat matter it would be enough just 

lo remain in nonexistence. Ihua the iirgiainent for the Resurrection 

comes to naught, 

1, -a. The answer to the fust objection is that the restoration 

of each of the two [i.e., the cannibal and the one Cannibalized] 

would involve his original [atomic body] panicles that constitute the 

man, not what was exchanged [i.e,, between (hemj, nor the body's 

skeleton structure, of which the individual is heedless in most cir¬ 

cumstances. For rhr original atomic particles MS 229b arc those 

rhai remain from the firsi to the Ease of his life, present with ins soul. 

The original atomic particles of the one cannibal wed would be residue 

for the cannibal, arid the restoration of it to the one cannibalized 

would be preferable, ses it would not be restored in the cannibal who 

was ft:d, 

2. -a, Tire reply to the second objection is that the acts of the 

Most High do not require any end purpose, 

■"Nor may He be asked about what lie docs.” [Qur'an 21:23] Also, 

if it should he granted that Hls acts should require an end purpose, 

then ii would he admissible for the purpose of the Resurrection to 

lx the giving of pleasure, 

[The opponent1?] statement that there is [to pleasure in existence 

cannot possibly lie true, because of what lias been said in the earlier 
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discussion on pleasure and pain.14 We do not grant that aJ] that we 

imagine to be pleasure is merely the relief of sidle ring, but rather, 

there arc in existence real pleasures in our world Again* cf it should 

be granted tint pleasure does not have any existence in our world„ 

then why would at not be admissible rhar the pleasures of the (lereafter 

should resemble the pleasures of this world in form but be different 

from them in reality? Thus the pleasures of the Hereafter would not 

Ire to relieve suffering, but rather they would be pleasures free from 

the suspicion of being merely to relieve suffering. 

Baydawi said: L 445+ T 217 

Whether tSie body** atomic particle.t actually mill bt annihilated then mtw&l 

As a note here, one should understand that it has not been estab¬ 

lished that [God] Most High [actually! annihilate the atomic 

particles [of the human body] then restore them, Therefore, hold¬ 
ing fast [without reason] to something Like the Most High's word, 

"Every thing is destructible except His countenance’7, [Q^ 23:88] 

would be a weak position, because the disintegration [of human bod¬ 

ies] is also [a Jbnd of] destruction. 

Isfahan! says: L 445/6, T 217* MS 229b;9 

Wfather the body 's atomic par ticks uftunlly mil hr. annihilated then restored 

Note that the doctrine of the Reiteration of human bodies is not 

based on the [actual] complete annihilation of the [human body’s] 

atomic particles. Nor has it been established by convincing proof 

either from reason or from tradition that God Most High will anni¬ 

hilate these atomic particles shen resin re them. Moreover, holding 

Ihsi to something like die Musi High's, statement, “Every thing is 

destructible except His countenance11 [<£ 23:88]—destruction here 

would mean Vanishing into nonexistence1 — would be a weak posi¬ 

tion. Indeed, we do not grant that destruction would be a vanish¬ 

ing into nonexistence, but rather, destruction is an exit beyond the 

limit of usefulness. yVnd the disintegration of the atomic particles is 

their exit beyond the limit of usefulness, so they are destructible. 

Cf. Bosk 1, Section 2, Chapter 3, Topic 2, Subtopic 4. 
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The [ruth of the matter h that the term, '“thing", in the verse [i.e., 

Q 28:. 88] has the meaning of “something willed to be a thing'V1 

so the meaning of the verse is that whatever has been “willed to be 

a thing”l+i is destructible within the limits of its own essence, but it 

is not destructible in regard so 11 His countenance,” And that is the 

rase, iir>r indeed, whatever is “willed to be a thing”, that is, every 

possible reality,^ in regard to its own essence has no existence, bui 

in regard to God Most High it is existent. So it does not need to 

be dismissed from i|.s obvious meaning. 

Bay dawn said: L 44f>, T 218 
Jr 

Tofik 3: Tht gsrdm and the fire 

[Scholars] rejecting this doctrine *' say that the Carden and the Fire 

would be cither 

a. within this world, thus they would exist 

1. either [upj in the realm of the celestial spheres, which is 

impossible because jthe realm of (he spberes| is not being torn tap 

nor is it mixed with anything corruptible, 

2. on [down] in the realm of the [four] elements [be., earth, 

air, Fire, water], where the Resurrection Assembly then would con¬ 

sist [merely of a succession of souls from one individual to another], 

i.c,, a ‘metempsychosis’;or 

h. they would be in some other world, which would !>e impossible 

1. because this world is a sphere, and if it should be postu¬ 

lated that there is another sphere, then a void would exist between 

the [two spheres], which would be impossible, and 

2. because (he second world, if it should come as an occur¬ 

rence among the elements, 

a) would resemble these elements, being inclined sowaitl 

their spaces, and being required to move toward them, and it 

l:: T read* 'jiossilile reality1' ]murrLkiii| .instead el "'willed mfention" [mushayya1]. 

My Garrett 989Ha indicates ihe 'ni.shriJcr dvrr the “yz371 but vav^lLing it uncer¬ 
tainly indicated I' lias clarilired its meaning as a "jjoHibk 

1h T leads, “r-vrry thiit£H [kuli gtaay’f 

1,1 T reads, “every thing, that is, possible- reality" fkull shay1 ay iruimkin], 
10 t l> Kati (op, cit., p. 253) lists four aryuTTLejiLs by opponents, of this doctriiK. 
|q [raiusfuldmn] a 'meteinpsydiOH^. 
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b) would be quiescent within the spacer of d>ai [second] 

world, either naturally or by force permanently, both of which would 

be impossible. 

a. -a. The answer to this point is to ask why it would not be 

admissible for both [ihe Garden and the Fire] to be in this world, 

(I.) as the Garden is said to be in the Seventh Heaven, accord¬ 

ing to [God’s] word: “By the [lotus] boundary' tree/0 there is the 

Garden of Peaceful Dwelling", [Q 53:14 15] and [as it is in] the 

Prophet’s word, "The roof of the Garden is the Throne of [God] 

the Merciful One."'1 Further, the impossibility of the tearing up 

|of the spheres] is itself an impossibility, and the Fire would he under 

the two worlds. 

(2.) The difle rente between this22 and ‘metempsychosis’ is that 

this [return] is a returning of the soul to its body, cither 

a) in a Homecoming restoration or 

b) in a recomposition of its original atomic body particles, 

while a ‘metempsychosis’ would be the returning of the soul cither 

to some [other soul as| beginning point or to some other world. 

b, -a, [The answer to the second part is that] die necessity dial 

every surrounding limit be simple in nature, and that it be logically 

required to be spherical in form, and that any void be impossible, 

are ali impossible [as premises], But even if [all] this should be 

granted, why would it not he admissible for this world and that 

other [second world] both to be included within the volume nr a 

sphere greater than the two of them? Further, the necessity for the 

resemblance between the elements of the two worlds to be abso¬ 

lute would be impossible, because of the possibility that there would, 

be a difference [between thmi] in form and primal matter, even 

though there might be some commonality among the attributes and 

concomitants. 

™ fadidT ai-muEitaka'] “the LiKlij boundary iFee.1' f\ .. the lotus Lrec marking the 
boundary jin ihe Seventh HeavenJ).” Cf, Ham We hr, 4 Dirtwnmy <tf Mwlrm Written 
Atahu.. 

,JI iSiniiib.. iirtt LcUmrlfird i*ub certainty in WcnsLi'wJt's HoitdhGGk under ’’Building* 
in ParadU/"; wlicihc-r Tirmidhj Darimi 2(k ] (XI: Tayaljai M25&3? 

MS fiaircu 283 F3 gl: Thai is, the Resurrection Assfotht)' |ay al-haihr). 
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Isfahani says: L 446, T 210, MS 229b: 16 

Topic 3The garden ami the fm 

[Scholars] rejecting the doctrine of the The Garden aatd the hire 

hold that the Garden L 447 and die 1*1 re would hr 

a, either in this world^ 

b. or in some other world, 

(a.) I They hold that | if both should be in this world, then they 

wo old be either 

L [up] in the realm of the spheres or 

2. [down | in the realm of the elements. 

(I.) The first [of the Matter two alternatives] would be impossi¬ 

ble because the celestial spheres are neither being tom up nor are 

they mixed, with anything corruptible. And their being in the celes¬ 

tial spheres would require their being tom up, because the rivers 

and trees MS 230a. and layers of heat in which (he conflagration 

in the spheres rages would require their being tom up and mixed 

with corruptible bodies, which would be impossible, 

(2.) The second [of the two alternatives], which is that both of 

them [Le., the Garden and the Fire] would be down in the realm 

of the elements, would require that the Resurrection Assembly of 

human bodies be [merely a succession of souls from one individual 

to another, Le.], a 'metempsychosis*. 

(b.) If they should be in some other world, then that would be a 

faulty theory. Iiecanse this world is spherical,—a celestial world being 

simple according to preceding discussions, and its shape thus being 

a sphere/ and so if some other world should be posited, it also 

would be spherical. But then if another sphere should be posited, 

some void would occur between them, which would be impossible. 

Further, il this second world should Ikt posited to exist, and if the 

Garden and the Fire should occur in it, then the [four! elements 

would occur there [also] as a result. And if the elements should 

occur in [the second world], then [the second world’s elements] 

would resemble these present elements, they would be inclined towards 

l' In th-c lrans]a.tkm, the leren, ^universe-1', niay be us^'d &r*me<imcs in frfclip dar- 
ify il-ir milcr's meaiiing. LwuiH Clandpt’s article, ("AiamM, in Lite En-l-2 jv. b E^E5, 

dlSCUSSi* lfw.r various uses of the Arabic ■word, world lijrrns a wIh^C, 
a unity m pLuraLily . _ , 'lihe woiLrl h a plurality [p. 3 jQj ,n 
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their spaces and he required to move towards them, and they would 

be quiescent in the spaces of this world by nature. This would imply 

that for a single body there would be two places by nature, which 

would be impossible. And even if they should be quiescent in the 

spaces of this world by force permanently, this ]theory] also would 

be an impossibility. 

a, a. The answer [to those who reject the doctrine of the Garden 

and the hire] is |a question asking] why i( would not be admissible 

for the Garden ro be lK>rh in this world and in the world of the 

celestial spheres? for it is said that the Garden is in die Seventh 

Heaven, by the [lotus] boundary tree. This would be according to 

[God's word: 

"By the pot us] boundary tree, there is the Garden of Peaceful 

Dwelling*” [Q S3:14-15] the lotus boundary tree being in the Seventh 

Heaven. Moreover, it would be] according to the saying of the 

Prophet, 

“The roof of the Garden is the Throne ol the Merciful One", the 

Throne being identified with the Eighth Sphere according to the 

sarly scholars;. 

c. Isfahan i*s differatets ivith Bavdawi's [ft£oty 

1. Regarding [Baydawi’sj statement that the celestial spheres, 

are not being torn up, we [Isfahan!] say that the impossibility of the 

celestial spheres being torn up would itself be an impossibility. 

Moreover, why would it not be admissible lor the Tire in this world 

to be under the two worlds,? 

2. [Baydawi] has said that if [the Garden and the Fire should 

occur down in the realm of the elements] then the Resurrection 

Assembly would be [merely a succession of souls from one individ¬ 

ual to another, i.c.], a ‘metempsychosis’. But we do not grant that 

position. The difference Ijetween ibe " Resurrection Assembly in this, 

world’ and ‘metempsychosis’ is 

a) that the Resurrection in this world would be the return¬ 

ing of the soul either to its [original] body that had been restored, 

]f the restored body should be the identical one, or to the body that 

has been recomposed from its original atomic body particles, if the 

body should not be the identical one that is restored: while 

bj Illicit | ‘metempsychosis’ would be tiic returning of the 

soul to the body of some [other soul as] beginning point. Or, there 

is the alternative that ihe Resurrection would he ill some other world- 
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3, [Baydawi's] position is that since a celestial sphere would 

be simple then its form would be a sphere. Our position is that WC 

do nor grant that every surrounding limit would be a simple entity. 

And even if that should be granted, still we wrould not grant the 

necessity of (hat simple entity being spherical in shape; L 44S and 

even if the necessity for that simple entity to be spherical in shape 

should be granted and there would occur a void between the two 

of them, still we would not grant that the void would be iinpossb 

bie. MS 230b In summary, the impossibility of them both [the 

Carden aaid the Fire] bring in another world would be based 

a) upon the simple nature of every7 surrounding limit, and 

b) upon the necessity of the simple entity being split:deal in 

shape, and 

•c) upon the rejection of the void, all of these premises being 

impossible. 

Hut if all of those promises should bo grantedf then why would it 

not be admissible that this world and the world in which the Garden 

and the Fire are should both, he spherical anti fixed within the vol¬ 

ume of a sphere greater than both oT them so there would not he 

a. void between them? 

Furthermore, we do not grant that ir there should be elements in 

that other world, that then they would hr similar IO the elements 

of this world in complete reality. T 219 For indeed, the neces¬ 

sity for the elements of the two worlds to he absolutely similar, that 

is, in their complete quiddity, would be impossible on account of 

the possibility of there being a di lie re nee in form or primal matter, 

in $phe of die fact that there would be some commonality among 

both the attributes and concomitants. For example, the beat fas. an 

element] of that world might be dry and fiery and extend out to 

the concavity of the sphere of that world's moon, like the Fiery beat 

of this world of ours. And the same can be said about the rest of 

the elements because of the admissibility of there being a common- 

alky among the dilferent components of a quiddity in both attrib¬ 

utes anti concomitants. 
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Baydawi said: L 44H, 1' 210 

77if garden and1 ifa jfrf cnp created entities 

a. A coroDarv tin this is that the Garden and Fire are both ere- r 

akd entities a doctrine opposed by Abu Hashim [al-Jubbadi] and 

Qadi \Abd al-Jabbar.s* 

1 r We have [GocTs| word, “. ., [There is a Garden| wide as 

the heavens and the earth, prepared for the God-rearing. ” [Q 3; L33]p 

a) Let no one say that [the Garden’s] breadth would equal 

the breadth of these two |i,e., heaven and earth | only if it should 

happen to fit within their spaces, nor I hat that would happen only 

after both of them had vanished, because of the impossibility of the 

interpenetration of bodies. This is Irecause 

b; the meaning [of the verse| is that [chc Garden’s] breadth 

is like the breadth of ihe two. according to [GotTsJ word, “Its breadth 

is like that of heaven and earth”, [0^57:21] and because 

c) its breadth is not exactly the same as the breadth of the 

I wo of them. 

2. We also have [God’s] word, “Have Godly fear regarding 

the Fire, the fuel of which is both men and stones; it has been pre¬ 

pared for unbelievers,” [O 2:24-]^ And further, Adam was given res¬ 

idence in the Garden, and his expulsion was from it. 

b. [Those who reject both the Garden and Fire] say that if the 

Garden should be something Created then ft would have no per¬ 

manence, because of the word of |Gt>d], 

“Everything is destructible, exeepl ITis countenance.” [Q^ 2fi-fi$] 

to this. conclusion i* false, on account of the Mont High’s statement, 

“[In (tie Gardetij ils food is always ready,” that is„ the food ready 

to Ixr eaten. [Q, 13:35] 

I. Our position is that the meaning of His statement, ^Everything 

is destructible/1 is in other words, Everything, oilier than [God], is 

destructible, being nonexistent within the limit of its own essence, 

M ($E-Qadi) Ahd al-Jabhar ibn Ahmad, d L 025, a Mu'EaziELte thnlogUn and 
leader. IIjf main work ii 

SJ Sre Lh<- article ''UjamifC' in (be Krt.1.2 hy L. Gartkt for a comtpklC summary 
of iradhing? about Lhc t/n dm. 

** See Lhc Eiii-J-2 for the two articles ‘■"DjahannanT1 Lry L. GamJel anJ "Nar'1 by 
T. 1’ahd. It would far ^ocml also In ounsull End-] lor (he article KDi;Lhiin,ria.in^ by 
13. Carra do- Vans, which did licit separate tfae two cuikeptS. 
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while in regard to |God] and. in view of Who He is, it is not so,- 

for nonfrmttncfi overtakes [everything else]. Atid even if {their argu¬ 

ment against the Garden and the Fire] should be granted it would 

be based on some particular meaning [derived from] bringing proof 

tests together, 
2, Furthermore, jGod's] word, “[In the Garden] its food, is 

always ready1", [O 1 3:35] has abandoned the literal meaning, because 

‘food In he eaten’ without doubt vanishes away by being eaten; but 

rather, the meaning ls that whenever any of [the ‘food to be eaten’] 

vanishes away, then more like it comes into existence immediately 

afterwards- Butt that fact does not deny the nonexistence of the 

Garden by one blink of the eyes [in time]. 

Isfahan! says: L 448. T 219, MS 2 30b; 9 

77w garden aitd tfic fat ur? created entities 

a. This fact is a corollary derived from the admissibility of the 

existence of [he Garden and Fire, Mow, assuming the admissibility 

of the existence of the Garden and the Fire, [scholars] have differed 

over whether [the Garden and Fire] exist as created entities at the 

present time, with the majority holding that the Garden L 449 

and the Fire do exist as created entities at the promt time, this 

doctrine being in opposition to the doctrine of Abu Hashim [al- 

jubba’j] and Qarii fAJbd al-Jabbar, 

1. Our position is based. on the statement of the Most High 

in the description of the Garden, ‘“[There is a Garden] wide as the 

heavens and the earth, prepared lor the God-fearing/’ [Q3:I33] hi 

tliis statement Cod Most High gave inlbrmarion about the prepa¬ 

ration of the Garden in terms of the past tense; thus, He indicated 

that it is a created entity at the present time, if it should be Other¬ 

wise, the implication would be that a falsehood had come from God 

Most High, which would be impossible. 

a} Let no one say that if the Garden should be a created 

entity now, then its breadth would be only the breadth of the heav¬ 

ens and earth. That conclusion would be False, and the logical neces¬ 

sity in use here is literal- The conclusion would be false because 

Ij [she Garden’s] breadcli would be the breadth cif the 

heavens and the earth only if it should [It within rise space occu¬ 

pied by both the heavens and earth, since if it should be plated 
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somewhere other than in their space or in only part of their space 

then its breadth would not be precisely their breadth, and 

2} its being placed in all (heir space would be possible 

only after the heavens and die earth would have vanished away 

because the tiitcrfHmeCration of bodies is impossible, so this "place¬ 

ment] would be impossible. 

b) Indeed^ our position is (hat the meaning intended by 

[God's] word, "[A Garden] wide as Lite heavens MS 231a and 

thr: earth” 3:133] is that it is like die breadth of the heavens 

and the earth, in accordance with Hi* statement, “Like the breadth 

of the heavens and the earth.” [Q, 57:21]” 

c} Moreover, since it would lw impossible for the breadth 

of the two to tie identical to the breadth of the Garden, therefore 7 

in that case it would be admissible that there be ahove (he Seventh 

Heaven an empty space whose bicadth would match dte breadth 

of the heavens and the earth, and that the Garden be | placed] 

within if 

2. And there ss [God's] word,, “Have Godly fear regarding liver 

Fire; its fuel is both men and stones, and it has been prepared for 

unbelievers.11 [0,2:111] Indeed,, llcJH has given information in terms 

of the past tense that the Fire has been prepared and created, and 

so it exists as a created entity at the present lime. Jf it should be 

otherwise, the implication would he that there was falsehood in Ihe 

information given by [GodJ Most High. Also, we hold that God 

Mosl High’s settling of Adam in the Garden anti then his expulsion 

from it because of Iris eating from the tree after being prohibited 

from doing so demonstrates dearly that the Garden is a created 

entity at (he present time. 

b, Abu Hadiim fal-jubbaJij and Qadi <Abd al-Jabbar held that if 

the Garden should be a created entity at the present time, then it 

would not be anything permanently continuous. 

I, Their conclusion is false, and their logic here is that the 

statement of the Most High, “Everything is destructible except lias 

countenance” [0,23:88] indicates that anything other than His coun¬ 

tenance would be destructible and subject to vanishing away to non- 

i! Although thr lest at Qur'an 57:2] i< singular, rending. [kiiAtrjl al-surna1 , ,J, 

bliiluLTu Freely makes "heaven1- plural, I., T, the MS and MS Gaereu 
reading, [EJ-3wn£wa.(. ..], a.? in Qur’an 3:133- 

* MS; [ta-iiuia Allah iVala.' ak.hl>ar:i]. 
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existence, and since ihe Garden h something other than God Most 

High it might therefore vanish away so nonexistence, so tt would 

siot he permanent, 

2, The conclusion is false because of the statement of the Most 

High, 

"fin the Garden] its food is always ready1]Q. l&So] that is* the 

food of the Garden [prepared! Lto be eaten-1 would be always ready, 

And if the ‘food to be eaten3 of the Garden should be always ready, 

then the existence of she Garden would be permanent, since the 

permanent readiness of die Garden’s ‘food to be eaten1 without the 

Garden having permanence would be unthinkable, 

C, Furthermore, [these dissenting scholars hold], if it should be 

established that the Garden would not be a created entity at the 

present time, I lien that would imply also that the Fi re would not be 

a created entity as (he present time, 

Our author, [Biiydawi], replied to this first [conditional part of 

the preceding sentence] that the inference here would be disallowed, 

and to the second [inferential part of it] that the false conclusion 

would be disallowed. Regarding die disallowance of the inference 

made here, it is because the fact that [the Gardeei] would be a cre¬ 

ated entity at the present time does not imply that its permanence 

would be lacking. 

d. Bosh [Abu Hashim al-Jubba*i and Qadi ‘Abd al-Jabbar] held 

that the statement of the Most High, “Everything is destructible 

except 11 is countenance,” [Q_2B:8bj indicates that everything except 

God Most High will become nonexistent, 

1, We [Jslsihani] do not grant that [God’s] statement, ' Everything 

is destructible except His countenance”, indicates, that everything 

except God Most High L 450 will become nonexistent. Indeed, 

its meaning is that everything except God Most High will he non¬ 

existent within the limit of its own essence, as well as in regard to 

[God's] essence and in view of Who He is, but not in regard to the 

fact of [God] being the Existential Cause, This is because everything 

other than God Most High2* is merely a possible reality, and a pos¬ 

sible reality, in regard to its own essence, k not eligible for exist¬ 

ence, so with regard to its own essence, it would not be an existent. 

L,and MS Garreu nrmf fimatu]; but the MS names ttu: antecedent 
Ln piai.T of (tie relative pronoun. 
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And the statement's meaning is not iliat nonexistence overtakes every- 

tilling except God Most High. So, there vs no imptitatioa MS 231b--- 

from the fact that the Garden is a created entity at the present 

time—that nonexistence will overtake it. And. even if it should be 

granted that its meaning k that nonexistence will overtake every¬ 

thing aside from God Most High, T 220 

2. there is a specific: reference to this question in God’s state- 

mem, “[ha the Garden] its food is always ready.” This indicates that 

the Garden would have permanence for reasons that have preceded; 

so then the meaning would he that nonexistence overtakes every¬ 

thing aside from God Most fligh and the* Garden* and the specific 

reference is only the joining together of these two proofs. And since 

it was a specific reference, there is no implication from the fact that 

the Garden is a created entity at the present time that nonexistence 

will overtake it. Regarding the disallowance of the false conclusion, 

that is because we do not grant that [God’s] word. 4l[ln the Garden] 

its food is always ready,” |(£ 15:35] indicates the permanent con¬ 

tinuance of the tharden. That is because the statement of (he Most 

High, “[In the Garden] its focal k always ready”, abandons the lit¬ 

eral meaning since (he meaning of “[its] Food” is “(bod to be eaten ”, 

and the permanent continuance of the ‘food to he caters1 would be 

impossible because the ‘food to be eaten’ without doubt would van¬ 

ish away in being eaten, so it could not possibly be permanent. 

Rather, the meaning is that whenever any of the ‘food to be eaten’ 

vanishes away by being eaten, more like it comes into existence 

immediately afterwards. But that fact does not deny the non exis¬ 

tence of the Garden by one blink of the eyes |m time], 

Baydawi said: I. 450, T 220 

’Topic 4a: Ike AiuH&zjlak on reward and punishment 

a. Reward. The Muiazilali of Basrah hold (hat a reward for human 

obedknee is a duty of God Most High* an obligation upon Him. This 

is because He prescribed burdensome duties as part of our religion 

for us only for a purpose, since iL is impossible to impute to Him 

an action empty of any putposc, and the credit for any benef its docs 

belong to Him. That purpose would be either 

L die octiurrence of some benefit for us* or 

2. our protection Ifom some Eotis. The second alternative is 
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false* because if [God] should have continued us hi nonexistence 

then we would have had rest and wc would not have needed those 

hardships. Tile first alternative is that there would Ik- either some 

benefit that preceded [the Resurrection], but that would be repug¬ 

nant Eo reason, or one that was subsequent [to Hie Resurrection], 

which is our logical goal, 

Further, the Most High's statement, . As a recompense for their 

[good] deeds”, [Q 32:17] and others like it, indicates that [good] 

deeds call for a reward. 

Our [Baydawi] jmsitlon is that we liave made it plain that there 

is neither a hidden purpose lor His action nor a cause behind Hi? 

judgment Still, wc would ask. why would not all the previous exam¬ 

ples ol LHisj gracious treatment be sufficient in reckoning benefits 

received, [and why would notj all discontent be prohibited]1 How 

should it not be so, when the Mu.'tazilah require it as a duty to be 

active both m thankful ness and in logical reasoning about one:H expe¬ 

riential knowledge, as an intellectual task regarding all previous exam¬ 

ples of His gracious treatment? The verse does not prove that there 

is an obligation, but the fact of [human] action being a sign and 

indication is sufficient to make use of the term “reward.11 

b. Pwiishtn&it. In addition, the Mu'laailah and the Khawarij hold 

that it is. an obligation for [God] to punish [now in the present] an 

unbeliever and anyone who commits a dreadful great sin.^ because 

1. a pardon would amount to an equalization between a pr¬ 

ison who is obedient and one who is disobedient, and because 

2. the appetite lor evildoing is built into us so that if wc were 

not capable of being interrupted by punishment, that appetite would 

[seem Lo] be a temptation to [evil, placed before us on Cod*s parti,11 

and because 

M The “ Promise |of re^ardj artel tin; Threat (of punishment)11 is one of the five 

fundamental principles of MLi'lazitah doctrine. Sec the article '‘Mu'tnailaby 

D, Gimarcl in the Kri-E-2, v. 7. pp. 7flb C J he Mu'tazilah arc joined with tlte 

Khawarij in this doctrine because the latHr iToup wvus twted for its Strict assertion 

rtf Qur'fltttc authority and interpretation. Sfe \V.M. Wan, j^&iitsrc PhiUuophy and 
Tkwtigf, <itj Extended Swrtr*, Second Edition, Edinburgh University Press, [1985), pp. 
12 and 52. 

51 [ighrfi^an ‘ a3ayhi] here -tt Ssyids.wi'; iev.t provides only a weak, unspoken infer¬ 

ence Efral God would incite to temptation. Mention. of God could jnsf a* well he 

omitted litre. Bot L&hanL.. jt: the matching section of Ins commentary, specifically 

indicates that God is die antecedent of falayhi] by -lidding [ta'ala'), making it an 

i.jiarbinkthtc iiilcrttice. 
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3-, the Most High announced that both the unbeliever and the 

evildoer would enter (he Fire in a number of places [in the Qur'an], 

and anything contrary L 451 to His announcement would be 

impossible. 

L a. In answer to the rin?t point, it is that even if' [God] should 

not punish a disobedient person but should not give him the reward 

due an obedient person, then it would not be a case or equalization. 

2. -a. And to the second point the answer is that an over¬ 

whelming emphasis on die side of punishment by warning and threat¬ 

ening would lie sufficient to restrain [a wrongdoer], and the anticipation 

of pardon before repentance would be the same as the anticipation 

of it after repentance. 

3. -a, And to the third point the answer is that there is not a 

tiling [he,, in the traditional evidence] to indicate that punishment 

is a necessity in and of itself 

e. Then [the Muha/ilah and Kliawarij] said tlial the 11 incut against 

a person who commits a dreadful great sin would not be suspended 

[in the future] -just us is the thrcul against un unbeliever [is not 

suspendedJ,—for the Ibllowing reasons: 

a) 'Ihere are verses that include the expression, “’eternity” 

in the threat to [a sinner], ns in the statement of the Most High, 

‘Think of one who has accumulated an evil record and is now 

surrounded with [the acquired result of] his sin . . . [people like that 

are well acquainted with the Fire, and will be there for eternity]7*, 

[Q 2:81] and! 

“Whoever disobeys God and His Messenger,., [God will pul that 

one into an eternal FireJ’y |Q_4:I4| and 

“Whoever hills a believer intentionally ... [for him ihc recompense 

is being in Hell for eternity].” [Q_ 4:93] 

b) There Is the statement of the Most High describing them, 

“From [their place in the hire] they will not t^e found absent!” 

(Q 82: ] fi] 
c) A wicked sinner ought to be punished according to his 

wickedness, but that might cancel out what he had earned in the 

way of reward, depending on whatever mutual cancellation there 

might lie between the two [categories]. 

a) -a. The answer to the first fof these reasons] is that eter¬ 

nity is a veiy long sojourn, and its use in this sense is frequent. 

b) a. To the second [reason] the answer is [hat the mean¬ 

ing intended by 'insolent libertines11 is those who are completely 
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wicked, and they are unbelievers, as in indicated by [GodPsj word: 

L<Thcy arc unbelievers* insolent libertines’’^ 80:42] and as is shewn 

by the agree mem between [this verse] and verses indicating that 

there is a special punishment for unbelievers, as [God] has said: 

‘Today shame and evii have come upon unbelievers,” [Q 16:27] 

'indeed, it has been revealed to us that torment is for anyone 

who has disbelieved and turned away/" [Q. 20:48] 

“Whenever a group [of unbelievers] would be thrown into [the 

FireJ its guards would ask them* 'Did no one come to warn you?' 

and they would say, lQ yes, someone came to warn us, hut ivc 

treated them as Kars/" [Q.67:8 9J 

’“No one will lx: burning in [the Fire] except the worst* who said 

it was a lie and then turned away [from the message]/1 [Q 92: If)-16] 
“ . , On the day when God will not let shame «)me on the Prophet 

or those who believed with him/* [Q 66:8] 

Further, a sinning wrongdoer might be a believer, according to 

[God’s] word: 

“And if two parties of believers should be killing each other,, ” 

49:9] On account ol‘ this [verse| Muqatil ibn Su layman and the 

Murji’ah decided that they would not be punished. 

c;-a. The third [reason] is answered by rejecting both their 

earnings: and their debts, and by the fact that the earning would be 

of punishment if the earning or reward should fail, Bni then the case 

would be either that 

l. something would be cancelled from [their account| by way 

of an equalization, as is the doctrine of Abu Has him [aljubba’i], 

or that 
2- no cancellation would Ire made, as is the doctrine of his 

father [Abu *A3i Muhammad al-Jubba3i], ln>th of them being false 

doctrines, 

1. a. [To answer], the first K these alternatives} is faulty, 

because the effective causation of each of them [resulting id] the 

nonexistence of the other would he either simultaneously or metes- 

sivcly. The first of these [latter two] would be impossible, because 

it requires the existence of IhhIi of them white they are both non¬ 

existent; and likewise, the second of these would be impossible, 

because the one that would Ire overcome as tailed would never return 

a$ victorious, 

2, -a, [To answer], the second [of these alternatives] is [also) 
faulty, because it would mean the nullifying and neglect of ohedi- 
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once, and it would be invalid because of |GocTs| word: "Whoever 

does a mate's weight of good shall see it [in his account],” [1> 99:7JSS 

Isfahani says: L 4-51 _ T 220, MS 23lb:9 

Fiipii 4ar The Mtitunlah oh mmtd and puniihmtnl 

a, Rzw&d. The position of the Muhazilab of Basrah is that giv¬ 

ing a reward lor human obedience is a duly of God Most High, an 

obligation upon Him for two reasons. 

1. God prescribed burdensome duties as pan of our religion, 

so one can only conclude L 452 that the prescription of them 

either is not for any purpose, or it is Inr a purpose. The Ibrmer 

alternative is false, because the prescription of them for no purpose 

would be an art of futility which is impossible [to impute to God], 

and the latter alternative inevitably would he that the purpose is 

either something in re turn for [God], or something in return for 

Of these options the former is false, because of the impossibility of 

benefits returning to [God]; and the Lai ter, namely, that the purpose 
T 221 would be something in return For us, muse he that the pur¬ 

pose is to obtain cither 

a] some advantage for us, or 

b) our protection from some harm 

The second alternative here fb} is false, because if the purpose 

should be to protect us from some harm, then continuing lis in non- 

32 F,ll. Rad has provided very liirLe towftrd (his section. White he has anf mainly 

orthodox Sunni, starements, noc organized just as llaydawi has them. Mis sailerest. 

dearly is with the orthodox positions. Cf. Radi's Mubassal, pp. 235-236. 

Ori Lise oiher hand, ii U evident that Baydawi and Isfahan! (aloof; with 'Adud 

(J.f)in Iji in his ]t 7^ sl-falm, pp. 37G flf. in. ‘M&wqLP 15 r>rt Tradnkmi&l 
ctcx-l rinesi have available and chat they make us.<; of expensive Mu[taziLah writing*,, 

as for Ltislance three of the; Mi/tazilah leader Qada (Abd aljabbar sbn Ahmad, 

[325? 415/1025} in his Afugkni and mher lilies. Still we cannot imagine that Rad 

did nert have (lie same records available to him. As a side speculation, bnweveT, 

since these extensive Mu^tozilah writing? were not generally available lu modem 

scholarship from snurccs in rhe central Islamic regions, hue instead were discovered 

tit compajativdy recent Limes (about 1959, according In Richard M. Frank in hb 

Brwjjr rmrf YAust AttnbiiUt, p- 5] otlly in Saii'a', YerrtetL. an Isiriifili Stron^Hld, it b 
interring' to contemplate the possibility of [here having b$Ctt some atwmpt m emd. 

mate in a thorough way any Mu^tazilah writings in the central Islamic regions where 

only Sunni doctrines were acceptable. A probable reason for this survival of doc¬ 

uments; in Vesnin is [bar ii w*s the polirkiil teiiitr of the pro*Mii‘(^iUh group*, 

tht Zaydi and Imami Shiahs 
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existence would have hem preferable, because if [Ciod] had contin¬ 

ued us in nonexistence then, we would have had resi and would not 

have needed those burdens and the hard labor they involve. Bui 

when He did not continue us in nonexistence He gave an indica¬ 

tion that the purpose [of our religious obligations] is not [merely] 

to protect us from harm. So it is ihe first alternative above, namely, 

(a) that the purpose [of the obligations imposed] is to obtain some 

advantage tor us; [and this means] 

1) cither that the advantage would precede the imposi¬ 

tion of duties*-—as for example, [advantages like] existence, [he pos¬ 

session of both external acid internal body members, a living nature, 

health and the provision of daily food and other thing!; that health 

depends upon, MS 232a-~ but this alternative is repugnant to rea¬ 

son, because it is not appropriate for the Noble and All-Wise One 

in His goodness to shuiv favor to someone and then impose on him 

heavy [religious] obligations without the one imposed upon receiv¬ 

ing any advantage cither at the time of imposition or afterwards, 

2) or that the advantage would be secured after the oblig¬ 

ations had been performed, which is the desired logical goal [in our 

argument]. Thus, the reward would be an ‘appropriate advantage*, 

which is the purpose for the imposition of the obligations. So it is 

established [hat ihe purpose of die impositions is the reward for per¬ 

forming them. Therefore, [say the Muhaailah. ihe reward] would be 

an obligation upon God Most High. 

2. In the second [reason for an obligation being upon God to 

give a reward, the MuTazilab hold that God’s] worth—”, , . [There 

wall Iwr women|, ryes lovely as hidden pearls, in recompense for all 

llieir [good] deeds", [Q_ 56:22-24]—indicates that [a believer's] per¬ 

formance of duty is a reason for the reward. 

1, a. In answer to their first reason, our position is what we 

have made plain—in Book 2, Topic 5 of Section 3, on the acts [of 

God]—that there is no hidden purpose behind His action nor is 

there some cause affecting HEs judgement. Nevertheless, why would 

not an acknowledgement lor previous benefits be sufficient as a pur¬ 

pose for the duties imposed, with any repugnance being ruled out 

in either case [l.c., whether it would or would not be sufficient]. To 

fact, nothing repugnant may stand in relation to God Most High; 

so how could the purpose of the imposed duties, namely, the fact 

that an advantage occurred prior to the imposition of’ the duties, 

have anything repugnant about it? Further, the Mu^tazilah have 
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required it as a [believers) duty to acknowledge actively and to apply 

logical reasoning to our experiential knowledge because of all the 

past examples of [GckFs] gracious treatment. 

2.-a. An in answer to their second reason, the [Qur’an] verse, 

the statement of [God] Most High, . In recompense for all their 

[good] deeds", [Q, 56:22] dties not prove that |he reward from God 

Most High is an obligation upon Hijni1 bin rather, it proves that His 

word does come to pass. Further, the term “reward” is a reference 

CO the answer lo a statement assumed to have been interposed^ a 

summary of the interposition being that God made the reward as 

recompense tor deeds performed: and the recompense for a certain 

thing requires that it be made conformable u> it,, as Lhc common 

saying js, ”lf you do well Tor me, then accordingly you will have [so 

much as a reward],” A summary of the- answer given would be to 

say, “We do not grant that the recompense for a thing must be 

conformable to it, but rather, it would be sufficient in applying the 

term 1. 455 ‘recompense1 to the reward that, the action performtid 

would be a distinguishing sign of [the recompense] and would: point 

to it rt 

b- Purii.iltment. In addition, the Mu'tazilah and the Khawarij hold 

that it h an obligation upon God [nowr in the present] to punish an 

unbeliever, and anyone, who commits a dreadful great sin, for three 

reasons: 

L Pardon for an unbeliever and for one who commits a dread¬ 

ful greal sin would require logically that there he equality between 

an obedient person and a disobedient one on account of this equal 

treatment of them in die lack of punishment, but an equality between 

these two necessarily would exclude justice; and [God] Most High 

is just by consensus, MS 232b 

2, The appetite for evil is built into us, SO if we were inca¬ 

pable of being interrupted by punishment for the wickedness, then 

that appetite would [seem to] be a temptation on [God’s] part for 

US to commit wickedness. [ This is because] if we should doubt the 

punishment for wickedness, with the appetite for wickedness and the 

motivation to it created in us, then we would not abandon wicked¬ 

ness ( because attaining the objects of our appetites would be real¬ 

ised along wilh there being doubt about punishment for it. 

3. God Most High has announced in numerous places [in the 
QinAnij iliat both the unbeliever and the evildtjcr would cuter the 

Fire, as when He said. 
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''Unbeliever's will be driven to Hdt in groups”, [Q_ 39:7If and, 

"We will drive evildoers to Hell as animals arc driven to a water¬ 

ing place.” [Q I! 9:86] Any contradiction of die announcement of 

God Most High would be impossible, therefore, ii is an obligation 

"upon God| that the unbeliever, and anyone, who commits a dread¬ 

ful great sin should go into die Fire. 

1. -a. The answer to their first reason si chat pardon for a dis¬ 

obedient person would not imply necessarily that he is equal to an 

obedient person* because even if the Most High docs not punish fhe 

disobedient one, He will not reward him as He does the obedient 

person, so no equality of treatment is implied, assuming there would 

be pardon for the disobedient one. 

2. -a. The answer to the second reason is that an interruption 

by punishment is not implied in seating the prohibition against dis¬ 

obedient actions. Indeed* the overwhelming dominance of the pun¬ 

ishment side over [dial of the] pardon in expressing warning and 

threat would be sufficient to cause restraint, that is, in preventing 

disobedient behavior. And if pardon before repentance logically should 

be a temptation to evildoing, then pardon after repentance logically 

would be a temptation also, in the very same way you [opponents] 

have mentioned, since you do admit supporting a pardon after repen¬ 

tance lor one who commits a dreadful great sin; so, this implication 

[i.e., of being a temp talon to evildoing] would be a commonality to 

both options, Therefore, whatever your reply would be to [the charge 

of ihis temptation, thrill would also be our reply to it. 

3-a. The answer to the third reason is that not one thing in 

diose verses in itself indicates an obligation to punish a dreadful 

great sin. Hut rather, the most on (his topic dint. any of them indi¬ 

cates ia the fact that punishment docs occur. But it docs not indi¬ 

cate that a drea-dlul great sin snakes the punishment obligatory, which 

is the point here. 

c, 77vr Ajulaztfok doctrine continues: furthermore, after having affirmed 

that there is an obligation fupon God, now in the present] to pun¬ 

ish the person who commits a dreadful great sin, the threat [of pun¬ 

ishment! to one who commits a great sin will not he terminated |in 

the future[, just as the threat to an unbeliever will not be termi¬ 

nated, For a number of reasons: 

1. There are the verses containing the expression, “eternity”, 

in the throat to those who commit dreadful great sins, as the Most 

High has said: 
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"Think of one who has pi ted up jin evil record and is now sur¬ 

rounded with [ihe acquired result of] his sin . , . [such people] are 

well acqusuntcd with the Fire, and will be there for eternity!" | 

"Whoever disobeys God and His Messenger „ . , [his punishment 

is I the Fire [of Hell] MS 233a wherein he will he for stem it y.111 

[Q 4:141s* L 454 
"Whoever kills a beEiever inieiuionally. ,. "1 222 [Ins recom¬ 

pense is HcH wEtcrein he will be for eternity],” [Q_ 4:113] 

This is because the term* "whoever'', in the [preceding] three 

verses is inclusive and applies 10 everyone who has accumulated an 

evil record* everyone who disobeys God, everyone who kills, as welt 

us anyone who commits a dreadful great sin, and even though he 

should be a hcliever, he has accumulated an evil record, disobeyed 

God, and killed a believer intentionally. 

2. There is the Most High's statement describing [all] those 

who commit the dreadful great sins: 

“Indeed* insolent Libertines shall certainly be in Hell’s Fire, scorch¬ 

ing there on the Day of Judgment, and from it they will never be 

absent,” [Q, 62:14-16] This [verse| indicates: that insolent libertines, 

including those who commit the dreadful great Him* continue per¬ 

manently in the Fire,11 since LI' they should exit from it they would 

become ‘absent from if, but ibe verse indicates they are never “absent 

from It.1 

3, A [sinning, yet believing] wicked person merits punishment 

for his wickedness, in accordance with what has preceded; but the 

punishment he would earn for his wickedness might destroy what¬ 

ever reward the wicked person had earned before he committed evil, 

according to the degree of mutual cancellation there would be between 

his punishment and reward. This it because punishment is some¬ 

thing permanently harmful that is deserved, being devoid of reward 

and accompanied by contempt, while reward is something perma¬ 

nently advantageous that is deserved, being accompanied by pres¬ 

tige and free of any suspicion. Therefore, the two [kinds of | earnings 

would be impossible to bring together. 

ai Isfahani's quote paraphJ^ses the Qur'an ar chu enrf: QUR'AN [4:14}—[yuri- 
khiHtu narmi rdViliilim r? 11. ij1; ISFAHAN I [2m2iu iuii jjahaonam kh&hdajn fiMj, 

31 The term insolent libertines1 faLTuprJ, earlier has been applied specially no 
the disbelieving. Here, li seem* to Ljo broadened in 9nope, "inshiciing those whn 
com.rn.Lt the dncadliil great sins.1" More probably, [be meaning is thac, of course, 
'dlsbtlieF 1* dst* joined with the ctHnutifsion of anti Emit] (fins. 
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[-'A. Die answer to the first reason ia that eternity is a very 

long sojourn, and the use of [the tcnn[ “eternity'11 in this sense,, that 

is, as a very lone; sojourn, is frequent and needs no mention because 
it is well-known. 

2,-a, The answer to the second reason is that “insolent lib¬ 

ertines1^ means fall] those who are completely licentious, and they 

arc unbelievers, as indicated by the statement of the Most High, 

“They arc unbelievers, insolent libertines.” [Q 8(1 :42] It is necessary 

that “insolent libertines” be predicated of “unbelievers*1 in order to 

make the correlation between 

a} [God’s [ word, “Indeed, insolent libertines shall certainly 

be in Hell s Fire1, [Q 82:14] and 

b) the verses indicating a special punishment for unbeliev¬ 

ers, as in the [following] statements of the Most High: 
“Today shame arid evil have amt upon unbelievers.” [Q. 16:27] 

Tliis verst1 indicates that shame is applied specifically to unbelievers, 

Bui then there is lher fact that shame comes upon anyone who enters 

the Fire, according to [God’s| word: 

“O our TordT anyone You have rn^de enter the Fire You have 

utterly shamed.” [O 3:192] So, if the shame should come only upon 

unbelievers! then the implication would be that only unbelievers 

would enter the Fire. 

[God said| quoting Moses, “indeed, it has been revealed lo us 

that torment is for any one who has treated the message as a lie 

and turned away.” [Q, 2fl:4Rf This verse ±MS 233h indicates that 

special torment will he applied to anyone who has treated the mes¬ 

sage as a lie and turned away. Therefore, anyOEie who has not treated 

the message as a lie and turned away would not have torment com¬ 

ing to trim, and anyone who commits a dreadliil great sin would 

not be [necessarily'] one who haw disbelieved and has turned away, 

so torment would [tot reads him. And, 

“Whenever a group [of unbelievers| would be thrown into |thc 

fire] its guards would ask them. ll>id no one come to warn you?1 

and they would says O yes, someone came to warn us, but we 

treated them as liars, and said, 'God has not sent anything down, 

you are greatly mistaken,”1 [Q 67:8 9) This verse indicates that 

whenever a group of people were throwra into the Fire, they would 

$ayf “Yea, someone came to warn us^ but we treated them as bars 

and said. LGod has not sent anything down, you are greatly mis¬ 

taken.'11 Here1 is clear evidence tliat the people thrown into the Fire 
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are those who treat [the message] a% a lie and deny that God Most 

High has sent down anything as a revelation, [that is], they arc 

unbeliever*. L 455 And, 

“No one will he burning in [the Fire] except (lie worst, anyone 

who treated [the message] as a lie and turned away, ” [Q.92:15-I6] 

[This means lhat| anyone who committed a dread Eiil great sin* but 

has not treated [the message] as a lie and turned away will not be 

burned in |the Fire]. And, 

, On the day when God will not let shame COrne on the Prophet 

or those who believed[Q, 66:U] 

Nowr, an Insolent libertine1 might l>e a ‘believer1 according to 

[God's] word: 

“If two parties of believers should be killing each cither then make. 

peace between them: and if one of the two should break the peace 

and commit an outrage against the other, then you must batik 

against the group that treacherously committed the outrage, until 

they agree to the authority of God.11 [Q, 49:0] [God] Called those 

people “believers" in the very situation where lie described them as 

committing a wrong of treachery,13 and that was a dreadful great 

sjua, $o3 if an insolent Ijbemne should be a believer then he would 

not be put to shame. 11 was on account of these verses indicating 

that torment [in the lire] is, reserved specifically for the disbeliev¬ 

ing,. that Muqatil ihn SuLaynian and the MurjPah finally decided 

that those [believers] who commit the dreadful great sins would not 

be punished [in the Fire], 

3, —a. The answer to the third reason is to rjIc out both kinds 

of earnings; we do not grant chat there is an earning of cither reward 

or punishment. Such JcarningJ would be implied only if obedience 

should be the cause for the earning of reward, and disobedience the 

cause for the earning of punishment, but that is ruled out. And 

[even] if we should gram [that ihere are] holh kinds of earnings, 

si ill we would not grant the exclusion of both kinds of earnings. The 

exclusion of both kinds of earning would be implied only if E>oih 

reward and punishment should be limited to [the category7 of] being 

permanent, hue this is ruled out. Indeed, the reward E>cing a delayed 

benefit, and punishment being a delayed harm, poses a more gen- 

eral question than whether each is permanent or not. 

“ The MS alurt* rfads, [bi-al-eiad]; L, T, MS Gama 9&9H& and MS G*rn?u- 
Yafiudii 44t3fi rCrtdj. [bi-Al-b^ghyj. 
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[A further answer to the third reason is] tti the fact that if the 
earning of punishment should cancel out hie earning of reward, then 
the case would be either that some pail of the earning of punish¬ 
ment would he cancelled ouL by way of a balance, as in rhe doc¬ 

trine of Abu Has him [al-Jubba]i], or that nothing at all would be 
cancelled from the earning of punishment, as in the doctrine of his 
father Abu ^All [Muhammad al-Jubbahj. For example, if a man 
should haw an earning of ten portions of reward, and then com¬ 
mit an act Cmm which the earning would be ten portions MS 234a 

of punishment, then the case would be either 
a) that the earning from the1 new factor of punishment would 

cancel out the earning of reward, and [in turn] [the earning of pun¬ 

ishment] would be cancelled out itself by way of a balance, or 
b) that [the earning of punishmcnl| would caned out the 

earning of reward, and not be cancelled out itself. Htywcver. both 

of these alternatives are faulty. 
a) a. [To answer], (he first alternative [just above is faulty] 

because the reason for the disappearance of the earning of reward 
would be the appearance of the earning of punishment, and the lat¬ 
ter likewise, because the reason for the disappearance of the earn¬ 
ing of punishment would be the existence of the earning of reward. 
For each of the earnings,—the earning of punishment and the earn¬ 
ing of reward,—has effective causation in the nonexistence of the 
other, so the effective causation of each of the two earnings upon 

the nonexistence of the other would be either 
1) simultaneously or 
2) successively. 
l)-a. [Answering], the first option here would he impos¬ 

sible, because tin: effective causation of each upon the nonexistence 
of the Other implies that both would be existent at the same lime 
that both would be nonexistent, because the reason for the nonex¬ 
istence of each of them is the existence of the other. Thus, if T 223 
both should be. nonexistent simultaneously, then they both would be 
existing simultaneously, since a cause must exist at the time its effect 
takes place; so the implication would be that die existence of both 
would be simultaneous with the nonexistence of both. 

2}-a. [Answering], likewise the second option here, namely, 
that the effect of each upon the nonexistence of the other would be 
successively, L 456 also would be impossible, because it implies 
that the one that was overcome and cancelled out would return as 
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c.Ik- one that does the overcoming and cancelling out* but in fad dir 
one overcome and cancelled cut does not return as the fine that 

cancels out and overcomes, 
bj-a, [ I'o ansiver], the second alternative [above] + namely, 

that the punishment earnings that occur would cancel out the ear¬ 

lier reward earnings but that the punishment earnings themselves 

would not be cancelled out —-is faulty, because it would mean the 

nullification and neglect of obedience, and it would be invalid because 

of [Gmi] Most High's statement, 

“VVhoev^T tines a mote's weight of good shall see it [in liis account]/' 

[O 99:7\ 

Haydawi said: I- 456, 1’ 223 

Topic 4R; Hit: A$hticirari on reward and pnnuhmcnt 

The doctrine of our colleagues [of the Asha£irah] is that 

a. Divine reward is fan act of] favor from God Most High but 

divine punishment is [an act of] justice from Him. 

1, A person's behavior is a [proven] indicator [of his destiny], 

[as we say,] “Everyone is. easily amenable to that lor which he was 

created,”3* 

K Proverb, "Everyone is easily amoiiahJft ..[found here at I, 4hG:5|. The 
context of ii& use by the Prophet is given in .i'lawra Abu fiauKirab aUSunnah, 
^47tJy: Qw.->iivK [directed to Muhammad): '"Are the people destined for the Garden 
[o be known from the people destined for the Fire?11, .fruitur: "■Yes.1'1 Q\uiltau\ '‘Then, 
is [their destiny known] in dir behavior of jjeopie?" djinurr "Everyone is easily 

■amenable to that for which he was CftSWd,’1 
Mote haw Eayda^i and Ldahuisi iiiC^rporair the raying into the Sunni orthodox 

argument. Sirangdy however, Iji in his seems nut Lo have recumied the 
saying in his coverage of the sutne material. Therefore,. lji and his tutor (atsumiii^ 
[hey Iwich attended the lecmrcs) tnay Itavr rakpn ihis cthhbp i>l'lr-n’.Tiiftilher in :m 

earlier or later Cycle than did [sdhhans and his tutor lather, and so missed hearing 
Eaydawi's l&: of this proverb as an illustration in the lecture. Jt appears to be an 
original usage in this context by Baydawu not beiog fovnd in F.D. Razi's Afokasstii. 

The context, in Which the proverb wa$ quoted hy the Prophet, as collected in 
die Hadith can be seen as closely related to the doctrine of ‘latency and appear¬ 
ance as applied to character ii-alrs amt iiLtclJeciua] qualities. [bit': earlier discussion 
of this doctrine [in hook I, Section '1, Chapter S, Topic 2 “Pkychk Qualities", 
Subtopic "Tenrirption and Knowledge” Isfahani’s treatment of Ibn Sina's Theory 
of Perception] mentioned aL-Na^iani as an adherent itutl supporter, and indicated 
a relationship to Stoicism. So we surmise that the Proverb here quoted is of Greek 
Stoic origin. 

Baydawi's unhappy experience ju^K1- in Shiraz Suggests another juridical sce¬ 
nario for his use of this proverb, If 3lS used it c&rdcsdy <0 needle hi-s fellow citizen 
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b, For the believer who is compliant to acts of obedience God 

will assign immortality in His Gardens it] fkitfULment of His promise; 

bun a stubborn disbeliever He will tormetn forever in His Haines in 

accorcUmce willi His wamiug thrral. 

c, [God's] threat to a disobedient Ij^lievcr will be terminated, in 

accordance with I [is word: “Whoever does a mote's weight of good, 

shalE see it fin his account][Q 99:71 Bui he shall not see it until 

after [his] deliverance from torment, [for Gods] word is: "God indeed 

forgives all sins.7’ [Q. 39:53] 

[This is also in accordance with] the Prophet's statements; 

"Whoever says, ‘There is no [otherj god at all but God’s shall 

enter die GardenV' and also, 

“A non-believer striving in earnest endeavor and seeking guidance 

may hope for divine pardon through [God’s] &vor and kindness..” ^ 

IT an objection should be raised to the effect that: 
I. The physical powers of one’s body are not capable of per- 

forming actions that are unlimited in degree, because they have been 

divided up by the division of their substrate; so if the body substrate 

of half of them, for example, should move, then either 

a) I hey would move with limited motions and the motion 

of the whole would be twice the motion of the part, because the 

ratio between the two eflects would be ihe same as tlie ratio between 

the two effective cause*, and half of something limited would be lim¬ 

ited, or 

bi they would activate motions unlimited in degree; so if 

the coral physical power should riot receive an increase, then every¬ 

thing having with ri something else would be the same as whar had 

nothing with it, and if [the total physical power] should be increased, 

then ihc increase would occur where there was no limitation and in 

defendants, when, paining jurijgincni cm clir-tu naturally Jr would deepen their hostil¬ 
ity h> his pnuimjnrranerics, and [heir publiL- snpprm of ihc nwwcmi'nls which twice; 
Ird lo remm il from office would have inrreased. From itiea: defeais wiLh their 
punishment of his self-cslccm il appears dial lie finally gained wisdom of 'soul1 in 
cottmjUiriR and espresiins His sharp ‘inLellecL". a benefit ultimately reaching to all, 
his sLLKfeLvry St:c p. 4++, note (HE? foe other tisctittian, 

1} Htidltb, “‘Whoever says “There is- no god at all but fistl1.. " [at L 456:9], 
indexed under “Unity" as recorded in many places, c.g,: -ImiM al-Hfnkfow. 

Vlat, #46; AtUfiim, I man, #52, 
l3 H adi i h, ''Ail unbeliever striving itt endeirai ;itvd guidance ,. ,w, 

[at L 450:dJ indexed in Wejuaiuk’j //mr/fow* under 1 Krtfit" n% bonis, recorded in 
Siihih a{-BiJJiArt, btitilbat al-riiuftaddln, #3-; Mini \fu-\Uw-, liiian, #155“ iWI. 
n-v. 
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the aspect in which ii was not limited, which would be impossible;— 

and 

2. Morcvcr, [the objection should include the condition that] 

ii' something should be coin posed ol" the primary elements and be 

in unceasing heat then its moisture would decrease until it would 

vanish completely and then there would come an extinction of the 

heat Eind a disintegration of the body, so how could reward and 

punishment be continuous?—and 

3, Furthermore, [the objection should include the condition 

that] the continuance of a living nature together with its- continu¬ 

ance in being burned is inconceivable.— 

1 —a, ['hen [to this whole objection (1+ 2, 3)| we would answer 

that ihe first jM>inL is based on 

a) deniul of the atom, 

b) the effectiveness ol' the physical! power in its substrate. 

and 

c) the fact that a portion of the power would be a power. 

And the demonstration [by you opponents] would not stand upon 

these grounds. However, this power is counteracted by the move¬ 

ments of die celestial spheres and is repelled from us because our 

physical powers, accoidsng to our doctrine, are accidental [in nature] 

and so it may be that they pass away and ljefomc renewed. 

2 —a. As answer to the second point, it is disallowed, because 

(he statement about the physical constitution and (he composition 

of tilings produced from die primary elements is not a certainty, and 

the effect caused by heat upon moisture results in its dissipation only 

if nutrimenr should be prevented from being supplied to the body 

equal in measure to what it digests. 

3-a, Likewise iri answer to the third point, il [also] would be 

disallowed, because an equilibrium in die physical body's composi¬ 

tion is not a condition for a living nature, in our view. Further, 

L 457 among the animals there arc indeed some that live in fire 

and seem lo enjoy it,™ so there is no distant possibility in ilhe idea] 

that God would make adjustment to she body of the unbeliever 

wherein it would suffer in the Fire but HO( die in it. 

w E.E. CatverLcy ha* ihr. note: ‘'Salamander.'1 “Salamander... 1: A mythical ani¬ 
mal having the power to cridvre fire without Karan."" [from Wtbsierfs Kmih Nt&> 
(Jailjtgi&li /Jr.' friv.rMrl1- Memam-Webster, Inc.: Springfield, Ma&v., 19B3. 
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Isfahan! says: L 457, T 223, MS 234*14 

Topic 4B- Tht AsfwHrafi an mvard and punithttwti 

The doctrine of our colleagues [of the Asha'irah] is that 

a. divine reward for obedience is [an act of] favor from God 

Most High, and divine punishment for disobedience is [an act of] 

justice From Him, 

L An act of obedience is a proven indicator that a divine 

reward will come, while an act of disobedience is the sign of an 

impending divine punishment, 

2, The reward lor obedience is not an obligation upon God 

Most High, nor is the punishment for disobedience, [and this is] in 

accordance with what you have learned,, that God h not under any 

obligation whatsoever. 

[The matter is as we say]: uEveryone is easily amenable to that 

lor which he was created,”40 MS 234h Thus, an obedient person 

is compliant and amenable to what he was created for, namely, obe¬ 

dience, while a disobedient person is amenable to what lie was cre¬ 

ated for, namely, disobedience; and in that regard a human being 

has no effective influence, 

b. God will give permanent residence in II is. Gardens to a believer 

who is amenable to a life of obedient actions, thus fulfilling His 

promise, for He whose word is mighty said.: ‘’Indeed, all who believed 

anti have performed deeds of goodness shall have Lho Gardens of 

Paradise for their dwelling place; there they will live for eternity 

without a wish to leave.” [Q, 18:107-108] but [God] will heap tor¬ 

ment in His Fires forever upon an unbeliever who stubbornly shuns 

divine truth, in accordance with Ills warning threat wheat He said: 

"Indeed, all who disbelieved—among the People of the Book and 

the idolaters—-shall stay in lho Fire or Hell for eternity.” [Q 98:6] 

c. However, the warning threat against a disobedient believer will 

be terminated for three reasons [as found in God's] words: 

1. "Whoever does a mote’s weight of good shall see it [in his 

account].” [Q. 99:7] Now, a disobedient believer has performed [at 

least] a mote’s weight of good,—how should it not he so when to 

Proverb, ‘'Everyone i$ canity &rricn*ihLc . . Stc the uml1: under Raydawi's tevi 

at this point. 
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profess belief is the greatest of good deeds—and tie should see his 

reward* according to this verse, But* he shall not see it undl alter 

|his] deliverance from torment* since there will he no reward before 

Lhe torment by (lie consensus [of scholars], and seeing ihe reward 

after deliverance from torment wall require the tenninaUon of the 

threat warning him, 

2, “Say to them, ‘O My people, it is yon who have wasted all 

your possessions, but do not despair of the mercy of God, ibr indeed, 

God shall Forgive ail sins,’" [Q 39:53] [God] specified idolatry [for 

exclusion] from this promise by His word: 

3. “God will not forgive when anything is associated [as an 

idoll with Him; anything, except that [sin], He does forgive for 

whomever He wishes. " [Q_ 4:48*116] So [this promise] will remain 

in force regarding all sins except idolatry; and [again], the forgiving 

of sins makes it necessary to terminate the warning threat. 

Moreover, there an: the Prophet’s statements: 

“Whoever says 'There is no [other] god at all but Cod’ shall enter 

the GardenT Now, the disobedient believer says. There is no [other| 

god at all but God1, so be would enter the Garden and the divine 

warning against him would be terminated- Again* [the Prophet lias 

said;] 

“A nonbeliever striving in earnrst endeavor and seeking guid¬ 

ance””-if he has tiol reached what be sought—"may hope lor divine 

pardon through [Gtjd’sJ favor arid kindness."'1' 

The position of ni-Jahii and al-(Anbari1J was that [the unbeliever 

hoping for pardon] would lie excusable in accordance with the state¬ 

ment of ihe Most High, "|(Jod] has noi made T 224 [the require¬ 

ments of] religion injuriously difficult for you”, [Q 22:78] other 

scholars forbade [this application] and claimed a consensus lor [their 

position}. 

Oner must understand thal a person who 'successfully strives in 

[some] earnest endeavor1 will either proceed and arrive [at his goal] 

^ Two indexed HaditJis; see BayeLawi’s text tbr the notes on ihcw. 
The two authorities mentioned aie Abu TJthmaii ‘Arm ibn flahr al-|idih. 

1 25&/6GB or y, and presumably, Ahi] Kakr Muhammad ihn al-Qagim ll>n 
al-Anb&ri, ^ $ E /ftfi3-.32i:1 9 +41, known as a = iadirionLsr and who was the 
famous son of Ahu Muhammad al-Qasim al-Anhjii, d. or 5/llL(> or 17, al$r> 
a tradtdoclsL KD. K.j/l mcqjtinn.s these two jjj a hrirf statcnrrnL on die portability 
of forgiveness tor an unbeliever who repcrira and sbivti ro do right. Cf. his Mak^isait 
p. £37- 
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l, 4CC or*1 will remain in [inconclusive] logical reasoning. Both 

[these outcomes may be considered] successful, and it. would l>e 

impossible chat lan earnest endeavor1 [he., by a scholar] should lead 

to disbelief, MS 235a because an unbeliever is cither one bound 

by tradition to [his] disbelief or an ignoring compounded in igno¬ 

rance, And since both [types of disbeliever] have failed ill their 

attempt at independent judgment, for that reason they have been 

judged as actually having (alien subject to torment [in the Fire], 

Furthermore, the saying of the Mosl High, He did not make your 

religion difficult for you'1, [Q, 22:7 B] addressed to the people of dir 

[Islamic] religion„ not to those who arc outside this religion or those 

who have not entered this religion. 

Now, an objection might be raised that the statemeni on the per¬ 

manence ol reward anti punishment is inconceivable, and tliis would 

be for the three reasons following: 

l. The hist reason [that the permanence of reward and pun¬ 

ishment might be inconceivable] is that the physical powers of one's 

body arc not capable of performing actions unlimited in degree, 

because the total physical power has been divided up hy the divi¬ 

sion in its total physical substrate, and limit the power of half the 

body would be half the power of the total body, 

Thertfore, if for example, half the power should move its [pari 
of the] “body",—I mean half of that whole body reckoning from an 

appointed [line ol'J demarkarion,—then either 
a) [the power of half the body] would activate motions lim¬ 

ited in degree, and therefore, the motion of the whole body would 

he twice the motion of its part—by “part”" I mean half that whole 

body from the demarkation,—because the ratio between the two 

effects would be (he same as the ratio between the two ellcciive 

causes, and since the power of the whole body would be twice the 

power of half the body* then the motion of fill the body would be 

twice the motion of half the body; moreover, the motion of half ihe 

body would be limited, so the motion of the whole body would also 

be limited, becau&c double what is limited would be limited. Or, 

111 1, and T upjjnwr to in:ari, "and remains1’ [wa-yahqa1]; tml the conjusitiri-nn should 
He, Jior" [aw], ihc "ahf" in L having been Insi in the double ruled lines of ihr 
black wxi border, the typesetter of T follmd L without checking another manuscript. 

The MS reads, “or remains1", while MS Garrett 9!$9Ha reads, “cither arrives at 
his that is, arrives al [art iudcpcrrdcnl fomuilalBOJi] or remains,„.” 
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b) [the power of] half the body would activate motions 

unlimited in degree, And therefore, 

1) if the total power should not exceed the power of half 

the body* then it would bo a ease of a ‘particular tiling1 together 

with something else, that is, half the power’ together with cite other 

half/ which is the same tvs the particular thing' without something 

else, that is. like ‘half the power* without the other half.—and so 

the whole would be equal to the part, which would be impossible. 

But 

2) if the total power should exceed the power of half the 

body, then the motions activated by the total power would exceed 

the motions of half the power, because the ratio between the two 

effects would be the same as the ratio between the two effective 

causes, thus, the effect of the greater power would exceed the effect 

of the lesser power. 

However, the premise was that the two bodies would be activated 

from one common starting line, but the excess came where ihere 

was no limit and in the aspect in winch it was unlimited;, so the 

implication is that what we assumed to be unlimited was [actually] 

limited, which would be impossible. So it h established that the phys¬ 

ical body does not have power for motions that are unlimited in 

degree, bo the physical body and its powers would not be perma¬ 

nent continuously. MS 3b and thus both the divine reward and 

the punishment would not be permanent continuously. 

2. The second reason [that the permanence of the reward and 

the punishment is inconceivable] is that the body is a compound of 

all four primary elements, earth, water, air and hre. Therefore, the 

heat does not stop decreasing the finite amount of moisture in the 

body until lire moist are ends completely, and this leads to the extinc¬ 

tion of the heat, This is because the moisture is compounded with 

the heat, so when the moisture ends completely L 45Q the heat 

is extinguished and this leads to the disintegration of the body. 

Therefbre, neither the reward! nor fine punishment would continue 

permanently. 

3. The third reason [that the permanence of reward and pun¬ 

ishment is inconceivable] is that if punishment in die Fire should 

continue permanently, then the living nature would t>e continuing 

permanently, because it would be impossible to cause torment to 

what was not living. So, the implication is that there would be a 

comj nuance of the living nature together with die continuance of its 
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huming- bin the continuance of the living nature together with the 
continuance of sis burning i& not conceivable. 

l.-a. [Then we say in answer to this objection that] our posi¬ 

tion regarding the lirst statement is that it is based on 

a; a denial of llie atom. If the alom should he an exislent, 

lien a hotly would be composed of atoms, so there should he no 

inference made from the division of the body to the division of the 

power inherent in it. It would be admissible that tire power should 

be inherent hi the whole, when taken as a whole, and (hat she power 

should become nonexistent when the [body] substrate would be 

divided. And here the argument is based on 

b) ihe power being effective in its substrate which is the 

body. An explanation of this h that even if 3c should be granted that 

the atom would he extinguished while the body would be one com- 

jMisiuij nevertheless we do not grant that the power would be divis¬ 

ible through the divisibility of Us substrate. The divisibility of the 

substate would imply the divisibility of the power only when the 

power would b*1 effective within its substrate; but the effectiveness 

of the power within its substrate is impossible. And [here the argu¬ 

ment] is based upon 

c) [the assumption] that a pan of the power would be a 

power having effective cuusiiliiy. Rut this would be impossible because 

it would Ise admissible that the effectiveness of the power would be 

conditional upon whether it was a power for a special reason. Thus 

if the power should be divided through the dividing of its substrate, 

then in the portion of the power that would be in a part of the 

body there would not he realized what had been the condition for 

the eliecLivt causality, so it would not have any effective causaliry. 

In summary, the logic in thin point of the argument is based oo 
three premises: 

(a) the denial of the atom, 

fb) the effectiveness of the power in its substrate, 

(cj and the fact that a part of the power would be a power 

[having effective causality]. But these three premises tire all ruled 

out, and no process of demonstration can stand upon these premises. 

But eveci i6 these three premise-1-; should be granted, still die reason¬ 

ing On diis point would be refuted by the activating motions MS 236a 

of the celestial spheres, that is, the imprinted [celestial | souls. They 

arc physical forces capable of activating motions unlimited in degree 

in their realm. And if it should be [hcldj true that physical powers 
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would Ik: capable of activating motions unlimited in degree, that Ihet 

would he cast Far away From us, because, with us, physical power 

is an accidental qualify. 

Therefore, perhaps the accident that is physical power would van¬ 

ish and be restored as another accident that would be another power 

but like the vanished power, and it would perform another action 

like the first action, In that case, there would foe no inference from 

rhe continuance of (he reward and the punishment that the physi¬ 

cal powers of the body would be able to perform actions unlimited 

in degree, but rather, that chey would foe powers successively renew* 

able to an unlimited degree, and able to perforin actions unlimited 

in degree. This would not foe impossible, and there is Tiothing to 

indicate that tt would be impossible This point in fhe argument 

indicates only that it is impossible T 225 for any actions unlim¬ 

ited in degree to come from a single human physical power. 

2. -a, In answer to the second reason [that the permanence of 

the reward and the punishment is inconceivable, the permanence] 

would be impossible L 4fo0 because there is no certainty in the 

doctrine that bodies are composed of the elements, fa doctrine] which 

in turn is based upon the doctrine that the individual specimens of 

minerals, plants and animals arc physically constituted and composed 

from she primary elements. 

Tf the doctrine that the individual specimens arc physically con¬ 

stituted and composed of the primary7 elements should he granted, 

then the causal effect of die heat upon the limited amount of mois¬ 

ture would lead to [the moistures] disappearance only if the supply 

of nutriment for the body should be prevented from being in the 

same amount as what is digested from if. But prevention of the 

incoming nutriment tor the body from being in the same amount 

as what is digested of it is. itself impossible, because it is admissibly 

possible for nutriment lo be supplied to the body iri the amount diat 

went out From it. In that case then, whenever any of the moisture 

has disappeared, the nutriment would be supplied to the body in 

(he amount of the moisture that disappeared, so there would be no 

implication that the moisture would disappear completely and the 

fofjdy would disintegrate. 

3. -a, answer to the third reason [that the permanence of 
reward and punishment is inconceivable] it likewise is prohibited, For 

wo. do nol grant that the continuance of the living nature along with 

the continuance of its being burned would lie inconceivable. It would 
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he inconceivable only it" the equilibrium of the physical constitution 

should be a condition for the living nature, but (hat h impossible. 

The equilibrium of the constitution is not a condition for the con¬ 

tinuance of the living nature, but rathe it, the living nature continues 

through the causation of its continuity by the divine Agent having 

free choice. 

Also, there are indeed some animals that live in (ire and [seem 

to] enjoy itT such as the animal called rhe salamander.*1 So it would 

not be a distant possibility that God Most High should make adjust¬ 

ment to tine body of the unbeliever such shut it would suffer pain, 

in the Fire but would not fall apart and be burned up nor would 

it perish in the Tire. 

Baydawi said: L 460, T 225 

Tpie 5: Ptmitm anti intercession Jot dime gidity of the dreadful grunt sins 

a. Pardon, the first category [of two], is in accord with what the 

Most High lias Stated, 

+lIi is [God] who accepts His people's repentance and forgives 

cheir wrongdoing1 [Q. 42:23J and, 

“Or else He will rebuke them for their [inappropriate] wealth, 

and [then) forgive them for many |other things],” [Q 42:34] 

There 53 a consensus [among scholars] chat [God] is pardoning 

of nature, but that this [characteristic] is realized only through His 

abandoning some well deserved punishment.^ 

L The Mu'tazilah ruled out punishment lor minor sins before 

[the sinner’s] repentance, and [they ruled it out] for the dreadful 

great sins after [repentance]. Thus, [for them] what is divinely par¬ 

doned would be (he dreadful great sins committed before [repen¬ 

tance]. [They quote] the statement of the Most High: 

“God will not forgive anything being associated |as an idol] with 

Him: anything except that [sin] He does forgive for whomever He 

H4 Herr thr word Lv spelled [samandar]. See the note m ttir llavriawi text. The 
nri^irial kkji comes TrOTH t ritvk mythology. Mi.w^i Ihh>t, llO^V\rr, liu> ph[|nflfiiphei" 
JParaeebi]H\ pseudonym cT Theophrastus van 3 IftJienhrLLn. I 1341, incorporated 
the Ldea of the ErttaniajidLLr lit hns wnungs, as nirtcd, lit. definatiun (2.) in the Merriaii> 
Webster Webster's ATmih Ara Gaitegiait Dictiumirt. 

*- f'D, Razi discusses lb? eventual foi^iveiKU of dreadful (^reat sins for belie 

Cns un p, 235 of bis Alifh(r>Mtt, 
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wishes.-11 [Q 4:48, lib] ibat is, |l!e forgive] before repentance; 

otherwise* according to [the MtGazilah], nt> audition is given to the 

difference [in magnitude between sins] or it) tiny linkage with God’s 

willing intent. Also there is His word: 

“Your Lord is indeed One who forgives people for their wrong- 

doing", [ft 13:6] and many similar verses. 

b. Intercession, the second category* is mentioned because [God] 

commanded the Prophet to ask forgiveness for the believers* sins, 

saying: 

“Ask forgiveness for your sin and for tire sins of men and women 

believers,” [ft 47:19] Now* oir- who is guilty of a dreadful great sin 

| may be] a believer, according to the preceding discussion, So |lhc 

Prophet | asks forgiveness for [the believing sinner], while keeping 

himself blameless,^ [The Prophet’s request] will be accepted* and 

that will bring him great satisfaction in accordance with jGodf Most 

HJgb’s statement: 

“So* your Lord will give [it] to vou and you will be satisfied, 

[ft 93:5] 
And there is the Prophet’s statement; 

“My intercession is for al! who are guilty7 of dreadful great sins 

among tny peopled1 

I. [In contrast the MuHazilah] argue on the basis of The Most 

High s statements, 

Ri 'verently fear she day when one soul will he unable to do a 

thing for another soul”* [ft 2:4$] and, 

“Wrongdoers wilt have neither close friend nor intercessor who 

might be heard*’, [ft40:13S] L 46 L and, 

“[Act| before the day when there will be no commerce, nor friend¬ 

ship, nor intercession”, [ft 2:254] and. 

“Wrongdoers will have no sponsors/’ [ft 2:27fiJ 

I, followed by T appears to read, [^iyfinatan ka-'i-ym j.ti hi] _ PrnfcsEn-r Cah'c rtcy, 
at the counsel of Shaykh Sayyid N-itwivar [at ilie AiflericdH I'niwnity of Cairo’s 
School of Oriental Studres] acted Lhai chEs is # scribal ligfi-tirtv i^svrrbblini? [b,|— 
hut standing ibr |]i-J after a urinated [fathahj. In ihc Isfahan] commentary portiem 
[L 465:2] the phrase dearly reads, (li-'iartatihi],, and this is corroborated by MS 
Garrett 9U9hib and MS Garnett 2&3b in. the Bavdawi test. 

Hadithn “My intercession is fur all guilty of dreadful great sins among my peo¬ 
ple"! 1L 460:22] indexed in VVensirirdts htaadbwk, and located in finffl Abu At.:4i7 
Salat at-Safur, #739; in I*m M&At Znhd, #37. 
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1,-a, The answer [to the Mu'lazilah argument] is that [these 

verses] are not general in reference, either in essential meaning or in 

Lime; and even if some general relerenre should he established for 

thraiij they si ill would a|]|jJy sped fie all v to wlial WC have mctictontd. 

Isfahani says: L 461, T 225, MS 236b 

T&pk 5: Pardon and intercession jhr those guilty of the dreadful great sms 

a. Pardon, or the cancellation of merited punishment, the first 
category of iwot is mentioned for three reasons. 

1. The first is what the Most High has said: 

"it is [God | who accepts His people’s repentance and forgives 

their wrongdoing”, [Q 42:25} and, 

"Or else He will rebuke them for their |inappropriate| wealth, 

and [then| forgive them for many jother things],J1 |Q 42:34] 

There is a consensus [among scholars] that God Most High is of 

a pardoning nature, but this pardoning nature is realized only through 

His abandoning some well deserved punishment. 

a) [In contrast], the MiTtazilah have ruled out punishment 

for minor sins before repentance, and for the dreadful great sins 

after repentance. So, the cancellation of punishment for a minor sin 

before repentance and for a dreadful great rin after [repentance] would 

be an obligation [upon God}, according to the Mu'taziiah. Therefore, 

what would be pardoned ate the dreadful great sins prior to repen¬ 

tance, for indeed, no other meaning for pardoning is left except to 

cancel the punishment lor dreadful great sins before repentance. 

2. The second [reason for the doctrine of pardon] is |God’s] 

word; 

"God trill not forgive anything being associated [as an idol] with 

Him; anything except that [sin] He docs forgive for whomever He 

wishes." I Q. 4:48, I lb] That is, anything else except the worship of 

idols wall he pardoned, and this involves both the dreadful great sins 

and minor sins. The intended reference is to a pardon before repen¬ 

tance, for two reasons: 

a} The first [reason] is that, if the intended reference should 

not be to a pardon before repentance, then it would not be facing 

the difference between the worship of idols and anything except that 

[sin], hut the conclusion is raise, because of the inherent necessity 

to establish the difference. An explanation of the logic used here is 
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that after repentanec there would be no difference between the wor¬ 

ship of idols it rid any sin except that one in gra ruing diem forgiveness. 

b) The second [reason] is that if the intended reference 

should not be [to a pardon | before repentance, then it would not 

he lacing the linkage with the will of God, according to the posi¬ 

tion ol She MuYazOali. Bui ihe conclusion is false, because the Most 

High did link forgiveness with His will. An explanation of the logic 

used here is chat, if the intended reference should not be to a par¬ 

don before repentance but rather, after iit, then it would not be fac¬ 

ing the linkage with the wilt [of God], because, in their view, 

forgiveness alter repentance would he an obligation [upon God]r 

And an obligation may not be (inked admissibly with a will, because 

an obligation is something that must be performed* whether willed 

or not willed. 

3. The third [reason for pardon] is [God's] statements 

“Your Lord is indeed One who forgives people for their wrong¬ 

doing/1, [Q. 13:6] Here the word “lor” has the meaning “in the cir¬ 

cumstance of”, as it would he said, 1 saw the .Amir in the circumstance 

of justice/ or, “in ihe circumstance of injustice”, if he were so occu¬ 

pied. The verse requires that forgiveness should be obtained while 

a man would be engaged in wrongdoing, for it indicates the obtain¬ 

ing of forgiveness MS 2T7a before repentance. 

Also, similar to dial is what the Most High has said: 
“Q, Mv people, you have wasted yourselves away, but do not 

despair of the Mercy of God”, |Q 39:53] and, 

ssSo \ said, ‘Ask your fjord for forgiveness; He lias always been 

One who forgives,”1 [Q, 7I:10J 

b. T he intercession ol our Prophet, T 226 Peace he upon him, 

lor those who are guilly of dreadful great sins is the second [cate¬ 

gory mentioned in this topic], Tt is mentioned because the Most 

High commanded the Propbci L 4-62 to ask forgiveness for the 

sins of the believers. God said: 

“Ask forgiveness Ecu your sin and lor that of men and women 

believers/’ [Q, 47:19] Now, a person guilty of a dreadful great sin 

[may be] a believer in accordance with preceding discussions. And 

so, [the Prophet] does ask forgiveness For |tbe sinner] in obedience 

to [God's] command while keeping himself blameless; (hat is. ihe 

Prophet's own blaiiieleasness keeps him from opposing [God s] com¬ 

mand. So when the Prophet asks forgiveness for one guilty of a 

dreadful great sin lief brr his repentance, f»od Mrxst High accepts the 
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intercession, of the Prophet, and brings grear satisfaction to the 

Prophet* tn accordance with the word of the Most High: 

“So, your Lord will grant | vour request! to you anti you will be 

satisfied." [Q. 93:5] 

Therefore, it is established that the intercession of our Prophet 

will be accepted as being within the right of one godly of a dread¬ 

ful great sin, belbrc repentance. 

Moreover, according to the statement of the Prophet 

“My intercession is for all guilty of dreadful great sins among any 

people*, it is indicated that the intercession of the Prophet applies 

to all [believers] who arc guilty of dreadful great sins equally whether 

before repentance or after it. 

1. The Muhazilab have argued that the intercession of the 

Prophet hud no causal effect in cancelling the future torment, quot¬ 

ing verses ahout this, [as] in these statements of the Most High: 

“Reverently lear the day when one soul will be unable to do a 

thing for another soul." [Q 2:48] | They say that] the verse indicates 

that one soul will he unable to do a thing For another soul in a gen- 

eraj sense, and the denial in the context of exclusion has a general 

application, The causal effect of the Prophet’s intercession In can¬ 

celling future torment is merely an exclusion of the logical require¬ 

ment in the verse, so its causal effect would rot be established. And, 

“Wrongdoers will have neither close friend nor intercessor who 

might be heard,” [Q, 40:18] [They say that] God Most High will 

exclude any intercessor from wrongdoers as a general policy, dis¬ 

obedient persons being wrongdoers, so they would not have any 

intercessor ai ail; thus, the intercession n!" the Prophet is not estab¬ 

lished as being the right of disobedient persons. And, 

lt[Aei] before the day when there will be no commerce, nor friend¬ 

ship. nor intercession.111 m.2:254| [They say that] the verse appar¬ 

ently indicates the complete exclusion of intercession, and so the 

Prophet’s intercession is implicitly excluded from being a right of 

disobedient persons. 

“Wrongdoers will have no sponsor's”* [O 2:270] and, as an inter¬ 

cessor would be included among the sponsors, there will be no 

MS 237b Intercessor for the wrongdoers, and, as disobedient peo¬ 

ple are wrongdoers, they will have no intercessor. 

I .-a. The answer to this. [Muftazilah] interpretation of these 

verses is that they are nut general in application, either as to essetslial 

meaning or as to times, so they would not apply to a rase in dispute. 
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And even if it should be granted that they are generally applicable 

aa to essential meaning anti times so that they would be applicable 

to a case in dispute, and thus would include specifically the vetoes 

we haw mentioned that indicate the certainty of the Prophcfs inter¬ 

cession as firing the right of the disobedient, still, if the interpreta¬ 

tion of the verses should be made so as to apply specifically to 

unbelievers then it would be a combination of proof texts, 

Baydawi said: L 4(31!, T 226 

Topic 6- Qriaint}' of tommi in iht ^ 

a. The certainty of Eire [earned] torment in the grave is indicated 

by what the Most High has said regarding the Family of Fharoah: 

“The Fire [rages] where they will be exposed morning and evening; 

[and] on a certain day the Hour will come: for the command, 4Move 

ihc Family or Pbaroah into the deepest torment.”’ [Q 40:46] Also, 

regarding the people of ISIoah1^ day; 

“They were drowned, then put into the L 463 Fire’*; [U 71:2b] 

the adverb, “then™, meaning "closely following’. Also, quoting [from 

these people in the iirc|^u 

”0 our i -orcl! Yon have put us to death twice and have brought 

us to life twice.” [Q 40:11] That is an indication of the fact that in 

the grave there is another life and death. 

b. An opposing disputant hag argued on the basis of the follow¬ 

ing statements of the Moss High. 

I£ln [the Garden] they shall not taste any death except the first 

dying”; [Q 44; >6] r> and, 

“You |D Prophet] cannot make people in their grafts to hear.” 

\<l 33:22] 
b.-a. The reply to the first verse13 interpretation is that the verse 

means that the bliss of the Garden is not terminated by death as 

the bliss or this world is terminated by it, Death is not a single event, 

for indeed, God Most High restored lilc to many people in the time 

of Moses and of Jesus, and He made them die a second time, 

w T iickLs here, Trurn, the people in the Fire,” 

'' L 2m oaniltinJ tine first tjLinlulimL litre, but H as iitcbdjcd in MS Garrett 2ff!SB 

and, MS Garten 9B9Hb. 
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The reply to the .second verses interpretation is that the lack of 

[the Prophet's] ability to make [people in the grave] hear docs not 

imply the lack of any perception by the one buried. 

Isfahan] says: L 463; T 22b, MS 237b 

Tapir 6; Certainty vf mrtud iommi in (he gmty 

a. What is meant by ihe jearncd| torment in the grave is a top- 

men t alter death but prior to the Resurrection. This doctrine is 

proved by what the Most High has said in regard to the Family of 

Pharaoh: 

“The Fire [rages [ where- they will be exposed morning and evenings 

[and] on a certain day the Hour will come for the command, ‘Move 

the Family of Pharaoh into the deepest torment.”3 [Q, 40:46] dbis 

is clearly about the tormenting to come after death and before the 

Resurrection, And, iti regard the peopEe of Noah's day: 

“They were drowned, then put into the Fire”; [Q 71:25] the 

adverb, “then’', meaning ‘closely following*, So, putting them into 

the lire was after their being drowned but before the Resurrection; 

for indeed, putting them into the Fire alter the Resurrection would 

not be 'doscly following3 upon their being drowned. [God's] word, 

quotes (best1 unbelievers who were the people in the Fire: 

“They said, lG our .Gird, You have pul us to death twice and 

have brought us TO life twice.”3 [Q. 40:1 6] rHiat is a proof that in 

the grave there there will be another living and another dying, that 

is, after death and before the Resurrection there will be another life 

and another death: because if there should not be another Eile and 

another death after the first death and before the Resurrection, then 

there would not be [God's] act of bringing mankind to life twice or 

[His] act of putting some of mankind to death twice. 

b. An opposing disputant, that is, one wrho denies there will be 

torment in the grave, has argued on the basis of what the Most 

High has said, the first quotadon describing the people in the Garden: 

“In |the Garden] they shall not taste any death except the first 

dying.” [Q, 44:56| This indicates that the people in the Garden do 

not taste death except Ibr the lirst dying, for if there should be 

another life and another death in the grave, then they would taste 

both twice, and the situation would exclude what the verse has indi¬ 

cated by its. clear statement. And, 
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“You [O Prophet] cannot make people in their graves to hear", 

[(i 35:2^1 indicates that [the Prophet] was unable to make people 

in their graves to hear, for il" those who were buried in their graves 

should be alive then it would he possible to make them hear* and 

that would negate the verse. 

tv a. An answer giving the meaning of the first verse is MS 23Sa 

;hai il means that the bliss of the Garden will not be terminated by 

death as the bliss of this life is terminated by [death], Death is not 

a single event, for God Most High restored life to many T 227 

people in the time of Moses and of Jesus, and He made them die 

a second time. The answer giving the meaning of the second verse 

is that the [PruphedsJ lack of ability to make those in the graves to 

hear docs not imply that the one who is buried lias no perception. 

Bavdawi said: L 463, T 227 
Jr ■F 

Topic 7; Other traditional dor trines 

Other traditional doctrines include the Bridge, the Balance Scales, 

Divination by Books of Scripture, and the Circumstances of the 

Garden L 464 and the fire. The basic principle in them is that 

these are [all| realities possible, on which [Muhammad] the 'Imthful 

One has giver: (he information thai they arc actual facts,50 and he 

is truthful, 

w References rt> the items listed ate 
]) ihe Bridge: in the Qur'an as ''wav’1- Q 1:6 2:142, 2IS, trte.; "‘In 

^iusliaTl (r^diUoit? find Other writings it is more commonly osret for The ^bridge" 
across the infernal fire, which is described aw finer than a hair and sharper than a 
sword,51,—T, P, Hughe*, A DxltoTuny aj h-fam, page Mi. 

2} [al-mftAn], ihe Balance-scales—Q 42:17; 21:47, eic.— E hiirhes, jEfertomny, pa.jfe 
\m-m- 

3) [ai-tatiyur], Divination— Q. Sficlfl; 7:131; .. by books [»F ton pm re]" 
aldnjtub], cf. E W. Lvuie, Mmms and GuJtma qf'th* Madm ligfliimu, l^indoii: J-M. 
Dem; New York: E.P. rjuuon, [repr. iy!i4JH pape 2ti7, on use of iIk Quran. Atm 
called '"seeking whai Li good."' [iil-istikhirah]; cf, also, Ahmad Amin, al-tidal 
Ei-fl st Taqatid ceva at-TaT<drii al-Afuripafi, page 3b, “[istifchSrahJ”; preKiauiably, Jblkrwiiii; 
the directions in booia or* various types ol' diviisarinii wesuid Jtbuj lw in scope here. 

4} fahwaJ al-jaftfiah wa-ai’nflr],. '^Ci rcuoisliioi.es of ihe Garden and of the: Rre"’ 
Sir tlit' treatment in this present work by RayvLiwi and Isfahani, ttc^rrk 3. Smion 
2, Topic 3 and following Subtopic. 
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Isfahan! saw; L 4G4. T 227, MS 23$k 
j r & 

lopk 7: Other traditional doctrines 

Other traditional doctrines include the Kiddie, the Balance Scales 

Divination bosh by Books of Scripture and by Intelligent Commu¬ 

nication with Hunting Animals and Binds,'1 and the Circumstances 

of the Garden and the Fire. The basic principle in affirming their 

certainty is I hat they are realities, possible in themselves, God Most 

High being ever-prescntly omniscient and omnipotently autonomous 

of action in all things, [Muhammad] the Truthful One has given 

the information that they arc actual laers, and his information i& 

truth that is useful in knowing of their existence. 

Baydawi said; L 464, T 227 

Topic 8: The terms ‘faith' and ‘evidential practice* in the religious code 

a. In ordinary language, ‘believing faith" is ‘an assent [to truth] 

by all inning it in practice*; while in our religious code, it is a term 

for 'assent ro the Messenger’s truth by affirming in practice all his 

coining taught m was necessaryV*" 

Among the Karramiyah [this Taith’] signifies the two statements 

in the [ Islamic | formula of confession, among the Mu'tazrUh it menus, 

eomplianee with fall] obligatory practices and avoidance of things 

forbidden, and among most of the early Muslims [this term] meant 

the 4affirmation in practice11 of nil |lhe foregoing]. 

Jl hlkliani here adds another activity, preHLLrtiably a variety of divination. One 
ehLl’Ij! re-iusuEiaUy sprculate lluit hunting vnLti cbectahs, TlouekTs ami filcous would! 
haw beou 4 lavoflte recreation ol' Nahani’s patron., aUMjJit jtl-Nasir Muhammad, 

tsy him tro an advanced Anri (.uncanny skill, and used as an opportunity 
for practising intuition and setting proper guidance from find [iatifchlrah]. Two 
reference's may he compared h-ere: [Q. 54] lejardiog hunting animal* and bird* 
and llLfir services, and [Q_ 4L:2t| regarding thu: causation of voice articulation and 
OMUtiunicalion. 

Vf Wilfred Cantwell Smith's article, ’'Eatib as l ajifkl”, in liiatxtii Hnbuophicai. 

Ihtuiwp, ed. kjy rajvci .Vfarewedge. pp. 9& 1 L(J. has clarified our UELitinstiiudlLn^ of 
ihe argument in ihis Topic 1J, and so has contributed to (he ongoing development 

■of the translation. A [given] religious practice is the product of it Igritn] reli^pOLi-i 
faith, and is the affirmalury expression of it normal to acceptance of [that] faith, 

Baydawii opening jcmen.ce is -a rather close verities! borrowuig from Rap- 
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What indicates that ‘affirming practice* is produced by the gen¬ 

eral! concept [of fault] is the fact that there is an affinity of the Sor- 

mer fi.e,, 'practice*] for the latter [he,, :faith1], as shown in what the 

Most High hns saidr 

“Those who believed and put into practice what was right*1, 

iGf 2:B2] and 
“lliose wliu> believed and did not cloak over their fail It by doing 

wrong,” [Q_ 6:82] 
As for the Most Iiigh*s statement: “God would never discount 

your faith”, [£) 2:1+3] this means your faith ]affirmed in practice] 

in I he prayer rite [that at Hr si you performed lacing] towards Jeru¬ 

salem, Further, the application of [this statement] to the prayer rite 

alone is [only] by way of metaphor. 

Also there is the Prophet's statement: “Faith has about seventy 

branches, the best of them bring to confess, ‘There is no god at. ail 

but God1, and the least of them being to remove a hindrance from 

the pathway.”53 This means lakh1*, many branches jare assented Jo 

by an affirmation in practice:], because the act of removing a hin¬ 

drance From the pathway is not included i.e,, as one ol die specified 

duties of faith], by the consensus [of scholar?],m,i 

Sl Hadith. "Faith has about seventy branches"1 [I. Indexed. and quoted 
in StahiSi Aiasltitt, Insan #57—58. 

i’ Baydawi here asserts die orthodox reiiipoui; teaching of (lie Aflha'iraii Lbat 
‘faiOi1 and poetter1 (the lutLrF formerly called 'works') must lie conceived as un 
integral pair and have existence in the believer's actions as an integral pair, There 
are analogies to this am f: Hi on in Lbe two 'book idi^ona' preceding IfJam. Mcisck, 
the Hebrew lawgiver, prophets like Isaiah. Htreea and Amos, and writers like David 
and Solomon, exhorted thek pefiplc Co understand dial £c-ominon religious prac¬ 
tice1. publicly and. privately, must strive to be a 'pure religion.1. The New Testament 
Christian teachers, including. Jesus, Paul and James Again reminded people of die 
inht/tetiriy necessary dose linkage of 'faith' with pfactice' arnl Li.nit^.1 to 
damnnsurare this in their :Imilv Arrioits. 

The preaching of I ho ki,i>j>fi<-T Muhammad was followed by the efForti of indi¬ 
vidual dinikers Ft? bring into an organized system boih live Qur^itc dictumi snd 
die Prophet's wide-ranging itistmcunns along with later RpedJit. applications. Teachers 
l:i Lhe Mu'taailah School were among the first to tlo so. Branching out from, them 
were tlae Asha'irah, w-hij, became, more «r less by s^HlWksignaLioij, lhe J^atets of 
standard (‘Sunnite* citrrhcirlHivy nk klra.4 and lunbavinr, their original leadr-r bding 
Abu al-Haian al-Aah'am !26fl/8?3 or +'324/935 or £)■ Hb at Itfenah 'an Usui ai- 

IransLatcd as The Eioddatnm vf hkreV /‘iinr-nf^tffew by ^Valter C. Klein (American 
Oriental Series; v. 19) American Oriental Society’ New Hav-ien, Conn., I Ei-K"1; 
KcpjTijwd, New York: Kraus Reprint Corp,, I9&7) contaijis an early summary of 
Islam's theological position. His statement, “We believe (hat laith consdsis of words 
and deeds, and is subfeci to increase and decrease:. . ,h (op, cic,, p. 53), is his 
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Isfahani says: L 464f T 227, MS 238a:B 

Topic 8; Ihc terms ‘faith' and ‘’evidential practice' m the religious cade 

a, No one disagrees that La believing faith1 in ordinary language 
is 'assenting to the truth of someth tug by affirming it in practice". 
However* in the usage of our doctrine's religious code the scholars 
disagree. Stray kh Abu aJ-Ha&m al-Asli'ari, Qadi Abu Bakr [ai-liaqiUantJ 
and [Ibtadh] Abu Ishaq [al-lslhrayinijj and the majority of die lead¬ 
ers of (lie Sunnis took the position that a ‘believing faith’ is a term 

reminder that the two mu^l 150 together lll pubhc and private observance, die words 
acid the deeds being spelled out eel the traditional bailee statements. of Liliujj 

Muhammad ibti *Ahd al-Karim aJ-Shahrastani [d. 5+0/1153) compiled 3. sum- 
many of Islamic beliefs* titled JvtkigHti at-A^dam Jf Vfot ai-Kakm (- The Farthest &rrpa 
taken in dte Science of Theological Statement, ed. with n translation . .by Alfred 
(luiLUunn-. Ovliird t.'i-iiwi^ry Etess, H- MilihitJ, 1934), sa nqnuried by 
G. Mnniuri to Iris article ‘"aJ-hhahrasram'' in En-1-^. ]n discussing Tulnre things' 
and the unfinished problems of life [hat a Muslim fares, Shahrastani, on pages 
H9- LSI of Guillaume's English translation section, coders inosL of what Baydiwi 
is saying in our current topic. Al Limes there is- a verbatim borrowing of historical 
statements while at times Baydawi leaves tins author fieliiEid 

Kak.br al-llii’, Kami's "Compendium ofThOi^ln71 {= AfttftasuU Ajfcot . .) Iuls hfien 
a valuable: aid to Raydawj and Isfahan! in dieh presentations. On pages !237-£4fi 
RaA succinctly dJ$cu$$c$ ihc ’nominal aspect*’ ami the ’eharactcrmrig aspects' fai- 
asma’ wa-al-abkaiiLj of the faUlt. lie drops Ashman’s claim lhac faiLit is. something 
that ' increases and decreases1, and adds the notion that ihe words. "11’ God wills” 
[in sha1 Allah], should be part of a person’s claim to l>e a believer. Also he adds 
ihar. logically, a disbeliever is onr who rejects ihr message nf the Messenger. Raz-i’s 
strong philosophical bent directs atlcnticin to (he diHerence between Lire merely 
'nominal’* that b 'words’* (—-Lin" ’names’ of pltenomena) and flic gjeilulrWs content, 
ih:i[ is, ihc practice of Vhai has heen dflerib^f* (- the lcs$eiEce: od’what has been 
'named1)- 'Words1 cannot substitute Jor ‘practice1 ol" the concent. 

building on die foundation provided by these outstanding writers, Baydawi and 
Isfahanl presenL this useful guide to the 'affinnadon of ihc laitb' by believers. A 
student may wonder why Baydawi chose the title '‘Realities Prophetic" for bit Cook 
3, in which he discusses not only ‘prophethood1 but also the somber events and 
doctrines of die “Lust Dayi: and the controversial Tmamate1', or supreme leader¬ 
ship of the Muslim community. We believe it is in close accord with his under- 
standing of ’propbethuod’ as being lire highest quality of hitman abilities that God 
bestow? on an individual human being- Ilie Prophet of Islam has been chosen and 
is. described. And the prim iph- remains as perceived, thtf1 f_ri>d is $rt>]e: rn bestow 
higher IcvrU of knowledge, mroiuvc skills, character qualities, and Leadership abili¬ 
ties mi individual of His free tlmice- Tiiese being truly aspects of prtpilKtkMt), 
the undcrsumdirig of thtrn as Ix-i^ig operative in the present is much more chan 
jnerdy a notjcptJpn of somerPiiiTg (raditiDoal, NoJg bow Bnydawi's scc^uid ^encra- 
lion 'Htudcni', 'AdLxi al-Jim Iji, titles the oompa cable dosing sccncm of his sum¬ 
mary work, at-Mouviijif fi Tflwt ai-fudem, "AlatEces of Tradition"' [ft at-am'fyiiF thus 
apparently iniising ihc brilliant light Birydav, i jbeds on ihr concept of propheth-tiod. 
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for A bearfeh Renting to the truth of the Messenger by affirming 

in practice everything that his coming taught us was necessary’. 

h, A 'believing faith’, in our doctrine’s religious code, is a term 

for the two statements in itje formula of confession among l.he 

Karramiyah, while among the Mcflazilah ['believing faith'] is tom- 

pliancc with [all] obligatory practices and avoidance of |all | things 

forbidden. This Es closely similar to the traditional saying about the 

Mu'tazHah that they made 'believing faith' the term for 'assenting 

to both the truth of God and of His Messenger [by affirming these 

in practice]’, as well as for 'ceasing the practice of disobedience1. 

c. Furthermore, in the religious, code, 'believing faith’ is a term 

that includes aJ of that, that is, it is the affirmation in practice of 

the truth of the Messenger in everything that his coming taught os 

was necessary. This includes; 

L the five daily rites of prayer,'54 

2. the obligations ol lasting and giving alms, 

3. the ban against wine anti adultery, along with 

4. IrccitingJ Lire two statements of the Formula of Confession, 

5. complying with [all] obligatory practices and 

6. avoiding [all] thing* forbidden, 
[AJ3 these practices were held necessary;], according to most of the 

early Muslims. L 465 Indeed, they said Taith’ is a way of saying 

that one 

affirms assent [to truthJ inwardly in one’s heart, and 

reaffirms it [outwardly] with one’s tongue, and 

practice it vitally with all one’s strength/* 

Our author, Baydawg said that tvhai indicates that the affirmation 

in practice is produced by the general concept of faith according to 

the religious code is the fact that there is an affinity of 'practice1 for 

Jaiih* MS in the M ost High’s sayings such as; "Those who 

believed and put into practice what was right,” [Q 2:32] The affinity 

indicates that there is a difference between what is attracted and 

that to which it is attracted. 

a T„ tbit MS aud MS {jnrrclL 9ft9Ha give the plural, while* L edvxis the singular. 
M faJdman ‘ibSrah "uei al-ltt^KL bi-al^Jin5n T,va.-al*iqr3r bi-aL-llsiut w-a-aViunbil In- 

aE-arfc[i[]|. Cf the discussion on th« ^in-Jy triadic ckhnidoii d faith in Louis Gardet’s 
article. ‘Imam.”.Part L. Elements bind conditions of the act *A' faith, in Lcoi-E, 
v. 3, pp. I ]70b-117 la. 
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Therefore, if an object should be raised that the 'practice' [of good 

deeds] would be [merely] a 'part' of the general concept of "faith\ 

and that the 'part1 naturally would difler from the 'whole", so the 

affinity of ‘practice1 lor ‘faith" would not isriply that practice was 

'produced1 by filic general roncept of faiths ihen the reply [to this 

objectionj would be that ]f' 'practice1 should not be 'produced' by 

'faith", then implicitly the case would be one of meaningless repeti¬ 

tion [i.e., of ‘good deeds1 without a motivation]. 

Furthermore* the statement of the Moat High: “ Those who believed 

and did not cloak over their faith by wrongdoing’1, |Q 6:82] indi¬ 

cates tli at 'practice1 comes as the product of the general concept of 

‘faith1 for two reasons: 

L [The second clause in] the divine statement, , and did 

not cloak over their faith by wrongdoing”,, is attracted to [the first 

clause of] His statement, “Those who believed . - ,IT This is because, 

if the ’practice' [i.e,, of good deeds] should be something [already| 

within the concept of| ‘faith5, then some meaningless repetition 

would be implied, since if the practice [of good deeds] should be 

something [already] within ‘faith1, then [practice of] wrongdoing 

would be excluded from ‘faith1. Thus, the mention of ‘wrongdoing1 

in His statement, ,, and did not cloak over their faith by wrong¬ 

doing” after [the mention of ‘faith5 |T would have been words lost 

because then it would have been a useless repetition. 

2. The second of the two [reasons that ^practice1 is produced 

by ‘faith1 is that if the practice f of good deeds] should be [merely] 

a ‘part1 of the general concept of‘faith', then ‘faith1 would exclude 

‘wrongdoing’ necessarily* as soon as [ii.s| incompatibility between ihc 

whole [i.e., faith5] and the opposite of the part [i.e.. ‘practice5 of 

good] would be realized. Moreover, if ‘wrongdoing1 should exclude 

‘faith’. then “cloaking over faith by wrongdoing" would Ik: impossi¬ 

ble necessarily, because of the impossibility of combining two mutu¬ 

ally exclusive things. And if “cloaking over fahh by wrongdoing11’ 

should be impossibly then it would not be valid to base the exclu¬ 

sion of this ‘cloaking over of faith’ upon either [‘faith' or ‘right prac¬ 

tice1], because the excluding lactor in something impossible is its own 

essence, so to base it upon something else would be invalid. 

People |usually! are nc>t praised For doing something that is not 

a matter of their own choice, but God Most High praised them 

He said: “And they did not cloak over ihdr faith by wrongdoing.15 

[Q 6:62] 
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Baydawi’s position is that the sLitement of the Most High: “God 

vwr>uli:l never discount your faith - , ," [Q 2-143] and on to the end 

of ilie passage, is ihe answer to the two arguments of those [dis¬ 
putants] who hold that ‘faith1, in the religious code would not be a 

term assenting to the practice of a specific action only, 

a) A summary of the first [opjjosing] argument is [hat if 

’practice1 should not Ise included within the general concept of ‘faith’, 

then it would not be valid to apply the term ’faith’ to ‘practice1. But 

their conclusion is false. An explanation of their logic used here h 

ihat if [one's] confiniung practice should not be included within the 

general concept of believing faith, (hen [niic'sj practice would be 

neither the referent itself of believing faith, nor a part T 22i\ of the 

referent, nor a concomitant: of the relerrnt. tin, to apply the term 

‘believing faith' to it would be invalid, this being inferred necessarily 

from the invalidity' of using a term for something that is not its refer¬ 

ent, whether hy direct application or by inclusion or by implication. 

Regarding the falsity of jtbe disputants’] conclusion ii is 
1) because, if it should be invalid to apply the term, 

‘believing faith3, to lone's] ’practice1, then God Most High would 

net have so applied it, and [and conclusion] is false also 

2) because of the statement of the Most High: wGod 

would never discount your faith.'1 [Q. 2'J 43] That is to say, your 

| practice of the] prayer rite facing towards Jerusalem would never 

he discounted, L 466 this interpretation being received by tradi¬ 

tion from the commentators. Indeed, [God] applied the term, ‘faith’, 

to the prayer rite, it being an affiimatory practice [i.e,, of His truth]. 

a)~a, A summary' of the answer (» the first argument] is 

that indeed, we do not grant that [God] applied the term ‘faith1 

[only] to the practice of the prayer rite, but rather the meaning of 

this verse is, “God would never discount your believing faith" by 

continually directing that the prayer rite be toward Jerusalemc,f 

Therefore, He did not apply the term, ‘believing laith1 to [this tem¬ 

porary specific] practice. Moreover, this argument could be over¬ 

turned because of the objection lhaL If ‘practice’ should be [merely] 

a ‘part’ of the 'gejierat concept of believing faith1, then it would not 

be valid to apply the [general] term ’faith' do [the practice’], and 

*' C£ the article, '‘KibLu/’, Part ], Ritual and legal aspects, in bn-I-2, v\ &:B2 83, 
by AJ. Wcnsinck and D.A. Kjny. for a discussion of the rcasoCA fur Lhr change 
In Lhc qihlah from Jerusalem ?o the Ka'bali at Malika. 
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so on [i.e,, to the end of the argument: since 'practice3 would be 

only a lpart3 of Tailh’j. 

Nov/, let no one say that it would not be granted that if practice 
should hr: [merely| a |>ait of die general concept ol believing faith, 

the]i it would not be valid to apply the [general] term, 'believing 

faith*, to it. Indeed, it is valid to apply the nanif of the whole to a 

part* as a metaphor, because we hold that predicating 'faith1 of the 
prayer rite alone would be as a metaphor: but in principle, [such 

predication I is omitted. 

b) A summary of the second argument is that 'believing 

faith' in the religious Code is not a term for the practice of a specific 

action Only** because, if 'faith* lii the religious code should be a term 

for the practice of a specific action only, then laith would not “con¬ 

sist of ''about seventy" branches the best of them being [in confess], 

'There is no god at all but God*, and the least of them being to 

remove a hindrance from the path.” Indeed, we would know by [its] 

inherent necessity that the practice of a specific action only would 

not be like that. 

But the conclusion is false, because the Prophet did say: “Faith 

has about seventy branches, the best of them being to conicss tThere 

is no god at all but God’, and the least of them being to remove a 

hindrance from the path-1’511 

b: a, A summary of the answer [to Lhe second argument] 
is [hat the meaning of this tradition is that “the branches produced 
by faith arc 'about seventy/” It is not that the laith itself exists in 

about seventy [separate] parts* becasue if the faith itself should exist 

in about seventy parts, then the “removing of a hindrance from the 

path** would be included within [the laithf as a specific practice. But 

that is not the case, for the "removing of a hindrance from the path” 

[i.e.„ as a specific practice] is not something included within the faith, 

hy consensus [ol" the scholars]. 

A Iladjlh. See note to Baydawis trxi at rhu point. 
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Baydawi said!: L m, T 228 

SECTION 3: THE SUPREME LEADERSHIP OF 
THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY 

Tapir I: On the obligation to appoint a jupwrn leada* 

The Imarriyah and the Ismahliyah sects put the obligation for [the 

appointment of a supreme leader of the Muslim community] upon 

God- The Muhazilah a,nd Zaydiyah1 put ihe obligation upon us 

human beings o$ a rational matter, while our colleagues [of the 

Ashahrab] did so as a matter of tradition, lluc Khawarij did not 

make it an obligation at all. 

11k Sunn? Ashatrah argtimmt of human tradition responsibility 

Wc [of The Sunni Asha'11rah] have two basic points in our argument 

[on the appointment of ait Imam], (a.) that the obligation for [the 

appointment] is upon us according to tradition, and (b.) that this 

obligation is not upon God Moat HigEt, 

a. The first point is part of our argument because the Imam is 

appointed to protect the community from harm, and there would 

be no protection without him, ['Ibis is] because if a land should 

have no chieftain of proved ability' to command obedience, put down 

rebellion, and avert the hardship of tyranny over those who might 

be considered weak, then S3 tan would gain the mastery over them, 

immorality and sedition would spread among Them, and disorder 

and confusion would prevail. But defending one’s self from injury' as 

1 FD- K-u;j I hr last pag?* of his bind, n{-Ahi}i<t\Ytiit p. J4H io the end oil 

p. 250, to the- lopir- of The Imam. He into much rteiaiJ as to the argumems 
of the ShicL avis. The Iroamiyah, Jsma'tlijreh and! Zaydiyah are suljse4.es of ihe 
SJi^ab, til? tmptiasiejug Liu- rxwi^sLiy of an imam- I he Imaroiyab, I ■■ >l< lit if a itjcci- 
eraj demise that the im innate was a riiit-rr lino horn bYiL, subdivided into tLLitucr- 
uus sects with tlifiis,' i&tiHing itj lime- of 12 imjiFm, fhe lththVaslaariyahf benimin^ 
tin: nuiflt procsuLtmt. The: euiriLrsi only of iLlp LmaAliyah held in a Eute of ~t Lnmn-s. 
anil ait- named for [small i bn JaTar al-Sadiiy The Zaydiyah hold to a liLie of 5 
imams, and art' named for their champion. Zayd ihn ‘All, a grandson of rAli ibn 
Aba Ill lib's stm aJ-HtEayn. 
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much as possible is an obligation, by consensus among the prophets 

and by ladt agreement among ail thinking people, 

If an objection should be raised that (here also would l>c a pos¬ 

sibility of manifold abuses, since perhaps the people might refuse 

L lb? to obey [the imam] and then disorder would increase, or, 

he might rule o%'cr them severely and do them great wrong, or, in 

ordcT to ward off opponents and strengthen the leadership, he might 

need to increase his capital wealth and so would seize wealth from 

(hem unlawfully. Rut then our position {in such a rascj would be. 

that these possibilities are outweighed and outnumbered, for 

To abandon a great good/ 

in self-protection from a small evil, 

would be a great evil’. 

b. The second point is part of our argument because, as we 

explained earlier, there is no obligation whatsoever upon (GndJ; 

rather. He is the Necessary Cause of all things, 

Isfahan! says; L 467, T 22B, MS 2 39a: 13 

SECTION 3: THE SUPREME LEADERSHIP OF 

THE MUSLIM COMMUNITY 

In Section 3 [of this liook] Jiaydawi has set Ibrth five topics: 

1. On (he obligation to appoint a Supreme Leader, MS 239b 

2. The attribute’! of an Imam. 3. Criteria to he met in appointing 

an Imam, 4. The rightful Imam alter the Messenger; Abu Hakr jin 

Sunni doctrine], 5. The excellence of the Companions. 

Topic 1,- On i'he obligation to appoint a atfrrem leader 

rlhe "supreme leadership17 is a way of referring to Lhc succession to 

the Messenger by some [outstanding] person—iti order lo uphold 
the taws of the religious code, and to protect die territory of the 
Muslim community5—|referring to him) as the one who ought to 

1 L omitted “gm-al amount of'1 * 3 [kiitbir], Baydawi and lqfah.ini quoted, this ptiovrrb 
earlier, ;ii the t;nd of Kook 'L Section 3, Topic L 

3 That is, T reads l:... the fimaniah] is to protect the [hawdhat al-mtUah]11: while 
L. ihc MS and MS ■CJasTett, 4S9Ha read, [hawzat al-rnillah]. Hire two tniall 
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be followed by the whole nation. ftut the people of the nation have 

di tiered regarding the obligation to appoint an Imam. 

The Imamiyab and the Isma'iliyah sects have pot the obligation 

to appoint an imam upon. God Most Hi^h, The Mi/tarilah and the 

Zaydiyah puc the obligation to appoint the Imam upon us human 

beings as a rational mallei', while our [Sunni Asha'irahJ colleagues 

put the obligation to appoint ihe Imam upon us as a. mailer of tra¬ 

dition, The Khawarij absolutely do not mate the appointment of an 

Imam an obligation, neither on God Most High nor on us, neither 

by tradition nor by reason. 

The Sunni Asha'irah argument of human tradition responsibility 

In our [Sunni Ashahralt] argument we have rwo main parts, (a.) an 

explanation dial die obligation lo appoint an Imam is on us human 

beings as a matter of ‘tradition1, and (b.) an explanation that no 

obligation for lids appointment is upon God Most High. 

a. The first point [in our argument], namely, an explanation that 

it is an obli garinn upon us as a matter of tradition, is part of our 

doctrine because (1.) the appointment of an imam prevents injuries 

lo the group that can be prevented only by the appointment, of an 

imam, and (2.) whatever prevents those injuries that are preventable 

only by its means would be an ubiig&don [i.e,, for the group to pro¬ 

vide], therefore (3.) the appointment of an imam ri an obligation 

[upon the groupJ. 

1. As for the minor premise, [ix., that the appointment of an 

imam prevents injuries that are only preventable by such an appoint¬ 

ment], we know by necessity diat if [he people have a trend who is 

irresistible, whose punishment they fear and whose reward they hope 

lor, then their state wilt be guarded against injuries and evils more 

perfectly than if there should not Ixr such a chieftain. Indeed, when 

a land is devoid of a powerful chieftain who commands obedience 

and forbids wickedness, anrl who averts the harm of tyranny over 

those who might be considered weak, then it is that Satau gains 

differences may had to a larj^er [iicaisitig: ihc orLhojurraphy difiemice is only between 
[dh5J| and h33]; (lit promiTUL-iatioii of" [dhSl] m Epyptitfri anJ J^\-ao[icie (?) ooiLa- 
l| Lnii [or, : :l LliLi La, nJieii the ay thal nf [zii1]. I tic LYKratiLLigs of Lhe 
two words seem lo overlap: jhawdhat al-icitllahj literally Is: 'terrilriTy ... . lately 
acquired by conquest', while [haw/ar al-mtllahj is: 'territory (already! legally jios- 
seSscd.1, The small diflereruce in. letter shape- may be only scribal reading variant. 
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power over them, and wickedness and disobedience appear and 

increase, and disorder and ton fusion spread. Tims, it becomes appar¬ 

ent that T 229 the appointment of an imam will ward of I' injuries 

that cannot otherwise be avoided. 

2- As For the major premise, [i.e., that whatever prevents injuries 

that cannot otherwise be avoided is an obligation for the group to 

provide]. that is true, because defending one’s self from harm as 

much as possible is obligatory by die unanimous voice of the prophets 

and by a consensus among all thinking people, 

3. Moreover, whatever would prevent harm that is not other' 

wise preventable would be an obligation |i.e., for a group to pro¬ 

vide lor itself], because whatever is needed roc the fulfillment of a 

necessity is itself a necessity. 

An objection is raised that the minor premise of this argument is 

a rational statement taken from [an earlier] section on the [Predictdon 

of the] Good and the Heinous, L 46£ while its major premise is 

more clear rationally than is the minor, [thusb it would be prefer¬ 

able to base the argument upon the statement of the Most High, 

"Obey God, and ohry the Messenger and those among you whose 

responsibility it is to command.” [Q 4:59] 

Another objection coidd be raised dial the appointment of an 

imam also might be a cause of abuses, since perhaps the people 

might refuse to obey him, and then disorder wot]Id increase, or per¬ 

haps he might rule over MS 240a the people severely and do 

them great wrongs or perhaps, in order to defend against opponents 

and strengthen his leadership he might need to increase his capital 

wealth and so would seize wealth unlawfully from the people, i hut 

then] our position [in such a case] would be that the possibilities 

mentioned, although they are conceivable, nevertheless arc possibil¬ 

ities (hat are outweighed and outnumbered, ff the evils that might 

possibly come from appointing an imam should he compared with 

the evils that would surely come from not appointing an imam, then 

they would lx: outweighed to some extent, for 

'To abandon a great good, 

in sdf-protection from a small evil, 
would be a great evil1. 

b. The second point [in our argument], namely, an explanation 

that ho obligation for [the appointment of a leader] reals upon Cod 

Most High, is part of our argument in accordance with our earlier 
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explanation/ that no obligation whatsoever rests upon God, but 

rather* that He is the Necessary Cause of ail things. And now, since 

the two main parts of our argument have hern demonstrated, the 

goal of our argument is a certainty, namely, that the appointment 

of an imam is an obligation that rests upon US human beings as a 

matter of tradition, and not upon God, 

Baydawi said: L T 229 

2 he Imarmyah argument of the divine benevolence 

a, rlbe Twamiyah have argued, that [ihe appointment of an imam] 
would be an act of benevolence. 

1, They hold that when there is an imam then the case of a 

person under the obligation of religious duties—to accept whatever 

requires obedience and to resist whatever prompts, disobedience- 

won kl be more likely {of success] tlian when there is no supreme 

leader, anti 

2- thus benevolence is an obligation upon God in proportion 

to the capability |of the one obligated to obey], 

a. -a. The answer to this argument, after [you disputants of the 

Imauiiyahj have conceded [your] false premises, is that the benev¬ 

olence you have mentioned would ocenr only when there would be 

a victorious supreme leader whose reward is hoped for and whose 

punishment is feared, but you do not make him necessary. How 

would such a one exist, when it has not been possible from the era 

of prophecy in nil our own days for such a leader to exist as you 

have described? 

Mahani says: L 4bH, 1’ 229> MS 240a: 7 

77a1 Imamiyah argument of the divine benevolence 

a- The Imamiyah have argued that appointing an imam {for the 

Muslim community] would be an obligation upon Cod Most High, 

in that the appointment of the supreme leader would be an act of 

benevolence, since everything that is benevolence is an obligation 

upon God. 

' Biiok 2, Section 3, Chapter +. 
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L As for the appointment of an imam being an art of benev¬ 

olence, [they say] [hat is postulated because when [he people have 

an imam, then the case of one obligated to accept all acts of obe¬ 

dience and to resist all promptings tu disobedience would l>c more 

likely [of success] than when there is no imam. Thinking people 

know by necessity that, if they should have a chieftain who would 

prohibit them from struggling among themselves and creating an 
uproar and who would restrain them from acts of disobedience and 

urge them to arts of obedience, then they would be nearer to good¬ 

ness and farther from corruption, 

2. And as for benevolence being an obligation upon God Most 

High, that is postulated because benevolence follows the course of 

what strengthens the good and removes causes of corruption. Thus 

[benevolence] would be obligatory in proportion to the strengthen¬ 

ing needed. In summary, the strengthening and the benevolence 

serve to remove any excuse from a person charged with religious 

obligation. 

indeed, God Most High has charged suan as His creature with 

the obligation to perform acts of obedience and avoid arts of dis¬ 

obedience. L 469 And it is known that [God] would not proceed 

to do that unless He would have appointed an imam for [mankind], 

[For] if [God] had not appointed an imam fur him, then man being 

under religious obligation could say. “Indeed, You did not want to 

obtain obedience from me because You did not appoint an imam 

for me,11 just as it would be possible for him to say, “You did not 

want me to perform a good deed because You did not make it pos¬ 

sible for me to do it,” So just as empowered capability is necessary 

to remove this excuse, benevolence would also be necessary. 

a.-a. The answer to this argument is that we do not grant that 

(he appointment of an imam would be a benevolence, Indeed, it 

would be a benevolence only MS 240b when the appointment of 

the supreme leader would be free from, faults that cause corruption; 

but this would be impossible, because of the probability that in the 

appointment of I he supreme leader there might be hidden corrup¬ 

tion, knowledge of which would be in God's exclusive possession. 

Moreover, even if it should be granted that the appointment of an 

imam would he a benevolence, still we do not grant that the benev¬ 

olence would be an obligation upon God Most High. Nor do we 

grant that giving man empowered capability would be an obligation 

upon God Most High; for indeed we have made it dear that there 
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h no obligation at all upon God, but rathe]', lie is the Necessary 

cause of aE! things. 

Even after having granted your [i.e., the Imainiyali disputants1] 

false premises, the benevolence you have mentioned would! come 

only if there should be an imam who ob\iously had a proved ahih 

icy to iMkr people hope for bis reward ft-d.i his punishment- 

hut you do not believe in ihe necessity of appointing an imam that 

would tic tike this supreme leader. So, how teiuid die appointment 

of an imam he a benevolence when from the age of the prophets 

K> out days no supreme leader has been empowered as you have 

described? Is it therefore, a fact chat God has abandoned His oblig¬ 

ation [to make I he appointment]? I’hat would be an ugly situation, 

for then an ugly action would have been committed by (5od Most 

High! And you people do not admit that anything ugly could ever 

be committed by God Most High! 

Baydawi said: L 469, T 229 

Topic 2: 77v jltribuia of an Imam 

a. [The imam] should diligently study the principles and branches 

of religion in Order to be able to furnish proofs and resolve doubts 

i]i making decisions and Segal pronouncements about events. 

b. He should have good judgment and the ability to manage both 

war and peace'1 and all other |>oltllcaJ matters. 

c. He should be brave and not fearful in the conduct of war. and 

not weakhearted in administering legal punishment. 

Some scholars are more lenient regarding these [foregoing) tliret 

qualities. They hold that [the imam] should deputize someone hav¬ 

ing these characteristics. 

<1. He should be just, because he lias executive control over men 

together wiLh their wealth and goods. 

c. He should l>e intelligent!. 

f. He should be a mature man,, 

g. He should be male, since [women] are not perfect in intellec¬ 

tual comprehension and religious conviction. 

1 L reads iji eflnor [ii^aluml; T, llttr MS, MS Garrett y89Hl> yjid MS Garrett 
I'K.ilt read, [aMlm]- 
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b. He should be a free man, because a slave would be disdained 

among men, and would be busy in the service of his master. 

i. [The imam] should he from thf: Quraysh, |this point of doc¬ 

trine being] in opposition: to the Khawarij 1’ 230 and a group of 

die Mu'tazilah, We [of the Sunni Asha'irah] hold by the Prophet's 

word: ‘Imams should be from the Quraysh,”18 the definite article 

with the plural, where there is no assignment En another meaning 

reference, has a general reference. Also, there is [the Prophet's] worth 

“Governors should be from ehc Quraysh, its long ess they obey God 

and govern uprightly.”7 

Isfahani says: L 469, T 230, MS 240b :8 

Topk 2: 'Hit' n!tributes qfan imam 

The attributes of L 470 imams are nine in number; 

a, The imam should diligently study the principles of religion and 

its branches in order to be able to furnish, proof for problems in 

matters of basic principle, to resolve doubts and ambiguities, to be 

able to make a legal pronouncement regarding events, and to derive 

judgments in subsidiary matters. 

h. The imam should have gruid judgment and the ability to man¬ 

age events ant! the problems of war and peace,3 that is, peacemak¬ 

ing, and ail other political affairs. This means, that he should !w: 

Strong where strength is required and that he should be compas¬ 

sionate where mercy and gentleness »re called for, as God said in 

praising the Companions of the Prophet and those who believed 

with hinvJ 

“[Those who arc with the Prophet an1] severe against disbeliev¬ 

ers, but among themselves they show mercy,11 [Q 48:29] 

e llndilh, iiictaxmd and cited in Wcnsincts A Handbook of Early Muhammadan 
Trat&liw, under '‘Imam"—as being' in Miwitui al Tayalisi, #926, 2133. [L 4d9:2 11 

7 Haillth, diffcrixig only in die term ^govrrmGHf' [wulah]. the sense is Jiot diHereiit 
1mm that seen in ibic pudding nulr. 'Hits citation may be compared with another, 
noted els bring in £rfi>fe iVfrtnfvn, 3: 734; 1476. 

a Ttsli vmy slii'hily !L [ywria.bb*r aL-waepyT amr al-harh UA^Uiki]; MS tbrnm 
9EW4ta: jyudabhir al-waG^Lyi* WA-anir al-hnrOb wa-al-dlrr.];, T and fihe MS: |yud- 
abbir amr ai-harh wa-al-silmf 

* Texts vary slightly --L. al-nabT. ■ wa-alladhtriia Arriaivy ma'ahu];: 
T: [zlsI■ ab id-nubl .. wa-ftUfldhlha ma'Ahiij; |]» MS: [al-paJjabah wa-qlldhltM inrmntl 
muLahu|: ,\1S Garrett 969H:i- | ai-so|.i^Ll>a-h iva-alladhrcta ma(aliv]. 
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e:. | The imam| should l>e courageous and strong of heart, not 

Fearful in the conduct of war, and not weakhearted in the ad minify 

tralion of legal punishment hut not irresponsible in casting souls to 

destruction. 

Some scholars were more lenient in applying the [foregoing] three 

attributes,. holding that if the [imam hinrtself] should nol be char¬ 

acterized by these three attributes, then he should appoint as deputy 

someone who did have them. 

ci The imam should be just* because he has executive conirnl 

over met] as well as over their wealth and their goods. Thus, if he 

should not be just, then their would be no security from his trans¬ 

gression and from his spending the wealth of the people lor his own 

desires, and thus the rights of Muslims would be lost- TTis attribute 

carries within it the implication that he should be a Muslim. 

c. He should have intelligence, 

f. He should be a man mature land perfect in nature]. The rea¬ 

son Ibr this U 

1. because neither a young boy nor an insane person would 

have full control over themselves, so how could it be imagined that 

they should govern all the people? and 

2. because neither an insane person nor a young boy would 

have the attributes that are given consideration for the supreme lead¬ 

ership, and 

3.. because neither an insane person nor a young boy would 

be just, and the imaan must be just, perfect in comprehension and 

conviction. 

g. [The imam] should be male; because women are nol perfect 

in intellectual comprehension and religious conviction, and the supreme 

leader must be perfect in comprehension and conviction. 

h. He must be a free man.* because a slave would be scorned 
among men, and would be too busy in serving his master. A supreme 

leader must br honored among men in order to be obeyed, and he 

should not be too busy serving someone From [some] legal obliga¬ 

tion so that he himself might be free to serve the best interests of 

the people. 

i. The imam should be of the Quraysh, contrary1 to the opinion 

of the Khawarij and a group of the Murtazilah, We [i.e,, of the 

Sunni orthodox school] have the statement of the Prophet: *'Imams 

should he from the Quraysh-' The term, ‘"imams”* is plural, as indi¬ 

cated by the definite: article, so its reference is general. Indeed, the 
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definite atticlc with the plural, where the meaning is unassigncd, has 

a. general reference, and as there is no assignment here the refer¬ 

ence is general. Alan [here is the statement of the Prophet “(iovemors 

should he from (lie Quraysh,” and ihe assignment ol n'frntfjit:c is 

the same as in the first hadilh quoted, 

Baydawi said: L 470, T 230 

Blametessness not a prerequisite 

a. Blameless ness should not be made a prerequisite [quality for 

the imams]; but this doctrine is in opposition to the TsmaSiiyab and 

the Ithna-'ashariyah sects. We [of the Sunni orthodox] hold, L 471 

as we shall explain, God willing,—to the [rightfulJ supreme leader¬ 

ship of Abu Rahr. And the people of the whole nation were in 

agreement that the blarnelessriess of Abu Rakr was not an obliga¬ 

tion. Rut, I (Baydawi] am not saying"1 that he was not blameless, 

b- [The Tsma'iliyah and the Irhna-'asbariyab] argue [as follows]: 

i The reason for the need for [the imam] was either 

a) that the knowledge of tilings divine would be learned only 

through [the irmtml, which is the belief of those who accept the 

'divine instruction1 [he., [Ta'lTnu] doctrines of the lsma'iliyah,11 or 

b) in order to provide instruction in intellectual duties, and11’ 

to move mankind nearer to arcs of obedience, as is she doctrine of 

the ilhna-£ashariyah, but that [instruction] would come only when 

the imam would lie blameless. 

2, Human beings need an imam, because of the possibility of 

sin on their part. And if sin should be admissible for the imam, then 

he would have nerd of another [imam], and [hen ibe argument 

would be an infinite series. 

Reading mLh L nnd MS Gamrit 9&9Hb; pa aentahujj MS Garrett 293R- 
[la aqut ‘ulif annahuji T: [Ui ‘atid atutahu], Here Baydawi clarities, vvidi a double 
negative, vvbat be is saying, [tamely, that lie does accepr Abu Bakr5s blamdessness. 
In the commentary* b&hani presents the matter ss a clat-ifit-abon of what all the 
people were thinking, 

iJ Wilfred Made Jung, in his article “Tsma'iKyyV, [in tn-I-2, v. 4. p. 205] indi¬ 

cates rhii is “.. . TIk old SbiLi doctrine of i-C-, the aulhdritiUiYC teaching 
in religion, which COuld be carried out only by a divinely chosen imam in every 
aj$e after the PiqphfL^ 

,J Sources wsed tor the Baydawt te\t read. i'orl!' [aw], hut the rorTospoiid]n^ pas¬ 

sage in the Igfahani commentary reads, Asnd" [waw]. 
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3. Furthermore, the imam is needed because of the statement 

of the Moat flight *ill am going to make yon an imam for mankind7; 

[Abraham then] asked, 'And also my offspring?* [but God] replied, 

'My commission will never include wrongdoers.7" [0^2:124] 

b. a. ‘Iftc answer to [their argument in its] first and second points 

is by rejecting the premises, and in the third point [the answer] is 

that the verse |Q_2'E24J indicates that the prerequisite lor the imam 

is that he should not be actively enmeshed in sins [and sinfulness] 

by which justice |itself] would become unravelled, not that he should 

be 'a blameless man1, 

Isfahani says: L 47 lj, T 230, MS 241a: i 3 

Bfomlmms not « prerequisite 

a. Etatndessnrss is not a prerequisite for the imams; but this doc¬ 

trine is in opposition to [that of] the lsmailiyah and the Ithna- 

‘a&hariyah, or, [taken together as] the lm ami yah, for they make 

blamelcssness a prerequisite for the imams. Our [Sunni orthodox] 

doctrine,—and we shall make that dear, God willing,—is that Abu 

Bafcr rightly lie Id the sup feme leadership, and the people of the 

whole nation were in agreement that Abu Eakr was not obliged to 

be blameless, but not that he was not blameless. Therefore, blame- 

Jessness is not a prerequisite in the imam, because if hlamdessucss 

should be a prerequisite, then blamciessncss would be obligatory for 

the imam; but dial conclusion is lalse, because blamelessness is not 

obligatory. 

b. Those who Favor blamdcssness as a prerequisite, [namely, the 

Ismahliyali and the Ichsia-^ashariyah fmamiyah.] base I heir argument 

that hlamelessness should be a pre-requisite in ihe imam on three 

reasons: 

L The reason for the need for an imam is either 

a) that the knowledge of things divine would lx learned11 

only through him, as is rite doctrine of those who hold rhe idea of 

divine instruction, or 

" [la lu'luJnj. t Jelly MS C.a;«.r E u;rc 9fl9HiS [Isfuhxii'ii CtXl <itilvj nf SOUrees used ii-juL. 
[Ia rn'rat j. buL l hu- t:uircjfioihEiiig EJ.iyiUws in MS OarreU reads, [Li 

lulajn]. 
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b) to provide instruction in intclltduai duties and to move 

mankind nearer to acts of obedience, which is the doctrine of the 

Jthna-'ashariyah, but that would not come about except when the 

imam would be blame Jess so that there could be confidence in his 

word and deed. 

2. The need of human beings MS 241b for an imam is 

because of the possibility of sin on their part. Thus,, if there should 

be no imam who was necessarily blameless, then it would be admis¬ 

sible that he might sin* whereupon that imam would need another 

[imam] [i.c.,, without blame to guide him|, and so the argument 

would become an infinite scries. 

3. There is the word of the Most High, in speaking to Abraham, 

‘“Indeed, t am going to mstke you ;tn imam for mankind.1 [Abraham 

then] asked, ‘And also my offspring?1 [But Cod] replied^ ’My com¬ 

mission will never indude wrongdoers.1" [Q 2; 124] So. the verse 

indicates that die commission to supreme leadership would not include 

wrongdoers, that is, it would never reach them. Moreover, whoever 

is not T 231 blameless would be a sinner, and a sinner is a wrong¬ 

doer* and thus* cannot become ail imam. 

The answer m the first two reasons is a rejection of thr premises. 

] .- a. In the first reason, our positron does not grant restrict¬ 

ing the reason for the need Ibr an imam to the two matters which 

L 472 you have mentioned. And even if we should gram them we 

would not grant that that concession implies the necessity tor blame- 

lessncss in the imam; but rather, it implies that the justice of the 

imam would Vie obligatory 

2, -a, In the second reason, we would not grant that, if sin 

should be admitted as a possibility in un imam, then he would require 

another imam [i.e., for guidance and help]. We shall make it clear, 

God willing, that the supreme leadership of Abu Bnkr was rightful, 

that sin was admitted as a possibility for him. but that he did not 

have need for another imam; if it should 3*ave been otherwise, then 

has supreme leadership would not have been rightful. 

3. -a. The answer to the third point is lhaL the verse indicates 

[hat ihc prerequisite Tor an imam is that he should not bo actively 

L"iLiittjsh(-ri in HiQS find sinfulness| by which justice would he dis¬ 

credited, not that ihe prerequisite for an imam is that he should be 

blameless. For indeed, wrongdoing is opposed to justice, and so his 

not being a wrongdoer docs not imply that he would be blameless, 

hut rather, it implies that he would be just. 
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Baydawi said: L 472, T 231 

Tofrk 3: Cntina lo be mt!t in appointing an Imam 

j. ITiere is a mnsensus that proclamations made by GodT by His 

Mesaer^ger, and by the previous Imam an1 all independent reasons 

tearing on this topic. 

b, Nevertheless, there is some difference over whether 

(- the people should swear allegiance to someone who ha* been 

prepared for them, or whether 

2. dial person should lake control aggressively hy his acute 

mastery over14 the principles of Islam, 

a) Our [Sunni Ashahrah] colleagues and the Mi/lari lab 

affirm the validity of both these- alternatives:* in order that the com¬ 

mon objective of both alternatives might come about. 

h} The Zaydiyah held that any intelligent l-'atimid who would 

go out with the sword and claim the supreme leadership would 

become the [rightful] Imam. 

c) liut tine Imamiyah absolutely denied that [notion]T and 

presented an argument having the following points, 

I) The people who swear allegiance are given no con¬ 

trol over the affairs of someone else* so how could they make [such 

a person as the Zaydiyah suggest] a governor over them. 

2} Ihc confirmation of the supreme leadership by oath 

of allegiance may result in discord because of the possibility that 

every faction would swear allegiance to a different person* and (lieu 

warfare would break out among them, 

3) The position of governing judge does not come hy an 

oath of allegiance* and so the supreme leadership should be likewise, 

4) The Imam is the deputy of Cod anti of His Messenger, 

so his Irightful] succession should not Ik; confirmed unless tw a state¬ 

ment of God anti of His Messenger, 

|]r-a. The answer to the first point is that it would be 

refuted by every witness arid every governor.14 

Jl 1, rratk; [Taw istawla1 shawfcatuhu'b T: |aw isImvUt diawkatuliu]* MS Gam’ll 

and MS Garrett ?S3B; [aw isUmta1 M-shawHkiitiha], this Twins ihc reading 

preferred, 
11 It., il may l>e .sfccuUccd* thai Baydawi stacra Lyonia ally that no vi-itncis would 

dare w report, otbenviH:. and no governor wouM ever admat it to be otTl^nvisr- 
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2) a. For the second the answer is that discord would 

be avoided if preference were given lo those who were the most 

learned, the most pious, and die most senior, and to someone very 

close to the Messenger. 

3) -a. For the third the answer is that the principle [of 

an oath of allegiance] should be prohibited, especially when rhe land 

is without an imam, 

4) -a. For the fourth the answer would he to ask, why 

would it not be admissible that either a 'choice1 by the people or 

some individuafs ‘demonstration' uf outstanding personal capability 

should constitute hath the 'disclosure1, that tliis person was to be the 

imam and deputy to God Most High and Hh Messenger, and the 

'proof' that it was he. 

Isfahani says; L 472, T 231, MS 241b:12 

Topic 3.- Criteria to k mi in appointing on Imam 

a. The people oi' [he naliou are in agreement tliat a prtktlama- 

[ion of God, and a proclamation of Lhc Messenger of God, and a 

proclamation of the previous imam supporting the supreme leader- 

ship of a given person would eaeh be independent reasons [sup* 

porting] I um, that is,, for the confirmation of his supreme leadership, 
b. Nevertheless, there is some diflerence over whether 

1. the people should swear allegiance to a person who has been 

prepared for the supreme leadership, or whether 

2. an L 47'£ individual who has been prepared for the 

supreme leadership should take control aggressively by his acute mas* 

tery over the principles of Islam. 

aj Our j Sunni AshaSrah] colleagues, loyal to custom ami 

community, and the Mu^azilah affirm both of these alternatives, that 

is, [they would support] both candidates for the supreme leadership, 

[Tilts is] because the objective of the supreme leadership would come 

about through each of these individuals. Indeed, the purpose of 

appointing an imam is to prevent the harm that is preventable only 

by the appointment of an imam, and this would come about through 

[hem both, so the supreme leadership of both of them certainly 

would l>e valid. 

b) 'lire Zaydiyah hold that any intelligent Fa timid who would 

go oui with bis sword and claim die supreme leadership would 

become die [rightful] imam, 
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c) But. the Imantiyah absolutely rejected that l notion); that 

is, the Imarniyah rejected MS 242a appointment of the imam 

either by oath of allegiance of the people of die nation, or by oriels 

taking control through his acute mastery, or by lhr claim of an indi¬ 

vidual so described, equally whether that person had been prepared 

for it or not. Moreover, they held that the supreme leadership should 

be confirmed only liy a proclamation from God Most High, or from 

the Messenger* or from the previous imam. The [Emamiyah] pre¬ 

sented an argument supporting that position with the four points 

[Baydawij* our author* has set forth, 

1) The people who swear allegiance have no jurisdiction 

over the allairs of other individuals in Lhe populace, even with the 

least of diem, so how could they place someone else in control over 

the whole nation, Indeed, for one who has no jurisdiction over the 

least matter with the least of the people, how would it be possible 

for him to grant jurisdiction lo someone dae over the whole nation? 

2) line confirmation of supreme leadership by oath of 

allegiance might result in discord, because of the possibility chat every 
faction would swear allegiance to a different individual, and then 

every Faction would claim preference for their Imam, and warfare 

would break out among them (hat would lead (o atrocities and 

Injuries. 

3) The poshioti of governing judge does nor come by the 

oath of allegiance, so all the mom the position of supreme leader¬ 

ship should not come by it, for indeed the supreme leadership is 

greater than the judgeship, 

4} The Imam is the deputy of God, and of His Messenger, 

so his [rightful] succession would he confirmed only by a procla¬ 

mation of God, or by a ppoclamsiion yf Ht$ Messenger. This is 

because an appointment as deputy for some other person never 

occult except by the permission of that other person, 

l)-a. The answer to the host point is that it would be 

refuted both by a witness and by a governor. Indeed, a witness would 

not be empowered wiih jurisdiction in the matter witnessed, while 

a governor would be empowered with jurisdiction by his word of 

testimony, even if the judgment |i,e.t of his confirmation] should be 

against him. 

2}-a. To the second the answer is dial we do not grant 

that the situation, ay they said, may lead to discord because of the 

probability (Hat each faction would swear allegiance to a different 

individual and then warfare would break Out among them, Qur 
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position is that discord would bo avoided by preferring the most 

learned, most pious, most senior, Etisd the one closest to the Messenger 

of God, as the Companions preferred Abu Bakr over Sa'd ibn 

'Ubadah. 

3) -a. To the third poinr the answer is a rejection of (he 

principle [of swearing an oath of allegiance]. We rT' 232 do not 

grant that the position of governing judge does not come by the 

oath of allegiance. Indeed, an appointment that would set a person 

in a position, of governing control is ircrmissiblc when there is an 

imam, and especially when the country would be without an imam. 

Indeed, L 474 rite position of an administrator of the law may 

be obtained by anyone worthy of the judgeship, by the oath of allt*;- 

giance to him by the people of the country. 

4) -a. To the fourth point the answer is that we grant 

chat a deputy of God Most High and o-f His Messenger MS 242b 

would receive no anthony-ation except by permission of God Most 

High and by permission of His Messenger. But then, why would it 

not be admissible thac either a choice by the people or the demon- 

tfration of outstanding personal capability by an individual who had 

been prepared for the supreme leadership should constitute both ldin- 

ebsure” of the fact that that individual qualified for the supreme 

leadership was to be the Imam, deputy of God and of His Messenger, 

and the ‘proof’ sign that he was the imam, the deputy of God and 

of Hi.s Messenger? 

Baydawi said: L 474, T 232 

T&pk 4a: 7Sf rightful Imam after the the Prnpktt Abu Bah m 
Surmi dottiVUl 

a. The Shi'ah disagreed with the (ISunni] Muslim majority [over 

the evidence for Abu Bakr as the rightful imam after Che Prophet| 

but [Abu Bakr] is the one indicated [for (hat post] for a number of 

reasons.111 

r:' Attesting to tin: continuing live LntcFC-Jt within western scholarship in the ques¬ 
tion of from which line is- the rightful successor to the Prophet and the develop¬ 
ment of the majority and minority official answers ro this question there are two 
studies which thoroughly review the evidence and appear ro lean slightly in oppo¬ 
site (Erections in judging ils weight. Wilferd Maddiing's book, Tht SttcctaiiNi to 
MuhgnmQiif a Study of tht Earfy C&UphsHt-. (London and New York: Cambridge University 
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1. There is the statement of the Most High: 

lThe promise of God is to those among you faithful in believing 

And long active in the practice of good deeds; 

Them He will make His representatives in the land, 

just as 11c had deputized others before you,'1 [Q, 24:51] 

So, chose who received the promise of being appointed to be Ills 

representatives in the land and to have j»wct would lx; either 

a) £Ali and those who governed after him,, or 

bj Abu fiakr and those after him. The first alternative is 

invalid by7 'Consensus, so the second is dearly indicated. 

2. There is the statcEnent of the Most High, 

“You shall be called out against a people having great strength, 

and [eiiherj you will kill them or lake their surrender/1 [Q_ 4tJ:lt>| 

So the Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden was not 
Muhammad, because of the statement of the Most High: "Tell them, 

‘You will never follow after us/” [0,4ft:13] !Nor was it 'All, because 

he did not wage war against disbelievers in the days of his caliphate; 

nor was if anyone who governed after him, by the consensus [of 
scholars]. Therefore, someone before pAli] is clearly indicated. 

3. [Abu Bakr] succeeded [Muhammad] in leading die prayer 

rite during the flays of [ihe Prophet's] illness, and [Muhammad] did 

not remove Itirn, so his role as successor in leading the prayer rite 

continued after Muhammad’s death.1 And since his role as succes¬ 

sor was confirmed in [the prayer rite] it was further confirmed itl 

Other matters, since no one objected by saying that there was a dis¬ 

tinction |i.e., in significance between the functions]. 

Press, J 9971 Supports she Shi'ah position in favor of 'Ale- Asrna Afi»ruddi]i at tlx 
University of Noire Darur, ill her article, ,LIri Praise if (he {laliph&‘ Re-creaiinj; 
HisrrtCy IrurTH llsr Vlmiac'jiU l.iieratuift71, in ttii^ ftltrmntriyrltil Jr.iifiAOi wj AfM/ilx f-Jiyt Siiuiiri. 

voE. St, 1K1. 3, (Aug., 1 pp, [323}-350, scium to support die Sunni position in 
favor of Abu BaJtr. I Ter study is on how the conte.tdiifi buuni and Shi'all argu¬ 
ment* were formulated in rdution to each other, Eiidi side learned Thom (he other's 
statements thin gained m popular response. and each skk- developed new deb^iing 
propiihiuonK similar lo ihuse of then- opponents Inn cotmleiposing ihciii 

?1 WiM>rH Maddung (op. cii., pp. -25) recounts the story of Abu Bsikr's bring 
asked Lo Jsad thp prayer rite tor thei Prophet. Abu Haiti was ahjent when (he 
Ihuph ci first directed that he be asked, so the request was changed (o be H Uinar, 
but HUmar refused Lo proceed whiEc Abu bakr could do it. Eventually Abu Bakr 
did it but (he Prophet was somewhat displeased with the prrfurrruiitce. Maddung 
sui^escs thaL she inlaprelatiou of this story is that the Prophet was not usiri,^ bis 
Order lo Abu friikc merely to demonstrate his choice of Atm Baib as his suooessor, 
B»t then, this iniorprcialicn is in contradiction, to die 5-umii position. 
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4, There is the statement of the Prophet: "The rightful suc¬ 

cession to governance after me will last thirty years; after that it will 

become a dominance by tyrant,”IH The succession |lo governance] 

of the two elder slatemen [i.e,, Abu Bakr and ‘Umar] was thirteen 

years in Length, and the succession of TJUiman was twelve years, 

and the succession ol cAli was live years. This is clear proof that the 

succession of she first four Imams was rightful, God’s pleasure be 

upon them all. 

5. The people of the nation had been in consensus on the 

supreme leadership of one of three persons, namely, Abu Bakr. 'Alt 

and ‘Abbas. The ease'9 for the leadership of both cAli and ‘Abbas 

was invalidated, so the case for [Abu Bakr'-1;] supreme leadership was 

clearly seen lo prevail. This is a famous consensus, and it is men¬ 

tioned in the books of biographies and histories. The case for die 

supreme leadership of (he olEur two was invalidated Eierausc, if the 

right [1 o the leadership] should have been assigned to onr of those 

two, then he [who was given the right] Would have challenged Abu 

Bakr, disputing with him and displaying the argument for himself 

[as rightful contender], and he would have defeated [Aha Bakr].30 

But [this contender] would have had no pleasure in his own suc¬ 

cession to power, for indeed, to take pleasure in doing wrong is itself 

an act of wrongdoing,'1 

H Hadith, [at-khilafah ba'th thalathurt sanah thunimu yasir ba"dn dhitik mutkan 
‘ueJuduE]!. {&} Tlair flr^L part appears 10 Ih in A form and is indexed in 
Wensinck’s Flajtdbvtik under “Imam—there are three propliei khalita1*, then comLs 
this ‘kingdom.’” While VVYnsinck translates, the last word |muLk] as ^i^dom1, yentr- 
LcaHy it is ibe idea of ‘clomLELation.", which Is distinct from Lhc idea of ‘rightful slh> 
cession’ [khilafa-tii]- Located &jtir.iK Ahv Davd, ;d|-$uttna, ff+(*45 +647: Ikliijisikt 
aJ-nuhQwah thaiatfidn Rmtah, Lhunrma yu'atti Allah -.lI-t: l.lLiJ-l matt via^lta'|. 

\h; Hie second part of this quotation was not located in the form Baydnwi liscis- 

This second pari quota-ILOn from Lise IV-iphrl is [wrrhaps enhanced tiy movirtjt close 
to rhy Literal settle: H., . afor ihai. [the RuecM.Ponij wLI3 become s domination by 
fang power1.* 

iU and T omit * argument14 [cjawl] hoe, while MS Garrcti JtfjyHb an id Garrett 
283B- include- h. 

w L alone of sources used reads, -'and dc-fr-ated hint.14 [wa-qihara ‘alayhi] 
:| Around the turn of the 13th Nth ccnluries of the Common Era. Baydawi 

writes here aliout a ‘famous consensus' (his fifth point, above) that had come to 
rxisL HTTumg ‘the people of the nation , ,. on (he supreme leadership ..and be 
includes "Abbas aflNfflg tha three Considered its. most worthy contenders, We believe 
Pfol-c^fior Aisai-uddin (op. ch., pp. 341-343} is writing or ihc same ihing when sEic 
writes of ‘"Mainjjtrtaminx the Community: Appeasement and Comolidilioii;' However, 
she don iwt mention "Abbas as one of those brinfj considered in the approach to 
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Now, an objection has been raided that the right to thr succes¬ 

sion belonged to cAJi, but th^t be disclaimed it out of "godly fearV,:;: 

Our |Baydawf&] position [in reply to this objection] would be 1 fl¬ 

ask how that could be! [For *AliJ was a man of the utmost bravery 

and vigor, Fatimah the Radiant with her high status was his wife, 

and mcis-t of the leaders L 47o of she QiJiaysh and their notables 

were with hid), such as al-Ffasau and al-Husayn.31 And aFAbbas,24 

with his high rank, indeed said. “Stretch forth your hand fbr me to 

swear allegiance to you, so that men may say, 'The uncle of the 

Messenger of (Jod swone allegiance to his nephew1, anti then no two 

people will ever have a difference over you.” Al-Zubayr also, with 

his outstanding bravery, drew forth Ins sword and said, “I am not 

pleased with the succession of Abu Baki'.” Abu Sufyao also. Chief of 

M&kJkah and Head of the Bauu Umayyah, said, ’’Are you, O Eanu 

(Abd Manaf, pleased that a man of Taytn*s will govern over you?” 

But together with the Madijian followers Abu Bakr challenged 

themM and prevented llietn from having the succession. And Abu 

Bakr [then] was old ant! weak, humble but healthy, without much 

wealth and having few supporters. 

•a iWjscrB.us- lying after the actual SMecesrion Lad been decided, the people EtLU 

were arguing rhe relative ‘n^hdulness' of that sum-ssum. 1 he quality most highly 

valued among (he people as an indicator of true leadership was "ccserLt^. Afsaruddiaa 

points out that Ibn HLihbal quite early had drawn attention to the importuned of 

merit1 in this regard, arid this quality finally was given the (op plrtce in the Muslim 

pubic's estimation, -She Writes that by tin- early 1 tlh century this consensus was 
I i 11 d'i ii■ i. anrl quoits she opinion of "Alart rt.htjj.hi i al- iiu^l uL.uii {d. 1(137) thai ibf 

fiTst. Sour orthodox caliphs were in their historical order because of their ‘merit1', an 

’"the most excellent of men after the Messenger.' Baghdadi was stating what he 

btfcvrd was the consensus of 'rtjuaad Ultokers oai this topic, the “[Ahl Al^u-firtah]," 

“ T atone adds, “of discord1" Tfiinah]. 

Ji Al-Hasan Amd mI-NueAvei. the two atjeus of lAJi ibn Ain TaJib by K&rLmah, 
daughter of the Prophel, Both arc considered as rightful claimants m the caliphate 
by the Shfah. 

Al-C,Abbas ibn 'Abd al-MuLtalib ibn Hashim. was an unde of the Prophet. 

J‘ That is, Abu Bakr. L has omitted ‘'‘TavTni'': T reads, “'Taym1'. and MS Garrett 

Wtllh and Garrett 283 h mad. ‘Taymi." " 

See the c-xpLoalorv glosses in Isfahani's Commentary oil this piiasage from 

MS Gawu 939Ha. 
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Isfahan! says: L 475, T 232, MS 242b: 3 

Ti'pii 4a: The rigkifui Imam qfttt ska tht Prophet: Ahu Bakr m 

Sutmi dixtrim 

a, The Shi'ah disagreed with the Muslim majority [over whether 

Abu Bakr was the rightful Imam alter the Messenger of God]. They 

maintain that the rightful Imain after the Messenger of find slioyld 

be All 
Our Author has mentioned five of the reasons which indicate that 

the rightlul Imam after the Messenger of God should be Abll Bakr. 

1. There ts the statement of the Most High: 

'■The promise of God is to those among you faithful in believing 

and tong active in die practice of good deeds; 

Them He will make Hi? representatives in the land, 

just as He had deputized others before them. 

For them He will make a place for their religion 

that He has approved for (hem: 

Jo exchange For the Tearfulness in which they had lived 

lie will give them sure security', [as He says], 

‘They will be giving their worship to Me [alone], 

Nor will thev associate anv other with Me. 
j .■ 

Those j still | disbelieving after that, 

Will be [known as] insolent libertines,'” [Q 24:55] 

God who is most liigh and praiseworthy promised ’to a group of 

the Companions1 that He certainly would make them His represen¬ 

tatives in the land and a^uredly He would make them strong, [The 

promise] is indicated by His statement ho those among you'. So die 

group of iho Companions who were given the promise would have 

been either 

a) 'All and those who assumed the command alter him, 

such as Mu'awiyah, and Yazid and Marwan, or 

b) Abu Bakr and those who assumed die command after 
him, who were the three caliphs, LUmar, 'Lthman and ‘All, God's 

favor be with them all. 

(a) The former of the two interpretations*— namely, that 

those who were promised the succession and power to rule were £A3i 

and those who governed after him,—k invalid by the consensus [of 

scholars], Wc hold that it is invalid because the caliphate of the lour 
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[who did scrvc| was valid, but the caliphate of Mufawiyah, Yazkl 

and Marian was invalid, for they were tyrant kings, not rightful 

successors [of the Prophet J. But the Shfah hold that [our interpre¬ 

tation] it invalid because Mu'awiyah, Yazid and Marwan were not 

among those hvho believed and did what is right1, 

(b) Therefore, the second [i.e., of die two interpretations] is 

clearly shown as die right one, namely, that those who were promised 

the succession and power to rule [as the leading men of the land] 

were Abu Tiakr and the three caliphs who followed him. So, it is a 

certainty that the rightful Tmam alter the Messenger of God was 

Abu Bakr. T 233 

2, [Again] there is the statement of the Most High; 

"Tell those who are left of the Arabs, You will he called out 

against a people of great courage, [either] you will kill them or take 

their surrender. Jf you obey, [hen God will pay you a handsome 

reward,, L 47f> buE if you turn back, as you turned back before, 

then He will punish you severely/” [£) 48:16] 

Now, [be Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden was not 

Muhammad, because of the statement o! the Most High just pre¬ 

ceding this verse, "Those left behind when you go out' 7 to win the 

spoils of war will say, 'Let us follow you', as they wanted to make 

a substitution for die statement of God, Tell themt (You will never 

follow after us; God has said this to you previously/" [Q 49; 15] 

Thus, [God's] statement,2* “You will never follow after us”, is ail 

indication that the Messenger of God prohibited them from follow¬ 

ing him, s<] it would not be admissible that he would call them out 

“against a people of great courage ", otherwise, there would be a 

contradiction. MS 243a 

cAli was not [the Claimant to whom disobedience was forbidden}, 

because God Most High said in describing those who were called 

upon, “You will kill them or take their surrender1'\ and cAJi certainly 

did not fight disbelievers in the days of his caliphate. Nor was the 

17 Here and in thr previous Qur'an quotation, the MS quoics only two or three 

beginning worth, iKe-ti inserts "lIu: vctsc'" and skips the rest of the verse to the ocM 

pari of (he commentary. 

a L, fullmved by T, adds. [fa-M-ytiqutunaL mistakenly comi-rnrin^ with die QuAil 

quotation. MS Garrett tlRHHii elides part cif (he Qui^an verse [48:15] :ind continues, 

[fa.~t|awiuhu]. 
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Claimant to whom disobedience was foibidden anyone who domi¬ 

nated as leader after 'AH, by the consensus [of scholars] and byM 

reason of (hr fact there was no call from [lhe.se leaders] to the desert 

Arabs. "Ibercforc, it is clearly shown that the Claimant to whom 

disobedience was forbidden was someone who was before 'Ali and 

after the Prophet 

Furthermore* God liad made nbedaeftce to the Claimant who gaw 

the call an obligation because of Hi* statement; “If you oljcy, then 

God will pay yon a handsome reward, but if you turn back, as you 

turned back before, then hie will punish you severely, ” [Q 48:16] 

So, if obedience to him was a duty* then his Caliphate was rightful, 

and the implication from this is that the rightful Imam after the 

Messenger of God was Abu Bakr. 

3. The Prophet appointed Abu Bakr to be his successor in 
leading the prayer rite in the days of his illness, and his. appoint¬ 

ment as successor in leading the prayer rite is confirmed by valid 

tradition. Furthermore, the Prophet did not remove Abu Bakr from 

being his successor in leading the prayer riie, and so, Abu Bakr cgd- 

tinned as. successor to the Prophet in leading the prayer rite after 

his, deatl*. Since the succession of Abu Bakr in leading the prayer 

rile after his death had been confirmed, his succession after the 

Prophet's dealh was- further confirmed in matters <t(hcr (han ihe 

prayer rite, because no one raised an objection by saying a distinc¬ 

tion should be made. 

4. There is the statement of rhe Prophet: LTTie rightful suc¬ 

cession to governance after me will last thirty yeai-s] after that it will 

become a dominance by tyrant.** This dearly indicates that the right¬ 

ful succession was. that of the first four Imams, and that those after 

them were [merely] dominating men, not Caliphs of the Succession. 
5. The people of the nation had l>een iti agreement upon the 

supreme leadership of one of three persons, namely, Abu Bakr, cAli, 

and al- 'Abbas, God be pleased with them all. The case lor die 

supreme leadership of5 Ali and al-'Abbas was invalidated, so she case 

for the supreme leadership of Abu Bakr was clearly seen to prevail. 

This [agreement by] consensus upon the supreme leadership Iwing 

one of (he three persons is famous and is mentioned in the books 

L and T read. [ui.f5.qrtn wa-4i-'adant|; MS Garret! 9S9Ha reark. [wifSqan, li- 
'adam], 
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of biographies and historic^ The cast for the supreme leadership of 

'Ali anrl al*'Abbas was invalidated because, if the supreme leader* 

ship should have belonged by right to either of these Cwo, then he 

with the right to it would have challenged Abu Bakr, and would 

have disputed with him in that matter* displaying*0 his argument 

against Abu Bakr [and defeating hi mb but he would not have taken 

any pleasure in his own supreme leadership. L 477 However, both 

(Ali and al-bAbbas had been pleased with the supreme leadership of 
Abu Bakr. and they l>otli swore allegiance to him, If the supreme 

Leadership of Abu Bakr had not been by right, then [their swearing 

allegiance to him] would have been a deed of wrongdoing* and they 
would not have been pleased with it, for to take pleasure in wrong¬ 

doing would be an act of wrongdoing. So, it is established that the 

rightful supreme leader after the Messenger was Abu Baku 

An objection has been raised that the supreme leadership belonged 

by right to ‘Ali, except chat he disclaimed his right out of ‘godly 

fear’ for his own welfare. MS 243b Now. our (orthodox Sunni) 

position then is to ask how can 'godly fear" be imagined to bear 

upon the right of \Ali, when he himself had the utmost courage and 

vigor* when Fatimah the Radiant with her high rank* her great sta¬ 

tus and glorious relationship [ii.e., as daughter of Muhammad, the 

Prophet] was ihe wife of 'Ali* and when most of the leaders of 

Quraysh and their notables* such as al-Hasati and aFHusayn and 

aJ-*Abbas* were with '.Alii® Moreover, al-4Abbas, with his high posi¬ 

tion, said to rA3i, “Stretch forth your hand for me to swear alle¬ 

giance to you, so that the people may say, 'The Messenger of God’s 

uncle swore allegiance to Iris nephew1, and no two people will ever 

disagree over you." And al-Zubayr ibn al-'Awwartl, with his out¬ 

standing courage* pulled out his sword and said. UI am not pleased 

with die Succession of Abu Bakr." And Abu Sufyan, Chief of Makkah 

and Head of die Banu Umayyah said, 'lO Banu *Abd Manaf, are 

you pleased that |a man of] Taym will govern you?"- meaning Abu 

Bakr, for Abu Bakr was of the tribe of Taym ibn Murrah, Then 

Abu Sufyan said> ‘"By Cod„ I will certainly fill the valley with [my 

armies of| horses and men.” 

1 Rending [a^hara]* as in the MS, klS G-amell 909Ha arttl ]., hi T liu? [^’] 
Lmc:Lu itie disiijiguinhiiL^ nhf in rlsp two words on (hU Line, [na^rahu| And [a^hara]. 
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Rut, together with the Madman followers, Abu B-akr challenged 

theni all and prevented them from obtaining the succession to gov¬ 

ernance. For they were seeking the supreme leadership, and had 

said, 'I .os there be a governor from our parry and a governor from 

your party.” Furthermore. Abu Bakr was [then] old and weak, hum¬ 

ble but healthy, without much wealth and having few supporters. 

Therefore, it was known that * All's oath of allegiance to Abu Bakr 

was only an act of approving consent, because [cAli] was the fore¬ 

most of tlir Companions in learning and excellent qualities, and he 

was the closest male relative of all the people to the Messenger of 

God. 

Ravdawi said: L 477, T 233 

Topk 4b: Tftt nghtftd Imam afar the Pnftk’L lAhr m Shush doettm 

a. 1’hc Shi'ah have presented their argument for the supreme 

leadership of fAli on the basis of a number of points.31 

11 Sre the note At the close of Baydawi's pryacnlatiori of the case for Abu llaltr. 

Herr Baydawi sets out to present objectively Ida Shi'ah opponents argument rc-j^and- 

inp the rightful successor to the PraphcL As mentioned earlier, he is writing At 

atwuc the end of the seventh Islamic ccnniTy/lbirtcetitb cencuiy tsf the Common 
Era, whetea* the aciutd Irpnnny.ie succes^on wit decided long before, in die firsL 
Islamic century/sevetilh of the Comrrn.ii] Em. The history t*F tho devekipment of 
the Siiceession is treated in the vj hkim under an ides, "Jmaiji&h11, 

by Wilfred Madjfhtnff. covcnng the ’rheological and judicial theory', .and ‘'Khalifafi” 

which ecwrrK U'History «if tin* Institution of the Caliphiitf1 by f>, Sourtfef ^‘In 
Palmcat Theory' by A.K.S. lambicn, 3-'Jn Islamic Mysticism’ by F, de Jong, and 
4-'In the Sudanese Mahdiyva1 by P.M. TloLt. 

tn Baydawi’s tost there arc succinct outlines of the points of the Sunni and Shi"-ah 
Opposing aTgurnent^ each w-ith their supporting reasons, as these had been Formii- 
l&tod rtver the centuries. We sec live disputants’ flat contradictions of each other 
regarding historical events and itfUdDdUc Thus, any approach to Lilerpielaucm 
might excite con trovers)1, even currently. We observe dial much energy and man¬ 
power have been spent in working out settlemcno by liejjjcitiati-Dn and by force, and 
history cannot be relived or rewritten. Baydawi attempts to provide inteipretive 
insight for mass public opinion, knowing well that the process must be generations 
long The cioEitimied production of rraMfruL sclnjJarly worts i>n this subject demon¬ 
strates the attractive frami ng and Leaching power that is latent in these materials. 
Study of ibe ^jn&rnace’ relates directly to theorising «i the btsi forms of "Islamic 
goveminenf, WiJferd MacLrhnLg spn-wks of this in the En-1’2 article mentioned above 
(p. I ] fliftb!': 

'"Basic in modernist tbiaaldng on the imamate and Islamic govemmerP is the 
emphasis cm government by consultatioii [shura] and on election as ihe sole way 
of establishing the imam. These principles ate viewed as [he traits tvhieh disrin- 
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I. There is the siatemeiii of I lie Mt.rjt High: 

'Nevertheless, your source of neighborly protection*" is God, and 

His Messenger, and (hose who having confessed their belief, main¬ 

tain the prayer nte aitd contribute to charity; they arc the ones who 

kneel and bow down.f> [Q 5;5&] 

Thus, what is meant by “source of neighborly protection1' is either 

a) one's ally, or 

b) one's executive trustee, and no other, in order to narrow 

the scope [of the term]* T 234 

The first alternative meaning is invalid, because there is nothing 

to specify what the alliance is for the person mentioned; so, it must, 

he the second alternative. 

Therefore, it is established that the believing person who is so 

described [in the Qur'an] is wouhy to have executive control in the 

affairs of the Muslims. Moreover, the commentators have stated that 

the person meant by it is hAJi ihn Ahi TaUb- This was because while 

he was performing the prayer die a man came to him with a prob¬ 

lem, whereupon ['Ali] gave him has seal ring while he was it! the 

act of kneeling and bowing down, and the only one having the right 

to take such execudve action would be ihe trnaiti, soT it is estab- 

hsheri i hat he is the imam. 

Also closely related to [this evidence] is the Prophet's saying: 

L'He for whom l have been executive trustee, now shall have cAli 

as his executive trustee*"33 

tiubhed line dfthreum caliphate of the Rashkfurt (him the despotism of die later 
caliphate.’' 

M Qttoiiiik from die article, ''Mawly'1, in En-L-2, v. G:&7+ Jf, by AJ. Wcmjiid 
and Pairiria Crone, "the meaning of [mawla1], jw] u ]wr^o*i luAed by fwala5] 
(^pL-oxlniiiy'1) Let iLiicrliteL jH-rson, .■JjnjJiuJy known m [mau tar] ,M The relationship 
may be one of equality or nd" s[irr)ualiiy. The root meaning of fwiJi] thus irtcLudcs 
pTOititfuty, and by dtrivaiton* power imil protection. In ill** Qur'an and Ttvditioo, 
there arc two venues ot the term |nuiw'];a* - iwalf], referring ro rhe superior of two 
panirs in a n Uyonslup- as IUlOf*trustee"helpCi\ and as I/3rd. Wr may supply syn¬ 
onyms for '‘[sniKree’'1 that (would include wardcij, executor, guardian, etc., and for 
^helper" that would indudr kinsman, friend; idly, etc:. In the rt-Uuonriiip of inequal¬ 
ity, the lesser parly would be a client of some sort lo the KU]ierior parly. Quoting 
the same article further, “■ShtLcx.1- non-Arabs could only enter this society as client*, 
[mmwla1] Came to be synonymous wiLh non-Arab Muslim,’” 

' Hadith, indexed by AJ. Wensinck in *4 Handbook of Earfy Muhammadan Tmdtiim 
[under '’'Alf’j .mil in d-Mvfjam tU-Mtifithrtis U-Aifif£ tii-flirfiik d/jVjtAviftq' [under 
Located in &«iHi /}m Mtijah, Muqaddimah, 11:121. I-477:22 [\fan kuntu mmlShu 
fa-TASf mawtMiu], 
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2. There is the statement of the Prophet: 

<4You will haw the same role in relation to me as did Aaron iti 

relation to Moses.”54 Aaron was | Moses’J deputy, according to tlitr 

God’s word: 

"Moses said L 478 to his brother Aaron, jBe deputy lor me 

with my people,1" [0,7:142] [and Aaron did so,J but hr died before 

[Moses]. 

3. There is the statement of the Prophet, referring to fAli? 

"Greet the Commander of the Faithful,” and he look [CAH] by 

the hand, saying, “This man shall be my successor among you after 

my death, so listen to him and give obedience.”h 

4. Hie people of the nation were in consensus upon the fact 

that the supreme Leadership should be held by one of three leading 

individuals, [namely, al-^Abbas, Abu Bakr and WliJ. The case for 

the imamate of holh Abu liakr and al^Abbas was invalidated because 

it has been established that die imam 

a] must be blameless, and 

b) must he specified by an authoritative text™ 
and neither of these two tneu had the necessary hlamelessness or 

die witness of an authoritative text, by the consensus [of scholars], 

Thus the case for the supreme leadership of *AJi became clear.1, 

br Tt must Ire assumed that the Messenger of God would have 

made an authoritative statement indicating a particular supreme 

leader aj in order to complete the matter of firmly establishing the 

religion, and b) out of concern for the people of the nation. But 

M HadUtl., i[irji;c;rj in WiMlsinck1'* HflrU&mk. and itl-MyfaktOi. L +77:^3 
|.Villa niinrj bs-ntanzilat H.uijh min Muu], Located in /r.« Muqucldimiit. 

11:1.15, in a slightly varied form |A-La tarda’ an taltima. minni bi-manzilat. Harun 

mil] Musa’?], 

3j Hndirli, r>m ftp Lind indexed ej liter in WensLnck's HsadAcaft <i« in fxt-S4itjam ni- 
AfteJ/t/itfu, \hm li-41 lIio major collections of" rhe soundest Lrartiiioiis- Possibly it nriav 
be grouped with many others under a category, c.g. from ihc Haa&m& ’’Imams 
must he obeyed," and, “VVho obeys the Imam ohcys Muhammad ” Or, Lr may he 
ti.iifrd in codiftctwo nf specifically Sbi’ah hadich. L 47B:.2—B iSaLLunij ^ala1, Amir 
aJ-nui’niinTn . . . had ha khallfati liLnm lm'da. miiwti fa-nsma’Ci wa-atfii Lahuj. 

"" T: fan al-itnam vvajih af-'ismah wa-moilsuEan ’alayhj; L is the same except 
with an errcnomuly inserted netjarive pa| in. the seCOnJ phrase; MS Garnett 
and MS Garrett 2?53b are the same will] only a sJighl vDiiaiioir | ah imam yajita eul 

yaltnn wsjib aU'iftnah v/a-ati ya-ktln mansfisati hslayh], 
,J ITiis ShLlah interpretation of [lie famous coruereuH’ conlradicfs ihai of the 

Sunni |JiLTly. Sec the mrle in pnini 5 of Baydawi3s earlier presentation of the Sunni 

hixjnjmerit rm the- TiRhtful imam SuCCeasiOh, 
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[the Prophet] made no pronouncement for anyone besides Abu Ra kr38 

and rAli, by the consensus [of scholars |. [TllC Prophet’s] reference 

could not properly have been to Abu htakr; otherwise, for ft he 

Prophet] to place the leader's authority strictly on the basis of an 

oath of allegiance would have been an act of disobedience, so it 

became clear Jiat the pronouncement was for cAli, 

ft. *AJi was the most favored person alter the Messenger of 

fiod, 

a] This is true because it is an established fact based on 

sound tradition* rhat the statement of the Most High in a narrative 

passage,—[Come, let us call together.„.] our people and your peo- 

plc’h [Q. Ihtilj —is intruded as a reference to ‘All. There is no doubt 

that he would not be identically the same as Muhammad, but what 

vests meant is cither that pAK] was fundinning in [Muhammad's] 

role, or thai he was the nearest of all ihe people to him; and who¬ 

ever was such a person would lie the moat favored of mankind after 

[Muhammad]. 

I>) I 'lliat cAJt was the most favored person] is true, more¬ 

over, because [cAii| was the most learned of the Companions, since 

he was the most widely reputed of them in integrity and astuteness.1" 

he was more active in planning and deliberation than they, and his 

insistence upon learning was gteater, Fuuhermore, the Messenger's 

attention to counseling and training him was more comprehensive 

a ltd intensive, and he was foremost in the skills of I l ie divine sci¬ 

ences, both in the fundamental principles and in their corollary 

branches. So most branches of the Mutakallimun refer to him, and 

their fundamental principles arc ascribed to his doctrine, Philosophers 

magnify him to the highest extreme, and the Islamic lawyers accept 

liis. opinion. 

The Prophet said: “Your l>cst legal mind is 'Ali.”w 

* L? vowdlrd as [Ubayyi];, in T and in Isfahani's text in L: Abu Bakr. 
^ Reading [dshkardhuHt Tlie sources used vary. Jit the Baydawt tevi: 

U I and MS Garrtu-Yahiida rm\ read, |ashutdahuint; while MS Garret! *&$Hb 

and MM Garrelt 283 B read, [ashlurahucin]. hi thi.- fefahani ce*!, quoting Haydawi: 
L. T, the Mb, MS Garrett yfiyHa, and Garrett-Yahuda 449b read, [ash- 
harakiim j. 

M riadirh, indexed in al-SftijxiK tit-Mufahyaz as a generic saying with varying 
pronominal suffixes: [aqdakum|. [aqdana], located in -Sii/Jdir Ibn \fojah. Muqaddimab 
II; al-Bskhari, Tafinr Surat 2:7; and Musnad Jim Hankti, hi 13. L 47tf.l7 
[AqdyJcuTi “Ah], 
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c) [And] there are also many traditions, such as the Tradition 

of the Bird11 and the Tradition of fihe Battle ofj Kltaybar/-1 that 

have been passed along as testimony to [LAia| as “most favored per- 

son,11 and the most favored should be the supreme lender. 

[ftaydawi continues]: L 478, 1 234 

b. Responses by the. Sunnis—regarding the Skfah argument 

L a. The answer to their first point is that a general mriu- 

siveness of the divine support is nut to be granted: and that the use 

of a plural predicate with tl*e singular subject is unfeasible; but rather, 

the meaning is “those appropriately named wilb Him.1"' 

2. -a. The answer eo their second point is that its whole mean¬ 

ing is the relationship and kinship between the brothers [Moses and 

Aaron]. 

3. a. The answer to their third point is that these reported 

details are neither continuously transmitted, nor arc they acceptable 

to us as being sound, so they may not be raised as an argument 

against us. 

4. -a. To their fourth point the answer is that we grant neither 

the necessity for blamelessness [in an imam], nor the necessity for 

an authoptative pronouncement, nor the lack of such a pronounce¬ 

ment in the case of Abu Bakr. 

5. -a. To their fifth point the answer is that it would have been 

more suitable to assign the whole matter to tStoso who had been 

divinely authorized to detide. 

fi.-a. To their sixth point the answer is that it may be coun¬ 

tered by one like it. 

^ fiiiriuli, poorly LttiEcxL-.fi, II mud via die index in Ibrahim \1uhm u#/.an hull's 
fAfp?id al imatmyah^ when ji is filed as being in die collections of Ailbs ibn Malik 
and ai-TtmoidJii. The saying was Located in Suhih at Tyanidhi.. U I’iiSDri, and 
it tells how the Prophet, preparing fo eat a cooled fot^l, prayed Cod to bring God's 
hrsl loved person to eat it xvith whereupon <Ali name by anti ate: with him. 
L 4 70: L 7 fhadth aJ-tayr}. 

il Haditli, indexed, and located in Sctkti Mdm, Jih;ui, #532: retold in L. Vnxia 
VsgLieriJs article, “Kiwybar”, in kn4-2 At the B&ule uf Khuybar after previuus 
auacks had failed, Muhammad intrusted the standard to Alt, l,a man who loves 
Gt*L and His Prophet., and whom Cud and Hi* Prophet W1; victory was finally 
gained, parLly through an example of 'Aii's grcaL physical strength. L -1-76: L 7 
[liadiLh Kibaybar]. 
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t, Responses ?tga*dmg tit* Sirrwi argument 
L Tile evidence for the superiority or L 179 Abu Bakr is 

| God’s) word: 

1 lPl’be Gwl-fearing person avoids [the Fire]; he is one who brings 

forth his money and is purified in almsgiving. . ” [O 92; 17-16] 

2. Now, die person ultutit by [this statement] would l>e either 

Abu Bakr Or "Ali, by the const*itsus [of scholars], but the latter is 

kept back because of [GocTs] continuing statement: 

“But not to anyone would be give *a Favor to be repaid*, except 

out or worshipful desire,” [Q, 92:19-20] [This is] because *Al.i grew 

up in the Prophet’s" religious training and with his financial aid, 

and that is “a favor to be repaid.”*1 

3. [Further evidence is dial] whoever is truly devout is most 

honorable with God and moat favored, according to the word of 

[GodJ: 

“indeed, the one most honorable among you with God is the one 

who is most God-fearing among you”, [Q 49:13] when taken together 

with the Prophet’s statement: 

“The sun has neither risen nor has it set on anyone,—besides the 

pmphecs and the messenger, who is more favored than Abu Bakr.J’4i 

4. And again there is the Prupbei’s word referring to Abu Bakr 
and ‘Umar: 

“Those two arc chieftains of the [whole] adult populace of the 

Garden, except for the prophets and messengers.”16 

Isfahan! says: L 479, T 231, MS 243b 

Tofik '/iic 7he rightful Itmm afl?r the Praphct: cAli in Ski ah doctrine 

a, The Shicah have presented their argument fur the supreme 

leadership of ‘All on the basis of a number of points, of which 

[BaydawiJ our author has set forth sis. 

u MS Gamtt 9£l9Hh done of sources used namrs (he antetedeni, ‘"the PrOpEier^"1, 
[taihiyat jlI rmos|. tnslr-iui of uslri^ mnrlv the lelnlivic pronoun "hisT 

H L 0]l]i(t<xl the ncnluicr b4CLCuOJ50|g walk. ''[This isl because "Ali. . r” 
111 Hadith, iiuicxtfrE. and Located in .S'rjiidu /rii Miupsrktinnah, 11 :!J5, I LX.] 

and in Seikih st Tirmidhi, Manaqib, #3745- L 473:4 [m3 [da'at al-shams wa-Lii 
ttharuhac 'ala1 ahad ba'da al-nahiyn. wa^[-murulin afdai min Ahi Bakr], 

4h Hadilh, indexed, and Located iij Swum lha Atajah. Miiqail/liinali. 11: 93. il>J; 

and in Skhih al 'Hnwidki Manarjih, #374.3 alnnj with the forcjrnEn(j hadith. E. 479:5 

[himuT. sayyida uJiul ahi ai-^annah tua khaJa al-rtabiyn wa-af-rnujsaiJn]. 
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1. There is the statement of God Most High: 

“Nevertheless! your source of neighborly protection will he God, 

and His Messenger, and those who, having confessed their belief, 

maintain the prayer rite and contribute to charily; they are the ones 

who kneel and bow down," ' [Q. 5:55: 

The point of the argument based on [this verse] is that the term, 

“source of neighborly protection■ 
a) may sometimes mean the person most appropriate acid 

most rightful to have executive control, That meaning is demon- 

?ii rated 1) by the lexical tradition, 2) by an authoritative text, and 

3) by customary usage, 

(1) In the Lexical tradition, there is the statement of al- 

MubarradT “The source of neighborly protection is the one most 

appropriate lo have executive control." 

(2) In die matter of an authoritative text, there is the 

statement of the Prophet: “A woman who gives herself in marriage 

without the permission of her executive trustee has an invalid mar- 

riagef*46 and by this he meant the one most appropriate to have 

executive control. 

(3} In customary usage, it is said with reference lo the 

father of a woman, or to her brother, that he is her executive trustee, 

that is, die one most appropriate to have executive control in her 

affairs. 
b) And sometimes [the term, “source of neighborly protec¬ 

tion11,] may mean one who has affection, that is., Ibr others and is 

their helping ally. An example of this meaning is. the statement of 

the Most High: 

"Men and women believers shall be neighborly protectors of each 

other." |y^9:7M That is, they will have affection each for the other 

and will be [for each other] their helping ally. The term, “source 

of neighborly protection”, has not been known in our language to 

have a third meaning. Therefore, to summarize, it is established that 

the “source of neighborly protection" means either a) [— b. above] 

one’s helping ally, or b) [= a. above] the one most appropriate to 

Abu ai'Ahbai Muhammad ibn Yarid ai-Muhairad, 2t0/S26?-23G/90O? Ilf 
was a crLdhraLcd philologist in all aapccls pf" language and titcrainn. 

Haditli, indued in Wemaictdi's Htmdbwk as Iwlcii^ recorded Let &unm Aha Deud, 
Mkah, #13; Mumad d-lbnim 1. Nifcah, #11; Sskth al-'lbnidki, Niltah, #15. L +79; 10 
[^yyurnis inira’ali ritika^ai nafeih.fi, bi-£hayr idhti walTliX fa-riilijtf}.uM bai.il J. 
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have executive control,, and nothing else, in order to reduce the 

extent of the term's commonality, 

(a; Now, the first alternative meaning [a) here] is invalid 

T 235 because of the Lack of anything that specifies the nature of 

the "alliance3 mentioned in the vensc, because "neighborly protec¬ 

tion3 in the seme of a helping alliance is a commonality among all 

xVfS 244a believers, according to what is indicated in the statement 

of the Most High: 

""Men and women believers shall be neighborly protectors of each 

other/3 [0,9:71] 

However, the "neighborly protection' intended in the [other] verse 

[quoted earlier, i.c., Q. 5:55] is not universal among all believers, 

because the term, “nevertheless^ in the verse connotes a limitation 

to those believers described by the qualities mentioned. So. die 1 neigh- 

hotly protection1 mentioned in that verse is a special character trail 

[it., a "property1] of [only] some believers, 

(b) Therefore, the second alternative pj; here] is clearly indi¬ 

cated. namely, that what is meant by “the source of neighborly pro¬ 

tection” is the person most appropriate to have executive control 

SoT it is established (hat the believer who is described in the verse 

is worthy to liave executive control in the affairs of the Muslims. 

Now, he who is the most appropriate of all the people to have exec¬ 

utive control in the affairs of the Muslims would be the Imam, So, 

then, the verse is an authoritative proclamation about (he supreme 

leadership of the believers being described. 

Further, the commentators have stated that the one who is meant 

by [this verse] is *A1l ibn Ahi Talib, may God ennoble his visage. 

L 480 'This was because while he was performing (he prayer rite 

a man came to him with a problem, whereupon ^Ali] gave [the 

man] his seal ring while he was in the act of kneeling and bowing 

down. So it is established that rAli is the Imam worthy to have exec¬ 

utive control Also* close to the intent of this verse is the saying of 

the Prophet; "He for whom I have been executive trustee, now shall 

have "Ali as his trustee.”**11 

|H At this point taiiduim -shiitE fids usage of the word, to tin: Form [niawlaT rather 
iFinn [waif], except in qtkKalaorts. <Je±r EiTghsb transfatiun varies according to cFir 
role toeing discussed: ‘executive Ufuttee’, and ‘source of ii-eifthliorLy protection1 lire 
die rides of Lilt superior party to the relationship; and as here lor the inferior party 
in u slowly developing historical t«vtge: 'tum-Aiab Muslim1, -See the article, "‘Mawla”, 
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Here [then] is a summary review of [lie meanings of the term, 

“source of neighborly protection,11 Sometimes it may mean 1) “the 

most appropriate person [i.e,, to have executive control];” and some¬ 

time it may mean 2) “ally” and “helper*; and sometimes it may 

mean 3) “emancipator”, and “emancipated”, and 4) “neighbor**, and 

a} “kinsman, [i.c.. cousin]." 

(1) The meaning, “the most appropriate person”, is demon¬ 

strated in the [Noble] Book and in ihe Prophet's Custom. In the 

Book there is what the Most High has said: 

"For everyone We have provided inheritors of what he has left” 

[Q, 4:3-3] The commentators hold that [God] meant by [this verse] 

those who were the most appropriate and the most worthy (to receive] 

the inheritance- And there is [God's] word: 

"Your persona] abode is the Fire, it is your own trusteeship.” 

[Q_ 57:15] That is, ‘the most appropriate place for you is the Fire', 

according to what the commentators have said. As for the Prophet's 

Custom, there is his statement iit some of the [hadithj collection-'?: 

”A woman who gives herself in marriage without the permission 

of her executive trustee has an invalid marriage.”*' What is meant 

by trustee fa ‘the one who holds responsibility lor her welfare*, and 

“the most appropriate person to have executive control in regard to 

her affairs,” 

(2) The intended meaning of ‘ally’ and 'helper’ is demon¬ 

strated in the Book and in poetry. In the Rook there is the Most 

High’s statement: 

‘Thai means God is the 'helping ally1 of believers, and it means 

disbelievers have no helping ally”, [Q. 47:1 J] here [God] meant “a 

protector,” 

As for poetry, there is the saying of al-Akhral:55 

“So he became her "protector’ from the whole crowd”, meaning 

that he became her ally and de fender, 

(3) The meaning of "emancipator” and “emancipated”* 

is plain and the use by lawyers demonstrates it. 

by Patnciii Crone m Fji-I-2, v. 6:874 ff., where it is cKpUined how tht tenn tirtW 
to l>e synonymous with “non-Arab Muslim.” Isfahan's commentary being written 
3bf al-Mati-k al-Nash Muhammad, the MamJyk non-Arch Muslim leadesr and bis 
culture, the standard would be [lit [tnawV] form. 

'h Haditb, [Mali kutuu mawlsim, r,], 
1,1 Iladjch, [ayyiinii imrafah iiababat naJsaha . _ ."j. 

1" GtiiyalJh ibn Ghawth, [called] uL-Aklilal, died before 92/710, 
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{4) The meaning of 'neighbor' is shown in the poem by 

a venerable poet of Kilab™ when [the tribe] was dwelling as neigh¬ 

bor to the |tribe off Evulayb ibn YarhuV54 Here is how he praised 

[Kulayb’s] ncighhorlinesa: 

From i he treasure in His bosom f may Gi«I well reward 

[the meet ol J Kulayb ibn Varbu\ acid let their praise increase, 

Blending their souls and oun>, MS 244b they bridled 

their mounts, 

For help to (heir ally, and they bound [ns] into one band 

[all] the horsemen facing danger." 

By this [use of Ll[mawla3|” the poet] meant his neighboring tribe. 

(5) The meaning of “kinsman” is shown by the statement 

of the Most HEgh, quoting Zakariya, 

“Indeedj. 1 have been fearlul lest only kinsmen would follow me.” 

[i.e., in ILineral procession] [O I£h5j 

Another example of this sense is the saying of Ibn c Abb as ibn 

Fudayl ibn Wlbah about Lhe Bani Umayyah; 

"Slowly, slowly, cousins^, go slowly now, kinsmen; 

Do not unearth between us something that [long] has lieen 

buried.” By liis expression, 'kinsmen'.. he meant our patrilineal cousins. 

So, now, if you have understood this [discussion], then we 

shall proceed to say that the term, “source of neighborly protection1., 

either 1) obviously indicates the 'person who is the most appropri¬ 

ate', or 2) h does not. If it should be the first alternative (1), then 

it is necessary to lay the predicate upon it and nothing else, acting 

on what is obvious; hut if it is the second alternative [2]* then it is 

necessary to lay the predicate upon it for |the following] two reasons. 

51 Reading "M^ajomar aE-KiLtri'* a& iwo generic terms, HMu*ainrciar7' having 
the sense of" ''an ancient dew", and die K;Ub beln^ a tribe, identified more fiiHv 
as “Kilab (b. Rabfa. b. cAjnlrj [b, Sa'saV. See (he articles, i<MiiIanunarri by G.H.A. 
JuynboU, Kn-I-2, v. 7: 2^, and HCArtttr b, $a"saV\ by W. GwkeLl, Fi.-L?, v. L+4J. 
Gasket mentions vaiioiii migrsiiniiK and settled residences of the KiUb. 

By the conLcrst of tbe jHiem Kidavh evidenlly reefeers to a tribe. G Ejcvi della 
Vida cammeiils in the article. "Kulayb b. R<ibiV\ ibat is li- a common enough 
Arabic name, “and ikies not Swjk like a sumacne." Yarbu' was a tribe in the Taminl 
(fTQUp, and could l>F E-icliCf a. personstl name or a ^ent'rk', Liribal ucie. Tin: Iriljes of 
KiJab and Yjitui' thu* may Lave lived for a time in riciKiiUmnK terriiofies of Arabia 
and been remembered in i>ociry as mutually “good neighbors,” On ECiLab -see the 
preceding rime; for Yarbn\ see die article, ''Malik b. Nnway],!15 [„,. b, Ynibu'}, by 
ESU LanjaaV’Tawcmn in E,i>l-2n w 6:267-268, 
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(1) If the unified ternf" is used [i,e,, without modification] 

and if it has a context that suggests the predication, and something 

closely united to it that s]>ecifies an individual of the type, then the 

predicate should he laid upon it out of regard for the preference 

that results because of the close union with what specifies it. One 

of the moat important traditions is ijspoken] as a context suitable for 

interpreting the term, “source of neighborly protection” as “the most 

appropriate person”, this being the Prophet’s saying: 

“Am I not the most appropriate jHrson among you .. 

(2) L 481 It is difficult lo mate the term, “source of 

neighborly protection" in the traditional sayings [of Muhammad] 

mean anything other than the “most appropriate person”, so it is 

dearly indicated that, this meaning should be predicated of it, because 

the principle in language is [lo use] something that is actually prac¬ 

ticed, not something that is negated, The difficulty of predicating 

it of anything else 3s shown by the difficulty of predicating it of “the 

ally”* hecause the sense jof “the most appropriate person"] is well 

known from the word of the Most High: 

"Men and women believers shall be protectors of one another.” 

[Q&TI] Moreover, it would be impossible to predicate it of “eman¬ 

cipator" and “emancipated", or “neighbor” or “kinsman" because 

that would be a falsehood. 

So then it is established that the term, “source of neighborly pro¬ 

tection”, has the meaning of “the most appropriate person”,, for the 

commentators have agreed on the meaning of the Prophet’s saying; 

“Am 1 not (he most appropriate person among you rather than 

yourselves?” as being, “Am T not die most appropriate person to 

govern you and have executive control of your affairs?” 

Indeed, (he implementation of [the Prophet’s] government over 

them would have been more appropriate than the implementation 

of their own government over themselves- That meaning is obvious 

in the usage of rhe term, 41 the most appropriate person™, in their 

[Shrah] doctrine, [as examples]: 

’I Tie M.S reads, [.al-ltffy fl|-nrtihl^,tniil]: whil? 1^ T: .MS QftQHa a rut MS 
G.arJ'Cci’YalJuCfc* +4E$(i read, [aL-!afo al-rm.inahad]. 

w lladith. lvchI khcatvdi in due indexes of hadith in ihis or the nebted forms as 

quoted. 
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aa) “The child of the deceased is [lie most appropri¬ 

ate prrion for the inheritance; over any others ”iT and 

bbj “The sultan is the truest appropriate person of all 

tlsc citiaeiis, [y carry nut Segal punishments;1' and 

ccj '"The husband is the most appropriate person [he., 

la be trustee forj his wife;11 and 

did) “The roaster is the most appropriate person [i.e,, 

i.r> direct] his slave.’' 

Since ii is established that the meaning of ^‘the source of neigh¬ 

borly protection*’ is “the most appropriate person to have executive 

control’^ then a summation of this tradition will go batik to the fact 

that the Prophet’s saying: 

“He for whom 1 have been executive trustee now shall have ‘AJi 

as his executive trustee”, [may also have the meaning] “He for whom 

I was the most appropriate person to have executive control now 

shall have cAli as the most appropriate person to have executive con¬ 

trol over him." And thiit iart indicates |fAh’s rightful] supreme lead¬ 

ership, lor indeed, supreme leadership has no other meaning than 

that. 

2- The second [point in the Shi'ah argument] is that the say¬ 

ing ol the "Prophet-—“You will have the same role in relation to me 

as T 23b did Aaron in relation to Moses*38 except ihat there will 

be no prophet after me,” -announced the fact that the role of fAli 

in relation to the Prophet would be the same as the role of Aaron 

in relation to Moses. And that indicates the iact that all ol' die roles 

established MS 2+5a as belonging to Aaron in relation to Moses 

are thus established as belonging to *Ali in relation to the Prophet. 

Moreover, although the term, “role", is not in the form of i\ gen¬ 

eral reference, except that whaL Ik intended by it is a generalization, 

its dear meaning being [hat his expression, "rule”, is a generic noun, 

valid Tor each of the specified individual examples of roles and valid 

for all of them. 

For this reason it is proper to say that 'A1 has a role in relation 

to *Br, and the role of lAJ is that he has a family relationship to 

[LBT that he has affection lor him and that he is his representative 

Thtiv statements may Have been rakfit from 5ki:ah legal practice or from a 
collection -uf Ski'ah haduH. 

M Hftdlth, [Artta minni bi-manillat Haion mm Musa], followed by -in “except 
that" dause. 
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in all his affairs. So on that account, if we should predicate ['A'J of 

some roles and not of some others then either [his role] would be 

clearly indicated or it: would be made obscure, The first alternative 

necessarily would be impossible for the lack of any clear signification 

being given by the term, and the second alternative also would be 

impossible because of its in elusive ness and lack of useful precision, 

So nothing would remain except to predicate die word of every role, 

This is demonstrated by the saying of the Prophet: “Except that 

there will be no prophet after me," He excluded this role From the 

rest of the roles, and if the term [’role1] had hoe referred to all of 

the roles, then the exclusion of [the prophetic role] would not be 

cleanly successful If the industveness of the term is certified and 

correct, si would demonstrate with certainty ihc correct assignment 

of the supreme leadership to 'All because a summary of the roles 

of Aaron relative to Moses is that he was his deputy L 4ft2 over 

his people during his lifetime, in accordance with the statement of 

the Most High, telling about Aaron: “Be my deputy with my peo¬ 

ple." L<i 7:142] 

The deputyship has no meaning other than undertaking (he respon¬ 

sibility of appointed deputy in whatever aspects of ad in ini si ration 

pertained to him. Therefore, if he were deputy to him during bis 

!|Moses1] life, then he ought to be his deputy after his death, assum¬ 

ing that he survived. Otherwise, if would have been necessary ro 

oust [Aaron] due to his antipathy For him* but this would not be 

admissible For prophets. Now, since that is a certainty about Aaron, 

a similar case ought to make it a certainty for lAli. 

3. For the third [poini in the SbTah argument] there is the 

saying of the Prophet, referring to [*Ali]: 

"Greet the Commander of the Faithful”'" and he took fLAlij by 

the hand saying, "This man shaLI be my Successor among you alter 

my death, so Listen to him and give obedience,11 This is a clear state¬ 

ment, indicating lhai the succession after |the Prophet] would belong 

to ‘Ali. 
4. The fourth [point of the Shi4 ah argument] is that the peo¬ 

ple of the nation wore ieonsensualiy] agreed upon the supreme lead' 

('[■ship of one of the three leading persons, Abu Jktkr, cAlt and * Abbas. 

The case for the supreme leadership of both Abu Rakr and f Abbas 

IladLrh, [SaLlimil ^a' Amtr al-Mi/minin.. not found indexed- 
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was invalidated after it was established that the supreme leader nec¬ 

essarily should be ‘blameless’ and should be mentioned in an author¬ 

itative pronouncmem, Now, Abu Bakr and 1 Abbas did not have the 

necessary7 blamdes&ness, nor were they mentioned in an authorita¬ 

tive pronouncement, by the consensus [of scholars]. Therefore the 

case for i|ie supreme leadership of rAli was clearly indicated. 

5, The fifth [point in the Shiah argximent] is that the Mes¬ 

senger had the obligation Lo make an authoritative pronoulicment 

MS 245b of the supreme leadership of a definite person a) in order 

to complete the matter of firmly establishing rhe religion ahd bj out 

of concern for the people. 

It is gene rally known from the biography of the Prophet that he 

had a kind consideration for the people like chat of a father in rela¬ 

tion to has children - for He had said: llT will be to you only as a 

father is to his child”,'111,—and that he carefully guided them in par¬ 

ticular details like the things involved in supplying their daily wants, 

and that when he would go on a trip out of M&dinah for a short 

time lie would appoint a deputy who would take responsibility for 

the. welfare of the Muslims. With this as his practice,, how then would 

he neglect has people by not guiding them lo one who would under¬ 

take the responsibility for ifieir welfare, dais being the grandest of 

endeavors, and the most useful and most widely beneficial? So there 

was no alternative to his proceeding to make a formal announce¬ 

ment as to the person who would undertake the responsibility for 

their welfare after him. 

However, by the consensus [of scholars] no announcement or his 

mentioned anyone except Abu Rakr and ‘Ali. But liis [final] announce¬ 

ment would not have been for Abu Bakr, because if he had made 

it for Abu Bakr, then for him to base such an important matter 

merely on an oath of allegiance would have been an act of disobe¬ 

dience. So it became clear that his | final] announcement was for \AJi, 

6. The sixth [point in the Shi‘ah argument) is that ‘All was 

the most favored of mankind after the Messenger of God. 

a) [This is true, because] it has been established on the 

basis of sound traditions that rhe statement of (he Most High in a 

narrative passage,- 

f11 Hadr-h, run located in Wcnsincfc's /imdhsek. L 4B"2:]3—llrmania ana Sakum 

mithla al-walid li-wtiladihi| btiduni hen.- says this comrs from tiie Prophet^ bwgrapbv 
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“Tcli them, 'Come, let us call together our sons and your sons, 

our women and your women along with ourselves and yourselves/” 

[QSiSlJ is intended as a reference to LAii, Now, there is no doubt 

that *Ali is not identical with Muhammad himself, but what is meant 

by [the verse] is that *Aii was taking over the leading role of the 

Prophet, mid that cAli was the nearest of all the people to she 

Messenger or God in excellence. That, being so, TAIij was the most 

favored of all creation after [Muhammad]* 

bj [This point is tme also became] £Ali was the most learned 

of the Companions, since lie was the most widely reputed of them 

in integrity and astuteness, he was more active than they in plan¬ 

ning and deliberation, and his insistence upon learning was greater, 

furthermore, the Messenger's attention to counseling and training 

[rALi] was very comprehensive and intensive. And [cAli] was fort^ 

most in the skills of the divine sciences, both their fundamental prin¬ 

ciples and their corollary branches, so that indeed, most branches 

of the Mulakallimun refer to him, anti their fundamental principles 

are attributed to him. Philosophers esteem him most highly, and [he 

lawyers of Islam accept bis opinion. 

The Prop her had said: “Your best legal mind is ^Ali.”'1' and fof 

•course] the 'best legal mind1 would be the most learned in all the 

needed kinds of knowledge. 

c) [This point is true because] in addition, many traditions 

have appeared witnessing to ihc fact that ''AJi is the most favored 

person. 

1] The Tradition of the Bind is one of them. In this nar¬ 

ration, a cooked fowl had been presented ro [Muhammad] and then 

lie said, “O God. bring me whoever of ah creation is your most 

beloved person so that he may eat with me", whereupon 4All came 

and ate with lum.62 T 237 Now, the one most beloved by God 
would be he for- whom God desired an increased reward, and there 

is nothing in that fact *o indicate that [VVJi] was mote favored than 

the Prophet and the angels, merely because [Muhammad] had said, 

^firing to me MS 246a whoever of all creation is your most 

beloved person,” OF course, the one who was brought lo the Prophet 

hud to be someone other than the Prophet, So, it is as if be had 

said. . . whoever of all creation is your most beloved person—other 

4-1 TIadith, See note in RaydawTi COtfttt&pandmg teal, 
h,: UariLch iil-Tayr. Shy: note In Raydatoi's corresponding [f:vi.. 
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than myself.” And bis saying., “so that he may eat with me,” may 

lx* assumed io be, “bring me whoever of all creation is your most 

beloved person- -of those who eat —so that he may cal with me.” 

And of course, angels do not eat. But if we should assume rhat the 

[prayer for a dinner guestJ had a universal application, the far'd that 

it was made specific in relation to the Prophet and the angels does 

not imply that it should he made specific in relation u> any others 

than they. 

2) The Tradition of [the Battle of] Khayhar is another 

[story], In it the Prophet had sent Aim Bakr to attack Khaybar and 

he had returned defeated. Then he had sent lUmar in Ills place, 

and he had returned defeated, so the Messenger of God became 

angry on that account. When it became morning he went out to 

address all the people, and he had a banner with him- He said, 

"Ttiday for sure l will give the banner to a man who loves God 

and His Messenger, and whom God and His Messenger loves, one 

who will persistently be on the attack, not retreatingf”h:i So the men 

of the early Emigrants came before him [i.e„, to volunteer]. Then 

the Prophet asked, “Where is "Ali?" ll was reported that he had a 

distressful inflammation in buth eyes. [So Muhammad brought him 

out] and lie put spittle in his eyes. Then he lianded the banner to 

him. That [story] demonstrates that the characteristics by which [£Alij 

had been described were missing in whoever had preceded; and so 

he was more excellent than rhe two of them. Therefore, the impli¬ 

cation is I hat he way more ejcodJeni than all the Companions, and 

so the most excellent one ought to be the supreme leader. 

[Isfahan.! continues]; L 403:21, T 237; 10, MS 24fia:9 

b, Raponsti by the iSuTircij—regarding the Shiah argument 

3.-a. The answer to the first point is that we [be., Sunnis and 

AshaTrah] do not grant that the intended meaning of “the source 

of neighborly protection” is “the rtiost appropriate person to hive 

executive control.” Why would it noL be admissible that what is 

meant by it would be the “helping ally if1 The fShifah] doctrine is 

that "protection1 has the meaning of a 'helping alliance1 in general,, 

while the protection in the verse |<„> 5:55} is something particular. 

rt1 ILirfiih. Khayb^f. W uotc iti the corresponding Baydak text. 
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Our [Sunni] position is that we do not grant that ‘protection’1 with 

(he meaning of ^helping alliance’ is something general, [. 484 It 

is general only when it is annexed to a plural that i$. not made par¬ 

ticular by specifying adjective^ as in the statement of tlie Most High: 

“Men and women believers art protectors of each other,” [Q,9:71J 

But if it is annexed to a plural dial is made particular by specify¬ 

ing adjectives, as in the verse upon which the argument is based, 

then it is not general, On this basis, there is no prohibition against 

protection—that is limited to God and His Messenger and to the 

believers who are specified by the adjectives mentioned in the verne-- 

as being protection in the seme of a helping alliance, which would 

be specific protection, not genei-al protection, without there l)eing 

any incompatibility between the two verses mentioned. 

Furthermore if it should be granted that 'protection1 in the verse 

would have the sense of 'executive control1* then to predicate a plural 

of an individual subject would be unfeasible, but raiher what would 

be meant by “those who confessed their belief” would be ‘Ali and 

those appropriately named with him. 

As for the saying of the Prophet, “He for whom I have been 

trustee, now shall have 'Ali as his trustee,” [this hadithj belongs to 

the category of [trad i (ions [ with single authorities, Ibn Abi Haud 

and Abu Hatim al-Razi^ and others of (he traditionists have dis¬ 

credited it, MS 246b And even if the soundness of (his tradition 

should be granted, we still do not grant the soundness oi arguing 

by it lor the supreme leadership of *Ali. 

The [Shicah] doctrine is that the term, “source of neighborly pro¬ 

tection”, bears the meaning, “the most appropriate person.” |£ut] 

our position ss that wrc do not grant that “the most appropriate per¬ 

son1' has the meaning “most favored”, or that “source of neighborly 

protection” means “most excellent”; neither of them will occur with 

the meaning of the other, since if one of the two should occur with 

tire meaning of (he other, then it would be valid lor each one of 

them to he combined with whatever [he oiher was combined with, 

but that is not the ease. 

Indeed, it is valid to say, “Person A is more favored than person 

B”, but it is not valid to say, “Person A is a source of neighborly 

fHl Abu Ihuim Ahmad ibn F lomdiui, d- 933-4, -early Ismalli Theolo¬ 
gian. Sec S-M- Stem's article on him m Etp-J-2, v. 1: L^j. 
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protection more lhim is person B.” And even if there should be 

granted the jxtssi.bil.ity of giving to the ^source of neighborly protec¬ 

tion* the meaning of the 'most appropriate*, nevertheless we still 

would not grant the necessity for predicating |thc role of "protec¬ 

tion1] open [the role of "most appropriate*]. And even if there should 

he granted the necessity to predicate the term “source of neighborly 

protection" in tlx tradition upon “the most iavored**, nevertheless 

we still would not grant that the meaning of “the most appropriate 

person” would he “the most appropriate person to have executive 

control” over them. Rather, it is possible that what is meant by it 

is “more appropriate for them in their affection for him and their 

exaltation of him.” But nci thcr of rhe two meanings is preferable to 

the other. 

2,-a. The answer to the second point is chat it would hot be 

valid to draw an inference by it from the standpoint of its docte 

mentary support. And even if the validity of the documentary sup- 

port should be granted absolutely, nevertheless* we still would not 

gram diat [Muhammad's] saying: “You will have the same role in 

relation to me as did Aaron with Moses”, would include every role 

that Aaron had in relation to Mgjo, for among the totality of roles 

ihai Aaron had in relation lo Moses Is the fact shat he was a brother 

to Moses in family kinship and a partner with him in pnophethood, 

but that has not been established for cAli, 

a) Regarding lhe [Shi4ah] position that the role is the name 

of a genus suitable for all roles and for each one taken by itself, our 

position is that wt: do not grant that the name of I he genus, when 

stripped of defining factors, such as the insertion of the definite arti¬ 

cle or a negative particle, would have general reference. Rather, it 

is of the kind of unrestricted nouns that may be properly used for 

each individual of the genus by way of substitution, not that it would 

apply*’1, to each one by itself, as wi(h the plural Ibrm, otherwise their 

would remain no difference L 4ft.> between the unrestricted and 

the general. It is obvious that the meaning of [the hadith] is a com¬ 

parison of 4AH to Aaron in brotherhood and kinship- And even If a 

generalisation of the roles should be granted, we still would not grant 

“ The scribe of L. [ai L 4134:25] msceart of writing [mutinawilaiij, inadver¬ 
tently wrote [mubayyinan] then aliemprcrl m ooiTfct ic by inertly aritliiur [v/ilari], 
hut ilif* poinls below the “lua^ ,imi llur Hy$3M wurr- inert changed ro hr abnw thmc 
Ictl-ETL. 
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that one of the roles of Aaron in relation to Moses was his right to 

be his successor after him, in order to matte the implication that the 

same thing was within the right of Wli. 

b) Regarding the [Shi*ah] doctrine that [Aaron] was ihc 

deputy for | Moses] over the people while [Moses] was alive, our 

[Sunni| position is that we do not grant that; hut rather, [Aaron| 

was partner to [Moses] in she prophethood, and the partner is 

different from the deputy. To make one of die two partners deputy 

to the other would not he belter than the reverse. The statement of 

the Most High, quoting [Moses]: 1LBe deputy for me with my peo¬ 

ple", [Q 7; 142] means for Aaron to do his utmost and give his great¬ 

est care in undertaking the welfare of his people, as it was in the 

performance of Moses. Bui as to whether | Aaron] was T 23B [lor- 

maliy] appointed as deputy to [MosesJ merely by his statement, no, 

[Aaron] was not. Fur, if ihe one appointed as deputy to a person 

by |that person’s] Own statement, should not, in his turn, be able 

to appoint a deputy |(or himself]. MS 247a then he would not 

have the right to occupy his place in administration, 

c) Moreover, since Aaron was a partner of [Moses] in the 

prophethood, he had that fright to 'occupy jhis own deputized] place 

in administration’], even (hough Moses did not [formally] appoint 

him as his deputy. And even if it should be granted that [Moses] 

had [formally] appointed [Aaron] as deputy in his lifetime, never¬ 

theless we still would not grant the necessity of [Aaron’s] appoint¬ 

ment as successor to [Moses] after his death, for indeed, [Moses’] 

statement, “Be deputy for me’1, does not have in it a formula of 

inclusive nest whereby it would require [Aaron’s] being a deputy in 

every' period of time. And for this reason, even if [Moses] trad [for¬ 

mally! appointed him to be deputy agent in his lifetime over his 

affairs, that still does not imply any continuance of [Aaron’s] appoini- 

mem as deputy and successor for him after [Moses'} death. 

Moreover, if [Aaron] was not required to lx.1 a deputy in every 

period of time, then his not being deputy during some of the time— 

and that being due to the scarcity of evidence in die terminology 

[of the tradition] for his appointment as deputy during [the lime 

period in question]—would not be a forfeiture [uf his case]. ft would 

be as if lie should be explicitly appointed as deputy in some admin¬ 

istrative acts and not in others, and indeed, that would he no for¬ 

feiture, not being his by deputation. If there should be no forfeiture, 

then there would be no alienation [i.c., of his case]. But, even if it 
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should be grained dint that would be a forfeiture for- him, never¬ 

theless it would be a shortcoming lor him only if her did not already 

hold a more excellent rank, higher than the appointment as suc¬ 

cessor, iltis being his partnership in the prophethood. 

3. -a. The answer to the third point [in the ShTah argument] 

is that these historical notices have not been repeated continuously 

[down through history] and they arc not valid in our judgment, so 

they may not -stand as arguments against us. 

4. -a, The answer to the fourth point [in the Shi^ih argumentJ 

is that we certainly do not grant the necessity of blamelessncss |for 

the supreme leader nor do we grant the necessity of |his] being 

announced iti an authoritative text, nor do we gram that an announce¬ 

ment in an authoritative text is lacking in the case of Abu Balu\ 

5. -a. The answer to the fifth point [in the Shi'ah argument! 

is that entrusting the [whole] matter 10 persons [who would be nat¬ 

urally] responsible Tor it probably would have been moire reliable 

with those persons than it would be [to rely on] an announcement 

by an authoritative text on the supreme leadership of some person 

precisely identified. 

6. a. The answer to the sixth point [in the Shi'ah argument] 

is that the proofs you [disputants for the Silicah] have presented to 

prove that Wli was more favored are countered by evidence demon¬ 

strating I hat it was Abu Rakr who was more favored. 

Cr R&SpvrL\cs— regarding the Sunni argument 

1. The proof of the superiority of Abu Bake is the word of 

[God]: 

"The <jod-fearing person avoids [the Fire]; he is one who brings 

forth his money and is purified in almsgiving,” [0^92:17-18] The 

person meant by this verse would be cither Abu Bake or 'AIL by 

the consensus [of scholars]. 

2, The second alternative, namely, that the peison meant L ■lSfi 

by it is VAli, is rejected because God Most High, in describing the 

God-fearing, declared in His [extended] statement, ii. - , Me is one 

who brings Ibrth his money and in purified in almsgiving, and there 

is no one to whom he owes the repayment of a favor „ . J\ [£>92:18 

19] 'AJi is riot described by the flatter | two verses> 

a) because there is no agreement about 'Ali that he brought 

his money and was purified in almsgiving* and 

b) because 'All grew Lip in the Prophet's religious training 

and with his financial aid, and that would be a 'favor to lx- repaid’. 
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Now, if the “mosl God-fearing” should not mean ‘All, then it clearly 

means Abu Bakr, and so Abu Bakr MS 247b would be the “most 

God-fearing person,11 And whoever was the most 'God-fearing' would 

be the most noble’, because of the statement of the Most High; 

“Indeed, [he one 'most noble among you' with God is the one 'most 

God-fearing among you,'” [^49:13] And whoever is "most noble1 

would he the 'most favored' with God; therefore, Ahu Bakr is the 

"most favored', 

3. Moreover, there h what the Prophet has said: "The sun has 

not risen nor has it set on anyone, aside from the prophet!; and the 

messengers, who is more favored than Abu Eakr,11^ This indeed 

demonstrates chat chert.' is no one more favored than Abu Bakr, so 

‘Ali would not be more favored than Ahu Bakr. And if "Ali is not 

‘more favored1 than Abu Bakr, then either 

a) he would be ‘equal in favor1 to Abu Bakr, or 

b) Abu Bakr would be 'more favored' than 'Ali, may God 

be pleased with them both, Tine first alternative is rejected by the 

consensus jof scholars], so the second alternative is clearly indicated 

[as true], 

4. Further, diene is [the Ftophefs] staceEiicnt referring to Abu 

Bakr anti 'Umar, '“Those two arc chieftains of the [whole] adult 

populace of the Garden, except tor the prophets and (he messengers. 

5. Arid [there arc further sayings of the Prophet]: 

“Let Abu Bakr lead the prayer rite for the people,”^ Having [Abu 

Bakr] go forward 10 pie side in the prayer rilfr, which is the [oust 

favored of the worship riles, demonstrates that he was the one most 

favored. 

And when Abu Bakr was mentioned in Ins presence [the Prophet] 

said: 

“Where is there anyone like Abu Bakr? 

The people treated me as a liar; 

w llanhih, [ttfc's EiAla'a: al-shanx* vi-a-U gharuhai). Set; (Ilf full noce in (lit1 Saydavri 
text portion. 

■ Hadiih, L -186:10 [hiuMi, sayyidfi buhul ah] aL-jannahj. .Sri! (hr full rune in 
the Baydawi test portiijn. 

'■* Hadith, L 4GB: 11 [li-ya’iimm al-nas Ahu Bakr],. Weiutnck's Handbook lists 
mdipk hadiths authorizing Abu Bakr to Lead due pravrrs both i]i Muhimmad's 
abttfiiCt and at his 'axi illness. Tsfahtm-i doti not SpeciFy which category this quo- 
Tarinti is frond. 
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but lie lielieved me and put his. laith in me; 

he married me to his daughter, and equipped me by his wrahh; 

he was a comfort to rnt irt himself and 

he fought hard beside me iti the fearful hour.“llC| 

6, fFinally]., there is what cA1l said: 

‘Thr best of men after the prophets is Abu Bakr, then TJmar/’™ 

Baydawl said: L 496, T 23& 

Topic 5: The ewtiiewe of tile Qrmptinkm 

a. We should praise [the Companions] and turn away from abuse 

of them, 

God Most High spoke highly of them in many places, including 

these: 

L “Those who stepped out in advance, they arc first”, [Q. 

9:100] and 

2. '’God wit! not bring shame On the Prophet, 

nor on those who believed with him”, [Q^ 66:8] and 

3. Those who ant: with him are severe with disbelievers, 

but merciful with one another.” [O 40:29] 

b. The Prophet said: “[Do not abuse my Companions'] 

If any of you could fill the world with gold, 

still it would not reach the value of one of [my Companions], 

nor even half [the value]/’71 And 

2, "My Companions arc like the stars; 

by whichever one you seek guidance, 

you will be guided tightly11/1' and MS 248a 

w H adult, L 4ftf*:.L3 (Wa-ayna mi l hi ;l Abi Hakr? karLhdHabaELi. al-nas, wa.- 
sudd«c|ari wa-amaiia bi]_ Noe located in Woifinck’s Handbook. 

7,1 Tire MS' adds, “then |as to who is alter them|, God is mi^i ujiderstyiidiji^.’' 
IkulLlh, 1- [|« tasubbu a^3ta]-“|kw aufaqa ab&dukwr rnalJl'a at- 

a.Td dhaliaban. Jam y&btugli muddatt ahindtitium niffohuj. Note that Bayda»rg 
quotation omics Lbc Car^t Uirrr words, tliat ad^ticaly ihe badith_ li may br grouped 
lil Wensinc^s Handbook witta *‘ll u prohthiled to slight—\ with citations ti>: Sahib 
al Rnkhnri, 62 i’.tda'il Ashab al-Nabi, o; and Sakih jWaiJ'ira, 44-Fiida'il al-^atpabah, 
221-222. 

M Hadith, L 4136:19 jAshabi ka-al-nujum bL-avyibiixi iqtadnytiLm ihtadaytLLm). 
Not located in Wcnsinck's Handbook. 
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3. “G God„ O Ctjdj far my Companions’ sake after me,, 

l>o not single them out for anyone*? harmfol purpose. 

Whoever loves, them, smd then loves me, [ will love; 

Whoever hates them, and them hates me, 1 wit! hate;1'* 

Whoever wrongs them, has already wronged me, and 

so has wronged God., and 

Whoever wrongs God'* is near to his own {death] seizure,1’1,K 

c. Ihe verba! attacks [i.e,, against the Companions] that have 

been transmitted 

ate subject to different constructions and interpretations, 

and sis addition [these attacks] do riot equal what has been received 

praising their virtues and telling of their deeds. 

d. [Baydawys, Prayer| 

May God enrich us by the friendly affection of them all, 

and to their way of life may He let us comply 

May He prevent us from following those wrho stray; and 

[May He] raise us on the Day of Judgment 

among the numbers of L 4U7 those being led 

by His inclusive and kindly favorTf: 

and by His wonderful generosity - 

[God] is indeed One who is listening,^ 

One who will answer! 

[END OF BOOK 3 EN BA YD AWES TEXT ] 

L alcuic of sources used omits "atid. E [iti return] will hate them'' [uhgiriiriiahimn.j. 
’’ L alone adds. “'arid His Messenger.11 
” "I>■ s<rs vary: J.: [yfisliik ;m akh^Lhtih]; T; [yiishik yiiTshadli]' MS Ci.irrrtl 

fUl^Kh: jynshlk an ytflthadhhii fi1]. i he MS: vGsbils an y^hiKth p| 
v Haftiih, 1, 4fUj:l9 i"] [Allah Allah II ashjibi la taitakhiduhutn I'Ki’df gbara^su) 

jkiJi ii ahabhahuTn la-yuhibhnrii nhibhubiim ]. Net loralrrl for retain in UViidnek’s. 
Haaib^ds: May he dasMrl as: ^Muhaimriad’s low of the- dted as b<-m^ in .Wirt 
a! Tirmuifii, 46-Majia-qib, M_ 

L’s icjtt is cumrpLKl: [jn^uLuxL^I AiluEi bihirti w^tttuttnbiIin|; T: fjl'aJani Allah 
Ei-hadyihitu touttatHTji.]; MS Giirreti 91S9H1j and MS Garreci 2J53E eta ntrt repeal 
“Allah” in tins Ftaieiueni, 

M T arid MS Garrett 233,iS: [bi.-fo<flitiii al-'ajimi wa-faydilii id-'unnm] while L 
ihe adjec[iv¥3 MS GarreU [ijeEad-lifd al-'ttnlm wa-mussiM al- 

haasm]. 
31 T n-dds. '“Who is near1' fqarib], 
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rsfabani says: L 487, T 238/9, MS 247b 

lopk 5: Gtzetiaux qf the Companions 

a. We should praise aSl the Companions of die Messenger of God 

and Him away from abuse of (hem. 

We must think well qf (Lem aJls 

and Forsake bigotry anti hatred for some of them 
as being different From others; 

We must give up excessive Love for some of them 

as a way leading to defamation of others 

and detracting from such; because 

God lias spoken with commendation of (hem [a(3] in many places, 

including these: 

3. "Those who stepped out in advance, they arc first 

the Meccan emigrants and die Madman allies”, [Q9:tG0] and 

2, "'On the great day God will not shame the Prophet, 

itnr those who believed with him"'., [Q 

3- “'Fhose with [the Prophet] are severe with dis.be Lie vers, 

but merciful with one another, 

you will see them kneeling and bowing down, 

seeking favor and acceptance with God", IQ, 48:23] and 

4. "'God wfis very pleased wit In the [early] believers 
as they were swearing allegiance to you [the Prophet j 

under the tree." [Q 48:18] 

b. Moreover, the Messenger of God praised them for striving hard 

in their alliance with [him], the Messenger of God, [sometimes] by 

Lheir figliling arid [sometimes] by spending their money. He used (O 

say: 

1. "Do not abuse my Gompanionsl 

If any of you could fill the world with gold, 

soil it would nut reach the value of one of them”,® and 

2. ‘‘My Companions arc like the stars; 

by whichever one you seek guidance, 

you will he guided rightly',*1 and 

w Hindi lb, L 4ft7;10 (IS lysultbii a^Liibi law ftiifaqa tillAttukujJl 1 rial 3.’ al-ar^ 
ribabatian. —J Isfahan! guoit-s the tirei three wr>rdi tEcu identify ihe hadith. See onle 
(fir itic Baydavi corresponding restt. 

-1 Hadtoh, L 4-87:11 k^-aJsiujtlm], See note for Bathwi's coireipotid- 
ing text. 
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3, “O God O God. for my Companions’ take: alter mr, 

Do not single them out for anyone’s harmful purpose. 

Whoever love.s them, and then loves me, I will love; 

Whoever hates them, and then hates me, I will hate; 

Whoever wrongs them has already wronged me, and 

Whoever wrongs me has already wronged God, and 

Whoever wrongs God, is near to his own [death] seizure.”® 

t. Therefore, how could it be right 

for anyone believing in God and the Messenger of God 

to hale someone described by these attributes? 

The verbal attacks on die Companions ihai have been transmitted, 

—assuming they are historically valid,— 

are subject to different constructions and interpretations; 

and in addition, they arc not equal with what has been received 

extolling their virtues, recounting their good deeds 

and their praiseworthy lives, 

d. | Bay dawi s Prayer with Scripture] 

May God enrich us by the friendly aflection of them all, 

And to their way of life” may He let us comply. 

May flc prevent us from following those who stray, and 

[May He] raise us up on Judgment Day 

*\ „. Among those favored of God,—^ 

The prophets, and irtrOplr of truth, 

The martyrs, and people of virtue;— 

Oh, they will be excellent companions!” [Qur’an 4:69] 

|K\1> OK KOOK 3 [IV IKKAHANI’5 <X >MMK WI'Aft V, AN]) KMI) OF H1F. 

[’OVAL WORK.] 

“ Hacfth. L 487;] I • 14 [Allah AJufk JT J;"i taiiaJdiidhiibLirn tia'di ghanidan]. 
See note tor Pladawi's corresponding test- 

Ei The scribe of L, perhaps unsure of llie orthography, left u blassb space Cur the 

word acL-ci inadvertently omitted to fill it in: “to their cuminer of life" MS Garnett 

DS^JLa reads, Pi-budallmm| apsd T re-iuis., fli-hudtyhfiiYi']. 
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AuthariUes consulted: 

Baydawi bXbd Allah, at-Anwar 
i^hanani., Alnoor, Physical Th^ry of th$ balatsi 
Frank, Richard. Btmgs and Their Attributes 
Goichoji, A.'M. Lexiqttt dt k Longue Pkiksufihique d*Itw Sim 
Hava, J.G. Fare'id al-Dtsrmah 
I Jeer, Nicholas. Pteriont Pearl 
Isfahani, Mahmud. Matak al-Attiat Shark TawalT al-Atmuar 
Jurjaui, -.‘Alt ibrt Muhammad al-5harif. Kiiab al-Tdnfol 
Saccd Sheikh., M. Pkiiatiary ofMusim Phiksophy 
Wahl:ia, Murad. til-Mu jam ai-jahafif Vncabulfure philflsvphiqiie 

Wehr, H;mS. iJxtimajy of Modem Written Arafrie 

Wueilner, Bernard /JtriHtfMrp ef Schakitit PbsiitiQpkj 

ALIF 

tedthu 

midaththri 

mtiriukdiinyaii 
abad 
a^al 
an 

BAj 
bastt 

aPtid tril-j 
hrf&yah 

vk 

tdti {-it-) 

ThA' 
thabif. 

influence, causal rffctLivejiesaj Hecr:. efficacy; Frank: 
effect 

L Urrr: rff(T(ivc; -cause" Wurllner, efficient 

cause JP effective cause. 
L 150:G effectiveness. See abo ftfflyoh used with Vizrt 
n, future eternity; abadi adj. without ending 
n, past eternity; a&ili adj. without beginning 
atom of time, a “now'1; moment, instant 

.HirnpJc, not compound, uncomplicated; a tWO-dimefL- 

aortal form T 75:22 [& MS Garrett 989Ha; f. 71b; I; 
{L 165:23- omits)]: “if divided by two dimensinns, [it 
is | :l phnr surface, or a two-dbncnsiotiaJ form ai-sath 
it:m at-kunf'; thus^ semantically related to a mat, floor, 
or any Hat place; 
[. 106:19 die farther continuity; See also al aifrab 
L 177:22 subsequence 

the ennsrquml [rtf zi premise | Wahbfl, Sared Sheikh: 

L FIT Hrer: e^hhshrd: Certaiiq a certainly; Frank: 

real, existent; established ideal reality 
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ikttbUi tfiitkuii 

JlM 

jidak 

ktjaddud 
jism mafiaq 

jihin ndml 

jLm tu'fmi 
Jism iafri't 

juTT^att fsciyfui 

ijfimi!* 

migojiaxtik 

fni&tfitt 'aqRyah 

jaw&hir d ghd 'itmh 

jowhar mttjafiq 

{d-ju£ ul-iuwnfi 

jut? id Jtlf.fsjtl7.Zid 

HA1 

hudd 
Uiktftd 

rmheddad 

i^amkph 

■fn-Wd 
/dijlf.fclil 
muhtLiidlah. 

muhaqqtqitn 

ULOSSAMV Ol TERMS 

L334 iifilh thubitiTyah ;tn attribute which affirms rxtst- 
■cnta;; Ilc^r: ^ihs^Ienicx; Frank: reality; Webr; certainty 

Saced Sheikh: category of state or possession; cf, 
Imilkf. See also: Wn(*!tflrr (under category;-: hahifus 
or natural adjuncts. 
I, 178 renewal; Vrlth taq<ufdm\ expiration and renewal 
MS 2Ga gf; body as absolute |l.c,n as an attraction] 
MS 2tta gl: body as something growing [i.c.r as 

objectively real) 
I, 14 L VVahba from Jurjani: 
RiaEhapatiLa] lnwly, teaching inydrl, L 238:1 i —12. 
L 3^:4 a geotnrtrieal teaching body 
L -Hj2:2! We hr: a combination of divergent,, sep* 
arate tilings; 
a joining together; T, 14 L; cf! Goidton #762; aggre¬ 
gation 
L 140; Goiclmn 11 '2: humog* ;nqity 
L 368 intelligible substances; Jkcr: intellectual sub- 
sranccs; substantial intellectual twines; cf. Wudlner: 

separated substance [under sutwlaEice}, H,a created 
Intellectual subsisted being. See spirit”. 
L 285:16 {under inconporcal entities ai^tnufariqdk 
subglajitial brings- not observable hy human sensr 

perception; t'f Jutjaiu [ucidci'jeiii^arj: . . . an abstracted 
substance .. .as die intellect and tlie soul; cf Wuehner: 
separated substance, loc. cit. above. 
L 67;j; 286 separate substance; transcendent 
the farmativic part; i.e., the defining factor 
indnidtale atom 

■deiinutalion. delimiting definition* analytical definition 

L 322 analytical definition Id qabif Ul-Udkdid U-intifaf 
at-tar kit j\hi, delimiting definition. Sec afsti rasm 

L 276 d-jim d-nutdddud Hl-jAdt, l> 372 d mA(d- 
dad- -[the i&cven limited spbfrftj; a definrd system 
[of the seven orbits | 
niritEniL, movement; motLEm-changc: gradEiaS change 

{a progressive activity) Wuellner: change 
OOCUr* attain Ln, obtain 
L 234:12 Welir: mler* deduct:., summarize; to posit 
hypothetically (used to contrast with mufiaq% 
L 67:6 orthodox Muslim investigative scholars 
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hitkm (ihkdjn 

irtuffiili 

hsyikiytih 

hn}yiz hayz 

miiiiihqjtyij; 

iiihiryjnz 

hiss al-rtutshiarik 

KJLV 

nutkhiui 

ikhtitef 
khalkhala 
kha$$ kMwdxs 

mukhiar 

khf&al 

DAL 

dam 

das? 

muskxttrah 

ijhAl 

dhut 

114] 

L 209:13, L 61:2,7 property, as the prerogative, 
or proper role; Alnoor Dhanani, 33, n. 6 b 37, Jt. 63“ 
property; Frank: 33, n. 13-characteristic 
substrate, ■nr Iw-us-substrate, (for distinction from:) 
mawdiY subje^t-substrate; Frank & Heer: substrate 
L 146:23 Wchr; aspect, consideration, relation;*] (or 
other) aspect; 

location, space, place, spatial domain, occupied space; 
Wehr: scope, domain; Juijatti: 11 With the Mutakalli- 
fmin it is an emptiness estintated (to exist] that would 
be iisrrf by an entity having extension as a bndy, or 
not having extension as an atom. With. tlte philoso¬ 
phers it is the inner surface of a container, that [in 
turn] contacts the outer surface of what is contained,11 
occupying space, having spatial domain 
L 7B occupying space, the occupation of space, 
having spatial domain; Dh&nani: occupying space; 
suitse of COOrriuiLiImn [set Raydawi's description]; 

usually translated ‘common sense'. &$ the sensus com¬ 
munis; Saeed Sheikh: common sense "it combines 
all the films of the sensible objects received through 

the five external senses'”; Wahbah omits the plirase. 
See also: al-qSwoh ai-mushtarikah 

Wehr: mixture, blend; an amalgam 
I. 3(13:3 diflfcrciK c; variation (cf, t&ftuuttf) 

L 163:13 muiukhnikkd expanding, expanded 
liiiikh&SSuitdi property, distinguisliing property 
agent of spccjiicadon 
chcwen, freely chosen, freedom of choice; See also 

Jdfii rftukhtar 

imagination; constructive imagination 

inferential proof demonstration, proof demonstration, 
inferential proof proof 
argument in a circle, circular argument, |- the 

“vicious circle"] 
L ] 7 7 circular in nature 

essence; 
with personal pronoun it is ''itself'1 or “himself7' 
(as with God). 
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dha&ydt 

Rj'V 

T&ffl 

murajjik 

iarfk 

rnqjuh 

maquhiyaii 
FdITTFC 

tntifqn (til-) 

murid 

ZA] 

STN 

rcirodLi^A: 

SHlN 

J7i yji'd-fj tuAoA 

toriftt (bi-ai-) 
maihabutah. 
ihiihuf 

5 Ad 

jflrfir .Ldil' mcme/ 

£JI,Q5£AKY OP JT'IKJ.IS 

To he dish nguished from mdftivah, the ‘quiddity's 
which also means ‘essence1 aJP suggests dhat — 
‘real essence5. 

See also Herr’s gkasiry. 
L 39:22 essential qualifies, 

L 203 :2-i prefe rahle [as being judged more prob¬ 
able]; Hava: preferable; Wahbah: probable; Wehr: 
preponderant; 
agent of preference 
idrajtJi bi-la trutr&tfih determination without a determin¬ 
ing agent; preference withoul an agent of preference 
less preferable f as being judged less probable] 1. 205; 
23 206: t—ai-rajib wa-nl-marjvtft fixthm 
ambivalence 
descriptive definition, description See also hadd 
will; die willing intention 
L 390 Knifthinsf willed; Ebc willed irttrrtion, willed 
objective; 
L 3% one who wills; voluntary cause, willing cause; 
Hccr: willing 

L !053 172 dine duration, timespan 

iaioisut L 60:13 infinite scries argument; silsihJi 
‘infinite series' argument, [= (be “endless chain’*] 
L 177 ei|ua]iLy miadsvdh a'a-mufiiinaiaii equality and 
difference 

L 140; Gokhon 303: similitude, similarity 
L 109:4 individualize; individuate 
individuation 
Hrrr; analogous [predication] „ [predication] by analogy 
L HO: Goiehun: conformity; Wehr: resemblance 
L 402 Heer; the visible wodd = ihtihddsh\ and {&km 
iii siiahUdidt ibr observer, scene of observation 

I, 2140 first Emanation 
L I5JJ5J7 origmaclng cause; L 153:7 source; 
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\. ] f>lij 1 Li, L quality of beirsg a sriufte;, 
L 134:3,11,12 emanation; soutcf of emanation. 
Not in: Wehr, Hava, Wahba, S. Sheikh, Iiccr, Frank 

lasamif executive: planning find arbon 
tasifitf L 323:23 judgmental assent, assertion of commit¬ 

ment; assent 
ittUik ;<auii 1A13:4 the prayer rite 
Uxsamcur intellectual eoncrpiion 
surah muf&ah specific form; Wall bah: sLiljBtiniLiaJ form. 

PAD 

rdafah 9, 23:3 5,1ft,. 11? annexation, connection, rrlalinnihip.. 
associalkli; I, 233, 35!i:lfi adjunction, adjoining, 
adjunctive relationship; We hr: sub junction; 

iadayaj L 139:2 related entities 
mudaf 1. 143 adjoined, related; L 227:21 the pTm- 

]] i u adjujul;, 
mutfaf itqthi L I4fr that to which another Is adjoined, che delim¬ 

iting adjunct, 1.. 227:21-23 [here called nwW and 
mawtfuc of Ql-mutfqfc 

taj 

muiabajjah L HO; Wehr congruity [geometry], eorresponderiee 

Z;V 

L 205:23 surmise; Hava: opinion, conjecture; Wall- 
hah: npinitm; 

‘AYN 

it'-bar logical consideration* logical formulation, something 
theoretical, a way of saving, “a term for", an expres¬ 
sion, for; Hcer: a mental entity; 

'adam iirmryistcricc 
none s i ster 1t, nonrxjstcntial 

‘amUx Hcer: inhere 
curU\i L 3+0:13 accidental in nature, inherence* accidence 
mtlTlid 1, 3 75:3 Hrer substrate 

'nKs al-muilmt-n1 L 42:d f. equivalent contrary 
'dks ahitfifid L ^:il f. contrndickiry Contran M!i 2(l4b:lS gloss 

Wahbah, baerd Sheik! l (fippi Jujjani): contraposition 
'ak.i tmqid df-thar)T contradictory contrary of the second premise 
‘aid* ai-tayin Sec: ia'ym 

rim See articles fiUah and uik-ab in Kn-I-2, With ffittyah 
— rflprttve cause. 
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rit07 at .kiitU.m 

*sitinfyak 

™W nuiiiuf 

’inayah 

f[iVfl (fym 

al-ayn al-th3bitaft 

‘ayy-ana 

kfym - 

L 00^:7 (die ^ncnLc uf at IxiUml — 
“the science of [theological] statement”, 

(often translated theology > dialectical theology, 
syKtrinutjc theology.) 

L 206:10:, “natnely+ a state linked to [what is] 
an intcLUj^ibLe,^ scholarship erudition 
L 358:18 lvicanin^ frank 77: determinant cattsc; 
causal entity or factor- a quiddity 
L 37fliL'l, L 371:2 |>rc'j|>iir concern (an aspect 

ofC-ocTs knowledge], provident concern, prudent 
concern 
L 6:16,. 175:7,, 350:5, 3+0:0 material essences: 
Herr: individual essence, the concrete; a quid¬ 

dity 
Jurjani: "a real truth haqtquh in the presence of 
the All-knowing; it is not externally existent,, bnt 
rather it is a nonexistent established certainty in 
the knowledge of God Most High/1 Sneed Sheikh: 
“eternal essences... [in| ilie world of ideas „ . . 
between God and the material world, .the 
fixed ideas, 
1, 1119 taytn. el-makiyah ~ individuation of the 
quiddity': 
‘ate* aHtfyiit L 64 ;22, 65:1 according to ihe 
hypothesis 

FA> 

aljarogh ai mnUfwahham. 
mufarisf mufariqat 

mun/asit 
Ji5 Vi' mukfii&r or, mukhiay 

JiViiiytjh 

ifflatat 

uiffti iTv-a.c 

L 79:7 wluit is cslirnuteri to hi" the void 

L 10+ [run-so'ndenL entity, L 104:15/105:7 
transcendent entities; Wahba, 417: from Jmjani, 
“fixoahiJ tnyjnrrudtifi ‘m al-madiluff'' incorporeal sub¬ 
stantial beings 
L 150:5 separable (as accident: 
L 129 Hi Voluntary agent, agent who has the 
choice, agent of choice; H«er Kmc agent. Juijani: 
“One fictfu whom it is appropriate that an action 
should iiisiic ” 
L 150:23, 151:9 used with ‘Utah = 'effective 
cause1. See also tm* athiktr 
L 180:2 Eaydawi [Ek 1, Sect- 2, Gh. 3, T. L]: 
rot deep rooted sen sate qualities (as a blush,, 
called ‘passive reflex mictions'; Sared Sheikh: 
“sensible qualities of things ur persons, such ay 

arc of transitory nature." 
L 188:2 Baydawi; deep rooted sen sate quali¬ 
ties, called "affective [reaction producing] quid- 
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ilirx"; Saeed Sheikh: ^sensible qualities {.if th bn 
sulEi as are firmly rgtiLed in them,,”' as sweetness 

in honcv, 
tqfdivu? L 393:5 (Qjir’an 67:3) variance; Arbcny tr.: imper¬ 

fection; Ahmed Ali ir.: dispnopcirtlon; PEcklhaH tr,: 
fault; Cragg it.: discrepancy 

QA* 

qabty&t 
qadara^ qadara tata2 

qddir 

qadar (rU) 
Ttwqdtlr 'atephi 
iTiaqduT 

qzfflw 

qidam 
muqaridaj} \ 

muqaddumah 
iaqoMm wa hfafcMAkr 
taqaddin. w a • tqja ddu ti 

istiqrd* 

tftffab (at--) 

qsdfiJ {at-} 
inqil&b 

taqlid 

af-q#uA vl-sharify 
qaiiTtairm 

muqawivtm&t 
mustoqimah 

quwait 

L E 74 antecedences wa-btfdlj&l and subsequences 
has power over; extends [Field of] power over 
the One powerful; the AU-powerful, Frank: having 
the power of autonomous action; Dhanani follows 
Frank 
tlie particularizing decree [of God]; L 405:23 
something decreed; 
dec need; an object of power; Heir: objtet of piwer; 

Wtdir: pulcnlial: locus [or. fbcus&td object) of power; 

power object 
eternal, without beginning 
past eternity 
Hava. &. -Sacrd Sheikh: antewdent 
Hava: premise, introduction 
fore-end and after-end of a time duration 
L I7d expiration and renewal 
induction 
L L 04:20, I0G:19 lJ-lc- nearer contiguity; See also 
al-a¥ad 
the primeval decision |of frod] 
transmutation, transfi inmatiori 
L 205 authoritative tradition, synonymous with 
mqt 
explanatory statement, $, Inati: explanatory phrase 
give subsistence to; constitute 
L LU7 constituent factors; Goichon: 328 
L 177 straight 
L 203:4 a powrr (inrl. inrliv. ikcuhy); potentiality 
L 234:4,6 a potential foice (of some kindly L 214:7 
'potential force is the source of an action in an 
absolute sfiisrM. Also list'd with nutshtenkah "tin: 
power of coordination’ 

KAF 

kdhb MS 20t>b g]: Uiznka U-katibihi (translated as:) "cedes 

to the Writer of his destiny', (cf, Welir, fatobd fore¬ 
ordain, destine) 
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kaiftif 

mukOshaJat 

foiinm, 

komm (il-mvlia.yJ 

kw&n 

kutl {al J 

LAM 

yihiq !(ni'<iku{ 
km'Rhiq 2l' \smjud 

Idzim fait'&£irn 

mal?_ dm 

mulazamah 

id lit1 illl'lval iofld 

/fl ik? flH'Hwf 
la awujqI hha 

ti-mayyah 

vilM 

ma%'sh 

mahyah 

mtxyi 

almost al-muu^fil 
mkfij 

imtiiid* 

GLOSS&AKV OF TERMS 

L 168:15 rwiafiritfiif contracting contracted; com¬ 
pacted 
utbdb al-TMtkAshif&t L 67:? master myitics; masters 
of mystical reflations 
an theology, it is (jorrtrnonly tnuisEalcit 'dialectical 
theology*; Sec preferably, ft-iw at-kat&m — 'science of 
theological statement1, 
Saecd Sheikh: continuous quantity 
beings the fact that ,1 L 224:12,. 1.227-2 instant 
generation, instant being 
L 3d1i*: 11 the entirety;, the whole; Jurjani: '’die name 
of a totality compounded of limited parte.1’ 
L 272 al-fomim wa-al-burai. latency and appearance; 
Spk [En-l-J] articles by J. van Err: kuifnin’ arid 
Ll\ai£im' 

property, separable quality; Heer: consequent; 

Wahhabi properties of being; 

Goichon: J. conclusion L 464- {MS 178a:3-5 as 
coded); 2. concomitant, inseparable accident (cf 
fiwtttifU) l. 330:10. 
L 404 MS 133b {&MSl78a as coded) premise, 
hypothesis] And fleer; substrate of (he concomitant 
necessary relationship] logical process, inhcronl nrres- 
siryT logical necessity; tenlcuiuiuujxie (fr. lazim); Vvaiiba, 
423: inherence, neces&ary conjunction fi.e., of con¬ 
comitant and substrate] 
L 27 3, ]iot carried to the [its] beginning, MS I3?a ~ 

haring no loginning, tlu anlenur/aii recede nl, 

Goiclion: the ’‘why” of something 

accompaniment 
'quiddity1'; ;also means essence). But must be distin¬ 
guished from dhdi 'essence*, (also means self). For 
clarification we suggest mtihijuh - ‘quid-essence’; and 
dftAl - ‘real-essence*. 
L 232 Goicbont Herr inclination] tendency 
directional tar re 

im&z&j L 68:1 complex organ tsm, composition; 
blend, temperament. 
L 97 etc. impossibility, prohibition, prevention 



NCN 

manziioh 

™jy 
naqi 

HA' 

itjaffiy-ah 
tt<i>rdjla' 

wAw 

ttifijib 

wqjtb ai-wujitd 

iLitjiib ai-u-vxj&d 

mtijib- 

miijtd 

u-itjud 
wtijudi 

ai-wujiid al-kh&aA 
il-wllj ud d-miJtlaq 
inihad 

nwtrfitt 

rrutwazak 

muflasif 

mawdtf 

wshm 

Y.V 

GLOSSARY Oir EL RMS 3 L 47 

L II; L 15; tote; Wehr position, sta¬ 
tus. See also Afcm®rt flatter CWfi^aa Pifrtwwfv: 'rale1— 
“an expected behavior partem determined hy an 
individual's status." 

L. 91 deni id, rejection, exclusion 
L j!> authoritative tradilionj traditional authority- 

synonymous with tay§d\ commonly paired with rnql, 

'rationality’, 

L 220 appearance in externa] existence 
L 25 3-: 4 primal matter/prime matter 

L !S 1 necessary, necessary reality: Htcrt ncctt- 
sary existent JP believes it Includes the sense of ’neces¬ 

sitating’, or ‘obligating’, lie., necessary and making 
necessary] 
L 316:7 Hecr: necessary existent. necessarily existent; 
L 002 land wdjib al‘UfUfud)'tl [P ±Meoessary and Obligat¬ 
ing Existent 
Hecr: necessary cautsc, necessary agent, necessitating 
agent. 
existential cause; producer; Hrer: creator; Franck: 
(under aujatla)\ [He who) causes lo exist; 
c^is^cnce 
existential 
specific existence; Hern 'proper existence1 

absolute existence, general existence 

union, unity; uniformity; L E 39, of cotton & snow 
in whiteness; Goichon: identity 
L 73i: 1 f> source, resource-pool 

1. 140; Wchr: parallelism. equivalence 
l I58d> inseparable (as accident), concomitant, con¬ 
tinuous. See also lazjni, at ktimm al mutiuyii. 
L 191:15 Subject, subject-substrate; 

estimation, significance-estimation; Wchn guess, sur¬ 

mise, delusive i magi nation, suspicion 
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ILLUSTRATIONS TO BOOK L SECTION 3 

Topic -- Definition of a body 

WV 

j‘ J. ,_-* ■ 

’S- 
■ A- 

r' $}. 

pW^iPiptyljliW ^ U>J# 

IfifoSpiK. 

■|L j« « _n * - j"*" . ■ ■■ ju ■ hi ._ ■-. m 

W 

r> 

ELI. I. Right anglei, 

111. 2. rVc-LLW & Obtuse 
EUlgltS 

ILL. 3. Intersection uf 

many angles at a sur¬ 

face, [tot H^LlL angles 

ILL. 4. Imarfiftccian of 

nghl angles ar a sur¬ 

face 

The MS f L L7b: Translation: I. 236:6-7 



I [50 ILLUSTRATIONS TO BOOK 1. SECTION 3 

Topic Philosophers1 argument against the 

t -j J'M 
J -. /W 

\Tn kb *i*/A Out!, i J fi^fif^'-Tvr.'W 4'fr// 

yfift 

„.£££ ^ 

'%>- Sjj 

, ■•;■ 

: 4 4AJMnMftggkt. »' 

Jf -te, S^f1 . 

1 %"*7Sr 

^ Vs - : ;'S 
: v- 

atom iheory 

Ill. 5. Ai]gumcnt: 
puBPkts £-3 

lit, G. Argument 
pfjLnc i. 

III. 7. Aj^umriLl.: 
fjoint i. 

The MS T ];22b: Translation: I, 246:-1 ncHi^ L ft 'i, I. ^+fv.l> time 2 



ILLUSTRATIONS TO ROOK 3, SKrmON 3 115] 

Topic A simple bodied celestial sphere 

[II #. A single sphere with [lie center poim indicated anti the points from which 
sadii. would go from ttw center to die sphere's inner surface. 

The MS f L^^i; Transition: L 257 \3 cioLe- i (description of iJL) 



II] Two ooticcutru: spheres; the crater point is shown as the 'lowest’ point, the 

inner encircled sphere ii the one- cbelaw", and the encircling sphere is 'shove*. This 

iJIustrace? the ldli;rec«on of view': i,e„ from the ’lowest’ point to the upper part of 
the inner surface of the upper sphere, the oelestia] spheres bdug tr^iijpar^ni 

rlhe NTS f I2flh: Transbtion: L 257:9-10 (text only) 
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'■% . 

■ /, 
v.,k 

V [ 

_r-j. 
Vtf «£>:> 

i '■'>'Si't< 

jrt . "sr- _“ 

<A5v 
feV- 

r . i.r i "* it * j ji1 " . _ j u. -’ i _ I / — /# - 

"I- 
, i 

■/? 

~ w/ukr^p^-m^u^^ Jj] 

K:: 'J . 
‘ --isu. .■: 

»..>2sara&B« 

! 

• '$1 
frt \ 

-li'iU'jl -* V'3*‘ 

"Ji 

Pw# -™ JS* 

'j# 
{? 

111. 10. "3Vo parallel lines arc shown, the first one at the left is drsi^nared ‘uTiliin- 

itfdJ %hjic1. fhf HCOnd OjlC nt 5ln: ri^ht h marked "limited1. The seuocid fine at the 
right turns 01s an angle [erwarci the fifft one, and ft result it intersects with iht 
hist one at Lhr Left. 

The MS f 144*: Tramslalion: L 270:43-44 
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Topic - Sight is one of ihc ptiwers r>f external perception 

/$$$/ ' 

'3a !4 #- * *" 

\% ii' ■'■■■ ■ 
^ / \ ->^'juft 

«rj '.*# 

j(\ 
£ " *J /P, .. £ k.|- tip I*1*.. p-gUtirV fjp. wlfiu 

Hl !i ^ 

ft 

••j557r^- 

1 

m. Li, A cone with 
its (joint and ij-5^st" 
indu'aied. Tlw fniim 

is The poinr where 

vision takes place, 

and the base is the 

}Janc of the object, 

seen. 

tli. 12, A livt-iided 

ftjrtiir is shown, wiih 

y iriaofic at Lhe top 
reprise:tiling ft CLNUT, 

satin a cjusidrilAieraJ 

figure is joined to tt 

y( lhe bottom. 'Hit* 
Mira shows the itflit’ 
(ivo size of'an object 

■seen, then, b-v ck.- 
naidicLg dir COIW In 

include the borirnn 

figure, the object 

ivi*™ is farthei away, 

and smaller in. rela¬ 

tion to the onginaJ 

objeci of vi-Hon. 

I he MS J 155a: Tniuslftiiun: L 3P3-4 Jtcjh only) 
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Topic - The powers of internal perception 

c<v' > ■ 

111. 13. In the %- 
ure three diamond 

shapes are joined 
logethcr at the ends 
ninnbig From inp i<? 

bottom, rcpj*;n:nt- 

ing tin* three lobes 

of the brain, the an¬ 

terior or front lobe, 

with its bark pari 

joint'd to [he front 

pa.rc nf the middle 

Jobe, and the back 

parL of the middle 
JuTtO is joined m tlto 

front part of ihr 
ptsslerior lobe. 1Tiis 

diagram is an aid 

to understanding 

(he Jocations of the 

interna] powers of 

percLplion. 

I he MS r 15+kt: Translation:: 3- 3flG ff frevt only) 



H5G IIXIRTRATIGNS TO BOOK [. SECTION 3 

Topic ■ The souPs toward pcrceplion of reality by its instruments 

^ ^ ij S- "V- 

> - Vi 

. i I r. j iJJL VTu" . foVj.., x, . J, 

■v '^f&tij0^jy>$i/%wfji 

■ -yji&^0MWL$m 

^ " ,/«■, 

Jll. 14, 1'tre figure 
L* ol £ Urgin' per- 
(angle, wi(K iwo 
smaller i^c^ingics 
pLaced one j[ ihc 
ccTiTer of each end 
of the larger rec- 
taitgle, 'fins tLlus- 
nates the sijisiple 
rectr^nitioii of ^ 
shupe and e(s posi¬ 
tion. 1 m T‘ rvpn of 
[hc<vc figuf'ea are 
Hhjtjwij;, aiikr exorjn 
for a dLflbrecto1 so 
pourion. 

The M£j f l.>7a: Translation: I- 3A3:I5 itcat only] 
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Views of al-Basri. 917 
Views of al-hfarayim., 9J7 
Views of aljuwayiii, 917 
Vvewi ni foe philosophers, 917 

Adam, 
Pardoned for his sin luddm 

commissioning 1005, 1010 
Adjunction, 

Defined, 3+4 
Priority mf E>IB 
Properties of, 512, 515 

AdjuiictiuEi as accidental., 
hsamptes of, 517 

Afterlife has blLa or misery, 
According to philosophers, 7Nj, 721 

Agent acid receiver of action as one 
in kigic and theory, 336 

At^nt of free choice, See God us fret 
choice agent 

Akhtfj, Ghiyath tbn Ghawth, called 
aU, 1120 

All the pans1, 
A plurality of separates or a unity 

of totality, 6fl. 74 
[An yaf,:al]> 

See activity 
[An yAnrfail], 

See passivity 
‘Anb^ii, Alvu I lake Muhammad Ehn al-. 

See Him al-'Anbari 
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Angels, 
US' celestial rank, r>+1 

Of the Divine Presence, 645 
Of the Earth, 6+1 
Of eh# Mt&vens, 044 

Animate being Cor n^ure), 
See Lairing lacing {w nature; 

Aqanirn, 
See Hypostases (Duariiie of ’Eliree) 

Argument, 
Convincing, 27 
Kinds of, S2 
Kinds art' nm mutually restrictive, 

124 
!$>ec hJxi ArgunLetualxm 

Argumentation, 

On basis of rationality h 12!! 
On basis of tradition, 123 

Aristotle. 6B4 
Doctrine of cosmogony., 003 
Oil stf-Ai.gilt-E tlc motion. ch&kge, 530 
"ITieory of the ^otil, fiH4 

Asaf ibn JiAi rtkhy^, 
Story oli 1024 

AxUllih, M-.lhisEnnikld obri V&Vpih 
d-Nisahiuri exiled d. lOlfi 

Asha'irah (Majority of). 
Accept Signs of divine favor, 1023 
Believe prophets sujxjrior to angels, 

1037 
Corf's, Knowledge and power are 

intelligible^ 05,3 
Grant prophets' minor sirts, 1007 

Ash'ari. Abu ai-Hasan al-,, 191, 106, 
JOflS 

Names other attributes, 090 
''AstjaLauL. lbn J la jar al-, 

ai-Durar Ql-k&mwihi xrtxidii 
Aswnt, See- JuiL^meiitnJ assent 
Atom theory. 

Rejetted by philosophers in the 
Comp&Btioti of bodies, MEi 

Attribute-stale theory, 
Arguments pro and eon, 221 
Delinfcd by A$ha‘irah minority, 171 
IMineil by Mn’tarilalt ininority, 3 72 

Attributes basic (o Clod’s arts, 893 
Living nature, S&7 
□[[utipoccna:, 803 
OmniariGiHx. !529 
Will. 868 

Attribute!) not basac to God’s aria, 
Beatific visibility do brlicvers in thr 

hereafter, 096 

Hearing and ■sight, 879 
Immortality, +107 
Production of being, AR2 
Speech. 0G+ 
See- also God (name of attribute] 

[Aytt (aJp)], 
See- Place where 

Baghdad, 
Calamity of lorctoEd W the 

Prophet, 983, 989 
Balfchs, Abu at-Qasim al-Kacbi al-., 

See Ksfbi aJ-Falkhi, Abu 
al-Qa-rim al- 
Urnayyah cautioned l>y poetn 

1121 
BaqiUani, Abu Baler (al-}, 221, 1003 
Barri, Abo al-Husayn al-, G30 
Baydawi, 

ArLzt-\ii tU-Tan&Ih xxxiii 
Birth, xxvj 
Kooks authored, suottfi 
Death, xjunrii 
Debate re death date, \*bx 
Education, Hxviii 
Family forebears. Jtwiia 
Honored by the ILkhun, xjcilv 
Isfaharii's eulogy of, 7 
[ iti-Kiylc, xays-ii 
Mow to 'I abri?,, xxxJi 
Relations vrilh the ^ihfice 

government, xxxv nocrii 
RemovTil from Shiran judgeship, 

first, xax 
Removal from Shiraz judgeship, 

second, Ktxii 
Restored Lo SEiitai judgeship, 

x.xxi 
Students, xxxw 
Theory of perception and 

knowledge, 31-36, 439, -+40-153 
Baydawi, TanuT! iC-dFlitHr, 

incipir, 9 
Istabani's encomium of, 7 
Manuscripts used, xix-xx 
Printed editions, xxii 
Status in Muslim esteem, dv 

Behavior, 
Is guide i-u a n mil's nature Lit 

Ashtfirah view, 106-4, E CXi" 
Belief, 

Relation to knowledge, 4+E, 4.r>2 
Believers who hghr each other 

require petite judgment, 1062 
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Black/white contrast and Llf. problems, 
313 

BlamdciEncu (of the propfL-ct:-:, 3003 
A psychic habitual possession, I0H 
See aba Proptin^, ClisiraeLt-i- of 

Blend, 
Analysis of interaction in Lite. GQ2 
Eh-fineri and described. 599 602 

Body, 
ArjJui'rtOtllj rtgiiinst its origmalknl, 

625 S2G 
Argument* ingainst its L^rtrsi 

626, 033 
A& a temporal phenomenon, 603 f 
Aa it thiv^-ditnotiaionM suhsunee, 

523 
As having limits, 633 
Can transit between spaces, 

347-346 
f^Ussed as sijnple or composite, 

571 _ 
DefinLnnn accrpffd generally and 

by Mu^lsmJah, 523 £. 

Factors in the division of, 55-3 f- 
Inseparable front temporal 

phenomena., 624 
Is a possible reality and is caused. 

020 
Its rtjtl n&tyrc Li- obvious, 333 
Known by ils uu.diLLiv,, 52-1 
NoL separable into matter and 

form, 556 
tijjits«n[ if irt eternity. 611 
Spcribc property Of a, 526 
Substantia! form iHJso- required for 

sufficiency iif, 559„ 565 
Body lOlesriftl), 

H-asetl on observation and logic, 
571., 575 

Body (Composite), 
A blend of elements, 539 
Kinds of, 600 

Body (Material), 
Cannot perceive nniyettaJs, 673 

Body (Simple), 
As celestial! sphere, 57i 
Classed as celestial bodies or 

terrestrial elements, 371, 575 
Is spherical, 571. 374 

Body (Views of the Mutakallirmitl), 
A budy is divisible, 534, 536 
Parts of & body arc not divisible, 

534, 540 
Theory of the body, 533 (. 

Body [views H>f the philosophers), 
A hody is continuous in Ltsell, 534, 

537,' 553-554 
A body is -divisible without limit, 

537, 553 
Theoty urt' thr Ihody, 533, 553 

brahmans' doctrine on Ehr intellect. 

refuted, 995 
Buddhists, 

And knowledge logically acquired, 
3 39 

Argument of agaiitet. logical 
reasoning, 139 

llelaliims with llkhans^, xjivii 

Calvorley, Edwin F.lliotr, xvil 
Clausal Lon, 

-Source of, 332 
Causation (Effective), 

Union of power and free choice in 
creation, £tfl5 

Causation (Necessary), 
Supports e^rsteiycc, 305 

Cause, 
Defined, 326 f. 
Bdfociive pan of the, 336 
Four claims td( 46. 326 f 
Limiting condition of the, 336 
I’lurality of cannot pnKletoe single 

effect. 329-336 
Preventing factors of, 327 

Cause {Complete). 327 
Eaisls within the intellect,, 327 

Cause (Effective)* 326, 323 

Cause (Pinal)* 326 

Cause [IsitcKmpfete), 326 

Cave- (Companions of thei. 

Story of* 1024 
Certainty. 

a$ a rdi:th>n.diijj, 32 
Defined by Mu'(aril ah ma|ority, 172 
Not additional to necessity'* nature, 

262, 265 

Principles of, 126 

Chain (The), 
See infinite Series argument 

Character 
As related mi the power of 
autonomous action, 463, 467 
Defined, 4b3n2UJ 

ChrisL. 

See Messiah. 

Christian T rij iityP 
See Kyposlasts (Doctrine of Three) 
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Cbristiym. 
with Ilkhaais, x*vii 

Circle (Tliej, 
Sec Circular argument 

Circular argument, 127 
Invalidity of, 727 

Coitttnofl Sense [The), 
See Coordination (Powef/Setw of) 

Complete rause^ See (lame (OnmpJeLe) 
Completion, 

Primary., CiOO 
Sen;-titulary., C><J ] 

Composite endues, 
Accept delimiting definidoni, 79 
Accept descriptive' definition*, 80 

Composite entity ya tuuse, 332 
Concept foirnatiou, 26 

Defined, 440 
Of external objects defined, 4+2 
Gf jKj-cfijc attributes defined, 442, 

4+9 
Conception, 

As a rational arapisidO'n, 34 
As Lntuirivr, 3+ 
Of a thin^ U an addition To it, I 93 

Condusion, 
Comprises subjeet-predk^te 

relatlnnibip, 84 
Has ■existenni': in the mind. 34 
I Jinked to evidence tkf the proof. 3+ 

Conclusion [aJ-lArimh 99 100 
Contentment. 

Defined, +04, 469 
Continuity., 

Defined. 360 
Contrary, 

Contradkieiy, 93 
Dqumdenl, 93 

Gnmiefiort, *141, + 32 
Relation tn contradiction, *H1, +02 

Coordination JFtnwer/SilWr of), 
Described, 699 -700 
Proof of its JinUliun, 703 

Corporealutt, 
Argument lioni reason arid 

tradition, 756 
Cosmogony, Doctrine of, 

cdJtoi; Abo itM+odhayl al-, fi34> 
Anaxagoras. 608 
AnaximenOj 607 
Asbadmh, 636 
Uiii jLIhml. Alju Bab M. al-, 636 
Bardaysanittei, 666 
Democritus, 608 

Dualisis, IW6, 60S 
t'arAfii, 605 
Gakn, HW, 6-El 
Greek pfiiioiophe-rs (early), 604 -607 
Creek philtBoplters. (Later), 6Q5 
Hamm Sftbcittts, 609 
Heraclitus, 608ti279 
Jalni, al-, 636 
Jews, Marians, Ghdstians. Muslims, 

605 
Jubba\ Abu "Ali al-. 636 
Jubb*1!. Abu Ha-shlin ‘Abd al-Saiam 

al-, 036 
Juwayni.. Imam aJ-IIaramavn al-, 

636 
Kit'bi id-KyllkltL Abu d-Qasiiii yK 

636 
Kamraiyab, 625, 631 f; ^ 
Mahayana RuddfiLus, OlHl 
Mahmud aUKJiayyat, 636 
.Vtarodwwns, 606 
MaidonHtt, 606 
SchfMi] of Pythagoras, 610 
Thales, 6LHi-6{l7 

Gragg, Kenneth, mil 
Creator's svisdnm, 

SeC Grid ifiipoi-w'iriiee of) 

David, 
Record of wrong interpreted 

otherwise, 1006, 1013 
Day of Justice and Decision, 17 

See also Day of Showing iunl 
Recompense 

Day of Resurrection, 
See Resurrection Day 

Day of Showing and RecusupttiG*, 5 
BuJancitag of earned accounts, 

1052 f. 
See also Day of Justice and 

Dec Akin:. K^UtreciUrlt Dyy 
Death, 

Is iiOl a Single event, lfl79 
JJieories oh 435, +39 

Deduction, 
Analogical, $2 f- 
HhtttraJivc ynuliigHfll, $2 

Definer, 
Knowledge of precede* knowledge of 

defined, 51 
Relationship of 1st attd 2nd definers, 

52 
See also Defining agency; Definition 

(Explanatory) 
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Defining agency, 50 f. 
See also Dcfincr; Definition 

(Explanatory) 
Defining factor, 59 I. 

See ii:■■:.■ b'or mauve pi: 
Defmitiof], 4S f. 

And rKperierstiat krimvlrttyr of Gud, 
744 r 

By a factor, 49 £ 
Cj*$g. or a«4publ« repetition in, 

57 f. 

Cljiriry and obscurity of, 48 f. 
Glasses of, WJ f 
ComiriOwilitj' of meaning precedes 

factor of distiorrloii, 54 -55 
Compete of inside atid outside of 

object defined, 7fl 
Conditions go\eri]]iLg definitions, 

48 r 
General term takes prtMdentt in, 

49 
Invalid if by a mwe olmure factor, 

443 
Not possible via rhing itself, +8 
Funicular term provides diaontrion 

in, 69 
Repetitions in, 59 fit) 
I "miEUzJ ewpitnioiu avoided in, 57 

Definition (Delimiting,. 
(complete), 55, 63 
(ificomplctej, 63 
(with composite;) fiS, 73 
(wilt simple entities) 78 

Definition Descriptive), 
(c-ompleLe), 80 
(incomplete)^ 80 

Definition ( Explanatory), 48 
Depth, 

Defined. 3fi0, 363 
Daermi nation.,. 

Defined, 4fi+ 
Devils, 645, 6*1 ? 

Sec also Iblb 
|Dh3c], See Essence 
Disco nrimdty, 

Defined, 360 
Dissimulation (PSotts), 1003, 100b 

IVartkc prohibited, 1004., 1(K)7 

Piwtke allowed Ln Shi'aK doctrine, 
1003nl32 

Divine realities, 
Sec Realities divine 

i^iinnt- Singularity,, Doctrine of, 
See Singularity (Divine), Doctrine of 

Doubt, 441, 452 
Douglas, Elmer H„ xviii 

Effective cause. See Cause (Effective) 
KIllCIITLl i:;tlL^', 

Sec Cause (Effective) 
Elements, 

Undergo natural change, 594, 597 
Elettrenls (Simple bodied) 

Described. 593- 596 

Emanation (first), 
As cause of everything other than 

itself 649n l ] 
Idensificd iritb Second. Intellect, 64!} 

Endless chain 
See Infinite series argument 

EnlHcchy (primary/secondary). 
Set: Completion 

Kss. Josef van, 
“Das Todesdalum des Haida-wi1", 

xxi\ 
Essence, 2(1, 230 f. 
Eshaitial nature,. 

See Essence 
Essential origiautioti.. 291 
Estimation (Power of), 441. 452 

Described, 30, 702 
Eternal, 

Defined by Muiakitllimun* 3 ?6r ! 78 

Eternity, 
As Ail j]ilclkol.uttL ern ii.yL 255 25b 

Eternity pa$t, 2H-7-2&H 
View's on what would have existed 

in, 287, 239 
Euclid, 

Iodines 'shape-1, 550nl02, 56(l[i]"28 
Evidence, contradictory, 

Resolution of, 1812 
Executive action (Power of), 

Described, 701 
Existence (Absolute!, ear general), 

A commonality among existent*. 187 
A commonality among quiddilies- of 

the possibles, 191 
An addition to tlie quiddities of the 

possibles, 392 
,An intuitive conception, 132 
Impossible to define or describe, 181 
Is accidental lu specific existence.. 

N’ot a paai of quiddities of the 
possibles, 191, 194 

Not identical to quiddities of the 
possibles, 191> 1 94 
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xN‘oi identical 10 specific cmienec, 
mr 2m 

Uncertainty whether concrete or 
mental, 191-192 

Eminent, 
Defined by Asha'Lrah majority, 

a 7lh 173 
Defined 1 iv Aiicafii/ah minority, 

171+ 173 
Defined by Mu'tas.LlaK majririry. 

172, 374 
l^cfiiwd by philosophers, J7ft-177 

Existent within a subject-substrate, 
Defined as an accident, 34? 

Existent Due ]Thcj, 302- 303 
Expetiencf:, 32ft„ 12*9 
Explanatory defimiion, 

ftcc Dcfimituin f lJKp3a.rij.tciTy; 
Explanatory statements, -1-fl f. 

[iaril mukhLar], Sec God as Free 
choice- agent 

Faith, 
According to the Kairamivah, 10&L 
According to she Mu'idodlah., 1081 
Confirmed by practice, 1081, I (M33 
Defined in ordinary language, 1083 
Defined in the re hgious code. I0QI 
DefincdE in truidic formula, 1-084 

Fall of Adam. 
Before ermmiiSfiionitt^ 3S prophet, 

1005, KUO 
Fallacious argument, 

Premise imitating ttvc gamine, 11\ 
325 

Premise of, 133-132 
Fallacy, 

See Fallacious argument 
Figure (in syllogism';, 

Defined and described, 100 
Figure L (of syllogism), 

Analysis and summary, I I'd £ 
Figure 2, 

Analysis and summary. 108 f. 
Figure 3, 

Analysis imd summary. 110- f 
Figure 4, 

.‘Analysis and summary. 115 £ 
Final cause. See Cause (Final) 
Fire and Darden, 

Sec Garden and Fire 
Fire in Hrjaz, 

Foretold co b* seen in 
Sci^ayra, 985, 990n 104 

JFlus, Ductiine of, 
AnaKafores, 608 
Nazzam, aU, tiOH 

Form, 
As a constituent factor in a body, 

530-533 
Form (Substantial), GO0 f. 

Depended upon the 
Iric-otfvirej I Agenr, 571 

Formal cause, 32ft, 328 
Formative pare, 55 

And precedence of the genus, 54 
See also Defining factor 

Free choice agent. 
See God as free choice ageist 

Garden awl Fire, 
Are created, 3048 -1040 
Location of discussed, 1045 

Geometrical teaching body, 
Defined. 380 

Geometricians, 
And knowledge logicallv acquired. 

147 
Objections of, El 7 

Gtuitfah, Abu Harrsid al-. 66ft 
AliiKtfiiHi miu lif-i-Fitidu jf-, 905 

GhazzaLi, See Ghazali 
Goal concept differentiated, 5S 
Goal fLcigical), 

Defined, 99 
God 

A* Free choice agenc, 18, I5!ki38, 
553-559, 567, 658, 885, 829, 331 

Corporeal iry excluded as aitribuny 
755 f, 

Different from others lli necessity of 
exitlenee, 749-750 

Different from others in 
omnipotence &jid omniscience, 
749 750 

Necessary existence of, "34 
Obligation of Elis presence, 3n2 
Precluded from non-CKLilence, 9 
Related to all possibles on an equal 

basis, 821, 823 
Regionally and Locality excluded as 

attributes, 997 
RaemblHnue to other beings 

csfcluded ns litc-rihuJe, 749 f, 
Sensate qualities excluded as 

attributes, 77-8-779 
God (JteaiiFic visibility tn believers 

in Hereafter), 396 
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Views of <he anthropomoiphi-^ 
a%, m 

Cod {Essence), 
Admissible to be studied. 20, 753 
Has some conununaliiv wdih other 

beings, 749 f, 753-754 
Identified with His feJf-fcstowlrdgc, 

153 
Identified with His specific existence, 

744, 748 
Incorporeal as a being, 329. 832 
Man’s experiential knowledge of. 

744, 747-740 
Source and cause of all exis-lenls, 

330, m2 
View of ihi: MiitakiilJimmi, 747 i'., 

754 
View of the philosophers, 750 f., 

754-755 
Cod (Existence, Absolute), 

A commonality mth other absolute 
existences, 749 

CoiTipnebciSdibJe and repofluble as 
an intelligible reality, 7+4-, 
747-7+0 

Gtxl ! Existence, Specific or Proper], 
Identified with His essence, 7+8 
Is necessary1, 70+ 

Cod i' IrcirmnrLuLilyi, 
View of al-Ash’&ri, OB7 
View of ahtfaqillarh 387 
View of aL-juwayni, 837 
View of F,D Ra*i: 83? 

Cod (Lhmg naLurr}, 
Defined. Sfi-7 
Provides valid basis tor knowledge 

and power, Hh7 
Requires valid basis for knowledge 

and power, 667 
Gud (OltuiipOteftCt), 

Can pmteed or not proceed to act, 

Choice of act is by the divine will, 
006 

Exifts through His ^rawer of 
aCttrmomOti.s action, 1:2, 803 I"., 
m 

Necaasury, continuous and linked to 
jKJRFJhle realhiej, 12 

N'eecssaiy cause of it is His 
essence/Himself 625 

Philosophers' view of its functions, 
BUB 

With Hb divine will. 12 

CtKl (Cbm lisa :i('nce), 
An (liirihnle liasie to Cod's action, 

329 
Argument in opposition, 639 f, 
Comprehends sll imdligibles, 343 
Exist* through His know-Lo^c, 12 
Indlidft knowledge of His essence, 

+53, mi 
IncJudes knowledge of particular 

ik-Lails, B42 

Known by man's meditation, on 
nature, 029 

linked Lo all universal*; and 
particulars, 12 

Owl (Omniscience uud Omnipotence, 
Both are necessary, B5I, 332 
Doth diiiinri from His essence. 31+9, 

£52 
How distinguished from essence, 652 
Theory ckT Abu ’Ali aJJubha’i and 

Abu Ha a him ahjubba'i, 352 
Theory of philosophers, 354 E 
Theory of the Adta'irah, 352 E 

God (Will), 
Activated by His essence. 870 
Attribute is Lite preferral agent for 

His power, R69 
Choice of objectives. BfiLf 
Defined, 363 f 
KnuwlerJ^gr -of insist bWitficLil 

exHence, 309, 872 
Not a temporal pbcnomouon, f>7D, 

671 
View i?f aJ-lbuiri., Abu aJ-Husayn, 
m 

View of al-KalN sd-BaJLhi, Abu 
ahQ*.6m, 36B 

View of al-Najjar, al-Ilusayn ibn 
Muhammad, 063 

Views of Aibidnah and Mj'tlzM, 
869 

floschou, A.-M., fjtJn JI, 9tin4] 

Hadilb, 
Am I not the most appropriate 

person among you t . .7 1122 
Angel of the Ravens (etc,), 644, 646 
Be guided by liujse two who come 

after me, 934, 968ti 
Dmb jtafeed by intentions, L2+ 
Do not abuse my Companions! 

1133, 1135 
Fahh has about seventy branches, 

1382, 1937 
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E-'inost sctvines of devotion, 19 !H, 
1020 

Fint iking created— the intellect, 
648, 651 

First thing created^- ‘My LighL', 
55lnl6 

First tiling created- Lht pen, 650, 
659 

Forms of all creations kept under 
the Thtotw, 65 3, 659 

Garden's roof is (he Merciful One's 
Thrnnt, 1044 

{Smcmors should he from [he 
Qizmysh, I 096, LOFffi 

Greet (lit Commander of the 
Fanhlui., , my SucccviQr, J1I4P 
1R24 

Hajdj(h a3-Tay^Trdii™ of the 
GooJV4 Fowl, 1116, 1126 

Hadt(h KltayhaiVl c&dlaon of fhe 
Tlattle nf Khayhar, 1116, 1127 

Hack to of SttEc spoken to <Amtnat 
ibn Yssir, 984, 966 

Hadstb spoken to ‘Al4>as ibn 'Abd 
al-Mnttalib, 'When: is the mtmev1? 
964, 666 -969 

He For whom. I have been executive 
trustee, 1! 13, 1119, 1123, 1128 

I am not like any of you, 969, 973 
I cannot measure praise. I5n35 
If a:iv of you (mild fill the world 

with gold, I133n7l 
Imams should be from the Quraysh, 

1096, 1097 
Leadership after tcc, 964, 986 
Lot Abu Uafcr lead die people in die 

prayer-rite, 1132 
Mao of happiness is- he. 927 
Mart's spirit fsouh distinct from his 

body, 66 L 
Mv Companion* are like the stars, 

1133, LI35 
My jjiierecssioh Ls- for all guilty.. ., 

H>74f L077 
Nd prophet has ever been wronged 

as I have, 
Non-believer striving in earnest 

endeavor, 1065, l(J6fl 
O Gnd, O God, ft it my 

companions' *LLke after mo, 
1134, 1136 

Rather. I will Ik* to you as a father 
(O his child, 1 125 

The rightful succession to 
governance alter me, 1106, 
1110 

The nor: has nn* risen tinr has v. 
set on anyone, 1117, 1132 

This ablution ss the kind without 
which, 1011 

Thu man shall be my successor 
among you, 1114 

Those two chieftains of the 
adult populace of the Garden, 
1117, 1132 

Where is these anyone like Abu 
Bakr>, I132 

Whoever confesses ‘There is no 
other god', 1065, H.168 

The Woman giving herself in 
marriage without permission, 
1116, L32U 

You wilt have tlie same jote in 
relation to me, H14, 1129 

You will have the sarrur 
role .. . except that, 1123 

Your l>esJ legal mind is 'Ali, 
II Lb, 1126 

[Hal fal-]]. 
See Attribute-state 

Hairtrl Allah Mnstawft Qazvini, 
On Baydawi's death daw. xds:, 

nuvii 
Spider's judgment on Sue TVnfifr i 

(Juzida: s.\.\viin26 
[Hnqlciahl, 

See real nature 
liashwiyah, ]62n56 
Health and illness, 474-473 
Hearing perception, 

ftridly described, 697 
Of sounds attd letters, 427- 431 

Heart's spirit, 
Instn iTTitTii of Boldfc of body 

with soul, 69J, 694 
See also Soul power 

Height, 
liefined, 36li-362 

JYifT Vims of Lfigfd RmwHRg, 

See lsfahanl, AintaS1 nt-Anwt 
llilli, cAllamuh ah, 

See Ibn al*Mutahhar aF-Htlh 
Eiumecomiitg, 

Resurrection tnav he like a, 1(144 
Sec also ResLorackrn 

Hudavbivah. Day of. 992 f y r e 
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MulavniL, Abu ^Abrf Allah al-, 1017, 
10L9 

Hy|MJ5tiises f Doctrine id rhreei, 
765n47 
Attributes or essences?, fl31, 86 E 

LbJb> 647 
Ibn ll-'Aiibarij Abu JJakr Muhammad, 

10SG 
I ho ak-Vi-ihi. MuJwcimftd ibn Ziyad, 

m 

Ibn abHaysana, 7,^^ 
llm aj-Mwtahhae fti-Hilli, kx*v, 3-n2 
Ibn al-Rawandi, 0ff2, 6(33 
Ibn Karram. 755 f. 
Ibn $s:ia, 

A poinl is an accidental quality, 
542 

A pom* is an existent entity, 542 
Qnd '* essraw is |lis speofie 

■existence, 857 
His objections to the distili.ii ion of 

die body, 529 f. 
On cfwmogojiy, 605 
On perception .ind knowledge, 445 
On pleasure and pain, 47 E 
Oct slruighl-line ifluticMl chuge, 

5E I 
On the Divine singularity,. 703 
On the living nature, +36 f. 
Reply to his objections to ih-e 

definition of the btsdy, 531; f. 
VicwK kind’s knowledge and 

IKiwyr, 855 
Views on God’s knowledge And 

power cridciaed and simplified. 
H5£> 

Virus nn religion compared lo ibt 
science of theoLo^t-af Aiaifmeni, 
21-22 

Ibn liyntiyiili speaks uf Isfahan), ?di 
[JdafAh {al-)], 

See adjunction 
Iji, 'Adud aJ-Uin. 

at Mausaqif'Ifra at ha tarn, xjtiii, 
xbi32 ‘ 

Relation to Biydaid, xJii3-2 
DU tans, 

Relations with Shicah and Sunnis, 
Xxvi 

Religious policy of, supui 
|Tlm ai-kaloin], Set1 Science of 

iheuJogitaJ statement 

[^llm usu! ai-din], Sec Science of 
fimA-mutiuil principles of [our] 
religion 

Imagination, Power of; 
As ihe intellect moving among llte 

scn&sELCins., 44 
Defined, 30 
Described. 701 
Proof of il> IunlUOti, 7O1-702 

Imagination [Uonsui tn-Tlv?:, W32nl 17 
Defined, 30 

iiiiaui (Appointment criteria). 
Attributes of, 1005 
fnomiyqli view, H0l f- 
MuLtui^h view, 11 III 
Sunni view, llfll 
Women not qualified to be, 1005 T. 
Zaydfrah view, 1501 

Emam [BlameleMtuessX 
Necessary in Shi'ah view, 1896 f. 
Unnecessaiy in Sunni view, IQ90 f. 

Itnam (Obligation to appoint), 
Views oJ‘liLamit sects, 1089, LCWt: 

Agha'srah, Jraamlyah, Isma'diyah, 
Khawarij, Muhazilah, Zaydivah 

imamate. 
Is succession to authority after 

Muhamm^, ]00t> 
ImaitjatC (Reasons for) 

Divine benevolence in Imaimy-a.li 
(Shi^abj view, J093 

IWoiiDii in Sunni view. 1091 
Imainate (Rightful), 

Abu iJakr in Sunni view, ] 1U4, 
1106 t 

cAIi in Shfah view, ] L12 I, 
ImiAiniyaVi, {'Twelver*1) speaking AS 

majority branch of Shl'sih, 1093 
Llhn^ajjaariyah, Set Imaciityah 
Incarnate indwelling. 

See Union and incarnate indwelling 
of God il'i Jesus (Doctrine of) 

Ilteomp&ett OAUa* , Sec Cans*- 
(Incomplete) 

[iieorpopeal fltihstamial beings, 
^Bodies' of. 647 
CliLssofl of, 644, 646- 

[udividuaden, 2+3-254 
As existential, 247-230 
As not existential, 247 
Part of an existent individual, 244 

Induction, 
Complete (invtrtigalivej, 82, 65 
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Incomplete [investigative], 62, 86 
Investigative, 32, 85 

Infinite scries argument, 727, 732 6 
Invalidity of, 727, 732 ( 

i 1111 -111. -1.: l ."t ii‘.i: iLr vT'l(jpi,ri^ jJiigeH nl' ilw 

rational sou]1?), 4fi4]-4til 
ij" k stj Primordial, 460. 462 
■;"2cid'i Constitutive, 461-462 
(3rd) Active, 46L-462 
(4th j Equipped. 461-462 
Does not govern the body. 521—522 

Intellect (Second Celestial), 649, 655 
Also called Tinst produced celestial! 

mreltea', 649 
Depends on the First Principle 

(Cod), 650, 655 
Intellects (Of the celestial spheres), 

Are indirect causes of spheres' 
inrniun, 661, 663 665 

Do not perceive jKarticulars-, 66+1 f 
Effective cause* with bodies, 64+ f, 
Free id' material limitations, 

659-6W 
PhilyKophcrs1' doctrine of, 651 f 
Third to Tenth, 654}, 659 

IntdUgihrJc (An), 
Defined by Asha'irah mnjorkv, 

i7] r 
Define by Mu'tazilah majority, 

173 f. 
Intercession, Divine 

Gcxl grants Prophets. jequest for, 
1074, 1077 

Not available an Mu'tazilah view, 
EG73, £075 

Prophet commanded to ask for. 
1074, 1076 

intuition. 
Distinguishes between a subject 

and a subject with predicate, 
649, 358 ' 

Intuitive reason, 
A Judge of reality, 222 

| Iridah, al-], See God (Will) 
Isfahani, 

Birth, KJtxviii 
Books authored, xiiv 
Commenlaty on B&ydawi 

rommitsioncd, xJill. 7 
Death from bubonic plague, dv 
Education, mxdii f. 
Life-style, vJiv f. 
Move to Cairo. sLi f. 
Move to Damascus, xii 

Obwintion by Ibti Taymryah, ?di 
QbsTTYErtJtxni by historians, xliv 
On knowledge, 36 
Pilgrimage to Makka anil Jerusalem, 

id r, 
Relations v^ih (Jk Shi'itc 

gwernrnent, itfi 
IstlslirdJii, Alaial? iif-.+H-^ijr, 

Galverlry’s numnswripc, Kvii 
Encipit, 3 
Msllinr ripls used, scist I. 
Printed editions, jab 
Status in Muslim esteem, sdv 

Esfarayirii, Abu Ishaq ai-j 1083 
LnWillyah. 

And (he jKtssibiliTy of knowledge ol 
Cod, 156 f- 

Jahiz, Ahu *Uthman ‘Amr ibn Rahr 
al-, 1068 

[jahl] 7 l&n L64, 722 
Jabir dm Zaytl, 991 
Jesus, 765-766 

See also Messiah 
Jews' doctrine tm the Mosaic Law 

refuted, MX*) t 
Jinn, 644, (H7 
f Jism 1aELimi]i 

See Geometrical teaching body 
Joseph (As prophet), 

Acts not tnir-jprctcd as wtongdoiojr, 
(005, 1013 

Joseph's brothers 
Wrong Lint dyne if and when as 

propIteLs, ILKJ.5, 1(113 
Joy and other emotions, 474 
Jubba'i, Abu HAli Muhammad al-, 

636. 1055 
Jubba\ Abu HuJiim al-, 22 k 636, 

L05S 
Judgmental assent, 28-29, 34 

And authoritative tradition. 4-11 
Arid necessity. 139 f. 
As a rational acquisition. 3-1 
.A: iutuitiw, 33, 36 

JnwsyTiL, Iinain al-Hurarruiyn al-, 221 F, 

Kabo. al-Bulkhi, Abu ai-Qasim, 636, 
322, 663 

Kalam (Theology), See Scienre of 
theological statement 

[Kamm fal-j], See quantity 
[iCaramat] 

See SifFrin of divine favor 
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K^riiiniiyj}], 755 £ 
Ajid subsistence uf temporal 

ph-momf-nia in God, 760 
I 'K-p-ir argument refuted. 763 

See 'Qualiiy 
Kjjklirt.ta'i, Shaikh Muhammad ai-, 

Kxxtinlfi 
Knowing ''Gutrlawi's tbcmyf i4fl, 

440 
An alternating b ip halt'd perception 

response: contrt]Jti<{jci/j udgrric nt, 
28, 31 

Each phase by intuition or 
acquisition, 33 

Ktsowing (lt*n Sitia’s theory), 31 
conception ody/Qt, with lodgment; 

31 
Kazi and. others vary slightly 

Kut^wiiig [Isfahan i's theory}, 36-42 
Intuit ion or acquiaiti art---each is only 

partial by necessity, 30 
Knowledge, 

Aud logical reasoning, 137 F 
As conclusion- 83 
As premise, 83 
Gy intuition, 28 £, 33 
hy rational acquisition,, 28 F„ 33 
Defined, 439-+j7 
DLstiiKI modes, 28-30 
Functional aspects., 28 I. 
General thtiity of, 31 f- 
h both general and parLitulaj in 

reFerencc. 457 f. 
Real factors in, 453 f. 

Knowledge about God. 
And logical reasoning', 158 f. 
Not a divisible substance, 667 f, 

Ktttwkdgc (Experiential) fllkjut God, 
And intuition, 744-748 
And the MuftakBlUmun, 744-718 
And the Philosophers, 74b-748 

Knowledge of self, 
God’s, 453 
Mankind *, 433 

Kukyb, Neighbodinns of 1121 

Latency and appearance, 492. {ifHl 
Defined, 492 
Denied, 492 

[Laxim (ll-)]. 
See Conclusion 

Ijengch, 
Defined, 361-362 

Lite, See living nature fight. 
Theories of 422 f. 

limiting terms (of syllogism), 99 
line. 

Defined, 360, 362 
Living nature, 

Key to species normality, 434, 436 
Source of nrher psychic ptjwces. 

434 f. 
Theories of. 434-435 
View of MutakaUnmin, 135, 433 
View of Mu'tazLIah. 435, 438 
View of the philosophers, 435, 438 

living nature of God- 
See God (Living- nature) 

Living nature of man., 
Accords with the Divine will, 695 
Signifies the Divine autlroiizalion, 

682 
Locus <'or, Locus-eubsirate)j 342-343n4, 

356 
DsgicaJ reasoning. 

And T'lCCcseary knowleiige, 640. 
142 f., 151 

As an obligation, 161 
Defined, 27 Ef 42 f 
Its practical results, 637-13G 
Iu sufficiency, 153 f. 
Synonymous with thinking, 43 f 

Lulus boundary iree. 
in cite Seveuth Heaven, H144 

Ijftve, 
Defined, 464, 4tiJ! 
Related to will. 464, 463 

JUk fad (ai-)], See Restoration; 
See also Ilnmceonting 

| Mahiyahf 
See Quiddity 

Major tcmi (ui syllogism}, 
function and location, 02, 07 

Maryam, 
Storv of- 1023-1024 

[Mata1 i>I-J], 
See Time when 

Material cause, 326, 328 
Manor., $*-*• i’nmal matter 
Memory (Power of), 

Described, 703 
Mental! form, 

Distinct from external form, 157 
Universal in reference, 457 F. 

Mental process and (internal ivaliiy, 
453 f_ 
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Messiah, 
Union nature? iti, 7G5 

Mccctnpsycho&is, 685: 688 
Contrasted witli Rf-surrecdori, 

1045 I. 
Kesurrccticin is more than merely a. 

1043 I' 
MUfcUe imii {in syllogism). 

Function md location.. 82h 67 
Function varies with figure, 38-, 100 

[Milk (ill-)]. 
Ft isfrf'r-wi i>n m habit' 

Minor cerm [in syllogism). 
Function and location, 02. 87 

Miracle, 
Defined, 968, 9 70 

Mirj.de brought by the PiyipheL. 
Came with die Qjidati, 964. 986 
CompUtiiT of the Sbc-caend, 992 
Greeting of the Stone, 99 L 
Keening of the Palm Ijo;, 992 
Knowing ihc PoiRcmed Mutton, 9{J0 
Splitting of the Moon, 991 
\Vatrr springing our between his 

fingers, 992 
Mo$d (eel syllogEm}, 

Defined, 99n+0 
Varieties possible, MIL, HO Infill 

Moonlight, 
Reflected from the sun, 592 

Mast appropriate person. 
In catitlitUcies, Varieties of, 

1122-1123 
Motion-change, 

Cydical or rotary, 468 
Defined by Mmakallintmn, 46? 
Defined hy philosnpbrj'a, 482' 483 
Factors involved in, 490 f. 
Individuation of, 499 
Straight-line, 510 l 
SviJllHHirv of l"W'3v philaSOplieis OTi, 

483, 4 66 
Types of force necessitating it, 506 £ 

Motion-change and completion, 403 
Monon-change of body, 

Powers causing;, 480 
Division of, 488. 498 
Naturally autonomic, 709 f. 
Voluntarily elective, 70? 

Mubamtfh Muhammad ibn Yairid, 
11(8 

Muhammad, See Prophet Muhammad 
MuTuiriSah, 287. 796 f., 917 f, 

952 f,1052 f 

Tree choice' doctrine, See Arts of 
mankind. Mi/taziJah Tree choice' 
doctrine 
See also under otImt*1 doctrines 

[NabsJ {prophet), 
Etymology of term, 9641 

Najashi, al-, 
Deutb foretold by the Prophet. 9815, 

989 
Narrators uf tradition, 

Their faultless Arabic, 133 f. 
NasiT Mvill^trinnd itui Qalawun 

al-MaliL a)-, 
Commission in Rfahani, xlili 
Isfahan!’5 rrtfnmium of, 7 f. 

Naariyali Kbanqab al Siryaqus 
(Cairij), 5di f 

[N45AI M, 
Set Logits reasoning 

NmzlUTi, Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ak 355, 
540. 082 f„ 822, ION 

NtCessS-ry 
Defined by philosophers, L70 e; 

Nscc5.-ia.iy Existent, 198 f. 
Absolute exisrejiee is ackiiliona! to 

H:s quiddity, 198 f, 
Absolute GKOteDce is different from 

Ills essence, 199 
His alrsolute cxisimn ll caused, 212 
His absolute existence is an 

intelligible, 199, 208 
His specific existence is nut 

additional, 299 
His specific existence is identical 

with His essence, £09 
HL5 casern# jy riot 'an i3U<-3Li^i!Wt-:'. 

2tl8 
Necessary implication. 

See Necessity (syUopstie) 
Necessity-, 

A requisite of existence. 255, 266 
An mwOecroal entity only, 255 
Antecedent, 283 
Causal factor of, 258 
Consequent, 284 
Exclude? composition, 261 
Exclude itself from civmposition, 

26 L 

In logical reasoning, 139 
Inherent, 63 f. 
Necessary in ili own essence, 

261-262 
Not a commonality, 262 
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Necessity (syllijjpstici. 
Causes of, 90 HI 
More general in nature, M f. 

No intermediary, 
H,rlwi,i‘;n existence arid It OH-existence-, 

221-222 
Nonexistent, 

Defined by Ajha^irah majority, 17 I 
Defined by \1u*1azijab majority, 172, 

175 
Dr fined by philosophers, [ 7 fi f. 
\u1 a of^rrainh" external Jv. SIS f 

.■ j 1 

Not a concrete enntv, 214 
View of MuWab, 217 f. 

Number, 
Defitied, 360, 352 

Obligarirm q(' God’s presence. See 
Cod, Obligation of Hi$ pursenrc 

Obligations niipflsed on man, 
Man's chaciL’e to earn a reward or 

penalty, 953 
Mu'uriilafi view of their purpose is 

reward after Kesnircction. 953, 
ior?2 

Sunni view of Mu^taidlah doctrine, 
953 

Omnipotence, See God (Omnipotence) 
Omniscience, 

Knowlfidcie itself or its rflert?, £l!52 
5ee also God .{Omniscience’! 

Opposition, 
A cUit or variety of plurality, 310 
Of affirmation/negation, 3 12, 3lj 
Of contradiction, 3ifl 
Of mutual adjunction. 3If] 
Of privatkHi/pQsscasion, 316 
The four recognized. kinds of, 3]5 
Varieties of, 310 f. 
W ays of identifying classes of, S1 fn 

Pardon, Ehvine 
Belbrr repen rancr by God's free 

choice, L 073 I- 074 
Pur sin-5., 1073, 1073 
Muhazilah view, 1073 1077 

Pamciilatizinft cammaiMl 'God’s;, 
4, 30, 13 

PiaSivily, 
Define, 345 

Pen f'l'Jie), See Hadilh, Fmsr thing 
created . , , the pen 

Pfcrrapriori, 
And comprel'LH iisi'vf: recognition, 909 

And knowledge, Ttreorics of, 439 £ 
As psychic intuition, 442 £ 
H-CvOls Of perception; 2A f. 
Of particulars is by the soul's 

instrumental power?, 706 
t>f nnivcrsids is direct]v by the send, 

703 
Power: of external, 695 f, 
Powers of internal, 699 f 

Perfection (primary/:atcotKliaryJ, 
See Completion 

Peripatetics, 
See School of Aristotle 

Permanence of reward etc. 
Debate or; its ooneeivabjJicy, 1067, 

1060-1073 
Pharaoh and Mores, 744 f. 
Phice, 

As the inner surface of a, container, 
307 

Defined, 3H7 
Rca-scms it wrHild brat be a void, 3£S 
Theories of, 387 

Dacc-whcre, 
An instantly generated place nf 

beutg, 482 f. 
Defined, 341, 314 

Plan** surface* 
Defined, 300, 362 

Planets,, 
Celestial mbs lived in some major 

spheres, mewing as- they move, 
584, 502 

Plato, 229, 233, 606 
Intelligible forms are wlf-iubsisreTif,. 

050 
On sttaighL-line motion change, 510 

Pleasure and reality {lirfcingoisfuNl, 
46S f. 

Plurality, 
■Aspects of its definition, 300 f- 
Classcs or varieties of, 310 f. 
Is erisLeiniaE, 300, 3G-3 
Mori: precisely H an inteflwtual 

eniiry only, 30+ 
The- opposite of singularity, 300. 3Q1 

Point (the!, 3+5 
Mnrd, 360, 362 
Sac also Ibu £Lna on this 

Pollock. James VV.. jcviii 
Pbaitium 

Uxdincd, 3+1, 344 
Possession as, habit, 

Defined, ill, 345 
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Possibility, 
A llun-KqUmtC Of CNisCfMW^ ^55 
An adjunctive entity, 295- 
An intellectual encicv only, 235 f. 
b an intelligible in comparison 10 

imc-tlier tbinp, 295 
Is non-existent ial, 295 
h prior to a things existence. 295 
Nerds a cause to be existent, 296 f. 
Not a power held by an agent, 294 
Not an inti llifdbk in itself, 295 
Validates -God's power, 323 

Possible, 
Dfliiti'd by phi Li i gophers, 3 76 f. 

Possible realiLy, 
Accepts lioth existence ami 

non-existence. 176 I 
As an existent it is a temporal 

phenomenon, L7(J 
Kflfectivc cause need^l while existent, 

m 
f^pSte-nye depend:- 00 on effective 

Cflm, 283 
Eriurnt natures of, lffi 
Neither of its starc-s has priority, 

281 £ 
Fosturr, 

See Position 
Prurntial force, 

Defined, 463 £ 
Potentiality into actuality. 

Instantly or gradually, 437 
Power, 

As ft Idled to will, 463 
See also Power of aoLOtioniOLii 

action 
Power (tioijrin of}. 

And vaiiqus actions, 463 
Power of autonomous action, 465, 

709 C, 395 L 
Powers ol' motivating and activating, 

707 
Praise as Thanksgiving, 16, 15-]6n3E> 
Prayer rise facing Jerusalem, L0A6 
Prefermro, Agent of as, a cause, 

263-209 
Premise, 

Conditional conjunctive, 05-96- 
Conditional disjunctive, 95, 97 
Conditional. exceptive., 96, 
Major, 99-LCKJ 
Minor, 99-100 

Preservation of the individual, 

Bv nutritive and growth powers, 
'709-710 

PrewKvarion of the species, 
By generative [and formative] 

powers, 709 71 f 
PreseivatiiHi, Powers auxiliary to, 

Described, 709 
Primal matter, 371, 522, 532, 553, 

558, 560 571, 599, 649, 655 
Primeval decision (God's}., 4. 10, 13 
Prize of the uplifted arrow, 5nlG 
Proof demonstration, 23, 32 

Premises of, 126 
Premises positive, 125 

'Proper concern1 for benefit, 
Not a netxEsary obligation upon 

God. 369 f. ' 
Piophet Muhammad, 

Fits definition of tlLe Prophet, 
934 f. 

His propheihotKl tJemorvrfraced 93+ 
Patdkhnod for all sitrs, 1935, 1909 

Prophet (The), 
Character of, 934 f., 991 
Essence and Function nf. 962 f. 
Mankind s need of, 959, 962 -967 
Why needed by mankind, 959 

Prophets. Character tdl lOO-S, 1006 
Fudayltiyah Khawarij doctrine, Ultff 
I [ashwivah dncirinc on 

blamclessuess, 1004, 1007 
Rawafid doctrine requires 

blanidespness, 1006, 1014 
Sunni doctrine on errors mid 

punishment, 1004 f 
Prophets, Commissioning ol" 

Believed blameless before 
commi-brimting, L0U6, L0l + 

Blameless sifter commissioning. 1003, 
1000 

Given alter psychic prepaiwkiri, 
1014 f. 

WrotlfdotH never oommissintsed as, 
1094, 1003 f- 

hophr-tF!, Ranking ofj 
fofrrinr to arrhangcU jn views qf 

Mtt'taribth and pliiltwophr-rs, 
1017, 1019 

Superior to angels in views of ShPaJi 
and Sunni majorities, 1017, 10! 9 

Proposition, 
Mental lindtides theoretical and 

rational), +30 432 
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Popularly accepted, 123, 125, 
130 r. 

Presumptive, 130 
PrOVCrb, 

Evcnrone is easily amenable, 
444nL2G* t£>64n36, 1067 

To abandon a great good, 933, 
940, 1090, 1092 

Pftrvideni wmcfni. 
Sec God (Will), and (led 

(Omniscience) 
IVoving particular. 

By pardcjLar, 82, 06 
By iiiiivcrsaJ, &2, &5 

Proving universal, 
By particular* 82* 83 
By uittvtm], 32, 35 

Psyche, 
Sec Srn]£ (rational} 

Psychic activity and limitations upon 
it, 439-444 

Psychic 'qualities as human powers, 
434 439 

Punishment of mankind by God. 
Gods justice in Sunni view, E064, 

1007 
O'.vrd iiy Gut I eel !\Tnjci_L/-.l:i:i »t»l 

Khawarij view, 1052, 1056 
bet also lleward to- man . . . 

Punishment (Special severe), 
For the disbelieving, 1033. 
^ 1000 1061 r 1067 
For lliose m-MlIting (lie Prophet, 

3004, 1003 
Punishment threat. 

Whether and when iusp?nded, 
3034, 1059, 1065, 1067 f, 

Purpose of a man's creation, 
Clue seen in his behavior in 

A&ha'irah -view, L064 f, LOG7 

[Q^1 
Sec Primeval decision 

[Qadar fa]-}]. 
See Particularizing command 

Qjirah Daghi. 'Ali Muhyi al-Din al-* 
juwViii 

Qa'fcvini* Haind Allah MusliwA^ 
Tbsjfid Allah MusUtwfi Qaavini 

Qnaljr.n K iwt properly jimibuulili.- to 
God, 749-750 

Qualities of predisposition, 477 f. 
Qualities sptsciiic to quantities, 470 

Quality, 

Change in, 433. 451 
Defined, 3+1, 344 

Quancitative measure. 
And a body, 364 
Defined, 360-361 

Quantity, 
As accident. 363 304 
As essence* 363 304 
Change in, 43R f. 
Defined, 341, 344 

[Qgjdrah, aJ-j, 
See Power of autonomous action 

Quid-e.wcnce, See Quiddity 
Quiddity, 

Applies to an intelligible, 230 
As ahsuluLe, 229 
As abstrAtrion, 229 
As composite oiTernatiy, 234 --255 
As composite inccdetirally, 234-233 
As concrete blend, 229 
As simple entity, £29 
Conditioned by nothing, 229 
Conditioned by something, 229 
Is such thmingh its essence. 229 
Presents a thing"* real nature, 229 
Unconditioned by anything; 229 

Quiescence, 
iielwcen changes in straight-line 

modon, 530-512 
Of bsxJi-i's in eternity, 611* 613 

Quotations from the EVriphet, 
See Hadith 

Qur'an (Verses cited): 
001 ai-Faiihab, vG 7, tOBOnSO 
002 ai-Paqurah, v23, 987 
002 al-fiaqnrah, v?4, 10+8, 3050 
002 al-Kaqanth, v2Sp 926 
0112 aL-Raqarah, vjl 32, 1020 
002 al-Eaqarah, v34, 1019 
002 al-Eaqnndi, v35, 101E 
002 al-Baqarah, v37, 1011 
002 al-Haqarah, v38. 723 
G{)2 abEaq&rah, v48, 1074, 1077 
002 ahEaqrah. v55, 899, 912 
0112 al-Baqarah, v79a, 922, 925 
002 al-Baqarah, vfll* 1064, 1060 
002 al-Eaqarah. v82, 1082, 60&4 
002 al-Baqarah* v8G, 926 
002 aL-ESaqarak v 117, 636 
002 ahEiaqat-ah, vll9, 963nH 
002 al-Baqarah. vl24, 3004, 100Sf2j, 

1099(2) 
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CHY2 EjJiaqarah, vl42. rtf.., ] (JS0n3L> 
CMft ai-Eaqarah, vl43, LU82f [086(21, 

I 100 
002 aJ-li^arab, v!95. 1003, 1007 
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680 fi, 684 t 
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(minting of), 
Causes body powers. 691 ft, 684 
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found, 
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591 
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652 
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Subki, Taj al-D in. cites Bavdawi, xxxi, 
xlv 
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321 
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178, 52]“522 
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^ 521-522 
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Suhsiaucc occurrence. 
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Suhrawirdii Yatiya ibh Hdbash, 
956nS9 
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Sylogitm, 

Categorical connective 38 89. 93 
Hypothetical exceptive, Kd-d?, 96 
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94-96 

Tablet, 
Second clfitiq created, 950 65 L 
959 
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pVlimiyah), 159 
('Drdhtl, ah], Sec Qualities nut 

pL-upccly aurilmlablc to 14m I 
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fTa^awwur, ab], See Concept 

Fbmiatkrii 
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IVhIjt perception, 

llridly described, 693 
Theories of, 431-432 

[Taivhfd, al-J, See Singularity (Divine), 
IJoctriiK: d' 

Temporal origination. See abo 
Temporality 

Temporal phenomena excluded from 
Subediting ell Cod, 767 f. 
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"iliaLiaTi, Yab ib«i Mufrali ab, 

992n t ] I 
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28 29 
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14 
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45 
Location in the brain. 44 
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Gold, 411 
Heat, 40fl 
Humidity, 412 
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133-134 
Absenre of intellectual inconsistency 

in, 133, L35 
Admissibility of its evidence,. 784, 

002 
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133 13+ 
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intellects, 04fth 652-653, 
656~fo8 

Voluntary 5igettt (Divine), 
Sec Cod as free choice agent. 

Voluntary actions. 
Four sources of, 464 4-Lij 

[VVad\ al^J, Sec Position 
Width, 

Delitted, 361-362 f. 
Will, 

See Cod (Will) 
WillingniSiij 

Related Lo- benefit, 463 
Witnesses to tradition, 

Truthfulness of, 333-136 
|\Vijjhb al-wujud]„ 

Sec Obligation of His presence 

Zodiac (Sphere or the), 
See Sphere of the Fixed Stars 

Zuhayli, Muhammad a.1-, xks udi 
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